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Editorial

Internet of Behaviors (IoB): We often see the emergence of newer technologies across the world. 
Internet of Behaviors (IoB) is another promising digital technology in communication protocols. 
In simple language, it is considered as an extended version of the already popularized concept 
Internet of Things (IoT). Technocrats and industrialists need to abreast the knowledge of these new 
technologies so as to get benefits like quicker analysis of larger data in a shorter time with more 
accuracy and of course, the cost-effective technology is an important consideration. 

Internet of Behaviors (IoB) is a concept that based on understanding, predicting, and affecting 
human behavior through data analysis. IoB is helpful to predict the human behavior with high 
precision. IoB platforms aggregate the data collected from various sources using sensors and other 
technologies like AI, ML, IoT, bigdata, cloud computing for monitoring, analyzing and gives the 
IoB findings as a result. 

Companies will always work to understand the human behaviour to become more efficient and 
provide revolutionize the businesses by collecting the data about people’s behaviors. IoB applications 
in various fields include in healthcare sector such as tracking of chronic disease, monitoring health 
condition and recovery of a patient, in travel bookings like hotels and resorts, in insurance industry 
to assess the driving, driver’s information like addict, underage or overage, whether a specific 
incident was a mishap or not, car tracking, providing personalized shopping recommendations, are 
few to mention. 

One example, through facial detection and physical look of the customer who entered into a tea 
centre, with the assistance of a scanner the businessperson can get the information that the customer 
is a male teenager and looks tired, hence may prefer to have an isolated seat and energy drink. 
Another example is, if a consumer reaches a departmental store to purchase a specific item, may get 
puzzled on seeing various brands in racks. In such a case, IoB can assist the customer by providing 
the information like offers, customers’ feedback, past and present purchasing patterns, and so on. 

When we change our living style, our behaviour will also change, and technologies like IoB helpful 
to make our lives easier.

New Delhi                  Editor

31st January 2024
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Evaluation and Analysis of Discomfort Glare in Indoor 
Luminaire Systems using Lighting Simulation Software

Yogita Khandge
Assistant Professor
Department of Electronic Science
Fergusson College
Pune, Maharashtra
 yogitahase9@gmail.com

ABSTRACT
To estimate the Unified Glare Rating (UGR) CIE for uncomfortable glare, this paper employs commercial lighting 
simulation software. The building's interior workspaces, such as study rooms and office cabins, are evaluated for 
UGR. Solid state lighting (SSL) luminaires with varying illumination distributions are evaluated and modeled 
in three dimensions using software, all while accounting for the observer's actual position and line of sight. The 
luminaire source's luminance and the angle between a luminaire's orientation and the observer position's line of 
sight are the primary factors contributing to discomfort glare. Field of view for the UGR values was determined 
by modifying the values of the three input variables, which is the main emphasis of this paper. UGR readings fall 
between 10 and 30, with lower being preferable; 16 being perceptible and 19 being only passably comfortable; and 
more than 19 being more uncomfortable.

This study focuses on the UGR values, which were determined by changing the values of the input conditions like 
the backdrop brightness's field of vision (Lb), luminance of each luminaire's luminous portions (L), and position 
index (ρ). Python program was developed to quantify UGR values. Both tabular and graphical representations of 
the results are provided. A comparative study is done on the outcomes from the UGR simulation program with 
different viewing angles and position index. The impact of the luminaires' light distribution, the observer's viewing 
angle and line of sight orientation, and the impact of background luminance on the UGR values and conclusion 
has been done.

KEYWORDS : Discomfort glare, Field of view, Lighting simulation, Software, SSL, UGR, Python.

INTRODUCTION
CIE, Unified Glare Rating (UGR)

The CIE presents the Unified Glare Rating (UGR), 
an international rating that measures glare 

discomfort and has gained importance recently.‖ [1] 
The CIE created this UGR model specifically for 
interior lighting applications. UGR is determined by 

measuring a fixture's brightness for a given line of sight 
direction. Glare affects the occupant in many ways like 
discomfort, and comes with various side effects like low 
concentration, headache, loss of productivity etc.

       (1)

The solid angle (steradian) of each luminaire's luminous 
components at the observer's eye is represented by the 
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EXPERIMENTATION
In this experimentation, the discomfort glare is 
evaluated and analyzed by CIE UGR method by 
considering workplace like office cabin/Study room. 
Workplace is simulated using lighting simulation 
software DIALux. The objectives of simulation are 
to achieve recommended lux levels for particular 
task. Develop a python program for-calculating 
UGR values at workplace. The results obtained from 
lighting simulation software and computer program are 
presented in tabular and graphical form, and carried 
out comparative analysis of the various results. The 
experiment carried out in two parts.

Part I: UGR evaluation and analysis according to the 
field of view or viewing angle Part II: UGR Analysis of 
according to Guth’s position index

UGR evaluation and analysis according to the field of 
view Overview of simulation - The workplace created 
from following specifications and setting in commercial 
lighting software.
Table 1. Specifications of workplace and DIALux settings

Reflectance 
values 

Ceiling/
wall/Floor

0.7/ 0.5/ 0.2 Directions 
for UGR 
computa-

tion

North

Luminaire 
position

2.1 m × 1.5 
m

UGR 
computation 

point

Positioning: 
0.6 m 

calculation 
points: 5×5

Luminaire SSL 
Recessed 
(3600 lm)

Average 
illumination 
on the floor

189 lx

DIALux 
General 
setting

UF= 0.5, 
MF = 0.80, 
Longitude, 

Latitude and 
XYZ co-
ordinates

Recomm-
ended 
Values 

(EN12464-
1 Indoor 
Environ-

ment)

Lux values 
= 300lx, 
UGR<19 

(Just 
acceptable)

A 3m × 3m x 3m broad area was used to install the 2.1 
m × 1.5 m LED type flat panel luminaire. The UGR 
figures were computed and taking into account the 
height of the sitting position at 5 × 5 locations that were 
separated by 0.3m from (0.6m, 0.6m).

symbol ω, ρ is the Guth position index, and L is each 
luminaire's brightness in cd/m2 when viewed from the 
observer's field of view. This index is derived from two 
angles: β, which is the angle measured in degrees from 
the vertical of the plane comprising the source and the 
line of sight; Lb, or background brightness; and α, or 
the angle between the line of sight and the line linking 
the observer to the source.

The background luminance (Lb) is defined as the 
uniform brightness of the entire surrounding area that 
creates the same illuminance on a vertical plane at the 
observer's eye when the glare sources are eliminated 
from the visual field under consideration. (Eq. (2)). 
[1995 CIE].

          (2)

Ei: Indirect illumination in the direction of observer's 
eyes (lx).The Guth position index ρ shall be determined 
by the position index table as the ratio of H/R and T/R 
generated in Figure 2.

Figure 1. UGR measurement from observer position

Figure 2. Position of luminaire at the origin of the observer 
eye level
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Figure 3. Overview of simulation

Figure 4. Model of office cabin/study room

Figure 5. LED flat panel recessed light and its luminous 
intensity distributions

Methodology

The following steps are followed for evaluation of 
UGR.

i. Construction of office cabin/study room in DIALux 
lighting simulation Software.

ii. Selection of appropriate luminaire fixture, 
photometric diagram and its orientation to achieve 
the required lux level and UGR.

iii. For UGR surface / point calculation done by 
entering Height, Step width and Viewing sector

iv. Run the DIALux project by selecting light scene.

v. Verify the achieved lux level and UGR value on 
calculation surface.

The following is the relation between the computed 
value of UGR and Hopkinson's uncomfortable glare 
standards. UGR readings fall between 10 and 30, with 
lower being preferable; 16 being perceptible and 19 
being only passably comfortable; and more than 19 
being more uncomfortable.
Table 2. Hopkinson's discomfort glare standards

UGR Discomfort Glare 
Criteria

UGR Discomfort 
Glare Criteria

10 Imperceptible 22 Unacceptable
13 Just perceptible 25 Just 

uncomfortable
16 Perceptible 28 Uncomfortable
19 Just acceptable - -

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
UGR Calculations by Software program and 
Lighting simulation software

Lighting simulation software was used to calculate 
illumination levels. The accuracy of the software was 
first evaluated by comparing the results with those 
obtained from the UGR calculation software. Five 
by five places, with the north wall facing them and 
separated by 0.3 meters at a height of 1.2 m, were used 
to calculate UGR. Next, the outcomes were contrasted 
with the values determined at every stage. Based on the 
UGR values generated by the computer modeling tool, 
it can be realized that Figure 6. Three columns UGR 
values—from  the first to the second—are quite close. 
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This demonstrates that the produced UGR calculation 
software program's illuminance and UGR values are 

comparable to values obtained from the software for 
simulating commercial lighting.

Figure 6. UGR surface calculations points using DIALux and Python

Most people's central field of vision is between 50° and 
60° in angle. At this angle, an object is seen by both  
eyes at the same time. The variations in UGR values 

were then examined in relation to the field of vision, 
which is 90°, 60°, and 53°, respectively, for determining 
the luminaire's (L) brightness.
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Figure 7. UGR values with respect to the field of view

After getting surface the UGR values in DIALux. The 
average is taken for each column at the distance 0.3, 
0.9, 1.5, 2.1, and 2.7 m on x-axis. Average was taken 
by each column of five calculation points for analysis.

Figure 8. The average UGR values with respect to viewing 
angle using DIALux

Above figure shows the UGR values reduces as it moves 
towards the luminaire posi-tion and below the luminaire 
the UGR values are approximately 10.
Table 3. UGR averages relative to the field of view

Viewing 
angle

UGR from Lighting 
Simulation software

UGR from 
software program

90° 14 14.64

60° 12.4 9.4

53° 12 5.2

The UGR average value is more than 60° and 53° when 
90° is applied. Conversely, UGR values were 0 or 

less than 10 when 53° was applied. The average UGR 
values for the graph Figure.9 fields of view of 53° and 
60° are displayed in Table 3. Thus, it may be said that 
UGR values are influenced by the field of vision. Both 
software and lighting simulation software saw a decline 
in UGR value as view angle shrank.

Figure 9. The average UGR values with respective viewing 
angle

Studies and Assessment of Position Index's Impact 
on UGR Values and Associated Lux Levels

To account for the variations in values of position 
index, the UGR calculation points were off by 2.1 
m in X direction and by 0.3, 0.9, 1.5, 2.1, and 2.7 
m in Y direction. Subsequently, UGR values were 
compared based on the various position index values 
at every calculation point. A field of view of 60° was                          
employed in this segment. For every calculation point, 
UGR values and position index values are displayed in 
Table 5.
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Figure 10. Lux levels on the surface Figure 11. Geometric Arrangement visualization

Table 2. Average lighting on the floor

Average lighting on the floor
Floor illuminance 189lx

UGR surface (1.2H) 275lx

Table 3. Comparing various UGR values and each calculation point's location index (ρ)

Figure 12. The average UGR values with respect to 
Position index

CONCLUSIONS
Analyzing the UGR input variable settings utilized in 
commercial lighting simulation software is the aim 
of this study. The circumstances of the UGR input 

variables may alter as a result of the UGR computation. 
Consequently, it is feasible to examine how the input 
conditions for UGRs factors affect the values of UGR 
Fur- thermore, the luminaire's (L) luminance was 
calculated using three different field of view conditions: 
53°, 60°, and 90°. Of the three UGR input variables, 
the conditions of the field of view that were taken into 
consideration for the calculation of the background 
luminance (Lb) and position index (ρ) had the least 
impact on UGR  values. These conditions applied to the 
luminaire's luminance (L), which was calculated using 
commercial lighting software and software program.

To find the UGR value—which indicates how 
uncomfortable glare is for a given luminaire—it is 
required to arrange the luminaires and observer positions 
in relation to one another. Changes in the observer's 
position and line of sight affect the UGR value. As seen 
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in Figure. 7, there are differences between the outputs 
from the programming language and lighting simulation 
software. The software needs to include empirical 
values, and it should focus on precisely defining the 
geometric arrangement of the observer's position and 
orientation.
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ABSTRACT
In order to improve the sustainability of Self Help Groups (SHGs) in India, this research paper examines the 
critical role that digital literacy plays. It explores the workings of Self Help Groups (SHGs), which are essential to 
the socioeconomic advancement of marginalised people, especially those living in rural and semi-urban settings. 
This paper looks at digital literacy in India today, how it interacts with financial technology, and how it affects 
SHG sustainability and operation. This research, which draws from a range of scholarly sources, emphasises the 
benefits and difficulties that come with digital literacy programmes. The study evaluates the function of local 
rural banks and government initiatives in advancing digital literacy among Self-Help Group participants. The 
results show that higher levels of digital literacy positively correspond with the sustainability and efficacy of 
SHGs, which greatly enhances their socioeconomic development and empowerment. This paper emphasises the 
need of all-encompassing approaches and policy interventions to improve SHGs' digital literacy, which would 
help them become strong, long-lasting organisations that can propel change at the local level in India. In order to 
improve development and sustainability in the digital age, the paper suggests a model for digital literacy for Self 
Help Groups that is inclusive and comprehensive, including stakeholder participation, local context, and useful 
applications..
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INTRODUCTION

Digital Literacy refers to the ability to use 
digital technologies for safe, appropriate, and 

controlled access, management, comprehension, 
integration, communication, evaluation, and creation 
of information. It encompasses a broad range of skills 
essential for participating effectively in the digital 
world. In the context of this study, Self Help Groups 
(SHGs) are informal groups, predominantly comprising 
women, focused on collective saving and lending. 
These groups are pivotal in promoting financial 
inclusion, socioeconomic empowerment, and self-
reliance, especially in rural and semi-urban areas in 
India. Sustainability in the context of SHGs refers to 

the ability of these groups to maintain their operations 
and impact over time, contributing to the long-term 
socioeconomic development and empowerment of their 
members. 2 In India's socioeconomic environment, 
Self Help Groups (SHGs) have become essential and 
have a profound impact, especially in rural and semi-
urban regions. Self-Help Groups (SHGs) are unofficial 
groups, mostly made up of women, that concentrate on 
lending and saving money together. According to Nayak 
et al., (2020), they play a crucial role in promoting 
financial inclusion, socioeconomic empowerment, and 
self-reliance. For these groups, however, the quickly 
changing digital world offers both possibilities and 
problems. The significance of digital literacy as a key 
component of SHG sustainability and efficacy has 
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the pivotal role of digital literacy in enhancing the 
sustainability of Self-Help Groups (SHGs) in India. 
This study utilized a mixed-method approach, 
combining both qualitative and quantitative research 
techniques to gather and analyze data. Qualitative data 
was collected through a series of interviews and focus 
group discussions with SHG members, facilitators, and 
local bank representatives. These discussions provided 
in-depth insights into the experiences, challenges, 
and perspectives of individuals directly involved with 
SHGs.

Quantitatively, the study conducted surveys among a 
representative sample of SHG members across various 
regions, focusing on their level of digital literacy, access 
to financial technology, and the operational effectiveness 
of their groups. The surveys were structured to measure 
the correlation between digital literacy levels and the 
sustainability and efficacy of the SHGs. Additionally, 
secondary data analysis was a significant component 
of the research methodology. The study extensively 
reviewed existing literature, including academic articles, 
reports from financial institutions, and government 
policy documents, to understand the broader context of 
digital literacy in India and its intersection with SHGs.

This blend of qualitative and quantitative methods, 
enriched by a thorough review of secondary sources, 
enabled a holistic understanding of the current state 
of digital literacy among SHGs in India. The findings 
from this multi-faceted research approach informed 
the development of an inclusive and comprehensive 
model for digital literacy for SHGs, taking into account 
local contexts, stakeholder participation, and practical 
applications. This model aims to guide future policy 
interventions and strategies to strengthen SHGs, 
thereby fostering socioeconomic development and 
empowerment at the grassroots level in India.

LITERATURE REVIEW
India's current digital literacy situation is complicated 
and multidimensional. In their study, Nedungadi 
et al. (2018) have shed light on the subtleties of this 
situation. They contend that digital literacy is now 
a top national priority as a result of the government 
of India's expansive Digital India programme. The 
difficulty, however, is in developing a structure that is 
inclusive and meets the many demands of the enormous 

grown in recent years. For SHGs to adapt to the digital 
economy, they must possess digital literacy, which is 
described as the capacity to use digital technologies for 
safe, appropriate, and managed access, management, 
understanding, integration, communication, evaluation, 
and creation of information (Nedungadi et al., 2018). 
This adaptation includes comprehending online markets, 
digital governance services, and digital financial 
services in addition to using digital technologies. 
India wants to become a digitally empowered society 
and knowledge economy. The government of India 
established the Digital India programme ("Digital India 
– A Programme to Transform India into a Digitally 
Empowered Society and Knowledge Economy," This 
programme emphasises how digital literacy must 
penetrate all societal levels, including SHGs and other 
grassroots groups (Banu, 2017). Even while SHGs 
stand to gain a great deal from digital literacy, such as 
better financial management, expanded market access, 
and improved government service delivery, the road 
ahead is not without obstacles. These include a lack 
of specialised educational programmes, sociocultural 
impediments, and inadequate infrastructure (Khokhar, 
2016). To tackle these obstacles, a comprehensive 
comprehension of the Indian milieu is needed, including 
its heterogeneous socio-economic terrains. Research 
especially concentrating on this junction is still lacking, 
despite the accepted relevance of digital literacy for 
SHGs. In order to close this gap, this paper will examine 
the present level of digital literacy in India, how it 
affects Self-Help Groups (SHGs), and how different 
stakeholders—such as government agencies, non-
governmental organisations, and financial institutions—
can help SHG members become more digitally literate.
OBJECTIVES 
1. To Evaluate the Current State of Digital Literacy in 

India and Its Impact on Self-Help Groups (SHGs). 
2. To Analyze the Role of Financial Technology and 

Institutional Support in Enhancing Digital Literacy. 
3. To Identify Strategies and Best Practices for 

Promoting Inclusive and Effective Digital Literacy 
Programs.

METHOD
The research methodology employed for the paper  
involved a comprehensive approach to examining 
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population of India. Their findings highlight the need of 
addressing several literacies within the larger context of 
digital literacy, including financial and health literacy. 
This comprehensive approach is essential, particularly 
in light of the socioeconomic variety of India and the 
regional variations in literacy rates.

According to Khokhar (2016), poverty and illiteracy 
are two enduring obstacles that seriously obstruct the 
broad adoption of digital literacy. These difficulties 
are especially noticeable in rural regions, where there 
is sometimes little access to digital infrastructure. 
According to the report, the rural environment is mostly 
unaffected by the increasing awareness and acceptance 
of digital technologies in urban regions, necessitating 
tailored initiatives to close the digital gap. It is crucial 
to investigate how financial technology (FinTech) and 
digital literacy interact, particularly in the context of 
poverty. Gautam et al. (2022) explore this subject; 
their findings show that the emergence of FinTech 
has completely changed how Indians may access and 
use financial services. This change has the potential to 
significantly improve digital literacy, especially for the 
impoverished, who are often the ones most shut out of 
conventional financial institutions. According to the 
report, FinTech may play a major role in promoting 
digital literacy by giving underserved groups access to 
financial services, which in turn helps to create a more 
inclusive digital environment. 

According to Gautam and Kanoujiya's (2022) research, 
regional rural banks have played a significant role in 
teaching rural communities about digital tools and 
platforms in addition to offering financial services. 
The promotion of digital literacy in rural areas—
where conventional forms of education and literacy 
programmes may not be as effective—requires this 
dual function of financial service provider and digital 
educator. The authors contend that these kinds of 
programmes are essential to strengthening rural 
communities and giving them more access to the digital 
economy. All of these studies together offer a thorough 
grasp of the current situation of digital literacy in 
India, the role that FinTech plays in advancing digital 
literacy, particularly in areas of extreme poverty, and 
the vital role that regional rural banks play in promoting 
digital literacy in rural development. The groundwork 

for comprehending the more general effects of digital 
literacy on the sustainability and efficacy of Self Help 
Groups in India is laid forth in this review of the 
literature. 

Nedungadi et al. (2018) highlighted how, within the 
scope of digital literacy, the Digital India programme 
addresses a variety of literacies, including financial and 
health literacy. Their study emphasises how difficult it 
may be to combine several literacies into a cohesive 
strategy, particularly in a nation with as much diversity 
as India. Understanding the wider ramifications of 
digital literacy programmes and how they could affect 
many facets of society, such as Self Help Groups 
(SHGs), depends heavily on this paper. Patankar et 
al. (2017) spoke about the government's ambitious 
plan, Digital India, to make India a digitally enabled 
nation. This paper clarifies the need for customised 
digital literacy programmes that address the particular 
requirements of India's large and heterogeneous rural 
population. This study was especially important for 
comprehending the scope of work needed to guarantee 
that SHGs and other grassroots organisations get digital 
literacy training so they can actively engage in the digital 
economy. Radovanović et al. (2020) examined Indian 
programmes designed to raise rural populations' digital 
literacy. Their definition of digital literacy includes both 
the use of newly acquired digital abilities to advance 
social inclusion and sustainable development, as well 
as the learning of those skills themselves. In order to 
evaluate the effects of digital literacy activities on self-
help groups (SHGs) and their long-term sustainability, 
it is imperative that we have a framework for doing so. 

In the Rajouri area of Jammu and Kashmir, India, Hassan 
and Mirza (2021) emphasised the degree of digital 
literacy among instructors. With just 30% of instructors 
possessing basic computer literacy and 90% in need of 
digital literacy training, the authors highlight a serious 
disparity in digital literacy among teachers, citing a 
study from the Digital Empowerment Foundation. 
Teachers are key players in the dissemination of digital 
knowledge in communities, especially SHGs, therefore 
this study is essential to understanding the larger 
implications of digital literacy in the education sector 
and its knock-on impacts on communities. 
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The authors draw attention to the paucity of studies in 
this field, particularly with respect to the significance of 
digital literacy. The results of this study highlight the 
necessity for further investigation to learn how digital 
literacy might improve SHG members' capacities and 
support sustainable development. 

Tripathy and Khan (2020) spoke about a variety of 
strategies for advancing Self-Help Groups (SHGs) 
in diverse settings, especially in rural and tribal 
communities. The research highlights how crucial it 
is to support these groups while upholding the SHG 
criteria. The writers investigate how these approaches 
may include digital literacy, improving SHG efficacy 
and sustainability in these particular settings.

Al-Kubati and Selvaratnam (2023) examined how 
the SHG Bank Linkage Programme affected women's 
empowerment and the attainment of sustainable 
development. The research emphasised the ways in 
which SHGs—self, informal groups—can support 
government initiatives aimed at promoting sustainable 
development. The writers talk on how digital literacy 
might improve these programmes' efficacy, especially 
in terms of financial empowerment and literacy. These 
researches gave us a thorough grasp of the function of 
Self-Help Groups (SHGs) in India, the difficulties they 
encounter, and how digital literacy may improve their 
effect and sustainability. They emphasised the need of 
an allencompassing strategy that takes into account 
the various circumstances and requirements of various 
Indian regions and communities while incorporating 
digital literacy into the larger framework of SHG growth 
and sustainability. The knowledge gathered from these 
research is crucial for developing plans of action and 
regulations that will successfully use digital literacy 
to strengthen Self-Help Groups (SHGs) and advance 
sustainable development in India.

Castilla et al. (2018) focused on the deployment of a 
specifically created social network platform that uses 
linear navigation to target the frequently disregarded 
older demographic group in the debate on digital 
literacy. The research is based on the knowledge that 
older people, especially those living in rural regions, 
have special difficulties embracing modern technology, 
often because of inadequate past experience and 
age-related cognitive impairments. In order to 

Nawaz and Kundi (2010) provided a thorough 
examination of digital literacy paradigms. The research 
addresses the many interpretations and definitions 
of digital literacy as well as how they affect training 
and education. The authors argue that a standardised 
curriculum in digital literacy is necessary, particularly 
for educators and learners. This paper is relevant to 
SelfHelp Groups (SHGs) because it emphasises the 
significance of a cohesive strategy to teaching digital 
literacy, which may have a substantial effect on SHG 
members' capacity development and empowerment.

All of these studies, when taken as a whole, provide a 
comprehensive picture of the situation of digital literacy 
in India, including its obstacles, the role that different 
institutions play in advancing it, and its possible effects 
on Self-Help Groups. They draw attention to the need 
of focused campaigns on digital literacy that take 
into account the various demands of India's populace, 
particularly those living in rural regions and in Self-Help 
Groups. In their paper, Nayak et al., (2020) examined 
the range of difficulties that these populations encounter, 
such as environmental hazards and socio-economic 
hardships. Despite being generally acknowledged as 
useful instruments for development and empowerment, 
the authors contend that both internal and external 
forces often jeopardise the sustainability of SHGs. This 
research provides insights into how digital literacy 
may solve some of these difficulties and  help to the 
long-term sustainability of SHGs, which is important in 
understanding the environment in which digital literacy 
can play a transformational role for these organisations.

Mahesh and colleagues (2023) investigated how digital 
financial inclusion programmes assist Self-Help Groups. 
The paper emphasises how these programmes' use of 
digital literacy is essential to bringing self and marginal 
farmers inside the purview of sustainable development. 
The writers talk about how digital literacy helps SHGs 
become more powerful by being a crucial part of the 
process of digital financial inclusion. This research 
offers insightful information on how digital financial 
tools and literacy might improve SHG sustainability 
and operation. 

Anand et al. (2020) presented a thorough analysis of the 
Self-Help Group (SHG) programme and its potential 
to support sustainable development in their research. 
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accommodate the demands and skills of senior users, 
the authors suggest creating a social network platform 
with a straightforward, linear navigation method. This 
platform's goal is to make acquiring digital literacy 
skills more enjoyable and userfriendly.

This study's main contribution is its user-centered 
design methodology, which takes into account the 
unique needs and learning preferences of the elderly. 
The study's emphasis on a group of people who are 
generally less tech-savvy offers insightful information 
on how digital literacy initiatives might be modified 
to meet the various demands of various age groups. 
The study emphasises how crucial it is to take users' 
cognitive and physical capacities into account when 
designing digital literacy tools in order to make them 
useful and accessible to people of all ages. The research 
also emphasises the possibility of social networks as a 
teaching tool for digital literacy. The platform's social 
component promotes social engagement and interaction 
among seniors, which is essential for their general well-
being in addition to helping them study. In conclusion, 
by illustrating how specially designed digital tools and 
platforms may successfully improve digital literacy 
among the elderly, Castilla et al.'s (2018) study makes 
a substantial contribution to the area of digital literacy. 
This research offers a framework for creating inclusive 
digital literacy programmes that take into account the 
various requirements and skill levels of various user 
groups, thereby fostering a more inclusive society 
digitally.

RESULTS
1. Inclusivity in Digital Literacy: Nedungadi et 

al. (2018) stress the significance of an inclusive 
framework for digital literacy, especially in the 
context of the Digital India initiative. Encouraging 
inclusion is essential in addressing different 
literacies, including financial and health literacy, 
and meeting the varied demands of India's enormous 
population, which includes SHG members. 

2. Digital Literacy impact on Sustainability: The 
paper illustrates that higher levels of digital literacy 
correlate positively with the sustainability and 
efficiency of SHGs. Digital literacy enables SHGs 
to better understand and utilize online markets, 
digital governance services, and digital financial 

services, enhancing their economic activities and 
access to resources.

3. Barriers to Digital Literacy: According to Khokhar 
(2016), poverty and illiteracy are two major 
obstacles that prevent India's population from 
adopting digital literacy. These difficulties are more 
severe in rural areas, which has an impact on SHG 
performance there.

4. Impact of Financial Technology (FinTech): Gautam 
et al. (2022) emphasise how FinTech may improve 
digital literacy and have a transformational effect, 
particularly in places of extreme poverty. This 
development affects SHG members' financial 
inclusion and empowerment. 

5. Role of Regional Rural Banks: Gautam and 
Kanoujiya (2022) examine how regional rural 
banks aid in the development of digital literacy 
in rural India. These organisations help SHGs 
by teaching them about digital technologies and 
offering financial services. 

6. Digital Literacy Among the Elderly: Castilla et 
al. (2018) explore the effectiveness of a social 
network with linear navigation in teaching digital 
literacy to the elderly in rural areas. This approach 
demonstrates the need for user-friendly and age-
appropriate digital literacy tools. 

7. Empowerment through Digital Financial Inclusion: 
Mahesh et al. (2023) analysis clarifies how digital 
financial inclusion programmes affect self-help 
groups. One of the most important elements of 
these projects is digital literacy, which improves 
the sustainability and operation of SHGs.

8. Capability Enhancement in SHGs: According to 
Anand et al. (2020), SHGs have the potential to 
support sustainable development, and a critical 
factor in boosting members' capacities is digital 
literacy. 

9. Methodologies for Sustainable SHGs: In order to 
improve the sustainability and efficacy of SHGs, 
Tripathy and Khan (2020) identify a number of 
approaches to support SHGs and place special 
emphasis on the incorporation of digital literacy 
into these strategies. 
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DISCUSSION
All of these results highlight how important digital 
literacy is to the empowerment of different groups in 
society, especially SHGs and older people living in 
rural regions. They emphasise the need of inclusive, 
situation-specific, and approachable methods for 
teaching and training digital literacy so that everyone 
may benefit from the digital world, irrespective of age, 
socioeconomic background, or location. The model 
proposed in the paper emphasizes inclusive curriculum 
design, stakeholder engagement, robust technology 
infrastructure, capacity-building programs, monitoring 
and evaluation, community engagement, localized 
content development, partnerships with tech companies, 
a gender-sensitive approach, integration with livelihood 
programs, youth engagement, and sustainability and 
scalability planning. This comprehensive model aims to 
enhance digital literacy among SHG members, focusing 
on practical applications and inclusive strategies 
that consider the diverse needs of SHG members. 
The Connection between the major findings and the 
proposed sustainable model are as follows: 

1. Inclusivity in Digital Literacy and Inclusive 
Curriculum Design: The emphasis on inclusivity 
by Nedungadi et al. (2018) directly informs the 
model's component of inclusive curriculum design. 
This component aims to create a digital literacy 
curriculum that caters to diverse needs, reflecting 
the paper's finding on the importance of addressing 
different literacies and the varied demands of 
India's population, including SHG members. 

2. Digital Literacy's Impact on Sustainability and 
Capacity Building Programs: The paper's finding 
that higher levels of digital literacy enhance SHG 
sustainability and efficiency is directly addressed 
by the model's capacity-building programs. These 
programs are designed to enhance SHG members' 
digital skills, thereby improving their operations 
and activities.

3. Barriers to Digital Literacy and Technology 
Infrastructure: The identified barriers of poverty 
and illiteracy are addressed in the model 
through the establishment of robust technology 
infrastructure. This infrastructure aims to provide 
greater accessibility to digital tools and resources, 

particularly in rural areas where these barriers are 
more pronounced. 

4. Impact of Financial Technology and Integration with 
Livelihood Programs: The transformative effect of 
FinTech on digital literacy and SHG empowerment 
is captured in the model's integration of digital 
literacy training with livelihood programs. This 
integration shows practical applications of digital 
skills in incomegenerating activities, resonating 
with the finding's emphasis on financial inclusion 
and empowerment. 

5. Role of Regional Rural Banks and Stakeholder 
Engagement: The role of regional rural banks in 
developing digital literacy is reflected in the model's 
stakeholder engagement component. This involves 
collaboration with various stakeholders, including 
financial organizations, to implement and sustain 
digital literacy initiatives effectively. 

6. Digital Literacy Among the Elderly and Gender-
Sensitive Approach: The finding regarding the 
need for age-appropriate digital literacy tools 
for the elderly is addressed in the model through 
a gender-sensitive approach. This approach 
considers the specific challenges different groups, 
including women and the elderly, face in accessing 
technology. 

7. Empowerment through Digital Financial Inclusion 
and Community Engagement: The model's 
community engagement component addresses the 
empowerment aspect highlighted in Mahesh et al. 
(2023) analysis. It fosters a supportive environment 
for the application of digital skills, contributing to 
the sustainability and operation of SHGs. 

8. Capability Enhancement in SHGs and Localized 
Content Development: Anand et al. (2020)'s finding 
on the potential of SHGs in supporting sustainable 
development through digital literacy is mirrored in 
the model's localized content development. This 
ensures that digital literacy materials are relevant 
and tailored to local issues and scenarios. 

9. Methodologies for Sustainable SHGs and 
Sustainability and Scalability Planning: The 
approaches identified by Tripathy and Khan (2020) 
for enhancing SHG sustainability and efficacy 
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are encapsulated in the model's sustainability and 
scalability planning. This component focuses on 
developing long-term plans for the growth and 
adaptability of digital literacy programs to meet 
evolving SHG needs.

Overall, each major finding in the paper directly informs 
a specific component of the suggested model, ensuring 

that the model addresses the key aspects of digital 
literacy that impact the sustainability and effectiveness 
of SHGs. The model thus presents a comprehensive 
and targeted approach (Table 1)to enhancing digital 
literacy among SHG members, focusing on practical 
applications and strategies that consider the diverse 
needs and challenges faced by these groups.

Table 1. Suggested sustainable model of digital literacy for Self Help Groups (SHGs)

Component Description Expected Outcome
Inclusive Curriculum Design Develop a digital literacy curriculum that caters 

to diverse needs, including financial, health, and 
basic computer literacy. Ensure the content is 
relevant to the daily lives and challenges of SHG 
members.

A comprehensive understanding of 
digital tools and their application in 
various aspects of life and work among 
SHG members.

Stakeholder Engagement Involve various stakeholders, including 
government bodies, educational institutions, 
NGOs, and financial organizations, to ensure a 
collaborative approach towards digital literacy.

Increased collaboration and resource 
pooling for effective implementation 
and sustainability of digital literacy 
initiatives.

Technology Infrastructure Establish robust technology infrastructure in 
rural and semi-urban areas, ensuring accessibility 
to digital tools and internet connectivity for SHG 
members.

Higher accessibility to digital platforms 
and resources, leading to increased 
usage and proficiency in digital tools 
among SHG members.

Capacity Building Programs Organize regular training and capacity building 
workshops for SHG members to enhance their 
digital skills and confidence in using digital 
tools.

Enhanced digital skills, leading to 
improved efficiency and effectiveness 
in the operations and activities of SHGs.

Monitoring and Evaluation Implement a system to regularly monitor and 
evaluate the effectiveness of digital literacy 
programs, enabling timely adjustments and 
improvements.

Continuous improvement in digital 
literacy programs based on feedback 
and outcomes, leading to more effective 
training methods.

Community Engagement Encourage community participation and create 
awareness about the benefits of digital literacy 
in SHGs, fostering a supportive environment for 
learning and application of digital skills.

Creation of a digitally literate 
community that actively supports and 
promotes the use of digital tools within 
SHGs.

Localized Content 
Development

Create digital literacy materials and resources 
in local languages and contexts. Tailor content 
to address local issues and scenarios relevant to 
SHG members.

Enhanced understanding and 
engagement with digital literacy 
materials, leading to more effective 
learning outcomes.

Partnerships with Tech 
Companies

Forge partnerships with technology companies 
to provide access to software, hardware, and 
training resources at subsidized rates or for free.

Access to state-of-the-art technology 
and resources, enabling SHG members 
to stay updated with the latest digital 
tools and practices.

Gender-Sensitive Approach Design digital literacy programs that specifically 
address the challenges faced by women in 
accessing and using technology, considering the 
prominent role of women in SHGs.

Empowerment of women in SHGs 
through improved access to digital 
tools, leading to greater participation 
and leadership in digital initiatives.
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Integration with Livelihood 
Programs

Integrate digital literacy training with livelihood 
programs to show practical applications of 
digital skills in income-generating activities.

Direct application of digital skills in 
enhancing the economic activities of 
SHGs, leading to improved livelihoods 
and economic empowerment.

Youth Engagement Involve the youth in SHGs and the broader 
community in digital literacy programs, 
leveraging their familiarity with technology to 
foster intergenerational learning.

Creation of a dynamic learning 
environment where the youth can 
contribute to the digital education 
of older SHG members, fostering 
community cohesion.

Sustainability and Scalability 
Planning

Develop long-term plans for the sustainability 
and scalability of digital literacy programs, 
including funding strategies, resource allocation, 
and program expansion.

Ensuring the longevity and growth of 
digital literacy initiatives, allowing 
them to adapt and expand to meet the 
evolving needs of SHGs.

This expanded model adopts a holistic perspective, taking 
into account the social, cultural, and economic aspects 
of SHGs. It highlights the necessity of partnerships for 
resource access, gender-specific challenges, practical 
applications in livelihood activities, youth involvement 
for cross-generational learning, and strategic planning 
for sustainability and scalability. It also highlights the 
importance of content that speaks to the local context. 
By putting these elements into practise, digital literacy 
initiatives for SHGs may have a greater effect and 
support their expansion and sustainability in the digital 
era.

CONCLUSION 
The paper's summary of the study emphasises how 
important digital literacy is to the sustainability and 
efficacy of Self-Help Groups (SHGs) as well as to the 
empowerment of the elderly, particularly in rural regions. 
All of the studies point to the need of a comprehensive, 
inclusive strategy for digital literacy that considers 
the various demands of various demographic groups. 
First and foremost, Nedungadi et al. (2018) stress the 
significance of an inclusive digital literacy framework 
as being essential for addressing diverse literacies. 
This strategy is essential for guaranteeing that digital 
literacy programmes are not only broadly implemented 
but also specifically tailored to meet the requirements 
of various groups, including SHGs. Second, policies 
and programmes that specifically target issues like 
poverty and illiteracy— both of which Khokhar (2016) 
highlighted as hurdles to digital literacy—are required. 
For SHGs in rural regions, where these obstacles are more 
noticeable, this is particularly crucial. Thirdly, Gautam 

et al.'s (2022) emphasis on the transformational function 
of fintech demonstrates how technology may improve 
digital literacy and financial inclusion. SHG members 
would especially benefit from this breakthrough, since 
they often do not have access to regular financial 
services. As Gautam and Kanoujiya (2022) explain, 
regional rural banks play a key role in increasing digital 
literacy, which highlights the significance of combining 
financial services with digital education. In order to 
strengthen SHGs and guarantee their sustainability, 
this integration is essential. The research conducted by 
Castilla et al. (2018) offers significant perspectives on 
how digital literacy programmes might be customised 
for senior citizens, a group that is often disregarded in 
the digital sphere. 

The elderly, especially those living in rural regions, may 
greatly benefit from increased digital literacy via the 
use of age- and user-appropriate digital technologies. 
Additionally, Mahesh et al.'s (2023) investigation of 
the effects of digital financial inclusion initiatives on 
Self-Help Groups (SHGs) and Anand et al.'s (2020) 
discussion of SHG capability enhancements highlight 
the significance of digital literacy in empowering SHGs 
and promoting sustainable development. 

This paper's conclusion emphasises the need of all-
encompassing methods and laws that promote digital 
literacy in all spheres of society, with an emphasis on 
especially vulnerable populations like SHGs and the 
elderly. According to the research, improving digital 
literacy entails more than simply having access to 
technology; it also entails building an atmosphere that 
is conducive to acquiring and using digital skills. It is 
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feasible to empower communities, promote sustainable 
development, and guarantee that everyone can benefit 
from the advantages of the digital world by tackling 
the issues and seizing the possibilities given by digital 
literacy.

RECOMMENDATIONS
1. Develop an Inclusive Digital Literacy Framework: 

As emphasized by Nedungadi et al. (2018), create 
a comprehensive framework that caters to different 
literacy levels and demographic needs. This 
framework should be flexible enough to be adapted 
for various groups, including SHGs, and should 
address diverse literacies.

2. Target Policies and Programs at Poverty and 
Illiteracy: Following Khokhar (2016), implement 
policies and programs that specifically address 
barriers like poverty and illiteracy, which are 
prominent obstacles to digital literacy. This 
approach is vital for SHGs in rural areas.

3. Leverage Fintech for Digital Literacy and Financial 
Inclusion: Use fintech solutions, as suggested 
by Gautam et al. (2022), to enhance both digital 
literacy and financial inclusion. This is particularly 
beneficial for SHG members who lack access to 
conventional financial services.

4. Integrate Financial Services with Digital Education: 
Emphasize the role of regional rural banks in 
increasing digital literacy, as noted by Gautam and 
Kanoujiya (2022). Combining financial services 
with digital education can strengthen SHGs and 
ensure their sustainability.

5. Customize Digital Literacy Programs for the 
Elderly: Take insights from Castilla et al. (2018) 
to design digital literacy programs specifically 
for senior citizens. Use age-appropriate and 
user-friendly digital technologies to make these 
programs more effective for the elderly in rural 
areas.

6. Focus on Digital Financial Inclusion Initiatives: 
Consider the findings of Mahesh et al. (2023) 
regarding the impact of digital financial inclusion 
on SHGs. Such initiatives can empower SHGs and 
promote sustainable development.

7. Enhance SHG Capabilities through Digital 
Literacy: Reflect on Anand et al.'s (2020) discussion 
on enhancing SHG capabilities. Digital literacy is a 
key factor in empowering these groups.

8. Implement Comprehensive Strategies and Policies: 
The paper concludes the need for all-encompassing 
methods and laws that promote digital literacy 
across society, focusing on vulnerable groups like 
SHGs and the elderly. These strategies should 
create an environment conducive to acquiring and 
using digital skills.

9. Create a Supportive Ecosystem for Digital Literacy: 
Go beyond just providing access to technology. 
Work on building a supportive ecosystem that 
includes training, mentorship, and resources 
tailored to the needs of different communities, 
thereby ensuring that the benefits of the digital 
world are accessible to all.
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Digital Marketing and its Importance in the Present
Era of Technology-Driven Promotion

Kamlakar Munde

ABSTRACT
Digital marketing involves balancing conventional marketing tactics by using advanced technology-driven 
platforms for communication. The marketer must balance between his owned media platforms such as websites, 
mobile phone apps, social media pages, the ever- changing behavior and perception of customers. Marketing is 
undergoing tremendous change in the context of design and techniques for communication. Advertisements are 
posted online by using different social media and digital platforms. This paper focuses on digital communications 
tools and its advantages. It also highlights digital marketing channels such as search engine, social media, and 
display marketing.

This paper is based on secondary data. Published books, research papers and other reading materials will be 
explored as sources of secondary data. It is a conceptual paper. It helps to understand elements of digital marketing 
communication. It also gives information about communication channels deployed by digital marketers to obtain 
desired actions from targeted customers. A digital marketing communication mix is used to convey promotional 
messages. In the era of digital communication, there are changes in the use of newly emerged technology and how 
the channels are managed with customers’ changing preferences. A customized promotional message is delivered 
to target customers by using technology like AI and social media.

KEYWORDS : Digital marketing, Promotional messages, Technological tools.

INTRODUCTION

Digital marketing is the process of implementing 
marketing through electronic platforms like 

websites, social media channels, electronic mail, and 
interactive TV advertisements. It deals with customers’ 
behavioral data. It helps marketers to tap potential 
markets by using wireless digital platforms. Interactive 
marketing communication is a fundamental requirement 
of digital marketing. It is beyond traditional marketing 
tools such as the web and email. It includes mobile 
applications, social media connectivity, etc. Innovation 
in communication technology has made it possible to 
reach target customers through online mode. This is an 
advanced version of marketing that enables marketers 
to manage customer touchpoints. It makes it possible 
to cover each customer with a customized message. 

Interactive communication platforms let marketers 
implement pull and push marketing strategies with 
big differences. Digital marketing uses advanced 
technologies for people integration and machine 
learning which is further connected to multiple 
platforms. It is preferred by marketers considering 
multiple advantages.

1. Increases understanding of which customer 
segment to target. It also specifies the reasons for 
each action. It uses pre-decided messages as per 
customer segments’ requirements and preferences.

2. Digital marketing tools offer cost-effective 
mechanisms as compared to their conventional 
counterparts. High reach with low cost is the prime 
reason for marketers to adopt digital marketing 
concept.
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MKSSS’s Smt. Hiraben Nanavati Institute of Management and Research for Women

Cummins College Campus
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uses technological tools to support marketing activities. 
It includes social webportals, e-content on mobile 
apps, digital display, short videos etc. Techonology 
driven promotion is the process of replacing the manual 
practices of marketing with technology based marketing 
techniques. It is useful to bring more effectiveness and 
better outcome for marketing program. Technology is 
changing fast and becoming integral part of marketing 
operation. Communication of follow-up has become 
necessary to bring the right outcome. Marketing 
operation is supported by technology like artificial 
intelligence, social media and data science help in the 
decision making process.

( S o u r c e : h t t p s : / / w w w. g o o g l e . c o m / s e a r c h ? q = 
D i g i t a l + M a r k e t i n g & s o u r c e = l n m s & t b m = i s c h 
& s a = X & v e d = 2 a h U K E w j e - P a g 6 J L 1 _
A h X V w j g G H W I b AW M Q _ A U o A X o E C A E Q Aw 
&biw=1152&bih=528&dpr=1.25&sa fe = active & ssui 
=on#imgrc=_myk5Inrt51l_M)

Digital marketing presents different channels for 
marketers to reach out to their customers. These tools 
are effective in presentation and measuring the results.

RESULTS
Methodology

This exploratory research studies are useful to understand 
the role of digital marketing in the technology driven 
and smart era of communication. Research papers, 
books and other reading materials were referred as 
sources of secondary data.

3. Data about customers’ preferences and requirements 
is more reliable and act as a base for right decision-
making.

4. Sending customized messages to each customer 
is possible through digital marketing techniques. 
As per customers’ requirements, location-based 
messages are sent to them in order to achieve 
predefined results.

5. Multi channels are deployed to convey messages 
to target customers. It helps to collect and integrate 
data, build suitable messages and deliver them 
through multiple channels.

6. The digital communications mix allows marketers 
to interact and understand real-time problems 
faced by customers. It offers quick & interactive 
communication between marketers and customers.

Advanced technology and changes in customers’ 
requirements lead to changes in marketing tactics over 
a period of time. Digital marketing revolves around 
customer interaction and data analysis which further 
helps in taking suitable promotional decisions. It aims 
to gain information on customers’ areas of interest, so 
it would be more convenient for marketers to formulate 
digital marketing strategies with necessary information. 
It answers the question of what the customer is aspiring 
for and how he or she can be served in a better way. 
There is a transition for customers from passive listeners 
to active information seekers.

Promotion

Promotion of product or service includes communication 
through different digital and manual forms. It includes 
pre and post sales information and solution customers’ 
problem. It involves marketing by using digital and 
conventional techniques.

Examples

There are multiple examples of corporate brands are 
using the advanced digital marketing technology for 
the purpose of brand promotion. It includes “Essilor” a 
French eye wear brand, Tata motors manyavar clothing 
& fashion brand etc.

Technology driven promotion

In the present form of marketing, the promoter of product 
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Objectives of the Paper

1 To know different tools of digital marketing.

2 To understand the role of technology in the present 
form of marketing.

3 To know advantages of digital marketing practices 
in the context of technology use for promotion of 
products / services.

Scope of research paper

Digital marketing is a broad concept covering the use of 
technology for adverting and promotion of the product. 
It is buzzing point among the marketers from different 
sectors such as FMCG, Pharma, automotive, financial 
products etc. It offers certain benefits of marketers and 
customers. This paper help to understand benefits of 
digital marketing. Contribution of digital marketing 
tools in the area the

Types of Digital Marketing:

1. Search Marketing: It is the process of letting 
consumers convey the things that they are looking 
for. Marketers get a set of information about 
customers’ preferences. Customers do use multiple 
platforms to search for more pieces of information 
about the brand. It conveys their intent and lets 
marketers use push marketing strategies as per the 
customers’ search.

2. Display Marketing: It includes developing content 
for online platforms. It is a combination of text 
and images that seek the attention of viewers. 
Marketers use pull marketing concepts that create 
interest to read and interact with online content. 
It allows customers to arrive on the landing home 
page created for further actions.

3. Social Media Marketing: It presents various 
internet-based platforms for connectivity. This 
digital marketing strategy is used to pull information 
about customers and their social group’s intent. The 
same is used to design suitable content in the form 
of sponsored banners and advertisements. 

Communication Mix

The digital marketing communication mix comprises 
different technology-driven elements that are aimed 
to formulate and convey the customized message 

to target consumers. It is designed in the attractive 
format and way the marketer wishes to receive from 
customers. Its content and design vary from one 
channel of communication to another. Marketers prefer 
to deliver customized messages through tools of digital 
marketing. The traditional promotional message was 
used to design considering a mass-market appeal. 
Today, with the advancement of technology the focus is 
shifted from the mass market to the customized market. 
Tailored messages are conveyed to different groups of 
customers. Technology and automation are key to this 
transformation.

Advantages of digital marketing

1. Marketers are in touch with their customers 
through social media and customer feedback 
systems. Customers directly or indirectly convey 
their preferences/requirements, feedback, or 
suggestions. Marketers build customer databases 
and use them for designing communication channel 
mixes.

2. It becomes easy for marketers to assess databases 
such as channels visited, time spent, and frequency 
of positive responses. The outcome is used for 
selecting the best for the channel of communication.

3. Comparatively, digital media is less expensive. It 
also offers an opportunity to alter message content 
as per the requirements. Marketers can explore the 
opportunity of getting the best possible outcome 
with minimum investment in digital technology.

4. Marketers always seek to establish a specific 
brand image in the minds of existing and potential 
customers. Digital platforms offer the flexibility 
to make changes in the content and schedule of 
e-ads. It offers guaranteed returns through the 
optimal use of techniques like Search Engine 
Optimization, pay-per-click advertisement, and 
social media marketing. All these techniques 
help the organization create a unique identity for 
its brands. It also increases brand visibility and 
acquires prominent positioning by creating well-
known brands.

5. The Internet continues to minimize virtual distance 
among countries. In fact, it has become a world 
digital village where the people in the connected 
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digital marketing practices in order to get accurate 
in the wave of digitalization. It would in return 
ensure the continuity of business practices in the 
future. It means digitalization of business way 
forward to operate the business without maximum 
disruption.

13. Growth is an essential part of all businesses. Using 
emerging technological tools offer solutions to 
multiple problems. Consistency in the growth of 
the business is possible through adopting the right 
digital business practice.

(Source:https://www.google.com/search?q =digital+mark
eting&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwi
Rr-jDu-D- AhVSjGMGHU_NCpwQ_AUoAXoECAEQAw 
& b i w = 1 1 5 2 & b i h = 5 8 6 & d p r = 1 . 2 5 & s a f e = a c t i v 
e&ssui=on#imgrc=y7QzBP7jCwwMXM)

Digital marketing is also known as Internet marketing. 
It uses several platforms like insta, Facebook, Snapchat 
etc to communicate meaningful messages. It is also 
used to remain connected among the virtual group. The 
above image communicates the utility of smartphone 
devices to spread brand advocacy among customers. 
The exchange of experiences of pre and post-purchase 
of products is shared between the members of the virtual 
community. Internet marketing relies on connectivity 
and network systems. Smartphone devices are used to 
search for information relevant to products and services. 
This device has become a fundamental requirement for 
communication and online transactions. Marketer uses 
advanced technology to convey their product or service 
messages through mass appeal and customized appeal. 
Social media platforms are an effective tool to reach 
communication among target users.

LITERATURE REVIEW
1. Fundamentals of Digital Marketing book authored 

world reach each other within seconds. Marketers 
can reach millions of customers in a short time.

Geographical boundaries have been reduced drastically 
with the help of advanced technology.

6. In the era of digital technology customers expect 
the instant solution to their problems. Technology-
driven platforms such as social media sites, 
and mobile applications enable the marketer to 
resolve customers’ difficulties with minimum time 
consumption. Solving customers’ problems in less 
time helps to acquire their trust and increases brand 
visibility.

7. Digital marketing provides a countable outcome in 
the form of brand popularity. It includes the number 
of people exposed to brands and their actions & 
reactions. The brand achieves recognition across 
the world. All of it results in more sales and greater 
visibility for the brand. Customers spread the reach 
of the brand through e-word-of- mouth effects.

8. Due to the customization of brand messages, 
customers feel more attached to the brand. It helps 
to convert potential customers into real buyers. 
Thus, the business of the brand continues to grow 
as its presence and brand value increase among the 
target customers.

9. Digital marketing is a platform for sharing content 
that brings impact to users. It also further improves 
results and conversions. Sharing of content is a way 
forward to establish connections among virtual 
community members and company establishment.

10. Today people are connected through the internet. 
Different electronic devices are used to transfer 
information from one to another user. Smartphones 
stand higher as a preference by users. It is more 
convenient and has a bigger utility value. These 
gadgets help to keep communication among groups 
and individuals.

11. Digital marketing enables business firms to reach 
their audience in a minimum time. In fact, it offers 
an access point for communication and submission 
of views and documents. It is assistance offered to 
businesses during the requirement.

12. In times to come, each business needs to embrace 
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by Puneet Singh Bhatia explains the basic concepts 
of digital marketing. Digital platforms help to 
improve customer experience and provide better 
value to customers. This book also covers the 
procedure for the formation of a digital marketing 
strategy that helps to manage channels for 
promotions. It briefly describes the implementation 
part of the digital marketing plan.

 Different elements for managing revenue and service 
delivery are explained with suitable examples and 
application exercises. Different emerging career 
opportunities in the field of digital marketing are 
suggested in this book. The chapter summary 
gives in short information about the applications 
of digital marketing. This book focuses on factors 
responsible for the growth of digital marketing. It is 
published by Pearson India Education Services Pvt. 
Ltd.

2. “Raghavendra K and Shruthi Prabhakar have put 
forth their marketing thoughts under the title “Digital 
Marketing.” This book focuses on concepts of digital 
marketing and models of e-commerce. It gives 
information about multiple channel alternatives 
and different online media options. Research by 
using digital tools is very well explained by the 
authors in this book. It also covers internet usage 
techniques and elements of direct marketing. This 
book also stresses search engine elements such 
as paid search, natural search, etc. PR activities 
through the Internet and social media platforms 
are explained in the book. Mr. Raghavendra K 
and Shruthi Prabhakar have suggested different 
practices for managing the reputation of the 
company by using digital marketing tools. It 
includes the promotion of the company’s branding 
activities and managing negative advocacy of the 
brands. The book describes the latest practices in 
the area of digital marketing. It also highlighted 
the journey of the Indian banking system and the 
evolution of banking formats from brick & mortar 
concepts to online banking.

3. Internet Marketing book authored by Mary Lou 
Roberts and Debra Zahay explains online and 
offline marketing tactics through the Internet. 
This book is published by the Cengage Learning 

publication house in the year 2013. Fundamentals 
of Internet Marketing like the development of 
Internet using practices for marketing purposes, 
and factors responsible for Internet use growth 
have been described in this book. The authors also 
focus on the importance of Internet techniques such 
as online short video marketing. It also describes 
tools used for display advertising and strategies 
for customer-acquiring techniques. Significance 
of email marketing in the context of developing 
business relationships with customers and suppliers. 
Permission marketing and its levels are explained 
with suitable examples. Strategies for maintaining 
a website and enhancing its effectiveness have been 
recommended along with its procedure. This book 
explains the importance of website effectiveness and 
ways of evaluating website traffic and campaign.

Connected World

( S o u r c e : h t t p s : / / w w w. g o o g l e . c o . i n / s e a r c h ? s c a _
e s v = 5 8 0 4 1 4 1 7 5 & q = c o p y r i g h t + f r e e + d i g i t a l + 
m a r k e t i n g + i m a g e s & t b m = i s c h & 
source=lnms&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwjZ776kjLSCAx)

Digital marketing tools communicate the present era 
of the connected world. Social media platforms keep 
subscribers engaged through multiple channels of 
communication. Messages are communicated in the 
form of e-content, video etc. Digital marketing is being 
widely used for the delivery of promotional messages. 
The future of marketing depends on the innovative 
technology in the area of artificial intelligence.

FINDINGS
1 It was found that marketing practices is undergoing 

drastic changes. Customers do prefer digital 
presentation and reels for product demonstrations. 
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Marketer’s role is changing from demand creator to 
information or content provider.

2 Marketer is equipped with all necessary 
technological tools and information analysis. 
Digital ad banner or short reels are kept for the 
display at entrance of retail outlets in the modern 
shopping mall.

3 Social media platforms like youtube, facebook, 
Instagram etc are improving their popularity and 
acceptance of these platforms is showing the 
growth.

4 It was also found that digital marketing saves cost 
and increases the reach of communication. It has 
ability to customize the promotional message and 
deliver to the selected customers. With the help 
of technology, the potential outcome of digital 
marketing is easy to measure the results.

5 Customers get auto response to their query and 
the same service is available without manual 
intervention. It is convenient to get the right 
solution to customers’ problems.

6 Digital marketing campaign has impact on 
customer’s thought process. It offers scope for 
using suitability of digital content.

CONCLUSION 
Digital marketing’s importance in the present era of 
social media has become a more powerful tool for 
communication. It is comparatively less expensive, and 
it has the ability to provide better outcomes in terms 
of delivery of promotional messages of products and 
services. It has got momentum due to Internet penetration 
in developing countries. The time consuming on the 
screen has been increasing and people tend to believe 
more on what they see on screen.

It also is gaining acceptance because of increasing use 
of social media. Marketing products by using digital 
platforms is important due to its cost saving approach. 
So digital marketing provides multiple benefits. Digital 
marketing is a win- win situation for both customers 
and marketers as customers get information at one click. 
Social media platforms provide plenty of information 
about products and services available in the market. 
Feedback in the form of customer reviews is available 

on the internet. It helps customers to acquire information 
about the past experiences of existing customers in the 
forms of review, feedback etc. It is used as a basis for 
buying decisions. Social media offers a platform for 
communication which has the highest reaching capacity 
and capacity of conveying its messages to masses. It is 
a cost saving approach. It is widely accepted at global 
platforms and offers better marketing tools. Marketers 
get to know the customers feedback and suggestions 
through social media platforms. Companies do use 
other company digital marketing platforms.

Digital marketing helps marketers to get creative 
messages to deliver its target customers. In- fact, it 
enables marketers to stand out from congested marketing 
campaigns and attract customers’ attention. Today’s 
world is connected through the internet. Customers get 
a lot of information through online mode. It is used to 
connect with existing as well as potential customers.

RECOMMENDATIONS
1 Marketing has been traditionally dominated by 

verbal communication and physical demonstration 
of product. Marketer should adapt to technological 
changes and has to incorporate data science for 
decision making process.

2 Upskilling the existing methodology of marketing 
practices should be on the card of each executive 
working towards pursuing the marketing as 
career option. Though digital marketing is based 
on technology but marketer has to integrate with 
digital marketing in order to increase the outcome 
of marketing efforts.
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ABSTRACT
Digital payments and transactions have increased to a great level in recent times because of the government's efforts 
to digitize the economy and financial sector. Faceless, paperless, and Cashless status achievement is what the entire 
digital mission aims for in India. Technology is the reason we are enjoying some unbelievable innovations in many 
sectors nowadays. The finance sector is no exception. Technicians play an important role in shaping the entire 
landscape of this digital payment platform for the common man too. They contribute the enhanced as well as safe 
financial transactions round the clock by creating embedded systems for the payment devices which include point-
of-sale terminals and mobile devices integral to the overall UPI transactions. This technical upgradation makes 
sure to influence the communication channels and networks crucial for financial transactions facilitated by UPI. 
India has achieved remarkable success in digital payments, leading the way with a record 89.5 million transactions 
in 2022, surpassing the combined digital payments of the next four leading countries. This highlights the immense 
popularity and increasing demand for digital payment methods in a vast country like India. This research paper 
aims to analyse and understand customers regarding UPI adoption, usage patterns, and the factors influencing their 
decisions. Furthermore, it examines the end user experiences associated with UPI, offering valuable implications 
for banks, fintech companies, financial institutions, and government policymakers.

KEYWORDS : UPI, Digital payment system, NPCI, Financial inclusion.

INTRODUCTION

The Ministry of Electronics & Information 
Technology, through its Digital Economy & Digital 

Payment Division, is aggressively promoting digital 
transactions and payments. For this, it collaborates 
with various government departments, banks, Payment 
service providers, etc. with a collective aim to boost 
digitization across the country. UPI has surely emerged 
as a game changer in the era of today’s digital payments 
ocean. NPCI introduced UPI in April 2016. UPI offers a 
safe, easy, and user-friendly mode of making payments 

using mobile phones when the numbers are linked to 
the banking accounts of customers. By collecting & 
analyzing real-world data, we can gain valuable insights 
into customer behavior and preferences when it comes 
to utilizing UPIs for their financial transactions. This 
analysis will not only shed light on the current state 
of UPI usage but also provide valuable information 
for businesses and policymakers. The paper aims to 
explore customer preferences by exposing hypotheses 
surrounding its usage, we can unlock key insights that 
will shape future strategies for businesses operating 
within this dynamic landscape.
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informed decisions to improve the adoption and overall 
user experience of UPI as a digital payment platform.

Definition of Keywords

• UPI- It stands for Unified Payments Interface, a 
platform that facilitates instant real-time payment 
exchanges among various banking accounts using 
mobile phones. It can integrate many bank accounts 
into a single app.

• Digital payment system- A digital payment system 
refers to a set of technologies and processes that 
enable retail & corporate customers to conduct 
financial transactions without physical currencies 
like cash or cheques but using electronic technology. 
The system is easy to operate, understand, and 
manage by customers.

• NPCI- NPCI stands for National Payments 
Corporation of India. It is responsible for managing, 
operating, and supervising the entire retail payment 
system in India. It was established in Dec. 2008 
under the Companies Act with support from RBI 
and IBA. It aims to encourage the spread of digital 
payments across the economy.

• Financial inclusion- Financial inclusion refers to the 
process of providing retail & corporate customers 
with access to various ranges of affordable, 
appropriate products and services in the financial 
sector. It tries to include a broad range of common 
people who were excluded earlier from the banking 
services and provide them with banking facilities 
with ease.

Factors Influencing UPI Adoption

• Perceived usefulness and ease of use: It is quite 
easy to just scan a QR code anytime for making 
payments as against any other payment options.

• Trust and security concerns: We can protect our UPI 
app on mobile with a PIN so rarely a transaction 
may fail. The funds are safe & we can keep track of 
it as well till it gets reversed.

•  Awareness and knowledge about UPI: As UPI 
payment transactions are gaining volume day by 
day, most people use it as a common way of all 
utility payments.

The following table shows the total volume of digital 
payments from 2017 to till date:

Statement of the Problem

In the contemporary era, the significance of digital 
payment has become crucial, and all customers need to 
be well-informed in this area. The rise of digital India 
and the automation of e-documentation are just a few 
of the many reasons that highlight the importance of 
digital payment methods. In today's fast-paced world, 
traditional physical payment modes present challenges 
concerning time and security. As a result, e-payment 
methods like Internet banking have gained prominence, 
further simplified by the convenience of using Android 
mobile phones. This research tries to find out customers' 
behavior towards UPI and its influence on the wider 
digital payment ecosystem due to the advancement of 
information technology.

Scope and Significance of the Study

In today's trade topography, online payments have 
gained massive importance for numerous reasons. 
As the dependence on digital transactions grows, it 
becomes necessary to explore the diverse sources of 
online payment methods available. This paper tries to 
explore various digital payment modes, particularly 
focusing on the aspects related to UPI. The topic has the 
potential to contribute to the broader understanding of 
the evolving digital payment landscape. By identifying 
consumer preferences, challenges, and perceptions 
towards UPI, businesses, and policymakers can make 
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• Perceived social influence and peer 
recommendations: Recommendations from friends 
or family mostly influence customers to adopt UPI.

• Accessibility and availability of UPI-enabled 
services: QR codes can be easily generated with a 
simple process & it solves the major headache of 
handling the change too, so it is more popular.

• Integration with other digital platforms and 
services: UPI QR code can be used to pay all kinds 
of utility bills in the market as the bank account is 
directly linked to it for various kinds of customers.

BENEFITS AND FEATURES OF UPI
• Convenient and instant fund transfers

• Seamless integration with multiple bank accounts

• Security and authentication measures

• Cashless transactions and reduced dependency on 
physical currency

• Convenient and instant fund transfers: One step 
ahead of NEFT or RTGS.

• No additional costs for transactions

• Scanning QR code 24/7

Challenges and barriers to UPI adoption

• Connectivity issues and infrastructure limitations

• Technological barriers and compatibility concerns

• Resistance to change and reliance on traditional 
payment methods.

• Customer education and awareness gaps

• Transaction failures and dispute resolution 
mechanisms

Need to Study Details of Digital Payment

The primary objective here is to delve into the 
phenomenon of UPI adoption, investigating the factors 
influencing its widespread acceptance among Indian 
consumers. By understanding the preferences, attitudes, 
and experiences of UPI users, we aim to provide valuable 
insights that can inform banks, fintech companies, and 
policymakers about the implications and potential 

opportunities for this transformative payment system. 
The rising adoption of UPI has far-reaching implications 
for India's digital economy, financial services industry, 
and societal behavior. As more consumers embrace 
digital payment methods, traditional banking models are 
evolving, and fintech startups are thriving. Policymakers 
are closely monitoring this shift in consumer behavior 
to design effective policies that foster a conducive 
digital payment ecosystem. Therefore, a comprehensive 
investigation into customer preferences and the factors 
affecting UPI adoption is crucial to inform decision-
making and promote the growth of a secure and efficient 
digital payment system in India.

OBJECTIVES

• To understand technological innovations & their 
impact on UPI adoption.

• To identify challenges and barriers to UPI adoption 
for customers

• To suggest improvements for future UPI payment 
system

Hypotheses

• H1: Convenience and ease of technology 
significantly influence UPI adoption. 

• H2: Perceived trust and security positively impact 
UPI adoption.

• H3: Higher awareness levels lead to greater UPI 
adoption. 

• H4: Positive peer influence encourages UPI 
adoption.

• H5: User satisfaction correlates with increased UPI 
usage.

By testing these hypotheses and analyzing the data 
collected, the study intends to acquire an inclusive 
understanding of customer preferences and find out 
factors that influence UPI adoption. The findings will 
contribute to the knowledge base of digital payment 
adoption, allowing stakeholders to develop informed 
strategies and initiatives to foster the overall growth of 
digital payment across the economy.
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• A Study on Customer Insight Towards UPI 
(Unified Payment Interface) - Dr. Virshree Tungare 
(2019)- It finds the impact of UPI on cashless 
transactions after the demonetization drive. It also 
concludes that respondents perceive UPI payments 
as a convenient way of conducting transactions, 
offering various rewards and incentives.

• UPI - Making Digital Transactions Easy - Prof. 
Nupur A & Radhika Basavaraj Kakade (2019) In 
their study, Prof. Nupur A and Radhika Basavaraj 
Kakade emphasize that UPI has transformed digital 
transactions into a hassle-free experience akin to 
sending text messages. Unlike traditional payment 
methods like RTGS or NEFT, UPI is available 24/7.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
• Research Design: Here a mixed-method approach is 

used as the research design to combine qualitative 
and quantitative research methods as it allows a 
comprehensive analysis of customer preferences, 
experiences, and factors influencing UPI adoption.

• Data Collection: A structured questionnaire is 
designed for collecting quantitative data from a 
large sample of UPI users. The survey will include 
questions about demographics, frequency of usage, 
challenges, and overall satisfaction-generating 
factors while using this platform.

• Sample Selection: The study will adopt a purposive 
sampling technique to select UPI users who 
represent diverse demographics, usage patterns, 
and regions. The survey will be distributed 
electronically through online platforms, social 
media, and email. The sample size is 192 from Pune 
& PCMC areas. Total responses received were 250, 
out of which 192 were found suitable for the study.

• Data analysis: Statistical tools for the quantitative 
data such as descriptive statistics and graphical 
representation along with pie charts will be used to 
arrive at conclusions.

• Confidentiality in data: We will ensure 
confidentiality and anonymity, assuring that the 
data shared will be treated with the utmost privacy. 
Participants will have the freedom to withdraw 
from the study at any point in time if they choose to 
do so.

LITERATURE REVIEW

• Impact of COVID-19 on UPI Services- A Study 
by Parvesh Deepak Oswal & Prof. H.N. Renushe 
(2021) The findings of their research reveal that 
respondents show a positive attitude towards UPI 
transactions, as it covers a way towards a cashless 
society in India.

• Discussion on Offline UPI Services - Yash 
Madwanna, Mayur Khadse & B R Chandavarkar 
(2021) Findings provide an introductory discussion 
on offline UPI services in their paper. This study 
serves as a valuable resource for individuals seeking 
to grasp the concept and potential applications of 
UPI in both online and offline settings.

• Factors Influencing the Usage of UP- N. L. Pate 
& Dr. J. S. Dutta (2020)- It finds the key factors 
influencing the usage of UPI. It concludes that UPI 
application compatibility, comparative advantage, 
and perceived threats positively impact UPI usage.

• Our Cash-Free Future Is Getting Closer - 
Alderman, L. (2020) In this article, Alderman 
discusses the accelerating movement towards a fast 
cashless future. Customers are increasingly turning 
towards plastic cards and contactless payments 
due to the desire to minimize physical touch, 
especially amid the COVID-19 pandemic. While 
cash is still accepted, the convenience and safety 
of digital payment options are gaining widespread 
acceptance.

• UPI- The Futuristic Payment Method Shivani 
Maheshwari (2019)- Shivani Maheshwari's 
research focuses on the architectural aspects of 
UPI and its income features analyzed monthly. The 
study discovers that as of November 2017, UPI had 
facilitated an impressive 105 million transactions, 
showcasing its potential for both transacting 
parties in the electronic mode. One of UPI's key 
differentiators is its round-the-clock availability, 
setting it apart from traditional payment methods 
like RTGS and NEFT, which have limitations 
during holidays and non-banking hours. 
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• Limitations: The research will acknowledge 
potential limitations, such as sample size 
constraints, self-reported biases, and the dynamic 
nature of the UPI ecosystem. The findings may not 
be generalizable to the entire UPI user population, 
given the diversity of the user base.

• Implications and Recommendations: Based on the 
research findings, the paper will provide actionable 
implications and recommendations for banks, 
fintech companies, and policymakers to optimize 
UPI adoption strategies, enhance customer 
experiences, and address challenges to foster a 
seamless and inclusive digital payment ecosystem.

The research approach described above aims to 
thoroughly investigate customer preferences and 
factors affecting UPI usage and adoption for customers. 
It combines both quantitative and qualitative methods 
to study the entire scenario of digitization and its impact 
on the end users pan India. The goal is to contribute 
new knowledge to the existing body of research on this 
transformative technology.

Data Analysis

Q. According to the Occupation of the respondents.

a) Salaried b) Business c) Students d) Housewives

Table no.1

Most users are from the salaried & business profiles.

Q. Are you aware of the term "UPI" (Unified Payments 
Interface)?  

 Yes No

Table no.2

There are higher awareness levels among the 
respondents.
Q. Who referred you to the concept of UPI?  
a) Internet b) Friends c) Family d) Bank    e) others
Table no. 3

Respondents knew about UPI from friends, internet & 
friends.
Q. Have you ever used UPI for making 
payments? 
 Yes No
Table no. 4

91% of the respondents use UPI for payments.
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Q. What do you find most convenient about using UPI 
for transactions? 

a) Quick b) User-friendly c) 24/7 Availability 

d) Multiple Account Integration e) Others

Table no.5

Quickness and user friendliness make UPI as convenient

Q. What factors influenced your decision to start using 
UPI?  

a) Standing in an ATM Queue b) Waiting in the bank 
lobby c) Speed & Convenience of UPI d) No Additional 
Cost in UPI e) Others

Table no.6

Speed & convenience and no additional cost in UPI are 
main reasons

Q. What are the key advantages of the UPI mode of 
payment? 

a) QR Code Payments b) Instant transaction 

c) 24/7 Availability d) No Additional Cost: e) Others  

Table no. 7

24/7 availability and no additional cost are main 
convenience factors
Q. How would you rate the user experience of using 
UPI for transactions? 
a) highly satisfied b) satisfied c) neutral d) dissatisfied 
e) highly dissatisfied
Table no.8

Respondents are highly satisfied with UPI.
Q. Would you recommend UPI to others as a preferred 
payment method? 
 Yes  No
Table no. 9

96% of the total respondents agreed to recommend the 
usage of UPI to others
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KEY FINDINGS
The analysis of the collected data shows the following 
major findings:

• Majority of the users found to be satisfied are from 
the salaried & business profiles.

• It is found that there are higher awareness levels 
among the respondents.

• Current research states that family and friends 
majorly referred others to the UPI usage.

• 91% of the respondents are using UPI for making 
payments.

• As per the findings, the UPI transactions are 
convenient because of their quickness & user-
friendliness.

• The influencing factors for more usage of UPI 
payments were found to be speed & convenience 
as well as no additional cost incurred in UPI 
transactions.

• It was found that most of the respondent users 
were found to be highly satisfied with UPI and its 
technology.

• 96% of the total respondents agreed to recommend 
the usage of UPI to others.

CONCLUSION
The research findings provide valuable insights into 
customer preferences and the advancement of the 
information technology factors influencing easy UPI 
adoption. The technology is simplifying financial 
transactions with the ease of UPI. The analysis of both 
quantitative and qualitative data has contributed to a 
comprehensive understanding of the research objectives 
and hypotheses. The results surely prove the hypotheses 
of the study. The analysis of UPI payment perceptions 
by its users at large & their preferences assure the strong 
prospects it holds in a fast-developing economy like 
India. It explained the factors influencing UPI adoption 
and usage, as well as the preferences and attitudes of 
customers towards this innovative payment system. 
Most of the respondents already knew the process & 
they were quite happy using this system. Interactions 
with friends or family have been a main source of 

positive spread of UPI in society. The ease, quickness 
& all-time availability of the UPI with a good security 
feature have already made it a big success in the digital 
world. The users are satisfied with the services & are 
ready to recommend the same to others without any 
hesitation.

RECOMMENDATIONS
As UPI continues to evolve, it presents immense 
opportunities for businesses, financial institutions, and 
policymakers to enhance its features, security, and user 
experience. To maximize UPI's potential, stakeholders 
must focus on creating awareness campaigns, 
providing secure and seamless payment gateways, and 
continuously improving the technology to cater to the 
diverse customers' needs, automation and technology 
play a leading role in these financial platforms.

The following recommendations are suggested to the 
concerned authorities:

• Enhancing user education and awareness campaigns 
through automated modules.

• Continuous innovation in UPI to provide additional 
value-added services.

• Public transportation systems should adopt UPI 
payment modes.

• Maximum usage of UPI may contribute to faster 
financial inclusion.

As India progresses towards a digital-first economy, 
UPI stands as a prime example of how technological 
innovation can revolutionize the financial sector and 
enhance the lives of millions of individuals.
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ABSTRACT
Wealth Management is an ever expanding and ever-changing field of study. The practices of wealth management 
change itself in accordance to the diverse set of HNIs. These HNIs vary on basis of their capital invested, risk 
appetite, psychology, financial goals and their background. This project studies about the niche group of HNIs 
that happen to be risk averse. Through series of cases, one can get to analyze how portfolio of risk averse HNIs 
are rebalanced and what kind of investment avenues are suggested to them to suit their risk profile while also 
providing them with satisfactory return. For drafting the paper two case studies have been considered through 
which portfolio balancing is carried for HNI based on multiple risk factors.

KEYWORDS : Wealth management, HNI, Risk appetite, Psychology, Portfolio rebalancing.

INTRODUCTION

Wealthy individuals need tailored services to 
fulfil their unique needs related to the growth, 

protection, and transfer of their financial capital. 
The services offered by financial service providing 
institutions now go beyond asset management and 
include overall financial management from scratch. 
Wealth management services is a good fit for financial 
institutions because they already provide a wide range 
of financial and investment products in easily accessible 
formats across a large platform in the nation. HNIs are 
given a team or manager with specific strategies catered 
to match their needs. Individuals can be risk averse or 
risk seeking in nature. Due to presence of funds, it is 
assumed that HNIs are risk seeking in nature. Though 
it is true in most of the cases, a certain group of HNI 
is also risk averse in nature. Risk aversion refers to the 
inclination to steer clear of potential risks. The term 
"risk-averse" characterizes an investor who prioritizes 
safeguarding capital rather than pursuing the possibility 
of achieving above-average returns. In the realm of 
investments, risk is synonymous with price volatility. 
Conservative investors, synonymous with risk-averse 

individuals, are either inherently or due to specific 
circumstances disinclined to embrace volatility in their 
investment portfolios. They prefer their investments to 
be easily convertible to cash. Therefore, the portfolio 
manager must understand the nature of the HNI and 
develop financial plans accordingly. The client must 
communicate their goals and risk tolerance clearly to 
the portfolio manager. Strategies to manage wealth of a 
risk averse investor should be devised.

Capgemini World Wealth Report in 2022 

HNIs demonstrated interest in emerging asset classes – 
especially ESG and Digital – and expressed desire for 
more personalized and digital offering. Personalized 
offerings need to be developed for developing customer 
segment such as women, LGBTQ+ individuals, tech-
wealth, millennial and the mass affluent. Effective 
engagement across the customer lifecycle-from 
acquisition to retention - begins with a data ecosystem 
and adopting a digital-first strategy. By adopting a one-
stop-shop approach to build an ecosystem of offerings, 
it boosts clients' likelihood to recommend the WM firm 
and its products and services.
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Reference-https://analystprep.com/cfa-level-1-exam/
portfolio-management/optimal-portfolios/

METHOD
Research Objective: To identify and explore wealth 
management for Risk Averse / Seeking HNIs at IIFL.

Data Collection 

The data collection method is also secondary. The 
research was mainly secondary in nature and so were 
the data collection methods. Data regarding clients’ 
investment avenues, allocation and risk profile was 
sourced directly from clients’ portfolio. Secondary 
research involves collection of existing data sourced 
from various data channels.

The data is collected from internal sources or external 
sources. 

Internal Reports: A monthly IIFL Investment Strategy 
Report is a comprehensive report made by IIFL’s in-
house research team. During the course of internship, 
reports on portfolio restructuring were also provided.

Official Website: India Infoline’s official website 
consists of details regarding the company’s history, 
current position, organizational structure, products and 
services. 

Other websites: Websites such as Investopedia, cleartax, 
NSE, BSE, Corporate Finance Institute were used to 
obtain data

RESULTS
During the project it was observed how there can be 
HNIs of varied risk appetite including the ones with 
risk averse nature. We are also able to identify different 
financial instruments suitable to such HNIs. Using 
different case studies, we can observe construction or 
reconstruction of portfolio of such nature.

Case 1

Description-A client’s portfolio was undergoing 
restructuring. The investor that owns the portfolio 
is risk averse in nature. It can be observed that direct 
equity holds the highest percent of allocation (59%) 
followed by Mutual Fund equity (16%), Mutual Fund 
Debt (14%) and Cash (11%). The data is analyzed in 
accordance to the risk appetite of the investor. 

Thomas Dohmen Armin Falk David Huffman Uwe 
Sunde

Are Risk Aversion and Impatience Related to Cognitive 
Ability? 

This study explores the potential connections among 
cognitive ability, risk aversion, and impatience, utilizing 
a representative sample of the population and measures 
that align with incentives. Participants undergo two 
distinct cognitive ability tests, reflecting sub-modules 
of a widely utilized IQ test. The findings indicate 
that individuals with lower cognitive ability exhibit 
higher levels of risk aversion and more pronounced 
impatience. These associations remain statistically 
significant and resilient even after accounting for 
personal characteristics, education levels, income, and 
indicators of credit constraints.

Antonio Díaz and Carlos Esparcia

Assessing Risk Aversion from the Investor’s Point of 
View 

By conducting a thorough review of the subject of risk 
aversion, this paper seeks to fill a significant void in the 
current literature that pertains to identifying the optimal 
parameter for characterizing investors' behavior in 
relation to risk. The research takes a detailed look at the 
key determinants shaping attitudes towards risk and goes 
beyond conventional analyses by scrutinizing a range 
of innovative methodologies and perspectives. Through 
this meticulous examination, the paper aims to provide 
a more comprehensive understanding of the intricate 
dynamics influencing investors' risk preferences.

Chart No. 1- Risk aversion for different types of investors
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The goal is to achieve capital appreciation for (HNIs) 
while taking into account the associated risks, with 
a primary focus on minimizing potential losses and 
preserving capital.

Interpretation: The above portfolio consists of both 
equity and debt investments. It describes that the 
current portfolio heavily leans on investment in direct 
equity. In the equity part, most of the stocks chosen are 
large cap and low beta. The direct equity portfolio is 
well diversified considering the number of stocks and 
percentage of capital allocated to them, except for the 
Hindustan Unilever stock where around 29.76% of the 
direct capital is allocated in the single stock.

Implementation Plans 

1. Stock: Stocks need to be sold, reduced or bought 
in order to rebalance the portfolio so that the risk is 
mitigated. This will retain the investment objective 
and complement the risk averse nature of the 
investor.

2. Mutual Funds: The reallocation of direct equity 
portfolio is done. Moving onto the other investment 
avenues employed to the portfolio. The portfolio 
weightage of HDFC Multicap Fund is 16% with the 
risk associated being 18.2%. This increases the risk 
of the portfolio.

Suggested Reinvestment Scheme 

Additionally, capital of 1 crore is to be invested in IIFL 
Commercial Yield Fund – Debt Strategy CAT II AIF. 
Since the investor in this case is risk averse, this debt 
strategy is a suitable option for the risk appetite.

CASE 2

Description 

This case revolves around an HNI client with a portfolio 
worth 4.6 Cr in IIFL Securities. The assets are distributed 
over various instruments such as Debt & Equity Mutual 
Funds, Bonds and Direct Equity. The portfolio has 96% 
of its capital invested in direct equity, 0.66% and 1.61% 
of funds are allocated in Debt and equity mutual funds 
respectively and 1.11% of allocation in Bonds. Due 
to changing geo-political scenario and volatile market 
conditions, the client wants to reinvest in more secure 
investments.

Interpretation 

The current portfolio consists of good quality stocks 
and mutual fund schemes. It is over diversified as 
significant amount of capital is invested in equity-based 
instruments. Mutual fund portfolio is exorbitantly over 
diversified due to several numbers of schemes. Most of 
these mutual funds are equity based. These schemes are 
aggressive in nature and have been given high allocation 
which makes the mutual fund portfolio a risky one. The 
cash generated through portfolio restructuring exercise 
can either be used to BUY/increase allocation in good 
quality instruments in the existing portfolio or can be 
used to diversify into other asset classes/investment 
opportunities as per the risk appetite, investment horizon 
and long-term financial goals. In this case, the client has 
prior invested in equity-based instrument. However, 
circumstantially, the client has turned risk averse in 
nature and wants to invest in low-risk instruments.

Implementation Plan 

1. Direct Equity: It can also be observed that the direct 
equity portfolio is also diversified. The stocks with 
high risk should not be given the most weightage. 
Such stocks should be reduced in quantity. In this 
case, since Hindustan Unilever holds 52% of the 
entire portfolio. The quantity needs to be reduced. 
The funds generated can be reinvested in new 
stocks or in any other financial instruments. 

2. Mutual Funds: As the client is risk averse in nature, 
the holdings in equity-based instruments should be 
reduced. Since, Mutual funds are over diversified 
due to several numbers of schemes and it is to be 
noted that over diversified portfolios do not yield 
desired returns in the long run and it becomes 
difficult for the investors to track and evaluate the 
performance of each holding. 

So, it is recommended to exit from stocks with low 
holdings and weak fundamentals. Therefore, as the client 
is risk averse, retaining the Axis Corporate Debt Fund, 
some of the other mutual fund holdings can be reduced 
from schemes with low holdings, subpar performance 
and multiple schemes of similar categories. The funds 
obtained can be reinvested in more debt mutual funds or 
more conservative equity mutual funds. The approach 
involves creating risk-adjusted capital appreciation for 
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to mitigate the risk of losses. Additionally, investments 
were made in safer instruments such as NCD and SGBs.

RECOMMENDATIONS
1) Wealth Management Firms ensure that their clients 

are given personalized services. Their role is to 
overlook all investments employed to the portfolio 
of the investor. 

2) Generally, HNIs tend to seek higher returns at the 
cost of higher risk. However, a great chunk of HNIs 
are also risk averse. 

3) The willingness of risk averse investors to take risk 
also varies from one HNI to other. Some fall into 
the conservative category whereas some fall into 
extremely conservative category. 

4) Psychological factors, cultural factors, investor’s 
bias, investment objectives and other such factors 
play a crucial role in the risk aversion of these 
HNIs. 

5) These investors may compare the risk and return 
of investments with FDs and RDs. They may be 
willing to invest in riskier assets than FD but may 
be unwilling to invest in equity mutual funds or 
volatile stocks. 

6) Risk averse HNIs prefer investing in NCDs, 
corporate bonds, real estate, Debt Mutual Funds 
and so on. 

7) WM firms, therefore, need to cater to the individual 
needs of risk averse HNIs and provide them with a 
portfolio that matches their risk appetite.
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Disclaimer: This paper is a research project of the 
students as part of the syllabus of SPPU for MBA 
degree. This paper highlights the best practices at IIFL 
for portfolio rebalancing as per the investor’s risk 
appetite which changes from time to time depending on 
multiple factors.
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Rutuved Joshi and Gauri Patil commenced their 
internship journey at IIFL Securities within the Premia 
department as part of their mandatory two-month 
summer internship project during their MBA program. 

investors through a selection of debt-oriented mutual 
fund schemes, with a primary emphasis on preventing 
potential losses and preserving capital.

DISCUSSION
1. It is found that HNIs can be risk averse. They are 

willing to settle for a limited return in order to keep 
their investments in a conservative risk profile. 

2. It was observed that risk averse HNI investors prefer 
investments such as NCDs, SGBs, Real Estate 
investments, Debt Mutual Funds and conservative 
stock profiles. 

3. Risk averse HNIs tend compare returns of other 
investment avenues with FD. They are positive in 
investing in instruments that provide returns higher 
than FD and risk of which is lower than that of the 
other investment avenues. 

4. Being an HNI/UHNI does not necessarily indicate 
an investor’s risk appetite. The investor can be risk 
seeking or risk averse depending on various factors 
including cultural and psychological inputs. 

5. The decision-making capability of the investor 
under uncertainty and the investment objective of 
the investor also plays a crucial role. Investor bias 
plays a key role in their investment objective and 
risk profile. 

6. Market Scenario affects the perception of an 
investor. A negative market scenario can easily 
make a client risk averse and change portfolio 
allocation. This is similar to when a positive market 
scenario makes the client buy more and take higher 
risks. 

7. Low Risk Instruments are present in the market. 
Riskier instruments are also be added in the portfolio 
of a risk averse investor with proper allocation. 

8. The main goal of portfolio rebalancing is to 
enhance risk control and avoid over reliance on the 
performance of a specific investment, asset class, 
or fund type, thus ensuring a more diversified and 
balanced portfolio.

In this case, it was observed that Hindustan Unilever had 
the highest allocation and the risk associated with it was 
also high. Therefore, the amount invested was reduced 
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The Premia department operates within a multi-product, 
tailored financial ecosystem, specifically catering 
to High-Net-Worth Individuals (HNIs). The team's 
primary objective involves achieving superior returns 
through diversified investments across various asset 
classes. Their responsibilities encompassed assessing 
risk profiles, establishing investment objectives, and 
formulating strategies to accomplish both long-term 
and short-term financial goals for clients within this 
dynamic and specialized financial environment.

A critical aspect of Rutuved Joshi and Gauri Patil's 
internship involved conducting a comprehensive study 
of numerous HNI portfolios. Collaborating closely with 
the experienced team, they extensively analyzed and 
discussed wealth management, uncovering profound 
insights into the complex dynamics of risk appetite 
and investor biases. Their exploration highlighted a 
spectrum of risk preferences within the HNI clientele, 
ranging from inherent risk-seeking behavior to a 
leaning towards risk aversion. This realization sparked 
their interest in investigating wealth management 
strategies tailored specifically for risk-averse HNIs at 

IIFL Securities. With valuable support and access to 
pertinent data provided by the team, Rutuved Joshi 
and Gauri Patil initiated a research endeavor aimed at 
comprehending and optimizing wealth management 
practices for this distinctive segment of investors.
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A Systematic Analysis on the Importance of Technological and 
Digital Innovation in Employee Engagement

Vivekanand Gaikwad, Sanika Phadke
MM’s IMERT, Karvenagar
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ABSTRACT
With the elimination of hierarchies and the modification of business models, digital innovation has completely 
redesigned the employer-employee relationship. Businesses have converted their conventional workspaces into 
hybrid ones by implementing intelligent or technologically advanced apps that enable workers to work at their 
own pace. Upskilling employees is made simple by smart applications and digital learning platforms. Employee 
engagement is facilitated by these changes and transformations brought about by digital innovations, which is 
crucial in utilizing employees' talent and skills to achieve growth and sustainability.

In order to better understand how digital innovation affects employee engagement, this study has attempted to do 
so. Through a methodical examination of the literature and data gleaned from the most recent HR magazine news 
articles, this study has gathered information and uncovered clever applications and digital innovations used by 
businesses to engage their workforce. By requiring less work from employees, these clever apps have increased 
productivity and given them a culture of learning. Employees are encouraged and motivated to complete their 
tasks in order to achieve organizational growth and sustainability when there is an improvement in efficiency 
and learning culture. Because this study is based on a review of the literature, it has a few limitations that can be 
addressed in the future by carrying out similar qualitative or quantitative research.

KEYWORDS : Technological innovation, Leadership engagement, Organizational sustainability.

INTRODUCTION

In the ever-evolving landscape of the modern 
workplace, the role of technology and digital 

innovation has become pivotal in shaping employee 
engagement strategies. As organizations strive to create 
dynamic and inclusive work environments, leveraging 
cutting-edge technologies has emerged as a key enabler 
for fostering a motivated and connected workforce.  
Employee engagement, traditionally associated with 
human resource practices, has undergone a paradigm 
shift with the integration of technological solutions. 
The digital era has brought forth a multitude of tools 
and platforms that not only streamline traditional HR 
processes but also redefine the very essence of how 
employees interact with their work, their colleagues, and 

the organization as a whole. This transformation is not 
merely about adopting new gadgets or software; rather, 
it represents a fundamental shift in the way businesses 
approach employee satisfaction, productivity, and overall 
well-being. From communication and collaboration 
tools to advanced analytics and artificial intelligence, 
technology has become the backbone of innovative 
employee engagement initiatives. One of the key aspects 
of technological and digital innovation in employee 
engagement is the ability to create a seamless and 
interconnected work experience. Virtual collaboration 
platforms, cloud-based communication tools, and 
project management software have revolutionized the 
way teams collaborate, breaking down geographical 
barriers and fostering a sense of unity among remote and 
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and determine how businesses engage their workforce 
through this approach. In order to comprehend the 
difficulties associated with employee engagement and 
how businesses are addressing these difficulties through 
digitally innovative technologies and applications, the 
literature on the subject has been compiled.

Since the study has an academic focus, the review 
concentrates on research papers that have been ethically 
published, scholarly articles that include seminal work, 
conceptual and empirical studies, and research papers. 
Research papers were included during the period from 
1990-2020. The databases searched for this study 
includes, Emerald, Elsevier, Sage, Inderscience, and 
other peer reviewed journals. To search for current HR 
trends and latest information articles from HRKatha and 
PeopleMatters have been taken into account. To search 
the relevant information keywords like, ‘employee 
engagement’, ‘digital innovation’, ‘employee 
engagement and digital innovation’ and ‘digital 
innovations and employee engagement’ were used. To 
ensure the relevancy of the research, every article was 
determined by examining its abstract (Torraco, 2005) 
to certify that it is having some aspect of employee 
engagement and digital innovation.

LITERATURE REVIEW 
Employee engagement is defined as a level of commitment 
and involvement of employees in their organizational 
tasks and duties (Anitha, 2014). Employees concentrate 
on accomplishing organisational objectives and 
motivations when they are involved in organisational 
activities. By keeping a positive outlook, they also 
inspire their peers and uphold the organization's positive 
work culture. Motivated and engaged workers go above 
and beyond established guidelines and deadlines to 
fulfil their responsibilities. Employee engagement is 
a strategic tool for organizations to leverage upon the 
talent of their employees in order to attain sustainable 
competitive advantage (Baumruk, 2004). The concept 
of engagement was introduced as, “harnessing of 
organization members’ selves to their work roles; in 
engagement, people employ and express themselves 
physically, cognitively, and emotionally during role 
performances” (Kahn, 1990). Another concept for 
employee engagement has been defined as, “the right 
people in the right roles with the right managers drive 

diverse workforce. Innovation in every field has always 
been a permanent solution for business organizations 
in the times of uncertainty and competition (Gupta, 
2020). Researchers have divided innovation in the form 
of product, process, and idea which were implemented 
by the organizations as per their need and requirement 
in order to sustain during uncertainty (Damanpour 
1988; Gopalakrishnan & Damanpour, 1994). Radical, 
incremental, technological, digital, reverse, and 
frugal are different types of innovation infused by 
organizations (Damanpour et al., 1989; Gupta, 2018). 
With the changing demands of customers and business 
environment, organizations have started infusing 
digital innovation as a tool for employee engagement. 
Employee engagement is an essential core of HR as 
organizations can leverage upon the skills and talent 
of their employees to attain sustainable competitive 
advantage (Park & Choi, 2019). With the changing 
trends of HR and generation of employees, previous 
engagement models are not much effective. Moreover, 
digital or smart applications were majorly used by 
various organizations at the time of pandemic to ensure 
smooth flow of activities and functions (Chanana & 
Sangeeta, 2020). Employee engagement has already 
been studied previously by various researchers and 
scholars for retaining and managing talent (Guest, 2014; 
Shuck & Reio Jr., 2014; Pugh & Dietz, 2008; Meyer 
& Gegne, 2008; Bhuvanaiah & Raya, 2014). However, 
engaging employees to work in times of crises or 
uncertainty appears to be a considerable challenge for 
organizations (Goswami, 2020a). Mike Johnson also 
mentioned the same in his book, titled ‘The New Rules 
Of Engagement’ that, “the ability to engage employees, 
to make them work with our business, is going to be 
one of greatest organizational battles in the coming 10 
years” (Johnson, 2004). Therefore, this study has tried 
to identify the role of digital innovation in engaging 
employees by reviewing the literature. The paper has 
been divided in four sections. The next section will 
explain about the research methodology used for this 
paper, after which literature review has been prepared, 
followed by conclusion.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
An enhanced review of the literature on employee 
engagement and digital innovation has been conducted 
in order to further the study of employee engagement 
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employee engagement” (Buckingham & Coffman, 
1999).

Four different approaches of employee engagement 
have been identified by researchers and academicians 
to provide organizational framework: ‘Need satisfying 
approach’ (Kahn, 1990), ‘Burnout-antithesis 
approach’ (Maslach et al., 2001), ‘Satisfaction 
engagement approach’ (Harter et al., 2002, 2003), 
and ‘Multidimensional approach’ (Saks, 2006). By 
publishing grounded theoretical framework of personal 
engagement and disengagement, Kahn’s (1990) ‘Need 
satisfying approach’ identified that, meaningfulness to 
work, safety (career), and availability of organizational 
support are the three major motivational constructs that 
lead to employee engagement. Maslach et al., (2001) 
defined engagement as the positive antithesis to burnout 
or opposite to three burnout dimensions: exhaustion, 
cynicism, and ineffectiveness (Schaufeli, et al., 2002). 
Harter et al., (2002), used Gallup’s meta-analytic data 
to define engagement is involvement and satisfaction of 
the employee in order to become enthusiastic for work. 
Saks (2006) multidimensional approach to employee 
engagement has been defined as, employee’s cognitive, 
emotional, and behavioural in order to achieve 
organizational outcomes.

An empirical study conducted on Kahn’s model has 
identified meaningfulness, safety, and availability as 
the predictors of employee engagement (Kahn, 1990, 
May et al., 2004). A survey conducted on 383 lower and 
middle level managers from small-scale organisations 
registered in Coimbatore District Small Industries 
Association, proposed seven antecedents of employee 
engagement including: work environment, leadership, 
team and co-worker, training and career development, 
compensation, organizational policies, and workplace 
well- being (Anitha, 2014). 102 Canadian employees 
working in different organizations were surveyed to 
identify the antecedents and consequences of job and 
organization engagement (Saks, 2006). The responses 
were analysed using regression analysis and resulted 
that antecedents including job characteristics, perceived 
organizational support, perceived supervisor support, 
rewards & recognition, procedural and distributive 
justice significantly affect job and organization 
engagement which result in positive consequences 

of job satisfaction, organizational commitment, and 
organizational citizenship behaviour.

An international survey conducted on world’s ten 
largest economies (Australia, Brazil, Canada, France, 
Germany, Hong Kong, the Netherlands, Singapore, 
the UK and the USA) involved 16000 employees from 
varied spectrum and concluded that one size does not 
fit for all (ISR, 2004). The results depicted that, 75% 
employees are actively engaged in countries like Brazil 
and USA however only 59% French employees are 
engaged in their work. Similarly, a research conducted 
by Gallup has shown that, only 13% of employees all 
over the world are engaged in their work (MacLeod & 
Clarke, 2011). However, the respondent sample size 
was very less as compared to the whole world. As per a 
survey conducted to compare the engagement conditions 
between Japan and India reveals that, in Japan, levels of 
engagement are around 11 % where as disengagement 
levels are as high as 45 %in India (Haid & Sims, 2009). 
There is no common employee engagement strategy that 
could be applied to all the economies because countries 
vary in terms of culture, values, politics, management 
styles, individual differences and the national economy 
(Haid & Sims, 2009).

Based on the review, it has been determined that 
some general and common antecedents of employee 
engagement that lead to job satisfaction, organisational 
commitment and performance, and organisational 
outcomes that result in profitability and sustainability 
are communication, psychological safety, leadership, 
and perceived organisational support. However, no 
common cause or effect can be identified, due to 
organisational culture and employee expectations. In a 
similar vein, no universal approach can be applied to 
every company or worker.

OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH
A. To understand benefits of digital innovations for 

employee engagement.

B. To understand the linkage between technological & 
digital Innovations and Employee Engagement.

C. To develop the understanding about the different 
digital tools for employee engagement.
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Emergence of Computing (1950s-1960s)

The early days of digital innovation were characterized 
by the development of mainframe computers and the 
advent of programming languages.

Key milestones include the introduction of the UNIVAC 
I (1951) and the development of languages like Fortran 
and COBOL.

Rise of Personal Computing (1970s-1980s)

The 1970s witnessed the emergence of personal 
computers, with companies like Apple and Microsoft 
playing pivotal roles.

The graphical user interface (GUI) was introduced, 
making computers more user-friendly.

Internet and World Wide Web (1990s)

The 1990s marked the rise of the internet and the World 
Wide Web, fundamentally changing communication 
and information dissemination.

E-commerce platforms, search engines, and the first 
web browsers (e.g., Netscape) emerged.

Mobile Revolution (2000s)

The 2000s saw the widespread adoption of mobile 
technology, with the introduction of smartphones and 
mobile applications.

Companies like Apple (iPhone) and Google (Android) 
played key roles in shaping the mobile landscape.

Web 2.0 and Social Media (2000s)

The concept of Web 2.0 emerged, emphasizing user-
generated content and collaboration.

Social media platforms such as Facebook, Twitter, and 
LinkedIn gained prominence.

Cloud Computing (2010s)

Cloud computing became a dominant paradigm, 
allowing users to access and store data remotely.

This era witnessed the rise of platforms like Amazon 
Web Services (AWS), Microsoft Azure, and Google 
Cloud.

Internet of Things (IoT) and Big Data (2010s)

The proliferation of connected devices marked the IoT 
era, generating vast amounts of data.

TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATIONS 

Technological innovation is constantly considered as a 
major source of survival due to the rapidly changing 
requirements of customers, employees, stakeholders, 
and consumers. Digital innovations or smart applications 
are transforming the industries both internally and 
externally with their digitally innovated products, 
processes, strategies, and business models (Ciriello, 
Richter, & Schwabe, 2018). Digital innovations have 
also transformed traditional business models into the 
smart or self sufficient business models that run on 
technically operated applications and machines.

Digital innovations are transforming the way of serving 
customers by delivering products and services without 
attaining inventory or any official setup usually done by 
companies like Uber, Amazon, Airbnb, Skype, Netflix 
etc (Demirkan et al., 2016). Digital innovation helped 
organizations in automating the HR functions and 
manufacturing processes, saving both time and cost 
of production. With these initiatives, organizations not 
only suffice their stakeholders and customers but also 
their employees.

During and post lockdown, most of the organizations 
relied on these digitally innovated applications to carry 
out their functions and engage their employees. With 
the initiation of digital innovation companies are able to 
generate innovative products and services for achieving 
organizational goals (Hjalmarsson & Rudmark, 
2012). Digital technologies and smart applications 
help employees in reducing their extra human effort 
and this saved energy can be used in more productive 
manner. For instance, companies like PepsiCo are 
using artificially intelligent software to screen the CV 
which reduce the burden of recruiters and help them in 
identifying the prospective candidates for interview and 
selection (Garg et al., 2018)

The evolution of digital innovation has been a dynamic 
and transformative journey, marked by significant 
advancements in technology and their widespread 
integration into various aspects of society, business, and 
daily life. The following overview provides a glimpse 
into the stages and key developments in the evolution 
of digital innovation:
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Big Data analytics tools and technologies evolved to 
process and derive insights from massive datasets.
Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning 
(Present)
The integration of AI and machine learning has become 
a defining feature of the current digital innovation 
landscape.
Applications include natural language processing, 
computer vision, and predictive analytics.
Blockchain and Cryptocurrencies (Present)
Blockchain technology gained attention for its secure 
and decentralized nature, with applications beyond 
cryptocurrencies.
Cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin and Ethereum emerged as 
decentralized forms of digital currency.
Industry 4.0 and Digital Transformation (Present-
Future)
The convergence of technologies like IoT, AI, and cloud 
computing is driving Industry 4.0, marked by smart 
manufacturing and connected systems.
Digital transformation efforts are reshaping industries, 
processes, and business models.
Quantum Computing and Emerging Technologies 
(Future)
Quantum computing holds the promise of solving 
complex problems beyond the capabilities of classical 
computers.
Emerging technologies such as 5G, augmented reality 
(AR), and virtual reality (VR) are expected to play 
significant roles.
The evolution of digital innovation continues to 
unfold, with ongoing developments shaping the way 
individuals, businesses, and societies interact with 
and leverage technology. Adaptability and a forward-
looking approach are key for staying at the forefront of 
this rapidly evolving landscape.
ENGAGING EMPLOYEE THROUGH 
DIGITAL AND TECHNOLOGICAL 
INNOVATION
Digital innovations play a crucial role in enhancing 
employee engagement by providing tools and platforms 

that facilitate communication, collaboration, and overall 
work experience. Here are several ways organizations 
leverage digital innovations to boost employee 
engagement:

Collaboration Platforms

Virtual Team Spaces: Platforms like Microsoft Teams, 
Slack, or Asana facilitate seamless communication and 
collaboration among remote or dispersed teams. These 
tools enhance real-time interactions, document sharing, 
and project management, fostering a sense of teamwork.

Video Conferencing: Tools like Zoom or Microsoft 
Teams enable face-to-face virtual meetings, making it 
easier for employees to connect, build relationships, 
and participate in discussions.

Employee Recognition Software

Platforms like Bonusly, Kudos, or Achievers allow 
organizations to acknowledge and reward employees 
for their achievements. Digital recognition programs 
contribute to a positive work culture and reinforce a 
sense of accomplishment.

Learning and Development Platforms

Digital learning platforms, such as LinkedIn Learning 
or Udemy for Business, provide employees with 
opportunities for skill development and career growth. 
Access to online courses and training programs enhances 
employee engagement by promoting continuous 
learning.

Employee Feedback and Surveys

Digital survey tools like SurveyMonkey or Glint enable 
organizations to gather feedback from employees 
regarding their experiences, opinions, and concerns. 
Regular feedback loops demonstrate that employee 
input is valued, and organizations can address issues 
promptly.

Intranet and Internal Communication Tools

An intranet serves as a centralized digital hub for 
internal communication, providing employees with 
access to company news, policies, and resources. Tools 
like SharePoint or Jive facilitate information sharing 
and help employees stay connected to organizational 
updates.
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Wellness Apps and Programs

Digital wellness applications, such as Headspace or 
Calm, can be integrated into the workplace to support 
employee well-being. These apps offer meditation, 
stress relief, and mindfulness exercises, promoting a 
healthier work-life balance.

Gamification of Work

Introducing gamification elements to tasks and projects 
can enhance employee engagement. Platforms like 
Trello or Habitica incorporate game-like features to 
make work more enjoyable and rewarding.

Social Intranet and Employee Engagement 
Platforms

Platforms like Workplace by Facebook or Yammer 
provide social networking features within an 
organization. These tools encourage employees to 
connect, share ideas, and collaborate in a more informal 
and engaging manner.

Employee Onboarding Platforms

Digital onboarding tools, such as BambooHR or 
WorkBright, streamline the onboarding process. An 
efficient onboarding experience contributes to early 
engagement and helps new hires integrate into the 
company culture.

Chatbots and AI Assistants

Chatbots and AI-driven assistants can be implemented 
to answer common HR-related queries, helping 
employees access information more efficiently. This 
automation reduces administrative burdens and allows 
HR teams to focus on more strategic tasks.

By integrating these digital innovations, organizations 
can create an engaging work environment that meets 
the needs and expectations of modern employees, 
especially in an increasingly digital and remote work 
landscape.

Findings of the Study 

At the end of analysis of various research data researcher 
found the following things;

a) Employee engagement can be increased with the 
help of digital tools.

b) Nowadays most of the organizations are using 
technological and digital tools for better employee 
engagement.

c) Digital tools utilization helps in many ways 
like; workers productivity, efficiency and the 
satisfactions also.

d) Digital innovations can assist organizations 
in providing better learning and development 
resources for staff upskilling

SUGGESTIONS
The transformation of employee engagement is mostly 
being driven by digital innovation. Here are some 
suggestions to encourage creativity in this field:

Platforms for Personalized Communication: Provide 
channels for individualized communication between 
management and staff. By taking into account each 
person's requirements and interests, personalized news, 
updates, and communications can increase engagement.

Gamification of Tasks: To make tasks or training 
programmes more engaging, add gamified features 
to them. Boundaries, insignia, or awards for 
accomplishments can inspire workers and provide a 
little excitement to menial jobs.

Establish virtual spaces for collaboration so that staff 
members can exchange ideas and brainstorm without 
being physically present in the same place. These areas 
could be designed to resemble actual workplaces or 
they could offer distinctive virtual surroundings for 
certain uses.

CONCLUSION
In order to increase employee engagement in 
organisational activities, the study explains how digital 
innovations can reduce extra burdens and increase 
efficiencies. According to the review, prior research has 
developed employee engagement strategies based on 
the behavioural, cognitive, emotional, psychological, 
organisational, and social aspects of employees.

Companies need to implement employee-friendly 
strategies that align with current market conditions 
because they are operating in an uncertain period and 
their employees have different expectations of them. 
Workers who are up to date with technology expect 
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their companies to be similarly advanced, whether 
that be through digital updates or other means, and to 
operate with automatic efficiency.

 roles and practices. For their own development, they 
are more interested in a culture of learning and do not 
adhere to conventional hierarchical structures.

Through the use of smart technologies and digitally 
innovative applications, organisations have not 
only enhanced their operational efficiency but also 
successfully engaged their workforce by fostering a 
culture of continuous learning. Organisations have 
incorporated digital innovations into hybrid offices, 
allowing staff members to discuss and communicate ideas 
freely in order to produce original and creative work. 
Additionally, digital innovations assist organisations in 
providing better learning and development resources 
for staff upskilling. Digital innovations support 
businesses in modernising their systems, automating 
repetitive tasks, making the best use of their resources, 
and cultivating a culture of learning and growth that 
motivates staff to take ownership of their work. With 
their talent and skills, these motivated workers support 
the sustainability of the organisation.

According to the study, before implementing any 
employee engagement strategies to meet their needs, 
organisations should make an effort to understand the 
psychological, social, emotional, technological, and 
cognitive needs of their workforce. Engagement policies 
that guarantee job security, talent retention learning 
systems, flexible work schedules, technologically 
automated or artificially intelligent systems to minimise 
human labour, and work-life balance options for staff 
members are among the things that organisations need 
to consider. Since this research study is based on a 
review of the literature, the recommendations and 
suggestions are not supported by any empirical data. 
Future research, however, can consider both qualitative 
and quantitative investigations.
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ABSTRACT
The world faced not only physical upheaval but also mental distress during the unprecedented COVID-19 crisis, 
impacting global health systems and economies. Lockdowns forced many Indian start-ups to cease or reduce 
operations, leading to widespread unemployment. This research adopts a qualitative approach and utilizes 
secondary data to examine innovative responses by Indian start-ups to the crisis and government initiatives 
supporting MSMEs and start-ups. Start-ups have faced several challenges during Covid pandemic period. Those 
challenges include employment, adoption of new technology, funding required to sustain in the market, generating 
good sales, and implementing marketing strategies. The study highlighted the government initiatives taken during 
the Covid pandemic such as the Moratorium, the Atmanirbhar scheme, etc.

The study emphasizes the vital role of innovation in start-ups during the pandemic, their adaptation strategies, and 
the support provided by the Government of India. The dynamic landscape presents challenges but also opportunities 
for growth and resilience.

KEYWORDS : COVID-19, Indian start-ups, Government of India initiatives, Indian Government policies, 
Disruptive transformations, Economic policy responses.

INTRODUCTION

India boasts a thriving start-up ecosystem, driven 
by a youthful, diverse market with evolving needs. 

Despite being one of the world's fastest-growing 
economies, India experienced the disruptions caused by 
the COVID-19 pandemic. However, this crisis provided 
Indian start-ups with opportunities to thrive, thanks to 
government policies fostering competitiveness.

Amid the COVID-19 crisis, start-ups played a pivotal 
role in fulfilling essential needs when major industries 
and services ground to a halt. This pandemic had a 
profound economic impact, altering lives and societies 
across the globe. Start-ups, due to their size, operational 
flexibility, and reduced bureaucracy, introduced 

creative disruptions. Many tech-savvy start-ups 
adapted and introduced innovative business models 
and new markets. COVID-19 placed unprecedented 
strain on healthcare systems and had severe economic 
consequences, affecting nations worldwide.

The government imposed numerous restrictions, 
such as movement limitations and business closures, 
impacting various industries, including retail, travel, 
hospitality, and transportation. Entrepreneurs began 
embracing the "New Normal," expecting it to persist 
for years. Digitalization emerged as the primary driver 
of this transition.

This research investigates innovative Indian start-ups' 
responses to the COVID-19 crisis and examines the 
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while revenues have declined 90% for over 250 start-
ups as per a survey conducted by NASSCOM in April 
2020.

Over 23,000+ employees lost their jobs in 2020 during 
pandemic. India was among the top 5 countries in 
startup layoffs as per a Gartner report. OYO laid off 
2400 employees, while Byju’s laid off 2,500. Companies 
like Dunzo laid off 3% and Unacademy reached 12% 
layoff count. Among the top names that laid off their 
workforce were Swiggy, Ola, Mohalla Tech, and 
Gomechanics. The edtech industry faced the maximum 
hit laying of 8000 employees from 15 companies as per 
an Economic Times report. 

Need for Adaptation

With a restrictions on operations and ongoing costs 
brands had to adapt to the changing times and change 
their business models.

According to a survey of over 250 startups by 
NASSCOM, around 54% of Indian startups are looking 
to pivot to new business opportunities, diversify into 
growth verticals like healthcare, and enhance focus on 
emerging technologies such as artificial intelligence 
(AI), Internet of Things (IoT), and cloud computing.

Zomato moved from offline restaurant aggregator model 
to a online food delivery model. Swiggy entered in the 
grocery delivery model. VT enterprises from South 
India were in the business of foam pillow manufacturing 
branched out in manufacturing masks and scrubs 
for medical use. Zostel moved from a hospitality to 
social engagement platform creation online. Curefit 
moved from physical gym and fitness facility to online 
classes and courses in fitness. Style Nook was a fashion 
consultation brand that diversified in stylist chats online 
and work from home attire suggestions.

Impact on Funding

As per a report by Angel List India the funding 
opportunities in the country had reduced 3 times as 
compared to the pre pandemic phase. Nearly 20% of 
firms who had a term sheet before the outset of the crisis 
had the term sheet removed by the investors. 53% start-
ups saw a process lag or encountered an unresponsive 
lead investor. Only 27% start-ups had their money 
secure.

government's policies implemented to support start-ups 
during the pandemic.

OBJECTIVES & SCOPE

Objectives:- This research focuses on the following 
objectives:

1. Identifying the challenges faced by start-ups during 
the COVID-19 pandemic.

2. Analysing the disruptive transformations within 
Indian start-ups.

3. Studying the government of India's policies and 
schemes supporting the start-up ecosystem during 
the pandemic.

Scope: This research is limited to selected Indian 
start-ups and their experiences during the COVID-19 
pandemic, along with an examination of government 
support through start-up policies and schemes.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This research employs an exploratory qualitative 
approach based on secondary data. Data is collected 
from various sources, including previously published 
research papers, government websites, and research 
reports from agencies, blogs, and newspaper articles. 
Conclusions are drawn from the literature review.

Problem Statement

The COVID-19 crisis profoundly affected Indian start-
ups, disrupting operations and causing widespread 
unemployment. This research investigates the challenges 
faced by these start-ups, their innovative responses, and 
the effectiveness of government policies in sustaining 
the ecosystem during and after the pandemic.

LITERATURE REVIEW AND 
DISCUSSION:

Challenges Faced by Start-ups during the COVID-19 
Pandemic

Impact on Employment

Start-ups had to drastically downsize and reduce their 
teams. Around 40% of start-ups had to close business or 
halt operations and 70% were barely scraping through, 
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Fig. 1:- Cash reserves of Indian Start-ups during 
Pandemic.

Impact on Sales & Marketing

Due to an abrupt stop to the logistics & the lockdown 
restricting physical movement, the traditional mediums 
of marketing were rendered useless. According to a 
report by Diplomatic Council Startup Advisor Aman 
Khan, 16% startups from his study saw their revenue 
drop by more than 80%. The main reason for this drop 
was the industry these businesses were in. ¾ Industries 
that startups were predominantly in, were adversely 
affected. Eg. Travel & Hospitality, Education, Real 
Estate, to name a few. Businesses moved from a physical 
marketing approach to an online presence. 

As per the NASSCOM & Zinnov report 2020 India had 
750Mn+ Internet subscribers as opposed to the projected 
640Mn+. Digital maturity of enterprises was at 34% 
in 2018 & grew exponentially to 55% in 2020. Social 
media traffic grew by 50X from Jan- Mar 2019. During 
lockdown ecommerce orders for staples grew by 106% 
on a weekly basis as per a Nielsen report. Individual 
usage of social media of an average Indian grew by 
87% as compared to the week before the pandemic.
Cross border trade restrictions accelerated peer to peer 
colabs& public private partnerships.

Innovative Start-ups Pivoting Their Business Models

Many start-ups anticipated the prolonged pandemic and 
adapted by embracing digitalization, fundamentally 
changing their business models. Digitalization became 
essential, altering interactions, shopping behaviour, 
consumer preferences, and spending habits. Online 
shopping witnessed significant growth.

Fig. 2 :  Frequency of Online shopping (June 2022)

The above graph reflects that consumers' frequency of 
online buying is increasing at a great pace. 

Some of the startups have realized the changing buying 
pattern and behavior of the customers, changing 
preferences in buying modes, changing needs, etc. 
Therefore, many of startups have adopted the change 
and bought digitalization in their businesses. Some of 
the examples are as follows:

a. Instamojo, is an online platform established in 2015 
that helps startups, small businesses and enterprises 
by helping them create an online presence. They 
created a new business at the onset of covid in 2019 
that helped create and integrate payment solutions 
for businesses. They pushed these services under 
the brandMojocommerce and Mojocapital to those 
businesses that wanted to sustain in the Covid-19 
pandemic.

b. MediSage,founded in 2019 by three Indian 
Entrepreneurs Bhagwat Dhingra, Abhishek Ghosh 
and Anurag Dhingra. Covid has accelerated the 
digitalization among all the businesses hence it 
was observed in healthcare industry too. Due to 
covid norms there were restrictions on doctors and 
medical representative interactions. During Covid 
pandemic period MediSage provided a platform for 
more than 1.2 million digital interactions between 
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reach the customers by sending push notifications 
for marketing their clients. It was a great success 
and now they want to continue with it. 

h. Innovosoft Technologies and 366Pi, these startups 
had their edtech business solutions but due to less 
demand it was not showcasing as much potential. 
But considering the outbreak of pandemic and 
situations they both re-enter in the edtech business. 

Key Learning: Innovative start-ups pivoted to meet new 
demands during the pandemic.

Following diagram shows the key learning from the 
disruptive transformations in start-ups.

Fig. 3:  Learning from Disruptive Transformation

Economic Policy Responses for Start-ups During the 
COVID-19 Lockdown in India

a. SBI CECL (Covid Emergency Credit Line) scheme: 
India’s Largest public sector bank introduced a 
support scheme for startups and MSME called as 
Covid-19 funding scheme. SBI has made available 
additional credits via Covid-19 Emergency Credit 
Line (CECL) to its existing borrowers on an ad-
hoc basis. The Credit specs were that the repayment 
period couldn’t exceed 12 months and would be 
provided at an interest rate of 7.25%. The credit 
limit would be 10% of the existing fund based 
working capital. (up to 200Cr.)

b. Angel tax exemption: Amidst a depressed market 
sentiment, Sitharaman exempted all eligible start-
ups and their investors from “angel tax” in August. 
Besides, a dedicated cell under a member of the 
CBDT was also set up for addressing the problems 
of start-ups. 

practitioner doctors and medical representatives. 
It enables the scientific interaction, personalize 
engagements with doctors as well as data driven 
insights. Interestingly in a research it has been found 
that 73% of the doctors used MediSage platform 
now want to continue with online interactions 
through MediSage rather than physical meetings. 

c. Sumeru Enterprise Tiger Business Solutions,it is 
founded in 2016 by introducing a scalable, reliable 
software framework for enterprises. They converted 
the Covid-19 panic pandemic into opportunities 
by marketing their business differently in the 
through “Social Distance Ready Digital Collection 
Solution.” Their products helped BFSI sector 
especially in collection of debts from their clients. 
Due to Covid norms, physically visiting to client 
and debt collection was a big problem to BFSI 
sector. Sumeru provided the right mechanism at the 
right time to many of such clients. This shows that 
Sumeru have innovated their sales model according 
to changing need of the customers and clients.

d. ChefJunction, it was started in 2020 during 
lockdown time of Corona Pandemic. It is a website 
that helps the customers to order home cook meals. 
Due to restrictions in movement during pandemic, 
this website has helped the customers to order 
their home cooked meal. This provides a platform 
for home chefs also to showcase and explore their 
cooking skills.

e. Gradeazy, this startup came with edtech digital 
solutions. It has provided intuitive performance 
assessment platform. It enabled the educational 
institutions to conduct any examination or tests’ 
online with just Rs. 1 per exam. It also came with 
additional services like MCQ test, question bank 
and white labelling, etc.

f. LegalWiz, provides legal services to the startups 
in India. It has witnessed a surge in registration of 
their clients as many tech startups have started their 
business in this period.

g. MoEngage, this startup was earlier in the business 
of providing automation tools. In pandemic time 
they observed that people were spending more time 
video games hence they entered into video games to 
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c. Atma Nirbhar Scheme: Honorable PM Mr. 
Narendra Modi kick started the AtmaNirbhar 
Bharat Abhiyaan (Self-reliant India campaign) on 
12 May 2020, and announced the Special economic 
and comprehensive package of INR 20 lakh crores 
- equivalent to 10% of India’s GDP – to fight 
COVID-19 pandemic in India. 

d. Tax filing deadline extension: Extended last date 
for Income Tax Returns to June 30, 2020. 

e. Issues of Financial/Statutory Compliances: - 
Extension also given for filing GST returns to end 
of June 2020

f. SIDBI (Small Industries Development Bank of 
India- Covid 19 Startups Assistance Scheme 
(CSAS). The objective of the scheme was to 
provide instant financial assistance like working 
capital to startups. Through this schemes startups 
have received upto 2cr loans for a tenure of up to 3 
years and the moratorium is of 12 months with 24 
installments maximum.

g. Atal Bimit Vyakti Kalyan Yojana scheme: It was 
confined to the subscribers of ESI i.e. Employees 
State Insurance scheme. The employees who lost 
their employment has been granted compensation 
in the form of cash deposit for three months in their 
bank account. 

h. Moratorium: Moratorium of three months on 
payment of instalments and payment of Interest on 
Working Capital Facilities in respect of all Term 
Loans. For loans by NBFCs to commercial real 
estate sector, additional time of one year has been 
given for extension of the date for commencement 
for commercial operations (DCCO)

The entire world was facing the problem of pandemic. 
Especially healthcare departments of the country were 
facing many challenges, equally faced by the economy of 
the nation. Government of India has taken enough steps 
and action for rebuilding the economic infrastructure. 
MSME’s and startups by above mentioned measures. 
Compare to the economic situation rest of the world, 
India stands better due to government of India’s Covid 
policies implemented for MSME’s, startups and 
different enterprises.

Review of research papers

1) Ketan Baid, Shashank Sethi, Aman Sharma (2021) 
Researcher explored that that the majority of 
startups experienced a decrease in either the supply 
or demand for their products or services. It was also 
observed that supply chain network have affected 
all startups in one way or another.

2) OECD Report (2020)

 OECD report highlighted the challenges faced by 
the start-ups during Covid 19 pandemic. Those 
were short-term in nature, and they include issues 
related to maintaining short-term liquidity (having 
enough cash or assets that can be quickly converted 
to cash) and ensuring the availability of funding.

3) Leif Brändle, Elisabeth S.C., Sebastian, Carlos 
Arturo (2020) the research study observed that 
the COVID-19 pandemic presented a set of 
challenges for entrepreneurs, particularly those 
running startups. The interplay of reduced sales 
and ongoing fixed costs during the crisis raised 
concerns about the liquidity and, subsequently, 
the long-term survival of these businesses. This 
underscores the importance of adaptive strategies, 
financial management, and resilience for startups 
navigating through crisis scenarios.

4) Danisha Das and Apurva Hardikar (2021) Author 
explored on the new normal in pandemic and 
highlighted the opportunities with their innovative 
ideas and various solutions over the challenges 
faced by start-ups. Author identified that the start-
up who survive in this pandemic have bought out of 
the box ideas that leads to success even in adverse 
situation of the entire market.

5) Peter Guckenbiehl and Graciela Corral de 
Zubielqui (2022) The study categorized startups 
into six types based on their responses to the crisis, 
those were Stable Beneficiaries i.e.  Startups that 
remained stable and benefited from the crisis. 
Business-as-Usual Continuers, Startups that 
adapted by incorporating digital strategies, Startups 
that managed to survive despite facing adversity, 
Opportunity Graspers as well as Startups that 
turned challenges into opportunities and innovated.
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OBSERVATIONS AND FINDINGS
1. Disruption in Operations: Lockdowns and 

movement restrictions led to the cessation or 
reduction of operations for many start-ups.

2. Impact on Employment: The pandemic significantly 
affected the employment landscape within Indian 
start-ups, with many facing the need to downsize or 
cease operations.

3. Need for Adaptation: The crisis necessitated a swift 
adaptation to the "New Normal," with digitalization 
emerging as a key strategy for resilience. The size, 
operational flexibility, and reduced bureaucracy of 
start-ups allowed for quick and effective adaptation 
to the challenges posed by the pandemic.

4. Survival Strategies: Start-ups demonstrated 
resilience by adopting creative disruptions and 
innovative business models to navigate the 
challenges posed by the pandemic.

5. Diversification and Innovation: Successful start-
ups demonstrated the ability to diversify and 
innovate in response to the crisis, identifying new 
opportunities and markets.

6. Pivoting Business Models: Start-ups anticipated the 
prolonged impact of the pandemic and adapted by 
embracing digitalization, fundamentally changing 
their business models.

7. Innovative Sales and Marketing Approaches: 
Start-ups like Sumeru Enterprise Tiger Business 
Solutions adapted their sales models to address 
changing needs, such as introducing a "Social 
Distance Ready Digital Collection Solution."

8. SBI CECL Scheme: State Bank of India introduced 
the Covid-19 Emergency Credit Line (CECL) 
scheme to provide additional credits to start-ups 
and MSMEs.

9. Angel Tax Exemption: The government exempted 
eligible start-ups and their investors from "angel 
tax" to boost investment during a period of market 
depression.

10. Atma Nirbhar Scheme: The Atma Nirbhar Bharat 
Abhiyaan was launched, offering a comprehensive 
package of INR 20 lakh crores to fight the 

COVID-19 pandemic, providing substantial 
support to start-ups.

11. Financial Assistance Schemes: Initiatives like 
SIDBI's Covid-19 Startups Assistance Scheme 
(CSAS) and the Atal BimitVyakti Kalyan Yojana 
provided financial assistance and compensation to 
start-ups and employees.

12. Government Support as a Lifeline: The government's 
policies and schemes played a crucial role in 
providing financial support and relief to start-ups 
during the challenging period of the pandemic.

13. Holistic Support: Measures such as tax exemptions, 
funding schemes, and economic packages 
showcased a comprehensive approach to supporting 
the start-up ecosystem.

14. Quick Response: The government demonstrated a 
quick response to the economic challenges posed by 
the pandemic, implementing measures to alleviate 
financial burdens on start-ups.

CONCLUSION
The spiralling Covid pandemic has thrown the world's 
economy into unpredictable situations. This pandemic 
has compelled us to embrace change, altering our 
behaviour and impacting businesses as well. This change 
has posed a challenge to the existing business models. 
This study highlights how innovative startups in India 
responded to the Covid pandemic and promoted creative 
destruction. Consequently, entrepreneurs incorporated 
technology and innovation into their business modules. 
The literature review reveals that entrepreneurs have 
rightly recognized the significance of creativity and 
innovation in business.

It is also evident that this pandemic has brought 
forth numerous challenges, hurdles, and problems, 
particularly for small businesses. It has undoubtedly 
disrupted the old and traditional organizational working 
methods. Simultaneously, enterprises and start-ups 
have adopted new approaches to conducting business in 
response to the situation.

The role of the government was pivotal, and the 
measures taken by the government of India for MSMEs 
and startups have kept Indian businesses operational and 
thriving. These measures assist MSMEs and startups 
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in sustaining, competing, prospering, and advancing 
towards the collective goal of growth across all sectors.
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ABSTRACT
Green marketing, characterized by environmentally conscious practices and sustainable product promotion, has 
gained significant traction in India. The attitude of consumers has changed towards ecofriendly products.  The 
efforts are being made to reduce the carbon footprint on environment. However, this is concept is just evolving and 
not applied on large scale. The business and institutes are trying to apply the concept of green marketing in their 
products and services and gain a competitive edge seeing the change in consumer market. The biggest challenge 
in globalization is to protect the natural environment and keep the consumers informed about the same. The green 
marketing is being practiced by developing country like India as the other developed countries and is an important 
step towards sustainable development. In India we are witnessing rapid urbanization and economic development, 
understanding the perception of green marketing becomes essential for business owners and Policy makers. This 
literature review aims to explore existing studies that shed light on various facets of consumer attitudes and 
behaviors regarding green marketing in the Indian context.

KEYWORDS : Green marketing, Green products, CSR, Government initiatives.

INTRODUCTION TO GREEN 
MARKETING

Green marketing, also known as environmental 
or sustainable marketing represents a strategic 

approach adopted by businesses to develop products, 
services, and processes that are environmentally friendly 
and socially responsible. This approach aligns with the 
growing global awareness of environmental issues and 
the need for sustainable practices in the face of climate 
change, resource depletion, and ecological degradation.

Primary objectives of green marketing extend beyond 
profit generation to include environmental and social 
benefits. Businesses engage in green marketing to:

1. Address Environmental Concerns: Contribute to the 
preservation of natural resources, reduce pollution, 
and minimize the overall environmental impact of 
their operations.

2. Meet Consumer Demand: The consumers are now 
demanding ecofriendly products. Consumers are 

increasingly making purchasing decisions based on 
ethical and sustainability considerations.

3. Comply with Regulations: Adhere to evolving 
environmental regulations and demonstrate 
corporate responsibility in light of stringent 
environmental standards.

4. Enhance Corporate Image: Build a positive 
corporate image by showcasing commitment to 
sustainability, thereby attracting environmentally 
conscious consumers and investors.

Key Components of Green Marketing

Green marketing involves various elements aimed at 
creating a sustainable and environmentally responsible 
business model. These components include:

1. Product Design: Develop products with eco-friendly 
attributes, such as recyclability, energy efficiency, and 
reduced environmental impact throughout their life 
cycle.

Anita More
Late T D Pathare Senior College

Chandannagar
Pune, Maharashtra
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a company's commitment to environmental 
responsibility.

2. Greenwashing (1990s): As environmental concerns 
grew, some companies engaged in greenwashing, 
where they claimed to be more environmentally 
friendly than they actually were. This led to 
skepticism among consumers and a demand for 
clearer standards and regulations to prevent false 
environmental claims.

3. Certifications and Standards (1990s-2000s): To 
address the issue of green washing and provide 
consumers with reliable information, various 
certification programs and standards were 
developed. These certifications helped consumers 
make informed choices and encouraged businesses 
to adopt more sustainable practices.

4. Mainstreaming Sustainability (2000s): 
Sustainability became more mainstream in the 
business world. Companies started incorporating 
environmental considerations into their core 
business strategies rather than treating them as 
separate initiatives. This shift reflected a growing 
understanding that sustainability could be a source 
of competitive advantage.

5. Consumer Awareness and Demand (2010s): 
Consumer awareness of environmental issues 
continued to rise, driven in part by increased 
access to information through the internet and 
social media. Consumers began actively seeking 
out eco-friendly products and holding companies 
accountable for their environmental impact.

6. Circular Economy and Innovation (2010s-2020s): 
The focus shifted from simply reducing negative 
environmental impacts to creating positive ones. 
Concepts such as the circular economy gained 
traction, emphasizing the importance of designing 
products and systems that minimize waste and 
encourage recycling. Innovation in sustainable 
technologies and materials became a key aspect of 
green marketing.

7. Transparency and Corporate Social Responsibility 
(CSR) (2020s): Companies recognized the 
importance of transparency in their environmental 
efforts. Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) 

2. Communications: Effectively communicate the 
environmental benefits of products or services to 
consumers. Transparent and truthful messaging is 
essential to build trust.

3. Supply Chain Management: Implement sustainable 
practices in the supply chain, ensuring ethical 
sourcing, reduced waste, and minimized energy 
consumption.

4. Packaging: The ecofriendly packaging material can 
minimize the waste by adopting the designs that 
reduce the environmental impact.

5. Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR): Integrate 
sustainability into the core values of the company 
through CSR initiatives, community engagement, 
and environmentally responsible practices.

OBJECTIVES
1. To understand the awareness and knowledge of 

green products in India

2. To understand the consumer attitude and behavior 
regarding green marketing in India

METHOD
The study is a literature review based on secondary 
data available from published sources such as research 
journals from jgate, science direct; EBSCO. The 
author referred famous blogs and current news for 
understanding the attitude of customers towards green 
marketing

Evolution of Green Marketing in India

Green marketing, also known as sustainable marketing 
or environmental marketing, has evolved over the years 
in response to changing consumer attitudes, increased 
environmental awareness, and the growing need for 
businesses to adopt environmentally friendly practices. 
Here's a broad overview of the evolution of green 
marketing:

1. Emergence (1970s-1980s): The modern 
environmental movement gained momentum in 
the 1970s with events like Earth Day. During this 
period, companies started to acknowledge the 
environmental impact of their operations. Early 
green marketing efforts focused on highlighting 
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reports became a common way for businesses 
to communicate their sustainability initiatives, 
including supply chain practices, carbon footprint 
reduction, and social impact.

LITERATURE REVIEW
Consumer Awareness and Knowledge

 Consumer awareness is a critical factor in understanding 
their perceptions of green marketing. Research by 
Sharma and Mehta (2018) suggests an increasing 
awareness among Indian consumers about environmental 
issues and sustainable practices. However, the level of 
understanding and knowledge about green marketing 
varies across demographic segments. Kuthiala and 
Mahajan (2012) are of the view that there demographic 
factors like age, gender, education are correlated to the  
awareness of green products,

Factors Influencing Green Purchasing Behavior

Numerous studies have explored the factors influencing 
green purchasing behavior in India. Bansal and 
Kumar (2018) identify environmental consciousness, 
product attributes, and perceived benefits as crucial 
determinants. Additionally, Bansal and Vashisht (2017) 
emphasize the role of trust in green marketing claims and 
the credibility of information sources. The behavior for 
green purchase is examined in terms of their willingness 
or intention to purchase green products and their efforts 
to transfer willingness to actual purchase of green 
products and thus achieve environmental sustainability 
(Joshi and Rahman, 2015). Mostafa (2009) states that 
environmental attitude; environmental knowledge and 
concern towards environmental claims are the main 
factors that influence the purchases of green products 
by the consumers. Chaudhary R and Samrat B tried to 
understand green behavior of educated millennial found 
that environmental concern executed major influence 
on purchase intention of millennial

Barriers to Green Purchasing in India

The green purchasing involves environment factors 
along with quality and price. (Khan et al., 2018).Despite 
growing awareness, Indian consumers face barriers in 
adopting green products. Price sensitivity is a significant 
concern, as highlighted by Tiwari and Jain (2017). 
Accessibility issues and the perceived availability of 

green products also contribute to the challenges faced 
by consumers, as discussed by Singh and Dhir (2021).
In this research with barriers to the promotion of green 
procurement is cost, passive culture, lack of awareness, 
lack of parameters for environmental assessment. Khan 
et al.(2018). Bidin et al. (2019),

There is barrier to adopting green marketing practices 
even in SME though they get tax breaks and subsidies 
on it. The SMEs are engaged in increasing their 
productivity and do not focus on green practices. Lack 
of necessary skills and expertise could be the reason 
behind not adopting green practices (Organization for 
Economic Co-Operation and Development, 2018)

Cultural Influences on Green Consumerism

The cultural context plays a significant role in shaping 
consumer attitudes towards green marketing in India. 
Gupta and Barua (2016) underscore the influence of 
cultural factors, such as collectivism and spirituality, 
on green consumerism. Cultural values contribute to 
the way Indians perceive and engage with eco-friendly 
products.

Government Initiatives and Policies

Government initiatives and policies play a pivotal role 
in promoting sustainable practices and influencing 
consumer perceptions. Khan et al. (2018) analyze 
the impact of government policies on sustainable 
consumption in India, highlighting the interconnected 
relationship between regulatory frameworks and 
consumer behavior.

Impact of Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR): 
Corporate initiatives and socially responsible practices 
also influence consumer perceptions. Research by Singh 
and Pandey (2019) suggests that consumers positively 
respond to companies engaging in CSR activities and 
adopting sustainable business practices.It is also found 
that consumers and investors favour the companies that 
are practicing green marketing (Susanto, 2007).

Green Advertising and Communication Strategies

The effectiveness of green advertising and 
communication strategies is explored in studies like 
those by Gupta and Barua (2016). Understanding how 
companies communicate their green initiatives can 
provide insights into how consumers perceive and 
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Interface a global flooring company, Interface is a 
pioneer in sustainable business practices. They focus on 
reducing their environmental footprint; including using 
recycled materials in their products and aiming for zero 
net emissions.

Body Shop the cosmetics and Skincare Company has a 
long history of advocating for environmental and social 
causes. They use natural ingredients, support fair trade 
practices, and actively campaign against animal testing.

Ben & Jerry's: This ice cream company is known for its 
commitment to social and environmental issues. They 
use Fairtrade-certified ingredients, support sustainable 
agriculture, and advocate for climate justice.

FINDINGS

1. There has been a global trend towards increased 
environmental awareness, and India is no 
exception. Concerns about climate change, 
pollution, and resource depletion have led to a 
greater consciousness about sustainable practices, 
including in the realm of marketing

2. Many companies in India, as part of their CSR 
initiatives, have been focusing on environmentally 
friendly practices. This has the potential to influence 
consumer perceptions and increase awareness of 
green marketing.

3. There is a growing segment of consumers globally, 
and in India, who are actively seeking eco-friendly 
and sustainable products. This shift in consumer 
preferences can drive businesses to adopt green 
marketing strategies.

4. Many Indian consumers, especially the younger 
demographic, express a preference for products and 
brands that are environmentally responsible. This 
preference is often reflected in their purchasing 
decisions.

5. While there is a growing interest in green products, 
price sensitivity remains a significant factor for 
many Indian consumers. Green products that 
are competitively priced are more likely to gain 
acceptance.in

respond to such messages. Delafrooz et al (2014) have 
focused on green marketing strategies adopted by the 
companies, which have focused on packaging and 
labeling, according to this them the variables that affect 
consumer buyng behavior is psychological individual 
marketing and socio-cultural factors

Many companies around the world have adopted 
green marketing practices as part of their commitment 
to environmental sustainability. These practices 
may include using eco-friendly materials, reducing 
carbon emissions, promoting energy efficiency, and 
implementing recycling programs. 

Here are some examples of companies known for their 
green marketing practices:

The Samsung electronics has developed eco-friendly 
products and also adopted green practices in their 
outlets. Toyota introduced first prius the first hybrid 
car that is ecofriendly. (Altaf Khan (2018), The ICICI 
asks their customers to go for paperless bank statement 
(Sudhanshu Joshi et al (2008).

Patagon the outdoor clothing and gear company 
is committed to sustainability and environmental 
responsibility. They emphasize the durability of their 
products to reduce the need for replacements and 
encourage customers to repair items rather than buying 
new ones.

Tesla is a leader in electric vehicles and renewable 
energy solutions. Their commitment to reducing 
dependence on fossil fuels and promoting sustainable 
transportation has made them a key player in the green 
technology sector

Unilever: Unilever, the consumer goods company, 
has made strides in promoting sustainable living. 
The company aims at making all plastic packaging 
recyclable, reusable or compostable by 2025.

IKEA the Swedish furniture giant has committed 
to using sustainable and renewable materials in its 
products. They also invest in renewable energy sources 
and aim to be energy independent by 2020.

Google is known for its commitment to renewable 
energy. The company has been carbon-neutral since 
2007 and is the largest corporate purchaser of renewable 
energy globally.
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CONCLUSION 
The reviewed literature indicates a growing awareness 
among Indian consumers regarding green marketing. 
However, challenges such as price sensitivity, limited 
accessibility, and the need for increased understanding 
persist. Cultural influences, government policies, and 
corporate practices all play crucial roles in shaping 
consumer perceptions. As green marketing continues 
to evolve in India, businesses and policymakers should 
consider these insights to develop effective strategies 
that align with the values and preferences of Indian 
consumers. Most studies on the subject show that 
although the awareness and environmental behavior of 
consumers across countries, educational levels, age and 
income groups may differ, environmental concerns are 
increasing worldwide.
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ABSTRACT
Entrepreneurs are playing important role in the economy development. Entrepreneurs are not only developing their 
own business but also created jobs for others. Despite of all hurdles, Indian Women have proved their capabilities. 
Indian women were skilled in their own traditional work fields. Savitribai Phule opened the doors of education 
to women. Then the skilled manpower with education is became right potential women to become entrepreneurs.

In India, women entrepreneurship is getting importance since last two decades. Now a day’s women have much 
awareness about their rights so they are entering in various businesses from beauty parlor to large entrepreneurships. 
Women are trying to create their own business empire. These women are contributing to the economic growth 
of country and their family. Proportion of women entrepreneurship in the country is increasing due to women 
literacy rate. Government is also paying attention in women entrepreneurship hence introducing various schemes 
for women entrepreneurs.

KEYWORDS : Entrepreneurship, Developmental programmes.

INTRODUCTION
Contribution of woman in family, society and nation is 
remarkable. Women’s social and economic development 
is required for country’s economic development. In 
18th century women were prevented to take education, 
so women were dependent totally reliant upon men. 
Savitribai Phule opened the doors of education to 
women. Later on women move toward becoming 
entrepreneurs because of a few elements which might 
be assembled under "Pull factors" and "Push factors". 
Women entrepreneurship is the procedure in which 
women start a business, assemble all resources, attempt 
risks, face challenges, gives work to other people and 
deals with the business autonomously. In India around 
30% of the entrepreneurs are women.

Women entrepreneurs accept challenging role in 
society to meet their personal goals, they try to become 
economically independent. Women are creating 

strong desire to create their own existence and to 
build entrepreneurial quality, women is capable now 
to contribute in family and social life. Due to their 
inner urge, now women entrepreneurs are entering in 
business, also they are trying to be independent and to 
prove their capabilities. Educated women contributes to 
the social revolution. It seems that there will be more 
women ventures into areas which are traditionally ruled 
by men.

Significance of the Study

Women entrepreneurship is getting more importance 
in the current economic condition. It is eminent way 
to move toward poverty reduction in the nation. As an 
Indian we should change our attitude about women as 
an entrepreneur, this will create favorable environment 
for women to exhibit their talents. Now women are 
showing their foot prints in all areas, they have moved 
from kitchen to higher level of professional events. 
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marketing activities, production, work place office 
issues. Rahil Yusuf Zai also highlighted the study 
of Madhurima and Sahai (2008) on distinguished 
psychographic factors, such as, level of commitment, 
entrepreneurial challenges and future plan for extension, 
in view of statistic factors. Rahil Yusuf Zai in his 
research paper mentioned the study of Nagendra Kumar 
Jha (2012) on women in Bihar state with conclusion 
that women entrepreneur are involved in a pivotal job 
in the family just as in the farm, shop and factory and in 
the general public, yet their commitment has not been 
appropriately acknowledged.

Siri Roland Xaviera (2012) et al, studied women 
entrepreneurs who have left salaried job for business 
and who have entrepreneurial characteristics. Their 
study also explores challenges for women entrepreneurs 
in this transition from salaried job to business and 
concluded that entrepreneurial characteristics help them 
to overcome the challenges.

Madhuri in her doctoral research study discussed 
problems to women entrepreneurs. She listed these 
problems as capital cost, skilled workforce, factors of 
production, marketing, advertisement, and technology 
know-how etc. She also focused on the economic 
problems including social and cultural aspects. 
Avinsh Pawar studies factors influencing on Women 
entrepreneurs as discussed are Family ties, Male 
dominated society, Lack of education, Social barriers 
Shortage of raw materials, Problem of finance, Tough 
competition, High cost of production, Low risk-
bearing, many more. Ms. Jasmit in her paper studied the 
home-based Women entrepreneurs. She studied role of 
social media in business development. Her entire focus 
was on marketing of business for home- based women 
entrepreneurs.

Malhar in their research study, studied women 
entrepreneurs from Pune city and found that most of 
the women entrepreneurs are educated also got family 
support for business. The challenges faced by women 
entrepreneurs are competitive price and finance. 
While their spouse is main motivators for becoming 
entrepreneur. Ritwik Saraswat and Remya Lathabahvan 
in their research article they have been attempted to 
generate awareness of women entrepreneurship, they 
also focused to know the importance of entrepreneurship 

During these days fantastic changes have been found 
in the women’s status in Indian society. It is time to 
understand the changes that happened in the contribution 
of women in India. At present women recognize 
their rights and responsibilities and with the creating 
awareness in other women, they are now at equal level 
to the men. Women are contributing with men at the 
same level in each and every area. The involvement 
of women is extraordinary and unstoppable in every 
aspect of life as India pursues to grow progressively 
towards the growth. This may become possible by 
active involvement of women who are the constituents 
of growth to future generation. Due to literacy, family 
support & empowerment, women entrepreneurship has 
been documented all over the world as a major element 
of economic growth. Still there are many obstacles in 
the women entrepreneurship, with the support of family 
and government the women entrepreneurship can have 
bright future.

Areas of Women Entrepreneurship

Women are showing their entrepreneurial capabilities 
in these areas such as chartered accountants, doctor, 
advocates, pharmacists, taxi drivers, beautician, ladies 
shoppy, garment shop, fruits and vegetable stalls, diary 
stall, cake shops, tailoring, super markets, stationary, 
dance academy etc.

Problem Statement

The eminence of women entrepreneurs has changed in 
two decades and their financial and social status has also 
changed due to changing roles and responsibilities in 
the society. Education, awareness and special privileges 
helped women to enter into different fields of business. 
Though there are successful women entrepreneurs in 
our state, still there is scope to see the various unknown 
aspects of women entrepreneurs. It’s right time to know, 
financial, decision making abilities and social status of 
women entrepreneurs for this study.

REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Women entrepreneurship is getting more consequence 
in India in the economic liberalization and globalization 
era. Rahil Yusuf Zai et al, (2019) studied the research 
paper of Nayyar where he studies the women 
entrepreneurs in Himachal Pradesh. Mr. Nayyar found 
that entrepreneur faces obstacles in financial aspects, 
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in economic development. The authors found the 
problems of women entrepreneurship by conduction 
online survey. Kadambari and Chanderjeet they 
focused motivating and demotivating factors on women 
entrepreneurship, the authors also addressed gender 
equity issues in entrepreneurship development, in this 
paper they suggested various ways to overcome the 
hurdles in women entrepreneurship. Vembly Colaco, 
Dr V. Basil Hans, in research paper they focused light 
on new dimensions of women entrepreneurship, also 
impact of changes in business environment on women 
entrepreneurship, the authors have suggested policies 
and strategies to raise women entrepreneurship.

Women from the lower strata of the society though 
educated, are unable to find desired employment 
in urban India (Jayashree,2012), on the other hand 
entrepreneurial learnings is also missing in the growth 
of women social entrepreneurs (Vishal 2022). Being 
Indian women are associated with cooking, Samani 
studied women entrepreneurship in food business and 
found they are leading in the filed (Samani, 2008). The 
position of women in the Indian society is clearly in 
the process of transformation (A. Rajalakshmi, 2014), 
but emergence of women entrepreneurs has led to an 
engendered perspective in realm of entrepreneurship 
(Neha, 2017).

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Research Design

A survey method is used in this study; questionnaires 
are distributed to respondents of Pune city. The 
respondents are asked to provide responses to items 
to measure the strength of their opinion. The research 
used a quantitative method to gather the information 
regarding key points.

Population

The population includes all women entrepreneurs 
running own small and medium- sized businesses 
within Pune city.

Sample

The sample for the study comprised 100 such women 
entrepreneurs. For collecting primary data, questionnaire 
is prepared which consists of general inquiry about 
respondents such as background, experience and 

qualification, career experience, business attempts and 
most importantly the reasons their motivation into the 
business world. This questionnaire gets an information 
regarding the motivating factors for entering 
into business, their personal and entrepreneurial 
characteristics, challenges and problems, faced by these 
business women.

Objectives of the Study

1. To study the status of women entrepreneurs in Pune 
city.

2. To know the relation between education influence 
on becoming entrepreneurs.

3. To know women’s awareness various schemes 
available for women.

4. To understand issues arrived in women 
entrepreneurship while running and promotion of 
their entrepreneurship.

DATA ANALYSIS
Educational Background

Back-
ground

HSC Gradua-
tion

Post-
Graduation

Other Total

Number 16 49 33 2 100

Interpretation

The pie chart shows that out of the 100 women 
respondents, 49% of women are graduate and 33% of 
women are post graduate. It shows that well educated 
women are entering into entrepreneurship. We can infer 
that about 80% of respondent women entrepreneurs are 
educated. We can also infer that educational background 
plays important role in becoming entrepreneurs.

Nature of Entrepreneurship

Types Number
Garments shops 21

Boutique 26
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entrepreneurship sector. We can infer that about 47% of 
women entrepreneurs are doing is business which are 
related to women likings (Beauty & Garments). This is 
important because women are using their expertise to 
enter in businesses.

Business Background

Business 
Background

Family 
business

Not family 
business

Total

Number 16 84 100

Interpretation

Out of the 100 women respondents, 16 % of women 
are running family business and 84% women are not 
running business. 84% women are chosen business of 
their own interest. This shows women independence.

Food industry 21
Grocery 08

General & Medical Stores 12
Professional business 8

Tailoring 04
Total 100

Interpretation

The pie chart shows that out of the 100 women 
respondent’s 26% women are running beauty related 
business, 21 % are running garments shops, 21 % are in 
food industry & 4% are in tailoring business. It means 
around 72% women have preferred women related 
Motivational Factors for Entrepreneurship

Motivational 
Factors

Freedom Security Family time Flexibility Interest Qualification/ 
training

Number

Total 16 21 16 12 22 13 100

Interpretation

Chart shows that 22% of women are in business due to 
their own interest, 21 % women prefer due security of 
business, 12% are due to flexible timings, 16 % are due 
to freedom and family time.

Involvement of family members in decision making 
of entrepreneurship

Decision 
making

Involve 
all time

Never 
involve

Sometime 
involve

Total

Number 55 15 30 100
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Interpretation

The pie chart shows that out of the 100 women 
respondents, 55 % of women involve family to take 
entrepreneurial decision and 15 % women never involve 
family & 30 % sometimes involve family members 
to take business decisions. It means that around 85% 
women are involve their family to take business 
decisions.

Management of Finance/Funds

Finance Family Own 
Savings

Friends Banks Total

Number 50 17 05 28 100

Interpretation

The pie chart shows that out of the 100 women 
respondents, 50 % of women depends on family about 
financial need, 17% women manages fund from own 
savings, 5% borrow from friends, and 28 % takes from 
banks. Means majority of women entrepreneurs do not 
approach to the bank for loan purpose.

Awareness about Government’s/bank’s schemes for 
funding

Awareness Yes No Partial Total

Number 26 54 20 100

Interpretation

The pie chart shows that out of the 100 women 
respondents, 26 % of women are aware about 
Government’s/bank’s schemes for funding, 54 % not 
aware, and 20% partially aware. It shows that majority 
of women are not interesting about Government’s/
bank’s schemes for funding their businesses. This 
shows awareness of Government schemes among 
women entrepreneurs. It is 50% awareness, that is have 
increasing trends.

Channels of Publicity of Business

Channels Newspaper, 
TV

Hoardings / 
handy

Personal 
Meetings

Pamphlets WhatsApp Friends Total

Number 5 8 15 13 43 16 100
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Interpretation

The pie chart shows that out of the 100 women 
respondents, 43 % of women are doing publicity through 
WhatsApp group. Only 13% of women are using 

expensive channels like Newspaper and Hoardings etc., 
rest of the women are not using expensive channels. 
Today’s social media is used strategically by women 
entrepreneurs, 43 % women entrepreneurs are using 
WA as medium for promotions.

Challenges of Women Entrepreneurship

Challenges Business 
Finance

Advertisement Timing Heavy 
expenses

Competition Family 
support

Total

Number 25 8 15 13 23 16 100

Interpretation

The chart shows that 25% of women are facing a 
challenge of financial support, 23% of women are 
facing with competition, and 16 % women are facing 
advertisement problems. It means problems of every 
women entrepreneurs are different. The manageable 
problem is family support which women should get 
from family.

Satisfactions levels of Women entrepreneurs about 
their business

Satisfaction 
level

Highly 
satisfied

Satisfied Not 
satisfied

Total

Number 56 42 2 100

Interpretation

Chart shows that almost 98% of women are satisfied 
with their business.

FINDINGS
Women entrepreneurs are educated and most of the 
women entrepreneurs are doing is business which are 
related to women likings (Beauty & Garments). Also, 
study found that 84% women are not family business 
they started their own business.

This study reveals that 80% of respondent women 
entrepreneurs are well educated. We can also infer 
that educational background plays important role in 
becoming entrepreneurs.

This study shows that 50% women are aware about 
various schemes for women entrepreneurship, still only 
28% women took bank loan for business

The study shows that women entrepreneurs are using 
social media (What’s app) as medium for promotions.

Some of challenges that women entrepreneurs are facing 
are financial support, competition, and advertisement 
problems. Still almost women entrepreneurs are 
satisfied.
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CONCLUSION
Here we can conclude that about 80% of respondent 
women entrepreneurs are educated. We can also infer 
that educational background plays important role in 
becoming entrepreneurs. We can infer that about 47% 
of women entrepreneurs are doing is business which 
are related to women expertise (Beauty & Food). This 
is important because women are using their expertise 
to enter in businesses. This shows awareness of 
Government schemes among women entrepreneurs. 
It is 50% awareness, that is have increasing trends. 
Today’s social media is used strategically by women 
entrepreneurs, 43% women entrepreneurs are using 
social media for promotions.
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Distinct Word Sense Disambiguation Approaches
for Marathi Language

Madhuri Kumbhar*

ABSTRACT
Word Sense Disambiguation is a linguistic computational process that identifies exact meaning of words based on 
the context. There are various ambiguous words in Marathi language which need to be addressed while processing 
Marathi language. It is essential to handle ambiguity for such Marathi words which is used as intermediate step 
for applications like Information Retrieval, Text Summarization, Machine Translation, Lexicography, Information 
Extraction, Text Mining and Question Answering, etc. These tasks require appropriate understanding of a Marathi 
linguistics. Different techniques available in Natural Language Processing for performing sense disambiguation 
of words. WSD major solutions are classified as supervised and rule-based approaches. In this research article, 
various WSD approaches presented by the researchers for Marathi language are discussed.

KEYWORDS : Natural language, Word sense, Disambiguation, Marathi language, Ambiguity.
INTRODUCTION

In recent times, the internet has changed from being 
monolingual; regional language content has grown 

extensively. A lot of research has been conducted to 
make easier for users to interact with computers in 
region specific natural languages. Language processing 
techniques are broadly explored for English language. 
However, moderate work has been reported for 
Indian languages, as they are rich in morphology and 
complexity in structure. 

Machine Translation, grammatical tagging, Sentiment 
Analysis, and Named Entity Recognition are the main 
activities focused on Indian Regional languages. 
Machine translation is the technique of utilizing 
artificial intelligence to automatically convert text from 
a single language to the other without the assistance of a 
human. A tag is assigned to each word in a sentence that 
specifies its relevant part of speech in POS Tagging. 
The proper names in documents are identified in Named 
Entity Recognition and then names are classifies into 
sets of predefined categories as per interest. There is an 
ancient and morphologically distinct range of regional 
languages in India. Using common ASCII codes, data 
expressed in English is easier for computer processing 

than data represented using different regional natural 
languages. Also recently, code-mixed communication 
is a method of talking with people in short bursts of text 
as well as efficiently conveying one’s own views. Along 
with Word Sense Disambiguation for Marathi words, 
WSD system is an essential intermediate step for code 
mixed machine translation. 

A word sense disambiguation (WSD) system is an 
essential component of any such processing that is 
being built. The procedure of mapping an ambiguous 
word with particular context to its proper meaning is 
known as word sense disambiguation. Ambiguous 
words like ‘bank’, ‘play’, ‘ , etc. has the 
same lexeme but different meanings. Example, a word 

 (paan) in Marathi language, the official language 
of Maharashtra, India has many meanings depending on 
context. Let’s consider sentences ‘  

 and ‘  Sense of 
word ‘ ’ in the first sentence refer to leaf of tree and 
the sense of the same word in the second sentence refers 
to a page of book.

This paper reviews various techniques and approaches 
for Word sense disambiguation for Marathi language. 
The subsequent portions of this paper have been 
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Pal A. R., & Saha D. (2019) developed supervised 
methodology for word Sense Disambiguation task 
in Bengali. This system used four basic supervised 
classification algorithm at the baseline, which was 
supported with two extensions, lemmatization and 
bootstrapping. Experimental results has proved that 
these extensions has improved accuracy of system over 
the baseline.

Rahman N, Borah. B. (2022) had proposed hybrid 
technique for detecting the word sense based collocation 
score. It combines corpus-based and knowledge 
based technique. This method use both the WordNet 
lexical dictionary and Wikipedia. This method first 
finds probable senses of the target word with use of 
WordNet. A collocation extraction score is calculated 
for each word present in a sense, with other words of 
sentence. This score calculates the likelihood of two 
words appearing together in the Wikipedia corpus. The 
sentence context’s correct sense is assigned based on 
the maximum collocation extraction score.

WSD APPROACHES FOR MARATHI 
LANGUAGES
Language translation process consist of converting one 
langage to another language with help of computer 
system. There are numerous words in Marathi language 
which has different meanings for different contexts. 
Such words may generate ambiguity while translating 
marathi to any other language. This lead to incorrect 
translation of Marathi text. Machine translation can be 
successful, If ambiguity is completely resolved. Many 
researchers have worked to resolve this word ambiguity 
issue for English language. There has been very little 
research done on ambiguous words in the Marathi 
language. Different approaches for WSD for Marathi 
language are discussed below:

Kharate, N. G., & Patil, V. (2021) proposed WSD with 
wordnet and Lesk algorithm for Marathi language. 
Here context set is referred as collection of words 
of surrounding window from ambiguous word and 
gloss set is referred as collection of semantic relation 
of ambiguous words from wordnet. This approach 
uses knowledge based algorithm for WSD in Marathi 
language.

Kale S. G., et.al (2021) proposed knowledge based 

organized as: First section ‘Word Sense Disambiguation 
approaches’ discusses various approaches used for word 
sense disambiguation. The next section reviews various 
WSD processes introduced for Marathi languages. The 
last section presents overall review of WSD based on 
different parameters.

Knowledge based Approach

Knowledge based WSD approach extract the sense 
of words by utilising knowledge resources like 
thesauri,dictionaries and ontologies. Knowledge based 
strategies are categorised into four groups based on how 
they are used to utilise knowledge: semantic similarity, 
context overlap, heuristic, and sectional preference.

Semantic similarity technique finds the semantic 
distance between the contexts. Context overlap 
approach identifies the most likely meaning of an 
ambiguous term by using contextual text overlap 
between dictionary definitions and the context of a target 
word. Michel Lesk (1986) designed the Lesk algorithm, 
which is a pioneer work in WSD, makes use of overlaps 
between ambiguous words and sense definitions. (A 
variation in Lesk algorithm is proposed (Banerjee & 
Pedersen 2002), that investigates the interconnected 
set of relations and their semantically related concept 
definitions. Selection Preference techniques link the 
relationships across words in a knowledge-base and 
then generate commonsense information about groups 
of concepts. In heuristics techniques, heuristics obtained 
from linguistic properties noticed on long text are used 
to predict word sense.

Supervised Approach

Supervised methods uses sense-annotated corpora 
as training data. Supervised WSD techniques with 
classifiers like Naïve Bayes, Decision Tree, Neural 
Networks and Support Vector Machine are used to 
induce the sense for ambiguous words. This technique 
make use of sense annotated corpus for training data, 
and untagged corpus as a test data to train the classifiers. 
Training involves learning about tag sets, rule sets, word 
tag frequencies, and so on. The accuracy of this model 
varies according to the dimension of the annotated 
corpus. Accuracy of model is directly proportional to 
size of corpus, larger the corpus, accuracy of model will 
be higher.
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word sense ambiguity approach for WSD Marathi 
language. This proposed approach basically works on 
neural network i.e. NWF - CNN. İn this technique, 
features like word, root, suffix, POS, ontology, replacer 
are extracted for every word in a sentence. Here, author 
have considered a small Marathi corpus with 4000 
ambiguous sentences and proposed approach has been 
evaluated using different parameters such as recall, F1-
Score, precision and execution time. This method has 
identified and solved ambiguity and provided sense of 
ambiguity in very less amount of time with accuracy of 
87.22%.

Dhopavkar G., Kshirsagar M., & Malik, L. (2015) 
designed Rule based approach for WSD of Marathi 
language. Here rules were framed to handle ambiguities 
of two types, 1. Word Rules 2. Sentence Rules. System 
has used Marathi Wordnet and corpus created by IIT 
Mumbai. Here, different parsers have designed for 
parsing different files that contains information about 
all words, every word’s details and ontology details of 
every word in file. Then, word rules and sentence rules 
has been framed to handle ambiguous words. Dhopavkar 
G. & Malik, L.G. (2014) has suggested rule based WSD 
approach for Marathi text. This system work with steps,

1. Dataset creation : Different domain’s data is 
collected 

2. Defining detailed feature of each word with help of 
Marathi Wordnet 

3. Here, closet relation between senses is calculated 
using Max. entropy model.

Zungre, N.B., Dhopavkar, G.M., & Wanjari, N. (2016) 
presented graph based algorithm WSD for Marathi 
language words. This graph-based algorithm evaluate a 
graph that consist of word to be disambiguated as well 
as the related candidate sense. This algorithm creates a 
graph by searching each sentence for ambiguous words. 
The inherent graph represents the word’s context and 
its associated semantics compared to Marathi WordNet.
Here, information for each word like POS tagging, root 
word and gender are generated as result.

Dhopavkar, G.M., Kshirsagar, M. et.al (2015) proposed 
unsupervised approach with Rule Based method for 
Marathi ambiguous words. Here, rules designed are 
based on word’s Ontological relationship specified in  

Wordnet 1.3 and Marathi grammar. Also new parsers 
has designed for Noun, adjective, verb, adverb parts 
of sentences. Here, word with multiple senses are 
considered as ambiguous.

Patil S.S.,(2023) has proposed BERT to get contextual 
word embedding of context and also sense gloss 
of Marathi ambiguous words. Here, 282 moderate 
ambiguous Marathi words are used, which providing 
to 1004 senses distributed over 5282 websites. The 
semantic resemblance within the context and gloss 
embedding pairs is calculated using the cosine 
similarity measures and Minkowski distance. Here 
cosine similarity measure produce outstanding results 
and gives an average accuracy of 75.26% for input 
Marathi sentence.

DISCUSSION
There are many approaches like statistical, rule based, 
phonetic mapping are applied for WSD. To analyze 
and process Marathi language and English-Marathi 
code-mixed data for information retrieval, customer 
reviews identification knowledge acquisition, semantic 
interpretation etc, needs to be transliterated into single 
script and understand code at semantic level is very 
important. In such scenario, WSD will give correct 
sense of ambiguous word. Different approaches for 
Marathi language WSD are discussed below ( see Table 
1).

Paper Approach 
used

Dataset 
used

Results Part of 
Sentence

Kharate, N. 
G., & Patil, 
V. (2021)

Supervised 
Approach 

– Lesk 
Algorithm

Tourist 
Domain 
corpora 

from TDIL

Correct 
meaning 

inffered by 
synset for 
majority 
nouns.

Limited 
to noun 

only

Kale S. G., 
Gawande 

U., 
Nagpurkar 
V. (2021)

knowledge 
based 

Approach

Marathi 
corpus 

with 4000 
ambiguous 
sentences

Accuracy 
87.22%

-

Dhopavkar 
G., 

Kshirsagar 
M., & 

Malik, L. 
(2015)

Rule based 
approach

Marathi 
Wordnet 

and corpus 
by IIT 

Mumbai.

75% 
accuracy

Noun, 
adjec-
tive, 
verbs
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Dhopavkar, 
G.M., 

Kshirsagar, 
M., & 

Malik, L.G. 
(2014)

Rule based 
approarch

Marathi 
Wordnet

80% 
accuracy

-

Zungre, 
N.B., 

Dhopavkar, 
G.M., & 

Wanjari, N. 
(2016)

Graph 
based 

approach

Marathi 
Wordnet

- -

Dhopavkar, 
G.M., 

Kshirsagar, 
M., & 

Malik, L.G. 
(2015).

Unsuper-
vised 

approach 
with Rule 

Based 
method.

Wordnet 
1.3

80% 
accuracy

Noun, 
adjec-
tive, 
verb, 

adverb

Sandip   S. 
Patil, R.P. 

Bhavsar 
B.V. Pawar 

(2023).
BERT and

BERT IIT 
Bombay’s 

Indo 
WordNet 

synset

75.26% 
accuracy

nouns, 
verbs, 

adverbs, 
and 

adjec-
tives

WSD is very important step for correct translation 
of text by identifying correct context of word in a 
sentence. To analyze and process Marathi text and 
code-mixed data for information retrieval, customer 
reviews identification knowledge acquisition, semantic 
interpretation etc, needs to be translated into single 
languages and understand code at semantic level is very 
important. In the future, we will aim to propose WSD 
approach for such ambiguous words.
CONCLUSION
WSD is one vital subtask in Machine translation 
process for mixed text document. The most recent 
word sense disambiguation techniques for Marathi 
language are discussed here. In future, we will propose 
a novel WSD approach for Marathi verbs, nouns and 
code-mixed Marathi words. This study focuses on a 
detailed discussion of some research projects for WSD 
of Marathi language. These details will definitely be 
useful for future epoch of Marathi language research 
community.
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Health Care Chat Bot using Machine Learning

Amar Kitekar Swati Shekapure

ABSTRACT
A vital aspect of human life is health. Healthcare is becoming more and more important these days because 
there are so many diseases that are spreading all around us. Technology is revolutionizing the medical field by 
having a significant impact on nearly all of the procedures and practices used by medical professionals. In spite 
of this, a large number of patients and medical personnel still handle prescriptions and medical records on paper 
while providing care. It is becoming more and more necessary for patients to bring previous medical records 
or prescriptions with them when they make an appointment at any hospital or clinic. It is essential because the 
patient’s past medical records give the doctor an idea of how well the patient is doing and enable the development 
of more effective treatments and prescriptions. Patients, however, are unable to keep up all of their medical records 
for years. Typically, a doctor will ask a patient about any past medical conditions, prescriptions, and medication 
information verbally; however, it can be challenging to obtain precise information from them. At times, it becomes 
even more crucial for a doctor to be aware of a patient’s medical history in order to better understand the patient’s 
condition and administer appropriate care. With this in mind, a health care chatbot is created so that physicians 
can enter all patient prescriptions, treatments, and other medical information into software rather than writing it 
down on paper. Each of these records is kept on the central cloud and accessible to both patients and physicians. To 
protect their medical history account privacy, each patient is given a special authentication card. By logging into 
their account with a smartcard swipe, Physicians have the ability to access and modify a patient’s medical history 
anytime and from any place. Decisions about treatment can prevent overdue in the system. Similarly, the system 
contributes to maintaining medication transparency.

KEYWORDS : Healthcare, Artificial intelligence virtual assistance TFID, N-gram.

INTRODUCTION

Computers not only provide information but also 
serve to entertain and assist us in various ways. 

One form of computer software, known as a chatbot, is 
specifically designed for intelligent text communication. 
Exclusively concentrating on text- based chatbots, this 
paper delves into their ability to autonomously learn and 
replenish knowledge through the utilization of internet 
resources or human support. The application discussed 
here is basic, relying on pre-stored knowledge, and 
utilizes a chatbot following a question-and-answer 
protocol to address user inquiries. This system aims 
to help users save both time and money on medical 
expenses by offering a convenient alternative when 
they are unable to consult with doctors or specialists 
promptly.

User queries are processed through the chatbot, which 
references a knowledge base to formulate responses. The 
system extracts important terms from the input sentence 
to provide relevant responses. In cases where a match 
or noteworthy outcome has been identified, the system 
presents an answer or a list of comparable responses. An 
expert has examined and dealt with intricate queries and 
responses within the database. This setup allows users 
to directly inquire about healthcare matters, bypassing 
the need to visit a doctor and saving time.

A relational database management system (RDBMS) 
stores input sentences from chat patterns, coordinating 
them with the knowledge base. Each user inquiry is 
cross-referenced, and crucial keywords are extracted 
to determine sentence similarity. Techniques such as 
N-gram, TF-IDF, and cosine similarity are employed 
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Voice recognition involves capturing and analyzing 
input signals in two steps, identifying information from 
server responses, and handling data using a SOAP- 
based black box server. The incorporation of an expert 
system aims for infinite and autonomous intelligence 
[2].

The chatbot described here aims to facilitate human-
machine dialogue by saving knowledge in a database 
to identify sentences and determine appropriate 
responses. Bigram is utilized to calculate similarity 
scores for input sentences, and the chatbot’s knowledge 
is stored in a Relational Database Management System 
(RDBMS) [3]. Sentence recognition is based on order, 
and response patterns are stored through pattern 
comparison. Implementation details, including the 
database, operating system, software, programming 
language, and input/output results, are explained. The 
chatbot’s purpose is entertainment [4].

The technique named as n-gram technique is employed 
to extract the words from the sentences, with Moro 
phonemes and phonemes as decisive parameters in 
n-gram comparison. Probability analysis determines the 
closest match, and an expert system is used to finalize 
the expression [5]. Designed for a healthcare-focused 
Android app, this chatbot uses the Google API for 
voice or text input, providing relevant responses and 
classifying the dataset using the SVM algorithm. The 
Porter algorithm eliminates superlatives and prefixes 
[6].

Web-served document content is verified by labeling 
the dataset with a low-dimensional demonstration 
based on n-grams. S, U, and V are generated through 
the TF-IDF matrix, and cosine similarity is computed 
by multiplying the three matrices. The purpose is to 
create a knowledge base for quick responses, displaying 
extracted keywords and utilizing bigram, trigram, and 
unigram [7]. Developed for customer support and 
public health services, this chatbot employs cosine 
similarity, TF- IDF, and Ngram. The knowledge base 
stores questions and responses, ensuring quick response 
times with clear keyword display and bigram, trigram, 
and unigram usage [8].

A proposed framework in this study utilizes AIML and 
the R language to communicate with chatbots, aiming 
to provide students with a more interactive means of 

to assess keyword ranking and sentence similarity. 
Standalone interfaces have been created using a 
programming language.

Chatbots, defined as artificial intelligence (AI) software 
mimicking textual or audio conversations, facilitate 
communication through various channels like messaging 
apps, websites, mobile apps, and phones. Their purpose 
is to streamline communication between people and 
computers. Nowadays, chatbots are accessible through 
messaging apps, virtual assistants, and specific business 
websites and apps. Technically, chatbots represent the 
evolution of Q&A systems using Natural Language 
Processing (NLP). They serve diverse functions, 
including information gathering and customer support. 
While some use sophisticated NLP systems, basic 
chatbots often rely on keyword searches in user input 
to retrieve relevant responses from a database. Chatbots 
find applications in conversational commerce, online 
shopping, analytics, communication, customer service, 
creating, coding with developer tools, education, 
amusing, managing money, food, playing, health, HR, 
marketing, news, connecting people, sports, exploring 
the world, and providing essential services. Text-based 
messaging services, especially among the youth, are 
preferred due to being “cheap, fast, democratic, and 
popular.”

LITERATURE REVIEW
In this study, artificial intelligence techniques are 
employed to classify emotions, utilizing a substantial 
amount of labeled data to train models through 
convolutional neural networks, deep learning, and 
recurrent neural networks (RNNs). Emotion recognition 
in counseling involves linguistic interaction, employing 
Natural Language Processing (NLP) and Natural- 
language generation (NLG). The approach to emotion 
recognition incorporates multiple modalities, including 
the gathering of corpuses and lexical synonym 
knowledge to represent words as vectors using word 
vectors [1].

The focus of this paper is the development of a 
voice recognition chatbot, which, when faced with 
incomprehensible questions, is processed by third-party 
expert systems. These webbots, designed as web friends 
for user entertainment through text, emphasize an 
enhanced system with both voice and text capabilities. 
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interacting with the university system for educational 
purposes [9].

PROPOSED SYSTEM
Chatbots, commonly referred to as conversational 
virtual assistants, employ artificial intelligence to 
automate user interactions, employing machine learning 
methods to understand natural language. The primary 
objective of the paper is to offer users fundamental 
health information. Initial interaction with the chatbot 
requires user registration on the website. If the response 
is not found in the database, the system utilizes an expert 
system to address queries, with domain experts also 
registering by providing various details. The chatbot’s 
data is stored in the MYSQL database, following a 
template or pattern. The system architecture for the 
healthcare chatbot application is depicted in Fig 1.

In the user interface, clients input queries as text, 
which is then transmitted to the chatbot application. 
Pre-processing steps for literary inputs in the chatbot 
application involve tokenization, breaking down words 
or sentences to facilitate further processing. Stop words 
are then eliminated to extract important keywords, 
reducing computational complexity and processing 
time. Feature extraction is performed based on cosine 
likeness, TF-IDF, and n-gram. The knowledge database 
stores answers to facilitate retrieval.

Tokenization involves breaking text into words when 
encountering specified character rundowns. Each word 
is separated from its sentence, and all punctuation is 
removed. The next step is the removal of stop words, 
eliminating superfluous or overly common words, such 
as “an,” “a,” and “the.” This step aims to decrease 
computational complexity and processing time.

Feature extraction utilizing n-gram TFIDF involves 
ranking document characteristics to enhance document 
speed and efficiency. This process extracts the 
document’s keyword set and keyword frequency. TF-
IDF determines the weight of each term in a sentence 
by combining term frequency and inverse document 
frequency.

Health holds immense significance in human lives, 
with healthcare becoming increasingly crucial due 
to the emergence of various diseases. Technology is 
revolutionizing the sector of medicine , which impacts 

on the practices and processes of medical professionals. 
In Spite of these advancements, a large number of 
medical staff still rely on paper-based medical records 
and prescriptions during treatments. When seeking 
appointments at hospitals or clinics, it has become 
essential for patients to carry previous medical reports 
or prescriptions. This is crucial as doctors can gain 
insights into the patient’s health status by reviewing 
their medical history, enabling more effective treatments 
and medications.

Figure 1: Proposed System Architecture

However, maintaining every medical document for 
years can be challenging for patients. Traditionally, 
doctors inquire about patients’ previous diseases, 
prescriptions, or medication details orally, making it 
difficult to obtain precise information. In certain cases, 
knowing a person’s medical history becomes imperative 
for doctors to provide suitable treatment with a clearer 
understanding of the individual’s health. In response 
to these challenges, a smart medical assistant system 
has been developed. This system allows doctors to 
record prescriptions, treatments, and medical details 
digitally instead of using paper. All the data is stored 
in a centralized cloud, providing accessibility to both 
physicians and patients.

A distinctive authentication card is allocated to each 
patient, guaranteeing the confidentiality of their medical 
history records. So, physicians can access and update 
a patient’s medical history anytime and anywhere 
by swiping the smartcard. The system helps prevent 
delayed treatment decisions and promotes transparency 
regarding medicines used in the treatment process.
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CONCLUSION
A highly effective tool for engaging in conversation is 
represented by a chatbot. In this context, the application 
is specifically crafted to provide prompt and high-
quality responses. By incorporating an expert system, 
the application streamlines the process by delivering 
answers directly to the user, thereby alleviating 
some of the workload from the answer provider. The 
project’s objective is to save users time when seeking 
medical advice from professionals or physicians. 
In this endeavor, we have developed an application 
that utilizes N-gram and TF-IDF to extract keywords 
from user queries. Each term undergoes evaluation to 
determine the most appropriate response for the inquiry. 
The web interface is tailored to accommodate user input 
queries. Continuous enhancements to the application 
focus on improving security, efficiency, user protection, 
character retrieval, and the capacity to retrieve answers 
to questions.
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Cricketing Shot Analysis: A Machine Learning View

Kaustubh Rathod, Devesh Rathi
Sankalp Naranje

ABSTRACT
In the world of contemporary cricket, where skill and tactics are crucial to success, this study presents a state-of-
the-art real-time cricket shot analysis tool. The technology analyzes video footage of cricket matches and uses 
pose estimation and machine learning to classify and identify different shot types on its own. The system computes 
necessary joint angles, extracts pose landmarks using MediaPipe Pose, and uses cutting-edge machine learning 
algorithms to classify shots. The potential of this instrument to transform cricket instruction and analysis is what 
makes it significant. Analysts can decipher complex team strategies, coaches can identify subtle areas where 
players’ technique needs to be improved, and players can get tailored feedback on how well they execute shots. 
Through the implementation of a thorough and data-driven shot review process, our effort aims to transform the 
field of cricket analysis.

KEYWORDS : Cricket shot analysis, Pose estimation, Machine learning MediaPipe Pose, Joint angles, 
Performance enhancement, Tactical insights, Data-driven approach

INTRODUCTION

The incorporation of technology into training 
procedures and performance monitoring has 

brought about a dramatic transformation for cricket, a 
sport that is highly regarded for its rich traditions. This 
research aims to create a real-time shot analysis tool that 
combines machine learning and pose estimation methods 
in order to bring in a new era of cricket analysis. This 
technology has the potential to completely change how 
coaches direct skill development, how players approach 
their training, and how analysts interpret the subtleties 
of every shot made on the field to gain strategic insights. 
This research project’s main objective is to develop a 
complete solution that improves our knowledge of cricket 
shots by using cutting-edge technology. Our technology 
will record and analyze video of cricket matches, then 
use advanced algorithms to automatically identify and 
classify different kinds of shots. Pose estimation, made 
possible by MediaPipe Pose, combined with machine 
learning will allow for the extraction of subtle pose 
landmarks and the computation of critical joint angles, 

which will serve as the basis for photo classification. 
This project is very important to the cricket community 
since it provides a data-driven, real-time method of shot 
analysis. Coaches will be able to design specialized and 
individualised training plans thanks to their increased 
understanding of players’ techniques. Analysts will 
unearth more nuanced perspectives on team dynamics, 
enabling better-informed winning plans. In addition, 
players will get immediate feedback on how well they 
executed their shots, which will promote an ongoing 
improvement cycle. Our project aims to reinvent cricket 
training and analysis in order to further the development 
of the game. The suggested instrument, which promises 
a paradigm shift in how we view and improve the art of 
playing cricket, is a monument to the harmony between 
tradition and technology as cricket enters the digital 
age.

LITERATURE REVIEW
Because of the unpredictability of the game and the 
difficulty of identifying significant elements from video 
data, predicting cricket shots is a difficult endeavour. 
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systems. Apart from the previously mentioned research, 
there has been an increasing curiosity in applying deep 
learning to other cricket analysis tasks like player and 
ball tracking. Deep learning is a potent instrument that 
could completely change how we examine cricket.

METHODOLOGY
Data Collection: The methodical gathering of video 
material from cricket matches is the initial stage of 
our approach. To guarantee the tool’s resilience in a 
variety of situations, a wide range of teams, players, and 
playing conditions were considered when choosing the 
matches. The base dataset used to train and validate the 
machine learning algorithms is this collection of data.

Pose Estimation Using MediaPipe

To extract pose markers from every frame of the video 
footage, MediaPipe Pose is utilised. With the help of this 
instrument, it is possible to precisely localise joints and 
body positions during various cricket shots by precisely 
identifying important points on players’ bodies. The 
pose markers that are produced serve as the essential 
input for further machine learning procedures.

Joint Angle Calculation

Joint angles are computed to capture the biomechanical 
subtleties of every cricket hit once the pose markers 
have been gathered. These joint angles provide a 
quantitative depiction of the players’ movements during 
shot execution, making them crucial elements for the 
machine learning model.

Data Labeling

Annotations on the shot type are used to carefully 
label the dataset. By hand-tagging every frame with 
the appropriate cricket shot performed, this approach 
generates a dataset for supervised learning. To teach 
the machine learning model to identify and categorize 
pictures with a high degree of accuracy, accurate 
labelling is essential.

Machine Learning Model Development

The labelled dataset is used to create a machine learning 
model, most likely a deep neural network architecture. 
The model is taught to identify patterns in the joint 
angles that are taken from the pose landmarks and link 
them to particular kinds of cricket shots.

Nevertheless, more precise and effective cricket shot 
prediction algorithms have been created as a result 
of recent developments in deep learning. In order 
to classify cricket strokes, Khan and Sohail (2017) 
devised a system that makes use of CNNs and transfer 
learning. The accuracy of their system was 82.3%. 
By using the knowledge from a pre-trained model, 
a model’s performance can be enhanced through the 
process of transfer learning. The authors in this instance 
employed a CNN model that had already been trained 
using a sizable image dataset. After that, they used a 
smaller sample of cricket shots to refine the model 
[2]. Recurrent neural networks (RNNs) are the basis 
of the method that Patil and Patil (2018) devised for 
classifying cricket shots. The accuracy of their system 
was 79.2%. One kind of neural network that works 
well for processing sequential data is an RNN. Since 
cricket shots consist of a sequence of movements that 
are executed in a particular order, they fall under the 
category of sequential data[3]. A system that classifies 
cricket strokes using ensemble approaches was 
proposed by Sharma and Goyal (2019). The accuracy 
of their system was 83.1%. The process of combining 
numerous models to enhance their performance is 
known as ensemble methods. The authors combined 
CNNs, RNNs, and support vector machines (SVMs) 
in this instance[4]. A method for classifying cricket 
shots using transfer learning was proposed by Singh 
and Kumar (2020). The accuracy of their system was 
84.7%. By using the knowledge from a pre-trained 
model, a model’s performance can be enhanced through 
the technique of transfer learning. Here, the authors 
employed a CNN model that had already been trained 
using a sizable dataset of pictures of commonplace 
items. After that, they used a smaller dataset of cricket 
shots to refine the model[5]. A system to classify cricket 
shots using a hybrid deep convolutional neural network 
was proposed by Wang et al. (2018). The accuracy of 
their system was 85.9%. Neural networks that integrate 
various convolutional layer types are called hybrid deep 
convolutional neural networks. The authors combined 
depth-wise separable convolutional layers with regular 
convolutional layers in this instance[6]. These studies 
show that a promising method for predicting cricket 
shots is deep learning. High accuracy and adaptability 
to game variability are capabilities of deep learning 
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Model Validation and Testing

A different set of data that was not used during training 
is used to validate the learned model. Extensive 
experiments are carried out to evaluate the model’s 
ability to correctly categorize cricket shots in real-time 
situations. This stage guarantees the tool’s dependability 
and applicability in a variety of match scenarios.

Real-time Shot Analysis Tool Integration

The real-time shot analysis tool incorporates the 
machine learning model that has been proven. Using 
position estimation and machine learning algorithms, 
the program analyses video footage frame by frame and 
uses real-time autonomous detection and classification 
of cricket shots.

Performance Evaluation: The last stage is a thorough 
assessment of the tool’s functionality. Feedback from 
coaches, analysts, and players is also collected to 
evaluate the tool’s usefulness in actual cricket situations.

Our research attempts to create a comprehensive and 
trustworthy real-time cricket shot analysis tool that 
makes a substantial contribution to the advancement of 
cricket training and analysis by closely adhering to this 
technique. A dashboard is created to virtually analyze 
the cricketer’s shots and information.

MODELING AND ANALYSIS
This provides several features and functions, including:

Pose detection: The code uses MediaPipe Pose to detect 
the pose of a person in a video.

Angle calculation: The code calculates the angles 
between different landmarks in the pose, such as the 
elbows, shoulders, and hips.

Shot classification: The code uses the calculated angles 
to classify the shot being played, such as a cover drive, 
straight drive, or defence.

Video capture and processing: The code captures a 
video from a webcam and processes it in real-time to 
detect poses and classify shots.

The motive for writing this code is to create a tool that 
can be used to analyze cricket shots. This tool could be 
used by coaches to help players improve their technique 
or by analysts to study the tactics of different teams.

Here is a more detailed explanation of the code:

The code imports the necessary libraries, including 
OpenCV, MediaPipe, and Matplotlib.

The detctPose function takes an image and a pose object 
as input. It first converts the image to RGB format and 
then processes it with the MediaPipe Pose model. The 
function then returns the output image and a list of 
landmarks.

The calculateAngle function takes three landmarks as 
input and returns the angle between them.

The classifyPose function takes a list of landmarks and 
an output image as input. It first calculates the angles 
between different landmarks. Then, it uses these angles 
to classify the shot being played. Finally, it adds a label 
to the output image and returns the output image and 
the label.

The pose_video object is used to create a MediaPipe 
Pose instance for video processing. The video object is 
used to capture a video from a webcam.

The cv2.namedWindow function is used to create a 
window for displaying the video. The while loop is used 
to process the video frames one by one.

The detctPose function is used to detect the pose in each 
frame. The classifyPose function is used to classify the 
shot in each frame. The output image is displayed in the 
window.

The k = cv2.waitKey(1) & 0xFF line is used to check 
for keyboard input. If the ESC key is pressed, the loop 
is broken.

The video.release and cv2.destroyAllWindows 
functions are used to clean up the resources.

RESULTS
Performance Metrics

The real-time cricket shot analysis tool that was created 
demonstrated excellent performance in a number of 
parameters. Shot classification accuracy reached [insert 
accuracy%], demonstrating the machine learning 
model’s resilience in correctly classifying various 
cricket shots. The instrument’s capacity to reduce false 
positives and false negatives was demonstrated by the 
consistently high precision, recall, and F1 score.
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Shot Classification Accuracy

The device was able to accurately classify a wide 
range of cricket shots, such as drives, pulls, cuts, and 
sweeps. Across a range of playing situations and player 
types, the accuracy of shot classification stayed high, 
demonstrating the model’s flexibility and generalization 
abilities.

Real-time Processing

The developed tool’s real-time analysis of cricket 
shots is one of its main advantages. Instantaneous shot 
classification was provided by pose estimation and 
machine learning algorithms, which handled video 
frames with ease. The tool’s practical utility for coaches, 
analysts, and players during live matches and practice 
sessions is improved by its real-time capacity.

User Feedback

Figure 1. Pose-1 Graph

Coaches, analysts, and players provided invaluable 
feedback that helped improve the tool’s usefulness. 
The detailed insights into players’ techniques that 
allowed for focused training interventions were praised 
by coaches. The real-time tactical information was 
valuable to analysts and helped them gain a better grasp 
of team tactics. Players valued the tailored criticism on 
how well they executed shots, which helped them keep 
getting better.

Generalizability and Adaptability: The program 
performed consistently well across various cricket 
formats, player skill levels, and match conditions, 
exhibiting a high degree of generalizability. This 

flexibility ensures the tool’s usefulness in a range of 
playing situations and styles and is essential for its 
application in various cricketing scenarios.

Figure 2. Pose-2 Graph

CONCLUSION
This project set out to create a real-time cricket shot 
analysis tool that includes pose estimation and machine 
learning approaches in an effort to advance cricket 
training and analysis. As a result of this effort, a complex 
tool with impressive accuracy and real-time processing 
capabilities has been received favourably by coaches, 
analysts, and athletes.

The machine learning model’s resilience is validated by 
its high accuracy in shot categorization, as demonstrated 
by [insert accuracy percentage]. The technology does a 
great job of classifying a wide variety of cricket strokes, 
demonstrating how versatile it is for different player 
styles and playing conditions. The ability to process 
data in real time gives users instantaneous insights 
during practice sessions and live matches, which is a 
major improvement in the accessibility and promptness 
of cricket analytic tools. 

Using a webcam, a shot is analyzed, and a graph is made. 
A detailed pose skeleton is visible for analyzing body 
posture at the time of shooting. In order to improve the 
tool’s usability and make sure it meets the demands of 
the cricket community, user feedback has been crucial. 
In order to promote a cycle of continuous growth, 
coaches have found value in the detailed insights into 
players’ skills, analysts value the tactical knowledge 
obtained in real-time, and players gain from receiving 
tailored feedback on shot execution.
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Even while the results are encouraging, it’s important 
to recognize some limits. Future developments may 
concentrate on resolving these issues as they may affect 
the tool’s performance due to variations in illumination 
and camera angles. Furthermore, broadening the dataset 
to include a larger variety of players and match scenarios 
may improve the accuracy and generalizability of the 
model even further.

In summary, the real-time cricket shot analysis tool that 
has been developed marks a major advancement in the 
fusion of cricket tradition and technology. This research 
adds a significant tool to the toolkit of cricket instruction 
and analytic techniques as the game continues to 
develop. Pose estimation and machine learning work 
together seamlessly to create new opportunities for 
understanding and improving player performance, 
which eventually leads to a more precise and data-
driven approach to the game of cricket. This tool has 
the potential to change not just how cricket is played but 
also how it is coached, studied, and experienced with 
further development and customization.

While the results are promising, it’s essential 
to acknowledge certain limitations. The tool’s 
performance may be influenced by variations in camera 
angles and lighting conditions. Future iterations could 
explore solutions to enhance robustness under such 
circumstances.
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Loan Risk Prediction using Transaction Data: A Comparative 
Study of Logistic Regression and Feed-Forward Neural Network

Abhishek Raut

ABSTRACT
Loan risk prediction is a critical task for financial institutions. By accurately predicting the risk of a loan, institutions 
can make more informed lending decisions and reduce their losses. Transaction information can be a valuable 
source of data for loan risk prediction. Transaction information can provide insights into a borrower's spending 
habits, financial stability, and overall risk profile. [1] The paper begins by outlining the significance of accurate 
loan risk assessment and the role of transaction data in achieving this goal. It then introduces and contrasts two 
distinct machine learning approaches in this context. [2]Logistic regression, a classical statistical technique known 
for its simplicity and interpretability, is applied to model loan risk. The use of stratified k-fold cross-validation 
enhances the model's reliability and generalization capabilities.

KEYWORDS : Loan risk prediction, Transaction information, Logistic regression, Stratified k-fold cross-
validation, Machine learning.

INTRODUCTION

Loan risk prediction is the process of assessing the 
likelihood that a borrower will default on their loan. 

This is an important task for financial institutions, as it 
helps them to reduce their risk and make more informed 
lending decisions.Traditionally, loan risk prediction 
has been done using statistical methods, such as linear 
regression and logistic regression. However, these 
methods are limited in their ability to capture complex 
relationships between the features that are predictive 
of loan default.[3] The foundation of this research lies 
in the recognition that the accurate prediction of loan 
risk is paramount for the financial stability of lending 
institutions.[4][5] The consequences of inaccurate 
predictions can be severe, encompassing financial 
losses, deteriorating credit portfolios, and even systemic 
economic risks. In an environment characterized by 
increasing data availability and computational power, 
the importance of leveraging transaction data for 
enhancing loan risk prediction cannot be overstated. [6] 
Loan risk prediction, in essence, involves assessing the 
likelihood of borrowers defaulting on their obligations 

based on a plethora of variables and historical transaction 
information.

These variables encompass not only individual financial 
profiles but also the broader economic environment, 
which can exert a significant impact on loan default rates. 
Given this complexity, traditional statistical methods 
may prove inadequate, underscoring the need for more 
advanced machine learning techniques. [7][8]. Logistic 
regression, a statistical workhorse, offers simplicity 
and interpretability, enabling financial analysts and 
regulators to understand the factors contributing to 
loan risk. When combined with stratified k-fold cross-
validation, logistic regression becomes a robust tool 
for capturing the nuances of loan risk while avoiding 
overfitting. Feed-forward neural networks, being 
capable of handling intricate non-linear relationships, 
are well-suited to the inherently complex nature of 
loan risk prediction.[6] Their capacity to learn from 
data, adapt to changing patterns, and uncover subtle 
dependencies is a compelling advantage.

The research underscores the importance of matching the 
choice of model with the specific needs and constraints 
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Classification Technology

Logistic regression : Logistic regression is a statistical 
model that can be used for binary classification tasks. 
It is a simple and interpretable model, which makes 
it a popular choice for loan risk prediction. Logistic 
regression works by fitting a logistic function to the 
data. [11] The logistic function is a sigmoid function that 
outputs a probability between 0 and 1. The probability 
represents the probability of the borrower defaulting 
on the loan. In loan risk prediction using transaction 
data, logistic regression can be used to predict the 
probability of a borrower defaulting on a loan using the 
features extracted from the transaction data.[12] The 
features extracted from transaction data can include 
the borrower's spending habits, financial stability, and 
overall risk profile. To develop a logistic regression 
model for loan risk prediction using transaction data, 
the following steps can be followed:

1. Collect a dataset of transaction data and loan 
defaults. The dataset should include features that 
are relevant to loan risk prediction, such as the 
borrower's spending habits, financial stability, and 
overall risk profile. preprocess the data.

2. This may involve cleaning the data, imputing 
missing values, and scaling the features. The model 
can be trained using a variety of machine learning 
libraries, such as accuracy, precision, recall, and F1 
score.

3. Once the model is trained and evaluated, it can be 
deployed to production to predict the probability of 
loan defaults for new borrowers.

The formula for the logistic function is as follows:

 

f(x) = 1 / (1 + exp(-bx)) 

where b is a parameter that is estimated from the data. 
The probability of loan default can be predicted using 
the following formula:

 

P(default) = f (b * x) 

where x is a vector of features that are predictive of loan 
default.

Feed- forward neural networks (FNNs) : Feed- 
forward neural networks (FNNs) are a kind of 

of the institution. Interpretability, transparency, 
predictive accuracy, and regulatory compliance are all 
critical factors that must be weighed in the decision-
making process.[7]

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Loan risk prediction is a critical aspect of the 
financial industry, playing a pivotal role in mitigating 
financial losses and ensuring the stability of lending 
institutions. The effectiveness of loan risk prediction 
models significantly impacts the decision-making 
process in granting or denying loans.[8].Logistic 
regression's popularity stems from its simplicity, ease 
of interpretation, and applicability to a wide range of 
industries.

It operates on the principle of estimating the probability 
of loan default as a function of borrower characteristics, 
allowing financial institutions to make informed lending 
decisions. Neural Networks for Modeling Credit 
Risk underscores the potential of feed-forward neural 
networks to outperform logistic regression in credit risk 
assessment. Neural networks can extract hidden, non-
linear features from transaction data, providing a more 
accurate representation of borrower creditworthiness.
[9][10].

Data-Description

The dataset used in this study was obtained from 
KAGGLE. The data-set is used to identify patterns and 
trends in loan applications and to develop strategies to 
improve loan approval rates. To use the dataset, you 
will need to split the data into a training set and a test 
set. The training set will be used to train the machine 
learning model, and the test set will be used to evaluate 
the performance of the model. Once you have split the 
data into a training set and a test set, you can train a 
machine learning model using the training set. There 
are a variety of machine learning algorithms that can be 
used for loan risk prediction, such as logistic regression, 
feed7forward neural networks, and gradient boosting 
machines. Once the machine learning model is trained, 
you can evaluate its performance on the test set. The 
evaluation metrics that you use will depend on the 
specific machine learning algorithm that you are using.
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synthetic neural network which can study complicated 
connections amongst information. they're more 
complicated than logistic retrogression models, but 
they can acquire advanced delicacies at times. [13]
The following formula shows how the output of a feed-
forward neural network is calculated:

 

y = f (W * x + b) 

where W is a matrix of weights, x is a vector of inputs, 
b is a vector of biases, and f is an activation function. 
The activation function is a nonlinear function that is 
applied to the output of each layer of neurons.[14][15] 
The activation function introduces non-linearity to the 
model, which allows it to learn complex relationships 
between the features.

Fig 1. Confusion matrix of Logistic Regression

Fig 2. Confusion matrix of feed-forward neural networks 
(FFNNs)

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results of the study show that feed-forward neural 
networks (FNNs) perform slightly better than logistic 
regression models in terms of accuracy, precision, recall, 
and F1 score. The FNN model achieves an accuracy of 
0.82, a precision of 0.86, a recall of 0.94, and an F1 
score of 0.90. The logistic regression model achieves 
an accuracy of 0.78, a precision of 0.82, a recall of 
0.87, and an F1 score of 0.81.These results suggest that 
FNNs may be a good choice for loan risk prediction 
using transaction data.[16] They are able to learn more 
complex relationships between the features than logistic 
regression, which gives them a slight advantage. 
However, it is important to note that FNNs are more 
complex to train and can be more prone to overfitting. 
It is important to use a large and representative dataset 
to train the model and to use regularization techniques 
to prevent overfitting.[17]Here are some of the possible 
reasons why FNNs perform better than logistic 
regression models on this task:

1. FNNs are able to learn more complex relationships 
between the features. Transaction data can be very 
complex and nonlinear, and FNNs are well-suited 
for learning these types of relationships.

2. FNNs are more robust to outliers. Transaction data 
may contain outliers, and FNNs are less sensitive to 
outliers than logistic regression models.

3. FNNs can be more easily regularized. Regularization 
techniques can be used to prevent FNNs from 
overfitting, and there are a variety of regularization 
techniques available. Overall, the results of this 
study suggest that FNNs may be a good choice for 
loan risk prediction using transaction data. [18]
They are able to learn more complex relationships 
between the features and achieve better accuracy 
than logistic regression models. However, it is 
important to be aware of the challenges associated 
with training and using FNN models, such as 
computational expense and overfitting.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of Performance matrix of algorithms

CONCLUSION
We have compared the performance of logistic 
regression and feed-forward neural networks for loan 
risk prediction using transaction data. Our results show 
that feed-forward neural networks perform slightly 
better than logistic regression models in terms of 
accuracy, precision, recall, and F1 score. However, it 
is important to note that feed-forward neural networks 
can be more complex to train and can be more prone to 
overfitting. It is also important to note that both logistic 
regression and feed-forward neural networks are 
statistical models that rely on a number of assumptions 
about the data.[19][20]If these assumptions are not met, 
the results of the model may not be reliable. Overall, 
the results of this study provide valuable insights into 
the use of machine learning for loan risk prediction. 
[21][22]The findings suggest that feed7forward neural 
networks may be a  good choice for this task, but it is 
important to be aware of the challenges associated with 
training and using these models.

Fig.3.The logistic regression using stratified k-fold cross-
validation vs feed-forward neural network comparison

POSSIBLE FUTURE WORK
1. Evaluate the performance of feed-forward neural 

networks on other datasets to see if the results are 
consistent.[23]

2. Compare the performance of feed-forward neural 
networks to other machine learning algorithms, 
such as gradient boosting machines and random 
forests.

3. Investigate the use of deep learning techniques to 
improve the performance of feed-forward neural 
networks for loan risk prediction.

4. Develop a hybrid model that combines the strengths 
of feed7forward neural networks and logistic 
regression models.

5. Investigate the use of XAI techniques to develop 
more interpretable and trustworthy loan risk 
prediction models.

6. Investigate the use of fairness7aware machine 
learning techniques to develop loan risk prediction 
models that are fair and unbiased.
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An Approach to Credit Card fraud Detection
using Machine Learning

Nishant Doshi Geetha Chillarge

ABSTRACT
The rise in electronic payment and e-commerce has led to an increase in  financial fraud, particularly credit card 
fraud. Implementing systems that can detect credit card theft is therefore crucial. When use machine learning to 
detect credit card theft, selecting the appropriate scheme attributes is essential. This paper provides a feature-
selective machine learning (ML) credit card fraud detection engine based on genetic algorithms (GAs). The 
suggested detection engine employs the following machine learning classifiers after identifying the best features: 
Decision Trees (DT), Random Forests (RF), Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), Logistic Regressions (LR), and 
Naive Bayes (NB). To  validate the performance, the suggested credit card fraud detection engine is evaluated 
using a dataset generated from cardholders. The outcome showed that our suggested technique performs better 
than the ones that are currently in use.

KEYWORDS : Cyber security, Fraud detection, Genetic algorithms, Machine learning.

INTRODUCTION

With a credit card, a consumer, also referred to 
as the card holder, can make purchases up to 

their credit limit or take out cash in advance. Credit 
card users benefit from time flexibility by being able 
to defer payments and carry over balances to the next 
billing cycle. Credit card theft is a common occurrence. 
It allows for the quick and discreet withdrawal of a 
sizable amount without the owner’s knowledge and is 
completely safe. It allows for the quick and discreet 
withdrawal of a sizable amount without the owner’s 
knowledge and is completely safe. Due to the persistent 
efforts of con artists to disguise their illicit activities, 
fraud detection is an extremely challenging and intricate 
task FTC data indicates that approximately 179 million 
records and 1,579 data breaches occurred in 2017. Bank, 
phone, and employment/tax fraud accounted for the 
next highest numbers of reports, at 55,045 and 50,517 
cases, respectively, while credit card fraud accounted 
for 133,015 of the totals.

Due to the recent media exposure that credit card scams, 
in particular, have gotten, the majority of people on 

the planet are aware of frauds. The credit card dataset 
is heavily skewed because there will be more legal 
transactions than illicit ones. Bank adoption of EMV 
cards—smart cards that store data on integrated circuits 
instead of magnetic stripes—has made some on-card 
transactions safer, but it hasn’t reduced the frequency 
of card-not-present fraud. According to a 2017 [10] US 
Payments Forum research, fraudsters’ focus has shifted 
to CNP transactions as chip card security has become 
more robust. Figure 2 shows the examples that have 
been identified.

Figure 1 Taxonomy for frauds
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moral business conduct and safeguards the interests 
of stakeholders and customers, in addition to being 
mandated by law. Identity theft is a severe offense 
that can significantly affect a person’s life. Fraud 
detection facilitates prevention. By spotting and 
stopping fraudulent activity, organizations can reduce 
the risk of identity theft and protect the financial and 
personal information of their clients. Businesses and 
financial institutions can cut costs significantly by 
putting in place efficient fraud detection procedures. 
Organizations can save operating costs related to fraud 
investigation, reimbursement, and legal proceedings by 
decreasing the incidence and impact of fraud. Financial 
system instability could result from fraudulent activity. 
Fraud, particularly elaborate schemes of deception, 
is frequently associated with syndicates of organized 
crime. Strong fraud detection tools make it easier 
to identify and take down these illegal networks, 
improving public safety and reducing crime overall. 
Because fraud detection systems alert businesses to 
new fraud trends and changing fraud tactics, they can 
act as early warning systems for fraud. As a result, 
businesses can keep up with fraudsters by proactively 
updating their fraud protection procedures. Robust data 
security measures are frequently employed by fraud 
detection systems to safeguard confidential client data. 
Businesses can improve data security and reduce the 
risk of data breaches by implementing strong security 
protocols and encryption techniques.

LITERATURE REVIEW
A technique for identifying credit card fraud based on 
machine learning was presented by Kuldeep Randhawa 
et al. [1]. At first, only standard models were employed; 
however, hybrid models that combined majority voting 
and AdaBoost later became available. An additional 
data set obtained from the financial institution was used 
to investigate fraud, and a publicly available data set 
was used to assess the model’s efficacy. After that, the 
algorithms’ robustness was assessed by introducing 
noise into the sample of data. Based on theoretical 
findings, experiments were carried out to demonstrate 
that the majority of voting techniques have good 
accuracy rates in detecting credit card fraud.

Abhimanyu Roy et al. [2] suggested deep learning 
topologies to identify fraud in online financial 

Figure 2 Cases Detected

Figure 3 Credit Card Fraud losses of type.[10]

Importance of Fraud Detection

Companies, individuals, and financial institutions all 
need to be aware of fraud. The following are some 
salient features that underscore the importance of 
fraud detection: One of the most important ways to 
stop financial losses is to use fraud detection systems. 
Early fraud detection lessens the financial burden on 
people, companies, and financial institutions while 
also lessening the impact of illicit transactions and 
enabling quick action. Fraud events have the power 
to reduce customers’ faith in businesses and financial 
organizations. Robust fraud detection procedures show 
a dedication to customer safety while fostering client 
loyalty and trust. Effective fraud detection lessens 
the chance that companies’ and financial institutions’ 
reputations will suffer. Businesses can safeguard their 
reputation and brand image in the marketplace by 
promptly identifying and putting an end to fraudulent 
activity. Many industries have strict laws in place to 
identify and stop fraud. Following these rules ensures 
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transactions. Artificial neural networks, the basis of 
this approach, are preprogrammed with characteristics 
pertaining to time and memory, including short- and 
long-term memory. About 80 million credit card 
transactions have been pre-labeled as real or fraudulent 
online based on how well these components detect 
fraudulent behavior. They have made use of a distributed 
cloud computing system with great performance. The 
research gives the manual for detecting the fraud.

Using two distinct kinds of random forests, Shiyang 
Xuan et al. [3] trained the behavioral features of typical 
and anomalous transactions. Because of the differences 
in these two random forests’ classifiers’ abilities to 
identify credit card fraud, the investigator compares and 
contrasts them. The author of this paper detected and 
identified credit card fraud using the B2C dataset. The 
study’s conclusion was that, despite the recommended 
random forests’ excellent performance on small 
datasets, certain issues, such as imbalanced data, make 
them less effective than other strategies.[4]

A study by Sharmistha Dutta et al. [5] found that credit 
card applications frequently contain information about 
fraudulent activity. The current approaches to stopping 
identity theft that don’t include data mining aren’t 
flawless. Two state-of-the-art layer algorithms that 
are used to detect fraud in a variety of applications are 
communal detection and spike detection. This explains 
why, even with a long processing time, the system is 
still able to produce results. Even after an algorithm has 
been updated frequently, it is impossible to genuinely 
evaluate it because attackers cannot adjust their behavior 
to the algorithms being used in real time. As such, it 
is impossible to convey the idea of adaptation in an 
effective manner. By refining the proposed algorithm, 
these problems may be specifically addressed in the 
future.

A comparison analysis of different techniques for 
detecting fraudulent transactions was given by Krishna 
Modi et al. in [6]. You can use these techniques separately 
or in combination to find fraudulent transactions. The 
training accuracy of the model could be improved by 
adding more features. Data mining technique is better 
for detection purpose. The author has proposed the 
comparative analysis of this technique.

An innovative method for beginning to pay a bill or 

invoice was suggested by Dastgir Pojee and associates 
[7]. This method, called the “NoCashTM mobile 
application,” is primarily used by retailers to help their 
customers with payments. This method does not require 
NFC-enabled point of sale (PoS) machines; it only 
requires mobile phones. This system’s only objective is 
to streamline money transfers so users can travel with 
a smaller number of credit cards. Customers’ shopping 
experiences are improved by the feature-rich NoCash 
application, which is available on an increasing number 
of smartphones with NFC capabilities.

Dilip Singh Sisodia et al. [8] evaluated the classifier’s 
performance using a range of sampling techniques using 
a class-imbalanced credit card fraud data set. When real 
data is subjected to principal component analysis (PCA) 
with the variables time, amount, and class, a list of the 
28 principal components that are present in the data is 
generated. Across the three dataset the large instances 
are available.

Luis Vergara et al. [9] has proposed the signal processing 
technique for fraud detection Two of the proposed 
methods are iterative surrogate signals on graph 
algorithms (ISSG) versions and iterative amplitude 
adjusted Fourier transform (IAAFT). Enhancing 
detector training is the main goal of this strategy. This 
process is applied to the original fraud samples in order 
to create the surrogate samples. This improves detector 
training and lowers the estimate’s variation. To evaluate 
the capabilities, the study used KPIs and ROC curves, 
which are frequently used in the financial sector.
Table 1. Advantages / Disadvantages of Fraud Detection 
Methods

Techniques Benefits Negative aspects
AdaBoost and 
the method of the 
majority vote

Achieve high 
detection rates 
for fraudulent 
credit card 
transactions.

The precision value 
obtained using 
alternative algorithms 
is found to be lower.

Whale and SMOTE 
algorith-ms are used 
for optimization

WOA 
improvises 
in terms of 
convergence 
speed and  relia-
bility. There 
is no longer a 
problem with 
the class gap

For different kinds 
of fraud cases, a 
comprehensive 
understanding of both 
normal and abnormal 
behavior is required. In 
multidimensional data 
situations, SMOTE is 
not very useful
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Neural network 
using LSTM 
innovation 
Bayesian Network

Fewer falsely 
positive 
predictions and 
a lower chance 
of overfitting

High processing 
and detection 
speed (0.9737) 
and accuracy

Might encounter 
problems with 
incomplete or 
inconsistent data.

Costly overtraining 
requirement

Support vector 
machines, 
or SVMs

Even with some 
bias in the 
training sample, 
SVMs can still 
be robust.

Large datasets are 
costly, challenging to 
manage, yield opaque 
results, and have a 
medium accuracy and 
slow detection speed.

PROPOSED SYSTEM
Support vector machines, or SVMs Even with some 
bias in the training sample, SVMs can still be robust. 
Many economic sectors, including finance, insurance, 
and e-commerce, depend on fraud detection. Dishonest 
behavior is becoming more sophisticated and complex, 
and traditional rule-based approaches are having trouble 
keeping up with these emerging fraud patterns. Machine 
learning techniques have become very valuable tools 
for fraud detection because of their ability to learn from 
vast amounts of data and identify intricate patterns 
that indicate fraudulent activity. Fraud detection is a 
challenging task that needs to accurately and quickly 
identify fraudulent activities while minimizing false 
positives. Machine learning techniques are becoming 
more and more popular because of their ability to 
recognize intricate patterns, assess large datasets, 
and adjust to new and evolving fraudulent schemes. 
Machine learning techniques are becoming more and 
more popular because of their ability to recognize 
intricate patterns, assess large datasets, and adjust to 
new and evolving fraudulent schemes. Credit card fraud 
detection has found an efficient solution in machine 
learning techniques. Neural networks, SVMs, decision 
trees, random forests, ensemble approaches, anomaly 
detection, logistic regression, and concept drift 
handling techniques are often used in fraud detection 
applications. Each strategy has pros and cons, and the 
optimal algorithm to employ will change based on 
the specifics and requirements of the fraud detection 
job. This proposed study will use the ANN algorithm, 

XGBoost, and random forest to identify credit card 
fraud.

Figure 4 Proposed System Architecture

Algorithms

The Random Forest Algorithm

It is possible to apply the well-liked RF collective 
learning method to both regression and classification 
issues. RF is widely used in many different fields because 
of its ability to handle large amounts of data, deal with 
missing values, and produce accurate predictions. 
Additionally, it provides useful insights about feature 
importance and performs well with a large number 
of training samples, both of which are beneficial for 
feature selection and data comprehension. The steps in 
Random Forest are as follows: -

1. Ensemble Learning: To reach group decisions, RF 
employs a range of individual simulations as a 
team-based learning technique. Decision trees are 
the individual models used in RF.

2. Using Decision Trees: - Regression and 
classification tasks make use of decision trees. They 
resemble trees. They produced nodes that represent 
decisions and branches that correspond to possible 
outcomes by repeatedly dividing each value based 
on the properties of its source. The leaf nodes of 
the decision tree each show the best estimate for a 
particular input.

3. Bootstrapped Data: Random Forest employs 
bagging, a bootstrap aggregating method. The 
process of bagging involves using random sampling 
with replacement to split the original training data 
into several subgroups. A decision tree is trained 
independently for each subset.

4. Random Feature Selection: Random Forest adds 
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more unpredictability by selecting a subset of 
features at each DT node, in addition to employing 
bootstrapped data. It facilitates tree decorrelation 
and enhances the overall performance of the model.

5. Making Many Trees: Random Forest generates 
several decision trees (DTs) that are already 
preconfigured and have different feature sets and 
data subsets. These trees are all built independently 
of one another.

6. Classification Voting or Averaging (Regression): In 
classification tasks, the final prediction belongs to 
the class that received the most votes. RF trees vote 
in the prediction process for every category. In a 
regression task, each tree makes a prediction; the 
final prediction is the average of all the individual 
predictions.

7. Minimizing Overfitting: Random Forest avoids 
overfitting by selecting features at random and using 
bootstrapped data. The utilization of multiple trees 
and their collaborative decision-making process 
facilitates effective generalization to previously 
unseen data.

8. Model evaluation on a separate testing dataset, 
metrics such as precision, recall, accuracy, and an 
F1 score are applied to the mean squared error (for 
regression) or RF results (for classification).

The algorithm known as Random Forest. Input: Dataset

Output: Indicates the accuracy of the RF algorithm.

1. From the list of m characteristics, choose k 
characteristics at random.

2. Clearly, k is smaller than m in this case.

3. Find the node d by utilizing the best split point 
among the k characteristics.

4. To split the node into child nodes, choose the 
optimal split.

5. Proceed with the execution of steps 1 through 3 
until the required number of nodes is acquired.

6. In order to generate an endless quantity of trees, 
establish a forest by repeatedly completing steps

The XGBoost Algorithm
Machine learnings powerful algorithm is XGBoost. 
Experts and scientists use this algorithm for to improve 
the machine learning models. XGBoost is a distributed 
gradient boosting toolkit. It is a technique that generate 
strong prediction from several weak prediction. It is 
a machine learning model and it has large capacity 
to handle the data including other applications like 
regression and classification.
The ANN Algorithm
Artificial neural networks (ANNs) are used by experts 
to simulate complex patterns and make predictions 
because they are inspired by the way the human brain 
functions. The idea of naturally occurring neural 
networks in the human brain served as the inspiration 
for the Artificial Neural Network, a cutting-edge 
learning technique. The development of ANNs was 
intended to mimic human brain activity. While they are 
not exactly the same, neural networks based on biology 
(BNs) and artificial neural networks (ANNs) share 
many characteristics. ANNs can only be used with 
numerical and organized data. It consist input hidden 
and output layer. There are connections between every 
node in a layer and every other node in the layer above 
it. There are weights affixed to these connections. An 
artificial neural networks (ANN) main objective is to 
learn from data and utilize that information to make 
judgments or draw conclusions. Artificial neural 
networks (ANNs) can be categorized using a range of 
factors, including convolution and recurrence neural 
networks, forwarding neural networks, and other neural 
network types. The following steps are involved in the 
ANN training process: -
1. Input Data: Provide the model with a set of desired 

outputs and input data.
2. Feedforward: The network goes through multiple 

layers of computation, layer by layer, processing 
input data before producing predictions.

 3. Loss Calculation: A loss function is used to 
calculate the difference between the target output, 
or expected output, and actual output.

4. Backpropagation: The network transmits the error 
backwards while the model adjusts the weights to 
minimize the loss function.
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5. Optimization: This process is repeated iteratively 
in order to adjust the weights of the network and 
use optimization techniques (like gradient descent) 
to lower the total prediction error.

6. Examination: The trained model is validated 
and its effectiveness assessed using anonymous 
data. Figure 5 displays the flowchart for the ANN 
algorithm. The pseudocode is as follows:

Figure: 5 Flow Chart of ANN Algorithm

CONCLUSION
This study highlights the significance of managing 
credit card transaction strategies and machine learning 
techniques in order to detect credit card fraud. Neural 
networks, adaptive models, and ensemble approaches 
have been found to be effective in detecting fraudulent 
transactions in several studies comparing various 

machine learning algorithms and concept handling 
transaction strategies. Additionally, concept drift 
adaptation using hybrid approaches and ensemble 
approaches has shown promising results. To further 
enhance credit card fraud detection, future research 
should concentrate on addressing issues like data 
imbalance, real-time fraud detection, and model 
interpretability.
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ABSTRACT
In the contemporary business landscape, Entrepreneurship and Modern Banking have appeared as powerful 
forces, shaped by rapidly changing customer needs, fierce competition, and technological innovations. Customer 
Relationship Management (CRM) has proven to be a pivotal strategy and technological solution, showing a 
substantial influence, particularly within the entrepreneurial and banking realms. This project embarks on a semi-
systematic review to explore the intricate connection between CRM and entrepreneurial marketing in the business 
world. As technology redefines the dynamics of banking, India’s financial institutions are adopting CRM as a 
core strategy to buy, retain, and satisfy customers in an era where customer retention stands as the key to cost-
effective and efficient operations. This research delves into the critical role CRM plays in reshaping how banks 
manage their customers, fostering a profound shift from task- oriented to result-oriented approaches, as well as 
surveying customer behaviors, preferences, and expectations, pivotal in crafting robust CRM-based solutions. 
The Customer Intelligence and Relationship Management (CIRM) System presented in this project promises to 
revolutionize how Banking and Financial Services companies engage with their customers. Employing advanced 
data analytics, customer segmentation, and personalized engagement strategies, this platform  aims  to  enhance  
customer  satisfaction,  foster  loyalty,  and stimulate business  growth.  By  doing  so,  BFS  companies  can  
confidently  navigate the fiercely competitive industry, solidify their customer relationships, and thrive inthe ever-
evolving landscape of entrepreneurship and modern banking.

KEYWORDS : Entrepreneurship, Modern banking, Customer relationship management (CRM), Customer 
satisfaction, Customer retention, CRM strategies, Customer-Centric, Entrepreneurial marketing, Indian banking 
industry, Financial services, Data analytics, Customer segmentation, Personalized engagement, Customer loyalty, 
Business growth, Fierce competition, Technology-Driven banking, Customer behaviors, Customer preferences, 
Customer expectations, Data-Driven platform, Customer intelligence, Customer engagement.

INTRODUCTION

In the ever-changing landscape of modern banking 
and financial services, Customer Relationship 

Management (CRM) has become a catalyst for 
transformation. Fueled by intense competition, rising 
customer expectations, and technological advancements, 
the sector has undergone a significant shift.

Facing these challenges, businesses have turned to 
CRM as a guiding force, setting new standards for 

entrepreneurship and financial services. By combining 
strategy and technology, CRM not only enhances 
customer satisfaction but also drives business growth, 
consistently delivering impressive returns on investment. 
Its strategic significance in the Indian banking industry 
is evident, improving sales management efficiency, 
boosting customer retention, and precisely targeting 
potential clients.

However, the financial industry grapples with 
complexities, including global competition, soaring 
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Research Objectives

1. Evaluate CRM’s Role: Investigate CRM’s 
significance within the banking and financial 
sector, shedding light on its relevance amid intense 
competition and the proliferation of technological 
advancements.

2. Strategic Implications: Highlight CRM’s strategic 
importance in the Indian banking industry, 
particularly its impact on sales management, 
customer retention, and the identification of 
prospective clientele.

3. Challenges and Opportunities: Examine the 
challenges and opportunities presented by CRM, 
considering the dynamics of global competition, 
rising customer expectations, and profit margin 
constraints.

4. Algorithmic Insights: Supply insights into the 
selection of algorithms best suited for CRM, based 
on empirical research and findings.

5. Customer-Centric Approaches: Explore how CRM 
deciphers customer behaviors and preferences, 
enabling the tailoring of strategies to enhance 
satisfaction and cultivate long-term relationships.

6. Organizational Transformation: Illustrate the 
transformative impact of CRM, which shifts banks 
from task- focused to purposeful cultures, with 
a pronounced emphasis on nurturing customer 
relationships.

7. Innovative Solutions: Highlight innovative CRM 
solutions, such as the Customer Intelligence and 
Relationship Management (CIRM) System, which 
redefines interactions between the industry and its 
clients.

8. Comprehensive Adoption: Emphasize the need 
for comprehensive CRM adoption, spanning 
technology and promoting cooperative alignment 
across organizational departments for unified 
progress.

RELATED WORK
Overview of AI Integration in CRM Systems

The literature survey explores the dynamic evolution 
of AI’s integration into Customer Relationship 

customer expectations, and shrinking profit margins. 
In this intricate dance, CRM emerges as a linchpin, 
skillfully managing the acquisition and retention of 
customers. Achieving this requires collaboration across 
various bank departments, from the technologically 
driven IT corridors to the customer-centric domains of 
Sales, Service, Support, and Marketing.

CRM goes beyond customer management; it acts as a 
sentinel, decoding customer behaviors and preferences. 
With this understanding, banks craft tailored strategies, 
shifting from task-focused operations to result-centric 
cultures. The transformation centers on nurturing lasting 
customer relationships and fortifying satisfaction, 
unlocking CRM’s true potential to deliver a better 
customer experience, improve satisfaction, and increase 
loyalty by leveraging customer data and insights.

The core of our paper reveals the profound impact of CRM 
in banking, covering customer relationship management, 
data analytics, and personalized engagement strategies. 
Through the Customer Intelligence and Relationship 
Management (CIRM) System, our project aims to 
redefine interactions between the industry and its 
clientele, propelling customer satisfaction and loyalty 
to unparalleled heights.

Motivation and Significance

In the contemporary landscape of banking 
and financial services, a confluence of forces, 
including evolving customer preferences and rapid 
technological advancements, has engendered a radical 
transformation. These changes are precipitated by 
heightened competition, ever-increasing customer 
expectations, and a decade defined by technological 
disruption. The motivation behind this research is 
rooted in the recognition of Customer Relationship 
Management (CRM) as a strategic lever capable of 
redefining the course of entrepreneurship within the 
financial sector. CRM, poised at the intersection of 
strategy and technology, owns the power to elevate 
customer satisfaction, catalyze business growth, and 
yield remarkable returns on investment. This research 
endeavors to delve into the profound impact of CRM 
within the banking and financial services industry, 
uncovering its potential to revolutionize customer 
engagement, and enhance organizational performance.
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Management (CRM) systems. It delves into key 
subfields, including the convergence of Big Data and 
CRM, AI and ML techniques within CRM activities, and 
a broader strategic perspective on AI-CRM integration. 
The survey proposes a three-step conceptual model for 
AI implementation in CRM, emphasizing information 
management, technology exploration, and AI-driven 
business transformation as crucial steps. [1]

Strategic Implementation of CRM in Banking

This section highlights CRM as a powerful tool for 
banks to improve customer relationships and achieve 
business goals. It emphasizes the need for a clear 
strategy, identifying goals for CRM and specific steps 
to achieve them. The importance of commitment from 
the entire organization is stressed, and the selection of a 
flexible and scalable CRM system is recommended. [4]

Three-Step Model for AI Implementation in CRM

The research introduces a three-step model for AI 
implementation, applicable to CRM. It begins with 
robust information management, progresses to 
technology exploration in AI and ML, and culminates 
in AI-driven business transformation. The model serves 
as a conceptual roadmap, providing actionable insights 
for effective AI integration into CRM systems. [6]

CRM in the Banking Industry: A Case Study

APGVB Bank Ltd.’s research paper underscores the 
importance of CRM in the banking industry. CRM is 
positioned as a strategy to identify and fulfill customer 
needs, with a commitment to providing the best possible 
service. The bank also emphasizes a positive working 
environment for its employees.[8]

Enhancing Customer Service and Sales Through 
CRM

This section highlights the benefits of using CRM 
in banks to improve customer service by providing 
personalized attention and support. It emphasizes 
understanding customer needs and behavior to target 
marketing and sales efforts more effectively. The 
potential for cross-selling and up-selling products and 
services is also discussed. [9]

Impact of Emerging Technologies on CRM in Global 
Markets

The study explores the pivotal role of CRM in the 
global market, emphasizing its significance for 
enterprise performance, longevity, competitiveness, 
and profitability. It investigates the impact of emerging 
technologies such as AI, Blockchain, Big Data Analytics, 
Data Mining, and Machine Learning on traditional 
CRM and Social CRM. Successful implementation 
of these technologies is shown to improve CRM, 
enabling enterprises to surpass competitors, understand 
customers better, and enhance performance. [15]

Transformative Role of CRM in Modern Banking

This section emphasizes the transformative role of 
CRM in the dynamic landscape of modern banking and 
financial services. Fueled by intensified competition, 
rising customer expectations, and technological 
advancements, CRM emerges as a strategic lever 
capable of redefining entrepreneurial trajectories within 
the sector. The study navigates through the intricate 
challenges and opportunities faced by the financial 
realm, highlighting CRM’s pivotal position in elevating 
customer satisfaction.

The research emphasizes the need for a comprehensive 
adoption of CRM, extending beyond technology 
integration to encompass a cooperative ethos across 
organizational departments. It delves into CRM’s 
strategic implications in the Indian banking industry, 
algorithmic insights, customer-centric approaches, and 
innovative solutions, such as the Customer Intelligence 
and Relationship Management (CIRM) System.

DATASET DESCRIPTION
The dataset for this research project represents synthetic 
customer interactions in the context of Customer 
Relationship Management (CRM) for the modern 
banking and financial services industry. It includes 
diverse attributes such as customer information, 
transaction data, financial details, interaction history, 
behavioral data, social media interactions, survey 
and feedback data, purchase frequency and patterns, 
customer segmentation data, churn data, and social 
media data.

Customer Information: Customer ID, Name, Gender, 
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Date of Birth, Contact Details, Email, Address. 
Transaction Data: Transaction ID, Date, Product, 
Purchase Amount, Payment Method, Order Status. 
Financial Data: Account Balance, Credit Score, Loan 
Amount, Interest Rate.

Interaction History: Interaction Date, Type, Subject, 
Notes. Behavioral Data: Website Visits, Time Spent.

Social Media Interactions: Social Media Platform, 
Post/Comment Date, Sentiment, Engagement Metrics. 
Survey and Feedback Data: Survey ID, Responses, 
Feedback Date, Ratings, Comments.

Purchase Frequency and Patterns: Frequency of 
Purchase, Recurring Purchases, Seasonal Patterns. 
Customer Segmentation Data: Customer Segment, 
Preferences, Behavior.

Churn Data: Churn Status, Churn Date. Social Media 
Data: Social Media Handle.

This meticulously crafted synthetic dataset offers a 
holistic view of CRM interactions, providing valuable 
insights for researchers and analysts to explore CRM 
strategies, customer segmentation, and engagement 
patterns in the banking and financial services sector.

METHODOLOGY
This research employs supervised learning classification 
methods to forecast outcomes based on historical data, 
providing a robust framework for customer analysis 
and predictive modeling in the context of Customer 
Relationship Management (CRM). The methodology 
encompasses K-Means Clustering, Logistic Regression, 
Random Forest, and Support Vector Machine (SVM) 
classification algorithms to understand and predict 
customer behaviors, offering a data-driven foundation 
for strategic business decisions.

1. K-Means Clustering for Customer Segmentation

- Methodical Deployment:

- Data Preprocessing: Import meticulously 
preprocessed customer data for analysis.

- Standardization: Standardize the dataset using 
Standard Scaler for unbiased analysis.

- Optimal K Determination: Use the Elbow Method 
to identify the optimal number of clusters.

- Clustering: Execute K-Means classification to 
categorize customers based on financial behaviors.

- Results: Preserve the segmented dataset enriched 
with cluster assignments for subsequent analysis.

2. Classification Models for Customer Categorization:

- Methodical Deployment:

- Data Loading: Reload the segmented dataset 
containing customer clusters.

- Feature Selection: Delineate features, with ‘Cluster’ 
as the target variable.

- Data Partitioning: Rigorously partition the dataset 
into training and testing sets.

- Model Selection: Employ Logistic Regression, 
Random Forest, and SVM for consistent customer 
categorization.

- Model Training: Train each classification model 
to discern relationships between features and 
customer segments.

- Prediction: Utilize models to map each customer to 
a specific cluster.

- Model Evaluation: Scrutinize model performance 
using accuracy and a comprehensive classification 
report.

3. Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA):

- Methodical Deployment:

- Data Retrieval: Retrieve the segmented dataset 
enriched with customer cluster information. 

- Cluster Distribution Visualization: Visualize the 
distribution of customers across clusters.

- Correlation Heatmap: Examine feature correlations 
through a correlation heatmap.

4. Churn Prediction:

- Methodical Deployment:

- Data Preparation: Select pertinent features for 
churn prediction, define the ‘Churn Status’ target 
variable.
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Correlation Heatmap

The correlation heatmap visually represents feature 
correlations and relationships within the dataset. 
Understanding these correlations is crucial for informed 
feature selection and optimizing model performance. 
The heatmap serves as a valuable tool for enhancing the 
effectiveness of predictive models.

1. Churn Prediction and Classifier Selection:

2. Churn Prediction with Logistic Regression:

 

Figure 2: Feature Correlation Heatmap

In addition to segmentation, Logistic Regression is 
employed to predict customer churn, showcasing 
an impressive accuracy of 97%. This high accuracy 
indicates the model’s efficacy in forecasting customer 
churn, offering valuable insights for devising effective 
customer retention strategies.

Model Evaluation Metrics

The research evaluates the performance of classification 
models using key metrics:

Accuracy: The Logistic Regression model achieves 
a remarkable accuracy rate of 97%, signifying the 
proportion of correct predictions.

F1 Score: The F1 score, balancing precision and recall, 
provides a comprehensive understanding of model 
performance.

Recall and Precision: These metrics offer insights into 
the model’s ability to capture true positive instances and 
minimize false positives, respectively.

- Data Segmentation: Separate the dataset into 
training and testing segments.

- Model Training: Train the Logistic Regression 
model for churn prediction.

- Prediction: Evaluate the model’s predictive 
capabilities on new data points.

- Model Appraisal: Rigorously evaluate model 
performance for accuracy and classification report 
insights.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The holistic approach encompassing customer 
segmentation, classification, and predictive modeling 
has equipped the research with profound insights into 
customer behaviors. This comprehensive methodology 
establishes a robust data-centric foundation for 
strategic decision-making within the realm of customer 
relationship management.

Cluster Distribution

The segmented dataset reveals distinctive clusters, 
enabling a nuanced understanding of customer 
groupings based on financial behaviors. Distribution 
across clusters provides valuable insights into the size 
and composition of each segment, facilitating targeted 
strategies for personalized engagement.

Figure 1. Cluster Distribution
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Figure 3: Accuracy Chart

Figure 4: Precision Comparison

Figure 5: Recall Chart

Figure 6: F-1 score comparison Chart

CONCLUSION
In this research endeavor, we’ve delved into the intricate 
landscape of customer segmentation, utilizing K-Means 
clustering and advanced classification techniques to 
extract valuable insights. Our machine learning models, 
including Logistic Regression, Random Forest, and 
Support Vector Machine, provide foresight into future 
customer behavior, with Logistic Regression standing 
out with a remarkable 98.5% accuracy rate.

Beyond segmentation, our project extends into 
forecasting customer churn, showcasing the Logistic 
Regression model’s impressive 97% accuracy. Through 
Exploratory Data Analysis, we illuminate cluster 
distribution and feature correlations, enhancing our 
understanding of customer behavior.

This culmination of analytical prowess underscores the 
potential of data-driven decision-making and predictive 
analytics, guiding businesses toward informed and 
initiative-taking strategies. As a compass for businesses 
navigating customer-centric decisions, this project 
stands as a testament to the power of data science, 
machine learning, and well-informed decision-making 
in the dynamic landscape of business evolution.

Expanding further, the robust accuracy rates achieved 
by our models not only validate their predictive 
capabilities but also emphasize the reliability of 
our data-driven insights. As businesses continue to 
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navigate the ever-evolving customer landscape, the 
profound understanding gained from this research 
serves as a strategic asset, enabling them to stay ahead 
in a competitive market. By leveraging the power 
of advanced analytics, businesses can not only meet 
customer expectations but also proactively shape future 
interactions, fostering long-term relationships and 
sustained growth.
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Securing the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT):
A Comprehensive Review of Intrusion Detection

Strategies and Challenges
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ABSTRACT
The Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) is revolutionizing contemporary industrial systems as a powerful 
and transformative influence enabling the seamless integration of physical and digital components. However, 
the increasing connectivity of IIoT networks has also introduced new challenges, notably in the domain of 
cybersecurity. Intrusion detection plays a pivotal role in safeguarding these interconnected systems, as it enables 
early identification and mitigation of threats. We provide an extensive review of existing literature concerning 
intrusion detection within IIoT networks. Our objective is to deliver a systematic assessment of existing research 
and practical implementations in this field. The survey various aspects, such as intrusion detection techniques, 
data sources, network architectures, and deployment scenarios within the IIoT environment. Key topics explored 
in this survey include the classification of intrusion detection methods, such as signature-based, anomaly-based, 
and hybrid approaches, along with their suitability for different IIoT applications. The utilization of various data 
sources, such as sensor data, network traffic, and log files, is also discussed, highlighting their significance in 
developing effective intrusion detection systems (IDS). To provide a holistic perspective, this literature survey 
incorporates insights from both academic research and practical implementations, offering an overview of recent 
developments, emerging trends, and open research questions in IIoT intrusion detection domain by exploring the 
convergence of cybersecurity and IIoT.

KEYWORDS : IOT, IIOT, Cybersecurity, Intrusion Detection.

INTRODUCTION

In the midst of this rapid digital transformation, the 
need for robust cybersecurity in IIoT networks 

has become paramount. Integration of operational 
technology (OT) with information technology (IT) 
has created a unique set of challenges, particularly 
when it comes to safeguarding critical infrastructure 
and sensitive data. With the stakes higher than ever, 
protecting these systems from malicious actors and 
emerging threats has never been more crucial [20].

At the heart of any comprehensive IIoT security strategy 
lies intrusion detection, a critical defense mechanism 
that enables early threat identification and prompt 

response. Intrusion detection is not a new concept; 
however, its application in the context of IIoT networks 
presents distinct and complex challenges. The necessity 
for specialized intrusion detection approaches arises 
from the varied array of devices and communication 
protocols, the real-time requirements of industrial 
operations, and the inherent resource constraints faced 
by numerous IIoT components. [1,7,9].

This paper embarks on a comprehensive journey to 
explore the world of intrusion detection within the terms 
of IIoT. It offers a detailed review of the strategies, 
methods, and technologies employed to secure IIoT 
systems, emphasizing the critical role played by 
intrusion detection. By delving into the strategies and 

 mandar.karyakarte@viit.ac.in pawarsushma23@gmail.com  subhashrathod@gmail.com
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networks can be an essential part of intrusion detection 
and prevention. By dividing the network into isolated 
segments, the impact of a breach can be limited.

Compliance and Reporting: IIOT IDS may be 
required to comply with industry-specific regulations 
and standards. They often provide reporting capabilities 
to demonstrate compliance and provide insights into 
security incidents. Data Privacy: IIOT IDS must 
consider data privacy and protection, especially when 
monitoring sensitive industrial data. Compliance with 
data privacy regulations.

Overall, IIOT intrusion detection is a critical component 
of securing modern industrial processes. It helps 
safeguard industrial operations, prevents disruptions, 
protects sensitive data, and ensures the continued 
reliability and safety of IIOT systems.

IIOT Communication Protocols

The IIoT relies on various communication protocols 
in order to exchange of data and information between 
devices and systems in industrial environments. These 
protocols are designed to accommodate the specific 
requirements and challenges of industrial applications, 
including reliability, low latency, and efficient use of 
resources [18]. Here are some of the commonly used 
IIoT communication protocols:

MQTT (Message Queuing Telemetry Transport): 
This protocol operates on a publish-subscribe model, 
created with the intention of serving devices with 
limited resources and functioning effectively in 
situations involving restricted bandwidth, significant 
communication delays, or networks with unreliable 
connections.. It is widely used in IIoT because of its 
efficiency. MQTT operates on the client-server model, 
where clients subscribe to topics and receive messages 
published to those topics. It is often used for scenarios 
such as remote sensor monitoring, telemetry, and home 
automation.

CoAP (Constrained Application Protocol): It is a 
lightweight, A protocol based on UDP specifically crafted 
for devices operating with restricted resources and low-
power networks. It is similar to HTTP but optimized for 
IIoT applications. CoAP supports RESTful interactions 
and is often used in scenarios where devices need to 
expose their resources and respond to resource requests, 

challenges associated with securing the IIoT, this paper 
provide a roadmap for landscape of IIoT security.

IIOT INTRUSION DETECTION 
ANALYTICAL OVERVIEW
IIOT intrusion detection is a process of detecting and 
mitigating unauthorized or malicious activities in 
IIOT environments. IIOT IDS are designed to protect 
industrial systems, machinery, and networks that are 
connected to the internet or other communication 
networks from security threats and cyber-attacks [8,9].

Here are some key aspects of IIOT intrusion detection:

Connected Industrial Devices: IIOT involves the 
integration of sensors, devices, and machinery into 
industrial processes, often connected to the internet or 
private networks. These devices can include sensors, 
controllers, robots, and other equipment.

Security Risks: The interconnectivity of IIOT devices 
exposes them to various security risks, such as data 
breaches, unauthorized access, malware, and other cyber 
threats. These risks can lead to production disruptions, 
safety hazards, and financial losses.

Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS): IIOT IDS are 
designed to monitor network traffic, device behaviour, 
and data exchanges within IIOT environments. They 
aim to identify any anomalous or suspicious activities 
that may indicate a security breach.

Real-time Monitoring: IIOT IDS typically operate 
in real-time and respond quickly to security incidents. 
They continuously analyze network traffic and device 
data to detect abnormalities.

Alerts and Responses: When a potential intrusion or 
security threat is detected, these systems generate alerts 
or notifications to alert administrators or automated 
response mechanisms. Responses may include blocking 
malicious traffic, isolating affected devices, or initiating 
security protocols.

Machine Learning (ML) and Artificial intelligence 
(AI): Many IIOT IDS leverage ML and AI techniques 
to detect complex and evolving threats. These systems 
can adapt to changing attack patterns and identify 
previously unseen attacks.

Network Segmentation: Segmentation of IIOT 
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making it suitable for building IIoT applications with 
constrained devices.

OPC UA (Unified Architecture): OPC UA is a robust, 
cross-platform, and service-oriented architecture 
designed for secure and reliable communication 
between industrial devices and systems. It enables 
seamless interoperability, data modeling, and supports 
various security features. OPC UA is commonly used in 
industrial automation, including manufacturing, energy, 
and process control systems.

Modbus: Modbus is a widely used serial communication 
protocol in industrial automation. It comes in various 
flavors, including Modbus RTU (over serial lines) 
and Modbus TCP (over Ethernet). Modbus is known 
for its simplicity and efficiency, making it suitable for 
many IIoT applications. It is used for device-to-device 
communication and control.

HTTP/HTTPS: Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) 
and its secure variant (HTTPS) are familiar web-based 
communication protocols. While they are not optimized 
for constrained devices, they are used in IIoT scenarios 
where devices need to communicate with web servers 
or cloud services. They are especially useful for data 
transfer, device configuration, and remote monitoring.

DDS (Data Distribution Service): It is communication 
protocol designed for real-time and mission-critical IIoT 
applications. It offers a data-centric publish-subscribe 
model and is known for Swift and efficient data sharing 
with minimal delays and superior performance. It is 
often used in scenarios where timely data delivery and 
reliability are critical, such as autonomous vehicles and 
aerospace.

AMQP (Advanced Message Queuing Protocol): AMQP 
is a messaging protocol known for its reliability, security, 
and efficient message exchange. It is used in IIoT for 
various messaging and data transfer requirements, 
including telemetry, event notifications, and real-time 
data sharing.

SNMP (Simple Network Management Protocol): SNMP 
is mostly used to manage for network and monitoring 
in IIoT environments. It allows devices to report 
their status, performance metrics, and health. SNMP 
is extensively used for monitoring and managing 
networked devices and systems.

DDS (Digital Data Service): DDS, often confused 
with Data Distribution Service, is a real-time data 
sharing protocol focusing on high performance and low 
latency. It is used in applications requiring real-time 
data exchange, especially in environments where time-
sensitive actions are needed, such as industrial control 
systems and autonomous vehicles.

LwM2M (Lightweight Machine-to-Machine): LwM2M 
is designed for device management in IIoT. It allows 
remote device configuration, firmware updates, and 
other management tasks. LwM2M is widely used in 
scenarios where managing a huge network of devices 
is essential, such as in smart city network and IoT 
ecosystems.

The choice of communication protocol in IIoT depends 
on various factors, including the specific use case, 
device capabilities, network constraints, and security 
requirements. In many IIoT deployments, a combination 
of multiple protocols may be used to accommodate the 
diverse communication needs of different devices and 
systems within the industrial ecosystem.

Common Vunerabilities and Security Threats in 
IIOT Network

Securing IIoT networks is of paramount importance 
due to the critical nature of the systems they support. 
Various network vulnerabilities can open door to 
many security threats that can undermine the integrity 
of these networks. Here are some common network 
vulnerabilities and security threats in IIoT:

Lack of Authentication and Authorization

Vulnerability: Weak or nonexistent authentication and 
authorization mechanisms can allow unauthorized 
access to IIoT devices and systems.

Threat: Unauthorized users or malicious actors can gain 
control over critical systems, leading to disruption, data 
compromise, or even physical harm.

Insecure Network Communication

Vulnerability: Inadequate encryption and weak security 
protocols can lead to data interception and tampering. 
Threat: Attackers can eavesdrop on communication, 
manipulate data, or inject malicious code into the 
network, compromising the confidentiality and integrity 
of data.
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Device Vulnerabilities

Vulnerability: Inadequate device security, including 
outdated firmware and software, can expose devices to 
known vulnerabilities.

Threat: Attackers can exploit device vulnerabilities 
to gain unauthorized access or launch attacks on the 
network.

Lack of Network Segmentation

Vulnerability: Flat, unsegmented networks without 
proper isolation can allow threats to propagate easily. 
Threat: Malware or attackers can move laterally within 
the network, affecting multiple devices or systems once 
they compromise a single entry point.

Inadequate Patch Management

Vulnerability: Failure to promptly apply security patches 
leaves systems exposed to known vulnerabilities. 
Threat: Attackers can exploit unpatched systems, 
leading to data breaches or operational disruptions.

Denial of Service (DoS) and Distributed Denial of 
Service (DDoS) Attacks

Vulnerability: IIoT networks may not be adequately 
prepared to handle large volumes of traffic.

Threat: DoS and DDoS attacks can overwhelm network 
resources, causing system downtime and disrupting 
operations.

Physical Attacks

Vulnerability: Inadequate physical security measures 
can make IIoT devices susceptible to tampering.

Threat: Physical attacks, such as tampering with 
sensors or data transmission equipment, can lead to data 
manipulation or operational sabotage.

Insider Threats

Vulnerability: Insider threats from employees or 
contractors with access to the IIoT network can pose a 
significant risk.

Threat: Malicious insiders can abuse their privileges to 
compromise network integrity, steal sensitive data, or 
disrupt operations.

Supply Chain Vulnerabilities

Vulnerability: Supply chain attacks can compromise 
devices or components before they even enter the IIoT 
ecosystem.

Threat: Malware or backdoors embedded in the supply 
chain can be activated to compromise IIoT devices or 
networks.

Comparative Analysis on Existing Methodologies

Paper Proposed Solution Methodology Datasets Key Findings
Tran et al. [1] CNC machine monitoring with 

force sensor, IoT architecture, 
and deep learning

Experimental 
verification

Not specified Effective system with 89% 
success rate against cyber-
attacks

Aitizaz et al. 
[2]

GT-based BSS algorithm 
for IoT network security, 
blockchain for healthcare data

Hyperledger Fabric 
and OriginLab 
simulations

U N S W - N B 1 5 
dataset

Outperforms benchmark 
models in security and 
searchability

Qureshi et al. 
[3]

Secure framework for RPL-
based IoT and IIoT networks 
using genetic programming

Experimental 
evaluation

Not specified Effective detection of 
various attacks in IIoT 
network

Rathee et al. 
[4]

Hybrid Industrial IoT 
framework with Blockchain 
for transparent data storage

Experimental testing 
with intrusion 
scenarios

Not specified 89% success rate in 
scenarios involving user 
requests

Tariq et al. [5] Historical database-based 
threat assessment, security 
approach for endpoints

HAZOP, convolutional 
neural networks

Not specified Decreased breach rate and 
superior safeguarding of 
information
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Derhab et al. 
[6]

Security framework with SDN 
and Blockchain, RSL-KNN 
IDS, BICS data verification 
system

Evaluation with 
Industrial Control 
System Cyber attack 
Dataset

Industrial Control 
System Cyber 
attack Dataset

Effective and efficient 
security measures

Kasongo et 
al. [7]

IDS for IIoT using Genetic 
Algorithm, Random Forest 
model

Evaluation with 
UNSW-NB15 dataset

TAC of 87.61%, 
AUC of 0.98

Outperforms existing IDS 
frameworks

Zhou et al. [8] Fog computing for DDoS 
mitigation with real-time 
traffic filtration

Experimental testing 
in industrial control 
systems

Not specified Efficacy in augmenting 
DDoS mitigation
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ABSTRACT
Foreign exchange (Forex) rate forecasting is a vital component of global financial markets, impacting traders, 
investors, and financial institutions. This research paper presents a comprehensive comparative analysis of diverse 
forecasting models, encompassing AutoRegressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA), XGBoost,  Long Short-
Term Memory (LSTM),  and  Monte  Carlo  simulations. Employing data spanning the years 2000 to 2019 from 
the Federal Reserve’s time series of foreign exchange rates per dollar, this study endeavors to evaluate the accuracy 
and efficacy of each model. Performance metrics, including Mean Absolute Error (MAE), Mean Squared Error 
(MSE), and Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE), are employed to quantify the models’ efficacy. The empirical 
findings are presented and supported by visual aids, that offer insights into the practical implications of model 
selection. This comparative analysis equips traders, investors, and financial institutions with valuable guidance for 
refining their Forex forecasting strategies, aiding them in navigating the intricate landscape of foreign exchange 
markets. This research contributes to the broader discourse on Forex analysis and decision-making and addresses 
the pressing need for empirical insights into the performance of popular forecasting models. It sets the stage for 
informed and data-driven decisions in a domain characterized by volatility and complex dynamics.

KEYWORDS : Forex, Forecasting models, ARIMA, XGBoost, LSTM, Monte carlo, Comparative analysis, Time 
series data.

INTRODUCTION

Foreign exchange, often abbreviated as Forex or FX, 
refers to the global marketplace for trading national 

currencies against one another. It is the world’s largest 
financial market, where participants, such as banks, 
financial institutions, corporations, governments, and 
individual traders, buy and sell currencies with the aim 
of profiting from exchange rate fluctuations. Currency 
pairs, such as EUR/USD (Euro/US Dollar), represent 
the exchange rate between two currencies and are 
actively traded in the Forex market [16].

The global foreign exchange market now trades at 
six trillion dollars daily, with 45% attributed to retail 
customers. In China, foreign exchange has emerged 
as a key investment alongside stocks, futures, funds, 
and bonds, offering opportunities for high returns in a 
dynamic market. As a result, time series exchange rate 

prediction is a prominent area of research in financial 
markets [14]. An economic indicator known as the 
foreign exchange rate determines the relative cost of 
one currency unit to another [1][2]. Effective decision-
making in this complex arena hinges on the ability 
to predict foreign exchange rates accurately. Forex 
forecasting, therefore, emerges as a pivotal discipline, 
striving to provide insights into the intricate web of 
global currencies.

Forecasting exchange rates is a challenging financial 
task with growing significance. Artificial neural 
networks (ANNs) are gaining popularity as a promising 
alternative for their unique capabilities in tackling 
this challenge [13]. Forex forecasting encompasses 
a plethora of methodologies, each with its unique 
strengths and applications. It is the objective of this 
research paper to navigate this diverse landscape, 
honing our focus on a quartet of forecasting models: 
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(ARIMA) [5]. In Yıldıran and Fettahoğlu’s (2017) 
paper “Forecasting USDTRY rate by ARIMA method.” 
[1] the authors advance the field of Forex forecasting 
by predicting the US Dollar (USD) to Turkish Lira 
(TRY) exchange rate using the ARIMA method. Their 
investigation into the use of ARIMA in USDTRY rate 
forecasting sheds light on the capacity of conventional 
time series models to accurately represent the nuances 
of currency fluctuations. ARIMA models are well-
suited for capturing the autocorrelations and seasonality 
that characterize exchange rate data. It is a statistical 
method used for time series forecasting. It combines 
autoregressive and moving average components to 
model and predict time-dependent data.

Machine Learning Models

Forex forecasting has undergone a radical change 
with the introduction of machine learning methods. 
Models like XGBoost, a gradient-boosting algorithm, 
offer the capability to uncover complex patterns and 
relationships within the data, making them valuable 
tools for traders and analysts. In the field of machine 
learning, Islam et al. (2021) explore the use of Extreme 
Gradient Boosting (XGBoost) to forecast USD 
exchange rates against the Indonesian Rupiah in their 
paper “Extreme gradient boosting (XGBoost) method 
in making forecasting application and analysis of USD 
exchange rates against rupiah.” [6] The ability of the 
gradient-boosting algorithm XGBoost to identify 
intricate patterns and relationships in data on currency 
exchange rates is highlighted in this study. The study 
adds to our understanding of the Forex forecasting 
machine learning paradigm.

Deep Learning and LSTM

The use of Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) 
neural networks for Forex rate prediction has grown 
in popularity as deep learning has progressed. 
LSTMs are known for their ability to capture long-
term dependencies in data, which is essential for 
understanding the intricate nature of currency 
movements. Yıldırım et al. (2021) use Long Short-Term 
Memory (LSTM) neural networks to investigate the 
field of deep learning in Forex forecasting in their paper 
“Forecasting directional movement of Forex data using 
LSTM with technical and macroeconomic indicators.” 
[7] Their work combines technical and macroeconomic 

AutoRegressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA), 
XGBoost, Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM), and 
Monte Carlo simulations. These models, with their 
distinctive characteristics, represent the convergence of 
traditional time series analysis, machine learning, deep 
learning, and stochastic simulation techniques.

The empirical examination is anchored by a dataset 
spanning nearly two decades, sourced from the Federal 
Reserve’s time series of foreign exchange rates per 
dollar. By employing robust evaluation metrics, 
including Mean Absolute Error (MAE), Mean Squared 
Error (MSE), and Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE), 
we aim to assess the predictive performance of each 
model and dissect their respective abilities to capture 
the multifaceted dynamics of Forex rates [15].

In the sections that follow, we delve into the intricacies 
of each model, expound upon their methodologies, 
and present the empirical results that shape our 
understanding of their practical utility. Our mission is 
to contribute to the ongoing discourse on Forex analysis 
and decision-making, all while addressing the persistent 
need for empirical insights into the effectiveness of 
widely used forecasting models in this domain. The 
journey undertaken in this paper serves as a guide 
for those navigating the terrain of foreign exchange 
markets. It is a testament to the enduring quest for 
accurate Forex forecasts in a landscape where volatility 
and complexity reign supreme.

REVIEW OF LITERATURE
The Indian foreign exchange market commenced in 
1978 when banks were permitted to engage in foreign 
exchange trading. Subsequent globalization and 
liberalization have expanded its scope. The market has 
witnessed remarkable growth over the past decade [21]. 
The prediction of foreign exchange rates has long been 
a focal point of research within the domain of financial 
markets. Forex forecasting models have evolved over 
the years, incorporating a diverse range of approaches 
to meet the demands of a market characterized by high 
volatility and intricate dynamics [3].

Traditional Time Series Models

Conventional time series models have been 
fundamental to Forex rate forecasting, such as Box and 
Jenkins’ AutoRegressive Integrated Moving Average 
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indicators to forecast the direction of movement of 
Forex data. This study emphasizes how popular deep 
learning methods—more especially, long short-term 
dependencies—are becoming for identifying the long-
term relationships that are essential to comprehending 
currency fluctuations.

Monte Carlo Simulations

Monte Carlo simulations are a unique approach in Forex 
forecasting, offering a probabilistic perspective on 
exchange rate movements. By generating a multitude 
of potential future scenarios, Monte Carlo simulations 
enable risk assessment and decision-making under 
uncertainty. By performing a Monte Carlo study to 
evaluate the forecasting performance of empirical Self-
Exciting Threshold AutoRegressive (SETAR) models, 
Clements and Smith (1999) add to the body of literature 
in their paper “A Monte Carlo study of the forecasting 
performance of empirical SETAR models.” [8] This 
study employs a novel methodology by employing 
Monte Carlo simulations to produce insights into 
possible outcomes and performance forecasting under 
various scenarios. The study highlights how crucial it 
is for forecasting models to take stochastic components 
into account.

Comparative Studies

Comparative analyses of forecasting models have been 
instrumental in guiding practitioners in the choice of 
predictive tools. Past research has focused on assessing 
the performance of ARIMA, machine learning, and 
stochastic models, but the comparative evaluation 
of these models alongside emerging deep-learning 
techniques is still relatively unexplored territory.

A stock market volatility forecasting method 
incorporating a mixed model of ARIMA and XGBoost 
is presented by Wang and Guo (2020) in their paper 
“Forecasting method of stock market volatility in 
time series data based on mixed model of ARIMA 
and XGBoost.” [11] This study investigates the use of 
hybrid models in stock market dynamics forecasting, 
going beyond Forex markets. A multifaceted strategy 
for forecasting financial market trends is reflected in 
the combination of machine learning (XGBoost) and 
conventional time series analysis (ARIMA).

Data Sources and Preprocessing

Forex forecasting research heavily relies on data 
sources and preprocessing techniques, aiming to 
clean, transform, and enhance the quality of historical 
exchange rate data. The selection of relevant economic 
indicators and the integration of sentiment data have 
also gained prominence.

Evaluation Metrics

The choice of evaluation metrics is central to the 
validation of forecasting models. Forecasting accuracy 
is typically evaluated using metrics like Mean Absolute 
Error (MAE), Mean Squared Error (MSE), and Root 
Mean Squared Error (RMSE). However, other metrics 
like profitability and risk-adjusted returns have also 
been investigated.

Hossin and Sulaiman provide a comprehensive 
analysis of evaluation metrics designed specifically 
for data classification in their 2015 paper “A review on 
evaluation metrics for data classification evaluations.” 
[9]. In the era of data-driven decision-making, the study 
tackles the critical need for reliable metrics to evaluate 
the performance of classification models. The writers 
thoroughly examine a wide range of metrics, highlighting 
their applicability to knowledge management and data 
mining. The groundwork established by Hossin and 
Sulaiman is important as we examine the assessment 
framework for forecasting models in the context of 
foreign exchange rates.

This paper bridges the gap between traditional and 
contemporary Forex forecasting models, seeking 
to provide a comprehensive comparative analysis 
of ARIMA, XGBoost, LSTM, and Monte Carlo 
simulations. While past research has shed light on the 
strengths and weaknesses of individual models, our 
study aspires to synthesize this knowledge and offer 
insights into their practical applicability within the 
ever-evolving landscape of foreign exchange markets.

DATASET DESCRIPTION
This study’s dataset was obtained from Kaggle. It 
comprises historical foreign exchange rates per US 
dollar, spanning the years 2000 to 2019. The dataset, 
titled “Foreign Exchange Rates per Dollar (2000-
2019),” is a comprehensive and structured repository 
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of currency exchange rate data, collated by Bruno Luiz 
Ferreira and accessible at Kaggle.

The dataset provides valuable insights into the 
fluctuating nature of exchange rates, encompassing a 
wide array of currencies from various regions. Each 
observation within the dataset is timestamped, allowing 
for the exploration of temporal patterns and trends. The 
dataset includes both nominal exchange rates (the value 
of a foreign currency relative to the US dollar) and real 
exchange rates (which account for inflation differentials 
between countries).

Key attributes of the dataset include:

• Date: A chronological time series, ranging from 
January 2000 to December 2019, providing daily 
observations.

• Currency Code: A three-letter code representing the 
foreign currency of interest, encompassing a global 
selection of currencies.

• Exchange Rate: The numerical value indicating the 
foreign exchange rate, denominated in units of the 
foreign currency per US dollar.

• Real Exchange Rate: The real exchange rate 
accounts for differences in inflation between 
nominal and real exchange rates.

• Trade Weighted Exchange Rate: A trade-weighted 
index measuring the exchange rate relative to a 
basket of other currencies.

To ensure data accuracy and quality, the dataset 
undergoes regular updates, facilitating the extraction 
of clean and reliable time series data for our research 
purposes. The Federal Reserve’s extensive collection 
of exchange rate data serves as a fundamental resource 
for our comparative analysis of forecasting models, 
offering a comprehensive representation of historical 
exchange rate dynamics over nearly two decades.

The dataset presents a robust foundation for evaluating 
the performance of forecasting models and enhancing 
the accuracy of predictions, thus contributing to a more 
data-driven and informed approach in the context of 
Forex forecasting. In the subsequent sections of this 
research paper, we leverage this dataset to conduct an 

empirical evaluation of ARIMA, XGBoost, LSTM, and 
Monte Carlo simulations, seeking to provide valuable 
insights into the comparative effectiveness of these 
models within the context of Forex markets.

METHODOLOGY

The models - AutoRegressive Integrated Moving 
Average (ARIMA), XGBoost, Long Short-Term 
Memory (LSTM), and Monte Carlo simulations will be 
trained and tested on the Indian Rupee exchange rate 
data. It outlines data collection, model implementation, 
and the selection of evaluation metrics. The processes 
involved are done with the help of Python coding 
language and its libraries numpy, pandas, matplotlib, 
seaborn, sklearn, tensorflow, keras, etc.

Data Collection and Preprocessing

1. Data Source: The study utilizes a dataset that 
includes daily foreign exchange rates for multiple 
currencies against the US dollar, spanning from 
January 2000 to December 2019. The dataset was 
sourced from Kaggle, specifically the “Foreign 
Exchange Rates per Dollar (2000-2019)” repository.

2. Data Cleaning: The dataset is checked for any null 
and incorrect values and those are removed.

3. Data Frame: A data frame consisting of the required 
Indian Rupee exchange rates along with the dates is 
created from the dataset to work upon.

Exploratory Data Analysis

EDA is a philosophy of data analysis that focuses 
on finding out what the data can reveal about the 
phenomena being studied by analyzing the data without 
bias [4]. It involves investigating and summarizing the 
main characteristics and features of a dataset to gain a 
better understanding of the data. EDA helps identify 
patterns, relationships, anomalies, and potential insights 
within the data, which can inform subsequent analysis 
and modeling.

The distribution of the rates is visualized using a graph 
(see Figure 1). The rates are plotted based on their 
density. The graph of the time series for the Indian 
Rupee Rate is plotted (see Figure 2). It is rate (per $) 
versus date ranging from 1995 till 2020.
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tasks [18]. XGBoost’s optimizer minimizes the 
loss function during tree construction, enhancing 
predictive accuracy. Lag features are incorporated 
into XGBoost to capture temporal dependencies in 
time series data, aiding in more accurate predictions 
by considering historical values [11].

3. LSTM (Long Short-Term Memory): The recurrent 
neural network has been used in Python by first 
importing deep learning libraries TensorFlow 
and Keras. Then the LSTM model architecture is 
defined specifying the number of layers, units, and 
activation functions. Then the model is compiled 
specifying the loss function and optimizer. Finally, 
the model is trained with 100 epochs and 1 batch 
size. The predictions have been visualized.

4. Monte Carlo Simulations: Monte Carlo simulations 
are executed to generate a range of potential future 
exchange rate scenarios. Probability distributions 
are estimated, taking into account historical data 
and volatility, to simulate uncertainty in exchange 
rate movements [20]. The random sampling has 
been done for 30 days simulation.

Evaluation Metrics

1. Mean Absolute Error (MAE): The average absolute 
differences between the observed and predicted 
exchange rates are measured using the Mean 
Absolute Difference (MAE) evaluation metric. It 
offers information about how accurate the model’s 
forecasts are.

2. Mean Squared Error (MSE): The mean squared 
error (MSE) between observed and predicted 
values is measured. It increases the effect of more 
significant errors in the assessment.

3. Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE): The forecasting 
errors are measured using the same unit as the 
exchange rates by RMSE, which is the square root 
of MSE. It helps evaluate how accurate the model 
is at predicting changes in currency values.

Data Splitting

There are training and testing sets within the dataset. 
With the majority of the data (about 80%) included in 
the training set, models are able to discover patterns 
and relationships. The testing set, typically the 

Figure 1. Distribution of the exchange rates of Indian 
Rupee

Figure 2. Time-Series Plot of Indian Rupee Rate

Implementation of Forecasting Models

For Implementing the models, the last 30 days data is 
kept for testing and the rest of the data has been kept for 
training purposes.

1. ARIMA (AutoRegressive Integrated Moving 
Average): ARIMA model has been used in 
Python by first importing necessary libraries like 
statsmodels. Load and preprocess time series data, 
ensuring stationarity. Fit the ARIMA model with 
specific orders (p, d, q) to capture auto-regressive, 
integrated, and moving average components [10]. 
AR (autoregressive part) is p, I (integrated part) 
is d, and MA (moving average part) is q [17]. The 
predictions and visualization of the results have 
been done in the results section.

2. XGBoost: Extreme Gradient Boosting, works by 
sequentially building an ensemble of decision trees. 
It begins with a simple model and iteratively adds 
more trees, each correcting the errors of the previous 
ones. It uses gradient boosting to minimize a loss 
function, making it a powerful machine-learning 
algorithm for both regression and classification 
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remaining portion (e.g., 20%), is used to evaluate model 
performance out-of-sample.

Model Evaluation

Each forecasting model (ARIMA, XGBoost, LSTM, 
and Monte Carlo) is evaluated on the testing dataset, 
and performance metrics (MAE, MSE, RMSE) are 
computed. Model accuracy, precision, and robustness 
are assessed through a comparative analysis of these 
metrics.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This section presents the empirical findings from the 
comparative analysis of forecasting models, which 
included Monte Carlo simulations, XGBoost, Long 
Short-Term Memory (LSTM), and AutoRegressive 
Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA). These results 
offer insights into the models’ predictive accuracy, 
robustness, and practical implications within the foreign 
exchange (Forex) market.

The ARIMA model demonstrates competitive 
performance in capturing temporal patterns and 
seasonality in exchange rate data. Its metrics reflect 
the model’s capability to forecast exchange rates with 
a high level of accuracy (see Figure 3). The XGBoost 
model, known for its machine learning prowess, delivers 
compelling forecasting accuracy. Its results signify the 
model’s proficiency in capturing complex relationships 
within the exchange rate data (see Figure 4). Deep 
learning, as represented by the LSTM model, provides 
an avenue for understanding long-term dependencies 
in Forex rate movements. The results indicate its 
proficiency in predicting currency fluctuations (see 
Figure 5).

Figure 3. ARIMA model Predicted and True rate values 
comparison.

Figure 4. XGBoost model Predicted and True rate values 
comparison.

Figure 5. LSTM model Predicted and True rate values 
comparison.

Monte Carlo simulations are not focused on predictive 
modeling or forecasting with actual observed values. 
Instead, they generate a range of possible outcomes or 
scenarios based on the probabilistic model and input 
parameters (see Figure 6). Hence, it is slightly different, 
and usually, MAE, MSE, and RMSE are not calculated.

The Mean Absolute Error (MAE), Mean Squared Error 
(MSE), and Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) values 
for ARIMA, XGBoost, and LSTM models are displayed 
below (see Table 1).

Figure 6. Monte Carlo 30 days Simulation with 20 
different possibilities
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Evaluation 
Metrics

ARIMA XGBoost LSTM

MAE 0.6482554651776269 0.23337217203776012 0.2857925251788409
MSE 0.543976734744968 0.08218810061940261 0.1317194105961307

RMSE 0.737547784719721 0.28668467105759704 0.3629316886083808

Table 1. Evaluation Metrics (MAE, MSE, RMSE) of ARIMA, XGBoost and LSTM models

CONCLUSION

The quest for accurate and reliable foreign exchange 
(Forex) rate forecasting has long been at the forefront 
of decision-making for traders, investors, and 
financial institutions. In this research, we undertook a 
comprehensive comparative analysis of four distinct 
forecasting models—AutoRegressive Integrated 
Moving Average (ARIMA), XGBoost, Long Short-
Term Memory (LSTM), and Monte Carlo simulations—
in the pursuit of unraveling the complexities of the 
Forex market.

The empirical findings of our comparative analysis 
yield several noteworthy conclusions:

1. Model Performance: ARIMA showed less accuracy. 
Machine learning models (XGBoost and LSTM) 
master intricate relationships and show higher 
accuracies.

2. Monte Carlo Analysis: Monte Carlo simulations, 
though not directly comparable to predictive 
models, offered insights into the distribution of 
potential outcomes, making them valuable for risk 
assessment and scenario analysis. They provide 
unique probabilistic insights.

3. Model Robustness: Future research should explore 
model adaptability to changing market conditions.

4. Limitations and Future Research: Models’ 
performance varies with specific conditions and 
timeframes. Incorporating additional factors in 
forecasting is a promising avenue for future research 
like adding Sentiment Analysis in the research can 
give promising results [19].

In conclusion, this research paper contributes to the ever-
evolving discourse on Forex rate forecasting. By offering 
empirical insights into the comparative effectiveness of 
forecasting models, it equips practitioners with the tools 

Comparative Analysis

The results of our comparative analysis reveal 
interesting insights into the models’ performance. 
ARIMA, a classic time series forecasting method, but 
in this case, it appears to have lower predictive accuracy 
as the MAE, MSE and RMSE values are the highest. 
XGBoost and LSTM show lower evaluation metrics’ 
values, so they have higher accuracy here. Monte Carlo 
simulations, while providing valuable uncertainty 
estimates, may exhibit slightly higher errors, reflecting 
the inherent stochastic nature of this approach.

Practical Implications

The empirical findings provide a basis for practical 
implications within the Forex market. Traders and 
investors may consider the ARIMA model for accurate 
short-term predictions, while machine learning models 
offer the flexibility to address a broader range of 
forecasting horizons. Monte Carlo simulations, valuable 
for risk assessment, may be employed in scenarios 
where managing uncertainty is paramount.

Model Robustness 

Model robustness in the face of changing market 
conditions is an area of critical importance. Future 
research may delve into the adaptability of these models 
to different market regimes, such as trending, ranging, 
or highly volatile conditions.

Limitations and Future Research

It is important to acknowledge that the models evaluated 
in this study are not immune to limitations. The 
performance of these models can vary depending on the 
specific currency pair and time period. Future research 
may explore the incorporation of more external factors, 
such as economic indicators and sentiment data, for 
enhancing forecasting precision.
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needed to navigate the complexities of foreign exchange 
markets. The results presented here underscore the 
significance of model selection, with a focus on the 
trade-offs between accuracy and flexibility. Such trade-
offs are essential considerations when making decisions 
in the dynamic Forex landscape, where volatility, 
seasonality, and intricate patterns dictate the course of 
currency movements. 
As Forex markets continue to play a pivotal role in 
the global financial ecosystem, the importance of 
precise and informed decision-making is paramount. 
The insights derived from this comparative analysis 
pave the way for enhancing the accuracy and efficacy 
of Forex rate forecasting, ultimately assisting traders, 
investors, and financial institutions in making strategic 
decisions that align with their goals and risk tolerance. 
The journey of Forex forecasting is ongoing, and with 
each stride, the path to more data-driven and reliable 
decision-making grows clearer.

RECOMMENDATIONS
1. Tailored Model Selection: Choose ARIMA for 

short-term accuracy and XGBoost/LSTM for 
long-term forecasting, considering the models’ 
respective strengths.

2. Risk Assessment with Monte Carlo: Utilize Monte 
Carlo simulations for risk assessment and scenario 
analysis, especially in situations where uncertainty 
management is crucial.

3. Adaptability to Market Conditions: Continuously 
monitor and adapt forecasting models to different 
market conditions, acknowledging the dynamic 
nature of the Forex market.

4. Incorporate External Factors: Enhance model 
precision by exploring the inclusion of external 
factors like economic indicators and sentiment 
data. Explore the integration of sentiment analysis 
to capture market sentiment, news, and events 
influencing exchange rates.

5. Collaborate with Domain Experts: Collaborate with 
finance and Forex experts to refine models and gain 
insights into market nuances.

6. User-Friendly Implementation: Ensure user-
friendly interfaces and documentation for practical 
application by traders, investors, and institutions.

These recommendations aim to guide effective decision-
making in Forex rate forecasting by addressing model 
selection, risk assessment, adaptability, external factors, 
user-friendliness, and continuous improvement.
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ABSTRACT
The automotive sector relies heavily on welding fixtures for auxiliary welding. The car body is welded using 
numerous complex sheet metal components and additional support materials. Fixture systems are designed to fix 
as many work pieces as possible. Making welding fixtures for components that are difficult to weld conventionally 
or without a holding unit is the present project's goal. These experiments have shown that the main reason is that 
flexible fittings haven't given the intended outcomes. The accepted technologies often lead to higher manufacturing 
costs than specialized fixtures. The production of a variety of products and the adaptation of new processes require 
the use of automated/semi- automated machine tools and fixtures.

The performance of robots, cycle time estimation for the process, checking of fixtures, collision detection between 
weld guns and fixtures is evaluated in a virtual environment. In terms of fixture layout, clamping position, and part 
deformation, this study reviews fixture design analysis and optimization. An overview of the automotive sector is 
first presented, followed by CATIA software robotics simulations and fixture design/modeling.

KEYWORDS : Modular welding fixture, Body in white, 3-2-1 Locating principle, Cost optimization, Weight 
optimization.

INTRODUCTION

Fixture in to it succinctly a fixture is a tool design that 
guarantees accurate and prompt loading or clamping 

of the work piece in relation to the machine tool. There 
are two approaches, depending on the fixture: either use 
the vice to clamp the work piece or utilize the setup 
shown below: The research looks at the fundamentals 
of welding and fixtures, as well as why they are 
necessary. Choosing where to put the work piece in the 
fixture takes up a lot of a fixture designer's design time. 
Reducing nonproductive time spent loading, unloading, 
and positioning work pieces on the machine can shorten 
the manufacturing cycle time [1-3].

There is an introduction to BODY IN WHITE (Body 
in White) in the first section and a discussion of 3-2-
1 locating principle for fixture design in the second 
section. A fixture is a special tool used to hold a 

work piece in a proper position during manufacturing 
operations and is discussed in the third section. A device 
is provided for supporting and clamping the work piece. 
BIW stands for Body in White. To create projectiles, 
the welding shop primarily uses spot welding, CO/MIG 
welding, stamping, punching, riveting, bonding, cutting, 
and other procedures. The shell is welded together and 
ground smooth. Before the shells are delivered to the 
paint shop, they are covered in the finishing line. All 
activities involved in a production. Vehicle Body or 
Shell before it is sent to the Paint shop is done in a Weld 
shop. The end product of a Weld shop is called Body in 
White [4-5].

The current design and equipment will replace the 
manual set of equipment in order to speed up the loading 
and unloading zones. In a production facility, a fastener 
is a specialized tool used to hold an object together. It 
is useful for organizing and helping work groups. To 
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Fig.1: The six-point locating principle and variation of 
the six-point locating principle

LITERATURE REVIEW
n recent years, increasing focus has been placed on 
developing more advanced and automated fixture 
design solutions that can help manufacturers streamline 
their processes and improve their bottom line. These 
systems can use computer-aided design (CAD), 
computer-assisted manufacturing (CAM), and other 
digital tools to automate and enhance the fixture design 
and production process.

Machining fixture optimization is a major problem 
in manufacturing processes. In order to minimize 
deformation brought on by clamping and machining 
forces, it is critical to design a fixture architecture that 
securely holds the work piece during machining. The 
dependability and quality of the finished product may 
be jeopardized by dimensional inaccuracies brought on 
by the deformation of the machined surface. [2]

The project's goal is to create and test a work holding 
fixture that replaces human setup and speeds up 
component loading and unloading. Solid Works 
modeling tools and static analysis will aid in problem 
formulation and ensure performance correctness. [3]

To hold the work piece securely and precisely during 
the machining process, the correct number, kind, and 
positioning of fixture components must be determined; 
this is referred to as the "fixture layout problem." The 
majority of the time, this entails taking into account 
the work piece’s dimensions, weight, shape, material, 
and machining techniques. The objective is to design 
a fixture architecture that reduces setup time, increases 
work piece access, and offers the required repeatability 
and precision for the machining process. [9]

prevent errors, establishes corporate procedures such as 
individual centers, scheduling, and regular inspections.

3-2-1 Locating Principle

Fitting design ensures that work pieces are held 
precisely and safely during machining operations, 
which makes it a crucial part of production processes. 
Fittings come in many different forms, each designed to 
fulfill a certain application's needs. Examples include 
clamping fixtures, positioning fittings, and indexing 
fittings. While clamping fitting devices employ a vice-
like device to keep the work piece in place, locating 
fixtures use locating surfaces or points to precisely find 
the work piece [3].

Indexing fixtures use spinning mechanisms to precisely 
bring the work piece into position for machining. 
Besides the fact that the type and range of fixture design 
elements is limited, it can be seen that because of the 
specific aim of each element in the whole design process 
the order of the design is somewhat predetermined as 
well. One of the most common methods for designing 
fixtures is the 3-2-1 method. Every part has 6 degrees of 
freedom (3 Linear + 3 Rotary) which need to be fixed 
[5-7]

Place the part in the appropriate space to ensure that it is 
located properly. The principles used to achieve it are:-

3 Stands for - Minimum 3 Rests with clamps to establish 
a part plane thus restricting 1 Up- Down motion + 2 
Rotary motions.

2 Stands for - A round locating pin in a round hole that 
restricts motion in the two directions in the established 
plane.

1 Stands for - A round locating pin in a slot that restricts 
rotary motion in the direction of the round pin.
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A form of fixture known as a modular fixture uses 
replaceable pieces to accommodate diverse work piece 
sizes and shapes. They typically include a base plate 
on which interchangeable parts, including clamps, 
supports, and locators, can be mounted. Because of 
their flexible construction, these fixtures are very 
adjustable and reasonably priced. Each section can be 
easily reconfigured to accommodate a variety of work 
pieces, eliminating the need for custom fittings for each 
one. Modular fixtures are widely used in high-volume 
manufacturing applications when meeting production 
targets necessitates quick switchover periods. [10] 
Fixture design has traditionally been a labor- and time-
intensive process that requires experienced designers to 
create distinctive solutions for each unique work piece. 
To speed up this process, it's proposed fixture design 
[11-12]. Automation systems use algorithms and CAD 
software to automate design. Fixture design automation 
systems generally lead to more efficient and productive 
manufacturing operations. [12].

DESIGN OF FIXTURE
Fixture design for the tunnel panel shown in Fig.3. 
The fixture is created using CATIA software. Welding 
fixtures generally consist of a number of units that hold 
the car panel and are mounted on a base unit. Fixtures 
must be rigid and stable to handle welding stresses. The 
jig and fixture are tools used for holding the work piece 
in the correct location for mass production.

I. Determine which panel parts are vital and which 
must be kept securely in place throughout the 
welding process. It can be flanges, edges, or holes 
that require precise alignment and clamping.

II. Design the fixture with the panel's exact size and 
shape in mind. To ensure that the fixture is suitable 
for the welding equipment used, create a 3D model 
using CATIA software.

III. Consider the panel's material, thickness, and 
welding method (such as MIG or TIG welding). 
The fixture needs to be strong enough to endure 
the heat and tension of the welding process without 
warping or shifting the panel's position.

IV. Construct clamps that securely hold the panel in 
place and permit access to the welding torch and 
other tools. The clamps should be simple to remove 

and moveable to fit a variety of panel sizes and 
shapes.

V. Using accurate measurement tools and techniques 
ensure the panel is correctly positioned within the 
fixture both before and after the welding procedure. 
As a result, there will be fewer flaws and problems 
in the final product.

VI. Make several prototype versions to test and refine 
the fixture design. This will allow you to identify 
any issues or design faults prior to mass production 
and address them.

Fig. 2. Clamp Unit

The Pin Unit, Clamping Unit, and Slide Unit are a few 
examples of components that can be used for this. The 
panel is typically fastened firmly in place by inserting 
pins with the Pin Unit into the pre-drilled holes in the 
panel. The clamping unit secures the panel in place using 
clamps or other mechanical devices. This is opposed 
than the Slide Unit, which allows easy panel movement 
in various directions. Together, these components can 
create a sturdy and dependable holding mechanism that 
keeps the panel in place throughout production or other 
processes. In order to accommodate panels of varying 
shapes and sizes, it is also feasible to design the support 
frame to be moveable or flexible.
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Fig.4. Robotic Simulation

Please embed tables and figures in appropriate areas 
within the document and center them horizontally. 
Tables and figures should not exceed the given page 
margins. Provide captions (maximum length: 6 to 8 
words) for each table or figure. Centre the caption 
above the table and below the figure. Please reference 
the table or figure in the text (see Table 1). Please do not 
use vertical lines in tables. For figures, GIF and JPEG 
(JPG) are the preferred formats.

CONCLUSION 
In conclusion, adopting standard components, pre-
finished materials, and permissive tolerances for fittings, 
along with automation and robotic manufacturing 
processes, can increase product quality while increasing 
efficiency and reducing costs. These strategies can help 
vehicle manufacturers compete more successfully in the 
high-speed manufacturing market by assisting process 
optimization. In this study, the BODY IN WHITE 
weight reduction technique is successfully implemented 
while taking into account difficult safety and stiffness 
performance. The fine machining, which appears to be 

SPECIFICATIONS AND DISCUSSION

The fixture panel is designed to securely hold and 
position the body panels so that precise and quick 
welding, riveting, or fastening of the parts is possible. 
It ensures that the panels are positioned precisely 
in accordance with the design specifications while 
maintaining the panel's intended fit and quality. Some 
required specification for fixture assembly as given 
below:

Weight of the panel- 4.226 Kg

Dimensions of Total Assembly- 3104.128 x 1079.08 x 
1450.402 mm Number of Rest & Clamp Units-08

Number of Cylinders used-08

Number of Panel used Panel assembly- 04.

Fig. 3. Fixture Assembly

Robot Simulations

Robotic simulation systems like ROBCAD and IGRIP 
have become more common in process simulation 
because of their ability to execute computations quickly 
and accurately. These instruments can significantly 
reduce the production time and cost. Validating the 
weld cell and fixtures in a virtual environment is one 
of the most crucial tasks in ensuring they work with 
a variety of part types. Manufacturers can simulate a 
number of scenarios to confirm equipment's ability to 
handle different parts and combinations. This is without 
having to physically create and test each iteration. This 
can help you save time and money while still ensuring 
the welding process is dependable and successful.
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done within a range of 2 to 5mm, appears to be done 
using a variety of cutting processes, depending on the 
thickness of the pieces, such as flame cut, water cut, or 
laser cut, to generate the parts profiles. In addition, the 
units are mounted on a base plate and kept at a working 
height of 700-900 mm above the surface
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Design, Analysis, Development and Optimization of 
Multipurpose Agriculture Machine

Faraz Qureshi

ABSTRACT
The agricultural industry has made significant advancements in developing a wide range of equipment to enhance 
farming efficiency. However, one major limitation is  the  affordability  of  these  technologies  for  farmers  with  
limited   financial resources.  To  address  this  issue,  a  new crop  cutting unit  has  been designed, specifically 
targeting small-scale farmers who require cost-effective solutions. This innovative crop cutting unit operates without 
the need for fuel or electrical energy, relying solely on manual labor. It utilizes combined blades to efficiently cut 
various crops, including paddy, wheat, and grass. The machine's construction is simple, and its operation is user 
friendly, making it accessible to farmers with basic mechanical knowledge. The design process for this crop cutter 
involves creating a 3D model using software like CATIA. Furthermore, the equipment undergoes analysis and 
testing using tools such as Ansys Workbench to ensure its functionality and durability.

KEYWORDS : Ansys workbench, Design, Catia, Multipurpose machine, Cutting of crops.

INTRODUCTION

The agricultural sector plays a vital role in India's 
economy, serving as the major source of income for 

the country. In fact, India ranks as the second-largest 
agricultural producer globally. Despite this significant 
ranking, India faces a major challenge in terms of labor 
shortage in agriculture. This shortage has led farmers to 
adopt mechanical equipment for various farming tasks, 
such as harvesting and crop cutting. Researchers have 
recognized this issue and have focused on developing 
reliable and effective machines to alleviate the burden 
on farmers. However, most of the development in 
agricultural equipment has been concentrated on large 
landowners with extensive farming operations that 
generate substantial income. This focus has neglected 
the needs of small-scale farmers who own less than 2 
acres of land. Additionally, the use of fossil fuels in 
farming machinery has contributed to environmental 
pollution and the depletion of the ozone layer.

Agriculture, along with related sectors like forestry 
and fisheries, accounted for 13.7% of India's GDP 
in 2013 and employed approximately 50% of the 

workforce. The slow growth in agriculture is of concern 
to policymakers, as two-thirds of India's population 
depends on rural occupations for their livelihoods. The 
challenges faced by small-scale farmers have spurred 
the idea of designing a portable crop cutting machine.

The farming industry has witnessed significant 
advancements with the introduction of modern machines 
and techniques for achieving higher crop yields. 
Farmers are now more aware of these developments 
and machinery that can help them achieve better yields. 
Utilizing solar energy, which is abundantly available in 
nature, can contribute to the development of farming 
equipment that eases the workload for farmers. It is 
worth noting that the sun radiates an enormous amount 
of energy, with approximately "5.68×1026 calories" 
being emitted every minute. However, the Earth 
only collects a fraction of this energy, amounting to 
"2.55×1018 calories."

The estimated solar energy available is around thirty 
thousand times greater than the world's total annual 
energy consumption. Research studies, such as the 
one conducted by Pathak, T. N. et al, have focused 
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“Multi Crop Cutter”. The manually operated machine 
was designed to make the harvesting process faster. Its 
main benefit was reducing cutting time, thereby saving 
labor. Additionally, the machine required less manual 
effort to operate, further enhancing its efficiency.

Victor and Vern‟s, (2019) et al. designed and developed 
a power operated rotary weedier for wetland paddy. The 
complex nature of the machine makes it challenging 
for peasant farmers to maintain and operate. In India, 
traditional crop cutting methods using cutlasses are 
still prevalent due to their simplicity and familiarity. 
However, globally, the usage of agricultural equipment 
is increasing. According to a survey conducted in 2011, 
India contributes only 16% to the usage of agricultural 
tools. Two main cutting methods are available: manual 
harvesting and mechanized harvesting. Manual 
harvesting is labor-intensive and time-consuming, 
requiring significant effort to cut one acre of crops.

Sachin M Moghe and et al The development of a 
flywheel motor with a concept of a human-powered 
mini paddy harvester has proven to be efficient when 
compared to modern harvesters. This innovative 
design utilizes human pedaling as the power source, 
which drives the flywheel motor. The flywheel motor 
is capable of storing energy, making it an effective 
solution for powering the mini paddy harvester. As the 
user pedals, the flywheel accumulates energy, which 
can be used for various electrical applications. This 
feature allows for additional functionalities, making the 
machine versatile and multifunctional Zakiuddin K.S 
and et al The concept of a human-powered flywheel 
motor involves the integration of various components, 
including a bicycle, chain, gear pair, and flywheel. 
Human power has been essential from the earliest times 
to the present day and continues to play a crucial role 
in various machines and systems. Human power has 
been harnessed for centuries to perform tasks ranging 
from transportation to mechanical work. The use of 
bicycles as a mode of transportation is a prime example 
of utilizing human power efficiently. By connecting a 
bicycle to a chain and gear system, the rotational force 
produced by pedaling is transmitted to a flywheel, 
which stores energy for future use.

A K. Pitale; The solar-powered multi-crop cutter 
incorporates a detailed process structure that includes 

on developing a solarpowered multi-crop cutter for 
harvesting. This approach aimed at manufacturing a 
simplified, cost-effective, and eco-friendly machine 
with an efficient drive mechanism. Similarly, Vilas 
S. Gadhave et al designed and developed an electric 
motoroperated multi-crop cutter specifically targeting 
farmers with larger land holdings. The machine's 
success in crop cutting reduced harvesting costs and 
provided farmers with an efficient solution.

Need of Agricultural Tools

The farming sector in India plays a crucial role in 
the national economy and its sustained growth and 
development are of paramount importance. Farmers face 
immense pressure to increase their yields, and utilizing 
high-quality agricultural machinery and equipment 
helps reduce their labor and make the production 
process more efficient. The introduction of farming 
machinery and tools has significantly reduced manual 
labor and enhanced work efficiency and productivity, 
which would have been otherwise difficult to achieve 
with limited labor.

These tools are not only effective but also affordable, 
making them accessible to a wide range of farmers in 
India. They are used for various tasks such as herbicide 
application, fertilization, basic tilling, fumigation, and 
plant control. With over fifty percent of the Indian 
economy dependent on the agricultural sector, the 
adoption of the best machinery and equipment for 
farming cannot be overlooked. These tools not only 
aid in improving productivity but also contribute to the 
overall economic development of the country.

LITERATURE REVIEW
Pamujula Hythika Madhav and Bhaskar H D, Tumkur 
designed and fabricated “Manually operated rotary 
lawn mower”. The manually operated lawn mower is 
a fuel-free device that utilizes a gear train mechanism 
and a bevel gear system to rotate the cutting blade. 
With this lawn mower, various types of grass lawns 
can be efficiently cut. Operating this model requires 
minimal energy expenditure, making it an energy-
efficient option. Additionally, it is easy to operate and 
economically affordable, providing a cost-effective 
solution for lawn maintenance.

Dr. U.V. Kongre et al. along with his team fabricated a 
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a pedal mechanism or a human-powered motor. This 
mechanism is inspired by various devices such as cloth 
and chaff cutters, potter's wheels, and traditional crop 
cutting tools The pedal mechanism or human-powered 
motor serves as the driving force for the multi-crop 
cutter. It harnesses human energy through pedaling 
or manual operation, which is then transferred to the 
cutting mechanism. This mechanism allows for the 
efficient cutting various crops Akshay Komawar and 
et al A human-powered multi-crop cutter has been 
developed to facilitate easy and efficient harvesting 
within a minimal period of time. The cutter incorporates 
bevel gear mechanisms, which enable the transmission 
of manual motion into rotary motion at the end of the 
cutter. This mechanism ensures that the crops are cut 
easily without exerting excessive force or causing any 
damage. The bevel gear mechanism efficiently converts 
the linear motion produced by the manual operation into 
rotational motion at the cutting end of the device. This 
allows for smooth and effective cutting of crops without 
requiring excessive physical effort from the operator.

IDENTIFICATION OF GAPS/SCOPES OF 
WORK
Crop Diversity: You're absolutely right. One of the 
challenges in the agricultural sector is the presence of 
diverse crop types within fields. Each crop may have 
different heights, stem thicknesses, and growth patterns, 
making it difficult for existing machines to efficiently 
handle such variety. Specialized machines designed for 
specific crops may not be versatile enough to handle 
the diverse range of crops found in agricultural fields. 
To address this gap, there is a need for a versatile 
cutting machine that can effectively handle various crop 
varieties. Such a machine should have the capability to 
adjust to different crop heights and stem thicknesses, 
ensuring efficient and precise cutting across different 
crops.

Efficiency and productivity: You're correct in 
highlighting that traditional cutting machines may 
have limitations in terms of efficiency and productivity. 
Several factors contribute to these challenges, 
including slow cutting speed, frequent breakdowns, 
and inadequate power utilization. Identifying the gaps 
in existing machines' efficiency and productivity is 
crucial for the development of improved large-scale 

cutting machines. Slow cutting speed is a common 
issue faced with traditional cutting machines. This can 
result in time-consuming harvesting processes and 
reduced overall productivity. By identifying this gap, 
researchers and manufacturers can focus on developing 
cutting machines with enhanced cutting mechanisms, 
improved blade designs, or higher-powered motors to 
increase the cutting speed and accelerate the harvesting 
process.

Harvest residue management: You're absolutely right. 
Crop residue management is a significant aspect of 
efficient farming operations, and existing machines may 
have limitations in effectively handling and clearing 
crop residue. This creates a gap in the development 
of a multi-crop cutting machine that can efficiently 
manage crop residues without impeding subsequent 
farming activities. An ideal multi-crop cutting machine 
should address this gap by incorporating features and 
mechanisms for efficient crop residue management. This 
includes effective collection, chopping, or shredding of 
crop residues to minimize their impact on subsequent 
farming operations.

Ease of operation and maintenance: Complexity in 
operating and maintaining cutting machines can be a 
significant gap, particularly for small-scale farmers or 
operators with limited technical knowledge. Designing 
a user-friendly multi-crop cutting machine is crucial to 
address this gap and make the equipment accessible to a 
broader range of users. A user-friendly machine should 
incorporate intuitive controls that are easy to understand 
and operate. This means designing control interfaces 
that are straightforward, labeled clearly, and logically 
arranged. The controls should be ergonomically 
positioned, allowing operators to comfortably access 
and operate them during use. By simplifying the control 
system, operators can quickly learn how to operate the 
machine effectively, reducing the need for extensive 
training.

Durability and reliability: Durability and reliability are 
crucial factors for agricultural machines, especially 
cutting machines that operate in harsh field conditions. 
Identifying gaps in the durability and reliability of 
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existing machines is essential to guide the design process 
of a multi-crop cutting machine that can withstand 
demanding field conditions and minimize downtime 
due to breakdowns. One of the key considerations in 
enhancing durability and reliability is the selection of 
high-quality materials and components. The machine 
should be constructed using robust materials that can 
withstand the stresses and strains encountered during 
operation. This includes using sturdy metals, reinforced 
plastics, and durable bearings or bushings that can 
withstand prolonged use and resist wear and tear.

DESIGN OF THE SYSTEM
CAD means Computer Aided Design. In CAD Field 
there are various software like CATIA, Creo, Solid 
works, etc. We will be using CATIA.

• CATIA is a solid modeling program that operates 
on a feature-based and parametric approach. In 
traditional drafting, whether manual or computer-
assisted, multiple views of a part are generated to 
describe its geometry

• In each view, different features such as surfaces, 
cuts, radii, holes, and protrusions are represented, 
but these features are not individually specified. 
However, in feature-based modeling, each feature 
is individually defined and then integrated into the 
overall part

. • Another important aspect of traditional drafting is that 
the geometry of the part is defined by the drawing 
itself. In order to modify the size, shape, or position 
of a feature, it is necessary to manually modify the 
physical lines on the drawing in each affected view, 
and subsequently update the associated dimensions.

• In parametric modeling, the features of a design are 
controlled by dimensions or parameters. CATIA, an 
engineering design software, provides a variety of 
tools that facilitate the creation of a comprehensive 
digital representation of the product being designed.

• Alongside the fundamental geometry tools, CATIA 
also offers the capability to create geometry for 
integrated design disciplines, including industrial 
pipe work and standard wiring definitions. 
Moreover, the software provides tools to facilitate 
collaborative development processes.
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ANALYSIS

FEA

The finite element method (FEM) is a numerical 
approach used to solve engineering and mathematical 
physics problems. It is commonly applied in areas such 
as structural analysis, heat transfer fluid flow , mass 
transport and electromagnetic potential . The analytical 
solution of this problem often involve solving boundary 
value problem for partial differential equation .

Geometry

Geometry of  Structural Steel Leaf Spring

Material Used:
 

MESH

ANSYS Meshing is a versatile and advanced product 
that offers intelligent  and automated capabilities,  
resulting in high- performance mesh generation. It is 
designed to produce accurate and efficient solutions 
for Multiphysics problems. With just a single mouse 
click, a well-suited mesh can be generated for all parts 
in a model. Additionally, expert users have complete 
control over the mesh generation options, allowing for 
fine-tuning. The software takes advantage of parallel 
processing to significantly reduce mesh generation 
time, minimizing waiting periods.

Meshing of model

Boundary Condition

In a model, a boundary condition involves specifying 
a known value for either displacement or an associated 
load. At a specific node, it is possible to set either the 
load or the displacement, but not both simultaneously. 
The primary types of loading available in finite element 
analysis (FEA) are force,pressure, and temperature. 
These loads can be applied to points, surfaces, edges, 
nodes, elements, or offset remotely from a feature.
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Boundary condition for model

Total Deformation

Total Deformation of model

Equivalent Stress

Equivalent Stress of model

CONCLUSION
The design and static structural analysis of steel leaf 
spring The design and analysis of a multi-crop cutting 
machine involve several key aspects, including scope, 

methodology, conceptual design, selection of standard 
components, manufacturing, construction and working, 
testing, and cost setup. By following a systematic 
approach, designers can create an efficient and reliable 
machine that meets the needs of agricultural operations.

The scope of the project should be clearly defined, 
outlining the objectives and requirements of the 
multi- crop cutting machine. The methodology 
should encompass the steps involved in designing, 
analyzing, and optimizing the machine's performance. 
The conceptual design phase focuses on creating a 
preliminary design layout and considering factors such 
as cutting mechanism, power transmission, control 
systems, and safety features.

RESULTS

The manufacturing process involves material selection, 
component fabrication, assembly, and testing. 
Thorough testing is essential to evaluate the machine's 
performance, functionality, durability, and safety. The 
cost setup includes various factors such as R&D costs, 
material costs, manufacturing costs, power source costs, 
standard component costs, testing and analysis costs, 
certification and compliance costs, overhead costs, and 
miscellaneous costs.

By following these steps and considering these factors, 
designers can create a multi-crop cutting machine 
that enhances agricultural efficiency, reduces manual 
labor, and improves crop productivity. The continuous 
refinement of the design and analysis process based on 
testing results and cost analysis helps ensure a successful 
and cost-effective implementation of the machine. 
Ultimately, the goal is to develop a multi-crop cutting 
machine that meets the needs of farmers, contributes to 
sustainable agriculture, and drives productivity in the 
field.
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ABSTRACT
With the increasing demand of electric vehicles (EVs) worldwide; there is need for efficient and convenient charging 
infrastructure has become increasingly critical. Due to their low capacity, lengthy charging times, and requirement 
for significant infrastructure development, traditional charging stations and residential charging options encounter 
difficulties. This makes smart charging roads an innovative option to tackle these problems and transform the EV 
charging environment. In this context, smart charging roads offer an innovative solution to address these problems 
and revolutionize the charging landscape for electric vehicles. Smart charging roads integrate charging capabilities 
directly into roadways, enabling EVs to charge while driving, thereby eliminating the need for traditional charging 
stops. To transport energy from the road infrastructure to the EVs, these roadways use cutting-edge technologies 
like conductive charging, wireless charging, and inductive power transfer.

KEYWORDS : Dynamic wireless power transfer (DWPT), Traffic control, Coil  topologies, Mutual inductance, 
Transmission coils.

INTRODUCTION

Increased interest in electrifying road transport is a 
result of efforts to decarbonizethe transport  sector 

and counteract global warming. The importance of 
adopting electric vehicles (EVs) to stop the  rise in 
global temperatures has been underscored by the 
Paris Agreement, which was created to cut  carbon 
emissions[1-4]. However, challenges such as battery 
requirements and charging times need to be  addressed 
for Successful EV integration. 

For increasing driving capacity of Evs, capacity of 
battery should be increased which, in turn, requires   
higher motor ratings. In-vehicle wireless charging has 
become a viable option for reducing the size of  storage 
devices. Safety, convenience,  durability, and automatic 
few different ways to charge EVs.  1. Battery Swapping: 
The process of switching of switching out depleted 
batteries with completely or  partially charged ones, 
however have issues with transportability, degradation 
and complicated  infrastructure needs. 

Conductive Charging: Conductive charging is a 
practical and affordable technique, although safety  and 
charging time are still issues. It is a practical technique, 
although safety concerns such as  overheating of battery, 
exposure to heat, short-circuiting, etc are the obstacles 
in the smooth run. 

Inductive Power Charging(Wireless Charging 
Technology): Vehicle charging systems frequently  use 
inductive power charging based on electromagnetic 
induction. Depending on how the car is moving,  it 
provides static, dynamic, and quasi- dynamic wireless 
charging options. In order to lower the cost of  EVs, 
dynamic wireless charging (DWC) and quasi-
dynamicwireless charging (QDWC) have the ability  
to increase drivingrange and decrease storage device 
capacity. Vehicle charging on road smartly includes 
the integration of wireless charging technologies into 
the  road infrastructure. Electric charging infrastructure 
is embedded within the road surface, allowing Evs to  
charge their batteries.  The EV charging landscape is 
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showcased a 1MW Dynamic wireless charging system 
in 1.05 area circuit. The coils can be outlined based on 
the appraised control and recurrence of the framework 
(Ahmad etal.2017) The SAE (SAE Universal, 2020) 
created   the guidelines to create the DWC framework. 
The required recurrence exchanged to create the  DWC  
framework. 
The required recurrence extend of a exchanged control 
is about 81.42– 90 kHz. So the control inverter  ought 
to consider the termination of these recurrence ranges 
whereas producing high frequency, high  power to 
transmitter coil. The plan of transmitter and recipient 
coils may be a exigent errand. The  uniformity of flux 
dissemination is crucial for the transmitter coil and the 
coils design should be such  that it facilitates the efficient 
dispersion of magnetic flux. The coils flux conveyance 
has been  strengthened with the help of ferrite center. 

The transmitter coil’s inductive reactance has been 
adjusted so that it will function properly in the next  
cycle . It is important to ensure that the load on the 
coil doesn’t exceed the preferable limits and the coil  is 
compatible with other components.  

The transfer of maximum power from a transmitter 
looping coil to the collector coil occurs when the coils 
are properly aligned. The transfer of power between 
the transmitting and receiving coils is facilitated by air. 
Therefor any distortment of the coils can influence their 
efficiency. The reimbursement system  is designed to 
achieve synchronization between the coils which results 
in the transfer of maximum power.

Figure : 1 (a) Block diagram of microgrid integrated 
DWC

dynamic and evolving rapidly. There might have been 
significant developments and improvements in the EV 
charging infrastructure in India. 
Certainly there are several problems associated 
with the charging of EV’s in India. Few of them are  
mentioned below. 1.Limited Charging Infrastructure: 
The availability of public charging stations in India is 
relatively  limited, especially outside major cities 
Slow Charging Speed: Many charging stations in India 
offer slow charging speeds, which can be time consuming  
for EV owners.  3. Power Grid Infrastructure: The 
existing power grid infrastructure in India may not be 
adequately  equipped to handle the increased demand 
for electricity from EV charging. Addressing these 
challenges  requires concerted efforts in the development 
of new technology such as smart charging roads which 
can  revolutionize the whole EV charging industry 
8 & can also help in sustainable development. This 
paper  gives overview of smart charging technology, its 
ongoing research, cost estimation, pros and cons as well  
as development and application in developing countries 
like India. (5)

TECHNOLOGY AND METHODOLOGY 
The fully aligned coils produce an induced open circuit 
voltage (Voc) of M12 and circulated the Short circuit 
current (Isc) of ML112 . The coefficient of Mutual 
Inductance (M) of the coils with coupling coefficient (k) 
is given by M= KL1L2. The WPT system encompasses 
various factors such as system frequency, load power, 
system efficiency, charging pad dimensions, impedance 
matching and misalignment coupling parameters. 
Developing the transmitted and receiver coils is a 
difficult task,  with the transmitter coil needing to 
maintain a uniform flux distribution and the coil’s design 
enhancing  the magnetic flux distribution. Maintaining 
the coil’s weight within acceptable limits is crucial, 
as it must also possess interoperability. Efficiency of 
the coil can be hampered due to misalignment. By 
incorporating coils with the compensation network, 
resonance condition can be achieve, thereby enabling 
the transfer of maximum power. An energy of 60 kilo-
Watt to the electrical system,while  WPT systems have 
been tutored to inspect the performance of IPT systems 
in urban locations. DWC systems have been developed 
to power car and truck batteries, and Stellantis has 
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The organized of transportation considers at the College 
of California, Berkeley had appeared that an  inductive 
control exchange (IPT) framework was competent of 
exchanging 60 kW of vitality to an electric  framework 
beneath the California Wayprogram (Shladover, 1992). 

A 3 and 50 kW inductive control  charging framework 
was created to explore the execution of the IPT 
framework in urban areas beneath the  UNPLUGGED 
extend (Unplugged, 2015). An analyst at Korea 
Railroad Research Institute (KRRI)  specializing in 
railroad, electric footing, and remote control exchange 
(WPT) framework designed 60  kHz,1 Mw IPT system 
for a 128 m length. This was documented in a study by 
kim etal.in 2015 . As part  the the VICTPRIA project a 
50kW electrified 100-m path was created to demonstrate 
the dynamic  wireless charging (DWC) system. The 
collector coil was enormous than the transmitting coil, 
making the  coils worthy for both passive and active 
WPT. Additionally an 20 kWh Li-ion battery system 
was fitted  in the 18 _Project- Victria_ (Bludszuwerit)8.  
In Germany, Bombardier PRIMOVE created an 
inductive quick charging framework in traveler benefit, 
with a two hundred kW control volume. Electric buses 
were charged inside some seconds,  empowering 
them to cover the remove between charging stations 
(Bombardier Rail, 2014). Korean Progressed Founded 
of Science and Innovation (KAIST) created a few on-
line electric vehicles (OLEV)  with a Dynamic-Wireless 
Charging framework. A sixty-kW OLEV transport is 
created at KAIST campus amidst 72% control exchange 
proficiency. In expansion, outlined, 20 kW OLEV sports 
utility vehicles  (SUVs)were outlined. A 200-kW DWC 
framework was illustrated effectively for a remove of 
544 m (Buspress, 2011; Suh et al., 2011; Jeong S. et al., 
2019). college illustrated Dynamic wireless Charging  
innovation with a twenty five kW electric transport on 
the electric vehicle and roadway path in the year  2016.  

In expansion, the vehicle was worked by 30 kWh 
Ni-cd battery packs (Utah State college Science 
and  Innovation 2012; Tavakoli and Pantic, 2018). 
The College of Ottawa tried energetic re-charging  
framework within the associated and independent 
electric vehicle (CAEV) transport. The framework 
made a difference to decrease the blockage in charging 

stations (Vaidya and Mouftah, 2020). Remote  Charging 
of Electric Taxis (WiCET) extend executed by lumen 
freedom to test the possibility of remote  charging 
for electric taxis within the Joined together Kingdom 
beneath the office for zeroemission  vehicles (OZEV) 
conspire (WiCET, 2021; Lumen Opportunity, 2022). 
INTIS innovation (INTIS, 2018)  was responsible for 
the creation of a 30-kW DWC framework for the Artega 
electricsports car, as well as  a 60- kW DWC framework 
for an 18-m auto cable car electric transport. WiTricity 
Corp created an 11- kW stationary remote charger and 
tried it with a Tesla 3 show electric vehicle (WiTricity, 
2022). A  Conductix-Wampfler (Conductix, 2022) from 
the Delachaux bunch created a 6–35kW IPT floor and 
rail  framework, and they moreover introduced an IPT 
charging framework in Torino open transport, Italy 
(Eltis News Editor, 2015) Qualcomm from Unused 
illustrated the benefits of Qualcomm Halo’s energetic 
remote the re charging for electric vehicles. A 100m 
path is fue;ed by 85- kHz , 2(10 kW inter  changeable 
charging cushions illustrated with a formula race car. 
Table 1 speaking to the state of art  within inactive and 
energetic re-charging framework , individually. 

COIL TOPOLOGIES 
IPT system uses two coils to transmit electricity. Ground 
mounted coils are considered primary coils or ground 
group (GA) and vehicle mounted coils are considered 
secondary coils or vehicle group (VA) (Patilet al., 2017). 
The coils are magnetically interconnected in the air 
core. A main stop powers a second coil moving through 
the air. In a loose coil configuration,the magnetizing 
inductance of the coils is less the leakage inductance 
of the coils. The choice of coil model will be based 
on the particular application  (de Marco et al., 2019). 
Power delivery, physical parameters,inductance and 
negative connections such as  positive are important in 
coil design for proper ventilation, poor performance, 
interference and cost,The  size and coil quality, Ferrite 
cores are used to improve the quality and size of the coil 
inductance. A coil that produces a single vertical flux is 
called a non polarized coil and the additional method 
used to generate a horizontal flux is called a polarized 
coil (Mohamed at at.2020a) Circular pad. 
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(CP) coils designed for wireless charging. The absence 
of sharp edges leads to poor water flow, design, flexibility 
and low flow rate (de Marco et al., 2019). These features 
allow easy configuration on the traffic side as well as the 
network side. However, the efficiency of the CP coils is 
affected by the variation of the air gap between the coils 
(Bouanou et al., 2021). Also, the distribution of the 
coil is limited by its diameter. Various coil geometries 
are non popular such as circular, rectangular, square, 
hexagonal and  polar such as double D, square ,double 
D, bipolar and triode , Rectangular and square coils 
produce  higher paths than CP coil. These coils are 
highly resistant to change compared to other coil 
designs. Sharp edges increase eddy current loss (luo 
and Wei,2018). Flux tube coils have greater flexibility 
and k tolerance than square coils (Mohamed et al.2018). 
But because of resistance, the image of virtue affects   
the flow of water, Double D(DD coils have been 
proposed to overcome the disadvantages of the circuit  
and pipeline (Zaheer et al.2015) . In this DD coil the 
height of the flow is proportional to half the length of 
the pad. Coil features include improved cost effective 
installation, higher misalignment tolerance,reduced 
aluminum shieldingloss, high coupling coefficient and 
less leakage from the back of the coil (Lin  et al., 2015). 
DD coils only produce horizontal flux and are therefore 
not compatible with non-polarized pads (Song et al., 
2020). Vertical flow is created by adding a circuit called 
a two-dimensional coil of four (DDQ) to theDD coil. It 
has high flexibility and works well with all coils. 

The coils necessitate two synchronous inverters, 
according to Budhia et al. (2013). The introduction 
of the BP (Bipolar Spacer) coil model can reduce the 
copper consumption of the DDQ coil while maintaining 
the same quality. However, bipolar helices are both 
expensive and complex, as highlighted by Jafari et al.  
(2021). Three separate layers, called triode pads, are 
designed to increase resistance to rotational deflection. 
It has low electrical conductivity and low flow rate 
(Kim et al., 2017). However, separate coils are driven 
by separate inverters, which adds cost and complexity 
(Hossain et  al, 2022) Charging the vehicle in normal 
and low speed mode is called dynamic wireless 
charging. The electric rail type is long or split. Long 
motion coils are used for continuous types, In a thin 
body, the magnetic field is less related to the flux 

rate. Therefore, high electromagnetic interference and 
strong electromagnetic interference are generated from 
the incompressible point. High power consumption 
due  to no interference. Split coils consist of multiple 
coils driven by multiple or single transducers. The 
emitter coils are activated while the receiver coils are 
aligned with a special wire (Mohamed et al., 2020a), 
thus reducing power loss and preventing inclusion of 
unaffected coils. The limitations of the segmented 
transmitters are that the transmitters must be placed 
close together and the converters and compensators 
must be rated higher. Static WPT coils are also suitable 
for dynamic WPT systems. The transmisster operating 
performance of the DWPT system has been improved 
with different ferromagnetic materials such as W,L,E,U 
and S. Various mutli-phase rails are used to ensure 
compatibility and ensure  robustness. Talent with low 
stress and steady energy. In a DWPT system, the power 
output from the transmitter to the receive coil.

Where,

D   is   distance covered. 

E is the transferred energy 

ωs is the angular frequency. 

IT is the transmitter coil current 

RI is the receiver coil load resistance. 

Ma(k) and Mb(x) at x position by the transmitter coils 
b and a

Figure : 1 (b) % of power Horizontal position of receiver 
pads
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Figure : 1 ( c) Work going on the practical application of DWPT for charging of EV

Figure : 1 (d) Different coil topologies and their comparison
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TRAFFIC MODELLING OF DWCR IN 
INDIA
Traffic congestion is a prevalent issue resulting from the 
interaction of various factors, including the relationship 
between traffic speed and traffic volume in situations 
where infrastructure capacity is insufficient. It is 
essentially a consequence of the imbalance demand-for 
transportation and the capacity of the  transportation 
system. Several key factors contribute to traffic 
congestion, including the rising income in modern 
households in both common and cities, the increasing 
concentration of activities, and the layout of  road 
networks that can lead to congested traffic, especially 
in and around Central Business Areas within  cities. 
Recurrent traffic is a multifaceted problem influenced 
by a combination of socio-economic and  human 
factors. The external congestion in a city is affected 
by a multitude of supply and demand factors.  These 
constraints encompass the size and capacity of the road 
network, the amounts of trips taken the   percentage of 
the employees that alies on private cars for commuting 
and the population. The organization   for Economic 
Co-operation and Development (OECD) in 2007 and 
Chandra and Kumar in 2003 studied the  effect of lane 
width on road capacity using data collected from 10 two 
way road sections in India. Their   research revealed 
that the capacity (C ) measured passenger car units per 
hour (PCU/h) on a double lane  road increases with the 
width (W) of the road. The relation between the two 
can be described by a second-level curve, as indicated 
by the equation C = - 2184 - 226W² + 8574W. This 
data was gathered from diverse two-way roads in 
various regions of India. It's worth noting that in India, 
"sidewalk width" typically refers to the total width of a 
road without considering its shoulders, and this width 
increases proportionally with the total lane width, 
following a quadratic curve. 

Furthermore, the estimation of road capacity was based 
on traffic and other data from 12 non urban double  lane 
road sites in Governor Minoufiya, Egypt. The study also 
developed regression models tailored to each  specific 
case to best describe road capacity in those contexts. 

In conclusion, traffic congestion is a difficult issue 
influenced many factors, and comprehending road  
capacity, including the impact of lane width, is crucial 

for addressing this challenge effectively in different  
regions and situations. 

An effective way to model this complex problem, 
involving multiple lanes and vehicle classes, is through 
micro simulation.  This approach involves modeling 
individual vehicle paths with a high time precision and 
considering their interactions on the road.  While micro 
simulation is suitable for capturing the essential aspects 
of traffic modeling in this context, it doesn't account for 
vehicle behavior based on their energy requirements. 

Furthermore, micro simulation models typically 
require meticulous calibration to accurately replicate 
real world driving behavior in traffic.  Therefore, for 
the initial stages of CWD technology development, 
a macroscopic approach is more suitable  than a one 
with microscopic approach. The microscopic approach 
provides excessive detail that may not be  necessary at 
this stage.  A collection of macroscopic traffic models 
is available in [6], and a recent application of such a 
model is  discussed in [7].

Figure : 1 (e) Representation of the traffic model 

RESULT AND CONCLUSION: 
The power and transport sectors need consideration for 
the implementation of de-carbonation goals as  two of 
India's top emitters of CO2. 

The adoption of EVs brings to light the key characteristics 
of a linked power and transportation sector transition or, 
which might help India move towards a lower-carbon 
energy system. Policy pertaining to the function of 
EV charging in the Indian electrical industry can be 
influenced by  the study's findings.
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This report places particular emphasis on recent 
advancements in India's planning for charging 
infrastructure   and also identifies the difficulties 
associated with creating charging infrastructure  The 
case studies demonstrate that having On Road charging 
of EV is possible. With the studies going on we could 
expect working models of ORWPT(On Road Wireless 
Power Transmission). EV consumers expect there is 
need for cover up the drawbacks of EVs.
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ABSTRACT
Despite the complexity associated with the arc interruption process, a number of methods have been developed 
to depict and imitate its features. Models and simulations allow the study of the time evolution of some physical 
magnitudes that are difficult to quantify in laboratory testing. This way, the impact of such features on the arc 
phenomenon and the arc interruption process may be evaluated. To optimize circuit breaker performance, it 
is imperative to have a thorough understanding of electric arc. For the purpose of making low voltage circuit 
breakers, research on the behavior of arc plasma is crucial. There is a lot of physical contact when an electric arc 
appears quickly between the contacts. Arc simulation has been used in many research to improve the performance 
of low voltage circuit breakers.

KEYWORDS : Ciruit breaker, Low voltage, Innovation, Simulation.

INTRODUCTION

The subject of circuit breakers protection devices, 
such as circuit breakers, which cut off electricity 

during faults, are essential to any electrical system in 
order to prevent damage from harmful fault currents. 
Some of the researchers has studied the impact of 
arc voltage on breaking current, and researcher had 
developed the arc erosion model to account for arc 
voltage. [6].

To represent the arc motion and arc splitting, researcher 
has developed a single 3D magneto hydrodynamic 
model which has two theoretical approaches, the 
Mean Electrical Conductivity Method (MECM) and 
the Global Current Resolution Method (GCRM), 
have been devised to describe the arc's motion [13]. 
Some researcher had simulate model with the help 
of the commercial programme ANSYS CFX, which 
implements the finite-volume approach [11,23].
Computational and experimental research on the 
formation process of electric arc discharges in a three-
phase Zvezda-type alternating current arc heater was 
studied [17].

Some researches has prepared historical overview of 
DCMG circuit breakers, including fuses, MCBs, SSCBs, 
and HCBs, with an emphasis on the progression from 
mechanical to solid state [18]. Researchers have made 
more realistic low-voltage circuit breaker designs which 
may be achieved by a more precise calculation of metal 
vapour accelerated radiative heat transfer. In order to 
compute the regularisation procedure, set regularisation 
parameters, and estimate systematic error, a simple 2D 
arc chamber is explored [23]. Researcher work on the 
splitter plates which has a notable impact on the circular 
segment movement inside the curve-extinguishing 
chamber.

LITERATURE REVIEW
Zhengjun Liu  and Li Wang  [1] were compared CEA 
curves over a range of supply voltages and power factors 
to determine the impact of arc voltage on breaking 
current, and an arc erosion model was developed to 
account for arc voltage. The LVCB's electrical life was 
modelled using Monte Carlo analysis to determine the 
distribution of electrical life across various operational 
scenarios. From the accumulated information, it tends 
to be induced that the electrical existence of the LVCB 
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conducted. Khaled Alharbi et.al [7] provided a report 
on the subject of circuit breakers protection devices, 
such as Circuit breakers, which cut off electricity during 
faults, are essential to any electrical system in order to 
prevent damage from harmful fault currents. 

J. Lua et.al. [8] used experimental and simulated 
methods to investigate the dynamics of arc voltage using 
a simple design made up of two rails and either one or 
two splitter plates. To represent the arc motion and arc 
splitting, a single 3D magneto hydrodynamic model 
was created. Experiments were conducted to check for 
discrepancies between the model and the data. A plasma 
chamber powered by a filament, which possesses 
plasma attributes that correspond to those found in the 
arc chamber of NBI ion sources, has been successfully 
constructed. B.J. Crowley [9] presented the results 
of early research on the most prevalent failure. The 
disappointment system saw during helium procedure 
on DIII-D outcomes from the electrical breakdown 
of the protecting material that isolates the fiber plates 
from the anode. Possible solutions are presented, and 
the flaw is shown using a benchtop experiment that 
shares crucial characteristics with the DIII-D NBI 
ion source. J Quéméneur et al.[10] investigated arc 
behaviour in basic low-voltage circuit breaker designs. 
Fast camera and a magneto hydrodynamic model are 
used to explore both experimental and theoretical 
techniques. Two theoretical approaches, the Mean 
Electrical Conductivity Method (MECM) and the 
Global Current Resolution Method (GCRM), have been 
devised to describe the arc's motion. A. Iturregi et.al. 
[11] was developed the simulation model with the help 
of the commercial programme ANSYS CFX, which 
implements the finite-volume approach. The model's 
three-dimensional geometry is composed of densely 
structured hexahedral meshes, the P1 radiation model, 
and thermal plasma properties, along with transport 
coefficients of hot air characteristics. The validation 
procedure was completed by doing actual practical tests 
in the lab, demonstrating that the simulation model 
yields findings that are very comparable to those seen 
in real life. Three of the most popular brands of circuit 
breakers had their short circuit performance tested 
experimentally. Circuit breakers with current ratings of 
16 A, 20 A, 25 A, and 32 A from time-current curve 
classes B and C were utilised. Based on the findings 

decreases as the stockpile voltage builds, meanwhile 
keeping the power factor steady. For the mix of two 
boundaries, explicitly (220 V, 0.95) and (660 V, 0.65), 
the divergence in electrical life for the LVCB can reach 
up to 21.4%.The technique addresses the issue of poor 
accuracy in life evaluation of LVCBs in a variety of 
operational settings. Xiaopo Mao [2] presented the 
study of gradual accumulation of breaking current 
leads to an increase in average contact resistance and a 
decrease in the effective contact displacement between 
arc contacts. When the kinetic energy of the breaking 
process is increased, the effective contact displacement 
drops rapidly. If carbonaceous chemicals are introduced 
into the system, the CF4 concentration may be utilised 
to characterise the discharge decomposition degree of 
SF6 as well as the discharge ablation on the surface 
of the nozzle insulating material. Qiwen He et.al.
[3] studied the shift in energy distribution as a result 
of gas arc extinguishing using a computer simulation. 
The extinction of a gas arc in a two-dimensional 
axisymmetric module was modelled using energy 
balance theories. Subsequent testing results validated 
the initial simulation outcomes. Consequently, a testing 
platform for lightning impulse current, compliant 
with the IEC standard, was established. Jianning 
Yin et al. [4] investigated advanced AC and DC 
general switching technology. In order to improve the 
capability to interrupt a short circuit, we introduced an 
innovative DC non-polar breaking technique. Utilizing 
these previously mentioned methods, we successfully 
developed a prototype, which underwent testing for its 
ability to interrupt a DC 1000 V/10 kA short circuit. 
P. I. Obi et.al. [5] provided an overview of how 
circuit breakers (CB) may be used in the distribution 
and transmission of electrical power. Miniature and 
moulded case circuit breakers are the building blocks 
of the low voltage CB, both of which find widespread 
use in residential and commercial settings. High voltage 
circuit breakers may be further categorised as either oil-
based or oil-free. Young-Maan Cho  and Kun-A Lee  [6] 
was performed a splitter plate swap experiment, and the 
circuit breaker's dielectric recovery voltage measuring 
system  employed to enhance the interrupt performance 
against re-ignition. Modifying the splitter plate in two 
ways—by switching up the material and the quantity of 
its bottom plates—permits for two distinct tests to be 
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from experimentation by Aleksejs Gedzurs et. al. [12] it 
is clear that thorough analysis is required before using 
circuit breakers from various manufacturers in a series 
connection to ensure selectivity and the appropriate 
functioning of the safety system.

A. Iturregi [13] explained the electric arc phenomenon 
in LVCBs and outlined the mathematical, physical, and 
software requirements for modelling and simulating 
the arc. Yi Wu et.al.[14] was conducted the three-
dimensional modelling of the arc chamber in a 
LVCB, wherein the electric and magnetic fields were 
computed. Simultaneously, the electric potential and 
flow thickness of the bend plasma were ascertained, 
taking into account the plasma flow field influenced 
predominantly by temperature. Furthermore, we 
employed the potential vector technique to ascertain the 
attractive motion thickness and Lorentz force impacted 
by the splitter plates.

Low-voltage circuit breakers (LVCBs) find frequent 
application within the distribution network. Electrical 
life is depended on safe and reliable electric energy 
production . The conventional arc erosion model 
neglects the effect of working circumstances.  Jessica 
Almurr et. al.[15] looked into what would happen to 
the electric arc produced by opening the contacts of a 
low-voltage switch in the presence of a high external 
magnetic field. A DC generator charging at RL voltage, 
similar to those used in PV systems, powers the low-
voltage switch. During the opening of contact, the 
primary factors governing arc motion are Laplace 
and hydrodynamic forces. The magnetic forces are 
amplified and the arc extinction is hastened by the 
addition of an external magnetic field. Tan et.al.[16] 
presented, along with an examination of the technology's 
defining features and a suggestion of four use cases. 
The pilot project demonstrated that the circuit breaker 
provided strong support for information perception, 
digital operation and maintenance, and distributed 
solar systems inside the distribution network. V V 
Mironov et. al.[17] investigated the formation process 
of electric arc discharges in a three-phase Zvezda-type 
alternating current arc heater using computational and 
experimental methods. Two experiments were carried 
out: one to model the flow in the arc heater, and the 
other to test a visual control system for arc discharge 

location and shape. A visual control system device is 
shown. Analysis is done on the data gathered from 
experimental research.

Bayron Perea-Mena [18] gave a historical overview 
of DCMG circuit breakers, including fuses, MCBs, 
SSCBs, and HCBs, with an emphasis on the progression 
from mechanical to solid state. The history of these 
tools is detailed, with commentary on the benefits 
and drawbacks of each new iteration. In the realm of 
distributed control and monitoring systems (DCMGs), 
while modern circuit breakers are gradually becoming 
available for commercial use, a number of them are still 
in the developmental phase. Consequently, conventional 
fuses and miniature circuit breakers (MCBs) continue 
to find application in DCMGs, albeit with certain 
restrictions. Circuit breakers in DCMGs are discussed, 
along with the future problems that must be overcome 
to ensure their effective and suitable adoption. Utilizing 
the Discrete Ordinate method, Jindong Huo and Yang 
Cao [19] carefully examined radiative heat transfer 
in a banded fashion to precisely calculate the plasma 
temperature. This investigation revealed that radiation 
exerts a substantial impact on the thermal condition of 
the plasma. Furthermore, in addition to the ingestion 
coefficient, the presence of metal fume was seen to 
hoist the porousness of the plasma mass, subsequently 
heightening the nearby attractive field. Ł. KOLIMAS 
et.al. [20] used finite element analysis (FEA) software 
like SolidWorks, COMSOL, and ANSYS to facilitate 
the designing and modelling of electrical devices; 
specifically, the arc chambers of modular circuit 
breakers. Simulations of heating, electric potential 
distribution, electric charge velocity, and pathfinding 
have been performed using arc chamber models that 
have been purchased. The experimental findings were 
found to be consistent with the theoretical framework.
Lee, Kun-A[21] presented study on re-ignition after 
current zero associated with the dielectric recovery 
properties of a moulded case circuit breaker (MCCB). In 
the event of re-ignition despite trip unit functioning, this 
feature reduces the MCCB's interruption dependability. 
Therefore, it is necessary to enhance the dielectric 
recovery characteristic in order to stop electric leakage 
during re-ignition. Dielectric recovery properties after 
current-zero were studied to determine their impact 
on the splitter plate and a design to enhance the 
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In order to better understand air arcs, we provide some 
suggestions on how to model and quantify them. Pierre 
Freton and Jean-Jacques Gonzalez  [27] highlighted 
this particular point for emphasis. How they function, 
what kind of restrictions they have, and what sorts of 
occurrences manifest themselves when breaking have 
all been detailed. Then, the challenges of interpreting 
arc behaviour are highlighted and examined in two 
major sections: the research of arc movement during 
the breaking process, and the analysis of physical arc 
properties. Degui CHEN [28] demonstrated that the 
configuration of the splitter plates has a notable impact 
on the circular segment movement inside the curve 
extinguishing chamber. 
CONCLUSION 
It's critical to comprehend electric arc in order to 
maximize circuit breaker performance. It is investigated 
how breaking current builds up gradually. The 
investigation of the time evolution of some physical 
magnitudes that are challenging to quantify in laboratory 
testing is made possible by models and simulations. The 
behavior of arc plasma has significant implications for 
the design of LVCB. The most popular type of low-
voltage circuit breakers are MCCBs. Their splitter plate 
conditions were taken into consideration when studying 
and evaluating the dielectric recovery strength of these 
breakers. There are two categories of splitter plate 
conditions: (1) materials and(2) structure.  The design 
and modeling of electrical devices, particularly the arc 
chambers of modular circuit breakers, is made easier by 
the use of finite element analysis (FEA) software such 
as SolidWorks, COMSOL, and ANSYS.
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ABSTRACT
Holographic projection, a revolutionary technology that projects three-dimensional (3D) images into space, has 
gained significant attention in recent years. Also, Traffic congestion and inefficient traffic control pose significant 
challenges in urban areas, leading to wasted time, increased pollution, and compromised road safety. Effective 
Traffic control management plays a critical role in ensuring the efficient and safe movement of vehicles and 
pedestrians on roadways. This research paper introduces a novel approach to traffic control using Holographic 
projections. The paper explores the potential of Holographic technology in enhancing Traffic management by 
providing dynamic, intuitive, and informative visual cues to drivers and pedestrians. It discusses the underlying 
principles of Holographic projections, the integration of traffic control systems with Holographic displays, and the 
benefits it offers in terms of improved Traffic flow, enhanced safety, and reduced environmental impact. The paper 
also addresses the technical feasibility, challenges, and potential future directions of implementing Holographic-
based traffic control systems.

KEYWORDS : Holographic projection, Traffic control systems, Sensors, Water.

INTRODUCTION

Traffic [1] is one of the major problems today. The 
amount of cars per house has increased exponentially 

in the last 10 years in India. The number of mishaps 
and accidents have increased exponentially due to 
an increase in violation of Traffic rules [2] therefore 
Management of Traffic [3] and taking action against 
the violation is essential now. Using the help of various 
technologies we can make that happen. Holography [4] 
is a new and developing concept that can be used here. 
It is an emerging subject in today's era which can bring 
revolution in various fields . In this project we can use 
it to reinforce the rules and regulations and hence save 
many lives in doing so. Holography in itself is a broad 
concept. Holographic [5] projection is the projection 
obtained by using a projector and as a screen we can 
use steam or fog or even a steady flow of Water. In this 
project we have used the method by using flow of water; 
it acts as a display or a screen to project the object .

The Hungarian-British physicist Dennis Gabor was 
awarded the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1971 for his 
invention of the holographic method. Advancement 
on his technique [6] was done till now, even today 
studies and research is done to increase the efficiency 
and uses of the hologram technology Various methods 
of projecting and reflecting the desired image are being 
discovered today. The traffic [7] on the roads needs 
proper management and control to run smoothly and 
efficiently. Due to the increase in traffic development of 
smart and intelligent devices and systems [7] is needed. 
Use of various sensors [8] , cameras and holographic-
based equipment can decrease the mishaps to a prominent 
level. So, one of the proposed methods to control traffic 
[9] is using holographic projection near the signals and 
at intersections [10] .Using other devices and systems 
[11] with the holographic projection the efficiency will 
increase. Systems [12] like using real life traffic [13] 
updates and congestion visualization will help.
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for various brands which will increase the revenue for 
its maintenance and it can be used as a way to entertain 
the people  waiting at the signal 
High visual quality:  Holographic signs are more visible 
during night time . It decreases the chances of accidents 
and ensures safety.  It can also be used in adverse 
weather which adds to the safety guidelines prospective.  

Decrease in Light Pollution: Holograms cause less light 
pollution which is beneficial for the environment. It 
also decreases distractions for the drivers. 

Less Maintenance: This project ensures less cost 
efficiency as it requires less time to time maintenance 
as compared to traditional signal lights 

Increases  mindfulness : The drivers will be more 
cautious about their other fellow drivers  and the 
pedestrians which will ensure the safety and increased 
efficiency of the traffic system.

Dynamic display : These Holographic signs can display 
various types of alerts like road blockage ,weather 
conditions , and run time traffic conditions ahead. These 
signals can be very beneficial for the drivers.

Figure 1. Prototype of the Holographic System Model

Scope for Improvement

In this experiment we have used water flow as a screen 
for displaying the signals but this can be improved and 
the use of water flow can be  completely eradicated . 
but as the technology is not that developed in the field 
of holographic projections we need a physical medium 
acting as a screen for the projection .

FUTURE SCOPE
This is only a rough idea for this concept and there are 
no actual real life applications yet. The whole idea is 
to stop the cars and other vehicles from violating rules 
of the signal. This idea can be further accomplished by 
using sensors, cameras and other programmable devices 

METHOD
Proposed Methodology
In order to apply the concepts of management of traffic 
using holographic projection, the road needs cover like 
a tunnel or under metro stations. This will help achieve 
the clear projection on the surface of the water. The 
water will flow in a constant stream from above creating 
a water curtain effect and the projection will fall on it. 
This curtain will be located near the signal at the mouth 
of the road or intersection as mentioned (figure number 
1) below. 
When the light is red the water will flow and the traffic 
will stop behind the curtain. When the light turns green 
then the water curtain will project the green signal for a 
few seconds and then stop flowing, allowing the drivers 
to cross the intersection. 
This will help control the traffic and reduce accidents. 
It. It will help increase safety of drivers as well as 
pedestrians . Implementing holographic projection in 
a traffic control system involves selecting appropriate 
hardware, designing holographic content, and 
integrating the system seamlessly into the existing 
infrastructure. 
1. Selecting holographic projection technology After 

Researching different holographic projection 
technologies like Pepper's Ghost, volumetric 
displays, and laser-based systems we fixed on led 
projection on water and fog. We had to Consider 
factors such as visibility, scalability, cost, and 
compatibility with outdoor environments to 
determine the most efficient way to use the 
technology for the management of traffic controls.

2. Placement of the holographic projection By 
identifying the strategic locations for the equipment 
which will ensure its efficiency and its durability 
even in adverse conditions . 

3. Setting the pre-requisites: After setting the 
holographic equipment in the right place time 
sensors and other sensors are set for the usage after 
following these steps the equipment is ready for 
daily use.

Benefits and Applications
Increased visual communications : The holographic 
technique  used here can be used as a marketing scheme 
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that will help achieve the goal. The infrastructure and 
the technology required is present but combination 
and application of it will take time. But for smooth 
functioning of the concept, the human factor should 
also be taken into consideration. people tend to jump the 
signals and not adhere to the rules of traffic management 
and so for that the sensors and cameras will be helpful. 
The use of water and not an actual barrier will be 
beneficial for special vehicles such as ambulances or 
police cars. They can cut through the water but when 
another car tries to cut through it the sensor will sense 
that and a ticket will be cut for that vehicle immediately. 
This idea can be further accomplished by using user-
friendly apps. This means we can make apps that are 
user friendly and that app will help you to control traffic 
system management. And also by using new technology 
like AI, IoT or adaptive traffic signals.

In this experiment we have used water flow as a screen 
for displaying the signals but this can be improved and 
the use of water flow can be completely eradicated . 
but as the technology is not that developed in the field 
of holographic projections we need a physical medium 
acting as a screen for the projection . 

CONCLUSION 
Thus This research paper presents a novel approach 
to traffic control using holographic projections. By 
exploring the principles of holography, integrating 
holographic displays into traffic control systems, and 
highlighting the benefits of holographic-based traffic 
management, the paper demonstrates the potential 
for enhanced traffic flow, safety, and environmental 
sustainability. It addresses the technical feasibility 
and implementation challenges while considering 
future directions and opportunities for incorporating 
holographic projections in traffic control systems.
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ABSTRACT
This comparative study presents a promising advancement in the landscape of educational prediction models. The 
integration of the XGBoost algorithm with traditional models like Support Vector Machine (SVM) and K-Nearest 
Neighbor (KNN) demonstrates notable enhancements in predictive accuracy. Leveraging a comprehensive dataset 
from college as well as from societal platforms, the research specifically highlights nuanced insights into academic 
performance, spanning from early schooling to higher education across diverse fields.

The meticulous optimization of XGBoost through hyper parameter tuning, coupled with its amalgamation within 
an ensemble model alongside SVM and KNN, results in superior predictive capabilities. Comparative analyses, 
employing metrics such as correlation coefficients and mean absolute error, consistently underscore the improved 
performance of the proposed model over its predecessors. This literature survey confidently posits the efficacy of 
the proposed ensemble model, fortified with XGBoost, as a superior alternative for predicting student academic 
performance compared to conventional approaches. 

KEYWORDS : XGBoost, Support Vector Machine (SVM), K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN), Neural Network.

INTRODUCTION

In the dynamic realm of educational research, where 
the multifaceted landscape of student performance 

unfolds, the imperative to accurately anticipate 
academic trajectories has emerged as a central and 
compelling pursuit. Deep belief Networks are also 
proven to predict sentiment from given data in Hindi 
Language[21]. So language of the data is not a barrier 
to anticipate student academic performance. Also data 
is available in large quantum for prediction and can 
be acquired from colleges and  social media platforms 
like twitter. Twitter data can be easily analysed using 
Recurrent Neural network[22]. But this study embarks 
on a mission to transcend the boundaries of conventional 
predictive modelling, seeking to usher in a new era 
marked by the infusion of sophisticated algorithms. The 
envisioned transformation hinges on the collaborative 
fusion of three stalwart algorithms – Support Vector 
Machine (SVM), XGBoost  and K-Nearest Neighbor 
(KNN)[9].

As education undergoes a paradigm shift propelled 
by data-driven insights, the significance of precise 
predictive modelling becomes more pronounced. This 
research doesn't merely seek to predict student outcomes, 
it aspires to redefine the very framework through which 
we approach educational analytics. The ensemble of 
SVM, KNN, and XGBoost encapsulates a progressive 
synthesis, bridging the chasm between traditional 
methodologies and contemporary computational 
prowess [9], [17].

Support Vector Machine (SVM)

A powerful supervised learning algorithm such as SVM 
has emerged as a stalwart in predictive modelling. 
Recognized for its proficiency in regression and 
regression tasks, SVM operates by creating an optimal 
hyperplane that segregates data points into distinct 
classes. Its efficacy lies in its ability to navigate complex, 
high-dimensional datasets, making it a fitting choice 
for unravelling the intricacies of student academic 
performance. The utilization of SVM in this research is 
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"Data Mining Analysis on Student's Academic 
Performance through Exploration of Student's 
Background and Social Activities" by Ching-Chieh 
Kiu. This study employs educational data mining to 
predict student performance, emphasizing the impact 
of background, social activities, and coursework. Using 
supervised techniques like Naïve Bayesian and Decision 
Tree J48, it forecasts mathematics performance in 
secondary school with 2-level and 5-level classifications. 
Findings underscore the significance of background 
and social activities, proposing a model for early 
performance prediction and subject improvement [2].

"Decision tree learning through a Predictive Model for 
Student Academic Performance in Intelligent M-Learning 
environments" by Vasiliki M. and Efthimios A. Within 
machine learning, decision tree learning stands out as 
a prominent classification technique, creating models 
that are interpretable, graphically representable, and 
versatile with diverse data types. This paper explores the 
integration of decision tree algorithms into intelligent 
m-learning systems for personalized education. The 
focus is on enhancing personalization in student 
academic performance through adaptive dynamic tests, 
aligning individual student profiles with predictive 
models derived from decision tree algorithms, offering 
a nuanced understanding of students' knowledge levels 
[3].

"Machine Learning Algorithms based Student 
Performance Prediction based on Previous Records" 
by Sreeramaneni C. and Team. Anticipating a student's 
grade is crucial for placement decisions, prompting a 
focus on enhancing academic performance. This study 
employs supervised machine learning, specifically 
Bayesian classification algorithms, to predict student 
success based on academic and placement exam factors. 
The challenge lies in selecting the most effective 
algorithm among various classification strategies. 
Through probabilistic approaches, this research aims to 
contribute to improving students' academic outcomes 
and aiding placement decisions by identifying optimal 
solutions within the dataset [5].

"A comparative study on student performance prediction 
using machine learning" by Yawen C. and Linbo Z. 
As educational data burgeons alongside technological 
advancements, deriving meaningful insights becomes 

anchored in its proven track record and adaptability to 
diverse data structures [6], [9], [19].

K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN)

KNN, a non-parametric and versatile algorithm, uses 
the principle of proximity. Its predictive prowess 
stems from the assumption that similar data points are 
likely to share common characteristics. In the context 
of academic performance prediction, KNN leverages 
the similarity between students to forecast their future 
outcomes. The inclusion of KNN in our ensemble 
model seeks to harness the strengths of instance-based 
learning, offering a complementary perspective to SVM 
[6], [9], [17].

XGBoost

XGBoost, an ensemble learning algorithm based on 
gradient boosting, represents a pivotal inclusion in this 
study. Acknowledged for its exceptional predictive 
accuracy and efficiency, XGBoost iteratively refines 
weak models to form a robust and accurate predictive 
model. Its adaptability to various data types, feature 
importance analysis, and efficient handling of missing 
data make XGBoost a natural choice for bolstering the 
predictive capabilities of SVM and KNN [12].

The subsequent sections of this research will delve 
into the methodological intricacies, including 
dataset characteristics, hyper parameter tuning, and 
comprehensive feature selection. The amalgamation of 
these state-of-the-art algorithms is poised not only to 
enhance the accuracy of student performance prediction 
but also to contribute substantially to the discourse on 
educational predictive modelling [12].

RELATED WORK IN PERFORMANCE 
PREDICTION MODEL
"A Survey of Data Mining Methods for Early Prediction 
of Students' Performance" by Hibah Q. A. and Shili H. 
Explore the landscape of early student performance 
prediction through a comprehensive survey. Delve 
into recent data mining techniques—SVM, ML, 
Neural Network, GBT, and KNN—highlighting their 
applications and effectiveness attributes. This paper 
aims to offer a concise overview of advancements, 
focusing on methods' utilization and impact on the data 
mining process [1].
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challenging for researchers. This paper delves into the 
realm of educational data mining, specifically exploring 
the  machine learning efficacy in predicting student 
performance across various educational data types. 
The experimental results underscore Random Forest's 
superior generality, with Decision Tree and Artificial 
Neural Network proving viable options for student 
performance prediction [6].

The surveyed papers collectively explore diverse 
methodologies for predicting students' academic 
performance. While covering data mining techniques, 
supervised learning, and ensemble models, the studies 
emphasize the significance of factors like background, 
social activities, and coursework. Notable models like 
Support Vector Machine, Decision Tree, and Random 
Forest are evaluated, showcasing varied effectiveness. 
These findings contribute valuable insights for 

creating robust predictive models. While XGBoost is 
not explicitly mentioned, its versatility and efficiency 
could be considered in future research to enhance the 
predictive capabilities in student performance analysis.

Proposed System

The proposed system adopts a holistic approach, 
leveraging a synergistic blend of advanced machine 
learning algorithms – Support Vector Machine (SVM),  
XGBoost and K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN)– to create 
an ensemble model for predicting student academic 
performance. This ensemble aims to harness the unique 
strengths of each algorithm, ensuring a more robust 
and accurate predictive framework. Below table1 
shows what feature category we are considering for the 
predictive model [1], [2], [4], [7],[8], [9],[10] [11], [13], 
[14], [15], [16], [18], [20].

Table 1: Features will use in Predictive Model

Feature Category Academic Features Socio-economic Features

Past Academic Performance Overall GPA, Subject-specific 
Performance, Course Difficulty, Thesis/

Project Involvement

Consistency, Attendance Patterns, 
Extracurricular Academic Initiatives

Study Habits Study Time, Research Engagement Learning Approaches

Course-specific Metrics Number of Courses, Thesis/Project Load

Extracurricular Activities Conference Participation, Publication 
Record, Research Projects

Academic Club Involvement, 
Professional Certifications

Socio-economic Background Parental Occupations, Commute Time Family Size, Parental Cohabitation 
Status, Urban/Rural Residence, 

Financial Support Sources

Demographic Information Gender, Age Relationship Status, Family 
Relationships

Lifestyle Factors Health and Wellness Habits, Work-Study 
Balance

Housing Situation, Internet Access, 
Cultural Engagement

Institutional Factors Institutional Reputation, Program Choice, 
Academic Advising Satisfaction

Participation in Workshops, Career 
Counselling Sessions

Data Collection

Comprehensive data collection involves a multi-faceted 
approach. Surveys and interviews will be conducted 
to capture subjective elements such as parental job 
satisfaction. Collaboration with academic departments 
will facilitate the acquisition of detailed attendance 
records and extracurricular engagement data.

Feature Engineering and Selection

The expanded feature set undergoes meticulous 
engineering, including feature scaling and normalization 
to ensure equitable contributions. Feature importance 
analyses guide the selection process, considering 
the distinctive strengths of each algorithm within the 
ensemble.
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CONCLUSION
In concluding our investigation into predictive 
modelling for student performance, the ensemble of 
Support Vector Machine (SVM), K-Nearest Neighbor 
(KNN), and XGBoost emerges as a dynamic and robust 
approach. This study transcends the conventional 
boundaries of predictive analytics by seamlessly 
integrating traditional and advanced methodologies. 
Our model's significance lies not only in its capacity 
to forecast academic outcomes accurately but in its 
potential to unearth hidden patterns within the intricate 
tapestry of student life. By incorporating socio-
economic factors alongside academic metrics, we delve 
into a holistic understanding of performance drivers.

As educators grapple with the challenge of guiding 
diverse student populations toward success, our 
ensemble model becomes a valuable ally. Its predictive 
precision equips educational institutions with the 
foresight needed for timely interventions, while its 
interpretability fosters a nuanced comprehension of the 
myriad factors shaping student trajectories.
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ABSTRACT
The automobile has become a fundamental mode of transportation, and imagining a world without it is nearly 
impossible. Heavy-duty vehicles play a crucial role in transporting goods across countries and states, carrying 
significant loads of goods and passengers. However, exceeding the maximum weight limit can lead to disasters. 
To mitigate this risk, it is essential to thoroughly analyze all vehicle components. In this project, a cabin mount 
bracket undergoes analysis of its finite element loading conditions. A Three- Dimensional model of the bracket 
is generated using Catia v5 software, and FEA static structural analysis is conducted to identify potential failures 
under applied boundary conditions. Subsequently, FEA iterations are optimized to reduce stress, thereby enhancing 
the strength   while   retaining   the   same   material composition.

KEYWORDS : Cabin mounting, Topology optimization, Mounting bracket.

INTRODUCTION

In today's automotive industry, weight reduction is 
essential for fuel economy and emission control. 

Engineers face the challenge of finding better materials 
or optimizing existing designs. Evolutionary Structural 
Optimization (ESO) method is employed to optimize 
the bracket, aiming for mass reduction and minimal 
compliance. ANSYS tool is utilized for topology 
optimization, considering static structural analysis, 
fatigue, safety factor, and modal analysis. The optimized 
topology is achieved by compromising parameters like 
strength, minimum natural frequency, and fatigue safety 
factor.

In the automotive context, a vehicle consists of two 
major components: the Body and the Chassis. The 
Chassis serves as the main structure, containing all 
essential units to propel the vehicle. The Body, bolted to 
the Chassis, forms the super-structure of the vehicle. The 
floor of the cabin, typically a flat sheet of thin material, 
must handle various loads from different directions to 
ensure a comfortable and stable driving experience. The 
truck is composed of various well-operating assemblies, 

with particular emphasis on the cabin, which serves as 
a crucial area where both the driver and co-driver are 
positioned. The floor of the cabin bears their weight and 
must withstand various loads from different directions, 
ensuring a vibration-free and distraction-free driving 
experience. To achieve this, the floor panel, typically a 
thin and flexible material, needs to handle out-of-plane 
loads effectively.

The inclination towards tilting cabins as opposed to 
rigid ones is motivated by numerous benefits, such as 
simplified servicing, lowered weight, adaptability for 
design adjustments, and diminished vibrations. In the 
fiercely competitive automotive market, the imperative 
to streamline both time and cost in the product 
development process is paramount. Field tests, a costly 
phase, can be optimized by minimizing the number of 
prototypes used and streamlining the design iterations.

METHOD
Force for one bracket is 500+400 = 900kg

This force will be applied on upper open surface area of 
the conical cup vertically downwards.
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SOLUTION OR RESULT

Result Total Deformation

Table 2. Total deformation in all direction

Time [s] Minimum 
[mm]

Maximum 
[mm]

Average 
[mm]

1. 0. 0.10674 2.8843e-002

Figure 2. Total deformation

Figure 3. Von-Misses Strain

Result Von-Misses Stress

Table 3. Von-Misses Stress

Time [s] Minimum 
[MPa]

Maximum 
[MPa]

Average 
[MPa]

1. 1.7782e-003 192.45 14.635

Step 1 Material Selection for working Structural 
steel ASTM A36 grade

1. Take tracing of 2D drawing of any car cabin bracket 
model with standard dimensions available, and 
download.

2. Open CATIA software, select sketch tracer from 
shape designing, select the downloaded 2D drawing 
and extract all the views on required plane, using 
create an immersive sketch.

3. Now the importation part is over, after importation 
trace the sketch using free style section using 
desired plane. (tracing involves creating of spline 
on a 2D drawing).

4. Create nodes and join nodes using curvature.

5. Extract the area to surface,

6. Add material

7. Offset thick surface to the required value.

8. Convert to IGS or STP file for ANSYS import.

Figure 1. Catia v5 Cabin Mount Bracket of ISUZU Elf 
vehicle

Iteration 1
Table 1. Geometry importation & its Physical properties

Bounding Box

Length X 150. mm

Length Y 50. mm

Length Z 51.173 mm

Properties

Mass 0.63509 kg
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Figure 4. Von-Misses Stress

Figure 5. Fatigue factors of the part body at applied 
boundary condition a. Life, b. Damage, c. Safety d. 
Biaxiality Indication

After optimization

1. The scope was set to reduce the stress concentration 
factors form the parent section of the part body.

2. Optimized part was designed and solved for Static 
Factors to investigate that whether the redesigned 
part fails to hold up the force directing on the top 
surface of the bracket.

3. A Rectangular hollow block was designed using 
CATIA v5 software & Structural force were 
evaluated.

Details

Length X 153. mm

Length Y 50. mm

Length Z 66. mm

Properties

Mass 0.99485 kg

Iteration 2 redesigned modal or proposed modal of 
cabin Bracket

Figure 7. a. Boundary Condition b. Total Deformation 
Indication c. Von-Misses Strain & d. Von-Misses Stress
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CONCLUSION
FEA Static Structural Analysis had been successfully 
conducted on the Cabin Mount bracket for the self-load 
condition, to investigate the stress concentration factor 
& Material fora defined boundary condition. Finally, all 
the results were observed and noted down.

In iteration the proposed modal was solved for the 
Static condition, stress and deformation factors were 
more on the bracket for applied boundary Condition, 
so optimization strategy was used to reduce the Stress.

After optimization redesign proposed module was 
made, and then solved for the same. The stress induced 
was dropped to 82.08 MPa from 192.45 MPa. Mass of 
bracket was increased to 0.99485 kg due to addition of 
material.

Figure: a. Life b. damage c. safety d. Biaxiality

RESULT

Sl No Material Iteration 
Type

Type Total 
Deformation in 

mm

Strain Stress in 
MPa

Mass of 
bracketin 

Kg
1. Structural 

Steel
Parent Part Bracket 0.10674 0.0013138 192.45 0.63509

2. Structural 
Steel

Redesigned 
part 1 after 

optimization

Bracket 
Stress 

reduction

0.0061713 0.0004478 82.08 0.99485
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ABSTRACT
The performance of reinforced concrete (RC) bridges depends on the behaviour of the pier caps. The span ratio 
is one of the parameters that affect the pier cap's strength. The bigger span to smaller span of deck on either 
side of the pier cap is known as the span ratio. For the span ratio other than unity, there are chances of torsional 
moment occurring in pier cap in addition to bending and shear. The IRC code for RC designs does not provide 
recommendations for equivalent shear  for torsion in terms of span ratio. This study uses nonlinear finite element 
analysis to examine how the span ratio affects the behavior of the pier cap. This investigation revealed that as the 
span ratio increases, the pier cap's capacity decreases. The expression for equivalent shear in terms of span ratio 
was modelled parametrically using a finite element analysis programme.

KEYWORDS : Cantilever type pier cap, Span ratio, Effect of torsion, Equivalent shear and bending stresses, 
Finite element analysis, MidasFEA.

INTRODUCTION

The pier cap is a component of the substructure of 
a bridge that transfer load from super structure to 

Pier /foundation. Pier caps are available in multiple 
variations, and their application is determined by the 
geometry of the superstructure. Many times Geometric 
discontinuities in the bridge span cause variations 
in superstructure depth. T-shaped, Inverted T-Shape 
L-shaped  pier caps are utilized to account for the 
different depths of super structure. The bigger span to 
smaller span of deck on either side of the pier cap is 
known as the span ratio. For the span ratio other than 
unity, there are chances of torsion moment occurring in 
pier cap in addition to bending and shear. The present 
study aims at understanding the relationship between 
span ratio and torsion induced due to it in reinforced 
concrete cantilever type pier cap. Hence, concern is 
addressed in present study.

Need for Study on Torsion Design

Pier caps are more susceptible to failure during 
construction phase rather than working conditions. 
During construction phase, while placing the girders 
on pier cap, chances of eccentric loading are more due 
to different span ratios. This eccentric loading applies 
torsion on pier cap.  There are various failure modes 
of these pier caps, such as flexure failure, shear failure, 
bond failure. This study attempts to find effect of torsion 
on shear strength of pier cap. 

Ferguson (1964)[1] examined 36 bent cap specimens 
and offered design recommendations to improve these 
specimens' long-term performance and durability.

Frantz and Breen (1978) [2] studied 44 bent cap 
specimens and developed design guidelines for control 
the side face crack width. 

Senturk (2008) [3] investigated 6 pier cap specimens 
for influence of percentage of longitudinal, web 
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• The rigid interface created between steel plates and 
specimen.

Fig. 1 Numerical model

MATERIAL PROPERTIES
Properties of Concrete

The investigation to characterise the concrete made 
use of the total strain crack model for concrete. Table 
1 lists the fundamental macroscopic characteristics of 
the concrete.

Table 1: Properties of Concrete used in Models

S.no. fc(MPa) ft(MPa) Ec(MPa) μc

1 36.1 2.5 26000 0.2

Properties of Reinforcing Bars

The reinforcement is modeled using the uniaxial Elasto-
plastic stress-strain relationship with strain hardening 
response. Basic properties are as per Table 2.

S.no. f'y 
(MPa)

fus 
(MPa)

Es 
(MPa)

μc Remark

(MPa) (MPa)
1 468.5 768.5 200000 0.3 Tri-linear
2 441 707.5 200000 0.3 Tri-linear
3 419 488.4 200000 0.3 Tri-linear

LOADING AND BOUNDARY 
CONDITIONS
The model was simulated with transverse loading. For 
the model with transverse load, the load was applied at 
25 steps. It was maintained constant subsequently. Next, 
the displacement at the end of the beam was increased 

reinforcement, grade of concrete, grade of steel and a/d 
ratio on strength of pier cap. 

Bahrani. al. (2010) [4] studied the seismic response of 
multi-column bridge bent for different failure modes 
under cyclic loading.

RESEARCH SIGNIFICANCE
The current design procedure of Indian code for IRC 
designs do not provide design guidelines for torsion 
developed due to change in span ratio. It provides 
design guidelines for flexural dominating system not 
for shear dominating system. In present study, the effect 
on torsion due to span ratio is investigated numerically. 
It emphasized the modeling of the equivalent shear and 
equivalent bending moment of pier cap.

FINITE ELEMENT MODELING
The response of RC elements under static loading is 
influenced by the interaction of several factors. Since 
the experimental investigations involve cost and time, 
refined numerical simulations are essential to predict 
the performance of the pier cap. Hence, a finite element 
analysis was conducted.

Finite Element Model

Midas-FEA, a finite element analysis tool, enables 
nonlinear 3D analysis of reinforced concrete.  The 
general smeared crack model for concrete serves as the 
foundation for the material model. The reinforcement is 
modeled using the uniaxial Elasto-plastic stress-strain 
relationship with strain hardening response.

Finite Element Mesh

Concrete was discretized by three dimensional 
tetrahedral solid finite elements and the reinforcement 
by one dimensional two-noded bar elements. Only in 
the shear span zone ,where every element's side was 
100 mm in length, was a rather fine discretization 
employed due to the fact that adding more elements 
results in longer computation times and higher costs. A 
convergence study was conducted initially to select the 
mesh size.

The following points were considered in modeling the 
pier cap:

• All reinforcing and concrete elements exhibited a 
perfect bond.
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in steps. In each step, maximum number of iterations of 
500 and the tolerance for maximal allowable unbalanced 
force of 0.01% were specified.

One node was restrained in both the x and z directions, 
while all other nodes were restrained in the z direction, 
simulating pin support. The roller support was simulated 
by restraining all nodes by z direction.

Parametric Study

A total of 10 numerical models were studied 
incorporating various influencing parameters on the 
capacity of pier cap. Table 3 lists the models and their 
parameters. The parameters include: span ratio, depth 
of pier cap, strength of concrete, diameters and grades 
of flexural and shear reinforcement etc. The sub-
assemblages were investigated for the various modes 
of failure, viz. shear and flexural failure. However, 
the main emphasis was on the computation of the 
empirical equations for equivalent shear and equivalent 
bending moment of pier cap failed in shear-flexure. The 
methodology of the computation is described next.

Calculation of torsional shear

The torsional shear is defined as follows.

To develop an empirical expression for prediction of the 
torsional shear due to change in span ratio parametric 
study was carried out.

The pier cap's shear capability reduces when the deck 
slab's lengths vary on each side of it. The torsional shear 
is evaluated in terms of span ratio as follows,

Model for equivalent shear

The following equation is suggested for the equivalent 
shear strength of the pier cap subjected to torsion 
because of the span ratio based on regression analysis 
of the numerical findings. Therefore, the empirical 
expression for calculation of equivalent shear is given 
as follows,

 

Fig. 2. Variation of numerical to predicted values of 
torsional shear Correlation data
Correlation data
A comparison is made of the values of torsional shear 
from the numerical investigations (Vt observed) with 
the predicted values obtained using the proposed model 
(Vt predicted) as shown in Fig. 2. The comparison is 
made for a total of 10 specimens to verify the proposed 
expression for the torsional shear. A satisfactory 
correlation is observed in the results. From all results 
around 80% results fall within ±20% bound.

Fig. 3. Correlation of numerical to predicted torsional 
shear
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The nonlinear FEA software Midas-FEA is used to 
model reinforced concrete pier cap.The FE model has 
been used in a parametric study to analyze the behavior 
and pinpoint the key variables affecting the pier cap's 
torsion design. Regression analysis of the trends 
found in the parametric study was used to construct 
an expression for the equivalent shear and equivalent 
bending moment. The study's significant findings are 
listed below.
1. From numerical study it was observed that the effect 

of span ratio on capacity of pier cap is significant.
2. It was observed that torsion does not exist in span 

ratio 1.0, whereas it gradually increases from span 
ratio 1.0 to 3.0.

3. The capacity of pier cap reduces with increase in 
span ratio.

4. The expression of equivalent shear in terms of span 
ratio is proposed based on the results.
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Table 3: Description of Parameters used in Parametric Study
Sr. No. Model name fck

(MPa)
Flexural Reinforcement Distribution steel

fy 
(MPa)

Diameter of 
bar (mm)

fy
(MPa)

Diameter of 
bar (mm)

1 C_L1_S15_SR1.0

30 500 26.46 300 15

2 C_L1_S15_SR1.5
3 C_L1_S15_SR2.0
4 C_L1_S15_SR2.5
5 C_L1_S15_SR3.0
6 C_L1_S20_SR1.0

46.28 468.5 25 419 15

7 C_L1_S20_SR1.5
8 C_L1_S20_SR2.0
9 C_L1_S20_SR2.5
10 C_L1_S20_SR3.0

Table 4: Loads used in Parametric Study
Sr No. Set No. Model Name Span Ratio L1(m) L2(m) Load (kN)

P1 = P2 P1 = P2

1

1

C_L1_S15_SR1.0 1 15 15 1201.17 1201.17
2 C_L1_S15_SR1.5 1.5 15 10 1369.39 1032.86
3 C_L1_S15_SR2.0 2 15 7.5 1463.7 938.545
4 C_L1_S15_SR2.5 2.5 15 6 1548.74 853.505
5 C_L1_S15_SR3.0 3 15 5 1610 792.24
6

2

C_L1_S20_SR1.0 1 20 20 1509.62 1509.62
7 C_L1_S20_SR1.5 1.5 20 13.33 1718 1300
8 C_L1_S20_SR2.0 2 20 10 1831.25 1186.75
9 C_L1_S20_SR2.5 2.5 20 8 1905 1114
10 C_L1_S20_SR3.0 3 20 6.67 1962.55 1055.45
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ABSTRACT
The paper presents the outcomes of the experiment derived from the Racking load tests of masonry panels with 
and without openings subjected to lateral loads and the finite element modelling approach of these experimental 
results using finite element (FE) software, ANSYS[03]. However, the experimental data that is now accessible and 
required to calibrate the numerical modes determines the precision and effectiveness of these instruments. Once 
they have been adequately tested and calibrated using experimental data, numerical tools can be a very useful 
tool for simulating and extrapolating experimental results to different situations with lower time demands and 
financial costs. The reliability of the various finite element models is examined and compared with the results of 
the experiments and numerical simulations. Finally it was concluded that FEM software ANSYS can be used for 
the modeling of masonry's in-plane behavior with different boundary conditions, dimensions etc at a lower cost 
and time, without spending much on the laboratory experiments.

KEYWORDS : Masonry, Modelling, Racking load test, Finite element method.
INTRODUCTION

Masonry structures are a major part of the vast 
traditional heritage that is still standing in many 

nations. Many of these brick buildings have withstood 
the effects of seismic activity without suffering any 
damage, despite the fact that they are thought to be weak 
against earthquake loading. One of the most important 
criteria for assessing the capacity of masonry buildings 
is understanding how unreinforced masonry (URM) 
behaves in shear [05]. Shear failure of masonry walls is a 
risky way for masonry constructions to fail, particularly 
during seismic activity. The masonry wall's shape, 
boundary circumstances, vertical load magnitude, and, 
finally, the properties of the  interface bond between the 
bricks or stones and mortar determine the resistance 
mechanism in shear. The primary findings from a 
comprehensive experimental program to investigate the 
shear strength of brickwork under lateral stresses are 
presented in this publication. Shear tests are predicted 
by the experimental investigation for walls with [02]and 
without openings. Rectangular section walls subjected 

to inplane loading are often designed to replicate the   
real-world loading circumstances that the walls would 
experience. 

Regretfully, the rectangular wall piece intended for 
the shear test will almost always breaks intension first, 
then  in shear as the entire section will not be able to 
withstand shear, a modified T-section was employed in 
the experimental study to ensure that shear, rather than 
tension, would cause the failure. We    compare and talk 
about the outcomes of shear tests conducted on walls. 
In order to compare theoretical displacements with the 
experimental load-deflection relationship, a theoretical 
linear analysis of tested walls using the Finite Element 
Method is finally conducted [04].

Mechanical Properties of the Constituents

In order to simulate a desired behavior, the experimental 
evaluation of the constituents' mechanical parameters 
aims to determine the values of a few practical 
parameters that a finite element model can use right 
away in commercial software. The most important 
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Figure 1. Set-up for Racking Load Test

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The unreinforced panel-1 presents a diagonal crack 
failure developed through the mortar joints and ended 
up at the last brick, whereas panel-2 developed diagonal 
cracks in the mortar joints and propagated till the bottom 
end of the wall. However panel-1 (O-1) , with opening 
consisting of lintel band only on top of the opening 
failed in the form of diagonal cracks propagating from 
the brick course till the course just below the lintel band 
and there was a crack at the corner of the opening in the 
horizontal direction at the other end and the panel-2 (O-
2) with opening with lintel band at the entire length of 
the wall, cracked took at the corner of the brick course 
till the centre of the opening and further the cracks could 
not propagate till the entire length of the opening. The 
failure load, shear stress and deflection are summarized 
in the Table 2.
Table 2. Racking load test results

Specimen Maximum 
Load (kN)

Shear 
Stress(MPa)

Deflection 
(mm)

Panel-1 18 0.18 1.18
Panel-2 20 0.2 0.955

Panel-O-1 10.8 0.09 0.858
Panel-O-2 16.8 0.14 0.874

Finite element modelling of the behaviour of 
masonry panels
The primary objective is to use commercial finite 
element software, ANSYS, to evaluate the stress and 
deformation of the panels with and without opening 
while accounting for the linear behavior of the masonry. 
Bricks and mortar are taken into separate consideration 
when modeling the unreinforced masonry in detail. 

parameters required as input for the numerical study are 
modulus of elasticity and Poisson’s ratio of both brick 
and mortar. Therefore the elastic moduli of bricks was 
determined from the stress-strain plot obtained when 
the bricks were subjected to uniform load and noting 
down the corresponding deflection in a compression 
testing machine. Similarly, elastic modulus of CM 1:6 
mortar was also determined. The Poisson’s ratio of the 
constituents was taken from [1]. The elastic modulus 
and Poisson’s ratio are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1. Mechanical properties of constituents

Property                 Bricks Mortar
Elastic Modulus       2480 16613
Poisson’s Ratio 0.06 0.22

EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
Masonry Panels Description

A series of four masonry T-shaped panels, out of which 
two panels without opening having nominal dimensions 
of  980 x 740 x 100 mm and 975 x 750x 100 mm, 
respectively were fabricated. Among the other two 
walls, one wall with dimensions of 1080 x 880 x 100 
mm with an opening size of 345 x 445 mm with a lintel 
band placed only at the top of the opening is casted and 
the fourth wall was casted with dimensions of 1090 x 
800 x 100 mm and opening of size 355 x 443 mm, with 
a lintel band placed along the entire length of the wall.

Experimental Set-up

In the present work brick masonry T-shaped walls are 
casted in stretcher bond with joint thickness of 10 mm, 
on a loading frame by laying 25.4 mm thick mortar at 
the bottom and 101.6 mm thick concrete layer is laid on 
the top of the wall for uniform distribution of load. To 
prevent the rotation of the panel, two vertical steel strips 
of size 25.4 mm wide and 3 mm thick are attached to the 
wall panel using steel screws, on one of the sides where 
the load is applied. Angle section is placed at the top 
and attached to the wall using two steel 10 mm diameter 
threaded bars. Load is applied at the top of the first brick 
course using a 250 kN jack and proving ring readings 
are noted down along with corresponding deflection 
using a dail gauge. The test set up is as shown in Fig 1. 
The experimental results are summarized below, which 
are used to simulate in the FEM software ANSYS.
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Using four noded quadrilateral standard elements with 
two degrees of freedom per node, a 2-D plane stress 
modeling is investigated [01]. The proportional sizes 
of the mortar and units determine the mesh size. The 
components that simulate brick and mortar are all the 
same size. Convergence is achieved by merging the 
nodes. This model provides a reasonably accurate 
representation of how the masonry panels behave. The 
geometrical configuration and the boundary conditions 
are identical to the real ones. The contour plots showing 
the deformation of the panels in the software ANSYS 
are shown in Fig. 2 for panel-1 (without opening),  Fig. 
3 for panel-2 (without opening), Fig. 4 panel-3 (with 
opening + lintel band only on top) and Fig. 5 (with 
opening + lintel band entirely).

Figure 2. Deformation contour plot-FEM analysis 
(Panel-1)

Figure 3. Deformation contour plot-FEM analysis 
(Panel-2)

Figure 4.  Deformation contour plot-FEM analysis 
(Panel-O-1)

Figure 5. Deformation contour plot-FEM analysis 
(Panel-O-2)

RESULTS
The experimental results showed that the shear strength 
of wall with opening is half that of wall without opening. 
Increase in shear strength by providing lintel band 
throughout the length of the wall was comparatively 
higher than the opening with lintel band only at the top. 
The deformation contours of the simulation of results in 
numerical modelling also showed results that were very 
closer to the experimental results. 

CONCLUSION
This paper explains the merging of experimental and 
numerical results obtained from the Racking load tests of 
masonry panels with and without openings subjected to 
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lateral loads and. The commercial software ANSYS used 
simulated results which are closer to the experimental 
values. Hence, it is concluded that, FEM software can 
be used for the masonry's in-plane behavior simulation 
with different boundary conditions, dimensions etc at 
a lower cost and time, without spending much on the 
laboratory experiments.
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ABSTRACT
Water hardness assessment is a crucial aspect of evaluating water quality for diverse industrial and domestic 
applications. In this research, we employed a Plastic Optical Fiber (POF) as a sensing probe to quantify water 
hardness, in solutions featuring varying molar concentrations of dissolved salts. Employing a laser source emitting 
a wavelength of 650 nm, we measured the light intensity of an optical fiber, while immersed in the test water 
samples. Our study leverages a graphical method to determine water hardness, extending its application to assess 
unknown samples sourced from both tap water and borewell water. The conducted experiments elucidate variations 
in light intensity attributed to the increasing refractive index of water samples corresponding to rising hardness 
levels, resulting in amplified light transmission through the POF. Rigorous validation of the obtained results was 
executed against standard hardness measurements obtained using EDTA, establishing confidence in the reliability 
of the proposed optical fiber-based methodology.

KEYWORDS : Water hardness, Plastic optical fiber, EDTA.

INTRODUCTION

Water hardness, linked to calcium and magnesium 
ions, is a critical water quality parameter with 

implications for industry, residential use and the 
environment [1,2]. Traditional methods like soap 
titration face limitations in distinguishing calcium 
and magnesium ions [3]. Modern approaches, 
such as complexometric titration with EDTA, 
spectrophotometry, ion chromatography and atomic 
absorption, aim to overcome these limitations [1]. 
However, these methods often face challenges like 
complex detection procedures and reduced measurement 
precision. In the last decade, fiber-optic sensors have 
gained prominence, surpassing conventional sensors 
due to inherent qualities in optical fibers-enhanced 
sensitivity, rapid responsiveness and robust anti-
interference capabilities [4]. These sensors excel in 
measuring parameters under demanding conditions 
where traditional electrical sensors find limitations 

[5]. Optical fibers have successfully measured diverse 
parameters, including temperature, refractive index, 
humidity, gas concentration [6], soil moisture [7], 
salinity [4,8], pH [9], alcohol concentration [10] and 
dynamically monitoring temperature and water level 
[11]. Optical fiber sensors offer cost-effectiveness, easy 
fabrication, a wide measurement range, high sensitivity 
and computer/microcontroller connectivity [4], 
enabling flexible deployment in diverse environments 
for water quality measurements [12, 13]. Previous 
studies employed complex methods, such as coating 
the fiber probe with sol-gel or using multiple fibers, 
introducing complications and limitations [4].

This study introduces a Plastic Optical Fiber (POF) probe 
in a straightforward experimental setup, emphasizing 
the change in light intensity measured by an Optical 
Photometer (OPM) when the POF interacts with water 
samples. The POF sensor, created with cladding and a 
partially removed protective cover, serves as the sensing 
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sample. Eric Pinet highlighted the advantages of optical 
fiber sensors, emphasizing the versatility of Fabry-
Pérot sensing technology, showcasing adaptability 
to measure various physical parameters [5]. Artur 
Dybko et al. introduced a multiparameter fiber optic 
probe integrating pH, temperature, and calcium ion 
sensors based on absorbance changes of reagents [15]. 
Supriya S. Patil and Arvind D. Shaligram presented 
a refractometric fiber optic sensor for water salinity 
detection [4], validating experimental results through 
MATLAB simulation. A. Arifin et al. explored plastic 
optical fiber for pH measurement, with the four-loop 
configuration demonstrating the highest efficiency [16]. 

These studies have demonstrated that optical fiber is not 
only cost effective but can also be used as a sensitive 
probe for measuring a variety of parameters that could 
affect light intensity transmitted through the fiber probe. 
We have used the two-loop configuration used by 
Arifin et al [16], instead of the four-loop configuration 
they have recommended, as the intensity was found 
to reduce with each loop. This configuration gave a 
measurable output with a linear correlation to hardness, 
as demonstrated in this paper.

EXPERIMENTAL

Materials

The light source employed in the experiment was 
a 650 nm red light laser. The photodetector had a 
wavelength detection range spanning from 400 to 
1100 nm and a power range of 50 W to 1 mW. The 
polymethyl methacrylate optical fiber itself had coat, 
cladding, and core diameters of 2.2 mm, 1.5 mm, and 
0.5 mm, respectively. The refractive indices of the core 
and cladding were recorded as n(core) = 1.492 and 
n(cladding) = 1.402, with a numerical aperture value of 
0.5. All chemicals used were of analytical grade.

Experimental set up

The experimental set up is illustrated in Figure 1. Laser 
input was connected to one end of the POF whereas 
the other end was connected to the Optical Photometer 
(OPM) having the photodetector. The system was 
supported in order to align the optics.

element for enhanced interaction with transmitted light. 
Two loop configurations are explored for improved 
characteristics, expanding power loss range, enhancing 
sensitivity and achieving better resolution, with the 
advantage of higher intensity compared to a four-loop 
configuration. The experiment involves transmitting 
light through the optical fiber, immersed in water 
solutions of varying salt concentrations to assess 
hardness. Changes in light intensity, influenced by 
sample absorption and scattering from dissolved salt 
particles, are measured. The resulting optical signal 
changes are detected by a photo detector and the 
intensity vs. hardness relationship is graphed. Unknown 
sample concentrations (tap water and borewell water) 
were determined from the fitted linear curve equation. 
The study validates determined hardness values against 
the EDTA titration method, showcasing the optical 
fiber-based approach's potential for simple and accurate 
water hardness quantification.

LITERATURE REVIEW

This literature review explores the historical context of 
water hardness determination, the evolution of methods, 
and the emerging role of innovative optical fiber-based 
approaches in quantifying water hardness.

Recent years have witnessed a surge in proposed 
methods for water hardness determination. 
Techniques such as complexometric titration with 
EDTA, spectrophotometry, ion chromatography and 
atomic absorption have been introduced, aiming to 
overcome the limitations of traditional methods [1]. 
However, these methods often present challenges, 
including complicated detection processes and lower 
measurement accuracy, necessitating the exploration 
of alternative approaches that offer simplicity and 
rapid response. Other traditional methods, such as soap 
titration, present limitations in accurately differentiating 
between calcium and magnesium ions, prompting the 
need for more sophisticated and accurate measurement 
techniques [3]. T. Bhattacharjee et al. [14] proposed 
an innovative sensor design using 3D printing to 
measure water hardness through visual observation of 
color changes and voltage fluctuations resulting from 
the interaction between calmagite and EDTA with the 
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Fig 1: Set up for optical measurement

Optical Measurement of Hardness of Water

Optical fiber measurements were carried out by using 
single and double loops, taking care to keep the radius 
of the loop above the critical radius (~2.6 microns) of 
the optical fiber. For both loop configurations, the loop 
diameter was kept constant at 5 cm with the loop angle 
at 105°. The length of the Polymer Optical Fiber used 
was 30 cm and the length of peel of POF was 1 cm 
respectively. Outer jacket of the fiber was removed at 
the apex of the loop to expose core and cladding directly 
to the hard water samples. 

The optical system was enclosed in a box to avoid the 
influence of ambient light. The exposed part of the loop 
was then introduced to the standard hard water samples 
ranging from 50 to 1000 ppm followed by the tap water 
and bore well water samples having unknown hardness 
to be measured. The light intensity was measured using 
OPM with single and double loop optical fiber. The 
hardness values obtained graphically were verified by 
the standard method of measurement of hardness of 
water using EDTA which was standardized by using 
Zinc Sulphate.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Intensity of light measures the hardness of water. 
The results of our experiment based on POF intensity 
measurements, using different configuration of loop and 
water samples for the Plastic Optical Fiber (POF), is 
shown in the Graph1.Intensity measurements carried out 
using single and double loop configuration for standard 
hard water samples showed similar correlated behavior. 
It was observed that intensity of light increased almost 
linearly with the hardness of water.

Double loop configuration was an optimum value 
selected as it exhibited better performance than the 
single loop configuration. 

The tap water and bore well water was tested for its 
intensity and the hardness of both the samples were 
predicted graphically using the two-loop configuration 
plot and the equation to the fitted line (Refer Graph 2).

Graph 1: For single and double loop configuration

Graph 2: For double loop for measuring hardness of tap 
and bore well water sample

It was observed that the determination of the hardness 
of water by intensity measurement and that of EDTA 
method were comparable for tap water and bore well 
water samples. The results are shown in Table 1.
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Table 1: Comparison of hardness of water measured 
using POF and EDTA method

Type of water 
sample

Hardness measured 
by light intensity 
through double 

loop optical fiber 
configuration

Hardness 
measured by 

EDTA method

Tap water 
sample

63.33 ppm 60.8 ppm

Bore well 
water sample

330 ppm 329.6 ppm

CONCLUSION
We have developed a simple method using a plastic 
optical fiber to assess water hardness. By measuring 
light intensity changes through the fiber as it interacts 
with varying concentrations of calcium salt in water 
solutions, we established a direct correlation between 
sensor output and water hardness in ppm. Our findings, 
validated against standard measurements using EDTA, 
demonstrate the reliability of this optical fiber-based 
approach for accurately calculating hardness levels in 
tap and bore well water samples.
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ABSTRACT
The Beam-Column Joint (BCJ) can be defined as an essential part of the column that transfers the forces at the 
ends of the members connected to it. The response of reinforced concrete frame structure resisting lateral load 
depends on the type of joint. Through nonlinear finite element analysis this study evaluates shear deformation, load 
displacement, and strength of a non-seismically detailed reinforced concrete interior and exterior concentric joint. 
Comparing the experimental and numerical results. Midas FEA, a finite element analysis tool is used.

KEYWORDS : Reinforced concrete, Beam-column joint, Exterior joint, Concentric joint, Interior joint.

INTRODUCTION

The research that is currently accessible and codal 
guidelines assess how the joint will behave 

when lateral loads operating on parts aligned in two 
orthogonal directions are taken into account [2]. 
Practically, it happens frequently that the lateral load-
resisting elements are not mutually orthogonal (Fig.1). 
In such cases, other elements (viz. beams, columns, 
etc.) are designed for the simultaneous effects by the 
method of superposing the demands, and the resultant 
demand is correlated with capacity in an element.   In 
the current code, bi-directional loading effect on joint 
shear behavior is not considered. Unlike beam and 
column, bi-directional loaded effect on the joint is 
resisted simultaneously by the same area of concrete. 
This will cause more distress in the joint due to the 
overlapping of the struts resisting two directional loads 
on beams from both faces. This effect is not considered 
in the current code of practice.

FINITE ELEMENTS MODELING
The technique of simulating the behavior of a part or 
assembly under specified conditions is known as finite 
element analysis (FEA) [5]. Experiments are expensive 

and time-consuming, and accurate numerical models 
are required to predict the performance of the joints. 

Figure1. Non-orthogonal Column

BI-DIRECTIONAL LOADING JOINT 
MECHANISM
The application of lateral load on the frame produces 
internal forces in the beams and columns. These forces 
introduce the external actions at the faces of a joint. 
This is explained as a free body diagram in Fig. 3.
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VALIDATION OF BI-DIRECTIONAL 
LOADING NUMERICAL MODEL
The validation of FEA was done by comparative result 
study of numerical and experimental.

Experimental Research

This part of the study is entirely taken from the work 
carried out by Zhenbao Li, et al. (2019) and represents 
the experimental work. The concentric sub-assemblages 
were analyzed.

Figure 4. Specimen Details (All dimensions are in mm)

Figure 2. Interior beam-column joint

Figure 3. Bi-directional loading joint mechanism.
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Configurations and Measures for Loading

The loading point is 225 mm from beam end. Axial 
load is applied at top of column. At four beam end same 
magnitude load applied. East side and West side load 
applied in opposite direction [7].

Figure 5. Bi-directional loading 

Comparative study of numerical and experimental results

The numerical results are compared with the 
experimental results based on following parameter.
1) Joint shear force.  
2) Beam end point load displacement
Bi-directional loading joint shear force     

The component of horizontal joint shear force at a 
certain load Vjh, calculated [1].
vjh = Tb – Vcol

= (Ast1 + Ast2) fs – Vcol

Table 1. Summary of comparative results

Experimental Numerical
Concrete strength, fc, 
(MPa)

29.65 29.65

Maximum force at beam 
end, Pb, (kN)

140 140

Maximum Joint Shear 
Force, Vjhmax (kN)

ES-WN

EN-WS

600

570

613.11

496.7

Maximum Resultant Joint 
Shear Force (kN)

   827.58 789.05

Displacement at beam end 
(mm)

EN    - 70

ES     - 65

WN - 70

WS   - 80

EN    - 61.78

ES     - 61.12

WN - 61.21

WS   - 74.38

VALIDATION OF UNI-DIRECTIONAL 
LOADING NUMERICAL MODEL
A sub-assemblage represents the component of a 
moment resisting frame (MRF) in between the inflection 
points of the end span beam in an intermediate floor, 
and of the exterior columns above and below the floor.

Figure 6 Exterior beam-column joint
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Figure 7. Sub-assemblage component

Experimental Investigation 

This part study is entirely taken from work carried by 
Mahajan (2009) represents the experimental work. The 
concentric sub-assemblages was analyzed.

Table 2. Details of Specimen

Beam

Width, bb, 
(mm)

200

Colu-
mn

Width, 
bc, (mm)

400

Depth, hb, 
(mm)

400 Depth, 
hc, (mm)

250

Top 
reinforcing 

bars

(4) 20 Ф 
and (2) 
16 Ф

Reinf-
orcing 
bars

(12) 20 
Ф

Bottom 
reinforcing 

bars

(2) 20 Ф 
and (1) 
16 Ф

Ties 4 legged 
8 Ф @ 

200 mm 
c/cStirrups 4 legged 

8 Ф @ 
150 mm 

c/c

Comparative study of numerical and experimental results

The numerical results are compared with the 
experimental results based on following parameters.

1) Joint shear force.  

2) Beam end point load displacement

Uni-directional loading joint shear force

At a certain load, the horizontal component of joint 
shear force, Vjh can be calculated [3,6].

vjh = Tb – Vcol

Table 3. Summary of comparative results

Experimental Numerical
Concrete strength, fc, 

(MPa)
39.8 39.8

Maximum force at beam 
end,  Pb, (kN)

152.3 152.3

Displacement at beam 
end corresponding to 

maximum  force, (mm)

17. 5 21. 32

Maximum Joint Shear 
Force Vjhmax (kN)

486.7 579.48

Figure 8. Load Vs Displacement

Figure 9. Deformation at top and bottom faces of the 
LVDTs 1 and 2
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Figure 10. The diagonal deformation at the mid-plane 
of the joint along tension and compression, difference 
between LVDTS 11-12 and 13-14

CONCLUSIONS
Following are the conclusions

1. The simulated and experimental results differ by 
9.31% of the beam end displacement and 4.65% of 
the joint resultant shear force under bidirectional 
loading.

2. The simulated and experimental results differ by 
17.91% of the beam end displacement and 16.01% 
of the joint resultant shear force under unidirectional 
loading.

3. Based on the numerical analysis, the FEA tool 
forecasts accurately behaviour of RC beam-column 
joint. 

4. Hence, midas FEA tool is selected.
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Medicinal Leaf Detection using Deep Learning Approaches
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ABSTRACT
Farmers and experts typically depend on visual examination to spot and classify plant diseases, yet this approach 
is slow, expensive, and susceptible to errors. This research delves into an innovative approach using image 
processing techniques for swift and precise automatic disease detection in plants. The study focuses on creating a 
model for plant disease identification by classifying leaf images using deep convolutional networks. Leveraging 
advancements in computer vision, this method has the potential to enhance agricultural practices and expand 
the application of computer vision in precision farming. The research outlines a comprehensive process, from 
collecting images to building a database, which agricultural specialists evaluate. A deep learning framework is 
employed to train a CNN tailored to accurately recognize various plant diseases based on a separately obtained 
database of leaves. The distinctiveness of this method is rooted in its simplicity: by combining healthy leaf and 
background images with various categories, the model can utilize deep CNN technology to differentiate between 
unhealthy leaves and their environment.

KEYWORDS : Plant disease, Deep learning, CNN, Medicinal leaf.

INTRODUCTION

The global economy relies significantly on agriculture, 
accounting for approximately 70% of the GDP in 

many nations. However, agricultural productivity can 
be severely impacted by plant diseases, leading to 
reduced output and compromised food quality. Among 
the widely recognized plants in both industrial and 
medical sectors today is the aloe vera, particularly the 
Arbore scent aloe Miller, also known as "candelabra 
Aloe." Originating from centralsouthern Africa, this 
plant enjoys popularity in foreign for its decorative and 
therapeutic properties [4]. This methodology has diverse 
applications spanning a spectrum of health issues, 
encompassing weight management, inflammatory 
conditions, diabetic conditions, cancer treatment, liver 
inflammation, inflammatory disorders of the bowel, 
elevated cholesterol levels, respiratory conditions, 
degeneration of joint cartilage, stomach ulcers, insect 
stings, elevated body temperature, overall health tonics, 
skin issues, hair problems, and skin sores induced by 
radiation. With a rich composition of more than 75 

distinct compounds, this versatile herb comprises 
essential elements including vitamins, enzymes, 
minerals, sugars, anthraquinones, and fatty acids [8].
Concerning fungal issues, anthracnose is identified in 
mature plants, manifesting initially on the underside 
of leaves. Seed-borne diseases like anthracnose can 
affect early and regular seeds, while soft rot is another 
fungal disease. Macrophomina phaseolina is a known 
fungus causing significant damage to crops during early 
flowering and vegetative growth stages. According to 
Muhammad, Nazeer, et al [1], pretrained architectures 
like AlexNet and VGG19 CNNs excel at extracting 
features with precise accuracy from provided data. 
Convolutional neural networks then select the best 
subset of these features, which are subsequently 
employed with various classifiers such as The suggested 
method includes validating the effectiveness of KNN, 
SVM, Probabilistic Neural Model, Vague Reasoning 
and ANN techniques. This validation is conducted 
using an internally generated dataset crafted in the 
enhancement procedure. In the work of Bhagat and 
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classification and deep feature selection, addressing 
noise reduction from acquired images through a non-
local image filter algorithm. Sánchez, Marta, et al [8], 
Emphasize the present pharmacological emphasis 
on aloe vera, particularly its anti-cancer attributes, 
protective effects on the skin and digestive system, and 
antibacterial properties. While clinical studies have been 
conducted on Aloe vera itself, isolated chemicals from 
it have not undergone suchtrials. The article calls for 
further exploration of the therapeutic impact of crucial 
metabolites in various diseases and human conditions. 
Uda, M. N. A., et al. [9], Discussing the global 
ramifications of blast infection in rice, induced by the 
fungal species Pyricularia oryzae, reveals significant 
losses in rice crops on a global scale. Researchers are 
investigating the potential use of herbal plants, including 
Aloe barbadensis miller, Kaffir lime, Clinacanthus 
nutans, and Ginger, for the treatment of plant diseases. 
Their primary focus is on assessing the antibacterial 
efficacy of these plants against Pyricularia oryzae, the 
culprit behind rice blast disease. Aziz, Sumair, et al. 
[10] introduce a computer vision framework explicitly 
designed for the recognition and classification of plant 
diseases. Their innovative system incorporates the 
extraction of LTriDP from diverse classes of images 
of botanical leaves. These extracted features adeptly 
capture unique information, subsequently employed for 
classification across multiclass SVM. The researchers 
conducted Tests using a Leaf dataset encompassing 5 
distinct classes.

METHOD
A system designed for the identification and diagnosis of 
diseases or infections in medicinal leaves encompasses 
multiple stages and Initiated by capturing images 
of medicinal plant leaves using cameras or similar 
devices, these images serve as the foundational data for 
subsequent analysis.

Image pre-processing involves techniques like 
distortion removal, Transforming color spaces, 
Trimming, and refinement, aiming to improve image 
quality for further examination. From these pre-
processed images, characteristics such as color, texture, 
and shape are extracted. Characteristics such as color 
moments, histograms, texture properties (such as 
contrast, homogeneity, variance, entropy), and shape 

Monu, et al [2], an efficient approach is presented for 
categorizing plant leaf as healthy or diseased and further 
detecting illnesses if they are found to be unhealthy. 
Their system relies on optimizing the Support Vector 
Machine using Grid Search methodology to build a 
classification system for identifying and categorizing 
plant diseases. This strategy promises benefits 
to farmers through a minimally computationally 
intensive approach for disease detection. Shruthi, U, 
V. Nagaveni, et al. [3] Outline a comprehensive system 
intended for the identification of plant diseases, and 
perform a comparative assessment of machine learning 
classification algorithms within this context. The paper 
compares five different machine-learning approaches 
for identifying plant diseases, where the Support 
Vector Machine classifier is frequently favored by 
many researchers for disease categorization compared 
to other classifiers. In their study, Froldi, Guglielmina, 
et al. [4], Demonstrate that the observed antiglycation 
and antiradical effects in methanol and hydroalcohol 
residues from leaves of Aloe arborescens are, in part, 
due to the existence of aloin and aloe-emodin. These 
extracts lack cytotoxicity, these anthraquinones exhibit 
mild negative effects on cell survival. In their study on 
proteomics[5]. The objective was to examine the impact 
of aloe barbadensis miller and its parts on mitigating 
diabetes in rats induced with streptozotocin. Across a 
three-week duration, distinct rat groups were given Aloe 
barbadensis miller infusion, carbohydrate segment, 
or peptide/polypeptide segment to assess their effects. 
These components played a role in returning the sugar 
and insulin quantity of diabetic rats to normal. Following 
the treatment, an analysis of the plasma proteome was 
performed. [6] mention the widespread use of aloe vera 
in the cosmetology industry and the need for controlled 
studies to ascertain its effectiveness. The article offers 
an overview of aloe vera, its characteristics, mode of 
action, and therapeutic applications in dermatology, 
emphasizing its historical use and contemporary 
applications. Muhammad, Nazeer, et al. [7] Suggest 
employing machine learning methods for identifying 
and categorizing diseases in leaves to distinguish 
between healthy and afflicted states. Various conditions, 
such as Rust in Aloe, Rot in Aloe, Black Rot in Apples, 
Rust in Apples, Rot in Apples, and Scab in Apples, 
were systematically classified. The study focused on 
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features like roundness, area, eccentricity, and concavity 
are regularly evaluated. Segmentation techniques 
are applied to distinguish relevant regions, such as 
plant parts or leaves, from background elements. The 
extracted features are employed within a classification 
module, utilizing machine learning algorithms, notably 
deep learning approaches, to categorize plant leaf 
images into healthy or diseased classes. Subsequently, 
the system identifies the presence of diseases or 
infections, generating reports or alerts detailing 
the type and severity of detected issues. Regular 
validation and refinement of the system's performance 
occur by comparing its outcomes against established 
datasets or expert diagnoses. This iterative process 
aims to improve the system's accuracy and reliability. 
Optionally, certain systems incorporate user-friendly 
interfaces facilitating easy interaction, enabling users 
to input images, review results, and access diagnostic 
information Both manual and automated approaches 
can accomplish this task through designated functions. 
Distortion removal during pre-processing enhances 
images, simplifying subsequent processing. Common 
pre-processing methods such as color space conversion, 
cropping, smoothing, and enhancement are widely 
utilized. The effectiveness of this module depends on 
the image quality. In uncontrolled environments with 
intricate backgrounds, cropping becomes especially 
crucial for optimal results. Classification: Classification 
holds significant importance in medicinal Identification 
of plant diseases systems, where the systems identifies 
plant diseases using images. In this context, classification 
involves categorizing plant leaf images according to 
detected infections. Initially, the classifier is trained 
using images from a set in the training process, which 
subsequently categorizes or identifies test set images. 
Researchers have investigated deep learning approaches 
for disease identification across various plant species.

Figure 1. System Architecture

RESULTS
The input consists of a Test Dataset comprising diverse 
test instances (TestDB-Lits []) 

Output: Instances with weights exceeding the threshold 
score in a HashMap, where the keys represent class 
labels and the values represent similarity weights. 

Step 1: For each test record, calculate the TestFeature(k) 
using the equation:

n

= ∑(.featureSet[A[i] … … . . A[n] TestDBLits ) 

m = 1

Step 2: Generate a feature vector, Extracted_
FeatureSetx[t...n], from TestFeature(m) using the 
function:

Extracted_FeatureSetx [t..n] = ∑n (t) testFeature (k) 

x = 1

Here, Extracted_FeatureSet_x[t] holds the extracted 
feature for each instance in the testing dataset.

Step 3: For each training instance, compute the 
TrainFeature(l) using the function:

trainFeature(l)

n

= ∑ (.featureSet [A[i]............. [A[n] TrainDBList

m = 1

Step 4: Generate a new feature vector, Extracted_
FeatureSet_Y[t \dots n], from TrainFeature(m) using 
the function:

Extracted_FeatureSet_Y[t……n] = ∑n (t) TrainFeature 
(l)

x = 1

Step 5: calculate each test record with the whole training 
dataset by calculating the weight: n 

Weight = calcSim (FeatureSetx || ∑ FeatureSety[y])

i = 1

Step 6: Return the weight, and create a HashMap with 
class labels and corresponding similarity weights 
for instances where the weight violates the specified 
threshold.
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CONCLUSION 
The model under consideration outlines several 
methodologies for feature extraction and selection 
through the utilization of CNN. In convolutional various 
heterogeneous features are extracted while in pooling 
nonessential features are eliminate before classification. 
Several experiments were conducted to determine 
the viability of the custom developed CNN model. A 
new plant disease database image has been generated, 
including over 3495 unique images from the Kaggle.
com. The proposed custom CNN can able to achieve 
higher accuracy and lower error rate than conventional 
deep learning and machine learning classifiers.
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ABSTRACT
In the current work, the green technique sol gel method with TiCl4 has been successfully used to produce TiO2 
nanoparticles. TiO2  nanoparticles were evaluated by spectroscopic methods, including TGA, FT-IR, XRD, SEM, 
and UV analysis. TiO2  nanoparticles obtained have anatase phase of 50 nm-sized crystalline. The diffraction 
patterns, which suggest small size and high purity with anatase TiO2 , is confirmed by the XRD pattern and 
FTIR.  The SEM image demonstrates the heavily agglomerated, spherically shaped TiO2 nanoparticles. The 
nanoparticle was used in organic synthesis as a unique, reusable catalyst. Synthesis of heterocyclic, biologically 
active derivatives of 3, 4-dihydropyrimidin-2(1H)-one/thiones (DHPM) is effective, solvent-less, and ultrasound-
assisted. The Ultrasound method benefits quick reaction time, and high yield.

KEYWORDS : Ultrasound-assisted, Solvent free green route, Catalyst recycling, Nanoparticle, DHPM.

INTRODUCTION

Nanomaterials, are materials with dimensions less 
than 100 nm, are used in a wide range of fields, 

including medicine, biotechnology, microbiology, 
pharmaceutics, chemistry, engineering, low-cost 
catalysts, cytotoxicity research, and more. They 
also have special chemical, physical, electrical, and 
mechanical capabilities [1-3]. These days, physical and 
chemical techniques like microwave [4], hydrothermal 
[5], solid-state [6], solution route method [7], sol-
gel [8], chemical phase decomposition vapour [9], 
solvothermal crystallization [10], ultrasonic irradiation 
and [11], and green synthesis method [12] are used to 
create metal and metal oxide nanoparticles. TiO2 is a 
semiconductor that finds use in pigments among other 
things [13], Sterilization materials, chemical sensors, 
antireflection coatings, optical filters, and catalysts 
[14–18]. High visible spectrum transmittance, a high 
refraction index, chemical stability, photocatalytic 
activity, and antibacterial activity are some of this 
material's other significant characteristics [19–21].

A class of heterocyclic compounds known as 
dihydropyrimidinones (DHPM) has a range of 
pharmacological characteristics, such as antioxidant, 
antiviral, antibacterial, and anti-inflammatory effects 
[22]. There have been several reports of synthetic 
procedures utilizing various Lewis acids to create 
dihydropyrimidinones [23]. The majority of chemists 
altered the original Biginelli reaction by substituting 
aldehydes and 1, 3 dicarbonyl compounds under varied 
reaction conditions and catalysts after Pietro Biginelli's 
1893 paper on the synthesis of DHPM.

The main goal of organic synthesis is the generation 
of several bond-forming transformations that enable 
the construction of many covalent bonds in a single 
process. As a result, fewer steps are needed to obtain the 
target molecules, meeting the efficiency and economy 
requirements of green route chemistry. The low yields 
of Biginelli's process for substituted aromatic and 
aliphatic aldehydes are a significant disadvantage. 
Dihydropyrimidinones (DHPMs) and their derivatives, 
including calcium channel blockers, neuropeptide 
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Synthesis of Dihydropyrimidinones

A combination of β-dicarbonyl compound (1 mmol), 
aldehyde (1 mmol), urea or thiourea (1.2 mmol), and 
TiO2 nano catalyst was placed in a round-bottom flask 
and subjected to ultrasonication at 45°C using 230 
V of power, (33 KHz of frequency, and 100 Watts of 
ultrasonic power). TLC was used to monitor the reaction 
and water was added to the mixture to eliminate any 
unreacted urea. The pure product was then obtained by 
filtering and washing with cold water. Products that are 
isolated are nearly 99% pure. The refined products were 
examined by mass spectrum analysis, NMR, and IR.

Scheme 2: Synthesis of DHPM’s using TiO2 nanoparticles

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
UV-Visible Characterization 

The UV-Vis absorption band of TiO2  nanoparticles is 
displayed in Fig.1. A notable, sharp absorption peak 
at 370 nm in the spectrum indicates anatase TiO2 
nanoparticles. A sharp peak suggests a smaller size for 
the nanoparticles.

Fig. 1 UV-Visible spectra of synthesized TiO2 particles

FTIR Characterization

The FTIR spectrum in Figure 2 displays a peak at 
about 1660 cm-1 that represents the O-H bond bending 
vibration and a broad absorption band at about 3480 
cm-1 that represents the stretching vibration. An elevated 

(NPY) antagonists, alpha antagonists, antiviral, 
antihypertensive, and anti-inflammatory properties, 
are well known for their pharmacological properties. 
In organic synthesis, solvent-free organic reactions 
have proven to be a helpful technique. As a result, 
there is room to improve yields and adjust reaction 
conditions. This reaction needs mild conditions, lower 
chemical loading, and shorter reaction durations. The 
novel developments are replacing catalysts with solid 
acid catalysts and environmentally toxic solvents 
with solvent-free conditions. This work describes a 
straightforward, environmentally friendly, and effective 
technique for synthesizing 3, 4-dihydropyrimidin-2-
(1H)-ones. 

EXPERIMENTAL

An Electro Thermal 9100 was used to determine the 
melting points of all the materials. Using DMSO-d6 
as a solvent, 1H NMR spectra were captured using a 
Bruker DRX-400 avance apparatus. All solvents and 
reagents were bought from Fluka, Merck, and other 
chemical companies, and they were all used without 
any additional purification.

Synthesis of TiO2 Nanoparticles

By hydrolyzing titanium tetrachloride (TiCl4) (0.01 
mol) in ethanol under nitrogen environment and 
adding oxalic acid (0.01 mol), TiO2 nanoparticles were 
obtained. Since the reaction is exothermic, the solution 
was maintained at 0°C in an ice-water bath while being 
constantly stirred. White fumes, most likely hydrogen 
chloride (HCl), were emitted throughout the mixing 
procedure since the pH of the solution is highly acidic 
and TiCl4 is hydrolyzing. In order to prevent nanoparticle 
aggregation, the reaction mixture was agitated up to 15 
minutes before being exposed to ultrasound radiation 
for 30 minutes The reaction mixture was then stirred for 
an additional hour at room temperature until a yellow-
colored solution of hydrated TiO2 particles was obtained 
was filtered.

Scheme 1: Synthesis of TiO2 nanoparticles
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peak at 1520 cm-1 arises from the stretching vibrations 
of Ti-O-Ti, whereas vibrations at 710 cm-1 indicate the 
anti-symmetric Ti-O-Ti mode of TiO2.

Fig. 2 FTIR of nano TiO2 particles

XRD Analysis

The TiO2 XRD pattern is shown in Fig. 3. TiO2 
diffraction pattern agrees well with the standard 
spectrum (JCPDS no. 84-1286) and fits well with the 
literature. Sharp diffraction pattern emerge, indicating 
that the produced nano TiO2 is tiny, highly pure, and 
crystallinity. The strong peaks around   25° and 48° 
indicate the presence of anatase phase TiO2 formation. 
The XRD reveals the predominant reflections between 
25° and 70° (2θ values), indicating an average size of 
40–50 nm for TiO2 nanoparticles.

Fig. 3 XRD pattern of nanoTiO2 particles

SEM Analysis

The SEM analysis of TiO2 nano particles shows surface 
morphology is as shown in Figure 4, reveals that the 
nanoparticles are strongly agglomerated and have a 
spherical morphology forming a cluster.

Fig. 4 SEM of nanoTiO2 particles

Thermal Stability 

The TiO2 nanoparticle TGA is displayed in Figure 5. At 
temperatures between 50 and 900°C, TiO2 nanoparticles 
do not decompose and stay stable in ambient air.

Fig. 5 TGA of nano TiO2 particles   

Catalyst Recycling

Using the same recycled catalyst, reaction between 
benzaldehyde, urea and ethyl acetoacetate was carried 
out several times until a significant yield was seen in 
the catalyst recycling test. The catalyst was filtered after 
each cycle and dry for at 90°C in the oven. The recycle 
catalyst exhibits the same activity no any structural 
changes as nano TiO2 is thermally stable.
Table 1. Solvent-free synthesis of Dihydropyrimidinones 
supported by nanoTiO2

Entry Aldehyde X Ultrasound M.P. 
(oC)

Time 
(min)

Yield 
(%)

1 C6H5 O 45 89 202-
204
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2 Ph CH = 
CH

O 41 90 230-
234

3 4-NO2-C6H5 O 60 80 234-
236

4 4 NMe2C6H4 O 35 90 256-
258

5 4 Cl-C6H4 O 47 86 211-
213

6 4-F-C6H4 O 40 88 180-
183

7 4-Br-C6H4 O 30 92 185-
187

8 2-Cl C6H4 O 40 86 214-
215

All products were characterized by IR, 1H NMR and 
LCMS

CONCLUSION
A simple and ecofriendly method for the synthesis of 
dihydropyrimidin-2-(1H)-ones using TiO2 nanoparticles 
as a heterogeneous and reusable nano catalyst. The 
present methodology provides cost-effective for the 
synthesis of these compounds and provides a number 
of benefits over the current approaches. This method 
provides cheap, easy to handle, readily available 
and non-toxic catalyst for the synthesis of DHPM. 
Methodology is easy to operate and follows the protocol 
of green chemistry.
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ABSTRACT
Research in the area of wireless network simulation is crucial. Numerous researchers are developing new wireless 
technologies and using simulation to test their new protocols, applications, etc. The system model is changed in 
[1] to account for both saturated and unsaturated traffic environments when analyzing MAC protocol behavior. 
A comprehensive simulation analysis is conducted to compute different metrics, including latency, throughput, 
and channel capacity, in order to investigate both game theoretical and non-game theoretic approaches. NS-2/3 
in particular was a discrete simulation tool used in this investigation. Working on such a tool gives one a great 
deal of perspective on the simulation process. This paper presents several case studies to illustrate the learning.  
Furthermore, there has been discussion on how to address these difficulties.

KEYWORDS : Cognitive radio, MAC protocol simulation modelling, Performance analysis.

INTRODUCTION

Wireless network performance is examined through 
testing, simulation, and/or analytical methods. A 

mathematical model is used to design the system, and 
from this model, an analytical solution to predict the 
system's characteristics can be found. Nevertheless, 
well-known in case of wireless ad hoc networks that 
their models are mathematically inflexible. Building 
actual test beds for predetermined setups that take into 
account features like mobility and testing area is an 
expensive or even impractical task.

As a result, simulation turned out to be a helpful 
tool where analytical methods are inappropriate and 
testing is impossible. In wired/wireless networks, 
for improvement and validation of new algorithms 
simulation tools are used. The use of simulation tools 
has the following advantages: lower costs, accessibility, 
and viability of testing large-scale networks [2].  

The goal of the simulator is to achieve “as real as 
possible” state in turn to achieve realistic output and thus 
flexible. Simulators have to cut short the data at some 
point, since it is impractical to consider and implement 
all the collected information of the real world. The data 
should be sufficient enough to give accurate results 
at the same time it should not be too much resulting 
in useless simulation with longer simulation time and 
making implementation time consuming.  

SIMULATION MODELLING

The steps in the simulation are as shown in fig. 1. 

1. To develop a model 

2. To create a simulation set-up 

3. To choose and collect the statistics

4. Visualization and analysis of the simulation results
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Wireless network simulators showcase special 
attributes and types. Every model has benefits 
and drawbacks, and every works best in particular 
circumstances. The specifications should be taken into 
consideration when selecting a simulator from the range 
of options. Researchers must consider the advantages 
and disadvantages of the programming languages in 
addition to the methodology.

Simulators for wireless networks display special 
capabilities and models. Each version has benefits and 
drawbacks, and each is suitable in certain circumstances. 
When choosing a simulator from the available tools, 
the resource of the requirements' use should be taken 
into consideration. Researchers need to keep in mind 
the benefits and drawbacks of various programming 
languages, the method used to push simulation, 
architecture that is item-oriented or component-based, 
the simulator's degree of complexity, the capabilities it 
can and cannot have, the use of parallel execution, the 
possibility of interacting with real nodes, and distinct 
format options.

If each wired or wireless node is defined as an object 
then it ensures complete independence in the network. It 
is easy to swap different protocols in new algorithms in 
object-oriented designs. Component based programming 
performs effectively with careful programming. Time 
constraints and the researcher’s goals decide inbuilt 
features to be used of a simulator. For example, a simple 
MAC protocol may be sufficient. On the other hand, if 
a high precision PHY layer is the requirement then ns-2 
along with extremely precise PHY layer is an obvious 
preference. Depending on how many nodes the network 
selection of the simulation tool is done. Sequential 
simulators are used for network of less than 1000 nodes. 
Parallel simulators are used for larger scales. Other 
than NS2 many non-commercial simulators lack good 
documentation. Commercial simulators may facilitate 
in case of troubles. Furthermore, they frequently support 
wide range of protocols, on the other hand open source 
provide full empowerment.

Cognitive Radio (CR) in Simulation 

CR network is a recent up-and-coming research area 
which helps in the enhancement of software defined 
radio. 

Figure 1: Steps involved in simulation

Discrete event simulation: In this scenario, the simulator 
keeps a track of a series of events looked after via way 
of means of the simulated time they have taken place. 
The simulator reads the queue, initiates new occasions, 
and processes each occasion.  Real-time simulation 
execution is not necessary. Discrete event simulation is 
typically employed to identify common sense flaws in 
the design, occasion collection, etc.

NS-2/3 and Related Work 

Network Simulator was first introduced in 1989 for the 
simulation of general networks. This is a discrete event 
simulator. C++ and OTcl are used to write the core and 
the majority of network protocol models. Simulation 
environment in addition to the choice of output data 
is created and controlled by OTcl. Due to packet level 
simulation, it is possible to get detailed results. Ns 2 
comes with many features: OSI layers is one of them, 
exclusive of two layers that is presentation and session. 
Implementation of large number of external protocols 
is also possible. With advantages come disadvantages 
also: Not suitable for sensor networks, cannot handle 
large number of nodes, lack of customization. 
"Compared to most wireless devices, the sensing 
hardware, energy models, MAC protocols, and packet 
format are different" [3]. 
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Features of Cognitive Radio are:

● Awareness of its environment and capabilities. 

● Changes its physical layer independently based on 
past experiences and the current surroundings. 

● Third, according to the cognitive cycle, CR 
performs complex adaptation strategies [4].

These characteristics enable the cognitive user to 
perceive changes in the spectrum environment and 
independently adjust the physical layer settings, for 
instance, to satisfy the users' requirements for QoS or 
to meet transmission power limitations. CR is gaining 
recognition because of its ability to increase the 
utilization of current fixed spectrum assigned by FCC 
among the new users.  

In this research the focus is on cognitive radio networks 
and improving its performance. As long as users don't 
interfere with primary users' use of the spectrum, the 
CRN allows its users to share idle spectrum.

Figure 2. Cognitive Radio Architecture [5]

In this model, authors have proposed two modifications 
in ns-2 module (especially in ns-2.31). First, change in 
routing protocol to support CR radio and second, MAC 
protocol with CR modification. On top of that authors 
have developed GUI to support TCL scripts. Modified 
modules need to be updated and integrated with current 
version of ns-2. Also, there are many flaws in modules 
that need to be fixed. Also, CR shall be independent 
of routing protocol. Many parameters are required to 
be integrated such as energy, noise floor, etc. Their 
proposed GUI is limited with options therefore in this 

paper the GUI module tool used is from [7].  Major 
limitations of this module are:

● Programming flaw

● Format flaw 

● Integration with new versions of ns-2

● Lack of proper documentation 

Another module used for the simulation is from [6]. 
Authors have proposed new module for CR based 
networks for Ns-3.17. However, their main changes are 
limited to CR PHY only. Their module is supporting 
very limited parameters to be included in experiment 
design. Still authors need to add more extensions of 
simulation.  This module is based on IEEE 802.22 
standard which is a superset of CR radio.

Figure 3. CR Module [6]

Case Study 

Following modelling items are selected for the 
experiments
Table 1: Modelling Items

Item Amount
Size of packet 1500 B

Protocol used for Routing DSR
Nodes 10 ~50

Simulation Time 10 s
Transmission Range 250 m

Receiving Range 550 m
Network topology 500~1000 X 500~1000
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To accomplish the aforementioned goals, ns-2 modules 
given by [5] & [6] are used. 

The tentative experiments designed have following 
scenarios:

● Ten random deployments 

● Twenty random deployments 

● Thirty random deployments 

● Forty random deployments 

● Fifty random deployments

TCL Script Generator Tool

Here the tool is used to create TCL scripts. This tool is 
taken from [7]. This tool is not only generating scenario 
file but also traffic file in one TCL script. This helps to 
reduce the efforts in handling the multiple files. Also, 
this is easy to use and helps the user with better GUI.

Figure 4. Running NSG2.1.Jar file

Figure 5. GUI Interface of NSG2.1Jar

Figure 6. Example in NSG2.1.jar

Benchmarks for Parameters: The simulation scenarios 
were compared using the following benchmarks. 
Additional benchmarks can be added as needed.

Throughput: The ratio of sent to received packets is 
known as throughput. This benchmark is crucial for 
assessing both the network's overall performance and 
that of individual nodes. Our goal is to increase the 
throughput as much as we can. It is also referred to as 
the quantity of packets transmitted in a specific amount 
of time in some literature. 

Delay:  In this case, the delay is regarded as end-to-
end. The time difference between when the packet was 
generated by the sender and when it was received by 
the recipient is known as the delay. To understand the 
network performance, this benchmark is crucial. A 
delay of more than 10% in actual time can be accepted 
if the QoS requirements are not strictly enforced. If the 
requirement is strict, though, the delay should be well 
within the allowed application limit. 

Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR): The proportion of 
packets generated by the source to packets received by 
the destination is known as PDR.  PDR ought to be as 
high as it gets. The analysis of the packet drop and its 
causes will be aided by this benchmark.

Jitter: Simply put, jitter refers to the variation in packet 
delay between two nodes. Put differently, jitter quantifies 
the variation in packet arrival times. This benchmark 
will aid in our comprehension of the dynamics of the 
networks. If the application is not QoS sensitive, this 
benchmark may not be helpful in many situations.
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Case Study 1 

Single Channel Simulation (IEEE 802.11) versus Game 
Based Simulation (IEEE 802.11)

In this work, various versions of ns-2, especially ns-
2.35 and ns-2.31, are used in order to meet following 
simulation objectives:

● Single Channel Simulation (IEEE 802.11)

● Game Based Simulation (IEEE 802.11)

Single Channel Simulation (IEEE 802.11): Here, 802.11 
is being used. The following results shown are obtained.

Table 2: Simulation results single channel

Game Based Simulation (IEEE 802.11): In this 
simulation set-up, a range of TCL scripts were used 
in NS-2.31 with our modifications. In this scenario 
game formulation was applied at MAC layer but for 
single channel. So as seen from table number 2 and 3 

throughput is dropped. Game based results are poor, the 
reason is most of the packets were lost in queue (It was 
single channel radio). In conclusion, using game-based 
solution with single channel for transmission might not 
be useful.  

Table 3: Simulation results game based

Case Study 2

Single channel simulation (IEEE 802.11) versus multi-
channel and game based model [1]

In this paper, Ns-2 [9], particularly ns-2.35 is used for 
investigational analysis. The experimentation takes 
into account one channel, cognitive radio based and 
game theory-based simulations based on parameters 
declared in table no.1. Proposed scheme is described 

with the help of flow chart shown in Fig. 7. In Fig. 7 
three strategies are defined; small (0-127), medium (0-
511) and large (0-1023). The node selects the value of 
contention window (CW) from the three approaches 
defined. Based on the strategy, every node changes its 
probability of transmission and node estimation. 

Our research required following simulation objectives:

● Single Channel 
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● Multi-Channel (CR) based 

● Game Based

First Single Channel Simulation: Using Single Channel 
Simulation, as an example, 802.11. The results are 
shown in Table No. 1 by running various TCL scripts 
in Ns-2.35.

Simulation of Multi-Channel Scenario: Considering 
multiple channels, the simulation was done with the 
help of numerous TCL scripts in Ns-2.35 with no 
modification. 

Third Game Based Simulation: In this simulation 
modified scenario was simulated using several modified 

TCL scripts in NS-2.35. 

Better outcomes are achieved when using a game-based 
strategy, as demonstrated in Table no. 4. The basis being 
number of collisions reduced hence resulting in reduced 
collision probability this is due to varying contention 
window sized probability. As a result, the performance 
is improved by 57%. However, as can be seen in Table 
5, multi-channel MAC and game-based multi-channel 
MAC show lower results for jitter and delay when 
compared to one channel MAC. The cause is; waiting 
time in case of multiple channels. This increases as more 
nodes in the network increase. As such, the suggested 
method is ineffective in terms of QoS.

Figure.7 Experimental Approach

Table 4: Modelling Items outcomes
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It can be seen from Table No. 4 that "game based Multi-
channel MAC" has a higher throughput than "single 
channel and multi-channel MAC."

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

From all results it has been clear that expected results 
from single channel (IEEE 802.11), are obtained; 
however not received any positive results for game-
based results. Results summarized in table 3 are not 
matching with the expectation. So, the analysis of our 
simulation model for the validity has been done. From 
the validation test it could not pin pointed the fault but 
few direction pointers were obtained for possible fault 
in our simulation model. 

Some of the possibilities are as follows:

● Reference Model [6] may have some inherent 
format problem, however could not be bench 
marked the performance in absence of enough 
reference material.

● Model might be working logical (That’s why we 
are able to run the different scenario files) but not 
with the captured data.

● Model program flow could have been one possibility 
of failure.

● May be some logical error in program flow with 
some sub-routines.

For any one of or all these reasons could not obtain a 
correct data. The work could not be carried further on 
models presented in [6,7] due to various problems and 
short comings as aforementioned. Therefore, decided 
to take a new approach of implementing CR capability 
through channel virtualization to answer our challenges 
in simulation models. 

Learning Lessons

Brief Summary of learning lessons are as follows:

1. In majority of the cases authors/researchers avoid 
the below and upper layers from their respective 
focused layer for simplicity. This may create over 
simplified scenario and many insights are missed.

2. Many assumptions are at abstract level which may 
lead to different and unexpected result.

3. Many times, data collections are not captured with 
enough time duration which may lead to wrong 
results.

4. Simulation results are needed to check thoroughly 
with statistical analysis.

5. It is a good practice to report the positive and 
negative results for scientific community 

6. Experiments design needs careful attention.

7. Various pitfalls at the different levels of simulations 
need to be studied and avoided.

8. Many CRWN Modules are only implemented at 
Phy layer which requires significant changes at 
upper layers

9. Different parameter and performance matrix need 
to be defined properly.

10. Many simulations runs and experiments are needed 
before coming to conclusion.      

A model with complete randomization can be developed 
but this approach is time consuming. Another approach 
on which the work is carried on is virtual multichannel 
model, this has been presented in ns-2. The results are 
encouraging and as per the expected one and have been 
discussed in case study 2.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a rigorous study on simulation modelling 
is carried out using discrete simulation tool NS-2/3. By 
validating the simulation model came to know a few 
unknown model flaws. 

This thorough simulation work gave many hindsights of 
the network. The focus here is on the various challenges 
faced while simulation modelling of Cognitive Radio. 
These resulted in multiple case studies which turned out 
to be a learning lesson. Thus hope that this study will 
help students/ researchers/ faculty to carry out wireless 
network simulation work.
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ABSTRACT
In this work we have presented a novel semi reversible watermarking technique in inverse tangent domain. Once 
pixel is transformed into inverse tangent domain, it becomes free to hide bits into it. Because of the rising expansion 
of digital media in last decades, utilizing watermarks became more important in many areas such as  image, music 
and video.  From property of inverse trigonometric function of tan, which is explained in the mathematical analysis 
below and converting it into real time domain, we came to know that, it can be used for watermarking applications. 
Proposed ITD method is less complex than frequency domain methods. It is based on inverse tangent hereafter 
named it as Inverse Tangent Domain (ITD) Watermarking. It is a semi reversible watermarking method as it gives 
exact similar extracted watermark which is not possible in existing spatial domain watermarking. Combination 
of proposed method with existing geometric transformation correction method  generates an evolution in the 
robustness of watermarking for geometric attack.  Robustness is compared based upon similarity in Normalized 
Correlation form which is improved in proposed ITD method. Proposed method proved to be better than any other 
traditional watermarking method.

KEYWORDS : Inverse tangent domain, Distortion correction, Geometric attack, Reversible watermarking, 
Robustness.
INTRODUCTION

WATERMARKING is perceptibly or imperceptibly 
altering a given song, video or image to embed 

a message. Since intermediary parties could no longer 
simply examine the watermark, security would be 
enhanced.

The benefit of spatial approaches is their ease of 
application to any image, independent of further 
processing. By altering the image's pixel values, a 
simple watermark contained within an image's spatial 
domain. The popular watermarking algorithms are 
implemented to evaluate PSNR values and Normalized 
Correlation. 

History of watermarking goes back upto 1953, 
William M. Tomberlin et al.[1] have presented United 
States Patent, System for sending and receiving 

entertainment programs with   codes. It was related 
to audio communication, and in 1954, Emil Frank 
Hembrooke, Muzac Corporation[2] applied for a patent 
on watermarking, which have proposed identification 
of sound and related signals, where he explained how 
to covertly incorporate an identity code into music. 
It is used for proving ownership.  In R. H. Baer’s 
system the audio signal using Morse code, encoded 
identification data at 1 kHz. Up to the beginning of the 
1980s, the system was in use [3]. However, Research 
on watermarking did not garner much attention until 
the 1990s.[4]. From 1990 to 2000 a considerable work 
has been done with different techniques. This work 
is dedicated to image watermarking for copyright 
protection. 

When Tirkel et al. [5] presented two methods for data 
hiding in digital images in 1994, the term "digital 
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domain and a recognized pattern into the spatial domain. 
In 2010, Chun-Hsien Chou and Kuo-Cheng Liu[21] 
have presented an optimized watermarking plan. It is 
presented for  color image. Without causing discernible 
distortion, it conceals watermark signals in the majority 
of distortion-tolerable signals inside the host image's 
three color channels. Mohmmad Awrangjeb et. al.[22] 
have presented geometric distortion correction. Global 
geometric distortion correction method using Invariant 
Centroid and geometric moments to know attack 
factor is presented.  Information like its size M×N, 
Invariant Centroid (IC), radius( r), and signs of moment 
GM1,0 and GM0,1 are used to understand attack factor. 
Bhupendra Ram [23] and Xingjun Wanget. Et. Al.[25] 
have presented Watermarking using Discrete Cosine 
Transform.  It improves PSNR (Peak Signal to Noise 
Ratio) and NC (Normalized Correlation).  Thitiporn 
Pramoun and Thumrongrat Amornraksa [24] have 
presented paper on enhanced image watermarking 
through impartial retrieval and pixel averaging. It also 
finds PSNR and NC of the image.

MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS 

In mathematics, trigonometric functions have inverse 
function as follows-

tan (tan-1x)=x ,………–∞ < x < ∞ 

The tangent and it’s inverse are reciprocals to each 
other. Their range behavior is also inverse. The domains 
of both functions have limitations because sometimes 
their ratios may have 0s in the denominator and their 
ranges become infinite. During embedding process, 
transform original pixel value p to p’ as given in (1).

p' = (p)          (1)

Where

p = Pixel value of original image  

p' = Transformed value of pixel 

p' is achieved by applying inverse tangent on p . It is 
neither a spatial domain nor a frequency domain. It is 
vaguely named as a inverse tangent domain values. 

Important observations of all transformed values are as 
follows:- 

watermarking" initially appeared. The manipulation of 
the pixel values' Least significant bit (LSB) served as the 
foundation for these techniques. Following this, the field 
of digital watermarking exploded. In 1996, Bender et.al.
[6], in 2000, Matthew Holliman and Nasir Memon[7] , 
in 2002, M. S. Sutaone, M.V. Khandare[8] and in 2012, 
Deepshikha Chopra et. al. [9] have proposed image 
LSB based watermarking and steganography. In 2013 
Dr. Rajendra Kanphade and Navnath Narawade have 
proposed pixel averaging based watermarking[10].   

In 2002, Akio Miyazaici and Akihiro Oicamoto[11] 
and in 2011 Rohit M. Thanki et al. [12] have proposed 
watermarking using correlation  methods (Comparison 
and Threshold based) for digital images and verified 
robustness of correlation-based watermarking. The 
de convolution technique is used to achieve the 
improvement. In 2004, Chun-Hsiang Huang and Ja-
Ling Wu[13] have proposed visible watermarking 
schemes, according to the contradictive specifications 
for the visible watermarking used today and Yang 
Zhao et. al.[14] have proposed watermarking for 
authentication and compression with dual domain. It is 
for cultural heritage images. It is an approach through 
the application of a framework for data hiding and 
digital watermarking.

In 2006, Chuhong Fei et al. [15] have proposed  new 
approach on analysis of secure watermark based 
authentication, called MSB-LSB decomposition 
which is more secure than original methods. 
Implementation efficiency and authentication 
distortion of the authentication code is investigated 
and Aggeliki Giakoumaki et. al. [16] have presented 
health information management using multiple image 
watermarking. In 2007, Sha Wang [17] have  presented 
an approach to evaluating the quality of images that uses 
digital watermarking. In 2009, T. Ramashri et al.[18] 
have proposed robust image watermarking algorithm 
employing sequences of decimals. Luiz Octavi Massat 
Kobayashi et  al.[19] have presented supplying 
genuineness and integrity in dicom pictures, a new 
method using crypto graphic means. Without sacrificing 
image quality, strengthening the connection between the 
picture and the details about its authenticity and integrity. 
Pei-Yu Lin et. al.[20] have proposed  a mechanism that 
incorporates an undetectable logo into the frequency 
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1) If p' = p , then domain is  (–∞,∞) within the range of 

2) All values are real values.

3) Here we process p' upto 4 decimal points. 

It is necessary to convert p' into integer value using  (2)

p'' = p' * 10000         (2)

Where p'' = ITD value in Integer form. 

These integer values are used for hiding data. Least 
Significant Bit substitution method is used to hide a 
data using (3) and (4). 

p''' = p'' + 1          (3)  

p''' = p''          (4) 

Where p''' = integer pixel values in inverse tangent 
domain.

If watermark bit is 1 and p'' is even then use (3) otherwise 
use (4) and if watermark bit is 0 and p^'' is even then use 
(4) otherwise use (3).

It is an integer value and must be brought back into 
original form of 4 decimal point.

xe = p'''/10000         (5)

Where

xe = ITD domain pixel values, up to 4 decimal point, 
changed due to insertion of watermark. 

Use (6) to convert into spatial domain pixels. By using 
spatial domain  pixels, an image is displayed, which is 
called as watermarked image.  

Pw = tan tan (xe)         (6)

Where Pw=Spatial domain watermarked image pixel 
values. 

During extraction, exact reverse process is carried out. 
Robustness of proposed method improves If it gets 
through  geometric distortion correction [22].  

Apply distortion correction to the watermarked image if 
there are any geometric distortions present, if not, apply 
it straight to extraction and restoration.. Recovered 8-bit 
grayscale image with watermark is the output. Every 
pixel of watermarked image is converted into ITD pixel 

value using (7).

xe = tan-1 (Pw)          (7)

Convert 4 decimal point ITD pixel value of xe, into 
integer pixel value using (8)

p''' = xe*10000          (8)

Get Least Significant Bit of every pixel p''', to form 
recovered water mark.  Convert integer pixel values 
into 4 decimal point value using (9).

q' = p'''/10000          (9)

Where q' =Inverse Tangent Domain pixel value upto 4 
decimal point of recovered image.

q = tan tan (q' )        (10)

Where q = Recovered image pixel value. It creates a 
recovered picture. It differs slightly from the original 
image. So we call it as semi reversible watermarking.

Further geometric distortion correction [22] is applicable 
to this method. It [22] improves robustness of proposed 
method.

Algorithm

Embedding Algorithm

Read original image 

Take Inverse Tangent of each pixel by using equation 
(1).

It becomes 512x512 Inverse Tangent domain pixel 
values

Multiply every value by 10000 that means use equation 
(2).

After multiplication, Only consider integer value of 
each pixel and curtail decimal values. 

Hide watermark in LSB of every pixel.

Divide every pixel value by 10000 means use equation 
(5). 

Apply Tangent to each pixel. That means take Tangent 
of above each pixel value using equation (6). It is 
watermarked image.

Extraction Algorithm

Read watermarked image 
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Take Inverse Tangent of each pixel by using equation 
(7).

It becomes 512x512 Inverse Tangent domain pixel 
values

Multiply every value by 10000 that means use equation 
(8).

After multiplication, get LSB of every pixel and form 
recovered watermark.

Only consider integer value of each pixel and curtail 
decimal values. 

Divide every pixel value by 10000 means use equation 
(9). 

Apply Tangent to each pixel. That means take Tangent 
of above each pixel value using equation (10). It is 
recovered original image.

Embedding capacity

Capacity of every method has a mathematical base. It 
is given in (11). Let MxN  is a size of image. Bpp is 
capacity in bpp.

       (11)

By using all pixels for embedding the watermark, 
maximum embedding capacity of  ITD method becomes 
1.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULT
Here experimental results are presented only for the 
512x512 Lena image. Table I compares and contrasts 
the recommended and current spatial domain methods 
based on quality and maximum embedding capacity.  

The results are displayed graphically in figure 1, 2, 3 
and perceptual result in 4. Graphical analysis is most 
effective graphical method of analyzing a result. Figure 
1 and 2 shows quality and maximum capacity of 
existing with proposed methods.  Figure 3 is an analysis 
comparing the Normalized Correlation of existing 
LSB, TBC, CBC, proposed PA (Pixel Averaging) and 
ITD methods for geometric attack with and without 
distortion correction at 0.0017 bpp capacity. We applied 
geometric attacks on the image. Sample attacks are 
rotation (100), scaling (1.1 and 2) and translation  
(10,10). We got results without distortion correction 

and improved result after applying spy pixel and size 
geometric distortion correction (SPSGDC). 

Table 2 shows robustness (similarity in NC) of current 
LSB, TBC, CBC, suggested PA and ITD methods at 
0.0017 bpp before and after applying spy pixel and size 
geometric distortion correction (SPSGDC) [22].

Figure 4 shows perceptual result of proposed ITD 
method. Figure 4[a] is actual image, figure4[b] is actual 
watermark, figure 4[c] is a watermarked image, figure 
4[d] is extracted watermark, figure 4[e] is recovered 
image and figure 4[f] is difference between actual image 
and recovered image. Difference image is not exactly 
black means The recovered image differs slightly 
from the source image. But watermark is same. Hence 
perceptually this method is semi reversible.

RESULT DISCUSSION

Table 1 shows that PSNR of LSB substitution method 
is 78.9 dBs PSNR to 0.0017 bpp capacity and 74.2 dBs 
to 0.014 bpp. Maximum embedding capacity of LSB 
substitution method is 262144 bits i.e.1 bpp. PSNR 
of threshold based correlation (TBC) is 62.9 dBs at 
0.0017 bpp capacity and 52.2 dBs at 0.014 bpp capacity. 
Maximum embedding capacity of TBC is 0.014 bpp.   
PSNR of comparison based correlation (CBC) is  44.7 
dBs at 0.0017 bpp and 0.014 bpp capacity. Maximum 
embedding capacity of comparison based correlation 
watermarking is 4096 bits i.e. 0.014 bpp. PSNR of 
proposed Pixel Averaging (PA) method is  64.87 dBs 
and 60.9 dBs at 0.0017 bpp and 0.014 bpp capacity. 
Maximum embedding capacity of proposed PA method 
is 131072 bits i.e. 0.50 bpp. PSNR of proposed Inverse 
Tangent Domain method is 74.35 dBs and 70.8 dBs 
at 0.0017 bpp and 0.014 bpp capacity. Maximum 
embedding capacity of proposed ITD method is 
262144 bits i.e. 1 bpp. Let us comment upon watermark 
similarity after geometric attack. Without distortion 
correction, similarity (NC) of LSB substitution method 
is around 0 to 0.69 for geometric attacks, while with 
distortion correction it is improved to 0.73 to 1.

Peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) is defined as  the ratio 
of the maximum possible power value  of a signal to the 
power of distorting noise that affects the quality of its 
representation.
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Table 1. PSNR  and  Maximum Embedding Capacity Comparison of Watermarking Methods (Lena Image of 512X512 
Size)

Methods PSNR(dBs) for different capacity in bpp Max Emb.
Capacity (bpp)

0.0017 0.0047 0.014 0.046 0.11 0.47 1
LSB (Least Significant 

Bit)
78.9 74.2 69.9 64.5 59 53 51.15 1

TBC (Threshold based 
correlation)

62.9 56.8 52.2 NA NA NA NA 0.014

CBC (Comparison 
Based Correlation)

44.7 44.7 44.7 NA NA NA NA 0.014

PrPA (Pixel Averaging) 64.87 60.9 55 51.14 45.46 38.7 NA 0.5
Pr.ITD (Inverse tangent 

Domain)
74.35 70.8 66 61 57.1 48.8 45.8 1

Fig. 1. PSNR Vs Capacity Comparison of different watermarking methods.
Table 2. Existing Robustness Analysis and Proposed Spatial Domain Watermarking Methods for Lena Image of 
512X512 Size.

Norm. Correlation between original 
and extracted Watermark

Norm. Correlation between original 
and extracted image

Method Geo. Attacks Without Distortion 
Correction

With Distortion 
Correction*

Without Distortion 
Correction

With Distortion 
Correction*

LSB (Least 
Significant Bit)

No Att 1 1 1 1
RA(900) 0.66 1 0.87 1
SA (2) 0.69 1 0.99 1
TA(10) 0.68 1 1 1

RA(100) 0 0.94 0.79 0.99
SA(1.1) 0.71 0.73 0.99 0.99

TBC (Threshold 
based correlation)

No. Att 0.8 0.8 1 1
RA(900) 0.68 0.8 0.87 1
SA (2) 0.76 0.8 0.9999 1
TA(10) 0.8 0.8 1 1

RA(100) 0.96 0.74 0.79 0.99
SA(1.1) 0.74 0.74 0.99 0.99
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CBC (Comparison 
Based 

Correlation)

No. Att 0.98 0.98 0.9999 0.9999

RA(900) 0.82 0.98 0.87 0.9999

SA (2) 0.96 0.98 0.99 0.9999

TA(10) 0.98 0.98 0.9999 0.9999

RA(100) 0.43 0.92 0.79 0.99

SA(1.1) 0.94 0.96 0.99 0.99

Pr.PA (Pixel 
Averaging)

No. Att 1 1 1 1

RA(900) 0.41 1 0.75 1

SA (2) 0.47 1 0.99 1

TA(10) 1 1 1 1

RA(100) NA 0.62 NA 0.99

SA(1.1) 0.46 0.5 0.99 0.99

Pr.ITD (Inverse 
tangent Domain)

No.Att 1 1 1 1

RA(900) 0.43 1 0.76 1

SA (2) 0.48 1 0.99 1

TA(10) 0.91 1 1 1

RA(100) 0.03 0.61 0.72 0.99

SA(1.1) 0.46 0.44 0.99 0.99

* Result after applying Spy Pixel and Size Geometric Distortion Correction

In Threshold Based Correlation method these values 
are 0.68 to 0.8 without distortion correction and 0.74 
to 0.80 with distortion correction. In comparison based 
correlation method, similarity (NC) is 0.43 to 0.98 
without distortion correction and 0.92 to 0.96 with 
distortion correction. In proposed pixel averaging 
method [10], similarity (NC) is 0 to 0.47 without and 
0.5 to1 with distortion correction. Similarity (NC) 
of proposed ITD is 0.03 to 0.91 without distortion 
correction and 0.44 to 1 with distortion correction. Table 
II shows that robustness of existing LSB substitution 
method is less, existing correlation method is better 
and proposed PA and proposed ITD methods are best 
without distortion correction. With distortion correction 
robustness of existing correlation method becomes 
good, existing LSB and PA method better and  proposed 
ITD method best.

Fig. 2.  Maximum Embedding Capacity (bpp) of different 
spatial domain watermarking methods

Abbreviations Used-LSB-Least Significant Bit 
substitution ,TBC-Threshold Based Correlation ,CBC-
Comparison Based Correlation, Pro.PA-Proposed 
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Pixel Averaging, Pro. ITD-Proposed Inverse Tangent 
Domain.

Normalized Correlation of LSB substitution method 
is around 0.79 to 1 and 0.99 to 1 without and with 
distortion correction.  In Threshold Based Correlation 
method these values are 0.79 to 1 without distortion 
correction and 0.99 to 1, with distortion correction. In 
comparison based correlation method, values are 0.79 
to 0.99 and 0.99 to 0.99 without and with proposed 
distortion correction. In proposed PA method image 
similarity (NC) is around 0 to 1 without distortion 
correction and 0.99 to 1 with distortion correction. In 
proposed ITD method image similarity is around 0.72 
to 1 without distortion correction and 0.99 to 1 with 
distortion correction.

Overall analysis of Table II and figure 4 shows that 
robustness of proposed ITD method is better. With 
distortion correction, LSB substitution, correlation 
techniques and proposed PA method becomes medium 
robust to geometric attack and still robustness of 
proposed ITD method is more. 

Above discussion is related to Lena image of 512x512 
size, otherwise mentioned.

Fig.3. Analysis of robustness (using Normalized 
Correlation) to geometric attacks between  recovered 
image and watermarked image

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE
As far as quality is concerned existing LSB and 
proposed ITD methods are very good candidate as 
compared to correlation method. Quality and capacity 
of the suggested ITD approach is superior to the 
current threshold and comparison based correlation. It 
is semi reversible watermarking method with NC=1, 

between original and extracted watermark, which is not 
possible in existing correlation method. Unlike rest of 
the methods, it do not needs a key. Last but not least 
proposed ITD technique is more reliable than existing 
LSB and correlation method.

(a)                               (b)                        (c)

(d)                               (e)                        (f)
Fig. 4 Perceptual outcome of the suggested ITD technique  
[a] 512x512 Actual Lena image [b] Actual watermark 
[c] image with watermark [d] Extracted watermark [e] 
Recovered image [f] Distinction between the recovered 
image and the actual image

Similarity is related to two things- (1) Similarities 
between the actual watermark and the extracted one (2) 
Original and recovered images. Higher the similarity, 
better is the method and robustness.  Table I and II 
shows that proposed inverse tangent domain method 
improves PSNR, embedding capacity and robustness 
against geometric attack as compared to existing spatial 
domain methods. Proposed method is combined with 
geometric distortion correction method  which improves 
robustness.

As a future scope, it is tested and presented for some 
images, which gives semi reversible watermarking but 
there may be few images to which proposed method 
may be completely reversible. There is a lot of future 
scope in inverse tangent as well as other domains.
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ABSTRACT
The rise of smart city strategies requires the development of efficient waste management systems. This paper 
presents IoT-based smart general dustbin with a lid-locking system using an ESP32 microcontroller. The process 
is to improve waste collection and treatment using advanced technology. The smart dustbin uses sensors to detect 
full of the dustbin and sends this information wirelessly to a central server. The ESP32 microcontroller has a Wi-Fi 
function and acts as the main control unit for data processing and communication. The lid closure system keeps 
the base closed when not in use, preventing spills and unauthorized access. An integrated IoT platform monitors 
multiple bins in real time, allowing waste management authorities to efficiently allocate resources and improve 
collection methods. Overall, this paper presents a new closed-door IoT-based solution for public smart waste. The 
integration of ESP32 microcontrollers and IoT technology has many advantages such as real-time monitoring, 
efficient waste collection, and improved public engagement.

KEYWORDS : Dustbin, ESP32, IoT.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the arrival of the IoT has revolutionized 
the manner we interact with ordinary gadgets, 

making them smarter and greater connected than ever 
before. One area where IoT technology has shown 
significant promise is in waste management systems 
[3]. Traditional public dustbins often suffer from issues 
like overflowing, improper waste segregation, and 
unhygienic conditions [5]. To address these challenges, 
this proposed system proposes the development of 
an IoT-based smart public dustbin with a lid-locking 
system, utilizing the ESP32 microcontroller. The smart 
public dustbin aims to optimize waste collection and  
management by incorporating real-time monitoring 
and automated lid locking. With IoT, system offers a 
range of benefits, including improved cleanliness, 
reduced manual intervention, and enhanced waste 
disposal practices [6]. Proposed system aims to design 
and implement an IoT-based smart public dustbin with 
a lid-locking system using the ESP32 microcontroller. 
By combining real-time monitoring and automated lid 
locking, this innovative solution offers a sustainable 
and efficient approach to public waste management [6]. 

The integration of IoT technology not only enhances 
convenience for users but also contributes to cleaner, 
greener, and smarter cities. Digital bins shows the 
amount of trash and may be set off by an alarm system 
to ensure garbage at right time [2]. There are hundreds 
of public dustbins obtainable that people use and are 
emptied in some days by way of the public government. 
Now the trouble is not all dustbins are overcrowded but 
waste collected vehicle waste the time though dustbins 
are not full or overflow. Another problem is that a few 
human beings add waste to the dustbin even though the 
dustbin is full. So the proposed system designs smart 
IoT dustbin.

Problem Statement

Some wastes produce uncomfortable smell which creates 
environmental pollution. Amount of fuel consumed 
by vehicles for garbage collection is more , also large 
amount of money wasted on it. Also requirement of 
man power to handle the garbage collection process, 
overflow of dustbins along roadsides improve the 
growth of different diseases and viruses. To overcome 
this issues proposed system design smart dustbin.
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T. Tamilselvi (2021) The paper proposes a GSM and 
GPS-enabled Smart Dustbin to manage the growing 
population's waste. The Proposed System uses a Gas 
Sensor to detect foul odours and an Ultrasonic Sensor 
to prevent rubbish overflow. Cleanliness and garbage 
can overflow prevention are aims. Improved solid waste 
management and environmental protection against trash 
overflows are achieved by real-time trash monitoring. 
S P Prakash, S Tamilselvan, M Abdullah3, R Ramesh 
(2022) Due to India's rapid urbanisation and population 
growth, waste management is tough. Insufficient staff 
and antiquated technologies have exacerbated waste 
collection and disposal concerns. The paper proposes 
an IoT-based smart garbage can solution. Digital 
bins display waste and may be set off by an alarm to 
guarantee timely collection. A central centre receives 
wireless data on waste  output at selected places as 
well as bin emptying efficiency. An intelligent waste 
collection approach using IoT containers with gas and 
level sensors is shown to work. A central data centre 
collects trash based on the model's waste, hazardous 
gas, temperature, and humidity readings.

METHODOLOGY
In this System, the main part is a controller that is an 
ESP32 Dev board. I will connect different peripherals to 
the ESP32. When first we turn on the Proposed System 
the system will automatically connect to the server. 
There are two input peripherals to the ESP32 that is 
Ultrasonic sensors which give the input signal to the 
controller with respect to the input signal the controller 
operates the output peripherals which are the GPS 
module, Led, and Motor [3]. When ultrasonic sensor 1 
detects the human near the dustbin it will give the signal 
to the controller. When the controller gets a signal from 
the ultrasonic sensor 1 the controller sends a signal to 
the Servo motor with respect to the signal the motor will 
actuate [4]. When once complete the motor operation 
ultrasonic sensor 2 automatically actuates and detects 
the level of the dustbin. With respect to the level, the 
sensor will send the signal to the controller with respect 
to the signal the controller indicates by the LED, if 
the dustbin is filled it will indicate by red LED also it 
will send the signal to the GPS module [8] and when 
modules get signal from the controller it will actuate 
its operation. Also after the dustbin is filled completely 
the lid of the dustbin is automatically locked and the 

LITERATURE REVIEW
S P Prakash, S Tamilselvan, M Abdullah3, R Ramesh 
(2022) Due to India's rapid urbanisation and population 
growth, waste management is tough. Insufficient 
staff and antiquated technologies have exacerbated 
waste collection and disposal concerns. The paper 
proposes an IoT-based smart garbage can solution. 
Digital bins display waste and may be set off by an 
alarm to guarantee timely collection. The proposed 
model outperforms standard methods in operational 
cost, pollution management, and rubbish collection. 
Chennai's municipal solid waste management can 
protect the environment using this technique. This 
Proposed System aims to create an intelligent garbage 
can to reduce pollution, inspired by the Swaach Bharat 
Mission. The group uses Arduino and ultrasonic sensors 
to create an intelligent garbage can management system. 
The microcontroller-based gadget opens the garbage 
can lid when the user is nearby to promote cleaning and 
wellbeing. The technology is designed to be affordable 
for all income levels. This shows the technology's 
social and commercial possibilities. In this group are 
Aakash Sharma, Mandeep Singh Chib, Akshat Sharma, 
Aditiya Partap Singh, Abhishek Gupta, and Vasundhra 
Gupta. (2021) Intelligent waste management solutions 
are needed with smart technology, especially in smart 
cities. Trash can overflows contaminate the air and 
attract disease-carrying insects. To improve smart 
buildings, colleges, hospitals, and bus stops, a smart 
garbage can is proposed. It contains a servomotor to 
open and close the garbage can lid, a photoelectric 
receptor (PIR) to assess its level, and an LED light 
to indicate fullness. The authors of the article are Dr. 
CR Manjunath, Ashmita Kumari Jha, Shaheen Sheikh, 
Aniket Mehta, and Sanjiban Chakraborty (2021). This 
research examines urban waste management to fix the 
current paradigm's problems of overflowing garbage 
cans, foul smells, health issues, and environmental 
damage. A Smart Waste Management System that 
tracks trash cans and garbage trucks using GPS is 
recommended. The method uses web applications and 
mobile phones to speed waste inspections and improve 
accountability and communication. Research shows 
that responsible organisations often miss biodegradable 
and non-biodegradable municipal solid waste. R. 
Prithiga, B. Rajapandian, K. Madhanamohan, and 
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access of the lid unlock has only authority so no one 
adds waste to the dustbin once it is full [7]. The waste 
level Status and location and the locking option we 
continuously monitored on the server [9].

HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION
Block Diagram

Proposed system using the different peripherals that 
interface with the ESP 32 Dev module which is the 
main controller of the Proposed System. Controller 
has inbuilt Wi-Fi facility that is used for sending data 
through the internet or a server so in this block diagram 
uses a power supply with 12-volt battery which is they 
provide the power to the System. Ultrasonic 1 Sensor 
is used for the detection the humans if anyone comes 
under the range of the ultrasonic one sensor the lid of 
the dustbin will automatically get open using the servo 
motor [4]. So here the left hand side of the ESP 32 Dev 
module as all are the input to the controller and the left 
hand side are the output devices or peripherals so here 
the ultrasonic 1 is used for the human detection purpose 
so whenever any human is come under the range of the 
ultrasonic 1 it's provide the signal to the ESP 32 Dev 
module and with respect to that the servo motor will get 
activate which is an output peripheral so the ultrasonic 
2 will automatically get activate and then check the 
garbage level of the dustbin and send the data to the 
ESP 32 Dev Module and the input side.

 

Figure 1. Block Diagram of Proposed System

The GPS module which will provide us a continuous 
live location of the dustbin and all that data send on 
the server using Wi-Fi. LED indicator are used for the 
different purposes so here we use different color of 
LED like red, yellow, green which indicate the different 
garbage level. Battery low led is used charging on LED 

which help us to indicate the different situations of the 
dustbin.

Schematic & Flowchart Diagram

                         (a)                                              (b)
Figure 2. a) Schematic of Proposed System, b) Flowchart 
of Proposed System

Schematic shown in Figure 2 a) is designed using 
Fritzing Software. Components Required for Propose 
System are ultrasonic sensor, ESP 32 Dev module, 
battery, servo motor, etc. Flowchart for the proposed 
system is as shown in Figure 2 b). Then the System 
starts GPS and Wi-Fi get initialize. It will check the 
internet connection of the system as well as the battery 
level of system. If low voltage is detected data will send 
to the server, so whenever the device is connected to 
the internet it will work forward otherwise it will check 
again the Wi-Fi settings. Then it continuously checks 
whether any person is near the dustbin. If it is detected 
by the ultrasonic sensor, then the next operation will be 
performed which is opening the lid. After sometime the 
lid will automatically get close and then it will check 
whether the dustbin is full or not. If it is full then it will 
lock the lid and send a notification to the server and if 
it is not full then it will indicate the level of the garbage 
and send that data to the server.

RESULT
 

(a)
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(b)
Figure 3. a) Physical Working Model of Proposed System 
b) Server Dashboard of Proposed System

Physical Working model of the Proposed System is 
shown in figure 3 a). Which is hardware implementation 
of it. Figure 3 b) shows the server Dashboard of 
System. This is server interface so that all the data from 
the dustbin will get on the server dashboard. GPS is 
added to get continuous location of the dustbin on the 
dashboard. Unlock access to the lid on that dashboard 
and the access of that dashboard is only to the concern 
authority.
Table 1. Comparison of existing and Proposed System

Refer-
ence

Contro-
ller Used

IoT 
Tech 

nology

Automa-
tic Lid 
Open/
Close

Garba-
ge 

Level 
Detec-

tion

Extra 
Function

[1] 2023 Arduino, 
ESP8266

Yes Yes Yes -

[2] 2022 Esp32 Yes No Yes Different 
Gases 

Monito-
ring

[3] 2020 Arduino Yes Yes Yes -

[4] 2020 Arduino Yes Yes Yes -

[5] 2021 Arduino No Yes No -

Propo-
sed 

System

Esp32 
Dev 

Module

Yes Yes Yes Location 
Monito-
ring Lid 
Locking

CONCLUSION
Proposed System is used for implementation of a Smart 
dustbin using an ESP32 Dev Module, GPS module, 
Servo Motor, and other components. The integration of 
ESP32 microcontrollers and IoT technology has many 
advantages such as real-time monitoring, efficient 
waste collection, and improved public engagement. The 
planning process holds great promise for developing 
smart cities, facilitating sustainable waste management, 
and creating clean and healthy cities.

FUTURE SCOPE
In the future society’s cleanness is a massive problem. 
So principle objective is to hold the level of cleanliness 
inside the metropolis and shape the surroundings that is 
higher for living. By means of using this device, we can 
test the extent of the storage, If a particular dustbin has 
reached the highest degree then the employees may be 
acknowledged and they can at once take positive moves 
to drain it as soon as feasible.
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ABSTRACT
Video surveillance systems heavily rely on the detection of suspicious events or human behavior which provides 
several benefits for surveillance and forensic identification, which not only improve security but also automate the 
investigation process and minimize the need for human intervention. This research presents a novel method named 
Adaptive deep Convolutional Neural Network (Adaptive-DCNN) for detecting suspicious activity in humans 
by combining adaptive parameters with sparrow search optimization. The goal of the approach is to improve 
surveillance systems' suspicious  activity detection effectiveness. By optimizing the CNN's parameters, the 
adaptive SSA makes it possible to make dynamic changes to the network's design that enhances feature extraction. 
This flexibility improves the model's capacity to identify minute trends that point to questionable behavior. The 
incorporation of AlexNet functionalities with the statistical and Histogram of Oriented Optical Flow (HOOF) 
features enhances the input data's depiction of intricate spatial hierarchies. The results demonstrate the accuracy, 
sensitivity, and specificity  for TP 90% are 95.67%, 90.76%, and 97.63% respectively. Experimental assessments 
show that the Adaptive-DCNN model outperforms conventional approaches in precisely detecting and categorizing 
unusual activities.

KEYWORDS : Adaptive deep convolutional neural network, Suspicious activity detection, AlexNet, Adaptive 
sparrow search algorithm, Surveillanc e systems.

INTRODUCTION

In light of the growing need for public safety and 
the prevalence of surveillance devices in public 

areas, it is imperative to create an automated system 
capable of tracking and identifying human behavior to 
trigger anomalous occasions. The primary actions that 
are shown on surveillance tapes regularly are called 
typical behaviors, and they are usually not alarming. 
Aside from routine operations, the most significant and 
difficult job for an intelligent video surveillance system 
is to locate and identify suspicious events, which are 
described as low-probability occurrences [6] [3] [7] 
[8]. Prediction- and reconstruction-based techniques 
have made considerable advancements in anomaly 
identification throughout time [2] [16] [4] [5].

In this research, the proposed method aims to detect 
human suspicious activity accurately. The Adaptive-
DCNN model consists of different phases, the key 
frame selection and ROI extraction which select the 
prominent key frames from the input. Person detection 
and tracking along with pose estimation is carried out 
in this research that is used to determine the movements 
of individuals in a frame. The statistical, HOOF, and 
Alexnet features are extracted from the frames, the 
Adaptive-DCNN classifier is used to detect suspicious 
activity and the hyperparameters are tuned using the 
adaptive sparrow search algorithm which enhances the 
detection accuracy of the model.

LITERATURE REVIEW
The literature review looks at trustworthy detection 
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research has various limitations such as high false alarm 
rates, difficulty in handling diverse scenarios, and the 
inability to adapt to evolving threats. The research 
tackles these limitations and develops a novel adaptive 
CNN model for suspicious activity detection. Initially, 
the video frames are collected from the  avenue 
database [9], and the collected data are subjected to 
the preprocessing stage, during preprocessing the 
specific key frames selection and ROI extraction are 
performed. The key frame selection process selects the 
appropriate frames which effectively isolates the frames 
and the person detection and tracking is to monitor the 
persons in the video frames. The process of image 
skeletonization is used to delineate the fundamental 
forms or objects in the frames. To ascertain the exact 
location and orientation of people in the video frames, 
posture estimation is also performed. This method 
includes estimating key body points. After doing these 
actions, the emphasis shifts to feature extraction which 
includes the extraction of HOOF features, AlexNet, and 
statistical feature computation. These characteristics 
are crucial inputs for a DCNN classifier that has been 
improved at detecting suspicious activity. The research 
uses an SSA method to adjust parameters, improving 
the accuracy of the classifier.

The block diagram of the adaptive DCNN suspicious 
activity detection model is depicted in Figure 1.

Figure 1; block diagram of the adaptive DCNN model

techniques and technologies that support public safety 
and crime prevention which also considers the benefits 
and drawbacks of previous research. Utku Görkem 
Ketenc et.al [1] introduced a suspicious activity 
detection model which is based on time-frequency. 
The research made use of time-frequency features, 
which improve the model's detection capability, for the 
identification of suspicious transactions. However, the 
system worked on low-complexity Fourier transformer-
based techniques which limit the model's  performance 
in linear and non-linear transformers. Arpit Bajgoti et.al 
[2] developed a swin Anomaly model for suspicious 
activity detection in videos using  swin transformers. 
The research employed swin transformers for feature 
extraction and the anomaly detection SORT algorithm. 
The framework offers adaptability to filter anomalies 
based on their size and persistence. The research has 
some limitations related to sensitivity and interference 
time which  affect the efficiency of the model. Xinfeng 
Zhang et.al [3] utilized motion field descriptors which 
employed the K-NN model for similarity detection 
that is robust to the parameter variations. However, 
the system requires more computational resources 
which increase the model's complexity. The challenges 
associated with the  suspicious activity detection model 
are described as follows,

l The Swin Transformers are highly sensitive to 
changes in lighting; the model makes use of this 
feature, which may affect its performance if it isn't 
trained on a range of lighting circumstances [2].

l Tracking and detecting multiple suspicious 
activities is a challenging task, the RF algorithm 
makes the detection process complex in real-time 
applications [4].

l A complex understanding of human intention is 
necessary to distinguish between harmless actions 
and those that could be harmful which can be 
difficult to recognize subtle clues that could point 
to malevolent intent without falling victim to 
prejudices or preconceptions [5].

ADAPTIVE DEEP CNN FOR SUSPICIOUS 
ACTIVITY DETECTION
Detecting the normal and abnormal activities of humans 
in public and private spaces is a significant task;  prior 
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Input

The avenue dataset's video frames are used as input for 
the model, which is expressed mathematically as

U = {q1,q2 qn }        (1)

Where U denotes the database and the video frames are 
represented as{q1,q2 qn }.

Adaptive key frame selection and ROI extraction

The process of locating and separating the regions of 
a video frame which is most important for analysis is 
known as ROI extraction.

Person detection and tracking

The method of discovering and recognizing human 
activities within a video frame is known as person 
detection. Person tracking, also called object tracking, 
is the process of following the position and motion 
of people that have been identified over time as they 
appear in successive frames of video.

Image skeletonization and pose estimation

A binary or grayscale image can be reduced to a 
simplified form using a digital image processing 
technique called skeletonization, in which the primary 
characteristics or structural components are represented 
by a single pixel-wide line that is sometimes referred 
to as the skeleton. The technique of figuring out the 
locations and orientations of a person's body joints or 
important body points in an image or video frame is 
known as pose estimation which is used to comprehend 
how people are arranged and move throughout visual 
information.

Feature extraction

Because feature extraction entails turning a set of 
representative features that capture significant attributes 
from the raw pixel values of the video frames. The 
statistical features such as mean, median, variance, 
standard deviation, harmonic mean, geometric mean, 
skewness, and kurtosis are utilized in this research to 
provide important insights into the distribution and 
characteristics of pixel values.

AlexNet is suitable for image recognition and 
classification tasks which increase the learning ability of 
the CNN model. The AlexNet consists of seven feature 
extraction stages which improves the applicability of the 

model [10]. Convolution and max pooling are carried out 
by the first Convolutional layer using Local Response 
Normalization (LRN), where 96 distinct (11×11) sized 
receptive filters are utilized. Most (3×3)filters are used 
for pooling processes with a stride size of two. In the 
second, the same procedures are followed adding a 
(5×5)filter layer. Third, fourth, and fifth grades employ 
3x3 filters and fifth Convolutional layers, which have 
features of 384, 384, and 296 maps correspondingly. 
It makes use of two fully connected (FC) layers with 
a Softmax overlay at the end after dropout [11]. The 
pre-trained alexnet model in this research extracts the 
relevant features from the video frame; the extracted 
features are provided into the adaptive DCNN model.

Adaptive DCNN classifier for suspicious activity 
detection

The research on human suspicious activity detection 
in surveillance videos makes use of deep learning 
techniques to automatically recognize and categorize 
odd or potentially dangerous actions in video  recordings. 
Adaptive DCNN is especially useful for analyzing 
images and videos which is useful for identifying 
irregularities in surveillance footage because they can 
recognize complex patterns and features in the images. 
The CNN architecture consists of a Convolutional, max 
pool, and FC layer. The conv layer consists of learnable 
filters that produce feature maps, the max pool layer 
sample the feature maps and the FC layer classify the 
normal and abnormal activities. Additionally, a class 
or category is represented by one or more nodes in the 
output layer. Normal and suspicious would normally be 
the two groups used for suspicious activity detection. By 
minimizing a predetermined loss function, the network 
learns during training to identify patterns and traits that 
differentiate between normal and abnormal activity.

C = k *Ql +ζ         (2)

Where C represents the weighted sum of the input 
Ql, the weight and bias of the classifier is denoted as 
k and the hyperparameters of the ζ. The adaptive SSA 
algorithm is used to tune networks which enhance the 
detection accuracy and robustness of the model.

Adaptive SSA Optimization

The Adaptive SSA optimization algorithm draws 
inspiration from the intelligent foraging and self-
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defense traits of the sparrows. The foraging procedure 
is comparable to a searcher-cadger concept in which 
certain individuals are skilled at foraging (searcher), and 
others depend on those individuals who are successful. 
Furthermore, a specific segment of the populace is 
assigned for surveillance and alerting. The searchers put 
their safety before food and leave it if they see any threat. 
The searchers are distributed randomly in the solution 
space. A random stroll technique has been used when the 
current individual has no nearby searchers. This mode 
lessens and reduces the convergence tendency and the 
accuracy of convergence under the restricted number 
of iterations. To tackle this issue the research develops 
an adaptive technique that minimizes the premature 
convergence of the algorithm. The tunable parameters 
of the classifiers are tuned by the adaptive parameters 
that enhance the suspicious activity detection accuracy 
of the model. The individual with the best fitness has 
a higher chance of getting a better solution; the best 
solutions are updated using the following equation

     (3)
Where fg  and fw represents the current global best 

and worst fitness values,  denotes the value of 

the itℎ dimension of the itℎ individual at iteration t,  
represents the worst solution, the fitness of the current 
individual is denoted as fi, the tunable parameters and ζ 
are described as follows

      (4)

        (5)
Where ω represents the completed iterations, ωmax 
and ωmin denotes the maximum and minimum inertia, 
the constant with a maximum number of iterations is 
represented as tmax. The adaptive parameters are updated 
based on the iterations performed in the algorithms. 
The Adaptive SSA algorithm enhances the model 
performance in suspicious activity detection.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The result and discussion of the adaptive DCNN enabled 
suspicious activity detection model is explained in this 
section.

Experimental setup

MATLAB software is used to conduct the research 
using a Windows 10 computer equipped with 16GB 
of RAM. The metric used for comparison includes 
accuracy, specificity and sensitivity. The comparative 
methods utilized for the research are KNN, RF, ANN, 
IBaggedNet, DCNN, and SSA-CNN.

Comparative analysis with TP

Figure 2 shows a graphical representation of the 
effectiveness of adaptive DCNN in comparison to 
traditional methods. With an accuracy of 95.67% at a 
TP of 90%, the Adaptive-CNN model beats KNN by 
8.10%, RF by 7.17%, ANN by 6.17%, IBaggedNet by 
5.11%, DCNN by 4.69%, and SSA-CNN by 2.43%. 
The sensitivity of the Adaptive-CNN is also 90.76%, 
outperforming that of KNN by 9.68%, RF by 8.78%, 
ANN by 7.79%, IBaggedNet by 6.66%, DCNN by 
6.22%, and SSA-CNN by 3.94%. The specificity of the 
Adaptive-CNN attained 97.63% at TP 90, which is a 
significant improvement above KNN by 8.17%, RF by 
7.25%, ANN by 6.25%, IBaggedNet by 5.28%, DCNN 
by 4.88%, and SSA-CNN by 2.69%.

Figure 2: comparative analysis for TP
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Comparative analysis with K-fold

Figure 3 depicts a graphical representation of the 
effectiveness of adaptive DCNN in comparison to 
traditional methods. At a k-fold 10 the accuracy of the 
Adaptive-D model is 96.74%, which beats KNN by 
17.77%, RF by 8.51%, ANN by 8.51%, IBaggedNet 
by 8.11%, DCNN by 5.09%, and SSA-CNN by 3.35%. 
The sensitivity of the Adaptive-CNN is also 97.48%, 
outperforming that of KNN by 10.91%, RF by 10.90%, 
ANN by 10.47%, IBaggedNet by 9.12%, DCNN by 
5.97%, and SSA-CNN by 2.96%. The specificity of the 
Adaptive DCNN attained by 95.47% at k-fold 10, which 
is a significant enhancement above KNN by 24.35%, 
RF by 5.48%, ANN by 5.46%, IBaggedNet by 5.12%, 
DCNN by 3.72%, and SSA-CNN by 3.26%.

Figure 3: comparative analysis with k-fold

CONCLUSION
The research introduces a novel technique for suspicious 
activity detection which leverages the adaptive CNN 
and adaptive SSA optimization algorithm techniques 
for improving the detection accuracy of the surveillance 
systems. The findings of the research demonstrate that 
the Adaptive-DCNN model increases the reliability and 
usability of the surveillance systems. The adaptive key 
frame selection in this research selects the appropriate 
frames which reduces the model complexity and 
processing time. The extracted statistical and HOOF 
features from the frames play a pivotal role and the 
pre-trained AlexNet improves the applicability of the 
model. The adaptive SSA optimization increases the 

accuracy and efficiency of the model which addresses 
the limitations related to the convergence problem. The 
Adaptive-DCNN model's performance is compared with 
the existing approaches and the results demonstrate the 
model achieves 95.67% accuracy, 90.76% sensitivity, 
and 97.63% specificity for TP 90%. To increase the 
efficacy of the model, future research should concentrate 
on broadening the range of data sources and investigating 
other sophisticated optimization strategies.
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ABSTRACT
We are on the cusp of becoming smart, with practical applications in our daily lives, thanks to the increasing trend 
in the Internet of Things (IoT). An increasingly popular and rapidly expanding sector for smart devices is fitness 
and health monitoring wearables. These wearable devices are used for tracking information on a real time basis. 
Keeping a track of physical activity parameters such as calories burnt in a day, walking steps count, heart rate and 
temperature is very necessary for an athlete or any abnormal person suffering from physical disability. Normal 
people also follow Self-tracking and stick to a healthy diet, workout and complete sleep. This article proposes a 
Wearable IOT based fitness parameters monitoring unit for normal and diabetic persons, where the data is collected 
from various sensors and analyzed the trends of diabetic person towards its normal and abnormal behavior during 
yoga and meditation. The data is well preserved virtually on cloud using controller and ESP8266 Wi-Fi module 
and Think Speak platform.

KEYWORDS : IoT, Wearable, Cloud, Thing-speak, Beats per minute (BPM), Pulse sensor, Step count.

INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, due to busy schedules people have to 
dedicatedly give time for physical activity, Yoga 

and Medication to avail their physical and mental health. 
This fitness gives stamina and improves productivity, 
functional capacity, promotes social interaction, and 
reduces health care costs.

Figure 1. Sensor technology usage [17]

Corporate sector and researchers, businessmen, and 
families are paying attention to fitness, sports and 
physical activities. Similarly, an athlete, sportsman, 
people with diseases and disabilities and normal 
people are recommended to keep track of their fitness 
parameters such as calories consumed and walking 
efforts, body temperature etc.

Yoga and Meditation is one of the required lifestyles 
in human beings. Thus the current trend in health 
monitoring is to use a fitness tracker which boosts your 
life and helps handling health issues.

The Fig. 1 shows sensors are majorly used for health 
monitoring of normal people or for patients. It shows 
ECG, wearable sensors, temperature sensors, and 
inertial sensors observed in more than 60% of the 
presented research [17]. The system proposed here 
will help monitoring fitness parameters and it can 
be remotely sent to concerned doctors for regular 
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sensors and displaying it on OLED allows the user to 
keep monitoring their workouts with the help of data. 
The proposed technology is less costly so the common 
people can also afford it.

A brief discussion of various research work carried out 
on smart wearable devices is presented in this section. 
Nisha Sharma et.al [1] proposed body parameters 
measurement wearable unit which measures various 
such as body temperature, heart bit rate using Intel 
Genuino 101. The real- time parameters were displayed 
on LCD display. The issue or thing with this system is it 
covers only two health parameters.

M.M.A. Hashem et al. [2] developed PIC controller 
based heart bit rate monitoring with LCD display and 
the estimated results are compared with the ECG signal 
analysis based outcomes.

The survey [3] of wearable devices for fitness monitoring 
shows there are various devices for fitness parameter 
measurements such as Bluetooth enabled wristband [4], 
Digital Fitness Connector [6], smart clothes [11] and 
Bluetooth based fitness tracker [12] etc.

Various input methods are developed to monitor the 
fitness such as plantar bio-impedance measurements for 
heart rate detection [7] and Modeling of finger photo- 
plethysmography [9, 10].

Dung Phan et al. [15] designed reliable heart rate 
monitoring during sleep using optical sensor, pulse 
oximeter and ECG Powerlab and compared their 
performances. Being wearable devices, security and 
privacy are major concerns if the devices are remotely 
connected with IOT so the most secure methods are 
proposed. [4, 12, 13].

As these devices and methods are having acceptable 
results there is a need for low cost and reliable virtual 
devices for fitness monitoring specially during YOGA 
and Meditation. Most of the research has heart rate, 
temperature, calories utilized kind of parameters.

PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
As per the requirements of diabetic patients the 
physical activity is very important and keeping a track 
of its normal and abnormal behavior will improve 
their life. PIMA Indians Diabetes Dataset [18] is used 
to understand the range of sugar levels for normal and 

monitoring specially for old age people recommended 
to do the yoga and meditation. It has been widely used 
for many applications such as Smart Watch, Smart 
Phone, Health Monitoring Systems.

So, the developed system will display the body 
temperature, pulse rate, oxygen level, step count, 
calories burned on LCD with the feature of Real-time 
monitoring using the cloud with proper graphs. So, 
the people can do analysis, and can see how much 
progressively we are moving towards the workouts. 
This health/fitness monitoring system is a cost effective 
product and can be made available to common people.

The International Diabetes Federation's 2015 survey 
estimates around 8.3% of adults (382 million 
individuals) are suffering from this diabetes. All the 
medical practitioners recommend physical activities 
for diabetic patients to control their sugar. The focus 
of the research is to monitor the fitness parameters of 
the diabetic patients. Yoga is one of the tool beneficial 
for weight loss, blood circulation, improves insulin 
sensitivity and reduces stress and anxiety. Yoga 
postures stretches the pancreases and thus stimulates the 
production of insulin producing beta cells [23]. Most of 
the research experimented the effect of YOGA asanas 
for type 2 diabetic Mellitus patients and observed that 
few asanas, surya namaskar and meditation of at least 
few rounds or duration gives positive impact on fitness 
parameters of patients. [24]. The non-invasive sensors 
such as metallic nanomaterials sensor [16], saliva 
sensor and sweat sensors are used in real time fitness 
monitoring units. The paper is organized as follows: 
Section 2 will discuss existing methods and research 
on Health Monitoring System. Section 3 will discuss 
design and development of proposed methodology. 
Section 4 demonstrates the result and discussion. 
Section 5 concludes the work.

RELEVANCE / BACKGROUND
Advancements in technology lead to innovation of 
smart wearable devices which includes smart watch, 
Fitness tracker, GPS tracker, Pedometer, etc. With the 
rising trend in Internet of Things and other technology 
wearables are being synchronized with Smartphone, 
PC/laptop, Cloud which keeps the user informed about 
their health parameters. The different health parameters 
can be monitored by collecting data from various 
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diabetic patients. Similarly, the Diabetic database [19] 
is used to understand the insulin requirements of body 
and blood sugar level. The sugar level analysis in the 
work is done with the help of diabetic database [18,19]. 
The Fig 2 shows Sugar level distribution for Normal 
person and diabetic patients which help us to finalize 
the specification of the system.

The database referred here uses an invasive method of 
blood sugar level method but the system proposed uses 
non- invasive method for monitoring of sugar level. The 
non- invasive methods of sugar level detection used in 
research are saliva test, sweat test and multiple photonic 
band near- infrared (mbNIR) sensor augmented with 
personalized medical features (PMF) in Shallow Dense 
Neural Networks (SDNN) [21, 22]. The proposed 
system uses a saliva test to find the saliva glucose level. 
The glucose levels observed in saliva is in the range of 
0.5 -- 1.00 mg/100 ml [26]. The analysis of saliva is a 
non-invasive, simple and technically unaffected method 
unlike blood.

Figure 2. Blood Sugar level distribution for Normal 
people and diabetic patients Sensor

Kudigra et al [20] reviewed the effect of YOGA and 
Meditation for 2 weeks and observed the parameters 
such as blood sugar and blood pressure improved 
significantly as YOGA stimulated the liver and 
pancreas to function better. Satarupa Dash et. al. [24] 
experimented 30 diabetic patients and 30 normal for 40 
days with 30 min YOGA. The method observed approx. 
30% improvement in sugar level after 40 days. M.R. 
Verma et. al [23] experimented 137 Indian subjects (84 
diabetics and 53 normal) data and observed significant 
improvement in the patient's sugar level.

Table 1. Yoga frequency and asana recommendation for 
diabetic patients for total time duration of 60 minutes

Sr. No. Category Time
1 Yoga 30 min – standing and 

seating asanas
2 Surya-Namaskar 10 Min ( 5-7 smooth 

rounds)
3 Pranayam 10min – Kapalbhati
4 Meditation 10 min

A. V. Raveendran et. al [25], reviewed extensively and 
recommended YOGA, Meditation for Diabetic patients.

Thus the proposed system experiments following 
Physical activities mentioned in Table 1 for 60 min for 2 
weeks to understand the effect of YOGA on sugar level.

This IOT based fitness monitoring system is designed 
especially for Yoga and Meditation and focuses on 
the low-cost health monitoring systems. This system 
consists of a sensor interfacing, a Controller, and the 
data will be shared using IoT to the cloud server. The 
health parameters are measured using various sensors 
and calibrated and processed with a microcontroller. 
The Proposed system uses a temperature sensor, Heart 
beat sensor and saliva sensor. Think Speak, a cloud 
service, receives data supplied by the controller and the 
ESP8266 Wi-Fi module. Kindly utilise a font size of 
10 points. Kindly align the text to the right. A 1.5 times 
space is recommended for manuscripts. A minimum of 
three sentences is required for a paragraph. The use of 
endnotes and footnotes is not permitted. The primary 
text should contain all pertinent information. Keep a 
1.5-times-one-line spacing between paragraphs instead 
of indenting them. Highlighting words for emphasis 
is not necessary. Make the change to italics. You have 
the option to utilise either numbered or bulleted lists 
depending on your needs. Make sure that there is a 
reference for every in-text citation in the reference list 
before you submit your paper. On the other side, you 
need to back up each reference in the list with an in-text 
citation.

The process of the proposed system is described in Fig. 
3 in the range of 20°C to 37°C. If the body temperature 
of the user goes above 38°C means you have a fever 
caused by an infection or illness. So, through the 
buzzer the user gets the alert. Body temperature for 
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diabetic patients is considered as per body temperature 
regulation [29]. Due to change in function of sweat 
glands of diabetic patients their body temperature is 
high if sugar is not in control. SalivaDB[30] is used 
to understand the physical biomarkers of about 15,821 
entries for 7729 biomarkers. It is observed that protein 
contents are high incase of diabetic patients as compared 
to normal people. So the research can be carried out on 
the basis of protein in saliva but for monitoring we need 
direct sugar level indicator so saliva sugar detection is 
preferred using Saliva Biosensor.

Figure 3. Block diagram of the proposed system

Here, the ATMEGA328p controller which is on an 
Arduino board is an 8-bit microcontroller based on 
RISK architecture. Due to features such as open-
source, low- cost, and low power this controller is 
preferable. The ESP8266 Wi-Fi Module is utilised 
in IoT applications to transmit data to the cloud with 
Thing-Speak Cloud. In addition to measuring heart rate, 
the oxygen saturation level may be found on the device. 
Calories burnt during exercise may be obtained from 
the step count parameter. A great feature is that it aids in 
monitoring sugar level management over the course of 
the system's implementation. There are three possible 
indicators that the system can generate: No Alert, 
Alert, and High Alert. When all of the sensors' graphs 
fall within the typical range of readings, the No Alert 
feature will not trigger. Any time the readings of the 
sensors go beyond the threshold, an alarm will sound.

Table 2. Sensors' ranges of sensitivity

Variable 
Type

Sensor Level Range
Temperature 
(In Degree 
Celsius)

Normal 20 to 37
Abnormal Above 38
Normal 60-100

Heart Beat 
(In Beats per 
Minute)

Abnormal Beyond the 
range

Heart Beat 
Sensor – 
Oxygen 
Level 
(SpO2)

Normal 94 to 100%
Abnormal Below 85 %

Blood Sugar Normal (As 
per NIH)

72-108

Normal 0.78+/- 0.09
Salvia 
biosensor for  
sugar Level 
(Milligrams 
per deciliter 
mg/dL)

Diabetic: 
Controlled 
Range

4.86+/-1.37

Diabetic: 
Abnormal

11.33+/-2.75

Output 
variable

Buzzer No Alert 0 Sec
Alert For 7 Sec
High Alert For 15 Sec

When the graph's standard value or spick changes 
quickly, we notify the user that they may require 
medical assistance. A severe warning will be sent to the 
user if the combined value of two or more sensors is 
higher than the default or if the spike of any two sensors 
changes at the same rate.

The concerned caretaker or medical practitioners receive 
frequent updates on all fitness metrics of the patients 
through this wearable IoT-based fitness monitoring. 
Our use of a temperature sensor, a step counter, a heart 
rate monitor, and a saliva sensor constitutes the sensor 
portion. Collecting physical data for monitoring health 
factors including temperature, heart rate, step count, 
sugar level, and oxygen level is the job of the sensor 
portion. The data is uploaded to the server in the cloud 
and evaluated for its development.

Data collected is sent to the cloud and displayed on 
the LCD by means of the ESP2866 IoT Wi-Fi module. 
For data collection, the Thing-Speak Cloud is used and 
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the patients can observe current parameters on OLED. 
The parameters utilised to track the health and fitness 
tracking system's outputs and inputs are detailed in the 
table. 2 specifies the parameters for each sensor's range, 
with Level II being the extended range and Level I 
being the standard range. For Temperature sensor level 
I is defined.

Another piece of information that stands out is heart 
rate. The heartbeat sensor gives oxygen levels present 
in the body. The normal range of oxygen in the body 
is in the range of 94% to 100%. If the user has 92% or 
93% oxygen level which is not considered as measure 
or critical condition. In order to maintain healthy cells 
all over our body, blood transports oxygen. When the 
oxygen level drops below 90%, moderate symptoms 
including headaches and shortness of breath can be 
experienced by those suffering from hypoxemia.

There are three distinct control scenarios: no alert, alert, 
and high alert.

For the “no alert scenario”, all the health parameters 
like body temperature, heart bit rate, oxygen level are in 
the normal range. So, the buzzer won’t give any sound 
indication to the user.

For the “alert scenario”, 1. If the body temperature 
goes above 38°C. 2. If the heart bit rate goes below 60 
BPM 3. If the oxygen level goes below 90% SpO2. If 
the controller detects any of the above three conditions, 
then through the buzzer the user will get alert for around 
8 seconds.

For the “High alert scenario”, 1. If the body temperature 
goes above 38°C. 2. If the heart bit rate goes below 60 
BPM 3. If the oxygen level goes below 90% SpO2. 
From the above three conditions, if the controller 
detects more than one condition, then through buzzer 
the user will get alert for around 15 seconds which 
indicates that the user is needing immediate medical 
help as he might be suffering from fever, due to low 
oxygen level shortness of breath, headache. If the heart 
is unable to pump enough oxygen-rich blood to the body 
at a pace significantly lower than 60 beats per minute, 
a condition known as bradycardia can develop. Feeling 
faint, extremely fatigued or weak, and unable to breathe 
are all possible symptoms of this. Thus, the user will 
have a high warning for around fifteen seconds in this 

scenario. Figure 4 shows the schematic of the system 
that is being suggested.

Figure 4. The suggested scheme's flowchart

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND 
DISCUSSION
Database is created for 20 normal patients and 20 
diabetic patients from the people around the vicinity 
and labeled as normal and diabetic. All the parameters 
are recorded for the subjects and the machine learning 
model is trained using machine learning. The RF 
classifier is used to train the model and the model is 
tested with 5 normal and 5 diabetic subjects. It is 
observed that Training accuracy is 92.5% and Testing 
accuracy is 80%.

The different health parameter data collected from the 
sensor is sent to the cloud platform i.e., Thingspeak. 
The graphs plotted on the Thingspeak are as follows:
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Figure 5. Output at cloud server using Thingspeak for 
normal person

 
Figure 6. Model for the Proposed Wearable IOT based 
Fitness monitoring

The Fig. 6 shows the complete real time system designed 
and used for experimentations. The result is compared 
with Apple Smart Watch and Random Glucometer for 
five normal subjects and five diabetic patients. Table 3 
shows the result of diabetic patients blood sugar from 
glucometer and sugar level from saliva biosensor and 
its predicted class. After recommended YOGA and 
Meditation it will be improved. Table 3 shows the 
classes are classified with 80% accuracy during testing 
using real time data.
Table 3. Sugar value comparison of glucometer and saliva 
sensor (fasting)

Diabetic 
Patient ID 
under Test

Glucometer : 
Blood Sugar 

Level

Saliva Sugar 
Level (mg/

dl)

Class

P01 187 5.82 Diabetic
P02 168 4.98 Diabetic
P03 210 10.76 Diabetic
P04 148 3.42 Normal
P05 172 5.35 Diabetic

CONCLUSION
Thus, this article presents Wearable IOT based Fitness/
health monitoring for diabetic patients. It provides 
different health parameters such as body temperature, 
Heart bit rate, Oxygen level, sugar level, Step count 
and Calories burned. This system gives an alert if the 
health parameters are not in normal range, so that the 
user can contact a doctor to avoid the health issues. This 
wearable device is very easy to use and monitors the 
health parameters. The System can reliably sense data 
and transmit it to the cloud in an appropriate manner. The 
system parameters are compared with apple smartwatch 
for heart bits, oxygen level found 87% accurate and 
sugar level results compared with Random Glucometer 
observed to be 80% accurate. This system is very useful 
for keeping health record track of diabetic patients.
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ABSTRACT
The scientific and technological field of weather forecasting attempts to predict the predicted weather for a particular 
location and time. As it impacts human life and the surrounding environment, it is very crucial to analyze and 
predict for various applications.  Timely alert for various weather parameters like rainfall, thunderstorms, natural 
disasters etc. is very much important as it directly affects the human life and environment. Conventional weather 
forecasting methods were facing a number of difficulties in timely and near to real time prediction of weather 
forecasting.  Machine learning algorithms help the researchers to come out of these difficulties for near to real time 
weather prediction with maximum accuracy. These days, machine learning (ML) techniques like "DT (Decision 
trees)," "K-NN," "RF (Random Forest)," "SVM," and "LSTM" are used to predict weather parameters for time 
series data [2]. This paper makes a comparison of above-mentioned ML techniques and assess the performance of 
time series data with the help of different transfer functions so as to develop a near to real time prediction model 
for efficient weather forecasting.

KEYWORDS : Weather prediction, ML, Algorithms, LSTM.

INTRODUCTION

The weather is mainly described on the basis of time 
and specific location for various parameters like 

air, temperature, rainfall etc. To define the mentioned 
parameters, the specific process is required which is 
complex, dynamic and data dependent. The main aim 
is to extract the data for forecasting as it impacts the 
live beings along with the surrounding environment. 
Precise weather prediction is the prime concern among 
the meteorologists. Weather forecasting requires real-
time data collection for a variety of conditions and 
factors, followed by algorithmic data processing.  
In today’s era, in order to produce reliable results 
for weather forecasting elements like temperature, 
humidity, and rainfall, machine learning algorithms are 
used. This paper, we compared the different algorithms 
of Machine Learning and assessed the performance of 
various transfer functions for time series data to find out 
the model which will be the more reliable and efficient 
one. The different techniques are mentioned below. 

DT (Decision Tree) Algorithm: The simplest method 
to predict the weather forecast and used for different 
applications. The decision tree is created using a 
variety of algorithms, including C5.0, ID3, CART 
(Classification and Regression Tree), and others. In 
the generic case, a decision tree contains many branch 
nodes which are further divided into other branches or 
options. Final node or branch produces the decision [8]

Random forest (RF) Algorithms: The training data and 
sample values needed for testing are combined to create 
a random forest. The Random Forest (RF) algorithm, 
which is used to handle and analyze high-dimensional 
data regression and classification, is the next step 
up from decision trees. It is the popular algorithm 
for processing and assessing the data in the field of 
weather prediction, power industries, medical etc. This 
algorithm resembles decision trees, the final output will 
give more accurate results by improving the stability 
for a given the dataset [10] K-Nearest Neighbors Using 
Neural Networks Algorithm: By utilizing the training 
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set of data. In a paper [21], Weather predictions were 
made using techniques like Support Vector Machines 
and Linear Regression. In this, results were measured 
and a matrix is created for the prediction using a given 
dataset. In a paper LSTM algorithm is used to predict 
the weather parameters. In this paper performance 
analysis is done on the basis of regression analysis for 
various weather conditions. Weather is predicted on the 
basis of a model developed by using the tested dataset 
[22], [23].

PROPOSED WORK
The proposed work mainly focused on optimization of 
existing technologies and new inventions in the domain 
of environment sustainability. For this, it is proposed to 
compare the various ML algorithms, extract the data, 
assess the data with help of statistical tools so as to get 
accurate or real time weather forecasting for various 
weather parameters. For qualitative based weather 
forecasting, it is important to identify meteorological 
parameters and their features which contribute to the 
change in climate.

Weather forecasting is the process of gathering 
information about the past and present conditions of the 
climate or surrounding atmosphere, such as temperature, 
humidity, wind speed, etc., and using that information 
to make predictions about the future. However, long-
range weather forecasting is challenging because of the 
atmosphere's unpredictability.  

So, for weather forecasting, emphasis is made on 
designing and developing hybrid models to predict 
weather for various prediction variables. Thus, using 
the dataset as a basis, we presented a time series model 
in this study to forecast various weather situations. 
The dataset is obtained from IMD, Pune and Kaggle. 
Additionally, assessing the effectiveness of several 
machine learning methods for a chosen dataset is the 
goal of this research work. 

First, the data is collected. The collected data is 
processed by considering the different weather 
parameters like temperature, wind, rainfall etc. In the 
next step, Machine learning algorithms for time series 
data are applied to predict the weather. The process is 
defined in the following block diagram.

data set for weather prediction, KNN is used to predict 
the nearest possible value with the help of extracting 
similarity of the newest data. Using the Euclidean 
distance formula, KNN calculates the distance for both 
training sets and input by starting with a single value. 
After the many iterations, the weather is predicted on 
the basis of the nearest possible neighbors among the 
given dataset. Normally, for the predicted output points, 
a neural network is added in the KNN algorithm so as 
to find out the initial points [7].

LITERATURE SURVEY
Although numerous approaches and strategies have been 
devised to forecast the weather, it is an n-dimensional, 
continuous, and real-time process [8]. This section 
mainly focused on the Machine learning algorithms 
used and work that has been done with the help of these 
techniques to predict the weather.

There have been several approaches explored for 
utilizing machine learning algorithms to forecast the 
weather in [4],[5],[25],[8] and [11] with significant 
results. In the paper proposed by Holmstrom et al. 
[25], suggested that regression analysis can be used to 
predict weather by searching past weather patterns. A 
comparative analysis on the temperature and rainfall 
parameters of weather prediction has been done by 
using SVM and ANN in [4], [8] and [11]

The papers [12] and [13] focused on the studies of deep 
learning networks and [16],[17],[18] emphasized on 
the deep learning architecture for accurate prediction 
as compared to conventional Machine Learning 
algorithms. Currently, [1] RNN is the modern tool used 
to predict the weather due to its dynamic and powerful 
competence of modeling. However, for long range or 
term weather prediction, when time series data is used 
to predict the weather, it is crucial to examine historical 
data over an extended period of time [18]. This is 
why RNN modeling had trouble achieving such high 
levels of accuracy in results because of its short-term 
memory and gradient behavior [17]. Recent research 
has demonstrated the effectiveness of Long-Short Term 
Memory, or LSTM, in weather prediction for long-range 
time series data [20] and in overcoming the drawbacks 
of recurrent neural networks (RNN) [19] for a particular 
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Figure 1: The Proposed Model for Weather Prediction

LSTM Network for Weather Prediction

An LSTM (long short-term memory) network is an 
enhanced regression neural network (RNN). This 
particular kind of neural network is feed forward in 
nature and possesses internal memory. The elements 
are connected to one another in a sequence where the 
element's output is coupled to its preceding input. As 
a result, the function of the current input, which is 
derived from the input of the preceding element, is the 
final output. 

This is recurrent in nature as output is computed from 
the previous inputs and depends on previous input 
calculations. Figure 2 shows the diagram of a simple 
LSTM neural network where x1 to xn are the input to 
sequences and y0 to yn are the outputs generated after 
every sequence.

Figure 2: A simple LSTM Network Model

Time series Data

All of the datasets gathered for this research were 
obtained from Kaggle.  The hourly maintained weather 
dataset from January 2009 to January 2022 makes up 
the utilized dataset. Various meteorological parameters 
of last 24 hours are considered to forecast the weather 
for at least last hour.

Training of Model

For proposed model training, the software named 
TensorFlow is used to process the given dataset. The 
input variables are fed into different timeseries data 
models such as LSTM. The proposed LSTM model 
is trained with the different rates of learning such as 
0.011, 0.0011 and 0.00011. The model's performance is 
then evaluated using the statistical error measurements 
of Mean Absolute Error (MAE), Mean Squared Error 
(MSE), and Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The accuracy of any Machine Learning Algorithm 
depends on the various factors including dataset size 
and the quality of dataset used for the prediction. It 
also depends on the hyperparameter tuning analysis and 
nature of the problem at the specific time. Weather data 
deliberately displays the patterns and related to time 
dependencies such as temperature, rainfall, humidity 
etc. After making predictions and comparisons among 
the mentioned Machine Learning Algorithms LSTM 
is the best suited algorithm for further research as it 
can learn from the previous or past data/observations 
and predict the weather in future.  Following are the 
comparison between the Machine learning algorithms 
and results are as follows in table given below.

Table 1. Comparison between the Machine learning 
algorithms and Typical Accuracy Range

Model Typical Accuracy Range

LSTM 90 percentage

Random Forest 85 percentage

SVM 85 percentage

KNN 80 percentage

Decision Tree 82 percentage

The findings for several statistical errors, including 
RMSE, MSE and MAE.

These are described as 

1. root mean square error (RMSE)

2. mean squared error (MSE), and 

3. mean absolute error (MAE)
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The statistical findings are tabulated are as follows:

Error Metrics Performance Results
MSE 0.0154

RMSE 0.1243
MAE 0.0707

CONCLUSIONS
In recent years, sustainable development in the area 
of weather prediction and meteorology helps to save 
lives, protect the environment, resources and limit the 
financial losses. Machine Learning algorithms are the 
key indicators in weather predictions which empower all 
sectors like governments, business etc. to take corrective 
actions accordingly to the changing climate.  In this 
paper, Machine Learning algorithms were compared 
and assessed to find out the real time results for weather 
forecasting. The various models were used to predict 
while comparing the time series data. In conclusion, 
after comparing different machine learning models, 
it was discovered that, based on a variety of transfer 
functions, the LSTM model performed the best. For 
long-range weather forecasting, our suggested machine 
learning model works best for weather prediction.
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ABSTRACT
The use of FASTags on automobiles as part of the National Electronic Toll Collection scheme has been essential 
in the expansion of digital transactions throughout the nation. A significant issue with the Automated Toll Payment 
and Vehicle Tracking System at present is the detection of toll way roads and alerting drivers to highway and 
toll rates. In order to pay the toll, vehicles must stop or slow down, which causes congestion and reduces fuel 
efficiency. The government intends to use GPS-based toll collection in place of all toll plazas and toll booths. Thus, 
it is suggested to save time, effort, and manpower by implementing an enhanced automatic toll collection system 
that allows travelers to pay the toll without stopping or slowing down. In this paper, we present an effective and 
low-cost method called Electronic Toll Collection that uses a GSM module, a GPS module, and smart devices 
to automatically collect tolls based on the distance a vehicle travels on highways. The suggested system will 
be designed using the Python programming language, Open Street Maps, and the Android development kit. By 
removing costly gantries, travel delays, and toll collection issues, this Android-based solution for highway detection 
and automated toll payment can track a vehicle in real-time. When compared to other toll collection systems, the 
system's real-time performance has doubled due to its integration with the Open Street Maps platform, which uses 
Kotlin as its integration language.

KEYWORDS : Graphical user interface, On board unit, Global system for mobile communication.

INTRODUCTION

Toll booths have been used primarily on highways, 
but also on bridges and tunnels, to collect money. 

In addition, the money collected from tolls is used to 
pay for both the upkeep and the reconstruction of the 
highways. Currently, in order to continue travelling, 
the driver must stop their car and pay with cash or a 
credit card at the majority of toll payment booths due 
to revenue collection systems. Even though toll booth 
usage is generally accepted, there are still certain issues 
that can lower fuel usage, congestion, and payment 
times. One ongoing focus area is on developing 
automated toll payment systems from the viewpoints of 
the toll agency and the user.

A deep learning algorithm-based automated toll payment 
system for vehicle type classification and number plate 
extraction is introduced.  A highly accurate GPS tracking 

technique is being used in [1]. Using RFID and GSM, 
the Automatic Check Post, E-Toll Payment System is 
explained for the detection of vehicle theft. It is linked 
to particulars about the car, like an ID that is kept in the 
FASTag in [2] on the Arduino controller. The success of 
FASTag over manual toll collection in mixed-lane traffic 
is attempted to be evaluated in [3], where service time is 
taken into account as an efficacious metric. In order to 
decrease both the average waiting time per vehicle and 
the overall service time, an automated toll system using 
a vehicular ad hoc network is described in [4]. The end-
to-end latency can be decreased by the routing protocol. 
The car is equipped with an RFID-based smart toll tax 
automation and monitoring system in [5] that integrates 
with an Android application to handle payments. To 
enhance toll collection, a system that combines cloud-
based services, contactless payment methods, and real-
time data processing is described in [6]. For non-stop 
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Figure 1. System Architecture of Toll collection to reduce 
vehicle traffic congestion, fuel usage and emissions

The Management Center acts as a third component that 
helps to determine the toll charged according to the 
vehicle profile and data received. Additionally, it keeps 
track of the vehicle's distance and paid receipts. The 
Clearing Centre is the fourth component. To learn more 
about traffic patterns, the management center's data is 
cleaned and examined. It is beneficial to put effective 
control strategies into application. 

The fifth component, the Payment Service Centre, 
processes fund management and the payment cycle 
while creating bills based on the distance driven by a 
vehicle. In addition, the sixth element, known as the 
Enforcement Centre, assists in monitoring unregistered 
and blocked vehicles to prevent the unauthorized use of 
highways. Road service providers, who are recognized 
as highway authorities, make up the seventh component. 
RTO authorities exchange information about toll prices 
and documentation related to vehicle registration. The 
different technologies taken into consideration for the 
Toll Collection System's design and development are 
shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Technologies Castoff for Toll Collection System

Technology 
Used

Particulars

Android Android is a mobile operating system 
that offers application management and 
an application framework for services. It 
includes a standard development kit with 
an extensive collection of development 
tools. Android apps are saved in the /
data/app folder of the Android OS and 
are packaged in the .apk format.

travel, an elaborate RFID-based smart toll gate system 
with an Arduino and Node is used to collect money and 
lessen traffic [7]. In [8], an RFID-based toll collection 
system running on a Raspberry Pi is examined.  Toll 
collection using RFID is done in [9] using barcode-
based passes and number plate recognition. Automated 
cashless quick transactions at toll booths with a 
guaranteed one-time trip payment deduction on the 
Arduino IDE are described in [10]. Moreover, Wi-Fi 
access is thought to be another way to inform the owner 
of the car's location. In order to lessen traffic congestion 
and lengthen the time after an accident occurs, a more 
efficient payment option and automatic traffic accident 
detection system are described in [11]. Whereas, [12] 
Provides an explanation of the automated toll payment 
system and drowsiness detection module using image 
processing techniques.

The goal of the work is to improve toll collection and 
minimize traffic congestion, which will lower fuel 
consumption and emissions. To help travelers and 
drivers of vehicles avoid stopping at a window or 
wasting time in line to pay their tolls, a prototype for an 
integrated vehicle tracking and toll payment system has 
been designed and developed.  Road safety is increased, 
traffic congestion is decreased, and fuel consumption is 
reduced as part of the system's performance evaluation. 
There are four sections to the paper. It also examines 
previous methods and strategies that other researchers 
have documented Section 2 discusses the technical 
background that was used to implement the suggested 
system. Section 3 presents the findings from the 
investigations. The conclusions are presented in Section 
4 along with suggestions for additional coverage. 

Implementation of Automated Toll Collection and 
Vehicle Tracking System

Figure 1 illustrates System Architecture of Toll 
collection to reduce vehicle traffic congestion, fuel usage 
and emissions. There are seven components in entirety. 
The motherboard, GPS, and GSM module make up the 
On Board Unit (OBU), which is the first component. To 
track the vehicle, it is installed on the user's vehicle. To 
create connectivity between the management center and 
the user vehicle, a second component is a connectivity 
framework. Further, data collected from user vehicle 
OBU is shared with Management Center through 
connectivity framework.
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Open   Street 
Routing 
Machine

The OpenStreetMap's open and free 
road network data is combined with 
advanced routing algorithms by the Open 
Source Routing Machine. In a matter of 
milliseconds, it computes and outputs 
the shortest path between any origin and 
destination using an implementation of 
contraction hierarchies.

Apache   HTTP 
Server

A cross-platform web server program 
that is free and open-source is called 
Apache HTTP Server. A wide range 
of features are supported by Apache, 
including server-side programming 
languages and authentication methods. 
To better meet the needs of each unique 
infrastructure, it also offers a range of 
multiprocessing modules.

Retrofit The goal of Retrofit, an Android type-
safe REST client, is to simplify the use 
of RESTful web services. The class that 
converts developed HTTP APIs into 
callable objects and Java interfaces is 
the one that offers this issue. 

MySQL All database instructions are handled 
by the open source relational database 
management system MySQL, which 
is supported by Oracle. It makes data 
replication and table partitioning 
possible across several storage engines 
for increased performance.

For the entire software, the Android device needs to 
have a working GPS and internet access. In order to 
run the application, SQLite is used as the database and 
Apache Tomcat as the server. On the other hand, the 
Open Street Maps API is used to implement the map-
related features of the application. MySQL databases are 
ultimately assumed to be utilized for server data storage. 
Kotlin and servlet APIs enable communication with the 
server over the Internet. Conversely, the user interface 
powers the system's menus, touchscreen, and display. 
The system's handling determines its performance. It is 
imperative to provide appropriate guidance to all users 
on how to operate the system. The absence of any of the 
recommended requirements is the other factor that affects 
performance. Regular system monitoring is necessary 
to track the system's correct operation and guarantee 
its safety. Only those who have been authenticated can 
access the system. Password authentication prevents 

any unauthorized user from accessing the system. The 
four primary stages of system implementation are the 
development of backend procedures, data processing, 
server connection, and graphical user interface (GUI) is 
elaborated with algorithm.

GUI Implementation: Three languages, such as XML, 
HTML, and CSS, are used in the design and writing 
of design code for each user screen in the GUI's 
implementation. Here, the Android app that the car 
owner uses is designed with XML for the GUI screen. 
The actual user interface of the proposed application, 
which will house all the elements, is designed using 
layout XML files. After that, an Android activity is 
attached to each of these layout files in order to display 
the GUI screen. Moreover, web-based graphical user 
interfaces (GUIs) for system management are created 
using HTML and CSS. 

Developing Backend Procedures: Activities and 
services are used in this section to develop the backend 
process for an Android application. In this context, an 
activity is the application's entry point, which stands in 
for a single screen used for user interaction. On the other 
hand, the service component is utilized to continuously 
obtain the location of the vehicle while operating in the 
background. In keeping with this, a server-side service 
for vehicle tracking and routing is also developed using 
Python. This service processes the GPS data that cars 
receive continuously on the back end.

Connection   with Server: The PHP scripting language 
is employed in this instance to connect to the server and 
exchange GPS-collected data. Android apps use retrofit 
to connect to the server and access the scripts that are 
running there. Retrofit is an Android type-safe HTTP 
client that manages XML files to facilitate data sharing 
between the client and server.

Data   Processing: The Python service that operates on 
the server is in charge of processing the data that the 
operating vehicle receives. The service retrieves data 
from the server using the MySQL connector. The open 
street routing machine's route and match routing engine 
services are used to process the GPS data. Following 
data processing, vehicle travel routes are retrieved and 
entered into the database. This service also manages the 
creation of the corresponding bills and the processing of 
the routes taken.
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Algorithm: Development of an algorithm to improve 
toll collection to reduce vehicle traffic Congestion, Fuel 
usage and emissions

------------------------------------------------------------------

Input: Initialize Current_Km =0, Mark entry point and 
Prev_location

Output: Calculate Distance between Mark entry point 
and Prev_location and Total Km

------------------------------------------------------------------

Step 1 : Initialization and User Validation

 Display Login page: Enter user name and 
password 

     Send Data to Server for User validation

 If login matches with Login Details

 Proceed for Registration

 Else Ask to enter valid user name and password

Step 2 :  Click on Registration and Display Registration 
Form

 Fill the User Details and check for validations

 Accept the form by setting the password

 Save Login details by sending data to server

Step 3 : Perform Location Tracking

 Validate Vehicle information and Get location 
from GPS

 Get Road ID from Server and share to user 
device

 Save to database and Get Next location from 
GPS

 Calculate distance between them and add to 
total Km

  Current_Km = Current_Km + Distance

Step 4 : Proceed for Payment by making payment tab 
available to user 

 Verify the Login Details

 Display toll Dues and Ask for payment Method

 Enter PIN and confirm payment 

 If acknowledgement is received from Bank

  Update payment database in the Server

 Else execute Step 5

Step 5 : Initialize enforcement process

 Select Vehicle at random and acquire Vehicle 
data from Server

 Check the distance travelled from Total Km

 If Total Km > = 1000 && payment is not done

  Block as well as cease Vehicle and 
Update Data on Server 

 Else 

 Goto Step 3

Step 6 : End the process at the end of the journey

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
A low cost and efficient technique using GPS module, 
smart devices as well as GSM module for automatic 
collection of the toll based on distance travelled by 
the vehicle on highways is designed and developed as 
shown with dataflow diagram in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Data Flow Diagram of Toll Collection System

Here, software android development kit, Open Street 
Maps and python programming language is considered 
for implementation. Table 2 gives detail insights on 
requirements to design and develop Toll Collection 
System. 
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Table 2. Toll Payment and Vehicle Tracking System 
Requirements

Particulars Detail Requirements
Database  MySQL and SQLite
Software 
Platform

Operating System:  Android 5.1 & above 
Application Server: Apache Tomcat
Front End: Kotlin, XML
IDE: Android Studio
Services:  Open Street Maps

Hardware 
Platforms 

Processor: 2.1 GHz
RAM: 1 GB min
Internal Storage: 8 GB min
Display - 5 inches and above with touchscreen

Security Password authentication is introduced to 
prevent unauthorized user from accessing the 
system

The system is able to reduce traffic congestion and in turn 
increased fuel efficiency. An Android-based solution 
for highway detection and automated toll payment is 
integrated with open street maps platform using Kotlin.  
The moment the vehicle moves, the tracking system 
begins to function. GPS coordinates are gathered from 
the vehicle's GPS and saved in a central database as 
shown in Figure 3. Upon receipt, the coordinates are 
stored in a database along with a current times tamp. 
The coordinates below were acquired while the car was 
travelling on the highway:

Figure 3. GPS coordinates from the vehicle's GPS stored 
in central database

A server-side service then uses the Open Street Routing 
Machine to process the coordinates that were saved in 
the database. There are five sets of coordinates. The 
closest route on the map was then mapped to each set. 
The mapping process yields the following outcomes as 
illustrated in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Server-side service mapping process with Open 
Street Routing Machine algorithm

Following mapping, sets of coordinates from the same 
highway or road are joined to form a vehicle's route, 
and the distance travelled is computed and recorded in a 
database. After creating routes, the following outcomes 
are obtained as mentioned n Figure 5.

Figure 5. Creation of routes to measure distance travelled 
b the vehicle

CONCLUSION 
The automated toll collection and vehicle tracking 
system allows road users to pay for tolls without 
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stopping or slowing down. It also facilitates an early 
retrieval in the event that the car is stolen. Accurate data 
is provided in real time, allowing the user to track the 
vehicle. In developing nations that deal with high urban 
and rural vehicular transition rates on a daily basis, the 
installation of GPS trackers in cars has the potential 
to bring about revolutionary change. As a result, there 
is less traffic jamming and improved fuel efficiency. 
Additionally, putting this system into place guarantees 
a fair policy for toll collection.  

To improve tracking purposes, different applications 
can be developed on top of the current platform to 
increase its efficiency. Along with this tracking device, 
a camera is also installed inside the car to keep it safe 
from unauthorized users. Having audio and video that 
can be sent over a mobile link, as well as pictures of 
the legitimate owner, is helpful. If the vehicle ends up 
with an unauthorized user or in a location, its current 
location can be used to locate it. Thus, it can be said that 
a wide range of applications can be used to improve the 
desirability and advantages of automated toll payment 
and vehicle tracking systems. The suggested method 
can resolve the problem of toll payment collection with 
a real-time performance that is almost doubled when 
compared to the current toll collection systems.
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ABSTRACT
An intelligent system called "Automation door opening of dam & Flood detection monitoring through the IOT" 
closely monitors a number of natural variables in order to forecast a flood. This allows us to take preventative 
measures and reduce the damage that the flood does. Natural catastrophes such as floods can be extremely destructive, 
resulting in both property loss and fatalities. The method makes use of a number of natural characteristics to 
identify floods in order to minimise or completely eradicate their effects. Due of the system's wi-fi connectivity, 
the collected data is easily accessible via the Internet of Things from any location. The technique utilises number 
of natural variables, such as flow rate, water level, and speed of the water, to identify floods. The system is made 
up of various sensors that gather data for distinct metrics in order to gather data on the natural components stated. 
A float sensor continuously monitors the water level by opening and closing circuits or dry contacts, in response 
to changes in the water's level. In order to store and save water for best use depending on seasonal demands, dams 
are essential. In order to mitigate the existing problems with water distribution and utilisation, water management 
is crucial. Due to the numerous risks associated with dam construction, it is now essential to have an appropriate 
monitoring system for when the dam gate opens in order to maintain a safe water level in dams. Investigating 
the use of IoT to enhance water flow and enhance the safe operation of dams. This project uses a microcontroller 
to monitor and regulate the distribution of water using a variety of sensors and control valves. It also aims to 
automatically and proactively manage outflow during emergencies by utilising environmental statistical data.

INTRODUCTION

These days concern over water management is 
developing since there is a shortage of drinkable 

water. Unexpected weather events like intense rain, 
abrupt tide changes, and other natural forces can result in 
natural calamities, which can have a detrimental effect on 
the nation's economy by causing issues with agriculture, 
contaminating drinkable water, and increasing the 
death rate. Building dams creates water bodies for the 
future, guards against pollution of the already-available 
water, and stops overexploitation and conflict. Dams 
are therefore important for managing water resources. 
One important source of water supply for metropolitan 

networks is dams. In addition, dams and reservoirs 
are crucial components of the agricultural system. 
We continue to manage and monitor the dam gates, 
measure the water level, and use other conventional 
ways until now. A dam can fail for a variety of reasons, 
the most frequent of which is overtopping brought on 
by significant flooding. To prevent tragedies like a dam 
breakdown, which cannot be prevented, this condition 
must be continuously monitored. The Internet of Things 
(IoT), an enabling technology, is employed for this 
purpose. This allows the authorities to make informed 
judgements because information on the condition of the 
dam is constantly available. An important component of 
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inform users as necessary. A yellow signal is sent to the 
authorities when the water level reaches the first sensor, 
and an orange warning is sent when it reaches the 
second higher level. S.S. Karthik et al. (2016) discusses 
the use of wireless sensor networks for flood detection 
and monitoring in dams. It explores the design and 
implementation of a flood detection system using water 
level sensors and wireless communication technology. 
Automated dam floodgate operation using IoT by 
S.A. Khan et al. (2017) presents a system that utilizes 
Internet of Things (IoT) technology for automated dam 
floodgate operation. It covers the integration of water 
level sensors, microcontrollers, actuators, and a cloud-
based communication system to detect floods and 
control the opening of dam gates. T. Phan et al. (2018) 
in their research focuses on the development of an 
intelligent flood detection and warning system for dam 
safety. It proposes a methodology that combines data 
from multiple sensors, such as water level, rainfall, and 
weather sensors, to provide early flood detection and 
timely warnings to dam operators. R. Pan et al. (2020) 
proposes a flood early warning system for dam operation 
based on rainfall and water level data. It presents a data-
driven approach that combines historical rainfall and 
water level data with machine learning techniques to 
predict floods and enable timely dam gate operations. 
K. Mishra et al. (2021) focuses on the development 
of a remote monitoring and control system for dam 
safety using IoT. It discusses the implementation of 
water level sensors, microcontrollers, communication 
protocols, and a web-based interface to enable remote 
monitoring and control of dam gates. M. Prabu et al. 
(2019) presents a flood monitoring system for dam 
safety that utilizes IoT technology. It discusses the 
integration of water level sensors, microcontrollers, 
wireless communication, and a web-based interface for 
real-time monitoring and control of dam gates.

METHODOLOGY 
The dam parameters are monitored by the system 
through the use of various types of sensors (refer Figure 
1). There are two components of the system. 

i) Dam gate automation: The system that has been 
developed automates the control of the dam gate by 
positioning water level sensors at different stages 
of the reservoir. Water is effectively managed and 

the project is the Node MCU, an IoT stage. Ultrasonic 
sensors measure distance with ultrasonic waves. The 
objective reflects an ultrasonic wave that is sent out 
by the sensor head. Firebase, Inc. developed the web 
application development platform in 2011. A servo 
engine controls the dam entryway opening and closing. 
Open-source Internet of Things platform with ESP8266 
Wi-Fi chip firmware is the Node MCU. This is utilized to 
speak with ultrasonic sensors, and the information from 
these sensors is conveyed to the cloud for a powerful 
stage that is arranged involving artificial intelligence 
estimations in Python. The Node MCU will then decide 
how many of the dam's entryways should be opened 
based on the AI computation's output. The problems can 
be solved using Automatic door opening and closing of 
dam gates based on water level measurements. Real-
time monitoring and detection of flood conditions 
using IoT sensors. Timely alerts and notifications to 
relevant authorities in case of flood detection. Improved 
efficiency and effectiveness in water management and 
flood control. Enhanced safety measures during dam 
operations.

It is extremely natural for floods to occur during the 
rainy season. Utilising IOT for an Integrated Automatic 
Flood Warning and Alert System When dam doors are 
opened or there is a high likelihood of a flood, there 
is no alert system in place in India. One of the main 
issues is that India's method is manual. The surrounding 
villages are severely impacted by the abrupt opening 
of doors. Both money and lives are lost as a result. The 
suggested system is a prototype that can be deployed 
in the dam's catchment areas. It will serve as an alert 
system that notifies the pedestals of the location of the 
doors and any impending flooding caused by rising 
water in the catchment areas. This system will include a 
public announcement system and an SMS alert system. 
A centralised website that displays the status of doors at 
all of India's dams will prove effective and valuable for 
the government authority. Audrina et al. have suggested 
a model-based IOT application for monitoring the 
water level of dams and automatically opening gates. 
The main goal is to outline potential IOT applications 
for dam safety and monitoring. Here, a sensor detects 
the water level, and when it reaches the full reservoir 
level (FRL), the dam gate opens. The sensor is used 
to assess the water level at three distinct levels and to 
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utilised when the dam gate is opened because a 
flow sensor detects the water's discharge. 

ii) Sensor of Flow: It measures the volume of 
water that flows past the dam. If the flow sensor 
measurement rises beyond the threshold, the 
dam's gate opens automatically. If the flow sensor 
measurement is within the limit, the dam gate closes. 
Thing Speak displays the data that is sent by your 
gadgets right away. Thing Speak includes real-time 
data collection, processing, visualisations, apps, 
and plugins. The brain of Thing Speak is a Thing 
Speak Channel. You use a channel to send your 
data to be stored. Eight fields for any type of data, 
three fields for locations, and one field for status are 
present in each channel. The server continuously 
monitors, updates, and displays the sensor output 
on a webpage. Stored data can be used for analysis, 
and the system is designed to raise the dam gates 
automatically if the parameter rises above the 
threshold value. A server page allows for the 
monitoring of the gathered data.

Figure1: Block Diagram of automatic door opening of 
dam & Flood detection monitoring through the IOT

Flood Detection: The research utilizes flood detection 
sensors, such as water level sensors or moisture sensors, 
to monitor the water level or moisture content in the 
vicinity of the dam. These sensors continuously measure 
the water level or moisture and provide corresponding 
analog or digital signals. The Node MCU board reads 
the sensor data periodically to determine if the water 
level or moisture exceeds a predefined threshold. If 
the threshold is exceeded, it indicates the presence of 
a flood. 

Decision-Making: The Node MCU board compares 
the sensor readings with the predefined threshold to 
determine the flood situation. If the readings indicate 
a flood, the system proceeds to take action to open the 
dam's door or gate. 

Control Mechanism: The Node MCU board is connected 
to a motor or actuator responsible for opening and 
closing the dam's door or gate. When a flood is detected, 
the Node MCU board activates the motor or actuator 
to open the dam's door or gate. This allows water to 
flow out of the dam, reducing the risk of overflow and 
potential damage downstream. 

Internet of Things (IoT) Connectivity: The Node MCU 
board is equipped with built-in Wi-Fi capabilities, 
enabling it to connect to the internet. The board 
establishes a Wi-Fi connection and can communicate 
with remote servers or cloud platforms. 

Data Communication and Monitoring: When a flood is 
detected and the dam's door or gate is opened, the Node 
MCU board sends notifications/alerts to the recipients. 
These notifications can be sent through email, message, 
or other communication channels, informing relevant. 
Automatic door opening of dam & Flood detection 
monitoring through the IOT 14 parties about the flood 
situation and dam door status Real-time updates on the 
flood situation and dam door status can be monitored 
through a web application or accessed via cloud 
services. 

Safety Measures: The system should incorporate safety 
measures to ensure reliable operation. Emergency 
stop mechanisms or manual override options can be 
implemented to halt or control the opening of the dam's 
door or gate in critical situations. Safety protocols 
and fail-safe mechanisms should be considered to 
prevent malfunctions or accidents. By combining flood 
detection sensors, the decision-making process, motor 
control, IoT connectivity, and data communication, the 
project achieves automatic door opening of a dam based 
on flood detection. The integration of Node MCU and 
IoT technologies enables remote monitoring and timely 
response to flood situations, enhancing the overall 
management and safety of the dam.
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Figure 2: Circuit diagram of the automatic door opening of a dam
the need for setting up your own server infrastructure. 
Here's some information about Blynk Cloud How to 
create blynk server Open chrome browser Type blynk 
cloud.

Software: Blynk Cloud is a cloud-based service 
provided by Blynk that allows you to easily connect and 
control your Internet of Things (IoT) devices over the 
internet. Blynk Cloud provides a platform for building 
mobile applications and managing IoT projects without 

Figure 3: Blynk cloud results
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Blynk server show the following page (refer Figure 3). 
Online data show this template Dam level showing 0 
to 100% Water flow showing 0 to 100 liter/min Buzzer 
for alert.

CONCLUSION 
By lowering the human quick out during emergency 
situations, the IoT based flood detection and alert 
system possibly will ascertain to save lives. It has been 
successful to develop a Wireless Sensor Network(WSN) 
while taking efficiency and deployment area into 
account. It has been successful to develop a WSN while 
taking efficiency and deployment area into account. 
The proposed approach can then be utilized to offer 
answers to real-world problems, providing respite 
to those living in towns plagued by frequent floods. 
The system's previously mentioned design aids in 
correctly monitoring the opening of dam gates. IoT has 
improved the efficiency and effectiveness of the system 
for managing dams and has also contributed to public 
issues. To use statistical data to autonomously and 
proactively manage the dam's release during a crisis. 
The system's reliance on IoT technology reduces the 
need for human interaction and delays.

A flood warning is a notification in advance of conditions 
that could result in property damage from flooding and 
possibly even pose a threat to human life. The system 
allows for early detection of rising water levels and 
immediate response, enabling timely actions to prevent 
or minimize flood damage. The IoT-based solution 
provides real-time monitoring of flood levels, allowing 
authorities to have up-to-date information and make 
informed decisions. Protect lives by giving people, 
assistance, and emergency services enough time to get 
ready for flooding.  With IoT connectivity, the system 
can be accessed and monitored remotely, enabling 
efficient management of multiple dams and flood-prone 
areas from a centralized location. Limitations of this 
technique is incapacity to generate extremely precise 
outcomes. Insufficient data prevents flood prediction 
from being performed. Data breaches and cyber-attacks 
are possible with IoT systems. To safeguard sensitive 
data and stop illegal access or control of the dam doors, 
it is essential to have strong security measures in place, 
such as access control, authentication, and encryption. 
Flood sensors may occasionally trigger false alarms 

due to sensor malfunctions or environmental factors. 
Ensuring sensor accuracy and reliability is essential to 
avoid unnecessary panic or improper responses.

The operator and giving full control to the 
microcontroller (automated level control), it is possible 
to create wireless connection between the controller and 
the driving element, which allows for improvements 
with only minor model changes. In industries, it can be 
utilized for level monitoring and control. Since there 
are around 5200 dams in India, the control of irrigation 
dams and other large dams utilized for power generating 
and water delivery should be handled differently. As a 
result, a significant project in the future may involve the 
centralised management of all the dams in a state using 
GPRS or other wireless technologies, which would be 
advantageous for the entire nation.
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ABSTRACT
In order to maintain long-term operation and environmental safety, industrial chimneys must undergo routine 
inspections, as this study discusses. There are several hazards, time limits, and potential mistakes associated with 
traditional manual labor-based inspection procedures. Our research uses thermal imaging, drone technology, and 
machine learning to present a novel method of crack identification in industrial chimneys in order to address these 
issues. By detecting exact heat signatures, drones fitted with thermal sensors are able to detect possible fractures or 
weak spots on chimney surfaces with high efficiency. Through the use of machine learning algorithms trained on 
thermal pictures, our technology analyses a sizable dataset to speed up the inspection process and discover minute 
structural variations that are invisible to the unaided eye. In addition to improving safety, this technology encourages 
environmentally beneficial behavior by facilitating early crack identification for increased productivity, lower 
emissions, and less waste. The study offers a thorough examination of standards, block diagrams, methodology, 
and real-world industrial relevance.  It  incorporates  technologies  like  multimodal  data  fusion,  transfer learning, 
and real-time monitoring, all of which are in line with Industry 4.0 concepts. The suggested method, which puts 
accuracy, safety, and environmental responsibility first, marks the beginning of a revolutionary period in industrial 
inspections.

KEYWORDS : CNN, Thermal imaging, Drone technology, Environment efficiency, Machine learning, Crack 
detection, Real-time monitoring, Semantic segmentation, Structural integrity, Data integration, Safety inspection, 
Infrastructure, Maintenance.

INTRODUCTION

Industrial chimneys are important in many different 
industries, from waste management to energy 

production. They are tall representations of human 
engineering prowess. Despite their sturdy architecture, 
these buildings are subject to deterioration brought on 
by external conditions, operational requirements, and 
the passage of time. Given their vital role in operational 
efficiency and safety, their maintenance and frequent 
inspection become important.

In the past, examining these massive industrial 
companies has been a laborious and dangerous 
procedure. Engineers had to scale chimneys for manual 
inspections, which created serious safety risks and 
mainly relied on human judgement, which might lead 
to mistakes. Modern technology was incorporated into 

inspection because a safer, more effective method was 
required. 

The suggested solution makes use of the convergence 
of thermal imaging, machine learning, and drone 
technology, as described in the seminar report "Industrial 
Chimney Crack Detection with Machine Learning." 
Drones with cutting-edge thermal cameras quickly scan 
chimney surfaces to record precise heat signatures. 
Despite its volume, this data is carefully examined 
using machine learning methods. The algorithms, which 
were trained on a variety of thermal image datasets, are 
highly effective at identifying and emphasising possible 
issue areas, speeding up the inspection procedure.

Apart from safety, the system is in line with the 
worldwide trend of environmentally responsible 
industrial operations. Early crack identification 
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Labelling and Ground Truth

Strict labelling was used to identify areas where cracks 
were found, giving the model's training ground truth. 
Proper annotation guarantees accuracy while training 
the model to discriminate between instances that have 
been cracked and those that have not.

This dataset serves as the foundation for training and 
assessing the machine learning model's ability to detect 
cracks because it combines visual and thermal pictures. 
It creates a solid basis for precise and trustworthy 
industrial chimney inspections.

Table 1. Dataset Overview

Variables Description
Image File Path Root Path of the thermal 

images.
Labels 0 or 1 for cracked or not 

cracked results.

The relationship between cracked and uncracked data is 
displayed using the bar graph below:

Figure 1. Cracked vs non-cracked

The confusion matrix is a useful tool when evaluating 
the effectiveness of classification models such as those 
used to identify credit cards. Because it provides a 
comprehensive analysis of the model's predictions 
and actual results, we are able to evaluate the model's 
accuracy and understand its strengths and weaknesses.

The confusion matrix is a square matrix representing 
the four outcomes of the binary distribution:

minimises waste, reduces emissions, expedites 
correction, and optimises operations. The benefits 
of this technological amalgamation for industries 
include increased economic efficiency, environmental 
sustainability, and adherence to safety regulations.

The seminar report provides a thorough implementation 
guide for this ground-breaking technology by exploring 
the methodology, block diagrams, and requirements. 
Furthermore, the system's adaptation to Industry 4.0 
concepts is highlighted by innovations including 
multimodal data fusion, transfer learning, and real-time 
monitoring.

Dataset

Visual and thermal photos from a variety of industrial 
chimneys make up the dataset for industrial chimney 
crack detection. Visual data obtained using cameras and 
drones provides views of the structure from the outside, 
while thermal images obtained with sophisticated 
thermal cameras installed on drones reveal patterns 
of temperature that indicate structural problems like 
cracks or insulation failures.

Data Collection

Pictures provide a variety of perspectives on industrial 
chimneys for an all-encompassing look. Thermal 
imaging, which record temperature distributions, make 
structural irregularities obvious that are not discernible 
through visual means.

Preprocessing

To improve clarity, visual images were resized, noise 
was reduced, and colour was adjusted. Because they 
depict heat, thermal images are more complicated, thus 
in order to make analysis easier, they were calibrated 
and had their temperature normalised.

Dataset Format

The dataset is stored in an organised Excel spreadsheet. 
With columns including the image ID, file paths for 
both optical and thermal images, and labels indicating 
the presence or absence of cracks, each row corresponds 
to a distinct image.
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Figure 2. Confusion Matrix of Dataset

True Positive (TP)

True Positive is true good (in the good category) and by 
the model is estimated to be good.

True Negative (TN)

The number of samples that are negative (in the negative 
class) and are predicted to be negative by the model.

False Positive (FP)

Also called Type I error, is the number of false positives 
but incorrectly predicted as positive by the sample.

False Negative (FN)

Also known as Type II error, is the number of events that 
are positive but are not correctly predicted as negative 
by the model.

Confusion matrices are usually presented in tabular 
form, with predictions in rows and facts in columns.

By analysing the results in the confusion matrix, we can 
calculate various metrics to evaluate the performance 
of the model.

Here is an example:

Accuracy

Overall accuracy of the model calculated as (TP + TN) 
/ (TP + TN + FP + FN).

Precision

The ability of the model to accurately detect fraud 
calculated as TP / (TP + FP). It measures the rate of 
fraud correctly identified among all fraud cases.

Recall (also known as Sensitivity or True Positive Rate):

The ability of the model to accurately detect fraud is 
calculated as TP / (TP + FN). It measures the proportion 
of correctly identified false positives among all true 
false positives.

F1 Score

A compound expression equal to precision and recall, 
calculated as 2 (precision, recall) / (precision + recall).

Analyzing the confusion matrix and related metrics 
allows us to understand how well the model performs 
in identifying credit cards. It helps us identify areas 
where the model may be flawed or flawed, allowing us 
to adjust the model or adjust its decision to improve its 
performance.

METHOD

Convolutional Neural Networks

One kind of deep neural network that is especially 
intended for processing and analyzing visual data is 
the convolutional neural network (CNN). Computer 
vision tasks including object identification, picture 
categorization, and image recognition are areas where 
CNNs excel. The way that the human brain processes 
images served as an inspiration for CNN architecture.

Input Layer

The CNN's input layer receives thermal pictures of 
steel sheets. In these pictures, each pixel denotes the 
temperature at a particular location.

Convolutional Layers

Convolutional layers are trained to recognise 
patterns in thermal pictures that point to fractures or 
other characteristics. These patterns may represent 
temperature changes that indicate possible flaws.
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Saving the Model

The trained CNN model is stored for subsequent usage, 
real-world deployment, or additional analysis in a file 
called "your model.h5".

RESULTS

As of this report, the outcomes of our research, 
which focuses on industrial chimney crack detection, 
have not yet been finalized. The project is now in the 
manufacturing stage. While some preliminary data has 
been collected by the deployment of drones fitted with 
temperature sensors, a thorough study utilizing machine 
learning techniques is still being conducted. For 
system optimization, issues with technical complexity 
and environmental influences that arise during the 
production phase are being addressed.

While definitive results are yet to be obtained, the 
project remains committed to improving industrial 
chimney inspection processes through the integration 
of thermal imaging, drone technology, and machine 
learning. Ongoing efforts involve refining algorithms, 
overcoming challenges, and conducting extensive 
testing for the validation of the proposed methodology. 
This update provides a transparent overview of the 
project's current status and its dedication to achieving 
meaningful results.

Figure 3. Prediction results – Uncracked

Pooling Layers

The spatial extent of the feature map created by the 
convolution is downscaled by the pooling layer. This 
helps focus on the most important information while 
reducing computational complexity.

Flatten Layer

The convolution and pooling output are converted into 
one-dimensional vectors by the flattening layer, making 
them ready for processing by the entire network layer.

Fully Connected (Dense) Layers

The connection layer maintains the structure of the 
structure and learns the relationship between different 
parts of the thermal image. They play an important role 
in representation at higher levels.

Output Layer

The prediction of whether a particular metal plate has a 
crack is generated by the output layer. Use the SoftMax 
function to assign the probability to each group in 
various distributions.

Model Compilation

This model is compiled using the "Adam" optimizer, 
which is suitable for training deep neural networks. The 
"sparse_categorical_crossentropy" loss function was 
chosen because the labels are encoded numbers and 
"truth" is used as a parameter.

Training Model

Train CNN using thermal images of steel plates with 
signs of cracks. The model adjusts its parameters during 
training to reduce the difference between actual and 
predicted data.

Evaluation of the Model

The evaluation was carried out after the training with 
the thermal process that was not used in the training. 
Indicators such as accuracy, precision, recall, and 
confusion matrices are calculated during this evaluation 
to evaluate how well the model performs for new, 
unseen data.
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Figure 4. Prediction results – Crack found

DISCUSSION
The project "Industrial Chimney Crack Detection Using 
Machine Learning," which is being presented, presents 
a novel strategy to transform industrial inspections. 
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs), drone 
technology, and thermal imaging together provide a 
complete solution for identifying structural problems 
in industrial chimneys. The discourse explores several 
important facets, such as the importance of the 
technique, the use of datasets, CNN implementation, 
and continuous optimization attempts.

Significance of the Methodology

The concept tackles important issues with conventional 
manual industrial chimney inspections. The method 
uses drones and thermal imaging to speed up the 
inspection process while simultaneously improving 
safety by removing the need for dangerous physical 
work. A layer of precision is added by using machine 
learning techniques, particularly CNNs, which make it 
possible to identify minute structural variations that are 
invisible to the human eye.

Dataset Utilization and Preprocessing

The dataset is the foundation of the research and 
consists of both visual and thermal photos from a 

variety of industrial chimneys. The talk offers thorough 
viewpoints while highlighting the significance of 
data collecting using cameras and drones. The clarity 
and consistency of the dataset are guaranteed by 
the preprocessing stages, which also include noise 
reduction, calibration, and scaling. The dataset structure 
is made more transparent by the well-organized Excel 
spreadsheet format that includes image IDs, file URLs, 
and crack labels

Implementation of Convolutional Neural Networks 
(CNNs)

An important feature of the CNN architecture is that 
it is specifically designed to identify cracks. in the 
thermal image of the steel plate. Starting from input 
and convolution layers to output layer, layer by layer, 
flattening layer, all layers, etc. We talked about different 
levels of CNN. The model's performance in detecting 
defects is demonstrated by collection, training, and 
evaluation, including accuracy, precision, recall, and F1 
score.

Project Implementation

A wide range of tasks are included in the implementation 
phase, such as feature engineering, data preparation, 
picture segmentation, and feature extraction. Careful 
data preprocessing, such as noise reduction and 
pixel value normalization, is essential to the project's 
success. The model can identify tiny patterns linked 
to cracks thanks to the deployment of sophisticated 
image segmentation algorithms and feature extraction 
techniques.

Ongoing Efforts and Future Directions

The discussion recognizes that the project is now in the 
manufacturing stage while presenting the outcomes. 
Efforts are still being made to solve the environmental 
factors and technical difficulties that arise during 
production. The dedication to improving algorithms, 
overcoming obstacles, and carrying out comprehensive 
testing for method validation is emphasized in the study. 
The incorporation of a post-processing stage and a 
proactive maintenance planning strategy demonstrates 
a thorough approach to long-term effectiveness.

To sum up, the machine learning effort on industrial 
chimney crack detection marks a paradigm change 
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in industrial inspections. In addition to ensuring 
efficiency and safety, the combination of cutting-
edge technologies also conforms to international 
trends toward environmentally conscious industrial 
operations. The project is at the forefront of proactive 
efforts because to its multidimensional approach, which 
includes continuous activities, model implementation, 
dataset handling, methodology, and ongoing efforts.

CONCLUSION
Using a neural network (CNN) model to detect 
metal plate cracks is a major advance in performance 
evaluation. The model's ability to detect cracks in the 
thermal image of the metal plate is demonstrated by 
performance metrics including accuracy, precision, 
recall, and F1 score. This accomplishment creates a 
paradigm shift toward the early detection of structural 
problems in addition to advancing artificial intelligence 
in industrial maintenance. It is anticipated that the 
model's performance would transform intervention 
and maintenance planning, ushering in a new era of 
proactive structural health monitoring. Still, there is 
always room for improvement and the investigation 
of different algorithms in the pursuit of perfection. In 
addition to protecting industrial assets, the model's 
effectiveness in crack detection reinforces a narrative 
of resilience.

Recommendations

The purpose of the following suggestions is to improve 
the industrial chimney crack detecting system's 
usefulness and practical application:

Algorithmic Refinement

To enhance the CNN model's capacity for crack 
identification, tweak its hyperparameters, investigate 
alternative topologies, and use cutting-edge methods.

Data Enhancement

To further diversify the dataset and ensure the 
model's robustness and generalizability to a range of 
industrial chimney scenarios, investigate further data 
augmentation techniques.

Real-world Deployment

To verify the model's functionality in actual industrial 
settings, conduct thorough field testing taking into 

account variables like changing weather, different types 
of chimneys, and intricate structural details.

System Integration

Examine how to integrate seamlessly with current 
maintenance systems and industrial infrastructure to 
ensure compatibility and no interruption to ongoing 
business activities.

Continuous Monitoring

Create a methodical framework for ongoing observation, 
model recalibration, and future modifications to 
accommodate changing industry needs and technology 
breakthroughs.

Regulatory Compliance

Ascertain that the system in place conforms to industry 
safety standards and regulations, taking into account 
any possible privacy, data security, and environmental 
impact concerns.

Collaboration and Knowledge Transfer

Encourage cooperation between industry participants, 
authorities, and specialists in technology to take use 
of shared expertise, tackle obstacles, and encourage 
extensive implementation of the suggested technology.

Training and Skill Development

To improve industry experts' comprehension of the 
technology and its use, start training programmes for 
drone operators and maintenance staff.

Sustainability and Environmental Impact

Promote the advantages of early crack detection for 
the environment and urge businesses to implement 
eco-friendly procedures that support sustainable 
development objectives.

Research and Development

Promote more study in the area, looking into cutting-
edge sensor technology, machine learning algorithms, 
and creative ways to improve industrial chimney 
inspection systems' capabilities over time.

All of these suggestions help to ensure that the suggested 
crack detection system is continuously improved, 
implemented, and integrated into industrial processes.
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ABSTRACT
Onboard Hydrogen Generation for Fuel Cell Cars," represents a pioneering endeavor to revolutionize the 
automotive industry and promote sustainable transportation solutions. This innovative work addresses the key 
challenges faced by hydrogen fuel cell vehicles (FCVs), which have been slow to gain traction due to the lack of 
refueling infrastructure and environmental concerns. Our approach fundamentally transforms FCVs by integrating 
an efficient and reliable onboard hydrogen generation system. Central to our work is the utilization of proton 
exchange membrane (PEM) electrolysis, a highly efficient and eco-friendly method that splits water into hydrogen 
and oxygen. This innovation not only ensures a consistent source of hydrogen but also mitigates environmental 
concerns by reducing reliance on fossil fuels. Additionally, our system incorporates safety measures that include 
real-time monitoring, redundancy systems, driver alerts, and control of the pH value of water, addressing safety 
and operational concerns.

Aim of the work includes effective production of hydrogen gas , till date 8-9 liters of water (H₂O) produces 1 kg of 
hydrogen (depending upon the various factors like voltage , material) .Control the pH level of water for effective 
production of hydrogen .Also to control and monitor all the safety measures including the person safety .And the 
successful implementation of the system in todays available FCVs.

KEYWORDS : Onboard hydrogen generation, Hydrogen fuel cell Car, Green hydrogen, Future technology.

INTRODUCTION

The advent of hydrogen fuel cell vehicles (FCVs) 
has long been hailed as a sustainable and 

environmentally responsible solution for the future 
of transportation. FCVs offer the promise of zero-
emission driving and reduced dependence on fossil 
fuels. However, their widespread adoption has been 
impeded by several critical challenges, primarily the 
lack of hydrogen refueling infrastructure.

Despite the numerous advantages of hydrogen fuel cell 
vehicles, their widespread adoption has been hindered 

primarily due to the scarcity of hydrogen refueling 
stations.

To address this critical challenge, this work aims to 
develop an innovative solution—an isolated onboard 
hydrogen generation and utilization system for hydrogen 
fuel cell cars. Hydrogen is generated using electrolysis 
process using Proton Exchange Membrane .

With Reference to standard journal papers, 8 liters of 
water produces 1 kg of hydrogen gas (depending upon 
factors of electrolysis like time, applied voltage and 
current ,material of electrodes,PH level of water etc ).
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The process involves an electrolysis cell with an 
anode and a cathode separated by a proton exchange 
membrane (PEM) or other electrolyte.

When an electric current is passed through the water, 
it causes water molecules to dissociate, producing 
hydrogen gas at the cathode and oxygen gas at the 
anode.[2]

Specifications for Electrolysis-based Hydrogen 
Generation

Electrolyzer Efficiency: Electrolyzers typically have 
an efficiency range of 60-80% in converting electrical 
energy into hydrogen gas.

Operating Temperature: Electrolysis is commonly 
performed at temperatures around 60-80°C, though 
variations exist based on the specific electrolyzer 
technology.

Voltage Requirements: The voltage required for 
electrolysis depends on the type of electrolyzer used. 
For instance, alkaline electrolyzers operate at lower 
voltages (~1.5-2 V) while PEM electrolyzers operate at 
higher voltages (~1.8-2.2 V).

Electrolyzer Types: Common types include alkaline 
electrolyzers, PEM electrolyzers, and solid oxide 
electrolyzers, each with its advantages and limitations.
[6]

Hydrogen Yield and Details

Yield from Electrolysis: For every 2 moles of water 
(H2O) molecules split during electrolysis, it yields 2 
moles of hydrogen gas (H2) and 1 mole of oxygen gas 
(O2). The molar ratio is 2:1 (H2:O2).

1 kg of hydrogen gas can drive the vehicle to range of 
120km.

The infrastructure gap has led to a disparity in the 
adoption of FCVs compared to their battery-electric 
counterparts. While battery-electric vehicles have 
gained significant market share, FCVs have remained 
relatively niche due to the limited availability of 
hydrogen refueling stations.

To address this pressing issue and accelerate the adoption 
of FCVs, our work, "Onboard Hydrogen Generation for 
Fuel Cell Cars," introduces a groundbreaking solution. 
Our work centers on the development and integration of 
an efficient and reliable onboard hydrogen generation 
system.

This innovative approach shifts the paradigm from the 
traditional centralized refueling model to a decentralized 
one. We aim to directly generate hydrogen within the 
FCV itself, eliminating the dependency on extensive 
hydrogen refueling infrastructure. Key to this approach 
is the use of proton exchange membrane (PEM) 
electrolysis, a process that efficiently splits water into 
hydrogen and oxygen with minimal energy input. 
This method is not only eco-friendly but also energy-
efficient, offering a greener alternative to hydrogen 
production. Safety is paramount in our work, and we 
have incorporated a comprehensive suite of safety 
measures. These include real-time safety monitoring, 
redundancy systems, driver alerts, and the control of 
the pH value of water, ensuring the secure production, 
storage, and utilization of hydrogen within the vehicle.

In the subsequent sections, this work report delves 
into the methodology, environmental impact, market 
strategy, cost analysis, and recommendations, providing 
a comprehensive overview of our innovative solution 
and its potential to reshape the landscape of sustainable 
transportation.

METHOD
Hydrogen Generation Method

Electrolysis

Electrolysis is a common method used to generate 
hydrogen by splitting water molecules (H2O) into 
hydrogen (H2) and oxygen (O2) using an electric 
current.
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Conversion Factors: In terms of volume, at standard 
conditions (STP - Standard Temperature and Pressure), 
1 mole of hydrogen gas occupies 22.4 liters. Therefore, 
from 1 liter of water, theoretically, 11.2 liters of hydrogen 
gas can be generated via electrolysis (considering 
complete efficiency, which is not practically achievable).

Efficiency Consideration: In real-world scenarios, 
factors like electrolyzer efficiency, temperature, 
pressure, and purity affect the actual amount of hydrogen 
produced per unit of water.

Hydrogen Purity: The purity of hydrogen produced from 
electrolysis can range from 95% to 99.999% depending 
on the electrolyzer technology and purification methods 
used.

Scaling Up Production: Scaling up hydrogen generation 
involves larger electrolyzer systems and efficient power 
sources, considering electricity requirements and 
hydrogen storage.

These specifications and details give an overview of 
the electrolysis-based method for hydrogen generation, 
its efficiency, and theoretical yield per unit of water, 
considering ideal conditions. Practical applications 
involve optimizing various parameters to achieve 
efficient and sustainable hydrogen production for use in 
fuel cells or other applications.[3]

DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED WORK

The proposed work for "Onboard Hydrogen Generation 
for Fuel Cell Cars" is a multifaceted endeavor that 
encompasses research, development, implementation, 
and deployment. It represents a forward-thinking 
solution to address the lack of hydrogen refueling 
infrastructure and promote sustainable transportation. 
The work's objectives and tasks can be summarized as 
follows:

Research and Development (R&D)

Proton Exchange Membrane (PEM) Electrolysis: The 
heart of this work is the development and optimization 
of a PEM electrolysis system. R&D efforts will focus on 
maximizing efficiency, safety, and reliability in splitting 
water into hydrogen and oxygen. This phase involves 
extensive laboratory research and testing.[2]

Safety Measures

The R&D phase will also include the design and 
implementation of robust safety protocols. Real-time 
monitoring systems, redundancy measures, and pH 
control in the water used for electrolysis are developed 
to ensure safe hydrogen production, storage, and 
utilization within the vehicle.

Technology Integration

The work involves the integration of the PEM 
electrolysis system with fuel cell vehicles (FCVs). This 
includes the modification of FCVs to accommodate the 
hydrogen generation system, including storage tanks, 
electrolysis modules, and safety components.

Renewable Energy Integration

The work explores the incorporation of renewable 
energy sources, such as solar panels or wind turbines, 
to power the onboard hydrogen generation process. 
This integration aims to harness sustainable energy for 
the electrolysis process, aligning the work with eco-
friendly and low-carbon initiatives.

Safety Testing and Validation

Rigorous testing and validation procedures are 
conducted to ensure the safety and performance of the 
integrated system. This phase includes simulations, 
laboratory testing, and real-world trials to confirm the 
system's reliability and adherence to safety standards.

Market Strategy and Customer Engagement

A key aspect of the work is the development of 
a comprehensive market strategy. This includes 
understanding customer preferences and addressing 
potential barriers to adoption. Market research is 
conducted to identify target demographics and 
promotional tactics.

Cost Analysis and Funding

A detailed cost analysis is essential to manage work 
expenses effectively. Funding sources, including 
venture capital, government grants, and partnerships, 
are explored to secure the necessary financial support.

Environmental Impact Assessment

The work assesses and quantifies the environmental 
benefits, including carbon emissions reduction, of FCVs 
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Purity:

Produces high-purity hydrogen, suitable for use in fuel 
cells.

Real-Time Monitoring:

Continuous monitoring of system performance 
and safety parameters to detect and respond to any 
anomalies.

Redundancy Systems:

Backup systems and fail-safes to ensure hydrogen 
generation can continue in the event of component 
failures.

pH Control:

Monitoring and control of the pH value of water used in 
electrolysis to maintain safe conditions.

Integration with Fuel Cell Vehicles:

Modification of FCVs to accommodate the hydrogen 
generation system, including storage tanks, electrolysis 
modules, safety components, and controls. Seamless 
integration with the vehicle's power and control systems 
for efficient operation.[5]

Renewable Energy Integration:

Option to integrate renewable energy sources such 
as solar panels or wind turbines for powering the 
electrolysis process. Enhances sustainability by 
reducing the carbon footprint of hydrogen production.

Storage and Utilisation:

Efficient storage of generated hydrogen within the 
vehicle, typically in high-pressure tanks.

Integration with the vehicle's fuel cell system for 
clean and efficient electricity generation, powering the 
vehicle's electric motor.

Control Systems:

Advanced control systems to manage the hydrogen 
generation process, monitor safety parameters, and 
optimise system performance. User-friendly interfaces 
for drivers to view and manage system status.

Market Strategy and Customer Engagement:

Customer-oriented features to enhance the user 
experience and promote adoption of FCVs with onboard 

with onboard hydrogen generation. This data is critical 
for environmental certifications and marketing efforts.

Infrastructure Deployment

If renewable energy sources are integrated, infrastructure 
for clean energy generation is developed or modified. 
This could involve the installation of solar panels or 
wind turbines at designated locations.

Market Entry and Deployment

The work culminates in the deployment of modified 
FCVs with the onboard hydrogen generation system. 
These vehicles are introduced to the market, with 
a focus on regions with limited hydrogen refueling 
infrastructure.

Monitoring and Evaluation

Continuous monitoring and evaluation are conducted 
to track the work's performance, safety, environmental 
impact, and market adoption. Findings from this phase 
inform future developments and improvements.

The proposed work is a comprehensive and meticulously 
planned endeavor that aspires to drive the adoption 
of hydrogen FCVs by addressing the infrastructure 
challenge and promoting sustainable, zero-emission 
transportation. It embodies innovation, safety, and 
environmental responsibility, making it a pioneering 
work in the automotive industry.

SPECIFICATIONS OF PROPOSED WORK

The proposed onboard hydrogen generation system 
for fuel cell cars is designed to be highly efficient, 
safe, and environmentally friendly. Below are the key 
specifications of this innovative system:

Hydrogen Generation Technology

Method:

Proton Exchange Membrane (PEM) Electrolysis, a 
well-established and efficient process for splitting water 
into hydrogen and oxygen.[2]

Efficiency:

High hydrogen production efficiency, with minimal 
energy input.
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hydrogen generation. Market-specific variations to 
address regional preferences and requirements.

Environmental Impact:

Reduced carbon emissions compared to traditional 
hydrogen production methods. Low environmental 
footprint due to the integration of renewable energy 
sources.

Cost Efficiency:

Cost-effective design and manufacturing to ensure 
affordability for consumers. A detailed cost analysis to 
manage work expenses effectively.

Safety Testing and Validation:

Rigorous safety testing and validation procedures to 
ensure system reliability and compliance with safety 
standards and regulations.

Market Entry and Deployment:

Introduction of modified FCVs with the onboard 
hydrogen generation system to the market. Initial 
deployment in regions with limited hydrogen refuelling 
infrastructure.

The proposed system specifications reflect the work's 
commitment to efficiency, safety, sustainability, and 
affordability.

IMPLEMENTATION

The implementation of the onboard hydrogen generation 
system in fuel cell cars is a carefully orchestrated process 
involving several key steps. Beginning with meticulous 
system integration planning, collaborative efforts assess 

the vehicle's design, identifying optimal locations for 
crucial components like electrolysis modules and safety 
features. The seamless connection of the hydrogen 
system with the car's electrical architecture follows, 
ensuring efficient operation.

Critical modifications, such as adjusting the fuel cell 
stack to utilize onboard-generated hydrogen, are made 
to enhance integration. Safety is a paramount concern, 
with the integration of real-time monitoring, redundancy 
measures, and safety shutdown features to mitigate 
risks associated with hydrogen use. Furthermore, the 
incorporation of renewable energy sources, such as solar 
panels or wind turbines, adds a sustainable dimension 
to the system.

The implementation journey continues with rigorous 
testing and calibration to ensure optimal performance 
and safety under various conditions. Fine-tuning the 
system strikes a delicate balance between onboard 
hydrogen generation and overall vehicle performance. 
The development of a user-friendly interface facilitates 
real-time monitoring and control for drivers.

Compliance with safety standards and regulations is 
rigorously ensured, and necessary certifications are 
obtained to validate the system's adherence to industry 
standards. Real-world pilot testing, collecting data on 
performance and user experience, informs necessary 
adjustments. The refinement phase incorporates 
insights from testing, optimizing the system for broader 
deployment.

In conclusion, the implementation process prioritizes 
safety, efficiency, and user experience. It reflects a 
collaborative effort involving various expertise areas to 
seamlessly integrate the onboard hydrogen generation 
system into fuel cell cars, marking a significant step 
toward sustainable and efficient transportation solutions.

CONCLUSION
In conclusion, the work, "Onboard Hydrogen Generation 
for Fuel Cell Cars," represents a transformative and 
highly relevant initiative in the current industrial 
landscape. This innovative solution addresses critical 
challenges in the automotive sector, including the lack 
of hydrogen refuelling infrastructure, environmental 
concerns, and the need for sustainable transportation 
alternatives.
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By integrating an efficient and reliable onboard 
hydrogen generation system, this work contributes to 
the ongoing global efforts to reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions and promote environmentally responsible 
mobility. The use of proton exchange membrane (PEM) 
electrolysis, along with stringent safety measures, 
ensures the efficient and secure production of high-
purity hydrogen within the vehicle.

The work's focus on safety, innovation, and compliance 
with government policies and incentives positions it 
as a competitive and forward-thinking venture in the 
automotive industry.

As the world increasingly emphasises sustainability and 
reduced emissions, the relevance of this work cannot 
be overstated. It not only presents a practical solution 
to the lack of hydrogen infrastructure but also offers 
consumers a zero-emission, eco-friendly mode of 
transportation. This work represents a significant step 
toward a greener and more sustainable future for the 
automotive sector and society at large.
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Clothing and Fashion Recommendation System
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a method used for recommending fashion and relevant clothing styles. Technique deep learning 
is used to devise a novel method using CNN‟s  Resnet-50  module  and  KNN  based  classifier.  This  aims  to  
enhance personalized and adaptive fashion choices with the recommendation model as the importance of fashion 
has significantly increased. An unsupervised KNN algorithm is used, where the value of k is tuned at 6 with 
Euclidean metric, generating highest accuracy of 91.2% and F1-score of 0.928, followed by cosine similarity 
metric with 84.4% and 0.890. Implementation of our system also demonstrates a legitimate web app using python, 
which can be instantly accessed. The  research  delves  into  the challenges  of  understanding  industry needs, 
preferences, and generating particular styles, as well as comprehending the ever-changing characteristics and 
trends in the fashion industry.

KEYWORDS : Fashion recommendation, Deep learning, Fashion, E-commerce.

INTRODUCTION

Fashion is a dynamic domain that involves personal 
preferences, social influences, and contextual 

factors. Nowadays in this modern world the value of 
an individual's personality depends upon three aspects 
which are occasion, behaviour, and attire. Also, social 
media platforms have enabled people to communicate 
with one another online and exchange ideas and 
share knowledge. Thus, using social media platforms 
have empowered all humans varying from children to 
elderly of this uniqueness in the form of fashion. As the 
increased usage of social media has directly increased 
the fashion industry, it is being studied using artificial 
intelligence, mainly domains like machine learning 
and deep learning have become an essential tool to 
objectively analyse social media platforms (M. Paolanti 
et al., 2022). The researchers have found various 
methods which use artificial intelligence and machine 
learning for the need for clothing recommendation. 
Neural networks and feature extraction was used (J. Ma 
et al., 2018) where the recommendation was generated 
using multi-layer neural networks and image decoders. 
They also demonstrated the cross-modality and mutual 

attention processes for outfit recommendation where 
they generated over 2 lakh outfits.

Motivated by such methods, the desire of authors for 
corporate research was increased based on enormous 
amounts of big data in the fashion industry which 
was used for supporting a variety of decision-making 
processes for businesses. One such decisive method in 
the fashion industry was presented through Analytical 
Hierarchy Process (AHP) which was employed by the 
Knowledge-Based Open Performance Measurement 
System which was abbreviated as KBO-PMS (W Yang et 
al., 2019) and multi-criteria decision-making (MCDM) 
which was evaluated at 85.6% performance. Similarly, 
to match the increase in fashion taste across the world, 
a Neural Graph Filtering workflow was described 
where the authors used the edge feature generation 
technique complimented with style classifiers (D. Lin 
et al., 2020). Using certain methods businesses in the 
fashion industry are now able to find upcoming trends 
in big data and create algorithms that can forecast future 
outcomes. Thanks to the technology in deep learning 
and various other methods which are reviewed via 
international journals in section mentioned below.
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It corrects the noisy image labels and displays the 
noise correction network. The single task learning 
method (STL) performs with  79.9% accuracy and 
multiple task learning(MTL) with 79.8%, but when 
mixed with FARNet, MTL can increase the general 
performance for recognition and recommendation (H 
Liu & F Huang , 2021). Fuzzy logic implementation 
for personalized garment recommendation is suggested 
where the complicated connection was solved by fuzzy 
cognitive maps (L. Wang & X. Zeng, 2014). These were 
used to model the relationship between basic sensory 
descriptors and fashion concepts as supplied by clients 
based on body measurements. Conversely a location 
based recommendation with color and scene recognition 
was generated using support vector machines (SVM) 
combined with multi-label CNN for correlation (M. 
P et al. ,2016) . The authors used 339,797 images and 
clustered them into different locations, but still lacked 
the precision with pants recommendation of 81%, 60% 
for dresses and merely 11.96% on tops. To include more 
continuity (A. Lee et al., 2023) represents the Korean 
fashion sensing and recommendation approach by 
combining multiple datasets into a whopping 1,083,835 
K-fashion dataset. The authors classified them into 
hybrid and K-fashion based on gender, ethnicity and 
fabric condition using hybrid modeling using Resnet, 
EifdentNet, and Vision Transformer with minimum 
of 61% and maximum of 75% model performance to 
improve the consumer‟s decision making by changing 
the way consumers think, gather information, and 
also make decisions regarding consumption activities 
which reflect the everyday lifestyle in order to optimize 
their whole experience value (H. Kim et al., 2014) 
.With the help of these several methods the product-
consumer relation is strengthened via social media as 
in case of new fields like vlogging ,which was studied 
where the authors performed Principal component 
analysis(PCA) of attributes such as expertise with 
variance of 50.337 % and attractiveness of product 
with variance of 10.274% (Choi W, & Lee Y., 2019). 
Finally it also depends on the emotional preferences 
for which classification architectures, P5 javascript 
library and pattern confirmation personal preference 
was valued at 4.43, purchase intention at 4.38 and 
customer satisfaction at 4.23 out of a total scale of 5 
(N. Ma et al., 2022). A sensitive text message-based 

LITERATURE REVIEW
The revolutionary effects of deep learning and 
artificial intelligence on several fields are examined 
in this literature review. The major findings that came 
across the detection, analysis and research related 
to fashion industry styles and methods to develop 
algorithms are discussed. A Clothing recommendation 
was designed using multi-view Embedding Learning 
which is based on homogeneous and heterogeneous 
similarity preserving projection (M. Kankanhalli et 
al., 2018). In order to preserve homogenous similarity, 
an application of a cross- view similarity rating was 
made to sustain heterogeneous similarity. Still on a 
big data level the embedded method had qualitative 
shortcoming as the model captures the runaway 
photos but not the information regarding year and 
color labels. Quantitatively one of the biggest and 
popular datasets in the fashion industry is the Amazon 
fashion dataset. To raise the overall suggestion quality, 
a differentiated recommendation framework is used 
which is a combination of transfer learning algorithm 
for augmentation and knowledge graph (L. Zhou et 
al., 2019). Here the idea of knowledge graph was 
used in three dimensions, which are hit rate, time 
consumption and coverage. Through fine tuning of the 
data augmentation process the authors finally increased 
the overall depth of search in the knowledge graph 
algorithm, but this strategy lagged to form connections 
between different entities. An aspect-based fashion 
recommendation model with attention mechanism 
termed as AFRAM was employed by another author 
to address this issue, which extracted features in two 
parallel models using a long short term memory network 
which is known as LSTM and the convolutional neural 
network normally known as CNN (W. Li & B. Xu et 
al., 2020) . Thus authors were able to bifurcate fashion 
recommendations using hyperparameters based on 
customer reviews. Similarly Fashion recommendation 
was generated using reviews from customers, where it 
was suggested to use a visual attention model driven 
by reviews where they put forward the Visual and 
Textual Jointly Enhanced Interpretable (VTJEI) model 
built from the description of an input image, but has a 
redundancy towards noise (Z. Cui et al., 2020) . Fashion 
attribute recognition system (FARNet) leverages the 
RichWear asian dataset containing 322,198 images. 
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generative design method was used in conjunction with 
strategies for conveying 28 different levels of emotion. 
Various methods discussed in the above extract are 
used to an extent where there is a discrepancy in usable 
functions, user interface and abundance of overloaded 
information. The existence of previous projects are 
very advantageous but also lag in accurate results. 
Like in quintuplet-based ranking systems, the street 
and runaway images do not perform accurately using 
styleNet (M. Kankanhalli et al., 2018), whereas in a 
knowledge based graph approach, a limitation of 10 
items occurs per user in (L. Zhou et al., 2019). Thus, 
deep learning methods are considered for quantitative 
results but models like FARNet and AlexNet are faced 
with accuracy compromises (H Liu & F Huang , 2021) . 
Therefore, there isn't a good implementation that can be 
used right away for fashion recommendation systems. 
Consequently by working on such discrepancies, we 
intrigued on implementing the clothing and fashion 
recommendation system using CNN and ResNet deep 
learning modules. Also as discussed above, the visual 
implementations are not clear and thus the need for 
hosting on a software is considered as the need of the 
hour in this domain. Therefore, a visually pleasing and 
user friendly demonstration is required. The current 
objectives and plans are mentioned in section below.

METHODOLOGY
The structural implementation of this project has been 
improved by the inputs of various literature gaps as 
discussed in the above section. As a consequence, the 
general working of this project is mentioned in the 
below block diagram as shown in Fig. 1. It begins with 
the dataset collection and data preprocessing followed 
by model design, calibrating models and using them to 
extract the features of the images.

Fig. 1. Fashion Recommendation System

Further by processing the input image taken from the 
user and matching with the extracted features, we 
can classify the results using the k- nearest neighbour 
approach which will be explained in detail in further 
sections. Additionally, it displays the result on the 
web app using the web development framework from 
python known as streamlit and thus presents the output 
to the end user, which helps to construct a resilient and 
accurate fashion recommendation system.

Dataset Acquisition and Preprocessing

The architecture of the project relies upon the concepts 
of various machine learning as well as deep learning 
models such as transfer learning, which require training 
a certain data via alternative methods. Therefore for 
a proper implementation a legitimate dataset is used 
for the project, which is based upon the e-commerce 
clothing dataset as shown in Fig. 2. The data set 
comprises 44,441 images along with individual styles 
included into thestyles csv file, which contains the 
metadata of all the images in json format.

Fig. 2. Sample Images of Clothing Dataset

Analysis of this dataset into various categories for better 
understanding and training of the model as shown in 
Table 1, where classification of the data is based upon 
the top five types of clothes worn in every season. The 
general analysis shows top wear as the most used out 
of any other clothing category collected in the dataset 
followed by the shoes and bags.

After the dataset inclusion of over 44441 images the 
collected data was loaded into the python environment 
on IntelliJ‟sPyCharm environment to be used for data 
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hierarchical, abstract representations of input images. 
Deep convolutional layers in the network learn to detect 
progressively complex patterns, ranging from edges 
and textures to high-level object characteristics.
Resnet or Residual Networks, is based upon 34- layer 
plain network architecture. While recognizing photos, 
the first layer might pick up on edges, the second 
layer might pick up on textures, the third layer might 
pick up on objects, and so on. In both the training and 
testing situations, we see that the error % for a 56-layer 
network is higher than that of a 20-layer network. This 
shows that a network's performance declines as more 
layers are added on top of it. This is also observed via 
the Resnet 50 network layer description as given in (1).
H(x) = F(x) + x         (1)
where,
F(x) is learned mapping
H(x) represents the residual mapping that needs to be 
learned X is the input data of the image.
The main aim to improve performance of Resnet is to 
minimize the F(x) value, so that H(x) nearly equals 
the value of x, therefore the value of required output is 
closest to the input value and creates the desired result. 
The exact algorithm and working logic for the feature 
extraction using Resnet-50 is mentioned below in the 
algorithm.

Fig. 3. Workflow of system

preprocessing. This data is analysed into relevant 
fashion classes for example top wear, bottom, inner 
wear shoes, bags etc.. Then the data is used further 
for preprocessing. Preprocessing data is an important 
stage in the data analysis and machine learning 
pipeline. It basically entails cleaning, converting, and 
organizing raw data so that it may be easily analysed or 
modelled. Several operations like resizing and cropping 
every image to [224,224,3], scaling, converting to 
grayscale, rotation and flipping only if it is required are 
transformations that are used.

Table 1. Top 5 Clothing Categories per season

Season / 
Category of 

Clothes

Summer Fall Winter Spring Total

Top wear 8832 6247 228 97 15404
Shoes 3192 1920 1933 279 7324
Bags 1685 310 997 63 3055

Bottom wear 1608 970 81 35 2694
Inner wear 1397 34 373 4 1808

Total 44441

Feature Extraction using CNN

Following the preprocessing, the cleaned data is now 
used to extract features. For feature extraction we used 
the help of NVIDIA‟s Tesla V100 GPU. The training 
machine was a high-performance computer which had 
two 40-core Intel Xeon Silver 4114 CPUs, 128GB of 
DDR4-2666 ECC Memory, and a 32GB VRAM Nvidia 
Tesla V100 GPU. With a 100 Mb/s Ethernet interface 
and 4TB of HDD storage, it was capable of handling 
complex Deep learning tasks with ease. But in order to 
begin with the processing of the data, we need to import 
the Resnet-50 module in order to extract the features as 
shown in Fig. 3.

The ResNet model also known as Residual Networks 
is based on a CNN - based transfer learning approach, 
which is trained on the famous imageNet dataset. It 
accelerates model training and improves performance on 
tasks like image classification, object recognition etc. by 
building on the acquired features and architectures. Here 
some of the features extracted by the Resnet model are 
dimension and size of captured image, color variations, 
Edges and line detection, detection of textures like dots, 
grids etc. The ResNet50 model's extracted features are 
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Algorithm : Feature Extraction using CNN‟s 
Resnet-50

Input: Image dataset (44441 images) as img_path 
feature list, result Integer k : number of neighbours

Output: List of Normalized feature vector matrix, 
Indices of plotted nearest neighbours

1. Initialise Feature_list and Filenames_list

2. Initialise empty img_array and result

3. for each File in „images‟ directory

4. append file_path to Filenames_list

5. for each file_path in Filesnames_list

6. img_array = image.img_to_array(img_path)

7. result=predict(expand_dims(img_array))

8. Append result to Feature_list

9. for end

10. for end

11. Save Extracted Features and Parameters to Pickle 
File:

12. pickle.dump(feature_list,open('embeddings.
pkl','wb'))

13. Save Extracted Features and Parameters to Pickle 
File:

14. pickle.dump(filenames,open('filenames.pkl','wb'))

15. normalized_result = result / norm(result)

16. Calculating the Nearest Neighbors by mentioning 
value of k, algorithm and metric:

17. nighbors = Nearest Neighbors (k = 6, algorithm = 
'brute', metric = 'euclidean')

18. Displaying Final Image indices: print(indices = 
neighbors.([normalized_result])

       (2)

where, 

(xi, yi ): The coordinate of the near neighbors 

n : The number of neighbours

        (3)

Ai and Bi as the corresponding vectors of the near 
neighbors

n : The number of neighbours.

       (4)

where,

P : (i,j) is the probability of finding recommended vector 
on coordinate (x,y),

A : is the set of all plotted vectors

K : is the value of the nearest neighbor.

Hence by implementing the above algorithms and 
mathematical equations, we can conclude tangible 
outcomes for the fashion recommendation system 
by reviewing proper flow of dataset inclusion, data 
preprocessing, feature extraction using CNN and 
Resnet-50 and finally finding nearest probability classes 
for recommendation of similar fashion products.

RESULTS
The output of this project is based upon recommendation 
of top five similar images for inputted image. This 
is possible with the help of feature extraction and 
classification. The features that are extracted using the 
Resnet-50 transfer learning process are representation 
of a 2-D NumPy array of data type float32 that holds 
floating-point numbers as parameters. Every value in 
the array appears to be a numerical characteristic or 
feature. There are in total 2048 features extracted among 
44441 images from the dataset, making the feature list 
of 44441 x 2048 cells. For example, the image no. 1163 
representing a sports jersey has values of generated 
feature vectors as 0.00799, 0.00228, 0.00855 etc. as top 
three feature layers among the rest 2048 feature layers. 
The features that are generated are then used for mapping 
on a coordinate system. The most important information 
is consolidated into a fixed-size vector using the Global 
Max Pooling function which is used for channelling the 
high dimensionality vector into fixed shapes vectors. 
These vectors are used for recommendation by K 
Nearest Neighbours     classifier      according      to      the      
Euclidean      distance      and      cosine      similarity.    For 
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evaluation of the effectiveness of this recommendation 
model, analysis of the output using user-based context 
filtering approach is taken in consideration. The present 
results use 125 photos collected for a proportionate 
sample test case dataset. These photos were categorized 
by user into 13 classes of men's clothing and then 12 
classes of women's clothing, with five photos in each 
class. Sixty-five evaluation parameters were generated 
by processing each input image and recommending five 
of the most similar images. To study the evaluation of 
the obtained output we use various evaluation metrics 
like, Precision, recall, F1 score, and the accuracy as 
shown below in Table 2.

We calculated these results on the basis of thorough 
testing of every input image corresponding to it's 
five recommended images, then classifying every 
recommended output in one of the parameters of true 
positive true negative false positive and false negative. 
Then according to the formulae of precision recall F1 
score and accuracy v put forward this calculation as 
shown in the above table. two types of nearest neighbor 
metric are tuned on the hyperparameter of the value of 
k, referring to the number of nearest neighbors which 
are used to classify and recommend fashion styles. The 
different value of k is the most important factor for 
testing various results. When the value of k is 2, the 
model performs comparison with only two of the nearest 
vectors, thus making the model underfit. An underfit 
model can fail to identify the underlying patterns in the 
data and oversimplify the relationships in the dataset. 
When the value is tuned as 6, we tend to get clear 
results as compared to when the value of k was 2. Thus 
selection of K as 6 indicates that the model is well-fitted. 
A well- fitting model captures the underlying patterns 
without overfitting or underfitting and generalizes well 
to new data, thus making better recommendations. 
Finally when the hyperparameter is tuned at a large 
value of 15, the model takes into account an excessive 

number of neighbors, resulting in an complicated set 
of decision boundaries and making it overfit. Similar 
trends are observed in the cosine similarity metric . An 
overfit model could have an extremely close fit to the 
training set but identifying noise in the set instead of 
the underlying patterns, which reduces the final desired 
outcome.

Fig 4. Graphical comparison for different values of k

DISCUSSION
Further to analyse the numbers a plotted graph is 
represented using the Receiver Operating Characteristic 
curve known as ROC Curve as shown in Fig. 4. This 
evaluation method plots the sensitivity, or True Positive 
Ratio, on the Y axis and the False Positive Ratio on the 
X - axis, as can be seen in the graph. The ROC curve can 
be used to analyse the characteristics of worst fit, best fit, 
and overfit models. As we can observe from the graph 
for k=2, the curve flattens beyond midpoint. Whereas 
for k=15 the curve rises initially indicating high training 
accuracy but then dips at the end. Finally, the curve with 
k=6 shows uniformity across the entire section, proving 
itself as the best fit model with the highest accuracy of 
91.2%. This method that we propose is thus unique in 
its way by presenting a novel approach by using KNN 
with Resnet-50 and achieving a accuracy of 91.2%. The 
actual representation of the fashion recommendation is 
shown in Fig 5.

We can observe a similarity between the evaluation 
metrics based on above results and can conclude tangible 
outcomes for the fashion recommendation system by 
the proper flow of dataset inclusion, data preprocessing,
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feature extraction using CNN and Resnet-50 and finally 
finding nearest probability classes for recommendation 
using user level filtering for similar fashion products.

Fig 5. Result of Recommendation using euclidean metric, 
k=6

CONCLUSION
The research project mentioned in this study describes 
the web implementation of Fashion recommendation 
systems using deep learning and transfer learning 
methods. The workflow starts with dataset scraping 
followed by opencv based dataset preprocessing. 
The project proceeds with feature extraction using 
CNN‟ Resnet-50 model. Importance of CNN's image 
recognition capabilities as well as ResNet's deep 
learning module with transfer learning is presented. 
The absence of any proper implementation and use of 
CNN with Resnet was noticed in the research gap hence 
a framework for a fashion recommendation system 
based upon Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) and 
ResNet is presented. The further working of the project 
emphasizes on classification of the multidimensional 
features using KNN and thus displaying the most 
appropriate similar images on the website. Observation 
made was that while the cosine similarity measure 
produced an F1-score of 0.890 and the maximum 
accuracy of 84.4%,the k value was adjusted at 6 using the 
Euclidean metric measured accuracy of 91.2%, f1-score 
as 0.934, precision 0.895 and recall as 0.928. This was 
the most accurate output from all the other fine tuning. 
But there also exist certain improvements regarding the 
web implementation and classification of the images 
instead of KNN as this will be troublesome when the 
dataset is in millions. Thus a planned classification 

model that can sustain classification of larger datasets 
will be a further course of action in this project. Thus 
there can be shortcomings to such methods as scaling 
the dataset for industrial  implementation will require 
a much better classification model and its fine tuning 
can be cost expensive and  also such model will require 
cloud storage solutions for the data to be stored in for 
future, which will help us to deploy the website on the 
hosting platforms for normal everyday access across the 
world wide web.
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ABSTRACT
The electronic nose, a groundbreaking device, mimics human olfactory capabilities to detect and identify various 
odors. Its significance lies in its potential applications in industries that heavily rely on accurate odor assessment, 
such as food processing, safety monitoring, and environmental control. The device comprises a sensor array 
consisting of MQ series sensors, an LCD 16*2 display, an Arduino UNO, and a Node MCU integrated to provide 
efficient odor detection. Real-time graphing of sensed gas values is facilitated through the utilization of Thing-
Speak. The electronic nose finds utility across diverse sectors, including industrial processes, environmental 
monitoring, medicine, and military operations. Its implementation has yielded numerous benefits to industries 
such as cosmetics, manufacturing, pharmaceuticals, and scientific research. This abstract provides an overview of 
electronic nose technology, highlighting its applications and advantages to various sectors..

KEYWORDS : Arduino-UNO, Node MCU, LCD16*2 display, MQ sensors.

INTRODUCTION

The sense of smell plays a pivotal role in our daily lives, 
from detecting pleasant fragrances to identifying 

hazardous odors. In recent years, there has been a 
surge of interest in designing electronic devices that 
mimic the olfactory capabilities of humans for various 
applications. This Research paper aims to explore the 
potential of utilizing Arduino UNO microcontroller in 
the development of an electronic nose, a technological 
advancement that can revolutionize odor detection.

The detection and characterization of odors play a 
crucial role in numerous industries, including food 
processing, safety monitoring, and environmental 
control. Traditional methods of odor assessment heavily 
rely on human senses, which are subjective, prone to 
fatigue, and limited in sensitivity. To overcome these 
limitations and enhance the accuracy and efficiency 
of odor detection, the concept of electronic noses has 
emerged as a promising solution [1].

An electronic nose is an advanced sensing device 
designed to replicate and surpass human olfaction 
capabilities. It utilizes an array of gas sensors that 
selectively interact with odor molecules, along with 
pattern recognition algorithms and data analysis 
techniques. This combination allows electronic noses to 
detect and differentiate complex odors based on their 
unique chemical signatures [2].

Technology Behind Idea 

The technology behind electronic noses has witnessed 
significant advancements in recent years, enabling 
rapid and accurate detection and classification of odors. 
As a result, electronic noses have found widespread 
applications in various sectors, revolutionizing 
processes and decision-making in industries such as 
manufacturing, pharmaceuticals, and scientific research 
[3].

In industry electronic noses are utilized for quality 
control, ensuring the integrity and consistency of raw 
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arrays to detect and analyze odors, ultimately generating 
a response indicative of the particular scent.
While electronic noses offer numerous advantages, they 
are not without challenges. Factors such as sensor drift, 
cross-sensitivity, and data interpretation complexities 
need to be addressed for optimal performance. 
Moreover, the development of standardized sensor 
arrays and robust pattern recognition algorithms is 
crucial to ensure reliable and consistent results across 
different applications.
In this paper, we provide a comprehensive review of 
electronic nose technology, focusing on its applications 
and benefits in various industries. We delve into the 
working principles, sensor technologies, data analysis 
techniques, and integration methods used in electronic 
noses. Furthermore, we discuss the current challenges 
and limitations faced by this technology, along with 
potential future developments and research directions.
By exploring the potential of electronic noses as 
powerful tools for odor assessment and monitoring, we 
aim to highlight their role in enhancing quality control, 
environmental protection, and public health across 
multiple domains. The advancements in electronic nose 
technology open up new opportunities for improving 
process efficiency, reducing risks, and promoting 
sustainability in industries and society as a whole [13].

METHOD
Methodology
The concept of "electronic nose" has captured 
widespread interest and optimism within the domain of 
gas detection systems, a meticulous evaluation of the 
methodology brings forth notable challenges. Despite 
the allure of scientific publications touting impressive 
odor-sensing capabilities, a prudent approach is 
crucial, particularly when contemplating their practical 
implementation in industrial settings. The evolution 
from conventional gas sensors to sophisticated tools 
such as fast gas chromatographs or mass spectrometers 
has broadened the technological landscape; however, 
the deployment of electronic nose systems remains 
predominantly confined to controlled scientific 
laboratory environments.
This study suggests that we should be more careful 
about using electronic noses in real-life situations. 

materials, intermediate products, and final goods. They 
can detect subtle variations in odor profiles, identifying 
any deviations that may indicate product spoilage, 
contamination, or inefficiencies in the manufacturing 
process. This capability not only helps maintain product 
quality but also reduces waste, lowers production costs, 
and enhances overall efficiency [4].

To enhance the functionality and usability of electronic 
noses, they are often integrated with complementary 
technologies. This includes the use of microcontrollers 
such as Arduino or Raspberry Pi for data acquisition 
and processing, the integration of LCD displays for 
real-time visualization of results, and the utilization 
of cloud-based platforms like Thing-Speak for data 
storage and analysis. These advancements facilitate 
user-friendly operation, data management, and remote 
monitoring capabilities [7].

Monitoring and Sustainability

Environmental monitoring is another critical area where 
electronic noses excel. They are employed to detect and 
quantify pollutants and hazardous gases in the air. By 
continuously monitoring odor emissions from industrial 
facilities or assessing the quality of indoor and outdoor 
environments, electronic noses aid in identifying 
sources of pollution, evaluating air quality, and ensuring 
compliance with environmental regulations [5]. This 
proactive approach to odor monitoring contributes to 
maintaining a healthy and sustainable environment for 
both human populations and ecosystems [6].

In the medical field, electronic noses have shown 
promise in disease diagnosis and monitoring. They 
have been used to detect. Electronic noses offer a non-
invasive, rapid, and cost-effective method for disease 
screening, allowing for early detection and intervention. 
Furthermore, they hold potential in personalized 
medicine, where odor-based diagnostics can aid in 
treatment selection and monitoring [7].

To comprehend the concept of an electronic nose, it is 
crucial to understand the working mechanisms of a real 
human nose. Our sense of smell relies on specialized 
receptors located in the nasal cavity, which interact 
with odor molecules and transmit signals to the brain 
for interpretation. The electronic nose is an artificial 
version of this physiological process, utilizing sensor 
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It reminds us that electronic noses work well in 
controlled experiments, but we need to think carefully 
about whether they will work as well in the messy and 
complicated world of factories and industries. The 
study highlights the challenges of turning laboratory 
successes into practical applications, and emphasizes 
the importance of finding a balance between 
technological advancements and the practical demands 
and complexities of industrial environments. As the 
field of electronic noses continues to develop, we need 
to approach it thoughtfully and carefully, so that we can 
translate theoretical promises into reliable applications 
in a variety of industrial settings.

Block Diagram and Hardware

Fig 1: Block Diagram of the proposed system

The Arduino UNO, an open-source microcontroller 
platform, has gained popularity due to its flexibility, 
affordability, and widespread community support. 
This research will focus on leveraging the capabilities 
of Arduino UNO for building an electronic nose. The 
system consists of sensors like MQ2, MQ3, MQ7, 
MQ9, Node MCU, 16*2LCD display, Power converter 
with Arduino UNO.

Arduino UNO:

It is widely used in various projects, including robotics, 
home automation, IoT (Internet of Things), data logging, 
interactive art installations, and educational activities. 
Its versatility and ease of use make it accessible to 
beginners as well as experienced electronics enthusiasts.

MQ 2 sensor:

The MQ2 sensor is a highly sensitive gas sensor that 
is commonly used to detect the presence of natural 
gas, propane, and other hydrocarbons in the air. It is 
a type of metal-oxide semiconductor (MOS) sensor, 
which operates by measuring the change in electrical 
resistance of a metal oxide film coated onto a ceramic 
substrate in response to the presence of a target gas. The 
MQ2 sensor is specifically designed to detect methane 
(CH4), which is the primary component of natural gas, 
as well as other hydrocarbons such as propane (C3H8) 
and butane (C4H10). It has a wide operating temperature 
range of -40°C to 125°C, making it suitable for use in a 
variety of environments.

MQ 3 sensor

Introducing the MQ-3 sensor, a widely used gas sensor 
that specializes in detecting alcohol vapors in the 
atmosphere. This sensor is a go-to choice for various 
applications, including breathalyzers, alcohol detection 
systems, and safety equipment. The MQ-3 sensor 
operates by generating an analog output voltage that 
is directly proportional to the concentration of alcohol 
detected. The MQ-3 sensor's sensitivity to alcohol 
vapors makes it an essential component in breathalyzer 
devices. These devices are commonly used to measure 
blood alcohol content (BAC) levels, which is crucial in 
determining whether a person is legally drunk or not. 
The MQ-3 sensor's accuracy and reliability make it an 
ideal choice for breathalyzer manufacturers looking to 
provide their customers with high-quality products.

MQ 7 sensor

The MQ-7 sensor operates on the principle of chemical 
resistance, specifically through the use of a tin dioxide 
(SnO2) sensing element. In clean air, this sensing element 
has a high electrical resistance. However, when carbon 
monoxide (CO) gas is present, it chemically adsorbs 
onto the surface of the sensing element, reducing its 
resistance. This change in resistance is then measured 
and directly correlated with the concentration of CO gas 
in the environment. The MQ-7 sensor's ability to detect 
CO gas through this chemical resistance mechanism 
makes it a reliable and effective tool for monitoring air 
quality in various applications.
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The proposed system detects and identifies hazardous 
gas leaks using MQ series gas sensors. It activates a 
loud buzzer and displays a warning message on an LCD 
screen. Data security measures are implemented. The 
system continuously monitors for gas presence and 
sends alerts if the leak persists.
Table 1: Summary of sensors along with their applications

Sr No Sensor Sensitivity Application

1 MQ 2 300 to 10000 ppm Propane 
Ketones, Natural 

Gas 

2 MQ 3 25 to 500 ppm Alcohol vapors

3 MQ 7 10 to 500 ppm Carbon 
monoxide, 
methane

5 MQ 9 10 to 1000 ppm Butane

6 DHT11 0 to 50 °C Temperature and 
Humidity

RESULTS
As per proposed system, we checked every technical 
aspect after passing criteria. By applying inputs, we 
have to check results and readings. For study of output 
data by system we used Thingspeak.com. This site 
provides us Graphical data for deep analysis of output 
as below.

Readings And Graphical Output

Following Images Shows the expected and measured 
result:

Fig 3: Observations at Output Graph 1

MQ 9 sensor

The MQ-9 sensor is a versatile tool widely employed 
in various applications, including gas leak detection, 
industrial safety systems, air quality monitoring, and 
automotive emissions control. This sensor offers an 
affordable solution for detecting and quantifying 
the presence of carbon monoxide and other gases in 
the surrounding environment. The MQ-9 sensor's 
effectiveness in these applications is due to its ability 
to accurately and reliably measure gas concentrations. 
Its high sensitivity and selectivity make it an ideal 
choice for detecting carbon monoxide, which is a toxic 
gas that can cause serious health problems at high 
concentrations.

Node MCU

Node MCU is a popular open-source firmware for 
the ESP8266 microcontroller, which is a low-cost 
Wi-Fi SoC (System on Chip). Node MCU provides a 
powerful and flexible platform for building connected 
devices and IoT applications. One of the most popular 
applications of Node MCU is in building IoT devices 
and sensors. With its Wi-Fi connectivity and wide 
range of hardware interfaces, Node MCU is well-suited 
for connecting to cloud services and other network 
resources. It can also be used to build standalone devices 
that do not require external connectivity. Another 
popular application of Node MCU is in prototyping and 
development environments. Its low cost and ease of use 
make it an ideal platform for testing and experimenting 
with new ideas and concepts. It can also be used as a 
replacement for more expensive microcontrollers in 
certain applications where simplicity and cost are more 
important than performance or features.

Fig 2: Developed Prototype Hardware
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Fig 4: Observations at Output Graph 2

According to the graph we have recorded Gas leakage 
detection:
Table 2: Observation table

Test  No Reading (ppm) Remarks
MQ2 MQ3 MQ7 MQ9

Sample 
1

943 43 3 4 Propane and Ketones 
+ low concentration 

of Alcohol
Sample 

2
1023 40 32 3 Propane and Ketones 

+ low concentration 
of Alcohol and CO

Sample 
3

972 35 23 25 Propane and Ketones 
+ low concentration 
of Alcohol and CO 
along with Butane

Sample 
4

948 72 8 2 Propane and Ketones 
+ low concentration 

of Alcohol

DISCUSSION
Alert System Integration through Thing Speak

1. Real-time Notification: The electronic nose system 
is seamlessly integrated with Thing Speak, a 
platform that links directly to the devices of the 
security department. This integration ensures 
instantaneous communication and real-time 
notification capabilities.

2. Automated Alerts: Upon detecting any unusual 
odors or gas emissions, the electronic nose triggers 
an automated alert through Thing Speak. This alert 
is sent directly to the concerned authorities within 
the security system, facilitating swift and targeted 
responses to potential security threats.

3. Enhanced Responsiveness: The connection to 
Thing Speak enhances the overall responsiveness of 
the security system, enabling authorities to receive 
timely alerts, assess situations promptly, and take 
necessary actions to address security concerns 
effectively.

Quantitative Gas Leakage Information

1. Precision Sensors: The electronic nose system 
is equipped with advanced sensors capable of 
precisely measuring the amount of leaked gas 
within the monitored environment.

2. Data Analytics: Through sophisticated data 
analytics, the system not only detects the presence 
of gas but also quantifies the extent of the 
leakage. This quantitative data provides a clear 
understanding of the severity of the situation.

3. Risk Assessment: The information about the range 
of gas leakage enables authorities to conduct a 
thorough risk assessment. Whether it's a minor leak 
that requires routine maintenance or a significant 
release demanding immediate attention, the system 
provides valuable insights for informed decision-
making.

4. Proactive Management: Armed with quantitative 
data, security personnel can proactively manage 
safety concerns by implementing targeted 
interventions based on the specific magnitude of 
the gas leakage, thereby ensuring a more effective 
and tailored response to varying levels of risk.

CONCLUSION
In summary, electronic noses offer a groundbreaking 
approach to qualitative odor analysis, providing 
three significant benefits: high precision, automation 
convenience, and real-time analysis. Their ability to 
identify household chemicals and gases signifies a 
significant stride towards ensuring safety and efficiency. 
Beyond household applications, electronic noses find 
applications in environmental monitoring, medical 
diagnostics, and industrial processes. In environmental 
contexts, these devices play a crucial role in monitoring 
air quality, detecting pollutants, and facilitating swift 
responses to changes in atmospheric composition. In 
the medical field, they offer non-invasive diagnostic 
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capabilities by analyzing volatile organic compounds, 
promising advancements in early disease detection 
and patient care. Industrial applications involve 
the identification of specific odors associated with 
manufacturing processes, contributing to robust quality 
control. The automation of analysis processes enhances 
efficiency and enables continuous monitoring, ensuring 
proactive responses to any deviations or abnormalities. 
As such, electronic noses emerge as indispensable tools, 
streamlining processes and empowering professionals 
with timely, informed decision-making capabilities. In 
a world where technological advancements continually 
shape industries, the versatile applications of electronic 
noses position them at the forefront of progress, 
promising improved safety, health, and efficiency across 
diverse sectors.
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ABSTRACT
Machine Learning is a always being a versatile tool with applications in various fields, including life style & 
healthcare. Now a days in the  medical industry, machine learning has been a valuable asset for predicting the  
conditions such as hemophilla and heart diseases and many other fatal diseases. Early & accurate predictions  
provides an  invaluable insights to medical professionals, enabling them to customize their diagnoses and 
treatment plans for patients. Our project mainly focus on predicting arrhythmias in individuals using various 
Machine Learning algorithms. We also give conduct a comprehensive comparison of different classifiers, such 
as decision trees, JRIP , logistic regression, support vector machines(SVM), LightGBM and random forests. In 
addition we aslo likely we introduce an ensemble classifier that combines both strong and weak classifiers for the 
better approach. This ensemble approach is particularly beneficial when working with a large number of samples 
for training and validating.

KEYWORDS : Machine learning, Decision trees, Supportvector machines (SVM), AdaBoost, JRIP.

INTRODUCTION

In the accordance of the various Health organization 
such as (WHO), cardiovascular disease kills the 

15 million people annually which ensures that the 
cure to heart patient is not sufficient, and makes it 
a leading cause of morbidity worldwide. Predicting 
cardiovascular disease & other diseases has emerged as 
a crucial field with data analysis, as the global burden of 
heart disease continues to increase every year. Extensive 
research is dedicated to identifying the most crucial 
factors contributing to heart and creating accurate risk 
prediction models which helps to reduce the fatal cause. 
Heart malfunction is always said as a red dress, as it can 
lead to a person's death without displaying symptoms. 
A Timely diagnosis is required of heart disease patient 
which is essential for guiding high-risk patients in 
make lifestyle changes which reduces the associated 
complications.

In response to the issue, this project adds the power of 
machine learning for the prediction the occurrence of 

cardiovascular disease by screening the patient data 
carefully and classifying everyone as either having or 
not having the condition of heart risk by using advanced 
machine learning algorithms. 

ML techniques gives a quite a better solution for the 
heart failure risk. Occurrence of heart disease is in 
many forms, Major core risk factors that has significant 
impact on an individual's susceptibility. By aggregating 
data from diverse sources and clinical organizations, 
and organizing   it under relevant categorites, to extract 
meaningful insights, this approach demonstrates its 
potential to effectively predict heart disease.

LITERATURE REVIEW 

[1] In recent research, Nayeem, Rana, and Islam 
conducted in 2022 which is addressed the pressuring 
issue of improving the accuracy of all classification 
models when they are working for heart disease 
datasets. Their study widely explores the application 
of various different machine learning technique to 
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designed to the assistance experts in informed decision-
making and predictions. The study utilizes two datasets, 
Stat log (heart) and Hungarian, and employs machine 
learning classification techniques. To enhance model 
accuracy, the study emphasizes the need for feature 
selection. Some features in the dataset exhibit nearly 
identical correlations and are consequently removed. 

BLOCK DIAGRAM
The block diagram provided shows a system for 
predicting and measuring the accuracy of Heart Failure 
prediction.

Figure 1: Flow chart for algorithm

METHODOLOGY
This methodology describes a machine learning-based 
Heart Failure prediction system. The system is based 
on a dataset of ECG data and patient details. The 
dataset is preprocessed and then fed into a variety of ml 
algorithms. The system then predicts the heart failure 
for each patient based on their ECG data and other 
factors. The system is evaluated using a holdout test set 
and achieves an accuracy of 95%.

This methodology describes a machine learning-based 
Heart Failure prediction system that is mostly used for 
the risk of heart disease in patients

The following steps are involved in the proposed 
system:

predict heart disease and give better accuracy. Classifier 
outperformed the other two algorithms, which are 
achieving an accuracy of 95.63%. The researchers 
also gave a suggestion for future work. They gave a 
recommendation of exploring different classification 
algorithms that incorporate improved feature selection 
methods and increase the accuracy.

[2] In the Growing landscape of medical research with 
data science, the study by Karthick, Aruna, and Samik 
Annu done in 2023 addressing the heart risk issues 
and to enhance the understanding of heart disease 
symptoms. Their research uses the chi-square statistical 
test to select specific attributes from the Cleveland 
heart disease dataset, treating all target values which 
are ranging from 1 to 4. This unique approach forms 
the basis of their model development. By utilizing six 
classification algorithms. The study also emphasizes the 
need for appropriate technology support to fully harness 
the potential of algorithms which are used. This gives 
the significance of bridging the gap between advanced 
Machine learning and practical implementation 
in clinical. complexities of cardiovascular disease 
prediction and underscore the potential benefits for both 
the medical community and patients. 

[3] Dated December 23, 2022, a detailed study by 
Muhammad Fayaz, Faheem Khan, and Salahuddin 
Shaikh which is explored the application of machine 
learning models in predicting heart failure and other 
diseases. The top-performing models included logistic 
regression (82.76%), Gaussian Naive Bayes (79.31%), 
and Extra Trees (ET) (70.31%). ensemble models like 
Random Forest (RF) had with an impressive 87.03% 
accuracy of classification and prediction models in the 
medical sector, particularly for heart failure prediction. 
Integrating cardiovascular disease data into the analysis 
can further improve HF projections using machine 
learning techniques. 

[4] In a study January 21, 2022, Sandeep Kautish and 
Yogita Gupta has the significance of machine learning 
techniques in the context of Shortness of breath 
prediction he researches aims to develop a (CDPS) 
leveraging machine learning techniques. This system is 
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1. Formation of Dataset: The dataset is formed by 
collecting ECG data and patient details from a 
variety of sources. The ECG data is collected 
from patients using an ECG machine. The patient 
details include age, gender, weight, height etc. 
and other relevant medical history. The ECG data 
is preprocessed to remove noise and artifacts, and 
then segmented into individual heartbeats.  

2. Preprocessing of Dataset: The dataset is pre-
processed to remove any noise or outliers. The 
preprocessing steps may include feature scaling, 
normalization, and data imputation.

3. ML Approach: A variety of algorithms are used 
to train system. The algorithms are trained on the 
pre-processed dataset. The algorithms that are used 
in this system are SVM, Naive Bayes, Decision 
Matrix, Random Forest, Logistics Regression, 
Neural Network, JRIP, and Ada Boost.JRIP is 
a decision tree algorithm that prunes the tree to 
minimize errors, improving classification accuracy 
and reducing overfitting.

4. Prediction and Measure of Accuracy: The system 
predicts the risk of heart disease for each patient 
based on their ECG data and other factors. The 
system is evaluated using a holdout test set and 
achieves an accuracy of 95%.

5. Alert Message to user: This block takes the 
prediction of the patient's risk of heart disease as 
input and outputs an alert message to the user. 
The alert message may include the following 
information:

The patient's risk level (low, medium, or high) 
Recommended preventive measures, such as lifestyle 
changes, medications, or follow-up tests.

Resources for further information about heart disease 
and prevention.

RESULTS

1, Visualize the correlation matrix using a heatmap

Figure 2. Correlation Matrix

2. Boxplot to compare the distribution of heart rate by 
heart attack risk

Figure 3. Boxplot

3. Line chart to show the relationship between obesity 
and heart attack risk

Figure 4. Line Chart
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improved health outcomes, ultimately contributing to a 
healthier world.
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4. Scatter plot to show the relationship between heart 
rate and blood pressure

 
Figure 5. Scatter Plot

5. Relationship between Physical Activity and Heart 
Attack Risk

 
Figure 6. Relationship

CONCLUSION
The increasing prevalence of heart diseases necessitates 
early diagnosis and intervention. By analyzing a 
dataset of 76 features, 14 key features were identified 
as essential for evaluating the system's performance. 
Including all features could compromise the system's 
efficiency. Therefore, attribute selection techniques 
were employed to enhance the system's effectiveness.

By enabling early identification of high-risk individuals, 
machine learning can facilitate timely interventions and 
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ABSTRACT
An important characteristics of smart grids that enables users to make informed decisions about their energy use is 
demand side management or DSM. It aids in the energy providers' efforts to modify the load profile and lower the 
peak load demand. As a result, the smart grid's sustainability is enhanced and overall operating costs and carbon 
emissions are decreased. The majority of demand side management tactics now in use in conventional system of 
energy management employ particular methods and algorithms. Furthermore, currently used solutions can only 
handle certain controllable loads of restricted variation. The foundation of DSM approaches is cutting costs while 
improving the load factor and load curve.

KEYWORDS : Demand side management, Demand response, Techniques, Smart grid.

INTRODUCTION

The need for power in developing countries is 
increasing. Balancing electricity demand and 

supply is challenging due to recent rapid development 
and scarcity of major fuel sources. While the majority 
of utility peak loads are primarily caused by commercial 
customers, relatively little is known about the effects of 
peak loads and the many such factors as the customer end 
alternatives for the commercial sector. DSM typically 
pursues multiple of the following design goals: (1) 
lower electricity costs; (2) lower peak load (3) adjusting 
the usage schedule in light of consumption trends. 
DSM offers potential benefits in two ways. Firstly, 
by modifying the schedule and quantity of electricity 
used, users can lower their electricity expenditures. The 
second advantage of moving energy usage from peak 
to nonpeak hours is that it can help the energy system.

Many other DSM approaches have been proposed 
recently. Typically, DSM concentrated on just one 
or a few objective functions, such enhancing user 
convenience, decreasing the maximum to average ratio 
and minimizing the energy price incurred.

Demand-side management (DSM) technology must be 
transferred with extreme caution to developing nations 

because not all situations can benefit from the use of 
these technologies. One of the main issues in deciding 
on DSM solutions is the lack of information on power 
consumption by various industries and end-uses. For 
instance, peak demand and the need for costly power 
generation can be decreased if load can be curtailed in 
the peak hours and extensive use in off-peak hours.

The literature uses a variety of DSM strategies and 
methodologies. The majority of them are application-
specific tactics, and many are impractical for real-world 
systems with a large number of separate components. 
The majority of the methods were created with the use 
of linear and dynamic programming. A huge number 
of programmable devices from various device kinds 
that have multiple calculation patterns and heuristics 
are beyond the capabilities of these programming 
techniques. The main goal of the DSM strategies 
discussed by many authors previously is to lower 
operating costs and at maximum load conditions.

Although utilities can classify customer loads and 
provide various incentives to directly control selected 
loads, most approaches in previous research papers 
consider either criteria or the objectives at a time. As 
a result, it is difficult to apply these technologies for 
DSM in future smart grids will decrease the dependence 
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2016). Energy efficiency (EE), time of use (TOU), 
demand response (DR), and spinning reserve (SR) are 
the four categories that make up the DSM (Palensky 
and Dietrich 2011).

DEMAND SIDE MANAGEMENT 
TECHNIQUES AND PROGRAMS
1. Energy conservation: This is done by adding extra 

light by switching from incandescent to CFLs, 
printing flashing shades on lighted walls, using 
VFDs, and ballasts instead of chokes. [7] 

2. Direct and Indirect Methods: Direct methods 
involve activating and deactivating loads directly, 
whereas indirect methods involve different price-
based programs and rebates for appliance purchases.

Figure 2 Load Management Methods

Load Management

A demand response program that is effective aims to 
balance or even out demand throughout the day without 
causing energy use to drop. Creating time-of-day energy 
pricing plans that incentivize consumers to move all or 
a portion of their load demand from peak to lower load 
periods is one way to achieve demand response. Peak 
cutting, valley filling, or load shifting are three methods 
of load management. Loads are moved to off-peak 
hours during the load shifting peak period. There are 
steps pertaining to air cooling and heating. Employing 
this management method allows businesses to schedule 
consumption for all procedures where time of day 
is neither critical nor important, resulting in lower 
rates. Programs for load control have the potential 
to effectively minimize peak demand, which in turn 

of user on amount of energy consumption. DSM 
techniques in smart grids must be able to manage 
high volumes of different types of controllable loads. 
Moreover, loads may exhibit characteristics that change 
over several hours. Consequently, the methods must be 
able to control any possible control period within the 
range of controllable loads.

Need and Goals of DSM

India's power sector augmented its generation capacity 
from 30,000 MW in 1981 to 100,000 MW in 2001. 
Despite this progress, our power structure continues 
to work to address the power gaps and under-power 
aspects that are further aggravating the industry. The 
real peak demand gap in Northern India was 8.3% in 
2014–15, and it is anticipated to remain that way going 
forward. It is not practical to close the supply and 
demand mismatch by building new power facilities. 
Demand side management (DSM) is a workable answer 
to this issue. In order to reduce the system peak overall, 
DSM recommends load control on the part of the user 
with regard to timing and amount of use. 

Figure 1 shows the categories of DSM

Maintaining the right balance between supply and 
demand is greatly helped by effective DSM activity 
implementation. Adoption of Time of Day (TOD) 
pricing is one of the DSM programs that help large 
commercial and industrial users use power efficiently. 
DSM aims to encourage energy-efficient activities and 
minimize the maximum amount of electricity required. 
Energy conservation and load curve reduction can be 
used to reduce excessive consumption in the electrical 
network and reduce peak demand. The goal of the DSM 
initiative is to improve end-user performance to prevent 
or postpone the need for new power plant setups (Gaur 
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lowers electric prices and lowers the cost of building 
utilities [4].

Direct Load control

In residential settings, direct load control (DLC) is 
a popular method of load control wherein the utility 
regulates the use and operation of specific household 
equipment remotely. However, customer privacy is 
the main barrier to DLC implementation. The utility 
can accomplish direct load management by physically 
disconnecting, reconnecting, or altering how end-use 
electric equipment operate. Demand control through 
LM implementation necessitates the installation of 
extra equipment on the customer site. The utility, a 
remotely activated signal, or the customer's location 
locally can all interrupt loads. Utility remote control 
uses a communication mechanism and yields more 
consistent outcomes. Equipment utilization is controlled 
voluntarily by consumers depending on time slots and 
respective tariff is known as local control. Direct load 
control targets weather-sensitive loads; air conditioning 
(A/C) units and water heaters (W/H) were chosen for 
the cycle method.

Despite their small size, W/H's loads have the ability 
to affect changes in load. The electric supply system 
is significantly impacted by water pumping, and the 
loads they carry have a noticeable effect on raising the 
system peak load. As part of this effort, a group of air 
conditioning unit owners participated in a survey that 
revealed higher summertime electricity usage as a result 
of the of air conditioning load. Peak hours included, an 
average of 8 hours per day were observed for of air 
conditioning unit usage [6].

Indirect Load control (IDLC)

The foundation of indirect load control is economic 
analysis. Various pricing structures and tariffs are 
implemented to reassure consumers to maximize load 
demand. By use of IDLC, consumers can independently 
adjust their demand as per the tariff by their energy 
service providers. Utility costs typically vary depending 
on the time of day, week, or year. This cost difference 
results from the unique circumstances surrounding 
energy production, where demand must be met by 
continuous generation, and where there is no practical 
means of storing electricity.

Traditional tariffs are fixed tariffs that depend on 
average costs and not on actual cost of production, 
even if production costs change over time. Generation 
costs are significantly higher, but consumers pay for the 
electricity they use during peak and off-peak times. As 
a result, off-peak time cross-subsidizes with on-peak 
time. If the tarrif is based on average cost, consumers 
do not get a reasonable tariff. Utilities often try to use 
excess capacity in the regulated power market [6].

DSM in relation to the objectives of load shape, such as 
flexible load shape, strategic load increase, valley filling, 
peak clipping, load shifting, and strategic conservation 
[8]. DSM methods offer a range of ways to cut energy 
use, which results in more controllable demand. When 
put into practice, the DSM strategies discussed in this 
paper can significantly enhance utility power supplies 
and improve customer relations. The following are the 
DSM strategies:

Peak Clipping

Peak Clipping is the process of moving electricity use 
from peak to off-peak hours. It is among the traditional 
methods of load management. It alludes to reducing 
demand or burden at times of high load.

Techniques such as distributed generation and consumer 
equipment shutdown shorten the peak's duration. It 
lowers utility loads during times of high demand. 
This may postpone the requirement for more power 
generation.

Overall, there is a decrease in both the amount of energy 
consumed overall and at peak demand. Here, a few 
consumer appliances were turned off using the direct 
load control method. The advantages for large industrial 
consumers will be greater.

The peak clipping is basically done to reduce electricity 
consumption during peak hours. This is crucial in 
under developed countries, especially in situations 
where financing for new installations and generation 
capacities is difficult [1]. Peak clipping and off-peak 
(valley) filling reduces the effect of peak demand thus 
increasing the reliability of smart grids by decreasing 
the difference between peak and valley load levels. 
Peak clipping is a direct load management technique 
that reduces peak loads, while off-peak (valley) filling 
applies DLC to meet peak demands [2].
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Figure 4 Load Shifting

Off-Peak (Valley) Filling

The load curves can also be adjusted by a technique of 
DSM leading to higher load factors at predetermined 
time intervals which can be manipulated by Off-Peak 
(Valley)  filling. By doing so, the utility lowers its 
cost per kWh of energy while potentially increasing 
its profits. To increase demand during off-peak hours, 
end users can be persuaded to pay reduced prices for 
energy or change the load demand distribution scheme 
throughout the day [1]. Valley filling increases the 
burden during off-peak hours. is a method of generating 
off-peak loads. When long-term growth costs are 
lower than the average cost of electricity, this can be 
particularly beneficial [5]. Load factor is improved 
by valley filling. It increases the load during off-peak 
hours. During off-peak hours, some heavy equipment is 
on while some are off during peak hours.

Figure 5 Valley Filling

Figure 3 Load Clipping

Load Shifting

One of the DSM approaches is load shifting. It entails 
shifting shiftable load consumption from the day's 
peak to off-peak hours. It has no effect on the overall 
amount of energy used to generate electricity. It is 
important to recognize that the efficiency of electricity 
generation fluctuates with load demand in order to 
comprehend the rationale behind load shifting. Less 
efficient generation stations (peak load plants) are to 
supply additional generation during peak hours. As a 
result, operating costs will go up and the system might 
not be able to handle these high loads. These days, 
demand is growing so quickly that we can't just change 
the system's infrastructure. Researchers are drawn 
to load side management because it helps to make 
systems dependable, effective, and sustainable. The 
costs of producing electricity vary depending on the 
load generation that exists at any particular time. This 
indicates that if a portion of the demand during peak 
hours could be adjusted for a different period, there 
would be significant generating cost savings.

This is the situation where load shifting is useful. This 
can change in a number of ways. For instance, varying 
the price of power to incentivize use during particular 
hours, remote controlling particular equipment, etc. [9]. 
When the incremental tariff is less than the average tariff, 
this strategy works best for utilities and customers. All 
consumers' average power costs can be decreased and 
system load factors can be increased by adding load at 
the appropriate price. Electricity replaces fossil fuel-
served loads in off-peak industrial activity, making it 
one of the most viable strategies for valley filling [6].
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Strategic Load Growth

When significant demand is introduced beyond 
the valley filling technique, strategic load growth 
maximizes the daily response. It allows for filling in 
valleys. The infrastructure required for strategically 
increasing load must be provided by the future smart 
grid. By supporting cutting edge electric technologies 
like automation, hybrid electric vehicles, and industrial 
process heating, sales typically rise in strategic load 
expansion before valley filling options [7]. It indicates 
a rise in the utility load, which raises sales overall. It 
entails growing the market share of loads by creating 
new applications (automation, electric vehicles, etc.) 
[5]. It regulates a rise in the energy consumption 
associated with the seasons. To accomplish the goal, 
the dealership uses energy-efficient equipment, smarter 
systems, and more affordable energy sources [8].

Figure 6 Strategic Load Growth

Energy Conservation 

Power systems place a high value on energy 
conservation, and a lot of new developments have been 
launched recently in this area. Using more energy-
efficient appliances and equipment can help reduce 
overall energy usage, which is crucial from a global 
perspective [1]. This shift in the load curve encourages 
the replacement of older, less effective equipment with 
newer, more efficient machinery. Utilities utilize it in 
their programs to encourage patterns of electricity 
consumption to decrease demand not just during peak 
hours but also during the rest of the day [3]. Energy is 
conserved through energy conservation. Both demand 
and overall energy use are decreased. One way to put 
it into practice is to encourage consumers to use more 
energy-efficient appliances.

Figure 7 Energy Conservation

Flexible Load Shape

The smart grid's reliability is primarily linked to flexible 
load shapes. Customers with variable loads that are 
willing to be regulated during critical times in exchange 
for different incentives are identified by smart grid 
management systems. Research is required to determine 
the expected load shape, which takes into account 
demand-side activities projected for the duration of the 
planning horizon [2].

To satisfy the reliability requirements, the utility is 
permitted to modify the load shape. Customers receive 
rewards for a lower quality of service. It is a notion 
associated with dependability. Future planning, which 
need to involve a supply and demand analysis, should 
allow for adjustable load levels provided that customers 
are offered options for varying service levels at different 
price points. This method makes use of separate 
control devices, integrated power management, and 
interruptible load.

Figure 8 Flexible Load Shape
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CONCLUSION 
This paper discusses the optimization strategies to 
decrease energy cost incurred and maximizing load 
factor by adjusting load curves and power quality. 
DSM approaches include off-peak (valley) filling, 
load shifting, peak clipping, energy conservation and 
load building. These DSM approaches also include 
appropriate objective functions and limitations. The 
purpose of this study is to determine how well load 
management strategies and tactics work in the electric 
power system. It tries to draw attention to the reality 
that by implementing different load management 
strategies, electric utilities everywhere may offer their 
customers dependable and effective service in the most 
cost-effective way possible. In the contemporary world, 
energy management is a crucial concern. There are 
several advantages to load control done well. In addition 
to providing benefits to power utilities and their clients, 
load management in the electric power system protects 
the environment from needless pollution.
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ABSTRACT
Non linear control plays a major role in control systems. Sliding mode control is a popular control technique 
mainly for non-linear systems when a robust control is required. It is widely implemented for applications related 
to power electronics, robotics, motion control, aerospace etc. This paper covers introduction to sliding mode 
control and a brief review of its robust control is explained for LC circuit and DC Motor.

KEYWORDS : Control system, Sliding mode control, DC motor, Non-linear controller, LC Circuit.

INTRODUCTION

Variable structure control uses high frequency 
switching control to change the dynamics of a 

system. As this control law provides discontinuous 
control, it is more suitable for nonlinear complex 
systems. Sliding mode control is a type of variable 
structure control which provides a sliding surface and 
makes the system to remain on the surface in spite of 
the disturbances. This results in a system with stable 
output. Due to this feature of sliding mode control, it 
is known as robust control. The three initial steps to 
design sliding mode control include defining a sliding 
surface or hyper surface, designing a control law and 
defining the switching function [1].

The hyper surface provides two surfaces by dividing 
the state space into two regions. One is sliding region 
and another is non-sliding region [2]. In sliding region 
the system dynamics remain confined to the region 
whereas in non-sliding region dynamics does not have 
any constrain and are free to move.

Once a sliding surface is defined, it is the control law 
which brings the dynamics of the system onto the sliding 
surface [3].  The control law does this in two stages. 
The reaching mode of the control law sets the required 
trajectory and sliding mode maintain this trajectory 
on the sliding surface. Thus the deviated system from 
the surface is able to come back and follow the sliding 
surface making system stable [4].

The switching function of sliding mode control which 
is a scalar and signed functions. It changes sign when 
system crosses sliding surface [5-6]. This function 
determines the stability of the system as well contributes 
in design of control law.

Consider response of a second order system over a 
phase plane plot. As seen in Fig 1, a line called sigma 
line is drawn on the phase plot through the origin which 
extends in second and fourth quadrant. The trajectories 
lying in these two regions are stable and eventually they 
move towards the origin. For a given system a control 
law must be so designed that the response or dynamics 
of the system must reach the sigma line. The sliding 
mode part of the control law will then keep modifying 
the control law to maintain the system on the line or 
surface.

Fig. 1. Sigma line on Phase Plot
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Applications in power electronics, as evidenced by 
papers like ""A modified Smith predictor based–Sliding 
mode control approach for integrating processes 
with dead time " showcase SMC's effectiveness in 
handling non-linearities. In aerospace, SMC has been 
employed for aircraft guidance and control, addressing 
uncertainties in dynamic flight environments [8]. 

Biomedical research, exemplified by "Sliding Mode 
Control of Lower Limb Exoskeletons," highlights 
SMC's role in enhancing precision in assistive devices. 
Adaptive SMC methodologies, as surveyed in "Adaptive 
Sliding Mode Control: A Survey," offer solutions to 
challenges like chattering. Real-time implementation 
issues and integration with machine learning, explored 
in papers like "Real-Time Implementation of Sliding 
Mode Control" and "Machine Learning-assisted Sliding 
Mode Control for Autonomous Systems," respectively, 
address practical challenges and present avenues for 
advancement [9].

 Comparative studies, including "Comparative Analysis 
of Sliding Mode Control and PID Control in Industrial 
Applications," contribute insights into SMC's strengths 
and limitations [10]. 

The survey concludes by outlining current trends, 
future directions, and persistent challenges, providing 
a comprehensive resource for researchers and 
practitioners navigating the dynamic landscape of 
Sliding Mode Control in control engineering.

In the next section, the overall mathematical modelling 
related to sliding mode control has been described in 
comprehensive manner. 

MATHEMATICAL MODEL
A simple LC circuit is considered as shown in Fig 3 
excited by a battery [11]. A switch is introduced which 
either connects the elements to supply or short. Initially, 
the current is allowed to pass through the elements such 
that capacitor current ic is

Fig. 3. LC circuit with battery supply

Fig. 2. System trajectory and Chattering

The governing equations for a second order system are:

          (1)

       (2)

        (3)

In the above equations, u is the control law which is 
to be so designed that the system becomes independent 
of its parameters  a1 and a2 and only controlled by the 
sigma line. As shown in Fig 2, for a system following 
above equations, the system trajectory is pushed from 
point A to B by the reaching mode of control law. It 
then moves along the sigma line with the sliding mode 
control law. If the trajectory moves above or below 
the sigma line the sigma value from (3) is accordingly 
modified in the control law to keep the trajectory along 
the line. But this action is not smooth and results in 
chattering. Chattering is high frequency oscillations in 
control signal that leads to saturation of control signal 
and instability of the system. 

Higher order sliding mode control is used to reduce 
chattering. This method smoothens the signal and 
improves stability as chattering is reduced. Sliding 
mode observer is also used to reduce chattering 
in applications. Here the controller estimates state 
variables of the system and reduce chattering.

LITERATURE SURVEY
Sliding Mode Controllers (SMCs) have evolved as a 
robust solution for control system challenges, garnering 
significant attention in various domains. Pioneering 
work by V. Utkin laid the theoretical foundations, 
emphasizing sliding surfaces and discontinuous control 
actions [7]. 
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         (4)

Voltage across inductor is

         (5)

         (6)

Total voltage across LC elements is:

         (7)

The switching is so controlled that capacitor is charged to 
half of its charging capacity and then switch is switched 
to 2nd position. So at particular instant error signal ve can 
be given by (1/2 – present voltage of capacitor)

Differential form of error signal can be represented as:

     (8)

To further simplify the equations let LC=1. If considered 
lossy, then system trajectories will change hence for 
simplicity LC is considered equal to 1.

         (9)

The above equation shows that its solution is such that 
the state always will move along circle and its switching 
of position will decide the center of the circle. The 
center is defined by . This gives the state trajectory 
which is continuous and its movement is controlled by 
the center. If it is start from  and want 
to reach  the sigma can be introduced, 
where    From these 
equation the movement of the trajectory from one 
center of circle to another or in other words if the 
trajectory moves above or below the sigma line can be 
controlled. But the trajectory cannot remain at one fixed 
position but keeps sliding along the sigma line. At one 
point the error signal instead of  becomes 

 i.e., the system order gets reduced and it 
is free from any system parameters also. It only depends 
on β, which is user defined. Thus the system becomes 

robust and incentive to certain parameters variations. In 
the same system if LC parameters are considered lossy, 
then instead of circle, spiral pattern will be formed 
by movement of the state trajectory. The center of 
the circle is always controlled by the battery voltage. 
If there are any changes or fluctuations in the voltage 
then accordingly center of the circle will shift. But 
these changes will not affect the system performance 
as sliding mode will always move the trajectory along 
the sigma line. Only chattering has to be taken care of.

SMC for DC Motor

A DC motor with constant field winding and very small 
electrical time constant is considered. Let the other 
parameters be as considered below [12]: ke = back emf, 
L = inductance of the winding, i = armature current, Ra = 
armature resistance, ω = shaft speed, TL = Load torque, 
kt = torque constant, J = inertia, B = friction constant, V 
= supply voltage, ia = armature current

       (10)

       (11)

Taking laplace transform of the above equations we get

       (12)

       (13)

With ω and ia as state variables and V as variable which 
can be changed, the state model can be represented as 
follows:

  (14)

Assuming the parameters for the motor as follows:
Table 1. Motor Parameters [16]

Ra = 0.6 kt = 0.8 Nm/A J = 0.0167 kg m2/s2

L = 0.012 H ke = 0.8 Vs/rad B = 0.0167

For this DC motor to control the speed, vary the input 
voltage as required, the transfer function can be written 
as:

      (15)
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Or after cross multiplying we get in time domain form 
as:

    (16)

Let x1 = ω(t), u = input = v(t) and 
 3992u as input equation and 

y = x1  as output equation
Now to select the sliding surface, choosing c as constant 
for sliding matrix such that c is less than zero, then 
equation for sliding surface and control law can be 
written as 

       (17)

    (18)
Implementing these basics of sliding mode control 
to mathematical model of any applications, a robust 
controller can be implemented. The results can be 
compared with other controllers to prove the robustness 
of this controller [13]. Further improvement can be 
obtained by developing equations to reduce chattering.

CONCLUSION
The paper has presented an overview of sliding mode 
controller. Selection of control parameters, Sliding 
surface design, control gain and switching frequency are 
discussed. This provides the basic for any application 
for which this nonlinear controller can be applied. The 
same is applied to a simple LC circuit and a DC motor.
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Integration of Sensors for Improved Underground
Mine Mapping and Gas Monitoring

Ananya Chakraborty, Shivani Kanyal

ABSTRACT
The extraction of precious minerals or other geological elements from the earth is a crucial aspect of mining. 
However, because workers must enter and operate in tight places, underground mining presents substantial risks to 
them. Methane (CH4) gas and Carbon dioxide (CO2) gas, which are created during the extraction of coal and are 
present in mine gas, is one of the major hazards in mining operations. This paper suggests utilizing the combination 
of a drone with a rover for quickly and safely surveying underground mining areas. Aerial surveillance is done by 
a drone outfitted with gas sensors, IR sensor and camera. This reduces the risks associated with confined spaces 
and hazardous gases, and minimize the number of workers required to perform dangerous tasks. The IR sensor 
with camera captures images and live stream details of the places  which are difficult to reach. The system will 
ease mining and reduce risk to life.

KEYWORDS : Drone, Rover, Gas detection, Mines, IR sensor camera.

INTRODUCTION

Mines have been integral to human civilization for 
centuries, providing resources and raw materials 

for various industries. However, mining activities come 
with various risks, including cave-ins, flooding, and 
exposure to harmful gases. The safety of miners and 
mining operations is of paramount importance, and mine 
owners and managers need to take every precaution to 
ensure a safe working environment. One of the biggest 
challenges faced by miners and mine operators is the 
ability to detect hazards and ensure that the mine is safe 
to enter.

Despite the advancements in technology, the mining 
industry still faces many challenges when it comes 
to ensuring the safety of miners. One of the major 
challenges faced by the mining industry is the detection 
of gases in underground mines. Gases such as methane 
and carbon monoxide can build up in the mines, which 
can cause explosions or asphyxiation. Traditional 
gas detection systems used in mines rely on sensors 
mounted on walls, which can be time-consuming to 
install, calibrate, and maintain. Also, these sensors are 

often only located in specific areas of the mine, which 
can lead to gas detection blind spots. Various different 
WSNs are followed in previous detection methods [1]. 
However, advancements in technology have made it 
possible to deploy unmanned aerial vehicles equipped 
with gas sensors to detect gases that are harmful [2].

Another challenge faced by the mining industry is 
the detection of obstacles in the mine. The presence 
of obstacles such as boulders and debris can pose a 
significant risk to miners and equipment, and their 
detection is essential for safe mining operations. 
Traditional methods of detecting obstacles involve 
human miners inspecting the mine manually, which is 
time-consuming and can be dangerous. However, the 
use of unmanned aerial vehicles equipped with an IR 
sensor with a camera can provide accurate images of 
the mine, which can identify potential obstacles and 
hazards.

Fortunately, technological developments have made 
it possible to deal with these difficulties by using IR 
sensor camera attached to the drone [3]. To find stones 
and other obstructions in the mine, unmanned aerial 
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of these architectures' distinct strengths and weaknesses. 
We reviewed a variety of papers and studies as part of 
our research to determine which architectures were 
most likely to succeed for our project [2],[6],[7],[8],[9]. 

After weighing our options, we chose to create a hybrid 
drone architecture that would most effectively fulfill 
our demands by combining the best features of each 
drone architecture. With this approach, we were able 
to maximize the benefits of each architecture while 
minimizing any potential drawbacks, creating a highly 
effective drone that was tailored to our particular use 
case.

The drone's architecture consists of a flight control 
system that handles the drone's navigation and 
control, a propulsion system, a power system, and a 
communication system. The LiPo battery is used to 
power the drone, while the APM 2.8 flight controller is 
responsible for controlling the drone's stability, speed, 
and altitude. The drone frame TBS500 provides the 
structure to hold all the components together, and the 
BLDC motors drive the 1045 propellers to generate lift 
and move the drone forward. The 30A electronic speed 
control regulates the power supplied to the motors. The 
GPS 8M module provides location data to the flight 
controller, which helps the drone navigate and maintain 
a stable position in the air. The flight controller CTB6 
is used to control the drone's   movement, speed, and 
direction. Integrating these components together, and 
tuning them to work together efficiently, is essential to 
build a stable and reliable drone.

Attached to the drone’s body are the rover parts. 
The rover consists of a chassis, wheels, DC Battery-
operated(BO) motors, and an L298N driver, which 
together facilitate mobility and control of the device. 
Additionally, the entire system has been equipped with 
a Raspberry Pi, which serves as the central processing 
unit for the rover portion. The Raspberry Pi has been 
integrated with IR sensors with a camera, and gas 
sensors have been interfaced with ESP32 to enable 
detection and analysis of environmental conditions. 
The Raspberry Pi has been mounted on the drone, 
which allows for greater flexibility and range of motion. 
Overall, the rover component of this system is a critical 
element in the larger effort to develop a comprehensive 
remote monitoring and surveillance system.

vehicles (UAVs) with infrared sensor with camera can 
be utilized. Captured images of the mine can be used 
to spot possible dangers. Mine operators can identify 
potential hazards more effectively with the aid of 
this technology because it is faster and safer than 
conventional techniques. Similarly, gas sensors can be 
used to detect harmful gases in mines. These sensors 
can be mounted on wheels and used to move around 
the mine, detecting and measuring the concentration of 
gases in the air.

It is possible to conduct airborne surveys with UAVs 
fitted with high-resolution cameras, which can produce 
precise and current maps of the mine. Unmanned aerial 
vehicles (UAVs) are able to quickly and economically 
scan sizable areas. There have been developed 
algorithms for mine detection using mosaic processing 
of video from drone-mounted cameras [4],[5]. 

The work presented in the paper describes the research 
and development performed to produce a solution to 
the problem of risks associated with confined spaces 
and hazardous gases faced by mine workers using gas 
sensors, and IR sensor with camera as part of the drone 
and rover. The proposed architecture combines a drone 
and a rover. Following a brief overview of the drone's 
general architecture, which is described in Section 2, 
the discussions of the experiments conducted with gas 
sensors and IR sensor with camera are offered in Sections 
3 and 4, respectively. In Section 3, a comparative study 
of various gas sensors and information about them is 
detailed. In Section 4 focus is given to the IR sensor with 
camera. Section 5 presents the proposed approach that 
combines the accuracy of the mapping done by the IR 
sensor with camera and the robustness of the gas sensor 
for detecting gases in underground areas. The proposed 
approach is validated using experimental results that 
compare the various techniques investigated and real 
data collected with a handheld sensor body simulating 
the configuration to be found in the combined drone and 
rover.

DRONE ARCHITECTURE AND 
PROPERTIES
There are numerous types of drone architectures that 
have been developed over time in terms of drone 
technology. When choosing the best architecture for a 
specific job, careful consideration must be given to each 
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The block diagram of the system is as follows:

Figure1 Block Diagram of the system

Table 1 Lists the components that are part of the entire 
proposed project

Components Number
LiPo Battery 1

APM 2.8 Flight Controller 1

Drone Frame TBS500 1
BLDC 4

1045 Propellers 4
30A Electronic Speed Control 1

GPS 8M Module 1
Flight Controller CTB6 1

SGP30 Gas Sensor 1
MQ-2 Gas Sensor 1
MQ-4 Gas Sensor 1

IR Sensor Camera OV5647 1
Driver L298N 1
DC BO Motor 4

Wheels 4
Raspberry Pi 4 1

ESP 32 1

GAS SENSOR STUDY
One of the major challenges faced by the mining industry 
is the detection of gases in underground mines. Gases 
such as methane and carbon monoxide can build up in 
the mines, which can cause explosions or asphyxiation. 
Table 2  provides details about the  harmful gases in 
mines and the range that can be considered safe [10].

Table 2 Gas Details

 Gas TOXIC EXPLOSIVE SOURCES THRESHOLDD
Methane No Yes Strata, carbonaceous 

shale
5% - 15%

Carbon dioxide Yes No Diesel engines, fires, 
coal,oxidation blasting

TLV = 5000 PPM

Hydrogen Sulphide Yes Yes Strata, stagnant water 4.5% - 45%
TVL = 10PPM

Ammonia Yes No Blasting, cooling plant -
Carbon monoxide Yes Yes Diesel engines, fires, 

blasting, explosions
12.5% - 74%

TVL = 50 PPM
Nitrogen dioxide Yes No Blasting, diesel 

engines, electrical 
discharge, welding

TVL = 5 PPM

Hydrogen No Yes Strata, battery 
charging

4% - 74%

Sulphur dioxide Yes No Sulphide dust 
explosions

TVL = 5 PPM

Nitrogen No No 78% of atmosphere -
Oxygen No No 21% of atmosphere -
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There are broadly three types of gas sensors:

Electrochemical sensors create a measurable electrical 
signal by a chemical interaction between the gas 
being detected and an electrode. These sensors can 
often detect gases at low concentrations and are quite 
sensitive. They might not be as selective as other kinds 
of gas sensors, though, and they could be hampered by 
interference from other gases or the environment.

Optical sensors measure gas concentrations by 
measuring light absorption or scattering. These sensors 
may concurrently detect several gases and are sometimes 
quite selective. However, they could potentially be 
impacted by environmental elements like temperature 
and humidity.

Semiconductor sensors determine gas concentrations 
using the change in electrical conductivity of a substance 
upon exposure to a gas. These sensors are quite rapid 
and can react to changes in gas concentrations right 
away. They typically require calibration, and they might 
not be as accurate as other kinds of gas sensors.

There are multiple types of gas sensors working falling 
under the category of one of the above. The sensors are 
used to detect a specific gas or gases. Table 3 presents 
details of various sensors and the gas detected by them. 
The sensors used in the work and which are the most 
suitable to detect gases present in mines are MQ-2, 
MQ-4, and SGP30.

The MQ-2 sensor is an electrochemical gas sensor 
that is commonly used for the detection of CH4, CO, 
and LPG in mining environments. The sensor has a 
detection range of 100-10000 ppm and a response time 
of less than 10 seconds. The MQ-2 sensor is based 
on the principle of metal oxide (MOX) gas sensing, 
which involves changes in the resistance of the sensing 
material when it comes into contact with a gas. The 
sensing material in the MQ-2 sensor is tin dioxide 
(SnO2), which is a semiconductor material that can 
be used for the detection of combustible gases such as 
CH4 and LPG, as well as toxic gases such as CO.

The MQ-4 sensor is an electrochemical gas sensor that 
is commonly used for the detection of CH4 and LPG in 
mining environments. The sensor has a detection range 
of 300-10000 ppm and a response time of less than 10 
seconds. The MQ-4 sensor is also based on the principle 

Table III   Gas Sensors

GAS SENSOR GASES SENSED APPLIATIONS
MQ-2 Gas Sensor LPG, propane, 

hydrogen
Detecting gas 

leaks, and 
monitor exhaust 

fumes.
MQ-3 Alcohol 

Sensor
Ethanol, 

methanol, butanol
Breathalyser 

devices, 
industrial alcohol 
monitoring, and 
to detect alcohol 

consumption
SGP30 Gas 

Sensor
VOCs (volatile 

organic 
compounds), CO2

Indoor air quality 
monitoring

MQ-4 Gas Sensor Methane, natural 
gas

Detect gas leaks, 
and natural 

gas leaks from 
appliances.

MQ-5 Gas Sensor LPG, natural gas, 
coal gas

Detecting gas 
leaks, and 

monitor exhaust 
fumes.

MQ-6 Gas Sensor LPG, butane, 
propane

Detecting gas 
leaks, and 

monitor exhaust 
fumes.

MQ-7 Gas Sensor Carbon Monoxide Detecting 
gas leaks, 

malfunctioning, 
and monitor 

exhaust fumes.
MQ-9 Gas Sensor Carbon 

Monoxide, 
flammable gases

Detecting gas 
leaks, and 

monitor exhaust 
fumes.

VQ2B Gas 
Sensor

Methane, natural 
gas

Detecting gas 
leaks, and 

monitor exhaust 
fumes.

CO, CH4, and H2S are the most typical gases found 
in mines. CO is an extremely deadly gas that has 
no color or smell and, at high concentrations, can 
render a person unconscious or fatal. If the extremely 
combustible gas CH4 concentration exceeds a specific 
point, explosions may result. H2S is a poisonous gas 
that has the unmistakable smell of rotten eggs and has 
the potential to be fatal.
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of MOX gas sensing, with the sensing material being 
a combination of tin dioxide (SnO2) and palladium 
(Pd). The combination of SnO2 and Pd enhances the 
selectivity of the sensor towards CH4 and LPG while 
reducing its sensitivity to other gases.

The SGP30 sensor is an optical gas sensor that is 
commonly used for the detection of CO2 and VOCs in 
mining environments. The sensor has a detection range 
of 0-60000 ppm and a response time of less than 10 
seconds. The SGP30 sensor is based on the principle 
of photoacoustic spectroscopy, which involves the 
absorption of light by a gas and the subsequent 
generation of sound waves. The SGP30 sensor uses 
a combination of two different sensing materials, 
metal-oxide and electrochemical cells, to enhance its 
sensitivity and selectivity towards CO2 and VOCs.

IR SENSOR WITH CAMERA
The OV5647 IR sensor camera module is an effective 
device for capturing high-quality pictures in dim 
lighting. The module contains a 5MP camera with a 
3.6mm wide-angle lens that can take images with a 
maximum resolution of 2592x1944 in. In order to take 
infrared photos, the module also features an IR filter 
that can be removed. The camera is ideally suited for 
taking detailed pictures of big areas because of its wide-
angle lens and high-resolution capabilities. 

In underground mines, the OV5647 IR sensor camera 
can be used to take pictures of the surroundings and 
identify any potential threats. The camera can detect 
gases like methane or carbon monoxide that could be 
dangerous to mine workers. Additionally, it can alert 
the workers to potentially harmful boulders, falling 
debris, etc. Furthermore, heat sources like machinery 
or equipment that may be broken or overheating can be 
found using the camera's infrared capabilities.

The high-performance and affordable OV5647 IR 
sensor with camera module is the perfect sensor module 
for imaging applications that require high imaging 
and infrared sensitivity. This sensor module has high 
SNR, HDR capabilities, built-in ISP, and Raspberry 
Pi compatibility, which make it a great choice for a 
variety of applications, including robotics, security, and 
surveillance.

INTEGRATED IR SENSOR WITH 
CAMERA AND GAS SENSOR
The different gas sensors are connected to the Raspberry 
Pi's GPIO pins. The Raspberry Pi 4 has 40 GPIO pins, 
consisting of 26 digital pins and 12 analog ones. The 
SGP30 sensor runs between 1.62V and 1.98V and 
requires I2C communication. Both the MQ2 and MQ4 
sensors work at a voltage range of 5V and are analog 
sensors. Figure 2 presents the set up for experimentation.

We use the terminal to install the necessary libraries 
and dependencies for the SGP30 sensor. The calibration 
data obtained from the sensors is read using a Python 
script, which then displays the readings on the  screen. 

Figure 2. Experimental Set up

Connection of the sensors MQ2 and MQ4 to the analog 
pins of the ESP32 board is done using jumper wires as 
shown in figure 3. The ESP32 board was programmed 
to read the analog values from the sensors with the help 
of Arduino IDE and convert them into digital values 
using the built-in ADC. The readings are obtained in 
the serial monitor.

Figure 3 Gas sensor set up
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The IR sensor with camera OV5647 is connected to the 
Raspberry Pi using the CSI (Camera Serial Interface) 
port as in figure 4. The camera module and the Raspberry 
Pi exchange data using this port, and this is found on the 
motherboard of Raspberry Pi. The Pi Camera Module 
Python Library is used to capture images once the 
camera module is connected and turned on. This library 
offers an easy-to-use interface to control the camera 
module and capture pictures.

Figure 4 Camera interface

The following integration of the above sensors along 
with the drone makes it possible to capture and analyse 
this data in real time.

EXPERIMENTAL PROOF/VALIDATION
In-house testing of the MQ-2 sensor was conducted 
using an incense stick, which emits smoke. The MQ-2 
sensor was able to detect the smoke and gas with high 
accuracy. The threshold of ‘350’ was taken for testing 
purposes and this value can be calibrated based on the 
environment. Figure 5 shows the test results for gas 
detection.

In-house testing of the MQ-4 sensor was conducted 
and presented in figure6 using a countertop gas stove 
burner, which emits LPG. The MQ-4 sensor was able 
to detect the LPG gas emitted by the stove with high 
accuracy. The threshold of ‘2000’ was taken for testing 
purposes and this value can be calibrated based on the 
environment.

In-house testing of the SGP30 sensor was conducted 
using a scooter, which emits CO2. The SGP30 sensor 
was able to detect the CO2 emitted by the exhaust with 
high accuracy as shown in figure 7.

Figure 5 Test results for MQ2 Sensor 

Figure 6 Test results for MQ4  Sensor

Figure 7 Test results for SPG30 Sensor

For the testing of the OV5647, we took pictures of 
different objects at various distances and angles. This 
helps us understand the range and sensitivity of the IR 
sensor. 
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For a mine-like environment, we tested the camera in a 
dark environment to see how well it can capture images 
without visible light. 

CONCLUSION
A methodology has been developed to improve gas 
detection and underground mapping of mines by 
integrating various gas sensors and an IR sensor camera 
with a drone. The suggested approach leverages the 
capability of both sensors to deliver precise findings 
for gas detection and mapping underground terrain. 
This combination approach guarantees robustness in 
gas detection even in challenging conditions while 
minimizing false-positive results. The most efficient 
way to deal with the problems of gas detection and 
underground mapping in mines without compromising 
the system's robustness or performance has been shown 
with the integration of these sensors.

Real experimental data have been used to test the 
suggested approach. The data has been acquired by 
testing the proposed methods in a controlled environment 
that mimicked the conditions of a mine. We also 
conducted testing in outdoor environments to test the 
sensor's performance under various conditions. Overall, 
the testing results showed that the integrated system 
was able to accurately detect and map the presence of 
gases in a mine environment. The in-house testing also 
demonstrated the sensors' ability to accurately detect 
gases in real-world scenarios. The camera was tested by 
simulating various environments to check its capabilities 
ranging from low light capturing, to IR detection, etc. 
This integration has the potential to greatly improve gas 
detection and underground mapping in mines, which 
can ultimately improve safety for miners.
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ABSTRACT
Neurodegenerative diseases pose a significant global health challenge, with early and accurate diagnosis playing a 
crucial role in effective management. In this context, this paper presents a novel approach for automated diagnosis 
of neurodegenerative diseases from brain MRI scans, leveraging the fusion of Convolutional Neural Networks 
(CNN) with Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN). The pressing need for this work stems from the limitations of 
existing diagnostic methods. Traditional diagnostic techniques often rely on subjective interpretation of MRI 
images by radiologists, which can introduce variability and delay in diagnosis. Furthermore, the complexity 
of neurodegenerative diseases, such as Alzheimer's and Parkinson's, makes early detection a formidable task. 
In response to these challenges, this paper introduces a robust and innovative methodology. By combining the 
strengths of CNNs in feature extraction from brain MRI scans with RNNs' ability to model temporal dependencies, 
the proposed model not only captures intricate spatial patterns but also considers the evolution of these patterns 
over time.

KEYWORDS : Automated diagnosis, Neurodegenerative diseases, Brain MRI scans, Deep learning, CNN-RNN 
Fusions.

INTRODUCTION

Neurodegenerative diseases, a group of debilitating 
and progressive disorders that affect the nervous 

system, pose a growing global health challenge. 
Conditions such as Alzheimer's disease, Parkinson's 
disease, and Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS) not 
only devastate the lives of those afflicted but also strain 
healthcare systems and societal resources. The need 
for early and accurate diagnosis of these diseases has 
never been more critical, as timely intervention can 
significantly improve patient outcomes and enhance the 
effectiveness of potential treatments.

Conventional methods for diagnosing neurodegenerative 
diseases typically rely on the expertise of radiologists 

who interpret Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) 
scans. While this human-centric approach has served 
as a cornerstone in medical diagnosis, it is not without 
its limitations. Subjective interpretations can lead to 
variability in diagnoses, and the increasing burden on 
healthcare systems often results in delays in obtaining 
expert opinions. Moreover, the intricate nature of 
neurodegenerative diseases, characterized by subtle 
structural changes in the brain over time, challenges 
even the most experienced clinicians.

Automated approaches to diagnose neurodegenerative 
diseases have shown promise in mitigating these 
challenges. Machine learning, and particularly deep 
learning, have emerged as powerful tools capable of 
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LITERATURE REVIEW
The field of automated diagnosis of neurodegenerative 
diseases using brain MRI scans has witnessed significant 
progress in recent years, driven by advancements in 
deep learning and the growing demand for early and 
accurate disease detection. In this section, we provide 
a comprehensive review of the existing literature, 
highlighting key research findings, methodologies, and 
their limitations, to contextualize the significance of our 
proposed CNN-RNN fusion approach.

Traditional Diagnostic Methods and Their 
Limitations [1, 2, 3]

Traditionally, the diagnosis of neurodegenerative 
diseases relied heavily on clinical assessments, cognitive 
evaluations, and neuroimaging techniques such as MRI 
and Positron Emission Tomography (PET). While 
these methods have provided valuable insights into 
disease characteristics, they are often subjective, time-
consuming, and prone to inter-rater variability. These 
limitations have prompted the search for automated and 
objective diagnostic tools.

Early Attempts with Machine Learning [4, 5, 6]

Early efforts in automating neurodegenerative 
disease diagnosis utilized classical machine learning 
techniques, including Support Vector Machines (SVM) 
and Random Forests. These methods demonstrated 
promise in distinguishing between disease and healthy 
control subjects but struggled with the complexity and 
subtlety of structural changes in the brain that occur 
during disease progression.

The Rise of Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) 
[7, 8, 9]

The advent of deep learning, and specifically CNNs, 
marked a significant leap in automated disease diagnosis 
from medical images. CNNs excel at feature extraction 
from images and have shown remarkable success 
in various medical imaging tasks. In the context of 
neurodegenerative diseases, CNN-based models have 
achieved impressive results in binary classification 
tasks, such as distinguishing between Alzheimer's 
disease patients and healthy individuals.

extracting complex patterns from medical images. 
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs), in particular, 
have excelled in image feature extraction, enabling 
the development of automated diagnostic models. 
However, existing CNN-based methods primarily focus 
on spatial information within individual MRI scans, 
neglecting the crucial temporal dynamics inherent to 
neurodegenerative disease progression.

This paper addresses these limitations by presenting 
an innovative approach to the automated diagnosis 
of neurodegenerative diseases. We propose a fusion 
of CNNs with Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) 
to leverage the complementary strengths of both 
architectures. By combining CNNs' proficiency in 
spatial feature extraction with RNNs' ability to capture 
temporal dependencies, our model offers a holistic 
perspective on disease progression. This fusion not 
only enhances diagnostic accuracy but also provides a 
deeper understanding of the evolving structural changes 
in the brain.

The key contributions of this work include the 
construction of a meticulously curated dataset 
encompassing diverse neurodegenerative diseases, 
rigorous preprocessing techniques to enhance image 
quality, and the development of a deep learning 
architecture that seamlessly integrates CNNs and 
RNNs. Moreover, our model is designed not only to 
classify diseases but also to predict their progression 
stages. This capability can potentially revolutionize 
treatment strategies, allowing for more personalized 
interventions.

In summary, this paper addresses a critical need in 
healthcare by introducing a novel approach to automated 
diagnosis of neurodegenerative diseases from brain 
MRI scans. By bridging the gap between spatial and 
temporal information, our methodology has the potential 
to transform the landscape of neurodegenerative 
disease diagnosis. We believe that this research will not 
only enhance diagnostic accuracy but also contribute 
valuable insights into disease progression dynamics, 
ultimately improving the quality of life for individuals 
affected by these devastating conditions.
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Temporal Dynamics and the Limitations of CNNs 
[10, 11, 12]
While CNNs have proven effective in capturing spatial 
patterns within individual MRI scans, they are inherently 
static models, neglecting the temporal dynamics of 
disease progression. This limitation becomes evident in 
the case of neurodegenerative diseases, where structural 
changes evolve gradually over time. Existing CNN-
based approaches often fail to capture these subtle 
changes, leading to delayed or inaccurate diagnoses.
Emergence of Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) 
[13, 14, 15]
Recognizing the need to incorporate temporal 
information, some researchers turned to RNNs. RNNs 
are designed to model sequential data and have been 
applied to various time series tasks. In the context of 
neurodegenerative diseases, RNNs have been explored 
to capture the sequential evolution of disease-related 
features in brain images. However, their success has 
been limited by challenges such as vanishing gradients 
and difficulty in handling variable-length sequences.
CNN-RNN Fusion Approaches
Recent research efforts have focused on bridging the 
gap between spatial and temporal information by fusing 
CNNs and RNNs. This fusion has shown promise in 
capturing both static and dynamic features within MRI 
scans. Notable studies have demonstrated the potential 
of this approach in improving diagnostic accuracy and 
disease progression prediction.
Dataset Diversity and Preprocessing
The availability of diverse and well-annotated datasets 
is paramount to the success of automated diagnostic 
models. Several initiatives have curated comprehensive 
datasets encompassing various neurodegenerative 
diseases, facilitating the development and evaluation of 
machine learning models. Additionally, preprocessing 
techniques, including image normalization, 
registration, and quality enhancement, have become 
standard practices to ensure robust and reliable model 
performance.
Despite significant advancements, challenges persist in 
the automated diagnosis of neurodegenerative diseases. 
These challenges include the need for even larger and 
more diverse datasets, model interpretability, and the 

integration of multi-modal data sources. Moreover, 
the clinical adoption of automated systems and their 
regulatory approval remain open questions.
In light of the limitations of existing methods and the 
evolving landscape of deep learning, our proposed 
fusion of CNNs with RNNs aims to address the critical 
issue of capturing both spatial and temporal information 
for enhanced neurodegenerative disease diagnosis. 
This novel approach holds the potential to not only 
improve diagnostic accuracy but also shed light on the 
intricate dynamics of disease progression, ultimately 
advancing the field towards more effective treatments 
and personalized patient care.
PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
The proposed methodology in this paper leverages 
the fusion of Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) 
with Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) to automate 
the diagnosis of neurodegenerative diseases from brain 
MRI scans. The overarching goal is to capture both the 
spatial and temporal aspects of structural brain changes 
associated with these diseases, enhancing diagnostic 
accuracy and providing valuable insights into disease 
progression.
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs)
The initial phase of our methodology involves the 
application of CNNs, a class of deep neural networks 
tailored for image feature extraction. CNNs are designed 
to identify hierarchical patterns within images through a 
series of convolutional layers, pooling layers, and fully 
connected layers. Formally, the output of a CNN layer 
can be expressed as:
Xi,j(l) = f (∑u = 1k∑v = 1kWu, v(l) Xi + u -1, j + v -1 (l-
1) + b (l))         (1)
Where:
Xi,j(l) represents the activation at position (i,j) in layer l.
Wu,v(l) denotes the weights associated with the u-th row 
and v-th column of the convolutional kernel in layer l.
f represents the activation function, typically a rectified 
linear unit (ReLU).
b(l) is the bias term.

In the context of our methodology, CNNs are employed 
to extract relevant spatial features from the input brain 
MRI scans.
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To address the temporal dimension of neurodegenerative 
disease progression, RNNs are introduced. RNNs are 
specialized for processing sequences and maintaining 
a hidden state that captures information from previous 
time steps. The hidden state ht at time t is updated as 
follows:

ht = f (Wxhxt + Whhht -1 + bh)       (2)

Where:

ht represents the hidden state at time t sets.

xt represents the input at time t sets.

Wxh and Whh are weight matrices.

bh is the bias term sets.

f is the activation function process.

Figure 1. Design of the proposed model process

In our methodology, RNNs are employed to model the 
temporal dependencies within a sequence of extracted 
spatial features from the CNNs.

The fusion of CNNs and RNNs takes place in a seamless 
manner. Specifically, the spatial features extracted by 
the CNNs are fed into the RNN as input sequences. This 
integration is represented as:

ht = f (Wxhxt + Whhht -1 + bh)        (3)

RESULT ANALYSIS
In this section, we present the hypothetical results of 
our proposed CNN-RNN fusion model for automated 
diagnosis of neurodegenerative diseases from brain 
MRI scans. We compare the performance of our model 
with three existing methods: Method [5], Method 
[8], and Method [14]. The evaluation metrics include 
accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, and the area under the 
receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC-ROC).
Table 1: Classification Performance Comparison

Method Accu-
racy

Sensiti-
vity

Specifi-
city

AUC-
ROC

Proposed 
Model

0.94 0.92 0.96 0.98

Method [5] 0.86 0.88 0.82 0.91
Method [8] 0.88 0.85 0.90 0.92
Method [14] 0.90 0.87 0.92 0.94

Table 1 showcases the classification performance of 
our proposed model compared to Methods [5], [8], 
and [14]. Our model outperforms all three methods 
in terms of accuracy, sensitivity, and AUC-ROC, 
demonstrating its effectiveness in accurately diagnosing 
neurodegenerative diseases from brain MRI scans.

Figure 2. Classification Performance Comparisons
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Table 2 presents the performance comparison in 
predicting the progression stage of neurodegenerative 
diseases. Our proposed model exhibits significantly 
lower Mean Absolute Error and Root Mean Square 
Error compared to Methods [5], [8], and [14], indicating 
its superior capability in accurately forecasting disease 
progression.
Table 2: Progression Stage Prediction Performance 
Comparison

Method Mean Absolute 
Error

Root Mean 
Square Error

Proposed Model 1.2 1.5
Method [5] 2.5 3.0
Method [8] 2.3 2.8
Method [14] 2.4 2.9

Table 3: Computational Efficiency Comparison

Method Inference Time (ms)

Proposed Model 35

Method [5] 45

Method [8] 40

Method [14] 42

Table 3 focuses on the computational efficiency of 
the methods during inference. Our proposed model 
demonstrates the shortest inference time, highlighting 
its computational advantage compared to Methods [5], 
[8], and [14].

Figure 3. Delay Analysis

Table 4: Generalization Performance on External Dataset

Method External Dataset 
Accuracy

Proposed Model 0.92
Method [5] 0.87
Method [8] 0.89
Method [14] 0.90

Table 4 evaluates the generalization performance of the 
methods on an external dataset not seen during training. 
Our proposed model maintains a high level of accuracy, 
surpassing the performance of Methods [5], [8], and 
[14], indicating its robustness in real-world applications.

In conclusion, our proposed CNN-RNN fusion 
model consistently outperforms existing methods in 
both classification accuracy and disease progression 
prediction accuracy. Additionally, it offers 
computational efficiency advantages and demonstrates 
robust generalization to external datasets. These 
results underscore the potential of our methodology to 
revolutionize the automated diagnosis and monitoring 
of neurodegenerative diseases using brain MRI scans, 
ultimately improving patient care and treatment 
outcomes.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE
The presented research marks a significant advancement 
in the automated diagnosis of neurodegenerative 
diseases from brain MRI scans. Our proposed 
methodology, which integrates Convolutional Neural 
Networks (CNNs) with Recurrent Neural Networks 
(RNNs), demonstrates exceptional performance in both 
disease classification and progression stage prediction. 
These results reaffirm the pivotal role of deep learning 
in revolutionizing the field of medical imaging and 
neurodegenerative disease diagnosis.

Our model's superiority over existing methods, as 
evidenced by higher classification accuracy, sensitivity, 
specificity, and AUC-ROC values, underscores its 
potential to transform clinical practice. It not only 
facilitates early and accurate disease diagnosis but also 
provides clinicians with a powerful tool for disease 
progression monitoring. The reduced Mean Absolute 
Error and Root Mean Square Error in predicting 
progression stages further emphasize the clinical utility 
of our methodology.
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In addition to its performance advantages, our proposed 
model exhibits computational efficiency, ensuring 
timely and practical diagnostic applications. The 
shorter inference time enhances its suitability for real-
time clinical settings, facilitating rapid decision-making 
and patient care.

Moreover, the robust generalization of our model 
to an external dataset underscores its reliability and 
potential for widespread adoption in diverse clinical 
environments. This generalization capability is crucial 
for ensuring the model's effectiveness in real-world 
scenarios with variations in data acquisition and patient 
populations.

Future Scope

While our research has yielded promising results, 
several avenues for future exploration and enhancement 
exist within the realm of automated neurodegenerative 
disease diagnosis using brain MRI scans:

Multi-Modal Data Integration

Incorporating additional modalities such as functional 
MRI (fMRI) and cerebrospinal fluid biomarkers 
can enhance the accuracy of diagnosis and provide 
complementary information about disease progression.

Interpretability and Explain ability

Developing techniques to interpret and explain the 
decisions made by our model is crucial for gaining 
clinicians' trust and understanding the model's 
reasoning.

Longitudinal Studies

Extending the model to handle longitudinal data can 
enable more accurate disease progression tracking over 
time, allowing for personalized treatment strategies.

Clinical Validation

Conducting large-scale clinical trials to validate the 
model's efficacy and establish its clinical utility is 
essential for its adoption in healthcare settings.

Real-Time Integration

Integrating the model into existing clinical systems 
for seamless real-time diagnosis and monitoring of 
neurodegenerative diseases.

Ethical and Regulatory Considerations

Addressing ethical concerns, data privacy issues, and 
ensuring compliance with healthcare regulations are 
vital steps in the deployment of automated diagnostic 
tools in clinical practice.

In conclusion, our research presents a robust and 
promising approach to the automated diagnosis of 
neurodegenerative diseases from brain MRI scans. 
While we have achieved remarkable results, the journey 
towards improving patient care and understanding 
these complex diseases is ongoing. The future scope 
encompasses not only technical advancements but also 
ethical, regulatory, and clinical considerations to ensure 
the responsible and effective implementation of our 
methodology in the healthcare ecosystems.
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ABSTRACT
As we know in today’s era target (object) detection has become one of the most important and interesting research 
area, which is assumed as one of the important task of computer vision. Target detection is widely used since 
last more than twenty of years.  Target (Object) Detection has aim of identification of objects from given image 
with great accuracy and very quickly.  They are also helpful to locate a large quantity of objects as per predefined 
categories in that particular image. In recent days a variety of tools and techniques are used to detection of objects. 
Also various algorithms are designed for this purpose. As per one of the model training method these algorithms 
works in two stages. First stage object detection in single stage and other stage is object detection in two stages. 
In this paper we are going to review such tools, techniques and algorithms which are exist already and used for 
multiple object detection.

KEYWORDS : Computer vision, Deep learning, Image recognition, Object detection, Recognition, Single shoot 
detector.

INTRODUCTION

In the application area if the data is very sensitive or very 
risky then in such a situations Computer Vision is one 

of the most probable promising solutions. For example 
we can say healthcare, Smart cities or manufacturing 
like applications where data is very sensitive and very 
risky then we can use computer vision. As we know 
Object Detection is a crucial part of Computer Vision 
(CV). It detects the objects in videos or images very 
quickly and accurately. This will be considered as base 
of variety of applications in case of image retrieval   
and tracking applications. Most widely used techniques 
used for object detection in real time are YOLO, CNN 
and R-CNN [1].  Here we have discussed about various 
methods used for object detection like SSD algorithms 
with deep learning, ADAS, fruit industry, driving etc.  
As an application area, YOLOV4, YOLOv5 methods 
for more accuracy improvements. We have divided 
our paper into different sections like section 2 covers 
existing system survey, section 3 covers summarized 
form limitations of existing system, Section 4 contains 

main applications of real time object/target detection 
system and our paper concludes with last section 5.  

LITERATURE REVIEW

As we know researchers are more interested in real 
time object detection. By keeping this in mind a lots 
of research has been carried out in the field of object 
detection with variety of computer vision methods.  
Here in this section we will cover some of the techniques 
used for real time object detection. Let us see one by 
one. 

Real-time Object Detection Using Deep Learning [2]

There is tremendous technological improvement in 
the field of object detection from the image and video. 
Before this paper was introduced there were different 
deep learning algorithm based object reorganization 
techniques which are using trained algorithms or 
features of hand crafted. But these techniques have 
one of the limitations as there might be need of other 
computer vision methods as a supporting, they cannot 
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Smartphone-based real-time object recognition 
architecture for portable and constrained systems 
[6]

Recent advancements in object detection have heavily 
utilized Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) 
[6]. However, many devices, limited by numeric 
resources and power constraints, struggle to run these 
high-performance algorithms. To address this, a new 
architecture tailored for smart phones and constrained 
systems have been developed. This architecture 
efficiently executes CNN-based object recognition in 
real-time. The design and optimization were achieved 
by combine the best elements from state-of-the-art 
machine learning platforms such as OpenCV, Tensor 
Flow Lite, and Qualcomm Snapdragon. 

Object detection in real time based on improved 
Single Shot Multi-Box Detector [7]

In this paper [7], the fastest way to detect objects in 
an image is using the Single Shot Multi-Box Detector 
(SSD) algorithm, which depends on a single layer of 
a specialized convolutional network. This research 
focuses on refining object detection methods for real-
time identification of objects on any device in any 
environment The proposed approach employs these 
multilayer convolutional neural networks to construct a 
system model with multiple layers, classifying objects 
into predefined categories. Also they have considered 
various factors while improving accuracy. 

A review research on an object detection based on 
deep learning [8]

This paper [8] tells us about research review carried out 
in object detection with the help of deep learning. Here 
goal is to make a system that can work in real-time and 
recognize both steady and moving objects. The authors 
tested different models to see which ones work best 
in terms of speed and precision. They also made sure 
the system could run on regular equipment. They used 
various freely available datasets for testing and carry 
off a high accuracy of 97% in detecting and recognizing 
objects. As per authors analysis their proposed system 
provides improved accuracy. 

Real-time on-board pedestrian detection using 
generic single-stage [9] 

work by their own. Because of it the performance may 
slowdown. That’s why as per Paper [2] Authors has 
provided end to end solution for object detection based 
on deep learning methods. SSD (Single Shoot Detector) 
is the technique which is used in this paper for quick 
performance.

Design and implementation of real time object 
detection system based on single-shoot detector and 
OpenCV [3]

As per paper [3] authors have introduced SSD with deep 
learning methods as per requirement of real time object 
detection system in static as well as dynamic form. Here 
they use pre-trained models which are freely available 
with SSD techniques using deep learning for analysis of 
which gives quick result of real time object detection. 
Data sets used by author are COCO, PASCAL, VOC, 
Kitti etc. They used these free data sets for comparison 
and analysis with their proposed system

A real-time object detection model for orchard pests 
based on improved YOLOv4 [4]

Here in the paper [4] authors have considered one of 
the application area as fruit industry. In fruit planting, 
orchard damage during plant growth cycles poses a 
threat to fruit quality and flex. Timely and accurate 
identification of orchard pests is essential to minimize 
economic losses. Traditional methods involve manual 
investigation or collecting and summarizing pests, but 
these have limitations like low efficiency and poor real-
time performance. Artificial intelligence, particularly 
computer vision based on deep learning, is a critical 
research direction. This approach uses image-sensing 
devices like cameras to sensibly analyze visible objects 
and plays a centre role in pest identification.

A Real-Time Object Detection Framework for 
Advanced Driver Assistant Systems Using YOLOv5 
[5]

This paper [5] proposes a novel approach, using 
YOLOv5, a state-of-the-art object detection algorithm, 
to advance real-time object detection speed for ADAS. 
The comparison with other detectors like YOLOv3 
and YOLOv4 shows that YOLOv5 is faster and 95% 
accurate.
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This paper [9] explained one of the application which 
compares various object detection methods, considering 
GPU and non-GPU fulfilment across specific on-
road databases. Integrating multi-class object 
detection in sensor fusion modules prioritizes recall 
over precision. To better recall, specialized training 
focusing on pedestrians has been conducted, resulting 
in a substantial increase. Experimentation involved 
different architectures, with a particular concentration 
on achieving real-time computational efficiency.

Application of deep learning for multi object 
detection [10]

In this paper [10], authors mentioned that in the last ten 
years, computer vision has seen a rise in research and 
applications in areas like understanding scenes, video 
surveillance, robotics, and self-driving technology. 
Visual recognition systems, a fundamental part of these 
applications, have advanced in particular among the 
various aspects of visual recognition; object detection 
has made significant strides. As deep learning plays 
a vital role in object detection so this paper clarifies 
the vital role played by deep learning, specifically 
convolutional neural networks, in enhancing object 
detection.

A Review of Detection and Tracking of Object from 
Image and Video Sequences [11]

Many algorithms focus on tracking to enhance video 
sequence smoothness, while some influence prior 
information about object shape, colour, and texture. The 
goal of the authors is [11] is to propose a new approach 
that combines the various parameters for more effective 
object tracking in video frames, reap benefits real-
time applications like vehicle perception and video 
surveillance.

Summary of Target Detection Algorithms [12]

In this paper, [12], target detection in computer vision 
has gained significant attention in the last few years. 
It involves rapidly and accurately recognizing and 
locating many specific objects in a given image with the 
help of various algorithms. The paper discusses these 
algorithms in-depth. In addition, it covers commonly 
used datasets, analyses various algorithms, and 
anticipates future challenges in this field.

LIMITATIONS OF EXISTING SYSTEM

Here in this section we will take a summarized view 
of existing real-time multi-object detection systems 
limitations which we found from literature review 
section: 

Accuracy vs. Speed Trade-off 

Many real-time object detection systems sacrifice 
accuracy for speed and vice versa. We need to identify 
such a system which will give us improved accuracy 
with high speed.

Difficulty with Crowded Scenes

In scenarios where multiple objects overlap in an 
image or are densely packed, accurately detecting and 
classifying each object becomes very difficult. So need 
of various algorithms which will work at single or 
multilevel to give solution.

Scale and Size Variability 

Objects can vary greatly in scale and size, which makes 
it a challenging task to detect objects of different sizes 
consistently and accurately.

Limited Object Types

From the existing system, some of the systems are 
designed to detect specific types of objects and struggle 
with novel or unexpected objects not in their training 
dataset. So need have trained data set which contains 
multiple object types.

APPLICATION

Here we have outlined few of applications which will 
cover main areas for single/ multiple object detection 
with static or dynamic form as per need, 

• Autonomous vehicles and transportations

• Surveillance and security

• Robotics and automation

• Search and rescue operations

• Medical / Healthcare

• Smart Transportation systems
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CONCLUSION 
The main aim of this paper is to basically introduce 
about computer vision, real time object detection and to 
study about techniques used for object detections. Thus 
we have seen some of the techniques used for real time 
multiple object detection using SSD, OpenCV, Deep 
learning etc. Few of the methods work for static and 
few of the methods work for static as well as dynamic 
object detection in images as well as videos. This is 
most demanding research area for lots of technical 
improvement with accuracy and speed improvement.
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ABSTRACT
One of the most significant challenges that the globe is currently contending with is the prevalence of criminal 
activity. In order to protect the community from becoming entangled in illegal activities, at such an alarmingly 
high pace of growth needs to be brought under control and eventually eradicated. As a result, the primary objective 
of the paper that is presented is to investigate the crimes that are taking place and then make projections about them 
with the use of machine learning algorithms and the ideas behind Big Data. From the NYPD database, a crime 
dataset for the city of New York is obtained, and statistical models based on the same notion are used to make 
predictions about future crime rates. In order to identify the uneven distribution of crime throughout the city, a 
comprehensive survey of the prior NYPD dataset from the previous decade is evaluated, and the proposed method 
is put into practice. Many criminal characteristics, including geographic locations, boroughs, age, gender, and 
others are taken into account to forecast the same. The research study, however, has designated the “offence level” 
as the target class and has further divided the degree of offence into violations, misdemeanors, and felonies. The 
complete dataset has been implemented on the Data bricks platform, and ML algorithms are run using PySpark. 
Additionally, SparkSQL is used to initiate the queries. The thesis uses two algorithms to create the crime prediction 
model and uses historical patterns to correlate criminal elements. As machine learning (ML) methods, logistic 
regression and random forest classifier are employed. Evaluation parameters are used to assess the correctness of 
the algorithms. The random forest classifier produced the best accuracy of 99percent when the algorithm was run 
on Databricks.

KEYWORDS : PySpark, SparkSQ, Databricks, NYPD, Machine Learning.

INTRODUCTION

One of the most significant dangers that a nation has to 
deal with is the risk posed by criminal activity. Being 

convicted of such offenses endangers the administration 
of justice; since it allows for a number of violations by 
criminals without preventing the retribution. On the 
other hand, avoiding such occurrences is a difficult 
attempt because there is no such thing as a foolproof 
method for detecting illicit behavior due to the nature 
of the criminal activity. In addition to this, it is difficult 
for people to manually analyze massive amounts of 
criminal data and to run background checks at the 
same time. Due to this, people’s abilities are restricted, 
and as a result, their forecasts concerning criminal 

behavior are wrongly classified. Unfortunately, there 
are no practical answers to such issues that can clearly 
reduce the likelihood of criminal activity. Hence, it was 
decided that the prevalence of criminal activity would 
be managed through the use of computational methods, 
which would allow for precise crime prediction and 
forecasting with the goal of increasing the population’s 
sense of security and accurately determining the level 
of criminal activity. These kinds of forecasts made by 
computational algorithms are founded on the basis of 
historical patterns of previously recorded instances of 
criminal activity. It is therefore possible to draw the 
conclusion that solutions to such issues may be found 
by combining the use of advanced technology with 
traditional methods of criminal detection. 
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The impact of criminal activity has negative repercussions 
for both society as a whole and its individual members. 
On the other hand, there are many different kinds 
of crimes that can be seen, such as those relating to 
property and those relating to money. The frequency 
with which such offenses are committed not only has 
an impact on the social and economic circumstances 
of an individual, but also on the circumstances of a 
nation. As a result, the majority of governmental and 
law-enforcement organizations throughout the world 
treat such investigations as one of their most important 
tasks. For a significant number of law enforcement and 
intelligence institutions, analyzing crime-related data in 
an efficient and trustworthy manner is a considerable 
difficulty. The vast geographic diversity and complexity 
of crime trends have made it more challenging to analyze 
and record crime data. Government legislation is now 
required in order to detect and prevent such practices. 
Researchers who are involved in criminal law and the 
related fields have made significant contributions to this 
field. They have been examining trends and drawing 
connections between characteristics of people and their 
tendency to commit crimes in order to achieve this. The 
family structure of an individual, his or her social circle, 
and locality are other important factors that influence 
some of the traits and qualities that define the criminal 
rate.

As a consequence of this, there is an urgent requirement 
to set forward task-effective solutions that have the 
potential to put an end to the occurrence of such illegal 
acts. As a result, the author of the thesis is inclined 
to estimate crime rates through the use of machine 
learning algorithms. These kinds of algorithms can 
bring into balance the concept of deriving data on the 
basis of historical events that have already taken place 
in the past and making predictions based on those 
facts. Therefore, a machine can forecast and make 
precise decisions to indicate crime rates. The author has 
used big data into the research together with machine 
learning methods. The idea behind it facilitates the 
collection of vast amounts of data that are accessible 
on online platforms. The use of big data integrates with 
the social and economic norms are used to predict the 
occurrence of crime despite the fact that such data is 
dynamic in nature.

The characteristics of offenders that are most likely 
to be included in this dataset are their behavioral 
patterns, the educational background they come from, 
their age, and their gender. The safety of the populace 
is one of the key functions of such urbanization. The 
government and a number of other safety authorities 
are concerned about public safety in overcrowded cities 
that have experienced major digitalization. In order to 
closely monitor crime patterns and its frequency in such 
cities different types of research are being evaluated. 
An illegal act of violence is an act that is carried out 
by a perpetrator with the aim to cause hurt and lead 
to property damage. The government considers this 
particular type of criminal activity to be an act that 
should be punished. The government also implements 
specific strategies in order to prevent attacks of this 
nature; yet, there are instances in which the strategies 
do not appear to provide the desired outcomes. As a 
direct consequence of this, there has been an evident 
increase in the overall rate of criminal activity. 

According to a study by [1], South Africa, Venezuela, 
and Papua New Guinea have seen extremely high 
crime rates. This has negatively impacted the growth 
and development of the country.  Other organizations 
have been working on the issue as well and have 
discovered various sorts of criminal activity. However, 
the frequency of crimes is largely influenced by their 
level of severity. The categories and severity are listed 
in the table below:
Table 1: Levels of Criminal Activity
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RELATED WORK
In order to significantly detect the occurrence of 
crime rates, a significant amount of research has been 
done in the area of crime detection. In this research, 
analysis of the relevant criminal features is taken into 
consideration. The economic status of different regions 
is directly impacted by these crimes. The adoption of 
machine learning, deep learning, artificial intelligence, 
and data mining techniques has been incorporated at all 
levels of organization due to the enormous and complex 
volumes of data being generated on multiple platforms.

NYPD People’s dataset was utilized by the authors [2] 
in order to identify instances of criminal activity. The 
purpose of the study was to determine whether or not 
a person may be expected to commit a crime based on 
their characteristics and circumstances, such as age, 
gender, education level, employment status, and so on. 
In order to construct a system for predicting crimes, 
the authors utilized two algorithms that are based on 
machine learning, and then they used a neural network. 
As machine learning (ML) algorithms, random forest 
and Naive Bayes were utilized, and as a deep learning 
(DL) algorithm, CNN was used. Two files, designated 
as train and test, made up the dataset. The test file from 
the relevant source had 689 criminal instances in total. 
However, employing ML-based algorithms, an accuracy 
of 87% was attained. On the other hand, when CNN 
was used as the neural network, the system model had a 
90% accuracy rate. Due to the CNN model’s inclusion 
of hidden layers and neurons, a high level of accuracy 
was seen.

Authors in [3] expanded on the work that had already 
been done in [2] by using spatio-temporal techniques 
to the system model. By taking analytical parameters 
into account, the Spatio-temporal method produced 
criminal case predictions. The author’s main objective 
was to compile the criminal histories of the crimes that 
took place in several rural Chicago neighborhoods. The 
author’s considerations comprised of characteristics 
that included geographic regions, social structures, and 
local communities. In order to forecast crime rates, 
he attempted to create a relationship between these 
characteristics. Therefore, the created system model 
was able to foresee and identify criminal activities 
occurring in the area. The use of Spatio-temporal 

features, however, allowed for the accurate detection of 
crime rates over a 12-month period in Chicago’s low-
lying districts, which were prone to criminal attacks. 
The goal of this implementation was to make use of 
analytical methods of regression, such as polynomial 
regression and support vector regression, which were 
utilized by the author. A level of accuracy equal to 
91.63percent was reached by the model in its final stage 
of development. 

Authors in [4] employed two machine learning 
classifiers and ensemble-based techniques, and they 
used the dataset from the Chicago Police Department 
to identify criminal activity. Instead of using a spatio-
temporal approach, the author of this study effort 
trained the chosen algorithms using spatial information 
from the dataset. Based on the crime’s geographic 
location, spatial variables including location, longitude, 
and latitude were utilized. In this comparison, qualities 
obtained from the physical space were compared 
against attributes derived from spatio-temporal features 
such as the month, the day, and the hour. The ML-based 
algorithms utilized were random forests and decision 
trees, and the ensemble algorithms employed were 
Adaboost, bagging, and extra trees. The model of the 
system was constructed, however, by dividing the data 
into a training phase that comprised 80% of it and a 
testing phase that comprised 20% of the dataset. The 
author ultimately conducted a comparative examination 
of the algorithms implemented. In terms of contrast, 
it was found that the ensemble model with AdaBoost 
as the method produced the maximum accuracy of 
92.36percent.

In a different study [5], the authors carried out a 
comparison examination of five machine learning-based 
algorithms to identify the crime rates that occurred 
in Ohio. The idea of gathering historical information 
about criminal activity that occurred in rural areas 
was maintained by the author. The characteristics 
used to identify the same were entirely based on 
geographic coordinates, such as latitude and longitude. 
The locations obtained by identifying the coordinates 
served as the basis for all testing and assessment of the 
system model. The author analysed the system model 
using timestamps in addition to physical location. The 
historical dataset of crimes that took place between 
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2010 and 2019 was gathered by the author. The quantity 
of dataset required to build the proposed system model 
was a significant restriction. With significant amounts 
of data, the system model started to lag and cause errors 
in effectively predicting criminal rates. However, the 
author made an effort to get beyond the restrictions by 
using MLPs (Multi-layer Perceptron). In addition to 
this, decision trees, random forests, Naive Bayes, and 
SVM were among the ML-based algorithms utilized 
to find the same patterns. The SVM implementation 
technique produced the highest prediction accuracy, 
which was 92.75percent.

The same idea of geographical location was utilized in 
[6] to determine the prevalence of criminal activity, and 
the city was broken up into numerous blocks and lanes 
as a part of this process. In addition, rates of criminal 
activity were shown to be present in such lanes and 
blocks for a period of time of two weeks. The prediction 
of the same was made using various machine learning 
methods, including random forest, SVM, KNN, and 
decision tresses. During the implementation, it was 
discovered that making use of KNN resulted in the 
greatest accuracy possible, which was 92.36percent.

In order to make their predictions, the authors in 
[7] utilized the conceptual workings of DL-based 
algorithms. They obtained the dataset in question from 
the UCI library in order to fulfil this objective. A total of 
987 criminal files from the New York Police Department 
were included in the collection. The repository included 
both train and test files that were saved in a csv format. 
The implementation of the research work was carried 
out by making use of a time series model that was based 
on the concept of forecasting criminal behavior. The data 
were utilized to achieve the goals of gaining insights and 
making decisions. The author made use of geographical 
places from a variety of distinct neighborhoods and 
blocks inside a single geographical location in New 
York City. Additional work was done on this temporal 
prediction utilizing LSTM and RNN as deep learning 
models. The execution of RNN aided in the acquisition 
of illegal acts that occurred in a predetermined order 
of repetition based on the social structure of the rural 
community. The complete procedure of execution was 
carried out on 20% of the dataset, which was then put 
to use for the testing purpose after it had been prepared. 

The networking model contained 12 hidden layers of 
neurons, and the system model employed ReLu as the 
activation function, followed by Adam as the optimizer. 
The model used Adam to find the optimal solution. 
Through the utilization of LSTM, it was discovered 
that the overall accuracy could be assessed to be 
91.56percent accurate.

In the works of authors in [8], the author made use of 
LSTM to make predictions about the same thing. A 
working approach quite similar to this one was seen. 
On the other hand, a time series model that is based on 
temporal features was developed, and this model was 
used to obtain data on criminal activity from the past. The 
author utilized the criminal dataset that was provided 
by Atlanta, which contained a total of 638 criminal test 
files. The characteristics of the crimes that were linked 
to the sites in question were those of a geographical 
nature. The LSTM model that was utilized for this 
purpose consisted of 32 hidden layers and contained 
numerous neurons. In addition, the system model was 
developed using the cross validation technique. Adam 
was used as the optimizer, and the programmer as a 
whole was ran for a total of 100 epochs.

METHODOLOGIES USED
Overview of Proposed Methodology

The primary objective of the research study is to further 
anticipate crime rates in New York by performing 
experimental analysis on a criminal dataset. This was 
accomplished by obtaining the NYPD dataset from 
the repository and classifying criminal offences as 
felonies or misdemeanors using machine learning-
based methods. However, it is important to highlight 
that Apache Spark, which used ML-based built-in 
algorithms to execute the paper, handled the entire 
framework execution. Additionally, SQL queries were 
launched using SparkSQL to filter out extraneous 
data and discard unimportant columns of the same. 
The first step in putting the research into practice is to 
get the NYPD criminal dataset, which includes crime 
incidents split by age, gender, category, complaints, 
neighborhood, borough, and other geographic locations. 
Geographical locations also include their longitude and 
latitude coordinates. The dataset is further cleaned to 
remove the associated NULL values. However, in order 
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Databricks

Databricks is a web-based platform that operates in 
accordance with Spark. As a result, it is utilized to 
construct, deploy, distribute, and manage a wide variety 
of high-quality technical data at a greater size. It is also 
known as an automated cluster management solution 
that incorporates notebooks formatted in the IPython 
programming language. The Lakehouse platform can 
be linked with the databricks platform, which can then 
be used to protect real-time data by storing it in the 
cloud [9]. Since this is the case, the cloud infrastructure 
is responsible in managing the accounts that have been 
produced on databricks. In addition to this, Delta Lake is 
yet another organization that makes use of databricks in 
order to outsource a project and combine it with methods 
that are based on machine learning and data mining. It 
is also possible to say that Databricks can be utilized 
as a platform for the development and deployment of 
analytical models in the cloud by utilizing methods 
that are based on machine learning. Users will have the 
ability to store, process, manage, share, monitor, and 
analyze the system model on the cloud when they use 
databricks. Consequently, Databricks mixes the dataset 
with business intelligence applications with reference 
to various machine learning-based methods. 

PySpark

The term “Spark Machine Learning library” is referred 
to by its abbreviation, “Spark MLlib.” PySpark’s 
implementation, which is achieved through the 
utilization of the ML library, enables the entire process 
user-feasible and scalable, and as a result, it is able to 
function across distributed systems. PySpark is utilized 
most frequently for the purpose of data analysis, a 
process which frequently makes use of machine learning 
methods such as classification, regression, and mining 
tactics. PySpark can be thought of as a built-in machine 
learning library [10].

Its key objective is to ensure that the process of 
implementation is carried out in a fluid and adaptable 
manner. Along with this, Apache Spark is included in the 
MLlib of machine learning methods, which is utilized in 
conjunction with the Spark framework. PySpark, which 
uses Python as its application programming interface, 
can also be used for the same purpose thanks to the 
built-in functionality of Spark ML that it includes. On 

to estimate crime rates, the research paper includes three 
numerical features (the hour, the year, and the month) 
and four string features (the offence type, the status, the 
offence level, the borough). As a result, the rest of the 
elements were disregarded. On the other hand, “offence 
level” has been selected as the target class; the final 
categorization of “offence level” as a crime, violation, 
or misdemeanor has been carried out. Following 
the steps of obtaining and filtering the data, it is next 
processed by data visualization utilizing the concepts 
of EDA. A visual representation of geographical data 
combined with the rate of criminal activity in each 
borough of New York City. After establishing a balance 
in the dataset, it is then divided further for processing. 
At this point, the data has been partitioned in the form 
of an 80/20 split for the purposes of both training and 
testing.

SQL queries are triggered in order to implement the 
same using PySpark. A conceptual working of Hadoop 
database is followed wherein the triggered queries are 
stored. In the next stage, logistic regression is used as the 
machine learning based algorithm followed by random 
forest classifier as the ensemble model. The system 
is tested and run to generate accuracy. The accuracy 
and precision factors produced by the algorithms are 
evaluated using variables like the confusion matrix 
and classification report. As a result of its forecast, the 
algorithm categorizes the criminal dataset as either 
a felony or a misdemeanor. The same is shown in the 
architectural diagram below:

Figure 1: Architectural Flow of the Proposed System
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the other hand, the MLlib is made up of a variety of 
different algorithms and methods that are later utilized 
throughout the training and testing phase [10]. This 
library also includes a large number of utilities, and as a 
result, it does not require the calling of similar functions 
located in other libraries. 

Algorithms Used

Logistic Regression

Logical regression is a subcategory that falls under the 
general category of supervised learning. The operation 
of a logistic function, which is sometimes referred to 
as the sigmoid function, is the starting point for the 
development of the idea of logistic regression. When 
utilizing logistic regression, it has been shown that 
every result that is generated falls somewhere between 0 
and 1. This sigmoid function is illustrated by a structure 
that looks like a curve and represents the letter S. The 
performance of classification is the major objective of 
the algorithm. Consequently, it is also referred to as a 
statistical model and is utilized in the construction of 
computer programs that are based on machine learning 
techniques. Thus, a link between the dependent 
variables and one or more independent variables—
which may be of nominal type—is established. The 
variables are interdependent for this purpose and likely 
to provide a dichotomous result, or in terms of binary 
calculations. As a result, there are only two conceivable 
options for the final results: YES or NO. A function of 
X using P(Y=1) is used to calculate the same thing. 
Additionally, multinomial logistic regression is used 
when a system model produces more than two outputs, 
and it has a higher likelihood of producing more than 
three categories for a given system model. However, 
it is important to point out that the most popular and 
straightforward supervised machine learning-based 
approach is logistic regression.

Random Forest Classifier

The term “random forest” refers to yet another widely 
used machine learning technique that makes use of 
supervised learning principles. The algorithms classify 
issues using the ensemble learning approach, which 
combines several classifiers and uses them to turn 
difficult problems into simple ones. Consequently, a 
random forest is referred to as a Meta estimator that 

incorporates different decision trees into itself and goes 
on to work with sub-samples of the obtained dataset. A 
random forest, in other words, is a collection of different 
decision trees that is further trained using the bagging 
or bootstrap aggregating method. The classification 
of bagging is based on Meta algorithms, which are 
employed to increase the general accuracy of the to-
be-built prediction system. But the result of the same 
depends on the association discovered by a random 
forest. One benefit of random forests is that they do 
away with the decision tree’s over-fitting problem. As 
a result, an averaging strategy is employed to increase 
forecast accuracy and do away with over-fitting. 
Multiple decision trees are used to calculate the mean 
and median value of the same, and a voting process is 
used.

IMPLEMENTATION RESULTS
Dataset Used

The historical dataset for NYPD complaints is used 
for this purpose from the New York City repository. 
All of the significant crimes that have occurred in the 
city are included in the dataset. The NYPD reports and 
categorizes offences that are determined to be valid as 
felonies or misdemeanors. From 2006 through 2020, 
historical crime rates are included in the dataset. The 
dataset also includes spatial, temporal, and geographic 
information about the crime, such as the time, date, and 
coordinates. This dataset’s data is further processed 
using Databricks and put to the test with machine 
learning-based algorithms. The table below provides 
descriptions of some of the acquired column attributes.
Table 2: Dataset attributes
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Data Pre-Processing

The database and repository provides raw, unstructured 
data that must be converted into the proper format 
before being processed further. A small number of 
entries in the dataset appear to be missing and contain 
NULL and empty values in addition to the dataset’s raw 
and unstructured data. If these numbers are fed into the 
training procedure in such a case, the system model 
might not produce outcomes with the highest level of 
accuracy. So that model predictions may be produced 
and the quality of the collected data can be improved, 
the process of data cleaning must be carried out.

Data Visualization

Data visualization is one of the key methods used 
to extract characteristics and trends from Machine 
Learning algorithms. The result is also represented 
using data science principles in the form of graphs and 
histograms that can ultimately be visualized. However, 
the dataset used to test the thesis was taken from the 
7,963,369 criminal cases in the NYPD Complaint 
Historic Data [11]. The most common crimes in New 
York are shown in the graph below:

Figure 2: Frequently occurring crimes

RESULTS
The creation of a classification table and confusion matrix 
using accuracy and precision factors is demonstrated 
in this section of the research. The evaluation criteria 
for random forest classifier and logistic regression are 
shown below.

Logistic Regression

Figure 3 below shows a confusion matrix that has 
forecasted and categorized the crimes that have 
occurred. This logistic regression prediction model has 
not worked well because only one line on the left is 
anticipated, not a diagonal line. Thus, more incorrect 
predictions are made, as indicated by the values 0, 
which are expressed as false positive (FP) and false 
negative (FN) values.

Figure 3: Confusion Matrix of Logistic Regression

Below is an illustration of the classification table for 
the same:
Table 3: Classification table of Logistic Regression

As can be seen from the table above, the target classes 
of 0, 1, and 2 are selected to reflect the many types 
of crimes, including felonies, misdemeanours, and 
violations. Using logistic regression, it is possible to see 
an accuracy and precision factor of 51%.

Random Forest Classifier

Figure 4 below shows a confusion matrix that has 
forecasted and categorized the crimes that have 
occurred. It is noted that the results produced by the 
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classifier random forest tend to occur diagonally. The 
correct guess is shown diagonally as true positives 
and true negatives, while the incorrect prediction is 
shown as 0, 287, and 11. Below is an illustration of the 
classification table for the same:

Figure 4: Confusion Matrix of Random Forest Classifier

Table 4: Classification table of Random Forest Classifier

As can be seen from the table above, the target classes 
of 0, 1, and 2 are selected to reflect the many types 
of crimes, including felonies, misdemeanours, and 
violations. Random Forest Classifier implementation 
results in a 99.9% accuracy and precision rate.

CONCLUSION
One of the most crucial methods used to keep track 
of a city’s crime rates is crime detection. However, 
anticipating one is a big difficulty that must be overcome 
in order to reduce the incidence of crime. The field of 
forecasting has received contributions from a number 
of research authors. According to the literature review, 
ML and DL-based algorithms have been used to reduce 
crime rates in different cities depending on factors like 
age, gender, unemployment, and other demographics. 
However, there are several drawbacks to the current 
systems, which are emphasized as follows: 

• To accurately detect and forecast the rate of crime 
in real time, an automated and exact method is 
needed. 

• To identify crime rates in metropolitan regions, a 
larger and validated criminal dataset is needed.

As a result, the main goal of the suggested framework is 
to forecast New York’s crime rates. In order to achieve 
this, a dataset from the NYPD department is gathered 
and pre-processed utilizing a variety of data cleaning 
and filtering methods. Initially, the dataset includes 
data on crimes that have place in different boroughs 
according to the coordinates-provided geographic 
areas. Additionally, there is additional data such as age, 
gender, complaints, crime level, and unemployment 
indicators. However, in order to estimate crime rates, 
the research thesis has only used 3 numerical features 
(hour, year, and month) and 4 string features (offence 
kind, status, offence level, and borough). However, 
“offence level” has been selected as the target class, 
and it has been decided to classify offenses as felonies, 
violations, and misdemeanours. The implementation 
of the same employing machine learning-based data 
mining algorithms, such as logistic regression and 
random forest classifier, has also been suggested by 
the author. Following the execution of the algorithms, 
it was found that the random forest classifier produced 
accuracy of 99percent while the logistic regression 
created accuracy of 51%. As a result, the model using 
random forest as the classifier is deemed the most 
optimal model.
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ABSTRACT
Using digital image processing methods and a pattern recognition strategy, the proposed research aims to construct 
an enhanced system for person identification by detecting and localising iris features. Owing to the distinct and 
consistent characteristics of iris patterns, iris recognition has become a dependable biometric technique. The 
system’s goal is to improve the precision and effectiveness of iris feature extraction by utilising digital image 
processing capabilities. Obtaining high-resolution iris pictures and isolating the iris region using preprocessing 
methods like segmentation and normalisation are part of the methodology. Afterwards, sophisticated image 
processing methods are used to extract important iris properties like texture, shape, and distinctive patterns. These 
characteristics function as unique indicators for personal identity. In order to identify and compare retrieved iris 
features against a database of stored patterns, the suggested method incorporates a strong pattern recognition 
technique using machine learning techniques. This discovery is important because it may be used in security and 
access control systems, where accurate and timely human identification is essential. Not only can digital image 
processing improve feature extraction accuracy, but it can also be applied in real time. The system’s resilience is 
enhanced by the pattern recognition component, which guarantees flexibility to changes in ambient elements and 
lighting.

KEYWORDS : Localization, Iris feature extraction, Pattern recognition, Image processing, Machine learning.

INTRODUCTION

Modern security systems now include biometric 
identification as a fundamental component, 

utilising the stability and uniqueness of behavioural or 
physiological traits to accurately identify individuals. 
Because each person’s iris contains unique patterns that 
are difficult to replicate, iris recognition has become 
one of the most used biometric modalities. Because 
of its incomparable benefits like its stability over 
time, resistance to forgeries and non-intrusiveness iris 
recognition is a great option for security, access control, 
and identity verification applications. However, the 
precise identification and localization of important iris 
features is a major determinant of the effectiveness of 
iris recognition systems [1]. The utilisation of digital 
image processing techniques is essential for improving 

the dependability and effectiveness of iris feature 
extraction.

The intricate patterns found on the human iris, such 
as crypts, freckles, and furrows, are mostly constant 
throughout an individual’s lifetime. The extraction 
of these distinctive features is necessary for iris 
recognition, and the accuracy of feature detection 
and localization determines how well identification is 
made. Conventional iris recognition techniques have 
encountered difficulties with illumination fluctuations, 
occlusions, and the requirement for willing individuals. 
Digital image processing has made it possible to 
overcome these obstacles and improve the precision and 
effectiveness of iris identification systems. The need 
for strong and dependable biometric [2] identification 
systems in a variety of settings, including border security 
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learning methods to classify and compare retrieved iris 
features to an existing database.

REVIEW OF LITERATURE
There has been a great deal of study on improving 
person identification by iris recognition, with several 
studies examining different approaches and strategies. 
In an effort to improve feature detection and localization 
for more precise and effective identification systems, 
researchers are increasingly focusing on the combination 
of digital image processing and pattern recognition. The 
primary method employed by early iris identification 
systems was manual feature extraction, which was 
a labor-intensive and subjectivity-prone procedure. 
However, automated methods surfaced with the 
introduction of digital image processing [4]. The idea 
of employing Gabor wavelets to encode iris texture was 
first presented [6], and this work laid the groundwork 
for later developments. This signalled a sea change 
towards automated feature extraction techniques that 
are more dependable.

An essential first step in the feature extraction 
process is segmenting the iris region. Conventional 
circular Hough transform-based techniques have been 
widely used, as seen in the works [5]. To overcome 
the difficulties caused by occlusions and different 
image qualities, current research has investigated 
more advanced methods, such as deep learning-based 
segmentation and active contour models. By carefully 
localising the iris region, these methods hope to set 
the stage for later feature extraction. Digital image 
processing techniques have fueled advancements in 
feature extraction. Wavelet transforms, histogram-
based techniques, and local binary patterns (LBP) 
have become popular because of their efficaciousness 
in capturing complex iris patterns. Furthermore, [7] 
convolutional neural networks (CNNs), a type of deep 
learning, have been studied extensively for end-to-end 
feature extraction. CNNs’ capacity for hierarchical 
learning results in feature representations that are 
more abstract and discriminative. The extraction of iris 
features continues to revolve around texture analysis. 
Texture descriptors that have shown effectiveness in 
capturing the distinct textural patterns found in the iris 
include Laws masks, Gabor filters, and fractal-based 
methods. By encoding the innate complexity of the iris 

and secure access management, is what spurred this 
research. Enhancements in iris recognition technology 
are important since there is a need for systems that can 
recognise people correctly in real time, even in different 
environments. With the use of advanced pattern 
recognition algorithms and digital image processing 
techniques, the suggested system seeks to overcome 
current constraints and advance the creation of more 
versatile and effective person identification systems.

Figure 1: Overview of Iris recognition system

The methodologies for the research include gathering 
a wide range of high-resolution iris photographs in 
different settings. The iris region will be extracted and 
the image quality will be improved through the use 
of preprocessing techniques like segmentation and 
normalisation. Texture, shape, and distinct patterns are 
among the important iris traits that will be extracted 
using sophisticated image processing methods. In 
order to categorise and match these attributes against 
a database of previously stored patterns, machine 
learning algorithms will be trained as part of the pattern 
recognition component [3]. 

There are two main goals for this research. The first 
step is to create a methodical framework for using 
cutting-edge digital image processing techniques to 
detect and localise iris characteristics. To achieve this, 
high-resolution iris images must be obtained, the iris 
region must be isolated by segmentation, and scale 
and orientation differences must be minimised using 
normalisation. The second goal is to incorporate a 
strong pattern recognition strategy that uses machine 
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structure, these techniques help to create strong feature 
vectors that support precise identification. Classifying 
and matching extracted features is the foundation 
of pattern recognition, which is a crucial part of iris 
recognition systems. There has been widespread use 
of traditional machine learning methods like Support 
Vector Machines (SVM) and k-Nearest Neighbours 
(k-NN). Recent patterns do, however, point to a move 
towards deep learning techniques. With their capacity 
to autonomously train hierarchical representations, 
deep neural networks have demonstrated encouraging 
performance in iris detection applications, improving 
scalability and accuracy at the same time [8].

Current research has concentrated on addressing the 
security and robustness issues with iris recognition 
systems. Research has looked into ways to lessen the 
effects of external elements including occlusions and 
lighting variations. Furthermore, the investigation 
of anti-spoofing strategies has been prompted by the 
susceptibility of iris recognition systems to presentation 
attacks, such as the use of phoney irises, in an effort 
to guarantee the system’s dependability in practical 
situations. The size and diversity of the databases 
used for training and testing have a direct impact on 
the performance of any iris recognition system. In 
order to ensure the generalizability of the established 
systems, recent research has placed emphasis on 
the establishment of comprehensive iris databases 
containing a wide variety of demographic variables. 

A [9] fair comparison of various iris identification 
techniques is now possible because to benchmarking 
studies, such those carried out by the National Institute 
of Standards and Technology (NIST), which have 
produced standardised evaluation measures. In spite 
of the notable progress, a number of issues still need 
to be resolved, such as interoperability, template 
ageing, and the requirement for real-time processing. 
Because different iris recognition technologies are not 
standardised, interoperability is still an issue. Resolving 
template ageing is essential to preserving identification 
accuracy over time. In order to improve overall system 
performance, future approaches in the field can involve 
integrating multimodal biometrics and utilizing new 
physiological or behavioural features [10].

The progression of iris recognition techniques from 
manual methods to automated digital image processing 
and pattern recognition methodologies is indicative of 
the ongoing endeavours of the scientific community to 
create person identification systems that are increasingly 
precise, dependable, and secure. The effectiveness 
of iris recognition has been greatly enhanced by the 
integration of sophisticated segmentation techniques, 
texture analysis, and pattern recognition algorithms. 
As technology develops, future studies will probably 
concentrate on resolving unresolved issues, improving 
current procedures, and investigating fresh ideas to 
increase the resilience and practicality of iris recognition 
systems.

Table 1: Related work summary

Method Finding Algorithm Database Application
Circular Hough 
Transform

Efficient localization 
of the iris region

Circular Hough 
Transform

CASIA-IrisV4 [11], 
UBIRIS.v2 [12]

Biometric Security, 
Access Control

Gabor Wavelets Encoding iris texture 
for distinctive feature 
extraction

Gabor Wavelet 
Transform

ICE 2005 [13], MMU 
[14]

Biometric 
Authentication, 
Identity Verification

Local Binary Patterns 
(LBP)

Robust texture 
analysis for encoding 
iris features

Local Binary Patterns 
(LBP)

CASIA-IrisV4 [11], 
Bath [15]

Security Systems, 
Border Control

Active Contour 
Models

Precise segmentation 
of the iris region

Active Contour 
Models

CASIA-IrisV4 [11], 
Warsaw [16]

Iris Recognition 
Systems, Surveillance

Convolutional Neural 
Networks (CNN)

End-to-end feature 
extraction with 
hierarchical learning

CNNs IIT Delhi [17], ND Iris 
[18]

Mobile Biometrics, 
Forensic Analysis
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Laws Masks Effective capture of 
iris texture patterns

Laws' Masks MMU [14], CASIA-
IrisV4 [11]

Law Enforcement, 
National Security

Support Vector 
Machines (SVM)

Classification and 
matching of extracted 
features

Support Vector 
Machines (SVM)

IIT Delhi [17], Bath 
[15]

Access Control, 
Financial Transactions

k-Nearest Neighbors 
(k-NN)

Nearest neighbor-
based classification 
and matching

k-Nearest Neighbors 
(k-NN)

ICE 2005 [13], ND 
Iris [8]

Healthcare, Identity 
Management

Fractal-Based 
Approaches

Capturing self-
similarity patterns 
within the iris

Fractal-Based 
Methods

Warsaw [16], Bath 
[15]

Biometric Attendance 
Systems, Smart Cities

Anti-Spoofing 
Techniques

Mitigating 
vulnerabilities to 
presentation attacks 
(fake irises)

Spoof Detection 
Algorithms

LivDet 2015 [19], 
CASIA-IrisV4 [11]

Financial 
Transactions, High 
Security Environments

Fitting a circle to the iris boundary can also be 
accomplished with the Circular Hough Transform.
Feature Deletion
Texture Analysis: A crucial component for identification 
is the iris’s texture. Iris features like furrows and 
crypts are more visible when gaboro filters, which are 
especially good at capturing texture patterns, are used.
Local binary patterns (LBP): Texture information 
is encoded using LBP. LBP provides discriminative 
features for iris recognition by capturing local differences 
in pixel intensities within a local neighbourhood.
Wavelet Transforms: The iris image is broken down into 
several frequency components using wavelet transforms. 
The iris texture’s finer and coarser characteristics are 
captured by this multiresolution study.
After-Processing Methods
Noise reduction: To lessen the effects of noise generated 
during image acquisition or processing, denoising 
techniques like median filtering or Gaussian smoothing 
can be used.
Quality evaluation: To guarantee the dependability of 
the extracted features, post-processing procedures may 
involve quality evaluation procedures. Artefacts or low-
quality images may be marked for additional review or 
removal.
Pattern Recognition and Machine Learning
Classifier Training: Using the extracted iris features 
as training data, machine learning techniques such as 

Methods of Digital Image Processing For the 
Identification of Iris Features

The process of iris recognition, which seeks to identify 
people based on the distinctive patterns found in their 
irises, includes the critical step of iris feature detection. 
The utilisation of digital image processing is essential 
for improving the precision and effectiveness of iris 
feature recognition. Here, we go into further detail 
about a few digital image processing methods that are 
frequently used to identify iris features:

Methods of Preprocessing

Image Acquisition: Accurate feature recognition 
requires high-quality iris images. The iris is captured 
under controlled circumstances using digital cameras or 
specialised iris imaging equipment.

Normalisation: To take into consideration differences 
in pupil size, occlusions of the eyelids, and off-axis 
sight, normalisation procedures are used. To do this, the 
iris region must be converted into a common format, 
usually a polar coordinate system.

Division

Pupil Segmentation: One of the most important steps is 
locating and dividing the pupil region. For precise pupil 
localization, Thresholding strategies, edge detection, or 
morphological processes are frequently used.

Identification of the Iris Boundary: Accurate location 
of the iris boundary is crucial. Commonly used edge 
detection methods include the Canny edge detector. 
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the Canny edge detector. A circle can be fitted to the 
iris boundary using the circular Hough Transform.

Step 4: Feature Deletion
• Texture Analysis: To capture the texture information, 

use Gabor filters to make distinct iris structures, 
including crypts and furrows, more visible.

• Local Binary Patterns (LBP): To encode local 
iris texture variations and provide discriminative 
characteristics, apply LBP.

• Wavelet Transforms: To capture both fine and 
coarse characteristics of the iris texture, use wavelet 
transforms to decompose the iris image.

Step 5: Quality Assessment
• Execute quality evaluation procedures to guarantee 

the dependability of the features that have been 
extracted. Determine which photos have artefacts 
or are of low quality and mark them for removal or 
additional examination.

• Reducing Noise (Again): If more noise reduction is 
required to improve the feature extraction results, 
do it.

Figure 2: Flowchart for Proposed model for Person 
Identification

Support Vector Machines (SVM) and Convolutional 
Neural Networks (CNN) are taught. Based on each 
person’s distinct iris pattern, these classifiers are 
trained to differentiate between them. Corresponding 
algorithms In order to identify patterns, features are 
extracted and compared to those kept in a database. 
Metrics like Euclidean or Hamming distance are 
frequently employed for matching.

Optimization

Algorithms are frequently tuned to minimise processing 
time for real-time applications. Real-time practicality 
is aided by parallel computing, GPU acceleration, and 
effective coding techniques.

Biometric identification technology has improved greatly 
with the use of digital image processing techniques for 
iris feature detection. Together, these methods help to 
build a reliable and accurate iris recognition system that 
may be used for identity verification, access control, 
and security purposes. The goal of ongoing innovation 
and research in this field is to solve problems and raise 
the dependability and effectiveness of iris recognition 
systems.

METHODOLOGY
Step 1: Image Capturing 

Using specialised iris imaging equipment or digital 
cameras, obtain high-resolution iris images. Make sure 
the lighting, position, and other environmental aspects 
are managed when capturing images.

Step 2: Image processing

• Normalisation: To account for changes in pupil 
size and off-axis vision, transform the collected iris 
images into a standardised format, usually a polar 
coordinate system.

• Noise Reduction: To lessen noise created during 
picture collection, use denoising techniques like 
median filtering or Gaussian smoothing.

Step 3: Division

• Pupil Segmentation: Use morphological processes, 
edge detection, or Thresholding approaches to 
identify and segment the pupil region.

• Iris Boundary Detection: To precisely identify the 
iris’ boundaries, use edge detection methods such as 
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Step 6: Pattern Recognition and Machine Learning

• Classifier Training: Use the collected iris features to 
train machine learning algorithms, such as Support 
Vector Machines (SVM) and Convolutional Neural 
Networks (CNN).

• Compare the extracted features with those kept in 
a database using matching methods, like Euclidean 
distance metrics or Hamming distance metrics, to 
enable identification.

• Cross-validation: Use cross-validation methods to 
evaluate the system’s capacity for generalisation.

• Testing on Diverse Databases: To guarantee system 
robustness and dependability across various 
demographic groups and environmental situations, 
test the system on a variety of iris databases.

• SVM:

• In iris recognition for classification tasks, Support 
Vector Machines (SVM) are employed to identify 
an individual based on information collected from 
the iris. 

• Take into consideration a training dataset {(x i ,y i)}, 
where (x i ,y i)} denotes the associated class label 
(1 for a positive match, -1 for a negative match) 
and (x i ,y i )} represents the feature vector derived 
from an individual’s iris image.In the feature space, 
the linear support vector machine (SVM) looks for 
a hyperplane that maximally divides the data into 
two classes. A linear SVM’s decision function is 
described as follows:

 f (x) = sign (w ⋅ x+b)

Where:

 w is the vector of weight.

 x is the input vector of features.

 The bias term is b.

 The sign function is sign(⋅)

One way to formulate the optimisation problem of 
finding the ideal hyperplane is as follows:

minimize21 

Subject to: 

Where:

N is the total quantity of training examples.

The regularisation parameter is denoted by C.

The goal of this optimisation issue is to minimise 
the classification error while maximising the margin 
between the two classes. The trade-off between attaining 
a large margin and permitting certain misclassifications 
is managed by the regularisation parameter C.

SVMs can employ kernel functions to translate the 
input features into a higher-dimensional space for non-
linear separable issues. Next, the decision function is 
stated as follows:

Where:

α i represents the Lagrange multipliers.

The particular kernel function such as the polynomial 
or radial basis function (RBF)that is employed relies on 
the nature of the problem and the input. To maximise the 
SVM’s performance on the provided dataset, the kernel 
function’s parameters and the regularisation parameter 
C are usually adjusted via cross-validation.

CNN:

Take into consideration a convolutional filter (K) and 
an input image (I). Convolution of the input picture 
with the filter and application of the activation function 
yields the output feature map O:

Where:

The value of a pixel in the input image at location 
(i+m,j+n) is represented by the symbol

The weight (kernel) at location (W,W) (m,n) is denoted 
as w, n (m,n).

The bias term is b.

The activation function, represented by , can be either 
a hyperbolic tangent (tanh) or a rectified linear unit 
(ReLU).

By applying this procedure to the complete input 
image, a feature map that captures regional patterns 
and features is created. It is common practise to down 
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sample feature maps and lower computing complexity 
by using pooling layers, such as max pooling.

When using multiple convolutional layers, one layer's 
output serves as the subsequent layer's input. Multiple 
layers can be added to the mathematical model:

Where:

The layer index is indicated by ⁰l.

f(l) O(l) is the feature map that layer l's output produces.

Layer l contains the set of filters denoted by ⁰ (⁰) K (l).

Layer l contains a set of bias terms denoted as b(l) ⁰ (⁰).

In order to classify, the CNN's final output is often 
flattened and connected to one or more fully connected 
layers. When dealing with multi-class classification 
issues such as person identification, the output layer 
usually employs a softmax activation function.

softmax (z) i = ∑ j e z j

Where:

The vector of logics generated by the completely 
connected layers is represented by z.

To minimise the classification error on a labelled dataset, 
the complete CNN model is trained using optimisation 
algorithms such stochastic gradient descent and back 
propagation. In order to learn discriminative features 
for iris recognition, the weights and biases are modified 
iteratively during the training process.

This methodical approach combines a pattern 
recognition technique with digital image processing 
techniques to provide precise and effective iris feature 
detection for person identification. The iris recognition 
technology is generally reliable and effective since it is 
continuously improved and validated against several 
databases and real-world settings.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Table 2 compares the accuracy of three distinct models 
Gaussian Naive Bayes, Convolutional Neural Networks 
(CNN), and Support Vector Machines (SVM) in terms 
of both training and test dataset correctness. While 
the test model accuracy shows how well the model 
generalises to new data, the training accuracy shows 

how well the model performs on the training data 
throughout the learning phase. With a training accuracy 
of 96.33%, Support Vector Machines proved they could 
identify intricate patterns in the training set. On the other 
hand, the SVM model's evaluation on the test dataset 
revealed a little lower accuracy of 98.70%, suggesting 
some degree of generalisation to novel and unknown 
occurrences. A similar training accuracy of 96.12% was 
demonstrated by the Convolutional Neural Network, 
indicating efficient learning throughout the training 
stage. Notably, the CNN achieved an amazing test 
model accuracy of 99.40%, demonstrating exceptional 
generalisation capabilities. The increased test accuracy 
suggests that CNN is more adept at identifying complex 
patterns and characteristics outside of the training set.
Table 2: Model Accuracy Comparison for training and 
train model

Model Training 
Accuracy

Train Model 
Accuracy

Support Vector 
Machines

96.33 98.70

CNN 96.12 99.40
Gaussian Naive 

Bayes
93.23 95.80

Although Gaussian Naive Bayes achieved an impressive 
93.23% training accuracy, its test model performance 
was a little lower at 95.80%. This difference shows that, 
in comparison to the other models, the Gaussian Naive 
Bayes model can have trouble managing more intricate 
relationships within the data.

Figure 3: Representation of Accuracy Comparison for 
training and train model
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CNN demonstrated its efficacy in identifying and 
learning patterns in iris characteristics by outperforming 
both SVM and Gaussian Naive Bayes in terms of test 
model accuracy. The findings highlight how crucial it is 
to gauge a model's genuine generalisation potential by 
assessing its performance on hypothetical data. These 
results offer insightful information about the relative 
advantages and disadvantages of each model, directing 
further optimisation and improvement for improved 
accuracy in practical applications.
Table 3: Summary of evaluation parameter for different 
model

Model Accuracy Precision Recall F1 Score
SVM 98.70% 98.40% 99.10% 98.80%
CNN 99.40% 99.30% 99.50% 99.40%

Gaussian 
Naive 
Bayes

95.80% 95.40% 94.70% 95.00%

A detailed breakdown of the evaluation parameters 
for each of the three models Gaussian Naive Bayes, 
CNN, and Support Vector Machines (SVM) is given 
in Table 3. The four metrics accuracy, precision, recall, 
and F1 score provide a detailed understanding of how 
well each model performs when it comes to iris feature 
recognition for person identification. The accuracy 
measure indicates how accurate the model's predictions 
are overall.

Figure 4: Representation of Evaluation parameter

With an astounding accuracy of 99.40%, the CNN 
distinguishes itself and demonstrates its capacity to 
accurately categorise occurrences in the test dataset. 
With a solid performance of 98.70% accuracy, SVM 
trails closely behind, while Gaussian Naive Bayes 

shows a slightly lower accuracy of 95.80%. This 
disparity in accuracy highlights how crucial it is to 
choose a model depending on the particular needs and 
task complexity. The models' capacity to reduce false 
positives is highlighted by precision, which is defined 
as the ratio of real positive predictions to all positive 
predictions. With high precision ratings of 98.40% and 
99.30%, respectively, SVM and CNN both guarantee a 
low rate of misclassification for positive cases.

Figure 5: Model Comparison: Accuracy, Precision, 
Recall, F1 Score

Even with its minor decrease to 95.40%, Gaussian Naive 
Bayes still achieves an excellent degree of precision.
The ability of the models to identify all pertinent 
occurrences in the dataset is measured by recall, also 
known as sensitivity. SVM performs well in this 
instance with a recall of 99.10%; CNN comes in second 
at 99.50%. With a recall of 94.70%, Gaussian Naive 
Bayes has a somewhat lower sensitivity, indicating that 
it might overlook some positive cases.

Figure 6: Test vs Validation Loss over Epochs

An impartial evaluation of a model's performance is 
provided by the F1 score, which is the harmonic mean 
of precision and recall. With an F1 score of 99.40%, 
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which indicates harmonious precision and recall, the 
CNN exhibits exceptional balance. With an F1 score of 
98.80%, SVM comes in second, highlighting its well-
rounded performance. With an F1 score of 95.00%, 
Gaussian Naive Bayes illustrates a trade-off between 
recall and precision. Each model's strengths and trade-
offs are emphasised by the evaluation parameters. 
All indicators suggest that the CNN performs well, 
demonstrating its ability to strike a healthy balance 
between recall and precision. While Gaussian Naive 
Bayes is marginally less accurate than SVM, it 
nevertheless performs consistently with respectable 
recall and precision. The application's individual needs 
determine which model is best, taking into account 
things like the significance of false positives and false 
negatives in the particular situation. These findings 
direct the choice and refinement of iris recognition 
models, guaranteeing their practicality in various 
contexts.

CONCLUSION 
For the detection and localization of iris features in 
person identification, the combined use of digital 
image processing techniques and pattern recognition 
has produced encouraging results. The comparative 
study of three models Gaussian Naive Bayes, CNN, 
and Support Vector Machines (SVM) highlights the 
distinct advantages and performance indicators of each 
technique. The SVM model proved to be successful in 
differentiating between iris features for identification 
purposes, as evidenced by its strong accuracy, precision, 
recall, and F1 score. Its reliability is demonstrated by its 
98.70% accuracy as well as balanced precision and recall 
of 98.40% and 99.10%, respectively.SVM and Gaussian 
Naive Bayes were beaten by CNN thanks to its deep 
learning capabilities. Specifically useful in complicated 
iris structures, the CNN displayed improved feature 
extraction and pattern recognition with a remarkable 
accuracy of 99.40% and consistently high precision, 
recall, and F1 score metrics at 99.30%, 99.50%, and 
99.40%, respectively. Although Gaussian Naive Bayes 
demonstrated acceptable metrics, its accuracy of 95.80% 
was marginally lower than the other models, suggesting 
possible limits in processing complex iris information. 
The thorough analysis offers a comprehensive picture 
of the model's performance and includes measures 

like precision, recall, and F1 score. The suggested 
method's dependability and robustness across a range of 
demographic groups and environmental circumstances 
are ensured by the emphasis on cross-validation and 
testing on several databases. This study provides 
important new understandings into the choice and 
enhancement of iris recognition algorithms. Enhancing 
biometric identification systems and opening the door 
to safe and precise person identification in practical 
applications can be achieved by utilising sophisticated 
pattern recognition algorithms and digital image 
processing techniques.
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An Analysis of Diabetic Retinopathy Disorder using Deep 
Learning Approach

Aishwarya Mane

ABSTRACT
Prolonged diabetes mellitus leads to critical eye disease which make vision damage. The abnormalities in the eye 
retina that causes diabetic retinopathy can have negative impact on patient’s health. If diabetic retinopathy remains 
untreated can cause permanent loss of eye. According to IDF diabetes report by 2045, there will be growth in 
diabetes by 46\%. Over the years many techniques, algorithms were introduced to prevent diabetic retinopathy 
but major cause is unawareness of diabetes and diabetic retinopathy. Basically, in diabetic retinopathy, retina 
gets infected gets some white spots, higher growth of abnormal blood vessels etc. If diabetic retinopathy remains 
untreated for longer time there are chances of vision loss. Diabetic retinopathy is mostly found in adults and 
premature babies now a days. To detect eye disease existing techniques were used but having less accuracy. To 
detect eye disease various automated algorithms and methodologies used which will help to diagnose retinopathy. 
This is considered as major drawback which doing analysis. This paper shows importance of various algorithm 
used in retinal disease diagnosis.

KEYWORDS : Diabetic Retinopathy (DR), Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), Diabetes mellitus, Deep 
Learning.
INTRODUCTION

Diabetes is also called as diabetic mellitus. It is 
considered as a group of metabolic disorder. 

Diabetic mellitus occurs due to long duration of 
untreated high blood sugar level. Frequent urination, 
improved thrust and improved hunger this are common 
symptoms of high blood sugar. Basically, due to 
imbalance in insulin level this disease grows drastically. 
Also due to long term untreated diabetes there are 
chances of cardiovascular disease, kidney disease, ulcer 
of foot and also affects eyes. Major cause of diabetes is 
due to irresponsive nerves of body or imbalance insulin 
supply. Basically, it falls under three categories Type 1, 
2 and 3. Under type 1 diabetes pancreas breakdowns 
and insulin becomes insufficient also called juvenile 
diabetes. Type 2 there is resistance to insulin supply.

In the medical field of ophthalmology, illnesses are 
studied scientifically, and numerous eye ailments 
are identified and treated. Ophthalmologists used 
to manually diagnose eye issues, which was time-

consuming. Diabetes is a chronic condition that impairs 
our body’s typical ability to absorb meals. Most of the 
food we eat is converted to glucose. Before it enters 
our circulation. Our pancreas is forced to release insulin 
when blood sugar levels rise. Due to insulin blood 
glucose enter in body cells and utilized as food, in this 
process insulin plays important role. When a person 
develops diabetes, their body either produces too little 
insulin or does not use it well. When cells cease making 
insulin or there is inadequate insulin, blood glucose 
levels increase. 

Complications of the syndrome include gastroparesis, 
skin diseases, nephropathy (kidney disease), 
cardiomyopathy (heart troubles), diabetic retinopathy 
(eye damage), and neuropathy (nerve damage).

The main factor causing blindness is eye issues, which 
are more common in senior people. Early detection 
aids in the fight against DR. Together with related 
computer science methods like machine learning and 
deep learning, artificial intelligence (AI) has proven to 
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In above figures under case 1 there is vision with 
normal view. In Case 2 due to diabetic retinopathy 
picture visibility is not clear. Each forecast has an 
associated uncertainty estimate, and the predictions 
with the highest degree of confidence are utilized for 
review while the predictions with the lowest degree 
of certainty are forwarded to experts. This procedure 
simulates a scenario in which an automated system 
submits unclear instances to an expert for advice when 
it needs human involvement. In reality, the holdout 
test set predictions are ranked by how uncertain they 
are, and a number of referral levels are established that 
correlate to a percentile of referred cases, such as the 
10-percentage referral level [7]. The machine learning-
based  techniques often include manually extracting 
the object's characteristics using SVMs, K-NNs, and 
other machine learning techniques. The complexity and 
difficulty of the feature extraction techniques heavily 
influence classification performance. Automatic feature 
extraction is used in deep learning approaches, which 
can more accurately represent object characteristics[8]. 
Asymptomatic individuals undergo screening tests 
to determine whether a certain disease is present or 
whether they are at risk for developing it. In order to 
minimize morbidity and mortality in a community, 
screening test programs must identify diseases when 
they are still treatable. Global screening programs have 
been established to combat the spread of treatable eye 
disorders, but DR is widespread and is difficult to detect 
on an individual basis [9].

Fig. 3. An illustration of the P. Vishnu Priya et al. [25 ]. 
Normal Retina vs Diabetic Retinopathy

In Figure 3: Normal Retina vs Diabetic Retinopathy, 
Changes from Normal Retina to Retinopathy 
affected retina can be visible. In Diabetic retinopathy 

be a useful tool in the current context for discovering 
complicated patterns in ocular illnesses. Compared 
to traditional diagnosis techniques, computerized 
DR detection methods are much more accurate and 
require less time and money. Microvascular problems 
of diabetes that manifest as structural alterations in the 
eye fundus are what cause DR. The risk of visual loss is 
significantly decreased by early diagnosis and treatment 
of DR. Color fundus photography has made it possible 
to non-invasively identify DR in its early phases [6].

For the purpose of therapy, DR must be detected and its 
severity degree must be established. The two primary 
types of depression are proliferative DR (PDR) and 
non-proliferative DR (NPDR). There are three different 
stages of non-psychotic depression recovery (NPDR): 
mild, which is the first stage of DR; moderate; and severe. 
PDR represents the final stage of DR. The severity 
degree of DR is thus classified into five phases: no DR, 
mild DR, moderate DR, severe DR, and proliferating 
DR. In a wide range of issues, including large-scale 
picture categorization, natural language interpretation, 
and medical image segmentation, deep neural networks 
have produced amazing outcomes. However, it has 
been discovered that the conventional approaches result 
in too optimistic projections, indicating that they are not 
properly calibrated [7].

Fig 1. Case 1 normal view

Fig 2. Case 2 vision with diabetic retinopathy
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we can observe changes like cotton wool spots, 
Neovascularization, Microaneurysms, edema and 
exudates.

LITERATURE SURVEY
Concept of Diabetic Retinopathy

According to International Diabetic Federation (IDF), 
there are more than 460 million of adults in age group of 
20years to 79 years having diabetic mellitus [6]. During 
the first 20 years of their diabetes, patients with type 1 
and type 2 diabetes mellitus are at risk of developing 
diabetic retinopathy [9].

Diabetes is mostly caused by diabetic retinopathy 
(DR). If diabetes remains untreated for longer duration 
there are chances that patient will detect with diabetic 
retinopathy. Unawareness about diabetic retinopathy 
leads to permanent vision loss. In case of DR, retina get 
damaged and there is increase in amount of unwanted 
blood vessels. Diabetic retinopathy comes in two 
flavors: proliferative and non-proliferative[10].

Microaneurysms (MA), haemorrhages (HM), hard 
exudates, and soft exudates are among the alterations 
to the retina that result from diabetic retinopathy.Due to 
blood vessel leakage, microaneurysms (MA), a sign of 
diabetic retinal leakage, manifest as tiny red spherical 
spots on the retina. Haemorrhages (HM) is the another 
sign of DR having huge spots on the retina, having size 
more than 125 μm.

There are two types of Haemorrhages as follows:

1. Hard exudates are the bright-yellow spots caused 
by plasma leakage.

2. Soft exudates look like cotton wool in white colour. 
It is in an oval shape. This are basic changes in 
retina [19].

Fig. 4. A illustration of the Mohammad Z. Atwany [18 ], 
Damage of Retina during Diabetic Retinopathy

In Figure 4, Shows reina after damage due to diabetic 
retinopathy.

The primary cause of diabetic retinopathy is ignorance. 
Diabetic retinopathy is impacted by long-term diabetes 
mellitus. Diabetic Retinopathy (DR) is a diabetes 
consequence that causes visual abnormalities and vision 
loss. Diabetic microvascular complications[1] DR will 
develop in 60 percentage of type 2 diabetes patients and 
practically all type 1 diabetes patients within the first 
20 years after diabetes onset[9].Diabetes results in fluid 
and blood leakage and enlargement in the retina's blood 
vessels [19].Early diabetic retinopathy is characterized 
by microaneurysms on the retina, which are a result of 
pericyte loss and degeneration that dilates the capillary 
walls. Damage to capillaries results in hemorrhages.
[11]

Dataset for Detection of Diabetic Retinopathy

Choice of dataset is main part of research process. It 
contains n number of good quality images

In this, SHARMIN MAJUMDER et al.[6]., In 
this paper The EyePACS (Eye Picture Archive 
Communication System), APTOS 2019 (Asia Pacific 
Tele-Ophthalmology Society), and Blindness Detection 
Dataset are the datasets that were used. In this, Joel 
Jaskari et al.[7],this paper studies four datasets 
EyePACS, KSSHP, Messidor-2 and APTOS. In this, 
Tieyuan Liu et al.[ 8], DIARETDB1 is used as dataset.

Fig. 5. An illustration of the K. Shankar [15 ] , Datasets 
details

In Figure 5. Dataset details from paper K.Shankar [15] 
et al. presented.In that Diabetic Retinopathy Stages and 
retinal changes under in stage explained and label given 
to dataset retinal images.
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In this, Tieyuan Liu et al. [8 ], In this research, a 
symmetric convolutional structure is leveraged as a 
suggested technique to improve the model's ability 
to find and classify targets. In order to counteract the 
imbalance in the amount of positive and negative 
samples and prevent the model from overfitting, the 
symmetric convolutional architecture widens and 
deepens the network.

In this, Michele Bernardini et al.[9], This paper 
proposes the Ensemble method, which creates a single 
prediction model by combining multiple machine 
learning algorithms. One type of meta algorithm is the 
ensemble technique.

In this, Nikos et al. [11], details about retinal image 
processing for diabetic retinopathy detection. In above 
process first stage is preprocessing where unwanted 
things were removed so that data is prepared for training. 
In model training there are two parts classification and 
segmentation model. Finally we will evaluate result in 
the form of graph.

In this, S. Suganyadevi et al. [12], In this approach 
they have use variety of supervised and unsupervised 
algorithms with great effective and expected output.

In this, M. Mateen et al. [13 ] , used various approaches 
to detect of retinopathy due to diabetes. In this , J. Wang 
et al. [14], uses grading with Modified R-FCN.

In this, K. Shankar et al. [15 ], The architecture for 
lesion detection is similar to the modified R-FCN 
design of the grading method. The approach uses the 
softmax layer as the classifier after pooling. We change 
the lesion-detection architecture's output from a multi-
object mode to a single-object mode because grading is 
a single-object detection task while lesion detection is a 
multi-object detection task.

In this, Mayuresh Shelar et al. [17], categorization of 
retinal conditions into those with and without diabetic 
retinopathy. Retinal images will be used as the input, 
and several image processing methods will be used 
.Then that output will be forwarded to machine learning 
algorithms. This steps are carried out in classification.

In this , Mohammad Z. Atwany et al. [18], Different 
approaches were developed with the aim of focusing 
on lesion-based classification. Diabetic Retinopathy 

In this, Michele Bernardini et al. [ 9], 120K dataset, 
provided by Regione Marche. In this, Sehrish Qummar 
et al. [ 10]., Kaggle and DiaretDB1 dataset are used.

In this, Nikos et al. [11 ],did analysis of datasets like 
EyePACS, APTOS 2019, Messidor, Messidor 2, IDRiD, 
DDR, Ephtha, DiaRetDB1, DRiDB and ROC etc.

In this , S. Suganyadevi et al. [12]., used Messidor and 
Kaggle etc.

In this , J. Wang et al. [14 ], The retinal fundus imaging 
service is offered by Shanghai Eye Hospital. The retinal 
fundus images are displayed in 13 distinct scales. The 
most commonly used scale is 1956 by 1934, followed 
by 2592 by 1944 and 3058 by 3000.

In this , Alyoubi et al. [16], Fundus image datasets are 
as follows: DIARETDB1 , Kaggle, Eophtha, DDR 
, DRIVE ,HRF , Messidor , Messidor-2 ,STARE 
,CHASE DB1, Indian Diabetic Retinopathy Image 
dataset (IDRiD), ROC ,DR2.

In this , Mayuresh Shelar et al. [17 ], Kaggle Dataset 
used with Total Images: 35,100 in that Normal: 25810 
and Diabetic Retinopathy: 9290 images.

Existing Methodologies for Diabetic Retinopathy 
(DR) Detection

To do this, a number of researchers are using deep 
learning and machine learning techniques. They were 
able to identify and categories the severity of diabetic 
retinopathy by employing algorithms.

In this, SHARMIN MAJUMDER et al. [6], The multitask 
model presented in this paper consists of two models, 
each with its own loss function: a regression model and 
a classification model. The features generated by the 
regression and classification models are concatenated 
and fed into a multilayer regression model after they 
have each undergone separate training. The five stages 
of DR were categorized using a perceptron network.

In this , Joel Jaskari et al. [7], In the proposed design, 
9 BNNs are used in this work. Approximate Bayesian 
deep neural networks used for uncertainty estimates 
can be used to refer uncertain diabetic retinopathy 
classifications, with high performance on specific 
classifications, when using the binary referable/non-
referable as well as clinical 5-class proposed diabetic 
retinopathy classification.
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In paper Manisha Saini [ 24 ], et al., lession detection 
is there, Binary Classifier with use of CNN algorithm.

DRIVE Dataset is used with accuracy 95.10%.It 
consists of Recall is 79.30%,Specificity is 97.40%.

In paper G. Quellec [27],et al., lession detection is 
there,Binary Classifier with use of CNN  algorithm. 
EyePACS and DIARETDB1 Dataset is used .

In paper Aishwarya Mane [ 31], et.al., Security is very 
important concern while sharing critical information.

Above table shows ,Overview of research findings 
studied through literature survey.

PROPOSED SYSTEM

classification is divided into binary classification, which 
tries to detect the presence or absence of DR, and multi-
class classification, which defines the precise stage of 
DR.

In this, Wejdan L. Alyoubi et al. [19] , Several studies have 
attempted to use deep learning to automate the detection 
and classification of DR lesions. These techniques are 
divided into four categories: vessel-based, lesion-based, 
multi-level, and binary classification.

In this, S. Stolte et al. [ 22 ], Automated processing 
techniques have been popular in order to address 
problems with DR classification. These strategies 
enable screening to distinguish between persons who 
are classified as low-risk and those who need further 
referral. Machine learning (ML) techniques collect 
information from images and feed them into statistical 
classifiers.

RESEARCH FINDING
In this section, Research Findings are mentioned 
below with analysis of research papers. Parameters 
considered here are Detection of lession, used classifier, 
Algorithm refered, Used dataset, With comparison of 
accuracy,recall and specificity.

In paper K. Xu [26 ], et al., There is No lession 
detection,Binary Classifier with CNN algorithm is 
used.Dataset used is EyePACS with accuracy 94.50%.

In paper H. Jiang [28], et al., No lession detection,Binary 
Classifier with Inception V3 algorithm is used. Private 
Dataset is used with accuracy 88.21%.

In paper W. Zhang [29 ], et al., No lession detection,Multi 
Classifier with use of MultiCNN algorithm. Private 
Dataset is used with accuracy 96.50% ,Recall is 
98.10%,Specificity is 98.90%.

In paper W. Zhang [ 30 ], et al., lession detection is 
there,Multi Classifier with use of CNN algorithm. 
Messidor and IDRiD Dataset is used with accuracy 
92.60 %.It consists of Recall is 92%.

In paper P. Vishnu Priya [25], et al., lession detection 
is there,Binary Classifier with use of Bi Channel CNN 
algorithm. EyePACS Dataset is used with accuracy 
87.37 %. It consists of Recall is 76.93%,Specificity is 
93.50%.
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Basically, Proposed Architecture is consisting of Four 
Stages:

1) Stage 1: Preprocessing and Augumentation

2) Stage 2: Optimization of Hyperparameters

3) Stage 3: Learning Phase

4) Stage 4: Performance Analysis

Preprocessing and Augumentation: Here we are 
considering a retinal image dataset from Kaggle having 
more than 1000 images. On those images we have 
applied preprocessing techniques. In that cleaning, 
outlier removal, transformation, reduction and splitting 
of dataset takes place.

Augmentation is technique to increases number of 
images from dataset using advance techniques. It 
reduces overfitting and improves model’s performance.

Optimization of Hyperparameters

Main objective is to reduce cost of function. here 
training of ResNet 50 takes place.ResNet 50 having 50 
deep layers .It is helpful for image classification.

Learning Phase

In this stage Feature extraction and fine tuning takes 
place. This is one of the important phase.

Performance Analysis

Here we will get prediction about output.

In Next section we will see experiment results based on 
above architecture.

EXPERIMENTATION

In this section, we have shown comparison of existing 
algorithms and proposed systems by considering 
accuracy as a parameter. While training the model we 
have applied an algorithm on a dataset with augmentation 
applied on it and a dataset without augmentation applied 
on it. Likewise, we have compared the results.

In above shown experimentation section,In existing 
system Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) is used 
and In case of proposed system ResNet 50 is used. 
Through results it is observed proposed system gives 
maximum accuracy.

CONCLUSION
This paper gives us insight on number of automated 
diabetic retinopathy detection and classification 
techniques. In existing research work , researchers put 
lot of efforts to identify best algorithm for classifying 
and detecting retinal diseases. Various datasets of retinal 
images were studied feature analysis. Feature extraction 
without any loss is a challenging thing. Many researchers 
combined two or more characteristics to achieve more 
accuracy in case of image processing. Selecting best 
classifiers is very important researcher need to test it 
on variety of datasets. While studying existing research 
papers various techniques used with combination of 
other techniques. According to proposed system will be 
used to detect diabetic retinopathy with better results.
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Intelligent Remote Monitoring System for Hydraulic
Clamping Machines: A Fusion of AI, Cloud

Computing, and User Interaction

Kalpana Thakre, Anaya Joshi
Khushi Mahajan

ABSTRACT
The goal of this proposed work is to employ AI to create a cloud-based data storage system for a remote monitoring 
system for a hydraulic clamping machine. A simulator code generates the data, and a big language model based on 
generative AI finds any errors while an LSTM model forecasts future data. There are two modes on the system’s 
user interface: manual and automated. Predicted faults are shown for the operator to analyse and take manual 
action on in manual mode. The machine receives the indicated actions immediately when operating in automated 
mode. In industrial contexts, this integrated strategy improves operational efficiency by facilitating predictive 
maintenance and real-time monitoring.

KEYWORDS : AI, Predictive maintenance, Fault prediction, Hydraulic clamping, Machine, Remote monitoring, 
Cloud computing, LSTM model, Generative AI, Industrial automation.

INTRODUCTION

In the ever-evolving landscape of industrial automation, 
the incorporation of artificial intelligence (AI) has 

become a crucial factor in augmenting the effectiveness, 
dependability, and prognostic maintenance capacities 
of equipment within the dynamic domain of industrial 
automation. The need for intelligent solutions for 
remote monitoring and administration of industrial 
equipment is becoming more and more obvious as 
companies embrace smart technologies in order 
to remain competitive. With an extensive focus on 
predictive maintenance and fault prediction, this article 
offers a groundbreaking effort in the development of an 
AI-Enabled Remote Monitoring System particularly 
designed for Hydraulic Clamping Machines.

From the production of plastics to metalworking, 
hydraulic clamping devices are essential to many 
industrial operations. Ensuring the accuracy and calibre 
of final goods depends critically on these equipment 
operating at peak efficiency. Fundamentally, these 
devices use hydraulic systems made up of actuators, 

valves, pumps, and pressure reservoirs. The safe 
grasping of workpieces is made possible by the 
regulated release and pressurisation of hydraulic fluid 
inside the system, which produces the clamping force. 
These hydraulic components must be synchronised, and 
any departures from ideal performance might lead to 
reduced clamping efficiency and accuracy.

This research aims to close the gap between conventional 
maintenance methods and the requirements of 
contemporary industrial ecosystems in order to address 
these issues. By using AI’s capabilities, we will be able 
to create a remote monitoring system that not only 
records data generated in real time by a simulator code 
but also makes use of sophisticated prediction models 
to foresee future issues and maintenance requirements. 
This method is based on a recurrent neural network 
model called a Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) 
model, which is renowned for its capacity to identify 
long-term relationships in sequential data. With the use 
of real-time and historical data, this LSTM model may 
be used to accurately anticipate how hydraulic clamping 
equipment will behave in the future.
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Arya Patil

Marathwada Mitra mandal’s College of Engineering 
Karvenagar, Pune, Maharashtra 
 anayajoshi454@gmail.com
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RELATED WORK
The authors Barrera, Jose M., Alejandro Reina, 
Alejandro Mate, and Juan C. Trujillo [1] explains how 
a data logger, an Internet of Things (IoT) device, was 
designed and developed with the intention of increasing 
the efficiency and use of hydraulic hammers through 
remote monitoring that uses a range of sensors for 
extensive data collection, processing, and management. 
Cloud computing and wireless sensor networks (WSNs) 
are used to build remote monitoring infrastructure. 
The proposed system looks at hydraulic hammer 
parameters like vibration, oil flow, temperature, and 
pressure under different operating conditions in order to 
determine the sensor, battery, and design requirements. 
Numerous sensors are employed, such as temperature 
probe sensors, pressure, acceleration, flow, and 
temperature. Because the data loggers have an internal 
microprocessor and memory, they use IoT to send data 
directly to servers over the internet. Data transfer to the 
cloud is made possible by GPS and GSM modules, and 
serial communication with the server is accomplished 
through the use of a USB-to-serial bridge. The cloud 
platform processes the received data and provides it as 
web services using developed algorithms that enable 
predictions and maintenance analysis. Important 
information is displayed using graphs and charts so that 
users can visualise it using a graphical user interface. 
It focuses on hydraulic hammers, and although the 
concept of remote monitoring is generally applicable 
to other machinery,  the nuances specific to hydraulic 
clamping machines may not be sufficiently discussed. 
employing cloud-based algorithms to estimate 
maintenance requirements, but it doesn’t elaborate on 
the inner workings of these algorithms. It is feasible to 
conduct more in-depth study on the development and 
enhancement of fault prediction models specifically 
intended for hydraulic clamping machines. combination 
of sensor use to monitor various parameters, including 
vibration, temperature, pressure, and oil flow. However, 
it doesn’t look at using advanced AI, like machine 
learning or deep learning models, to predict faults. 
Enhancing the predictive maintenance capabilities of 
the system may require evaluating how well AI-based 
models forecast hydraulic clamping machine failures.

We incorporate a sizable generative AI-based language 
model to enhance this prediction power. With the help 
of this model, the system is now able to anticipate 
failures and explain them in a way that is intelligible to 
humans, which gives operators and maintenance staff 
important new information. The approach’s seamless 
integration of cloud computing for data storage is one of 
its main features. The cloud architecture makes it easier 
to gather, store, and retrieve the enormous volumes of 
data that the hydraulic clamping devices produce. This 
permits real-time analysis and guarantees scalability, 
allowing the system to adjust and pick up on changing 
patterns and behaviours.

An important point of contact between the operators 
on the ground and the AI-driven insights is the user 
interface (UI) design. The two unique modes that the 
UI offers, automatic and manual, are designed to meet 
the various demands of industrial operations. Predicted 
faults are displayed on the screen in the manual mode, 
providing operators with the information they need to 
make wise choices. As a cooperative tool, the system 
enables operators to carry out suggested actions by 
hand by using the insights that are generated. However, 
the automatic mode speeds up this decision making 
process even more by directly instructing the hydraulic 
clamping machine. In this mode, operators don’t need 
to get directly involved because the system makes 
decisions on its own and responds to errors ahead of 
time. This reduces the likelihood of human error when 
making decisions in addition to expediting the response 
time to errors.

This paper provides a detailed analysis of the 
architecture, design considerations, and features of the 
AI-Enabled Remote Monitoring System for Hydraulic 
Clamping Machines. We believe that when state-of-the-
art AI models are paired with user-friendly interfaces, 
a lot of change can be achieved in the industrial 
maintenance and automation domain. By proactively 
managing the health and performance of hydraulic 
clamping machines, the system aims to significantly 
increase the overall productivity, sustainability, and 
efficiency of industrial processes in an era dominated 
by smart technologies.
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A multi-stage approach is suggested for the hydraulic 
system architecture in [2]. The first stage concentrates 
on identifying different turbine stages through the use 
of clustering algorithms, with a particular emphasis on 
the application of the Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) 
because of its efficiency in dividing the dimensional 
space. In order to compress input into a latent-space 
representation and reconstruct the output, the second 
stage uses autoencoders and semi-supervised learning 
to address faulty data detection and correctness. It does 
this by identifying correct and faulty tuples within each 
cluster. In order to identify persistent malfunctions, 
the third stage uses a sliding window method. It does 
this by using a FIFO queue and a time-based sliding 
window to evaluate performance deviations and discern 
between anomalous and punctual operations. Although 
there may be some similarities between clustering 
and fault detection techniques for various machinery 
types, the proposed architecture focuses on a turbine 
system, and the unique features of hydraulic clamping 
machines may necessitate customised approaches. In 
order to distinguish between correct and faulty tuples, 
the suggested use of autoencoders for fault detection 
requires that the system has access to a sizable amount 
of labelled data. It may prove difficult to obtain labelled 
data for every potential fault scenario in industrial 
settings such as hydraulic clamping machines.

In the paper authors Huang, Keke et al. [3] introduce a 
unique method of fault diagnosis for hydraulic systems 
by utilising a multirate deep learning model that can 
combine data samples obtained at different sampling 
rates, which is a common occurrence in hydraulic 
systems because of operating conditions and sensor 
variations. Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) 
are used to detect faults more precisely. They have the 
advantage of having fewer trainable parameters, faster 
training speeds, and the capacity to extract translation 
invariant features. Because of its ability to learn local 
patterns, CNNs are useful for identifying hydraulic 
system faults, mitigating the effects of data noise and 
fluctuating fault feature locations. Potential flaws are 
identified in the paper explicitly, and the use of CNNs 
simplifies fault diagnosis by removing the need for 
specialised knowledge and accelerating training and 
deployment. The need to extend low-dimensional data 
to higher dimensions through various techniques is 

suggested by the development of methods for handling 
high-dimensional data and detecting unknown faults.

In the paper [4] authored by Ali, Sharafat et al. presents 
a low-cost air pollution monitoring system that uses 
Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs), machine learning 
algorithms, and sensors to accurately measure and 
calibrate air pollution concentrations. The system 
architecture consists of sensor nodes, a gateway, 
a LoRaWAN network, and a cloud server that are 
connected via LoRaWAN. Sensor nodes gather data, 
send it over the LoRaWAN network to the gateway, 
which uses a machine-learning model to align readings 
before sending the information to the cloud server. The 
data is stored on the cloud server and is presented for 
analysis and visualisation via a user interface. ANNs 
are particularly used for sensor node calibration, which 
allows for real-time correction for temperature and 
humidity effects, thereby outperforming conventional 
gas cylinder methods. ANNs are well-suited for tasks 
like sensor calibration because of their adaptive nature, 
which allows them to recognise patterns in noisy or 
incomplete data. There are research gaps because of 
the controlled laboratory setting of the tests and the 
system’s exclusive reliance on artificial neural networks 
(ANNs) for calibration, despite the system’s robust 
performance in demanding environmental conditions. 
Additional investigation into alternative machine 
learning algorithms and practical testing scenarios 
may improve the findings’ comprehensiveness and add 
insightful information to the body of knowledge on 
hydraulic clamping machine research.

The authors Jiang, Yingying, and Dan Liu in [5] 
introduce an approach that presents a solid way to 
improve the safety and dependability of mine hoist 
systems. It covers a wide range of possible mishaps 
that may occur during hoist operations, highlighting the 
necessity of proactive diagnosis, timely maintenance, 
and real-time monitoring to guarantee both safety and 
optimal performance. The suggestion of a specialised 
remote monitoring and fault diagnosis system made to 
meet the unique requirements of mine hoist operations is 
a major focus point. The goal of this system is to reduce 
the likelihood of serious accidents by identifying and 
fixing problems early on. Through a thorough condition 
monitoring scheme, the complex details of the brake 
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apparent flaw is its lack of investigation into cutting-
edge artificial intelligence (AI) techniques. The research 
mainly focuses on conventional control mechanisms, 
but there is a clear chance to improve it by using 
artificial intelligence (AI) methods for more complex 
fault prediction and system optimisation, like machine 
learning or deep learning models. Although the study 
makes a substantial contribution to our understanding of 
virtual prototyping, further research on the integration 
of sophisticated AI models into hydraulic systems is 
warranted as it holds promise for improved predictive 
maintenance and overall system efficiency.

Although the multi-physiological parameter medical 
monitoring system described in [8] is an impressive step 
forward in the field of telemedicine, there is much more to 
be discovered when analogous monitoring concepts are 
applied to industrial machinery, particularly hydraulic 
clamping machines. The present work describes in great 
detail the real-time physiological parameter monitoring 
for medical applications, but it does not carry over these 
insights into the domain of industrial processes. The 
unique complexities of hydraulic clamping machines 
present an untapped opportunity for system optimisation 
and adaptation. This could involve the integration of 
sophisticated artificial intelligence techniques to enable 
more sophisticated fault prediction and maintenance 
capabilities. Closing this gap could aid in the creation 
of intelligent remote monitoring systems for industrial 
machinery, which expands the scope and applicability 
of these innovative monitoring technologies.

PROPOSED SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Data Collection

In the first stage of the system architecture, data 
collection is made possible by a carefully thought-out 
Python simulator code. The datasets produced by the 
simulator code are a great tool for creating and testing 
algorithms that are essential for precise performance 
analysis and forecasting of the hydraulic clamping 
machine. Because of the understanding of how critical 
it is to gather representative and varied data for the next 
phases of the remote monitoring system for hydraulic 
clamping machines, this simulator code is designed to 
mimic a range of environmental factors and operational 
scenarios. The range of machine states covered by this 

system—a vital component in hoist operations—
are investigated. The detailed description of the 
hardware structure of the proposed system [5] includes 
components like signal acquisition, signal conditioning, 
and the deployment of multiple sensors intended to 
monitor the hoist’s performance. A crucial tactic is 
the integration of hardware and monitoring software, 
which allows for the processing and analysis of external 
signals in real time and offers a continuous evaluation 
of the operational conditions of the equipment. The 
article covers a number of remote monitoring and 
diagnosis techniques, such as FTP, email, client/server 
(C/S) architecture, and browser/server (B/S) mode. It 
does not, however, provide a thorough examination of 
cutting-edge technologies like machine learning (ML), 
artificial intelligence (AI), or the Internet of Things 
(IoT) as they relate to mine hoist systems.

In paper [6] authored by Sunal, Cem Ekin, Vladimir 
Dyo, and Vladan Velisavljevi, a thorough analysis of 
current findings and advancements in machine learning-
based centrifugal pump fault detection is covered, 
with an emphasis on motor current signature analysis 
(MCSA) as a predictive maintenance technique. It starts 
off by outlining the significance of centrifugal pumps in 
industrial processes as well as the possible repercussions 
of an unexpected failure. The application of MCSA, a 
widely used technique for fault detection and condition 
monitoring in induction motors, to centrifugal pumps is 
examined in this paper. Support vector machines

(SVM), multilayer perceptrons (MLP), random forests 
(RF), convolutional neural networks (CNN), and 
recurrent neural networks (RNN) with long-short term 
memory (LSTM) are just a few of the machine learning-
based techniques that the writers cover. The review 
covers various types of detected faults, experimental 
details, and reported accuracies, methodically presenting 
these approaches’ performances in a single table.

The analysis of the hydraulic mini excavator in [7] 
offers a comprehensive look into the complexities of 
automation frameworks and virtual prototyping for 
small construction equipment. The study carefully 
creates simplified and physical simulation models and 
offset-free model predictive controllers to demonstrate 
how well they work to achieve accurate position 
tracking in automated tasks. However, the study’s 
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strategic decision underscores our commitment to 
employing cutting-edge cloud solutions and contributes 
significantly to the literature on hydraulic clamping 
machine monitoring systems by addressing the critical 
aspect of data storage.

Model Development

Possible Models

LSTM Long Short Term Memory Network (LSTM ):

LSTMs, or long short term memory networks, are 
a unique class of RNNs that have the ability to learn 
long-term dependencies. Time series analysis benefits 
greatly from the use of Long Short-Term Memory 
(LSTM), a specific kind of recurrent neural network 
(RNN) created to overcome difficulties in learning 
dependencies within lengthy data sequences. By 
incorporating memory cells that can store and retrieve 
information over extended periods of time, LSTMs, 
in contrast to traditional neural networks, mitigate the 
vanishing gradient problem associated with maintaining 
context over lengthy sequences. STMs are extensively 
used in tasks like speech recognition, natural language 
processing, and time series prediction because they 
are excellent at capturing temporal dependencies. By 
utilising historical sensor data, LSTM can be extremely 
helpful for a remote monitoring system for hydraulic 
machines in anticipating the behaviour of the hydraulic 
system, enabling proactive maintenance and early fault 
detection.

Figure. 2. Long Short Term Memory Network (LSTM)

emulation includes idle, standard, and high operations. 
In doing so, the simulator makes it possible to record the 
complex reactions displayed by the hydraulic clamping 
machine under various operating and load scenarios. The 
Python-based simulator becomes an essential tool for 
producing large-scale data sets by precisely simulating 
the dynamic behaviours of hydraulic clamping machines 
in a regulated virtual environment. The simulator code 
is the fundamental component that creates artificial but 
realistic data sets. It also provides the framework for 
later phases of the architecture, including clustering, 
fault detection, and training predictive maintenance 
models. The methodical and deliberate approach to data 
collection guarantees the stability and effectiveness of 
the remote monitoring system in practical industrial 
settings.

Figure. 1. Proposed System Architecture

Data Storage

While various cloud services are available for data 
storage in the context of the hydraulic clamping 
machine monitoring project, AWS (Amazon Web 
Services) emerges as the preferred cloud platform. 
AWS offers a comprehensive suite of specialised 
services designed for effective data management 
and analytics. The system leverages AWS's robust 
toolkit to ensure a flexible and secure environment 
for storing large datasets. Key components include 
Amazon Redshift for advanced analytics and Amazon 
S3 (Simple Storage Service) for scalable object storage.
The project's emphasis on real-time monitoring aligns 
seamlessly with the integration of AWS IoT Core, 
facilitating the streamlined management of IoT devices. 
By opting for AWS, we ensure scalability, accessibility, 
and take advantage of the machine learning capabilities 
offered by the platform for future enhancements. This 
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Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA):

A time series forecasting model called Autoregressive 
Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) integrates 
differencing, autoregression, and a moving average 
component. When dealing with sequential data, ARIMA 
excels at identifying patterns and linear dependencies. 
The autoregressive (AR) component takes into account 
the correlation between the current and prior time points 
in order to predict a future value based on its past values. 
In order to address trends or seasonality, the integrated 
(I) component differences the time series data to make it 
stationary. When a moving average model is applied to 
lag observations, the moving average (MA) component 
looks at the relationship between an observation and 
a residual error. ARIMA models provide a systematic 
method for comprehending and forecasting sequential 
data patterns, which makes them popular for time series 
analysis and prediction.

Figure. 3. Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average 
(ARIMA)

Large Language Model (LLM)

Trillions of words are used to train large language models 
(LLMs) for a variety of natural language tasks. These 
LLMs are able to comprehend, learn, and produce text 
that is almost identical to text written by humans. Not 
only that, but LLMs can also participate in interactive 
discussions, respond to inquiries, summarise documents 
and dialogues, and offer advice. An example of artificial 
intelligence (AI) is the Large Language Model (LLM), 
which understands and produces human language 
through the use of deep learning methods and enormous 
volumes of data. Because they have been trained on 
vast volumes of text data, LLMs can be used to produce 

text, translate between languages, create a variety of 
creative content, and provide user with enlightening 
answers to user's queries. Hydraulic system data can be 
analysed using LLMs to find trends and abnormalities 
that might point to future failures. By using this data to 
plan maintenance in advance, downtime and expensive 
repairs can be avoided. Hydraulic system performance 
can be summarised with reports and dashboards created 
with LLMs. Making educated decisions about system 
upgrades and maintenance and trend identification are 
possible with the help of this data. Training materials 
for hydraulic system operators can be made with LLMs. 
The efficiency and safety of system operation can both 
be enhanced with this training. In this project, an LLM 
and LSTM model combination may be employed. LLM 
will lower operating costs while enhancing hydraulic 
system performance, efficiency, and safety. LSTM can 
be used to predict future values of time series data.

Figure 4. Large Language Model (LLM)

User Interface

The hydraulic clamping machine remote monitoring 
system's user interface (UI) is painstakingly created to 
provide operators and maintenance staff with an easy-
to-use and educational platform. An important point of 
contact between the operators on the ground and the 
AI-driven insights is the user interface (UI) design. 
The two unique modes that the UI offers, automatic 
and manual, are designed to meet the various demands 
of industrial operations. The user interface (UI) offers 
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real-time information to facilitate prompt decision-
making. It features a comprehensive overview of the 
machine states, including Idle, Standard Operation, 
and High Operation. When using the manual mode, 
a thorough fault prediction display gives operators 
knowledge about anticipated faults and facilitates 
group decision-making by giving them a place to 
manually enter corrective measures. On the other hand, 
when operating in automatic mode, the user interface 
functions as a command centre, enabling the smooth 
transfer of suggested actions from sophisticated artificial 
intelligence models to the hydraulic clamping machine. 
This reduces fault response times and maximises 
operational effectiveness. While responsive design 
guarantees accessibility across a range of devices and 
screen sizes, real-time data visualisation tools—such as 
charts and graphs—improve situational awareness and 
contribute to an effective and user-friendly interface for 
proactive maintenance in industrial settings.

FUTURE SCOPE
The future scope of this project involves a seamless 
transition from simulated to real-world datasets for the 
hydraulic clamping machine remote monitoring system. 
The focus includes refining artificial intelligence 
models, exploring complex architectures, and enhancing 
the LSTM-based predictive maintenance model for 
improved accuracy and reliability. Incorporating real-
time IoT data streams will enhance responsiveness and 
provide dynamic insights. User experience remains 
a priority, with a concentration on UI improvements 
and additional features for both manual and automatic 
modes to enhance system usability and engagement. 
Collaboration with industry partners is crucial for 
tailored implementations addressing specific industry 
needs. Prioritising scalability and flexibility ensures 
the system’s relevance across diverse industrial 
landscapes, while continuous learning mechanisms 
accommodate advances in industrial processes and 
technology. Examining deployment options based on 
user preferences and infrastructure considerations will 
facilitate widespread adoption.
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ABSTRACT
In the era of data-driven decision-making, the quality of data plays an important role in the success of machine 
learning models. This System introduces the concept of automated data cleaning, harnessing the power of machine 
learning. Machine Learning has many uses for goods and services, identifying computer security breaches, and 
enabling self-driving cars, which may save costs, identify hazards, and enhance the quality of life. It is becoming 
more and more popular and will soon be included into many facets of daily life.. Machine learning is important 
because it helps us in the proposed project of automated data cleaning. In general, the Manual process of data 
cleansing is time-consuming and at times tricky. In this, we create a framework that is well-structured to gather 
data that is error-free. There aren’t any specific tools that make this process simpler. However, it would be difficult 
for a large database. Moreover, it would be difficult to point out the errors in duplications and null values. The 
proposed system ensures that all these problems are encountered in an effective and efficient way. The ultimate 
deliverable of this proposed system is a streamlined, automated data-cleaning system that enhances data quality 
and reliability. The proposed system empowers organizations to make more accurate decisions, improve analytics, 
and increase operational efficiency. This System highlights the transformative potential of automated data cleaning 
using machine learning.

KEYWORDS : Machine learning, Linear regression, Interpolation, Data cleaning.

INTRODUCTION

In our fast-paced and demanding modern world, 
where the intricate interplay of work, family, and 

personal obligations often leaves individuals with scant 
time and waning energy, one arduous and perpetually 
recurring task stands out as a formidable challenge: 
cleaning. It is within this very milieu that the pioneering 
Automatic Cleaning App Project takes centre stage, 
representing an innovative and visionary solution aimed 
at addressing this contemporary conundrum. But this 
project aspires to be more than just a problem-solving 
venture; it seeks to usher in a paradigm shift in how 
we approach cleanliness and maintenance in our homes 
and workplaces. At its core, this ambitious initiative 
revolves around the development of a sophisticated 
mobile application that seamlessly interfaces with an 
extensive array of automated cleaning devices and 

systems. This user-centric and elegantly designed app, 
as accessible as a simple touch, serves as the conduit 
through which automation and smart technology 
converge, placing unparalleled power directly into the 
hands of users, empowering them to deftly orchestrate, 
schedule, and meticulously customize their cleaning 
routines, thus transforming a mundane chore into a 
streamlined and efficient experience. The underlying 
principle of this project is integration – a seamless 
amalgamation of cutting-edge technology into our daily 
lives to simplify and elevate the entire cleaning process. 
It‘s not merely about relinquishing the chore of cleaning 
to automation; it’s about personalization. Users can 
minutely delineate which areas in their living spaces 
demand attention, dictate precise cleaning schedules 
that harmonize seamlessly with their unique lifestyles, 
and even fine-tune the level of cleaning intensity 
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Clean the data by addressing common issues such 
as missing values, duplicate records, and handling 
outliers. 3. Anomaly Detection: Implement machine 
learning algorithms to identify anomalies in the data. 
These anomalies could be due to errors, outliers, or 
inconsistencies. 4. Error Correction: Develop machine 
learning models or algorithms to correct identified errors. 
This step may involve imputation, data transformation, 
or other techniques to rectify issues. 5. Data Validation: 
Implement data validation checks to ensure data 
consistency and accuracy. This could involve checks 
for data type, range validation, or consistency between 
related fields. 6. Custom Rules and Business Logic: 
Incorporate custom rules and business logic defined by 
users or domain experts to address data quality issues 
specific to the organization. 7. Feature Engineering: 
Utilize machine learning techniques for feature 
engineering to create new features or transform existing 
ones to enhance data quality. 8. Model Selection and 
Training: Choose appropriate machine learning models 
or algorithms for anomaly detection and error correction 
and train them using historical data. 9. Validation 
and Testing: Evaluate the models’ performance using 
validation datasets and testing datasets to ensure they 
are effective in cleaning the data. 10. Feedback Loop: 
Establish a feedback loop to continuously improve the 
data-cleaning models. This can involve monitoring 
model performance and incorporating user feedback.

SYSTEM DESIGN
System Architecture

The system architecture for an automated data cleaning 
system using machine learning should be designed to 
support the various functions and requirements of the 
system, including data import, data pre-processing, 
anomaly detection, error correction, validation, and user 
interaction. Here’s a high-level system architecture for 
such a system: 1. Data Sources: Data can be imported 
from various sources, such as databases, cloud storage, 
files, and APIs. 2. Layer for Pre-processing Data: This 
layer handles the first steps in data cleaning, including 
handling missing values, normalizing data, and 
encoding categorical variables.. 3. Data Profiling: Data 
profiling tools analyze the dataset to gather statistics 
and insights, helping to identify issues that need to be 
addressed. 4. Anomaly Detection: Machine learning 

to exacting specifications. The result is a level of 
customization that empowers users to not only optimize 
efficiency but to craft a cleaning experience intricately 
aligned with their individual needs and the intricacies 
of their daily routines. The Automatic Cleaning 
App Project isn’t confined to the realm of theoretical 
constructs; it’s a dynamic and comprehensive plan with 
multifaceted dimensions. Automation, the linchpin of 
the project, elegantly relegates the tasks of cleaning 
and scheduling to the application, thereby endowing 
users with the precious gift of time, liberated for more 
meaningful activities. The project places a significant 
emphasis on efficiency and effectiveness, advocating 
for a holistic approach to cleaning that not only achieves 
impeccable results but does so with a vigilant eye on 
resource conservation and sustainability. The user-
friendly interface, a hallmark of the project’s design, 
is meticulously crafted to guarantee accessibility to 
individuals across the technological spectrum, ensuring 
a welcoming and intuitive experience for all users. 
However, beyond the realm of sheer convenience lies 
the deeper aspiration of the project – an enhancement 
of the quality of life for its users while fostering a 
cleaner, more environmentally responsible world. By 
adroitly adapting to the ever-changing requirements of 
homeowners, businesses, and individuals, the Automatic 
Cleaning App Project is committed to charting a course 
for new standards of cleanliness and maintenance. We 
invite you to embark with us on this captivating voyage 
as we commence the development of the Automatic 
Cleaning App, a journey that promises a future where 
cleaning is not merely simplified but also infused with 
intelligence, tailored to precision, and ecologically 
responsible, thus illuminating a path toward a cleaner, 
smarter future for all.

ANALYSIS MODELS
To create an analysis model for automated data cleaning 
using machine learning, you need to define a structured 
approach that involves various stages, including data 
profiling, anomaly detection, error correction, and 
validation. Below is a simplified model that outlines 
the steps involved in the process: 1. Data Profiling: 
Begin by performing data profiling to understand the 
characteristics and quality of the dataset. This step helps 
in identifying initial data issues. 2. Data Preprocessing: 
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models for anomaly detection are used to identify 
outliers, errors, and inconsistencies in the data. 5. 
Error Correction Layer This layer includes machine 
learning models or algorithms that correct the identified 
errors in the data. It may also involve imputation, 
transformation, and other data-cleaning techniques. 6. 
Custom Rules and Business Logic: A component for 
applying custom rules and business logic defined by 
users or domain experts to handle data quality issues 
specific to the organization. 7. Data validation: Apply 
validation checks, such as data type, range validation, 
and consistency between related variables, to guarantee 
data accuracy and consistency. 8. Machine Learning 
Models: Various machine learning models are used for 
data cleaning tasks, including anomaly detection, error 
correction, and feature engineering.

Fig. 1. System Architecture

ALGORITHM
Data Cleaning

In order to increase the quality and dependability 
of datasets, a process known as "data cleaning" is 
applied to find and fix errors, inconsistencies, and 
inaccuracies.. Here are the fundamental steps involved 
in the data cleaning process: • Data Collection: Gather 
the raw data from various sources, such as databases, 
spreadsheets, surveys, or external APIs. Ensure that 
you have a comprehensive dataset that covers all the 
relevant variables for analysis. •  Data Inspection: 
Perform an initial overview of the dataset to identify 
obvious issues like missing values, outliers, or unusual 
patterns. Visualization tools and summary statistics can 

be helpful in this step. • Handling Missing Data: Handle 
missing values in two ways: either exclude the rows 
or columns that include missing data, or impute the 
missing values using advanced imputation techniques 
like regression or K-nearest neighbors (KNN) as well as 
methods like mean and median. • Handling Duplicates: 
To guarantee that every data point is distinct, find and 
eliminate duplicate entries. Duplicates might skew 
analysis and produce inaccurate findings.. • Dealing 
with Outliers: Detect and handle outliers using 
statistical methods like the Interquartile Range (IQR) or 
Z-score analysis. Outliers can significantly impact data 
analysis and should be addressed appropriately. • Data 
Transformation: Transform data to ensure consistency 
and comparability. This step may involve converting 
units, normalizing scales, or applying mathematical 
transformations like logarithms. • Handling 
Inconsistencies: Identify and correct inconsistencies 
in categorical data, such as different spellings of the 
same category. Standardize the naming conventions to 
maintain consistency across the dataset. • Addressing 
Structural Errors: Detect and rectify structural errors 
in the dataset, such as incorrect data types, formatting 
issues, or mismatched schema. Ensure that the data 
adheres to the intended structure. • Feature engineering 
is the process of adding new variables or features to 
an existing dataset in order to improve its analytical 
and predictive capabilities.. Feature engineering can 
involve mathematical operations, aggregations, or 
domain-specific transformations. • Data Validation and 
Cross-Verification: Validate the cleaned data by cross-
verifying it with external sources or expert opinions. 
Data validation ensures that the cleaned dataset 
accurately represents the real-world scenario it intends 
to model. • Documentation and Reporting: Document all 
the steps taken during the data cleaning process. Create 
a detailed report outlining the issues identified, methods 
applied for cleaning, and any assumptions made. 
Proper documentation is crucial for reproducibility 
and transparency. • Iterative Process: Cleaning data is 
frequently an iterative procedure.. After cleaning the 
data, it’s essential to reanalyze and visualize the dataset 
to identify any residual issues. If problems persist, 
revisiting earlier steps might be necessary.
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CONCLUSION
In conclusion, the concept of an Automatic Data 
Cleaning App presents a powerful solution to address 
the critical issue of data quality in our data-driven 
world. As organizations and individuals grapple with 
increasingly vast and complex datasets, the advantages 
of automated data cleaning become abundantly clear. 
By harnessing the capabilities of such an app, we can 
streamline data management, improve the reliability 
of our analyses, and make better-informed decisions. 
The advantages are manifold, including enhanced 
data accuracy, significant time and cost savings, and 
scalability to handle high volume of data.
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Linear Regression

1. Assumptions: Several presumptions underpin linear 
regression, including linearity (the idea that there is a 
linear connection between variables), independence (the 
idea that errors are not correlated), homoscedasticity 
(the idea that errors have a constant variance), and 
normalcy (the idea that errors are distributed regularly). 
The dependability of the regression model may be 
impacted by violations of these presumptions. 2. 
Training the Model: The model minimizes the sum of 
squared differences between observed and anticipated 
values to get the line that fits the data the best. In this 
approach, the ideal coefficients (β0, β1, β2,..., βn) are 
found by minimizing the mean squared error (MSE) or 
residual sum of squares (RSS).. 3. Interpretation: The 
coefficients (β0, β1, β2,..., βn) have distinct meanings. 
When all predictor variables are zero, the intercept (β0) 
indicates the expected value of the result. Assuming that 
all other predictors remain constant, each coefficient 
(β1, β2,..., βn) represents the change in the outcome 
variable for a unit change in the corresponding predictor 
variable.. 4. Evaluation: The coefficient of determination 
(R-squared), which calculates the percentage of the 
dependent variable's variance that can be predicted from 
the independent variables, and the root mean square 
error (RMSE), which expresses the average prediction 
error, are frequently used metrics to assess linear 
regression models. 5. Handling Multiple Predictors: 
In multiple linear regression, where there are more 
than one predictor variable, the model’s complexity 
increases. The relationships between multiple predictors 
and the outcome are captured simultaneously. Feature 
selection methods, such as forward selection or 
backward elimination, help identify the most influential 
predictors. 6.Regularization Techniques: Lasso (L1 
regularization) and Ridge (L2 regularization) are two 
examples of regularization techniques that can be used 
to stop overfitting. These techniques discourage the 
use of unduly complex models by including penalty 
terms in the regression equation.. 7. Predictions and 
Inference: Once trained, the linear regression model can 
make predictions on new data. Additionally, hypothesis 
tests can be conducted to infer the significance of 
predictor variables, helping understand their impact on 
the outcome variable.
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ABSTRACT
In the field of human-computer interaction, the demand for intuitive and expressive interfaces has grown 
exponentially. This paper presents an innovative approach, called &quot;Expressive Air Canvas designed to 
seamlessly combine text recognition and audio integration for an immersive user experience. The system leverages 
advances in machine learning, computer vision and audio processing to enable users to interact with digital 
content in a natural and expressive way. Expressive Air Canvas uses a combination of gesture-based input and 
spatial perception to create an interactive canvas in the air where users can draw or write text with intuitive hand 
movements. The system uses computer vision techniques to recognize and interpret gestures and convert them to 
digital text in real time. In addition, audio integration enhances the user experience by allowing users to interact 
with the canvas using voice commands and receive audio feedback. The text recognition engine includes state-of-
the-art deep learning models to accurately transcribe handwritten or gestural input. The system adapts to different 
writing styles and languages, making it versatile and accessible to a diverse user base. The audio integration 
module simultaneously uses advanced signal processing techniques to understand and respond to spoken 
commands, creating a smooth and natural flow of interaction. To verify the effectiveness of Expressive Air Canvas, 
we conducted a series of experiments to evaluate its text recognition accuracy across different user demographics 
and writing styles. We also evaluated the system ability to respond to audio commands and its ability to provide 
meaningful auditory feedback. The results indicate a high level of accuracy and user satisfaction, confirming the 
viability of the proposed approach. This paper contributes to the field of human-computer interaction by presenting 
a novel system that enhances the user experience through a combination of expressive input-based gestures, 
accurate text recognition, and seamless audio integration. Expressive Air Canvas opens up new possibilities for 
interactive digital content creation, accessibility and user engagement, paving the way for future advancements in 
natural user interfaces.

KEYWORDS : Expressive air canvas text recognition, Audio integration, Computer vision, Gesture recognition, 
Natural language processing (NLP), Machine learning, Text-to-speech, Hand gesture detection, OpenCV, 
TensorFlow, Multimodal representation, Human-computer interaction.

INTRODUCTION

In our increasingly digital world, the convergence of 
technologies has given rise to innovative solutions to 

improve user interaction with electronic devices. Among 
these advances, the combination of text recognition and 
audio integration stands out as a promising frontier that 
opens up new possibilities for seamless communication 

and interaction. This research paper explores the concept 
of the &quot;Expressive Air Canvas, a cutting-edge 
system designed to revolutionize the way we interact 
with textual content and audio stimuli.

Expressive Air Canvas features a unique synthesis 
of gesture-based input, advanced text recognition 
algorithms, and immersive audio integration. By 
harnessing the power of machine learning and a state-
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literature survey aims to explore existing research 
pertinent to gesture-based text recognition, impal- pable 
interfaces, 3D hand gesture detection, and integration 
with audio cues.

Gesture-Based Text Recognition

Research by Shomi Khan, M. Elieas Ali, and Sree 
Sourav Das [3] addresses the challenges of real-time 
American Sign Language (ASL) translation using a 
skin color identification algorithm. The incorporation 
of neural networks, including the Scalable Color 
Descriptor (SCD) and Hand Gesture Recognition 
(HGR) networks, provides insights into effective hand 
identification. This work inspires the development of 
robust algorithms for hand gesture recognition within 
the Expressive Air Canvas.

Impalpable Interfaces and HCI

S. Belgamwar and S. Agrawal’s work [6] on impalpable 
interfaces for mouse actions using computer-vision-
based real-time dynamic hand gestures is particularly 
relevant. The integration of a camera, accelerometer, 
Arduino microcontrollers, and Ultrasonic Distance 
Sensors offers a comprehensive approach to capturing 
hand motions. This research contributes valuable 
knowledge to the design of intuitive and responsive 
interactions within the Expressive Air Canvas.

Finger Waving Technology for Text Creation

Pavitra Ramasamy and Prabhu G [4] present a 
technology where users can create text by waving their 
finger over an LED light source. The simplicity of 
tracking LED color for text creation introduces a unique 
input method. This approach informs the Expressive 
Air Canvas design, where the capture of expressive 
gestures translates into textual content.

3D Hand Gesture Detection and Virtual Paint 
Applications

Quentin De Smedt, Hazem Wannous, Jean-Philippe 
Vandeborre’s [8] use of a skeleton-based model for 3D 
hand gesture detection, and Prajakta Vidhate, Revati 
Khadse, Saina Rasal’s [9] virtual paint application 
utilizing ball- tracking technology showcase 
advancements in immersive user experiences. These 
studies provide insights into creating engaging 
interactions within the Expressive Air Canvas, 
incorporating 3D gestures and artistic applications.

of-the-art sensor. This system offers users an intuitive 
and dynamic platform to interact with digital content 
in a natural and expressive way. Our research delves 
into the technical intricacies of this new approach and 
highlights its potential to redefine the boundaries of 
human-computer interaction.

As we embark on this exploration, we dive into the key 
components of the Expressive Air Canvas, break down 
the intricacies of its text recognition capabilities, and 
explore how it seamlessly integrates audio feedback 
to create a truly immersive user experience. By 
understanding the underlying mechanisms that drive 
this innovative system, we aim to shed light on the 
transformative impact it can have across fields ranging 
from education and accessibility to entertainment and 
more.

This research paper aims to contribute to the growing 
body of knowledge on human-computer interaction by 
presenting a comprehensive analysis of the Expressive 
Air Canvas. Through empirical studies, technical 
evaluations, and real-world applications, we seek to 
determine the effectiveness and potential implications of 
this disruptive technology. As we navigate the complex 
landscape of gesture-based text recognition and audio 
integration, we aim to inspire further research and 
development and foster a deeper understanding of the 
possibilities that lie ahead in expressive and immersive 
computing.

Figure 1. Canvas

LITERATURE SURVEY
Gesture-based interfaces have gained significant 
attention in human-computer interaction (HCl), 
providing intuitive means for users to interact with 
digital systems. In this context, the proposed research 
focuses on developing an &quot;Expressive Air Canvas 
that integrates text recognition and audio feedback, 
creating a novel and immersive user experience. This 
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Air brush Models and Freehand Painting
Ruimin Lyu, Yuefeng Ze, Wei Chen, and Fei Chen’s[10] 
demonstration of an airbrush model using the Leap 
Motion Controller for freehand painting contributes 
to the understanding of creating immersive artistic 
experiences. The integration of such features enhances 
the Expressive Air Canvas, providing users with a 
dynamic and expressive canvas for creative expression.
Automatic Object Tracking and Integration with 
Audio
Exploring automatic object tracking in computer vision, 
especially in the context of gesture-based interfaces, 
contributes to the overall Expressive Air Canvas 
functionality. Additionally, investigating studies that 
integrate audio cues with visual inputs enhances the user 
experience, creating a more immersive and expressive 
interaction environment.
Expressive Interfaces in HCI
Studies focusing on expressive interfaces in HCI provide 
insights into the emotional aspects of user interaction 
with technology. Understanding how users express 
themselves emotionally through gestures informs the 
design of the Expressive Air Canvas, ensuring that the 
interface goes beyond mere functionality to promote 
user satisfaction and engagement.

Figure 2. System Architecture

IMPLEMENTATION
In this practical application, we aim to create an 
expressive air canvas that allows users to draw in the 
air, recognizes gestures for text input, and integrates 
audio feedback.

Step 1: Dataset Collection: For this project, it is crucial 
to gather a comprehensive dataset that includes diverse 
hand gestures, air drawings, and corresponding text 
annotations. This dataset will serve as the foundation 
for training and evaluating the subsequent models, 
ensuring a wide range of user interactions and scenarios 
are represented.
Step 2: Air Drawing Model: The development of a deep 
learning model capable of interpreting hand movements 
as drawings in the air is essential. Using Recurrent 
Neural Networks (RNNs) or similar architectures allows 
capturing sequential patterns inherent in air drawings, 
providing a dynamic and responsive interface for users 
as they express themselves through gestures.
Step 3: Gesture Recognition Model: To enhance user 
interaction, a gesture recognition model is designed to 
identify user intentions. This model is trained on the 
collected dataset to associate specific gestures with 
predefined actions, enabling users to intuitively control 
the canvas by performing gestures that trigger desired 
functionalities such as changing colors or modes.
Step 4: Text Analysis Model: Incorporating Natural 
Language Processing (NLP), an advanced text analysis 
model is implemented to recognize and interpret text 
input generated by user gestures. By training the model 
on a dataset of annotated text samples, the system gains 
the ability to understand the context and meaning behind 
the entered text, enhancing the overall user experience.
Step 5: Audio Integration: Integrating a Text-to-Speech 
(TTS) library such as gTTS allows the system to convert 
recognized text into real-time audio feedback. This step 
enriches the user experience by providing auditory cues 
corresponding to the interpreted gestures and drawn 
content, offering an inclusive and accessible interface 
for users with varying abilities.
Step 6: Evaluation and Refinement: The final step 
involves evaluating the overall system’s performance 
through user interactions. By collecting feedback and 
analyzing system evaluation results, any shortcomings 
or areas for improvement are identified. This feedback 
loop drives the refinement of models and system 
architecture, ensuring continuous enhancement and 
optimization of the expressive air canvas for a seamless 
and user-friendly experience.
METHODOLOGY
Dataset Selection
The basis of the Expressive Air Canvas project rests 
on the careful selection and management of a diverse 
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in the air. Adapting to different handwriting styles, the 
NLP module extracts meaningful text from strokes 
and allows users to insert text by drawing. This unique 
feature enriches the creative experience by seamlessly 
combining visual and text elements on the canvas

Audio Integration using gTTS

One of the distinctive features of the project is its 
multimodal representation achieved through the 
integration of sound. The drawn content, once recognized 
and converted to text format, undergoes text-to-speech 
conversion using gTTS (Google Text-to Speech). This 
process goes beyond the visual domain, giving users the 
ability to not only see but also hear their creations. The 
natural-sounding audio output enhances the immersive 
nature of the creative experience, satisfying a variety of 
preferences and expanding the possibilities of artistic 
expression.

Figure 3. Hand Detection

CONCLUSION
In short, the "Expressive Air Canvas for Text 
Recognition and Audio Integration" project represents 
a groundbreaking convergence of cutting-edge 
technologies that are funda- mentally changing the 
landscape of creative expression. Using a carefully 
curated data set, the gesture recognition engine captures 
a diverse range of hand movements and allows users 
to intuitively draw in the air. The integration of natural 
language processing adds a layer of sophistication by 
intelligently deciphering air-drawn textual content and 
adapting to different handwriting styles. Notably, the 
project’s multimodal representation, including text-
to-speech through gTTS, offers users a unique and 
immersive experience where their creations are not 
only visually represented, but also audibly expressed. 

and representative data set. A cornerstone for training 
machine learning models, this dataset includes high-
resolution images capturing a wide variety of hand 
gestures related to artistic expressions in the air. Each 
image is labeled to match specific gestures, supporting 
supervised learning for the Gesture Recognition module.

Image Characteristics

The dataset reflects the dynamic landscape of artistic 
gestures, including strokes, patterns and shapes executed 
in different contexts. To increase the robustness of the 
model, the images exhibit different lighting conditions, 
backgrounds, and hand orientations, simulating real-
world scenarios that users may encounter. This diversity 
ensures the model’s ability to recognize and interpret the 
wide range of movements that users use during creative 
sessions with the Expressive Air Canvas.

Preprocessing

Before training the model, the dataset undergoes 
comprehensive preprocessing and augmentation. 
Normalization standardizes pixel values, resizing 
ensures consistency, and dilation techniques introduce 
variability. These steps simulate various user 
interactions by incorporating rotation, flipping, and 
brightness changes. The goal is to equip the model with 
the adaptability needed to generalize well to different 
hand gestures and environmental conditions.

Gesture Recognition

The basis of Expressive Air Canvas is its ability to 
interpret intuitive hand gestures and translate them into 
strokes on a virtual canvas. The system uses Python-
based tools, namely OpenCV and TensorFlow, and uses 
a webcam enabled interface to capture and track users’ 
hand movements in real-time. Gestures are carefully 
analyzed and translate dynamic movements into artistic 
strokes and patterns on a virtual canvas. This process 
not only enables fluid and intuitive interaction, but also 
allows users to express themselves artistically without 
the limitations of physical media.

Text Analysis using NLP

The integration of natural language processing (NLP) 
adds a layer of sophistication to the Expressive Air 
Canvas. In addition to capturing visual gestures, the 
system intelligently deciphers textual content drawn 
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in Proc. 24th Ann. ACM Symp. User Interface Softw. 
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Smartphones", Master’s Thesis, CHALMERS Applied 
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13. P. Ramasamy, G. Prabhu, and R. Srinivasan, "An 
economical air writing system is converting finger 
movements to text using a web camera," 2016 
International Conference on Recent Trends in Infor- 
mation Technology (ICRTIT), Chennai, 2016, pp. 1-6.
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By transcending traditional artistic boundaries, 
opening new horizons for inclusive and collaborative 
creativity, this innovative platform exemplifies the 
profound impact of technology on the future of human 
computer interaction and the limitless possibilities it 
brings to artistic expression. References are important 
to the reader; therefore, each citation must be complete 
and correct. If at all possible, references should be 
commonly available publications.
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A Comparative Study of Different Machine Learning 
Approaches for Skin Disease Classification

Neha Jain, Atharva Sayankar,
Kshitij Kasabekar

ABSTRACT
There are a number of research works related to skin lesions going on in the Machine Learning domain. Skin 
lesions are classified into different types according to their symptoms and severity. Due to visual and symptomatic 
similarities, diagnosis of skin lesions becomes challenging. People tend to ignore skin conditions as temporary 
and short-lived, however these conditions might cause severe complications. Hence, various machine learning 
and deep learning methodologies can be employed for the classification of these skin diseases accurately based 
on various researches published. In this paper, a study on recent papers is done to understand proposed machine 
learning models and review them on the basis of features, advantages, datasets, accuracy, number of diseases 
identified, etc. The review aims to give an insight into different machine learning approaches used for classification 
of various skin diseases and their accuracy of preliminary diagnosis. The review is done as a comparative study 
that mentions different techniques used by different research papers in recent years.

KEYWORDS : Skin lesion, Machine learning, Deep learning, CNN, RNN, SVM, Random forest, Image data 
augmentation.

INTRODUCTION

Skin is one of the most superficial and sensitive part of 
human anatomy. It provides protection from external 

factors such as radiations, heat, dust, extreme weather 
conditions, and plays a vital role in providing sensation 
to the body. Due to the sensitivity of skin, we are able 
to directly interact with the environment and the body 
is able to maintain an overall regular temperature. Skin 
diseases can cause irritation, pain, bleeding or even 
cause complications if left untreated. Skin lesions can 
be defined as those areas of the skin which are different 
from its surrounding areas. Skin lesions can be primary 
or secondary. Primary skin lesions include moles, acne, 
blisters, papules, nodules, rashes, wheals, etc. When 
primary skin lesions are irritated, they can develop into 
secondary skin lesions like ulcers, crusts, scars, scales, 
skin atrophy, etc. Causes of skin lesions might include 
infections, allergic reactions, hereditary factors, chronic 
diseases, etc.

Skin lesions can even turn out to be cancerous. Cancer 
can occur anywhere in the body, causing damage to the 
cell life cycle. Cells have normal creation, functional 
and death order as signaled, to allow the body to 
function regularly. However, when these damaged cells 
start to multiply uncontrollably and without any signal, 
it then forms a tumor. The tumor can be non-cancerous 
or cancerous.

Machine learning (ML) is the field of computer science 
that deals with data and algorithms to find hidden 
patterns of the data. Machine learning helps to deep dive 
into various patterns of the data, study the relationship 
between variables, establish insights and trends in the 
data and utilize these patterns to classify or identify 
certain inputs or predict outputs. Machine Learning 
(ML) is classified into three types namely; supervised 
learning, unsupervised learning and reinforcement 
learning.
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or procedures for the diagnosis of skin diseases. This 
can entail transfer learning, that involves a pre-trained 
model (eg: ImageNet) has its layers adjusted according 
to different skin conditions.

Figure 2. Logical flow of basic neural network

A complex pipeline comprising several stages, such as 
data augmentation, preprocessing, segmentation, feature 
extraction, and classification, is used in the architecture 
for classifying skin diseases. In order to boost the 
diversity of the training dataset, data augmentation is 
first applied to the raw input data, which comprises 
photos showing skin lesions. By generating new images 
through transformations like rotation, scaling, and 
flipping, the dataset is expanded and the model's capacity 
for generalization is strengthened. The preprocessed 
photos go through a number of preprocessing stages 
after data augmentation. This comprises scaling for 
consistency, normalization to normalize pixel values, 
and maybe denoising or sharpening procedures to 
improve the quality of the image. Preprocessing makes 
sure that the input data is formatted appropriately for the 
pipeline's later stages. Isolating the regions is a phase in 
the segmentation process.

In this paper, we have compared various papers 
based on skin disease detection in recent years and 
tried to study their methods, algorithms, approaches, 
accuracies, advantages, disadvantages and key points. 
This would help to analyze and review the proposed 
methods against the traditional methods of image 
recognition. The review will also help to understand 
which algorithms are widely used and suitable for 
detection of skin disorders.

LITERATURE SURVEY
Skin disorders are broadly classified into various 
categories. Most of the previous methodologies have 
particularly focused on identifying cancerous skin 
disorders. In [8], researchers have used ISIC dataset of 
malignant and benign images to identify cancerous skin 
lesions accurately by combining various techniques 
of deep learners like VGG, CapsNet and ResNet. The 
accuracy achieved is pretty good and response time 

Supervised learning paradigm of machine learning 
predicts outputs based on the trained labeled datasets 
and hence predicts or classifies the results accordingly. 
Algorithms in supervised learning include neural 
networks (CNN and RNN), Decision Trees, Linear 
Regression, and Support Vector Machines (SVM). 
Unsupervised algorithms use unlabeled datasets 
and group the data with similar properties together. 
Unsupervised learning includes algorithms like 
k-means, hierarchical clustering, and Gaussian mixture 
models. In Reinforcement learning, an agent learns just 
like a human from the environment and gets a positive 
or negative reward for its actions. Based on these 
rewards, the agent learns to understand the problem 
and the behavior. Reinforcement algorithms include 
Q-Learning, temporal difference, etc.

Figure 1. Base system architecture for image classification 
in ML

To guarantee a precise and successful diagnosis, the 
foundational system architecture for machine learning-
based skin disease classification includes multiple 
crucial processes. In order to improve the diversity and 
caliber of the dataset, raw skin photos are first cleaned, 
standardized, and sometimes even enhanced. Training a 
strong model that can effectively generalize to a variety 
of skin conditions requires completing this phase. 
Subsequently, the model building stage starts with an 
architecture that is selected, like a convolutional neural 
network (CNN) designed for image categorization. 
The suggested methodology is integrated into the 
model design and may comprise novel approaches 
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is remarkable. A fatal disease in the context of skin 
disorders is Melanoma which is a severe form of skin 
cancer that gets developed in the melanin (the pigment 
that gives your skin its color) producing cells. It can 
also form in your eyes or inside your body. An effective 
approach for diagnosis of [17] for feature detection 
and SVM for classification. The Autoencoder makes 
it possible to extract characteristics that can play 
an important role in the construction of input. It is a 
comparatively newer approach and uses MATLAB for 
simulation of input. The model is trained using images 
from the PH2 dataset. SVM is implemented in order to 
classify the input into three categories i.e Melanoma, 
suspicious cases and non-melanoma. The autoencoder 
helps in improving the performance of the model as 
well. The model shows considerable performance in 
terms of specificity, sensitivity and accuracy. This 
model can help in effective diagnosis of melanoma and 
also detect it at an early stage.

Similarly, acne is one of the most  common types of 
skin problems an average human faces which affects 
his skin on back, shoulders, face, etc. Acne appears 
due to various factors like excessive oily skin, bacterial 
growth, and buildup of dead skin cells which are 
clogged up inside the skin pores. Now-a-days, much 
of the world’s population faces acne based disorders. 
Many researchers have tried to develop applications for 
skin disease counseling on the go. This can prove to 
be very efficient and time saving in the future. In [2], 
Kshirsagar et al. have proposed an online portal for skin 
disease detection with 0.8489 accuracy of their CNN 
model.  CURETO

[18] is a smart-phone based application designed to 
classify various Acne based diseases. It takes input as 
symptoms and classifies it into various Acne types. 
Not only it classifies various Acne related problems 
but also recommends proper treatment for it. A 
custom CNN model is trained with 10 epochs. It uses 
an image scanning feature to extract acne data from 
various parts of the skin and a NLP based chatbot for 
interaction as well. It examines various skin sensitivity 
parameters like redness, dryness, bump and classifies 
Acne disorders in  three levels namely: Mild, Moderate 
and Severe. This can help its users analyze the severity 

of acne disorder they are facing and proceed with the 
necessary measures.

The system proposed in [1] Dermato: A deep learning 
based application, proposes fine-tuning the pretrained 
Inception V3 model for classifying acne subtypes 
and its severity. The paper utilizes a custom dataset 
created by combining multiple datasets available over 
kaggle, where maximum number of images come 
from DermNet dataset. With respect to parameters 
such as weights and optimizers, their model achieved 
accuracies within the range of 89% to 99.7%. For image 
segmentation, they used HSV based filters that segregate 
acne affected areas. Such segmentation techniques 
like simple thresholding and Otsu’s Thresholding are 
global thresholding techniques, which have their own 
drawbacks. They work with a single value of threshold 
that might not be optimal for the entire image range due 
to differences in parameters like lighting, shadow, etc. 
In [11], Mustafa Qays Hatem has built a skin lesion 
classification system that uses adaptive thresholding 
method. After initial segmentation, we can proceed 
to apply morphological operations on the image to 
further refine the segmentation process. However, in 
[11], morphological operations are performed prior to 
segmentation. This system is built on KNN Algorithm. 
As the author notes “advantages of the proposed system 
are that it is easy to implement and fast (no training 
period needed) as it is based on the KNN algorithm, and 
as a result, new data can be added seamlessly without 
affecting the accuracy. However, the disadvantages are 
that it does not work well with a large dataset and is 
sensitive to the noise present in the dataset.”

Some skin conditions are rare and can prove to be fatal if 
not detected and treated early. [3] Atypical diseases like 
Pemphigus Vulgaris are hard to detect with Nikolsky’s 
sign being the only feature for distinction. Different 
models like CNN, KNN, SVM, Gaussian NB and 
Random Forest were compared and CNN was found to 
be most accurate with 99% accuracy. However, a tiny 
dataset was used with different image preprocessing 
techniques. They used Keras ‘ImageDataGenerator’ 
for data augmentation. Data augmentation is used to 
modify available images, turning them into slightly 
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to train deep neural networks from scratch. Kassem et 
al. [20] have proposed using a transfer learning method 
to counter the limited number of skin image dataset 
available. By using a pre-trained model of GoogleNet 
Kassem et al. achieved an 94.92% accuracy with ISIC 
2019 dataset, where number of images in each class was 
equal to number of images in smallest class.

Dwivedi et al. [13] developed a model using the Fast 
R-CNN architecture of deep learning with the ResNet 
framework. This model takes a raw image as an input 
and determines some data points and uses those data 
points as facial features. Also, it uses Intersection 
of Union (IOU) to give a better performance than 
conventional R-CNN. For training of data, the model 
uses Kaggle dataset which consists of 23 different types 
of skin diseases. Accuracy of 90% for both training and 
validation datasets is obtained. Also, using Machine 
Learning technology can help dermatologists to perform 
effective diagnosis.

Image Processing technology is at a boom today. It 
involves extracting useful features from images and 
then analyzing them to find meaningful information. 
Object based image analysis is widely used in many 
fields like biology, medicine, earth sciences and 
remote sensing. [6] was created with the help of Image 
processing. This model used the OpenCV library in 
Python for preprocessing of images which included 
image indexing and feature extraction and can detect 
images in real-time. The Yolov3 tool was integrated 
with Darknet which generated bounding boxes as 
prediction output called YOLO9000. YOLO object 
detector is a multi-scale object detection network that 
uses feature extraction and detection heads to make 
predictions at multiple scales. [6] The model uses 
Keras’ deep learning library’s “Image Data Generator” 
class to augment images for training a neural network. 
It was able to classify four types of skin diseases 
namely: Acne, Melanoma, Blisters and Cold sores. 
But it produced inaccurate results for diseases other 
than the ones mentioned above. This model proved to 
be beneficial for diagnosis of above mentioned skin 
diseases.

Web Technology consists of different tools and 
techniques that are utilized throughout the process of 

different copies, so that the variety of images and the 
size of the dataset increases. However, when Salian et 
al. [19] compared original and augmented datasets of 
HAM10000 [28] and PH2 [30] they found somewhat 
interesting results. They noted, “Data augmentation has 
no significant effect when compared with without data 
augmentation results of classifiers”. This is because 
the custom model that they built achieved an accuracy 
of 90% for non-augmented dataset of PH2 and 97% 
accuracy for augmented Dataset of PH2. And for the 
HAM10000 dataset, their custom model achieved an 
accuracy of 83.152% without augmentation and 80.61% 
for augmented dataset. They performed rotation and 
flip(mirroring) operations using Augmentor, a python 
library. As per [29], cropping geometric transformation 
produces the most accurate classifier. This shows that 
different data augmentation techniques have varying 
results on classification. The goal of data augmentation 
is not only to expand the dataset but to produce modified 
images so that robustness of the classifier increases. 
Basic geometric transformations are widely used but 
they may not be satisfactorily useful even if they are 
simple and easy to implement [27]. There are many 
other techniques available for data augmentation which 
can prove to be an important factor for improving 
data hungry algorithms[12]. Using multiple data 
augmentation techniques together might not always 
prove to be fruitful and the techniques combined 
together must be carefully studied [12][24][27]. 

In [23], M. Q. Khan et al. proposed a system to classify 
DermIS image dataset into melanoma and nevus with 
an accuracy of 96%. They have used color features 
in combination with textural features, which gives 
the best accuracy. They noted that individual feature 
classifier accuracy is not at par with combined feature 
classification. In [25] Barata et al. have explained 
different approaches of feature extraction in dermoscopy.

In [22], SVM is used to classify healthy skin images, 
Melanoma images, Eczema images and Psoriasis 
images using feature extraction from a pre-trained 
convolutional neural network: AlexNet. This study has 
a very limited amount of data. The unavailability of a 
feature rich skin image dataset poses a great challenge 
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of different types of skin diseases. Ensemble Learning 
integrates different individual data mining models to 
obtain better performance as compared to the models 
considered individually. This approach makes use 
of four data mining techniques namely: SVM, KNN, 
Random Forest and Naive Bayes. Dermatology dataset 
from Kaggle was used to train the model. The dataset 
contains 750 images on five different types of skin 
diseases. The ensemble model achieved an accuracy of 
97.3% which is higher than all of the above mentioned 
algorithms considered individually. A major problem 
with this technique is the high computation resources 
required for its implementation. Similarly, comparisons 
were made in papers [9], [15], [26] in between traditional 
algorithms of machine learning. In [9], Artificial neural 
network (ANN), Naive Bayes, Linear Discriminant 
Analysis (LDA) and Support Vector Machine (SVM) 
were compared on the basis of accuracy, specificity, 
sensitivity and precision; where SVM stands out in 
each parameter effectively. Whereas, SVM and LDA 
performed excellently amongst ANN and Naive Bayes 
[26], in terms of Color features (RGB) and Texture 
Features of Gray Level Co-occurrence Matrix(GLCM). 
In [15], comparison is done between K-Nearest 
Neighbors (KNN) and Random Forest Algorithm. Both 
algorithms performed exclusively well with testing 
accuracy of 95.23(KNN) and 94.22(RF), while F1 
scores were 95.98(KNN) and 95.94(RF).

Throughout the methodology of developing Machine 
Learning models for skin disease detection, different 
kinds of datasets have been used for training the 
model. Some of them included only a single disease 
while some consisted of multiple skin disorders. [10] 
used the Coimbra dataset which is provided by UCI AI 
data bank. This approach focuses on combining RNN 
with Artificial Intelligence. It evaluates compilations 
of some of the well known networks in order to build 
an effective PC assisted framework. Knowledge gain 
and LBP was implemented on dataset for effective 
characterisation during the preprocessing phase. The 
model was able to successfully detect 6 categories of 
dermatological disorders with an accuracy of 95%.

A detailed comparison is done in Table 1. below, which 
mentions datasets, features and accuracy delving into 
the exploration of diverse methods and approaches 
employed across different papers.

communication over the internet. [7] is a mechanical 
method for detection of skin disorders using web based 
protocols. It is a comparatively different approach that 
uses CNN with multi-layer perceptrons. The approach 
is based on extensive learning and images are converted 
using Gray-scale conversion. ISIC 2017 which includes 
images of 9 clinical types of skin damages is used to 
train the model. This approach uses the Move learning 
technique for preprocessing of data and a pre-trained 
Convolutional Neural Network for model building. The 
model shows a lower accuracy of 74%. Information 
accessible to the general public was incorporated into 
the model that was presented for recognizing malignant 
skin growths using a convolutional brain organization. 

Nearly all other papers studied and referred to,have 
discussed classification of multiple skin lesions. In 
[5], researchers have discussed deep learning for 
classification of a variety of skin lesion images. Here, 
ImageDataGenerator, a popular method of Tensor flow 
is used for flipping, rotating, shifting, shear transforming 
and enhancing the image to get a proper image as an input 
feed for the model. The Activation Function used here 
is ReLU (Rectified Linear Activation Unit), a popular 
term associated with CNN and multiple components 
like convolutions, 1x1 convolutions, and max pooling 
form an individual unit in the Inception network to 
create a final result. The accuracy achieved was 90.28%. 
Similarly, an interesting approach can be seen in [16], 
where space shifting technique builds several versions 
of the test input image lying on a regular lattice in the 
plane of possible shifts. These shifted versions of the 
test image are subsequently passed on to each ensemble 
classifier resulting in class score vectors, which in turn 
are combined using an appropriate aggregation function 
to classify the result. The accuracy is not as expected and 
the method, even though interesting, is highly complex. 
The model is a combination of ensembles rather than 
applying them separately.

Many Machine Learning algorithms have been used 
for detection of different types of skin diseases. Each 
of them produced varying accuracies. Also, they were 
able to classify only a specific kind of disease. Hence, 
the authors of [4] proposed a methodology which can 
combine the performance of all Machine Learning 
algorithms to produce better results for classification 
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Table 1. Comparison of different approaches

Dataset Proposed Methods / 
Algorithms

Features / Remarks Accuracy References

Kaggle, private 
datasets

Image Segmentation using 
HSV model, Inception V3 

and VGG16 trained on 
Dermnet

The model is able to tackle 
underfitting. Transfer learning is 

performed on InceptionV3

99% [1]

Pemphigus Vulgaris 
Image Dataset, 

Healthy Skin Dataset

 Keras’ Image Data 
Generator

 The system’s accuracy and 
efficiency can be compared with the 
diagnosis of dermatologists which 
can be used to effectively analyze 

pemphigus

98% [3]

Kaggle Combination of Random 
Forest, SVM, Naive Bayes 

and KNN

The model produced better 
performance than all the algorithms 

considered individually.

97.3% [4]

3000 images from 
internet

Rectified Linear Activation 
Unit function (ReLU), 

Inception V3, VGG, Alexnet

This web / Android application 
requires input of age, area of 

infection, sex, etc. to generate output

90.28% [5]

Different sources on 
internet

Yolov3 with DarkNet The model was able to efficiently 
classify Acne, Melanoma, Blisters 
and Cold Sores. However, it was 

not able to diagnose other diseases 
which made the model to use only to 

a certain extent

- [6]

ISIC 2017 Move Learning, CNN and 
different classification 

algorithms

Uses pre-processing by Move 
Learning, CNN with multi-

layer perceptrons and different 
classification algorithms

74% [7]

ISIC VGG, CapsNet and ResNet Combining three deep learning 
models of VGG, Caps-Net and 
ResNet; model provides good 

precision

93.5% [8]

UCI database Comparison of ANN, LDA, 
SVM and Naive Bayes

SVM is better than other algorithms 
in terms of accuracy, sensitivity, etc.

95.6% [9]

Coimbra dataset from 
UCI AI data bank

Recurrent Neural Network 
with Artificial Intelligence

Some of the most well-known 
networks were compiled in order to 
build an efficient tool for computer 

systems

92% [10]

Custom dataset Image Processing and 
MATLAB for GUI

Image processing is done using 
morphological closing operation 
which helps in adapting threshold 

method for accurate prediction

98% [11]

Kaggle Fast R-CNN with ResNet 
framework

Fast R-CNN gives much better 
performance than conventional 

R-CNN

90 % [13]

2500 images from 
Dermnet, Google

CNN, Transfer learning with 
MobileNetV2 neural network

DermaDoc helps in accurate 
prediction. It was able to display the 
details of every disorder it was able 

to diagnose.

92. 5 % [14]
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21075 images 
from Open-source 
benchmark dataset

Comparison of KNN 
and Random Forest with 

MATLAB

Model compares KNN and RF 
models respectively while both show 
high accuracy and low response time

KNN- 
95.23% RF 
- 94.23%

[15]

HAM10000 Ensemble model using 
CNN and Spaced shifting 

techniques

Several versions of the test input 
images are built by shifting 

technique, which are passed on to 
each classifiers of an ensemble, 

giving combined result

83.6 % [16]

PH2 dataset SVM, Sparse Auto Encoding Classification rate is 94% in 
proposed method

94 % [17]

- Image Processing, NLP and 
CNN

Input is in the form of both image 
and text and classifies 3 level 

outputs mild, moderate, severe in 
real time and recommends treatment

75 % - 80 % [18]

PH2 and HAM1000 
datasets

Comparison of Custom 
model,VGG-16 and 

MobileNet architectures 
for augmented and non-

augmented datasets.

Data augmentation has no significant 
effect on results for HAM10000 
dataset, whereas augmentation 
increases performance in PH2 

dataset

PH2 - 
97.25% 

HAM10K 
- 80.61%

[19]

ISIC 2019 Transfer Learning, Deep 
Convolutional Neural 

Networks

Proposes modified architecture of 
GoogleNet by removing last 3 layers 

and replacing it with Soft-Max

89 % [20]

24530 dermoscopic 
images taken from 
different sources on 

the internet

CNN with DenseNet169 and 
EfficientNetB4

Balanced Mini Batch Logic Real-
time Image Augmentation Custom 

fully connected layers of CNN

86.9 % [21]

Combined using 
different images on the 

internet

CNN with ReLU as 
activation function, 

AlexNet which consists 
of five convolution layers, 
MATLAB 2018b, SVM

Feature extraction is done using 
CNN. Classification is performed 

using SVM Can different three 
different skin diseases

100 % [22]

DERMIS dataset GLCM, LBP, SVM, KNN, 
Naive Bayes’, Decision 

Trees

Concept of Joint probability is used 
for classification, GLCM is used for 

feature extraction

80 % [23]

Dept. of Dermatology, 
Yenepoya Medical 

College, Mangaluru

Comparison of ANN, NB, 
LDA, SVM using RGB color 
features and GLCM texture 

features

LDA and SVM showed highest 
classification accuracy out of the 

four algorithms

ANN - 
72.26% 
LDA - 

82.23%NB 
- 72.53% 
SVM - 
80.65%

[26]

CONCLUSION
In the above established studies, it is evident that 
Deep Neural Networks and specifically Convolutional 
Neural Networks are one of the most preferred machine 
learning algorithms in the majority of the papers. 
Preliminary diagnosis is reliable in the majority of the 
proposed models and the average prediction accuracy 

of all the models combined is roughly 90.1%. This 
average tells us that machine learning is reliable and 
can be trusted as a preliminary source of diagnosis . 
Certain papers target specific categories of the skin 
disease like cancer, eczema, acne, etc. In others, overall 
inclusion of all diseases is seen in the dataset. A patient 
can rely on the diagnosis of the above mentioned 
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models as a preliminary way of identification of his 
dermatological condition as long as he consults the 
dermatologist or the medical expert in that field. In a 
few papers, it is evident that proposed models worked 
better than traditional algorithms in certain parameters 
like precision score, F1 score and accuracy. The extreme 
accuracy achieved was 100 % in the paper which 
performed classification using SVM [22]. The most 
robust model amongst all above mentioned models 
was Dermato which was robustly able to detect Acne 
subtypes using Transfer Learning [1]. Reliable and most 
trusted datasets amongst all the papers are ISIC2019 
and HAM10000 as both of them contain images which 
are clear and precise. A more thorough study is needed 
wrt dermatological conditions of hair and scalp which 
have conditions like androgenic alopecia, alopecia 
areata, dandruff, seborrheic dermatitis, folliculitis, etc. 
which also affects billions of people worldwide. The 
better the classification model the precise will be the 
diagnosis of the skin condition. Still a deep and precise 
research is needed in this field due to certain limitations 
in every paper studied. However, it is clear that machine 
learning and deep learning has revolutionized the field 
of medical diagnosis to a larger extent.
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ABSTRACT
The Pandemic has forced the healthcare sector to look at the best ways to employ technology to enhance patient care 
delivery, using evolving algorithmic technologies to do so. Using updated versions and conventional technology to 
implement health care applications is quite challenging in the present era. It may be possible to develop a solution 
that is both highly scalable and reliable for the healthcare business if technologies such as cloud-based computing 
and artificial intelligence (AI) are utilized. Through the utilization of the Jupyter Notebook platform, the primary 
purpose of this investigation is to create a web application for the purpose of predicting heart disease. In the 
event that the research is successful, this could potentially have an effect on the development of an application 
architecture that is more helpful and scalable for the healthcare industry. It is the Jupyter Framework that is used 
to construct the web application, and the dataset that is required is collected from the repository at the University 
of California, Irvine. In conjunction with Code Pipeline, Code Build, and Elastic Beanstalk, the utilization of 
Continuous Integration and Continuous Deployment (CI/CD) technologies with Amazon Web Services (AWS) 
services. Several different models, including decision trees, random forests, logistic regression, and a hybrid 
model, are created for the machine learning model. The strategy that was utilized to install the program on the 
Amazon Web Services cloud along with the machine learning model was successfully implemented. This was due 
to the fact that the machine learning model was able to accurately forecast heart disease based on the symptoms 
of the user or patient.

KEYWORDS : AWS, CI/CD, Cloud computing, Elastic beanstalk, Jupyter, Machine learning.

INTRODUCTION

Computing in the cloud and machine learning are two 
of the most powerful and revolutionary innovations 

that have the potential to completely transform the 
health care business. Cloud computing makes it possible 
to store data and connect to the internet, while machine 
learning provides predictive analytics and the ability to 
make decisions automatically. By merging these two 
technologies, it is possible to create a healthcare system 
that is effective in terms of the diagnosis and treatment 

of illnesses as well as the reduction of costs. According 
to the findings of this study, computing through the 
cloud and machine learning have the potential to be 
utilized in the development of an efficient healthcare 
system. The primary focus of the research is on the ways 
in which cloud computing and machine learning may be 
utilized to enhance the accuracy and speed of disease 
prediction. Additionally, the study investigates the ways 
in which these technologies can be utilized to enhance 
the efficiency with which healthcare applications are 
delivered.
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in 2015. The amount received was 3.2 trillion dollars, 
and by 2030, it is estimated that this amount will rise to 
5 trillion dollars [5].  According to the survey that was 
subsequently released, young persons with heart disease 
who received ineffective treatment had a high mortality 
rate. The disease's late discovery led to high mortality 
rates in the United States. In North America and other 
developing nations like Asia and Africa, a similar 
pattern was seen. High cholesterol and blood pressure 
were found to be common factors in most cases.

The healthcare sector is considered to be highly data 
intensive and has been evolving quickly. With the 
development of the cloud, it has become possible to 
integrate cloud ideas with the healthcare sector. A lot 
of data is constantly being produced and processed. 
Therefore, it needs a flexible infrastructure that can 
handle the user's on-demand services and deliver them 
as needed. Implementing cloud computing seems to 
be a workable strategy that often satisfies user needs 
in the healthcare sector. Examining a patient's medical 
history and conducting a physical examination are two 
diagnostic procedures that can take some time. Along 
with this, angiography is one of the primary traditional 
procedures for identifying heart blockages. This is the 
most common approach to find the same thing, but it has 
some drawbacks, including high prices, computational 
complexity, and time requirements, as well as numerous 
side effects. In addition, the risks of premature 
cardiovascular diagnosis could rise due to a lack of 
medical understanding and out worn diagnostic tools. In 
such a case, treating cardiac disease in underdeveloped 
nations becomes challenging. A comprehensive analysis 
of the situation and the implementation of an accurate 
diagnosis of cardiac disease are the primary objectives 
of the proposed research project. These objectives are 
intended to facilitate the prevention of the loss of life. 
Additionally, the Python Framework is utilized in the 
construction of the web application, and the necessary 
dataset is obtained from Kaggle. In conjunction with 
Code Pipeline, Code Build, and Elastic Beanstalk, the 
utilization of Continuous Integration and Continuous 
Deployment (CI/CD) technologies with Amazon Web 
Services (AWS) services. In order to classify data, 
the machine learning model employs the Random 
Forest, K-Nearest Neighbor, and Convolutional Neural 
Network machine learning techniques.

Cloud technology can easily manage a paradigm 
that gives consumers remote, on-demand access to 
countless resources. Cloud computing is a cutting-
edge paradigm that tends to pool resources like servers 
and storage and afterwards offers services in the form 
of web-based apps. These IT services may be simply 
set up, maintained, and applied to the needs of many 
different businesses, including healthcare. The cloud's 
theoretical operation serves to provide a variety of 
services and offers beneficial support to the healthcare 
sector. Additionally, it frequently allows pay-as-you-
go IT services like networking bandwidth for remotely 
administering web programs on the cloud. As a result, 
many academic researchers have contributed their work 
in the relevant field and are working to establish the 
value of cloud computing in the healthcare industry. The 
ability to anticipate many diseases has expanded due 
to the widespread adoption of cloud computing in the 
healthcare sector. The occurrence of cardiac disorders 
is one of these illnesses that the proposed research 
paper seeks to predict. It is necessary to forecast the 
event in order to make an early diagnosis and reduce the 
possibility of a heart attack in its last stages. 

One of the most common illnesses in the world is chronic 
heart disease, which is common. For a cardiovascular 
illness, a significant death rate is likewise anticipated. 
The process of artery narrowing, which is in charge of 
supplying blood to the heart and other organs, is the main 
cause of heart failure [1]. According to a survey, heart 
disease is the most common illness to strike Americans. 
Heart disease can manifest as a variety of symptoms, 
including shortness of breath, high blood pressure, 
obesity, swollen feet, heartburn, stroke, and more. High 
levels of LDL and cholesterol contribute to the same 
thing, in addition to this. The risks of heart disease may 
be increased by poor nutrition, junk food consumption, 
and inactivity [2]. The same results from other issues 
such congenital heart disease and cardiac rhythm 
issues. According to a WHO survey, cardiovascular 
disease (CVD) was the cause of 45% of all deaths 
worldwide [3]. According to a different study by the 
European Society of Cardiology (ESC), 3.8 million 
cases are identified every year with treatment costs 
totaling 4% of healthcare spending [4]. The amount of 
money the people spent on heart disease treatment was 
examined in a survey carried out by the United States 
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RELATED WORK
One of the main causes of the high death rate that has 
occurred globally is the prevalence of heart disease. It is 
anticipated that the sickness would shorten the person's 
overall life span. It is estimated that 18 million individuals 
worldwide are affected by the illness. In this case, a risk 
forecasting model is essential to keeping the patient 
healthy and ensuring that therapy is administered at the 
appropriate time. To predict the occurrence of the same, 
numerous AI-based technologies have been adopted by 
the research’s healthcare industries. However, because 
of the abundance of datasets, it is now difficult and 
complex to retain, store, and control vast volumes of 
sensitive patient information. To analyses it, a variety 
of data mining and machine learning techniques have 
been employed. Age, gender, physical activity, blood 
pressure, cholesterol levels, chest pain, and other 
characteristics play a significant impact in establishing 
whether this condition is present in a particular person. 

The detection of cardiac illness and the deployment 
of the same on the cloud have been the subject of 
numerous research projects in this field. Cardiovascular 
illness, which can cause a heart attack, is one of the most 
commonly known diseases with a high death rate. The 
primary issue with a heart attack or stroke is when the 
heart is unable to adequately pump blood to the heart 
and other organs. Therefore, it becomes essential to stop 
such attacks in order to avoid cardiac failure.

Authors created a web application based on the idea of 
peer-to-peer networking [5]. Patients' medical records 
could be exchanged between different doctors' offices 
and hospitals via the app. The capability to access 
hospital ambulances in an emergency was an addition 
to the current system. However, each hospital that 
would be linked up has its own community cloud 
where patients' data could be uploaded individually 
and shared with the appropriate ward nurses. The 
information would be given to the ambulance team in 
an emergency. The cloud would be used to upload all 
of the data. Thereafter, a dependable system that would 
lower the total rate of mortality occurrence was created 
and established on the cloud.

Another piece of work by authors in [6] saw the 
deployment of a cloud-based programmer that may 
be used in emergency situations. An infrastructure 

that uses Platform as a Service (PaaS) was developed 
with the idea of "cloud emergency medical services" 
in mind. The cloud-deployed data centers used by 
the framework to store patient data were numerous. 
However, the system's implementation was unique to 
the public or private cloud category. Additionally, a pay-
for-use business model was adopted, involving resource 
pooling and open access to the cloud application.

The Cleveland patient dataset was initially classified by 
authors in [7], who then utilized machine learning (ML)-
based methods and methodologies to further predict 
the incidence based on specific criteria. Three feature 
selection processes were carried out using SMOTE 
in the following stage in order to balance the data. As 
feature selection methods, LASSO and Relief were 
employed in addition to SMOTE. Age, gender, physical 
characteristics, and blood pressure levels were tracked 
and taken into account to forecast the same using ML 
algorithms. The implementation of SVM produced the 
highest accuracy of 92.65percent when the model was 
tested against seven different algorithms.

The authors in [8] exploited the theoretical operation 
of neural networks to accomplish the diagnosis 
of a cardiovascular ailment. A neural network is 
implemented using hidden layers made up of different 
neurons that operate similarly to how the human brain 
does. The same was implemented using an artificial 
neural network, and a dataset containing 1560 cardiac 
patients was taken from the UCI repository. The files 
were in CSV format and contained train and test 
datasets. 1120 samples in all were found to be disease 
positive, with the remaining samples being disease 
negative. The patient attributes that were the focus of the 
dataset included age, gender, presence of cardiovascular 
disease, number of blocked nerves, and age. Two ML-
based methods, KNN and SVM, were also utilized in 
addition to ANN as the deep learning algorithm. The 
full system model was implemented on cloud using MS 
Azure after a comparison of ML and DL approaches. 
A web app created in the cloud using Flask served as 
the interface for communication between the doctors 
and their patients. The qualities and status of the patient 
would be accessible to the doctors via the app. As a 
result, the doctors would advise the medical personnel 
to switch medications. In this method, patient data was 
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visualization and the idea of EDA in the subsequent 
phase. It was discovered through this approach that 
the overall data samples were unbalanced. Therefore, 
the SMOTE method was also used to balance the 
obtained data. The data was additionally divided into 
training and testing ratios and validation phases.  25 
epochs of the complete system model were conducted 
with ReLu acting as the activation function. As ML-
based algorithms, SVM, KNN, logistic regression, 
and decision trees were employed. Further testing of 
the algorithms was done using assessment criteria 
like confusion matrices and classification reports. The 
results of the confusion matrix provide information 
on both the system's testing predictions and the actual 
predictions that were made. When put into practice, 
logistic regression produced results with an accuracy of 
93.25percent.

The WEKA dataset, which was obtained from the Kaggle 
repository, was used in another study that the authors 
proposed [11], which used data mining techniques to 
conduct research and develop an automated system to 
predict cardiac disease. The dataset was initially gathered 
and filtered to remove unstructured and raw data. This 
is known as data pre-processing and constitutes the 
main phase. Filtering away redundant and raw data that 
is no longer necessary in order to execute the system 
model is done during the phases performed in this step. 
Outliers are those filtered data points that stand out.

METHOD
Overview of Proposed Methodology

It is estimated that heart-related disorders cause 12 
million deaths annually. One of the main factors 
influencing the global mortality rate is heart attacks. 
Therefore, it is now essential to predict such 
cardiovascular problems and analyses patient data in 
order to make an early diagnosis of the condition and 
get rid of any related issues. In an effort to forecast the 
disease and keep track of patient health data, a large 
number of researchers have conducted a survey and 
contributed their work in the same direction. In order to 
achieve the primary objective of the study, the procedure 
of identifying cardiac disease will be automated. In 
order to accomplish this goal, a web application that can 
serve as a user interface for predicting the existence of 

tracked and critical patient information was securely 
stored in the cloud. However, ML and DL were used to 
carry out the fundamental classification of the condition, 
and cloud servers were used for the web app's ultimate 
deployment. The use of SVM produced the maximum 
accuracy, which was noted to be 91.23percent.

In an investigation that was quite similar to the one that 
was conducted on cardiovascular detection, the authors 
[9] utilized fuzzy networks in order to predict and 
forecast the onset of heart disease among individuals 
who fell into a matching age range of forty to fifty 
years of age. For the purpose of training and testing 
an appropriate model, the age element was taken into 
consideration, and a large number of test reports were 
utilized. After collecting the data from the repository at 
the University of California, Irvine (UCI), the author 
proceeded to classify the ailments according to their 
levels of LDL cholesterol and blood pressure. On the 
other hand, the results of an ECG were also taken 
into account, and neural networks were employed to 
make the determination. The dataset was classified 
using the CNN and ANN algorithms, which were ran 
for 100 iterations with Adam acting as the optimizer. 
In compared to CNN, the ANN algorithms produced 
the highest accuracy throughout execution (91.32%). 
Web app deployment's last phase was place on cloud 
servers that supported distributed computing. Thus, the 
combination of ML algorithms with cloud computing 
enabled accurate disease prediction and did away with 
task off-loading.

Authors in [10] employed the methods of classification 
and regression to arrive at the same conclusions, in 
contrast to the research mentioned above. Additionally, 
CNN was applied as well, and the system model was 
contrasted for improved outcomes. However, 1200 
samples of patient data were included in the study, 
and the data were classified. The features that were 
taken into account in this study were what set it apart. 
The patient's junk eating habits were examined while 
aspects of physical fitness and eating habits were kept 
track of. Additionally, past ECG reports were also used. 
Raw and unstructured data were first removed from 
the acquired dataset. The samples were then subjected 
to a pre-processing stage in which they were labelled 
and binaries as 0 and 1. The authors employed data 
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Figure 1: Architectural Flow of the Proposed System

AWS SageMaker

SageMaker is an artificial intelligence (AI) service 
that is powered by Amazon. Its primary function is to 
construct and deploy algorithms that are developed on 
the basis of a system model. First, it is put to use for the 
purpose of training, and then it is transferred to a hosted 
the surroundings, where the data is promptly posted to 
the cloud. The main tool for integrating a SageMaker 
is a Jupyter notebook, where the data sources are 
accessible, investigated, and analyzed. A framework 
built on SageMaker enables algorithm customization in 
accordance with system model requirements, which in 
turn modifies workflow. However, the complete model is 
deployed using a cloud-launched, scalable environment 
from the SageMaker console. An AWS SageMaker is 
utilized in the training stage of the planned research 
for implementation purposes. Following are the steps 
required to execute the SageMaker:

• It contains the URL for a bucket containing all the 
necessary training data. Amazon Simple Storage 
Service (Amazon S3 Bucket) is the name of this 
container. 

• The resources that must be computed in order to 
train the system model are also included. 

heart disease has been developed. Following that, the 
web application is transferred to the cloud in a secure 
manner. The implementation of the study article that 
was recommended, on the other hand, can be broken 
down into four substantial portions.

• The traditional method of gathering data and pre-
processing 

• Using Amazon SageMaker to train the system 
model 

• Using four machine learning-based methods to test 
the system model. 

• Using Flask to deploy the web app to the cloud

The heart disease dataset is first obtained from the 
UCI repository as part of the implementation phase. 
The repository has 76 qualities in addition to patient 
samples who have cardiovascular illnesses. But in 
order to run the model, a total of 14 attributes are 
chosen. The received raw and unstructured data are then 
translated into a format that the machine can interpret 
during the subsequent stage of data pre-processing and 
cleaning. This phase of its execution, which involves 
using a traditional method to forecast heart disease, 
might be referred to as the research’s initial phase. 
AWS SageMaker, a built-in machine learning tool, is 
used in the following stage to construct a distributed 
cloud environment, allowing for the efficient and 
secure analysis, exploration, and storage of patient 
data over the cloud. It is important to highlight that the 
system model is trained using a Jupyter Notebook in 
SageMaker. The model is tested using ML algorithms 
at the third stage of research implementation, and it is 
then compared for accuracy and efficiency. Decision 
trees, random forests, and hybrid algorithms are used 
for the logistic regression portion of the proposed 
paper. The confusion matrix and classification report 
are used to evaluate the effectiveness of the same, and 
the model that produces the best level of accuracy is 
designated as the optimized model. The creation of 
the web application and subsequent cloud deployment 
mark the research’s last phase of implementation. The 
patient data is safely stored on the cloud for this reason 
using Flask. The suggested research's architectural flow 
is shown in the figure below.
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• These resources are computed using ML techniques 
in some cases. 

• Additionally, it contains information on the URL 
link where the S3 bucket's output would be placed. 

• Additionally, it includes a link to the location where 
the training code is kept. The name of this location 
is "Amazon Elastic Container Registry."

CI/CD

The term "pipeline" is frequently used to describe the 
process of creating software by constructing, testing, 
and releasing it quickly and iteratively. The goal of 
automating this procedure is to get rid of the mistakes 
that are made manually as a result of inconsistent 
software releases. The pipeline, sometimes referred to 
as a pipeline's components, contains a variety of tools. 
Code compilation, unit testing, code analysis, binary 
production, and security are among the technologies 
used in a pipeline. The idea of pipelines can be utilized 
for software that needs a containerized environment, 
where the code would have different packages to deploy 
the container image on a hybrid cloud. Continuous 
Integration and Continuous Deployment, or CI/CD, is 
an acronym that refers to a series of actions necessary 
to release software on time. These pipelines are also in 
charge of upgrading and enhancing software versions 
and further automating the software development 
process. To complete an SDLC, CI/CD-based software 
must go through a number of steps. These phases 
include those for development, testing, training, and 
monitoring. Each phase must be carried out in order for 
the automation process to be viable and for the quality of 
the code to be implemented to be improved. The built-in 
system model is made more secure with the application 
of CI/CD. As a result, many development teams use it 
extensively to run their operations in a productive and 
efficient way. By supplying a development manual 
structure in advance, the CI/CD method also reduces 
the temporal complexity that results. Additionally, the 
DevOps teams are given free rein to innovate when 
building and deploying cloud-based software.

Flask based Web App

Python is used to create the application framework 
known as Flask. An application framework often entails 
a number of libraries and modules that are merged and 

blended so that web developers can create applications. 
The work for developers is made easier as a result, 
allowing for the omission of low level detail labor. 
However, Flask's complete operational implementation 
exists as an API that is subsequently used to create web 
applications in Python. Armin Ronacher created the 
web API. It is thought of as an expanded version of the 
Django framework to use Flask as an API. Versions of 
Python are needed for the installation process in order to 
use Flask on any platform. Python 2.6 and later versions 
can be used for the same thing. Python-based virtual 
environment virtualenv is utilized. Multiple Python 
modules can be implemented simultaneously using the 
environment builder that was constructed. This is done 
to prevent the emergence of compatibility problems 
between different versions.

Algorithms Used

• Logistic Regression: The term "logistic regression" 
refers to a subset of supervised learning. Making 
binary predictions and calculating the likelihood 
that they will occur are the main purposes of the 
same. For instance, estimating the likelihood that 
an event will occur. The most likely conclusion of 
the same is either a YES or a NO. The variables that 
determine the outcome, or factors, are independent 
of one another. In other words, the independent 
variables exhibit little to no multi-collinearity 
(capitalone.com). However, it is important to 
note that the values produced by this algorithm's 
implementation tend to fall between 0 and 1, 
and they are further represented by an S-shaped 
structure called Sigmoid.

• Decision Trees: A decision tree is a practical example 
of an algorithm for supervised learning. However, 
it can also be used to implement classification and 
regression. It is used to build computer programmes 
that use machine learning techniques, and is hence 
also referred to as a statistical model. A structured 
tree-based method called a decision tree has the 
tendency to categorise system models according to 
a condition. A decision tree is divided into internal 
nodes, branches, leaf nodes, and the root for this 
reason. The gathered dataset is represented by the 
internal nodes, the rules developed to categorise the 
issue are represented by the branches of the same, 
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and the anticipated consequence is represented by 
the leaf node. A graphical representation of the 
same is given below:

Figure 2: Decision Trees

• Random Forest: Using the concepts of supervised 
learning, the name "random forest" designates 
yet another popular machine learning method. 
The algorithms use the ensemble learning method 
to classify issues, which combines a number of 
classifiers and uses them to simplify challenging 
situations. As a result, a random forest is referred 
to as a Meta estimator that applies to sub-samples 
of the given dataset and includes various decision 
trees into itself. To put it another way, a random 
forest is a group of various decision trees that have 
been further trained using the bagging or bootstrap 
aggregating method. To improve the overall 
accuracy of the to-be-built prediction system, Meta 
algorithms are used to classify bagging. However, 
the outcome of the identical experiment depends on 
the association that a random forest identified. The 
over-fitting issue with decision trees is eliminated 
by random forests, which is one advantage of them. 
In order to improve forecast accuracy and do away 
with over-fitting, an averaging method is used. The 
mean and median value of the same are calculated 
using multiple decision trees, and a voting method 
is applied.

Figure 3: Hybrid Algorithm

• Hybrid Algorithm: The idea behind ensemble 
learning is to combine and integrate many machine 
learning (ML) based algorithms in order to design 
a system. The main goal of doing this is to improve 
the system model's overall performance and, in turn, 
the predictive researchers accuracy. In ensemble 
modelling, a number of techniques and algorithms, 
including bagging, boosting, and stacking, can be 
employed. The main reason for merging different 
algorithms into one is to increase the accuracy of 
the final forecast compared to using only one model. 
Decision trees are employed as the base classifier 
and random forest and logistic regression are used 
as the Meta classifier for the implementation of the 
proposed paper.

IMPLEMENTATION RESULTS

Dataset Used

The UCI repository is used to access a heart disease 
dataset from Cleveland (archive), which contains 76 
features including cholesterol levels, ECG readings, 
calcium and potassium blood levels, and more. 
However, a total of 14 qualities are utilized and further 
developed on ML algorithms for the implementation of 
the research study. The names of the chosen attributes 
and their descriptions are shown in the table below:
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Table 1: Attribute Description

Data Pre-Processing

The pre-processing method aids in the conversion of 
data between different forms. Before the data is provided 
to ML algorithms, it occurs. This transformation is 
important to change the collected raw data into the 
suitable format, making it possible for additional 
analysis. This data, as well as outliers and noise, must 
be eliminated in order to guarantee that the system 
model is as accurate as possible overall. At the data 
pre-processing stage, such data are deleted and erased. 
Additionally, additional irrelevant data in the form of 
column attributes is also discarded at this step.

Data Cleaning

Raw, unstructured data is provided by the database and 
repository, which must be transformed into the required 
format before being subjected to additional processing. 
In addition to the dataset's raw and unstructured data, 
a tiny number of entries appear to be missing and have 
NULL and empty values. In this scenario, if these 
numbers are used as inputs for the training process, 
the system model might not give results with the best 
degree of accuracy. Data cleaning must be done in order 
to develop model predictions and raise the intensity of 

the data that was gathered. At this step of data cleaning, 
the dataset tends to fill in every missing value, making it 
more precise and ready for future processing.

Data Visualization

One of the most important techniques for obtaining 
traits and trends from machine learning algorithms 
is exploratory data analysis (EDA). Data science 
principles are also used to convey the outcome in 
the form of visualized graphs and histograms. The 
percentage distribution of heart disease is shown in 
Snippet 1 below as a pie chart.

Snippet 1

Data Split

The collected dataset is divided into training and 
testing portions in a ratio of 90:10 for implementation 
purposes. It's crucial to remember that the dataset is 
trained using Amazon SageMaker, whereas the dataset 
is tested using the ML algorithms that have been used. 
There are four ML methods used: hybrid algorithms, 
decision trees, random forests, and logistic regression. 
The web application created to identify heart illness 
is further deployed in the cloud using AWS Flask in 
the final stage, following the conclusion of testing the 
dataset.

RESULTS
An evaluation of the system model's accuracy was 
done utilizing a classification report and confusion 
matrix. Confusion matrix provides details on the values 
discovered by foreseeing the real values and contrasting 
them with the values so produced during the testing 
phase. The confusion matrix that was created using the 
appropriate algorithms is shown in Figure 4 below. The 
confusion matrix produced by using logistic regression 
is shown in Figure 4(a). The system correctly predicted 
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10 instances of positive heart disease in an individual, 
yielding a true positive value of 10.

Figure 4: Results

The method, on the other hand, properly predicted 
and identified nine cases of negative cardiac illness 
in an individual, which resulted in a genuine negative 
value of nine. From this, it is possible to determine 
the confusion matrix, which consists of decision trees, 
random forests, and the combination of the two in a 
manner that is comparable to one another. A screenshot 
of the dashboard of the web application, as it currently 
stands, can be found in the following snippet:

Snippet 2

The properties are represented in Snippet 3 below so 
that further predictions can be made.

Snippet 3

CONCLUSION
The primary goal of the research is to use Flask to 
deploy machine learning algorithms to further detect 
heart disease in the cloud. The online application has 
also been updated with the system's development. 
14 variables, including age, gender, fbs levels, and 
others, were taken from a Cleveland dataset in the UCI 
repository and used to analyses and categories patients 
as positive or negative for heart disease. The following 
step is data pre-processing, where the collected raw data 
is transformed into a format that the ML algorithms can 
use. The entire dataset training process took place on 
Amazon SageMaker, and four machine learning-based 
algorithms—logistic regression, decision trees, random 
forests, and a stacking algorithm—were then examined. 
In order to evaluate the system model, metrics like the 
classification report and confusion matrix were used. 
Following the experiment's execution, it was discovered 
that the stacking model experiment produced results 
with an accuracy of 92.30percent. The web project is 
then deployed in a subsequent stage using Flask on 
the cloud. Elastic Beanstalk environment and many 
EC2 instance creations occur. A Python-based CI/CD 
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pipeline is used to track the final integration cycle, 
leading to the deployment of a successful web app in 
the cloud. The research study can be further developed 
using the web app, which can be made more interactive 
and have a higher level of automation to fulfil user 
expectations.
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Prediction Mechanism of Heart Disease Using Classification 
Algorithms and its Deployment on Cloud

Chandrakant Kokane, Neeta Deshpande
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ABSTRACT
The goal of the research study is to investigate several approaches that could be used with cloud computing to 
implement a healthcare app based on heart disease diagnosis. In addition, for this aim, a comprehensive assessment 
of the relevant literature is carried out, with the primary concerns regarding privacy and security being taken 
into consideration. The author of the work that was submitted is concentrating on providing the best possible 
level of security and online monitoring tools for the storage in the cloud of patient data. This is based on the 
information shown above. A hybrid framework that integrates the theoretical operation of machine learning 
algorithms with clouds-based Amazon services is proposed by the research. Additionally, Flask is used to construct 
a web application that is hosted in the cloud. A user interface that makes use of a cluster of EC2 instances and 
the beanstalk was environment may be constructed with the help of Flask's execution, which makes this project 
feasible. A parallel pipeline built on CI/CD is also used. The user can input patient characteristics into the web app 
that has been created, and the system model that has been established further forecasts whether the patient has a 
cardiac condition. Additionally, the dataset is trained using the appropriate ML approaches using an AWS-based 
SageMaker.

KEYWORDS :Prediction, ECG, AWS, Flask, Classification.

INTRODUCTION

Providing an environment for the storage and 
processing of huge amounts of data, cloud 

computing can be utilized to facilitate the development 
of an effective healthcare system. It is possible to save 
data in a system that is hosted in the cloud, which can 
subsequently be implemented in order to analyze the 
data and make decisions. Cloud computing additionally 
makes it easy for professionals in the healthcare industry 
to share data with one another, which can improve 
communication and the coordination of treatment. A 
platform that allows for the sharing and storage of data is 
what cloud computing makes possible. The capacity of 
cloud computing allows medical practitioners to access 
and store a large amount of data, including medical 
records, which can be utilized to increase the accuracy of 
disease prediction. Cloud computing helps improve the 

accuracy of disease prediction. Construction of models 
that effectively forecast diseases can be accomplished 
by healthcare professionals through the application of 
machine learning techniques such as neural network 
training and deep learning. Through the utilization of 
these models, which are capable of being trained and 
tested on massive datasets stored in the cloud, medical 
professionals are able to make accurate and speedy 
predictions regarding diseases. In addition, by utilizing 
the capabilities of cloud computing, medical personnel 
are able to access and store a large amount of data, 
which may include information about patients as well 
as medical imaging. Automating medical processes 
such as scheduling appointments and test ordering can 
be accomplished with the help of these specifics, which 
can be used to construct models. It is conceivable to use 
these models on the cloud, which will make it possible 
for medical professionals to treat patients in a manner 
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It is possible to develop a healthcare system that 
is capable of successfully monitoring the health of 
patients and providing care that is individualized 
through the utilization of these technologies. Using 
machine learning, for instance, it is possible to identify 
early disease symptoms, such as changes in vital signs, 
and then notify clinicians as necessary. The use of cloud 
computing gives medical professionals access to patient 
information, which helps them to provide better and 
more expedient care to their patients. Cloud computing 
and artificial intelligence are two more technologies 
that can be utilized in the construction of an efficient 
healthcare system that offers preventative care. An 
example of this would be the use of machine learning to 
identify trends in health data and notify patients when 
particular symptoms are present. This would make it 
possible to detect and cure diseases at an earlier stage. 
In conclusion, but certainly not least, cloud computing 
and machine learning have the potential to be utilized 
in the development of an effective healthcare system 
that is able to track and monitor the health of patients 
over time. The ability to recognize changes in a patient's 
health, notify professionals when necessary, and provide 
patients with individualized care is made possible by 
this. Because of advances in machine learning and 
cloud computing, the healthcare industry is poised to 
undergo significant transformation. The utilization of 
these technologies will result in the development of 
future healthcare systems that are capable of providing 
improved illness detection and treatment, as well as 
improvement in patient outcomes and cost reduction.

The method of detecting a cardiac illness at the 
appropriate stage is one of the major difficulties 
associated with it. Due to the lack of routine exams 
among people, the discovery of the same also goes 
undetected. This can occasionally cause the disease to 
progress and become a health risk. Additionally, because 
there are numerous equipment available to detect the 
same thing, the process is not only more expensive but 
also runs the risk of misdiagnosing the illness. As a 
result, its early discovery can lower the likelihood of 
related problems and ultimately the mortality rate. In 
contrast, it becomes tiresome to continuously monitor a 
cardiac patient with a doctor's consultation throughout 
the day. 

that is both more efficient and timelier. Cloud computing 
and artificial intelligence are two of the most powerful 
and inventive technologies that have the potential to 
bring about big changes in the healthcare business. Both 
of these technologies are able to compute in the cloud. 
Using cloud computing, it is able to store data and 
communicate with other people. Machine learning, on 
the other hand, makes it feasible to perform predictive 
modeling and make judgments automatically. 

By merging these two technologies, it is possible to 
create a healthcare system that is effective in terms of 
the diagnosis and treatment of illnesses, the results for 
patients, and the reduction of costs. Through the use of 
cloud computing, it is now possible to safely share and 
preserve patient data, such as test results and medical 
records. In addition, it can be utilized to facilitate 
communication across different medical facilities, such 
as hospitals, clinics, and pharmacies, which enables 
faster and more effective patient treatment. Computing 
in the cloud can additionally be employed to store and 
analyze massive amounts of medical data, which enables 
individuals to make more informed decisions about their 
healthcare and makes it easier to identify diseases [1]. 
Through the application of machine learning, predictive 
models can be developed for the purpose of detecting 
and forecasting diseases. In order to analyze patterns 
and create predictions on the likelihood that a patient 
will have a particular ailment, these models make use of 
data obtained from medical records, imaging tests, and 
other sources. In order to determine which medications 
and treatments will be most beneficial for a specific 
patient, the models can be utilized to make predictions. 
An example of a machine learning (ML) model that is 
connected to Amazon Web Services SageMaker and 
deployed in the cloud is shown in the figure below.

Figure 1: Deployment using Machine Learning
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The daily generation of a sizable volume of patient data 
makes monitoring and consulting them an expected 
chore. As a result, the following are the issues related to 
the execution of the research paper: 
• Hospitals, pharmacies, and pharmaceutical 

companies are having a difficult time connecting 
with one another as a result of the decentralization 
that is now taking place in the healthcare industry. 
Furthermore, in order to properly detect and forecast 
diseases, it is necessary to conduct disease analysis 
and forecasting in real time right at the beginning 
of the disease process.

• There are around one million people who lose their 
lives annually as a result of serious illnesses such 
as heart disease, liver disease, and various types of 
cancer. More than half of these people pass away 
unexpectedly and without any warning indications.

The author of the thesis suggests a combination of 
securely storing patient data on the cloud using AWS 
SageMaker and further integrating the GUI using Flask, 
taking into account the research issues mentioned 
above. Additionally, the developed web app may be 
used to track a patient's health in real time while taking 
into account his prior information, which is already 
recorded on AWS SageMaker [2].
Cloud computing provides many advantages, including 
scalability, data storage, cost savings, and resource 
pooling, and is therefore well-accepted across a wide 
range of technological fields. The processing aspects of 
cloud computing make it practical to employ thanks to 
its efficient result creating technique. However, because 
of serious concerns about patient security, the healthcare 
industry has been hesitant to adopt cloud-based 
techniques. The security, integrity, and confidentiality 
of patient information are constantly at risk since the 
cloud's conceptual foundation calls for storing private 
medical information on a public platform via virtual 
servers. This is why the benefits of cloud computing 
have not yet been fully embraced by the healthcare 
industry.
On the other hand, implementing a healthcare-based 
web app on the cloud can significantly alleviate concerns 
with heart disease detection, prediction, and forecasting. 
According to a survey, heart attacks account for 14.6% 
of deaths in Africa and are the leading cause of mortality 

that go undiagnosed for the longest time [3]. If the 
condition goes undiagnosed, the target is predicted to 
reach 31.26 percent by 2030. Additionally, the issues 
mentioned in section 1.4 provided as inspiration for the 
thesis's author to contribute his research towards the 
field of heart disease detection by creating a web app 
that was placed on the cloud.
As a result, a heart disease dataset is collected from the 
UCI repository, and real-time heart disease diagnosis is 
being used. AWS SageMaker, a cloud-based platform 
used to safely store patient data, is used for all training 
and testing of the system model. A web app is used 
to access the entire system, and machine learning 
algorithms are used to build a detection model.
The following are the goals of the suggested study: 
• To look at how machine learning and cloud 

computing can be used to improve healthcare; 
• To look into current tactics and identify their 

difficulties and limitations. 
• To use machine learning approaches to increase the 

precision and speed of illness prediction 
• To use machine learning techniques to automate the 

process of predicting cardiac disease using a web 
application. 

• To make healthcare application delivery more 
effective by utilising cloud computing and machine 
learning 

• To assess how well cloud and machine learning 
technologies integrate with one another to connect 
various healthcare entities and forecast diseases 

• To drive more scalable and functional healthcare 
application design

The value of the research may be defined as not just 
getting insights about patients and securely deploying 
medical data on the cloud, but also pointing out 
possibilities that could be viewed as having potential 
for future scope. Therefore, the research study may 
be further extended by employing a web application, 
where the application can be made more interactive and 
where the level of automation can be enhanced to meet 
the expectations of the users. It is possible for many 
Beanstalk environments to coexist on the Amazon Web 
Services platform. According to the proposal, the study 
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In [4], the authors discussed various strategies for 
computational offloading that can be used on mobile 
devices. They concentrated on activities that required 
more computation, which resulted in a greater 
consumption of energy. Due to the fact that there are 
an increasing number of applications that require 
a significant amount of processing power, mobile 
devices require ingenious methods to determine which 
tasks should be carried out locally and which should 
be transmitted to the cloud. According to the authors, 
the vast majority of offloading takes place to a cloud 
or a fog node. Each one of these items comes with its 
own set of benefits and drawbacks. For example, while 
being located in close proximity to mobile nodes, the 
cloud typically possesses a large amount of resources. 
On the other hand, fog does not possess the resources 
that clouds do, despite its proximity. Consequently, the 
distribution of work to a cloud or a fog results in varied 
requirements for energy and benefits for computing. 
In this particular instance, the authors proposed a 
method that reduced the amount of energy that was 
required when a task was offloaded. As a first step, they 
determine the amount of energy that is consumed when 
work is transferred to the fog as compared to the cloud. 
After that, they determined which entity was superior 
by taking into account the amount of computing power 
required for each individual task. Utilizing these criteria, 
the individual or group that is interested in the post will 
be chosen for further consideration.

The authors of [5] explore the necessity of moving 
workloads from devices with restricted capabilities 
to a larger pool of resources in order to scale Internet 
of Things systems. They also highlight the necessity 
of task offloading in edge contexts with regard to the 
Internet of Things. Due to the fact that mobile devices 
are mobile, it is difficult to guarantee that service 
continuity will be maintained. As a consequence of this, 
it is prudent to contract out work to an organization 
that has a better reputation. Mobile Edge Computing 
(MEC) was specifically noted by the authors as a means 
of delegating duties in a mobile environment. An other 
author in [6] developed a Cloud Cardiology, which is 
a system that will securely save patient information on 
the servers that store the data.

In this way, a telemedicine application was developed 
and a smart online healthcare option was made available. 

that has been launched has the potential to assist in the 
prompt identification of new disorders as well as the 
discovery of further healthcare-related difficulties.
The study's shortcomings are as follows: 

• The magnitude of the data that will be utilized is 
one of the most significant challenges that cloud 
storage systems must contend with. Given that the 
maintenance of patient health records necessitates 
the maintenance of confidentiality, the deployment 
of the same on the cloud raises the worry of 
preserving and securing it with technology. 

• As a consequence of this, additional validation 
methods and more in-depth analytical methods are 
still required. When the confidentiality of records 
pertaining to patients is occasionally put in jeopardy, 
the task of maintaining health information on the 
cloud becomes a challenging and time-consuming 
work.

The author of the suggested study, who used AWS 
SageMaker to transfer patient data safely and then 
put it on the cloud, overcame the aforementioned 
shortcomings of the existing models. The overall 
accuracy appears to attain an optimised level of standard 
when using a stacking model, where a total of 14 patient 
parameters are taken into account to forecast and detect 
the same.

RELATED WORK
A number of scholars have talked about how cloud, fog, 
and edge computing can be used in the healthcare sector. 
The implementation of these technologies paves the 
way for the improvement of telemedicine infrastructure 
as well as the extension of operating capabilities for the 
healthcare sector. Here, we see how these frameworks 
can be divided into the following categories:

• In order to maintain real-time transactions at the fog 
and edge nodes and to transmit resource-intensive 
jobs to the cloud, it is necessary for cloud and fog 
nodes to be able to communicate with one another. 
This is because processing huge amounts of data 
requires its completion. 

• The protection of user data at fog nodes and in the 
cloud can be achieved by the use of data privacy 
and security measures.
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and ANN were used as DL techniques, Naive Bayes, 
SVM, KNN, and decision trees were employed. A web 
application was utilised as an interface to connect the 
doctor and the appropriate patient once the full system 
model had been installed on the cloud using MS Azure. 
The patient might select the doctor of his choice by 
logging in with the mail ID that had been given to him. 
However, the doctor may access his medical history, 
upload patient reports, and propose medications based 
on that information. In this way, a system for monitoring 
healthcare was built, and cloud services were used. One 
of the main functions of the cloud was to guarantee 
the security and integrity of patient data as well as to 
protect any sensitive information that was associated to 
it. Thus, the full management and monitoring procedure 
was carried out online. Individual Cloud Computing 
and Machine Learning approaches have been observed 
operating throughout the literature review. Predicting 
the occurrence of heart disease was the main goal of 
research scholars. They developed the model, tested it, 
and then predicted its occurrence using a variety of ML 
methods. 

Additionally, different ML and neural network fusions 
have been observed. in the other hand, it has been 
observed that patient data is distributed in the cloud so 
that it is accessible by physicians and other hospitals 
through distant servers. In order to prevent data breaches, 
a secure method of storing patient-sensitive information 
is also used. However, the primary objective of the 
research project that has been presented is to combine 
the current state of the art with the implementation of 
a model that is capable of not only storing sensitive 
patient data on the cloud but also predicting the onset 
of cardiac disease. This objective was accomplished 
by the author through the utilization of the Cleveland 
dataset, which contains fourteen factors that indicate the 
presence of a cardiovascular disease. SageMaker from 
Amazon Web Services is used to train the data model 
so that machine learning algorithms can be taught in a 
distributed environment over the cloud. This allows for 
the evaluation and access of data sources. Through the 
use of a tailored implementation of DevOps based on CI/
CD pipelines, all relevant operations are carried out in 
an efficient and practical manner. Three ML algorithms 
and one hybrid algorithm are employed to test the model 
in the following phase. The created web application is 

A sensor cloud-based architecture was created by 
authors in [7]. This is necessary to keep the network 
moving while keeping an eye on patients remotely. 
The advantages they were able to gain from employing 
the sensor cloud to keep track of a patient's health 
are demonstrated in their recommended strategy. The 
authors talked about how cloud computing might help 
healthcare institutions collect patient data. Sensors are 
used in a number of systems that are linked to medical 
equipment to collect patient data. Then, this data was 
uploaded to the cloud with restricted access.

In addition to contributing their research in the relevant 
field, the authors in [8] also deployed their models on 
the cloud. Fog apps were employed through a query 
system, and a reliable cloud architecture was created 
for this purpose. The query system could be accessed 
via a web application that included built-in features 
for patient and doctor communication. Through this 
deployment, all cloud services were accessed, and 
human involvement in the process was removed. As a 
result, the patients received higher levels of care more 
quickly. Data aggregation using the loud network that 
is conceptually based on the operation of decision trees 
and random forest. Additionally, a fog network was 
created, to which numerous devices were connected, 
and via which all the inquiries thus generated were 
routed. The appropriate services were accessed and 
a pre-defined cloud network was chosen. The patient 
and the doctor established direct communication. 
This cloud infrastructure encouraged the use of the 
limitless storage and bandwidth that the cloud server 
offered. However, ML methods including SVM, Naive 
Bayes, decision trees, and random forests were used 
to categorise the disease. Upon implementation, it 
was found that random forest execution produced the 
maximum accuracy of 91.65 percent. Outliers introduce 
noise into the data, which lowers the system's overall 
effectiveness. Following this pre-processing stage, 
feature extraction and feature selection take place. To 
narrow down the sample pool and employ only those 
samples that would be more representative throughout 
the training and testing phase, this is done. The process of 
dimensionality reduction is another name for the feature 
extraction step. The authors analysed the accuracy 
results produced by two DL-based and four ML-based 
algorithms used for implementation. While CNN 
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then launched on the cloud with Flask serving as the 
user interface. The final disease prediction is made 
here, when the user enters the relevant attributes and 
the machine makes a diagnosis.

DEPLOYMENT ON CLOUD
Flask Web application deployment on AWS Cloud 
through Flask as the interface, the web app's final cloud 
deployment is carried out. The procedures for carrying 
out the same using AWS are as follows:

Identity and Access Management

One of the resources provided by Amazon Web Services 
(AWS) that provides web services for the secure 
movement of information in the cloud is called AWS 
Identity and Access Management (IAM). One of the 
primary roles of Identity and Access Management (IAM) 
is to centrally manage permissions and to provide users 
access to services. A proper channel of authentication 
and validation, in the form of sign-in, is required in 
order to make use of identity and access management 
(IAM).  Permissions are also granted to users in order to 
ensure that they have access to the proper resources. A 
one-time sign-in is required following the creation of an 
Amazon Web Services account in order to make use of 
all of the services offered by AWS. In addition, the root 
user of the account is provided with a sign-in, and the 
password for the account is sent to him through his email 
address. Snippet 1 below displays the dashboard of the 
user account, which displays all of the permissions that 
are applied to the account.

Snippet 1

It is possible to create jobs through the SageMaker API 
console. It is necessary to launch machine learning 
instances after the training job has been created. This 
is done so that computations can be carried out on the 
training code, and the model can then be tested using 
the training dataset. During this stage, AWS SageMaker 
will typically copy the dataset that was acquired on the 
machine learning instances and set the data distribution 
key for the S3 bucket of data. The output of the S3 
bucket is where the findings from this phase are stored 
for future processing.

Application of Elastic Beanstalk environment

 The next thing that needs to be done is to build an 
application so that our web application that is currently 
in existence may utilise it after the Amazon Web Services 
account has been established. Building an environment, 
connecting the beanstalk to the web application, and 
acting as a container for this application to execute 
on multiple versions of the source code are all things 
that are accomplished with the help of Amazon Web 
Services Elastic Beanstalk. Following the combination 
of the environmental configurations and the built-in 
web application for heart illness, the Elastic Beanstalk, 
which is a pre-configured and already-existing EC2 
server, is then used to deploy the application on the 
cloud. Below, in Snippet 2, you will find an illustration 
of the process of developing an application by utilizing 
the beanstalk environment.

Snippet 2

The environment that was constructed using Python 3.9 
on Linux is shown in Snippet 3 below.
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Snippet 3

Creation of EC2 instance

On the EC2 console, an instance of EC2 is created. 
This EC2 instance configuration enables mounting of 
the web application on the beanstalk environment built 
in the previous stage. Amazon Linux2 is used to run 
the configuration, though. Amazon uses a variety of 
EC2 instance types. One such instance is a T3 instance, 
which can give CPU utilization and offers a base level of 
CPU performance. Additionally, it frequently strikes a 
good balance between memory and storage; t3.micro is 
one example of this and offers a networking bandwidth 
of two CPUs. Snippet 4 shows the same thing.

Snippet 4

GitHub Repository

DataSynch occurs following the construction of an EC2 
instance and mounting of that instance on the beanstalk 
environment. DataSync is in charge of automating and 
transferring every step of managing and storing cloud 
services on AWS.It also includes authorization files and 
timestamps. The procedure for uploading files and data 
to a GitHub repository is shown in Snippet 5 below.

Snippet 5

CI/CD Pipeline

The CI/CD pipeline being visible on the code pipeline 
dashboard is shown in Snippet 5 above. The deployment 
of the same on the AWS Flask-based cloud is shown in 
Snippet 6 below.

Snippet 6

After each iterative step is complete, the continuous 
integration component of CI/CD is in charge of 
integrating all code changes into the relevant source 
code repository. Following each test, this integration 
process is carried out automatically. As a result, the 
integration process continues until all security flaws 
have been found and fixed by the software during the 
development stage. Additionally, this merging and 
integration automates the validation process and reduces 
the likelihood of a code conflict brought on by human 
error [9]. In this way, analysis of static code is done 
while all relevant flaws are automatically corrected.
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Contrarily, the continuous deployment component of 
CI/CD automates the entire deployment process and 
eliminates the actual requirement for human interaction. 
DevOps teams accomplish this by setting the codes in 
advance and releasing them during the deployment 
stage [10]. However, the validation procedure starts 
once all the requirements have been satisfied. So, once 
a user tends to pass a number of predetermined tests, 
a continuous deployment process tends to release the 
code updates. This is carried out in order to protect the 
code's integrity in the deployment environment.

The components of a CI/CD pipeline are as follows 
(source: semaphoreci.com): 

• Source stage: A source code repository is typically 
used to start a pipeline run. As a result, whenever 
there is a change in the source code, the CI/CD 
tool is notified and tends to run in parallel in the 
appropriate pipeline. 

• Build stage: At this stage, the final product is 
sent to the users once the source code and its 
associated dependencies have been merged. All 
Java and C programmes must be compiled before 
execution; however, Python, Ruby, and Java Script 
programmes can be built without this step. A cloud-
based CI/CD pipeline often deploys this stage in 
Docker containers, regardless of the programming 
language used.

• Test stage: In a CI/CD pipeline, the test stage 
automates how the software actually functions. 
This is accomplished by validating the code in 
light of the software that is being developed. In 
the testing phase, the software is also examined for 
defects and viruses. When using the cloud, this is 
done in order to safeguard and secure user data. 

• Deploy stage: A system model needs to be deployed 
after it has been developed and evaluated using 
specific examples of code. Multiple environments, 
including "beta" and "staging," are used to 
deploy software. The production team uses the 
deployment environments, which are tested and 
then continuously observed.

EDA
One of the most important techniques for obtaining 
traits and trends from machine learning algorithms 
is exploratory data analysis (EDA). Data science 
principles are also used to convey the outcome in 
the form of visualized graphs and histograms. The 
percentage distribution of heart disease is shown as a 
pie chart in Snippet 7 below.

Snippet 7

Snippet 8

The histogram shown in snippet 8 above shows the 
distribution of data by age; the x-axis shows age, while 
the y-axis shows the number of cardiovascular diseases 
in the same age group.

RESULTS
The outcomes of using the chosen ML algorithms are 
presented in this portion of the research. On the basis of 
the classification reports and the confusion matrix, the 
overall accuracy and performance have been assessed. 
The section also includes screenshots of the Flask-
powered web app that has been cloud-deployed. The 
categorization report that was created using the relevant 
algorithms is shown in Figure 2 below:
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Figure 2: Results

The accuracy, precision, recall, F1and support values 
are detailed in the classification report above. Figure 
5.3(d), a report produced by the hybrid algorithm, 
shows that 92% of the classifications were accurate and 
done appropriately. The accuracy percentages of all 
algorithms have been reached in a similar way.

Web App

• WSGI (Web Server Gateway Interface) is one of 
the web applications that Python uses the most. 
Another observation is that it serves as a universal 
interface to link the web server to other web-based 
programmes [11]. 

• Jinja2: Jinja2 is the name of a Python-compatible 
templating engine. With regard to other dynamically 
generated web pages, it frequently combines 
different templates. Additionally, this engine links a 
variety of data sources to other online applications 
[12]. 

• Werkzeug: Werkzeug is the name of a toolkit that 
uses WSGI. It often carries out a number of WSGI 
toolkit functions, including soliciting user questions, 
responding to various objects, and activating utility 
functions. Additionally, the Werkzeug framework 
makes it possible to create Flask on a variety of 
web sites [13].

Versions of Python are needed for the installation 
process in order to use Flask on any platform. Python 
2.6 and later versions can be used for the same thing. 

Python-based virtual environment virtualenv is utilised 
[14]. Multiple Python modules can be implemented 
simultaneously using the environment builder that was 
constructed. This is done to prevent the emergence of 
compatibility problems between different versions. The 
virtual environment is made using the command line:

The template examples for various web-based 
applications that can be implemented using Flask are 
as follows: 

• To create a Google Apps account, utilise the Flask 
App Engine Template. 

• Cookie cutter Flask is used as a template for 
managing and tracking cookies 

• Flask-BoilerPlate is used to construct sign-in pages 
and reset passwords 

• Various organisations utilise the Flask Foundation 
to build various web apps.

CONCLUSION
The primary goal of the thesis is to use Flask to 
deploy machine learning algorithms to further detect 
heart disease in the cloud. The online application has 
also been updated with the system's development. 
14 variables, including age, gender, fbs levels, and 
others, were taken from a Cleveland dataset in the UCI 
repository and used to analyse and categorise patients 
as positive or negative for heart disease. The following 
step is data pre-processing, where the collected raw data 
is transformed into a format that the ML algorithms can 
use. The entire dataset training process took place on 
Amazon SageMaker, and four machine learning-based 
algorithms—logistic regression, decision trees, random 
forests, and a stacking algorithm—were then examined. 
In order to evaluate the system model, metrics like the 
classification report and confusion matrix were used. 
Following the experiment's execution, it was discovered 
that the stacking model experiment produced results 
with an accuracy of 92.30 percent. The web project 
is then deployed in a subsequent stage using Flask on 
the cloud. Elastic Beanstalk environment and many 
EC2 instance creations occur. A Python-based CI/CD 
pipeline is used to track the final integration cycle, 
leading to the deployment of a successful web app in 
the cloud. 
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ABSTRACT
Understanding the video content is more important as videos continue to play a big role in our everyday lives. 
An efficient technique to summarize, index, and search video data is through video captions. Most video subtitle 
models focus on analyzing video content at the clip level, and they use a specific framework involving a video 
encoder and a subtitle decoder to generate subtitles. Such frameworks are limited to processing one clip at a 
time and may not consider the context of the entire video. Hierarchical encoders may abstractly collect temporal 
characteristics at the clip level to represent video. Moreover, the task of creating natural language descriptions for 
images known as image captioning has evolved and this paper deploys the concept of both visual comprehension 
and natural language processing. There is a complex relationship and interaction between visual content and 
human conversational language. AI systems attempt to understand and generate meaningful responses to queries or 
discussions related to visual content. But face challenges when trying to navigate the complex relationship between 
visual imagery and conversational language. Image captioning has a wide range of uses, including helping those 
who are blind and giving search engines more insight into the content of images. Both convolution neural networks 
(CNNs) and transformers that can be two new advancements in deep learning techniques, have considerably 
increased the accuracy of picture captioning. CNNs are a type of neural network technology. The purpose of 
this study is to provide a novel technique to dense video captioning that is capable of utilising any number of 
modalities for the purpose of event description.

KEYWORDS :CNN, Transformers, Image processing, Video captioning.

INTRODUCTION

Image captioning has significant importance in 
computer vision, as it allows machines to understand 

and describe the content of an image in a human-like 
manner. With the increasing use of visual media, there 
is a growing need for automated systems to analyze and 
interpret images accurately. Image captioning can be 
applied in a wide range of fields, including visual search 
engines, content-based image retrieval, and image 
indexing. In addition, image captioning has potential 
applications in healthcare, where it can help diagnose 
medical conditions from medical images. For instance, 
an image captioning system could analyze X-rays and 
generate textual descriptions that can help radiologists in 
their diagnosis. Moreover, image captioning can benefit 

people with visual impairments, as it can provide them 
with a textual description of the visual content in an 
image [1, 2]. This can enhance their ability to interact 
with visual content and gain a better understanding of 
the world around them. Overall, image captioning has 
significant implications for improving the capabilities 
of machines to understand and interpret visual content, 
leading to a wide range of practical applications. 
Traditional approaches to image captioning have 
several limitations that have hindered their performance 
in generating accurate and meaningful captions. Some 
of the key limitations are as below:

Lack of contextual understanding: Traditional 
approaches to image captioning rely heavily on hand-
crafted features and do not have the ability to understand 
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long-range dependencies between words in a sentence. 
This mechanism enables them to learn contextual 
relationships between words and generate more accurate 
and meaningful text. The potential of transformers to 
address the limitations of traditional approaches to image 
captioning has led to a significant amount of research in 
this area. The performance of transformer-based models 
has surpassed that of traditional approaches, achieving 
state-of-the-art results on several benchmark datasets 
[2]-[4]. Therefore, the development of transformer-
based models has significant implications for the future 
of image captioning and computer vision more broadly. 

This paper addresses these issues by providing an 
Intelligent Video Inference System (IVIS) as follows: 
The proposed model uses transformers for image 
captioning, differs from previous models in several 
ways. Specifically, it employs a transformer architecture, 
which is a sort of neural network that has proven to be 
effective in natural language processing applications 
such as translation of languages and language 
modelling. Through the utilisation of the transformer 
architecture, the model is able to more effectively 
capture dependencies that are long-term in the picture 
and text inputs. The process of extracting features from 
the image is carried out by means of a pre-trained image 
encoder, more precisely a convolution neural network 
(CNN). This pre-training enables the model to learn 
more robust image representations, which can be fine-
tuned during the captioning task. It employs attention 
mechanisms to selectively focus on different parts of 
the image and different parts of the previously generated 
caption when generating the next word in the sequence 
[7]-[10]. 

Our model understands the relationships between the 
image and the text and generates more informative and 
accurate captions. It uses beam search decoding, which 
is a technique for generating multiple candidate captions 
and selecting the most likely one. This allows the model 
to produce more diverse and coherent captions. Overall, 
the use of the transformer architecture pre-trained CNN, 
self-attention mechanisms, and beam search decoding 
sets this model different from previous models and 
enables us to achieve better performance on several 
image captioning benchmarks. There was a proposal 
made by the authors in [11] to explicitly represent the 

the contextual meaning of an image. As a result, they 
often generate captions that are inaccurate or do not 
make sense. 

Limited vocabulary: Traditional approaches have a 
limited vocabulary that is often predefined, making it 
difficult for them to describe novel concepts or objects 
that are not included in their vocabulary. 

Fixed-length caption generation: Traditional 
approaches to image captioning often generate captions 
with a fixed length, which can lead to incomplete or 
overly verbose scrimptions that do not accurately reflect 
the content of the image.

Inability to handle complex scenes: Traditional 
approaches to image captioning struggle to handle 
complex scenes with multiple objects or scenes 
that have ambiguous interpretations. This can result 
in captions that miss important details or provide 
inaccurate descriptions. 

Inability to learn from large datasets: Traditional 
approaches require significant manual feature 
engineering, which can be time-consuming and limit 
their ability to learn from large datasets. This makes it 
challenging for traditional approaches to scale to larger 
and more complex datasets, limiting their performance. 

Overall, the limitations of traditional approaches have 
motivated the development of deep learning techniques, 
such as convolution neural networks and transformers 
that have shown significant improvements in image 
captioning performance. In recent years, researchers 
have adapted the transformer architecture to work 
with images, creating a model called the “Image 
Transformer” [3]. The Image Transformer uses the self-
attention mechanism to capture dependencies between 
visual features in an image, enabling it to generate 
more accurate and contextualized image captions. 
Transformers have emerged as a potential solution to the 
limitations of traditional approaches to image captioning 
[3]. Transformers are a type of deep neural network that 
was initially introduced in natural language processing 
to address the issue of contextual understanding. They 
have proven to be highly effective in natural language 
processing tasks like language translation, question 
answering, and text summarization. Transformers use 
a self-attention mechanism that allows them to capture 
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object relationships in semantic and geometry using 
Graph Convolution Networks (GCNs). In [12], a novel 
design was proposed to model a hierarchy that extends 
from the instance level (segmentation) to the region 
level (detection) to the entire image. The goal of this 
design was to achieve a comprehensive comprehension 
of the image for captioning purposes. A new method 
for dense video captioning was proposed by the authors 
in [13], and it is capable of utilising any number of 
different modalities for the purpose of event description.

LITERATURE SURVEY AND 
MOTIVATION
Transformers are able to record long-range connections 
between words or visual characteristics in a sequence 
because to the self-attention mechanism, which is 
an essential component of transformers. Calculating 
attention ratings between each input feature and all 
of the other features in the sequence is how it does 
its function. These attention scores are utilized in the 
process of generating the output in order to determine the 
relative significance of each element in the sequence. It 
is important to note that the self-attention mechanism is 
vital since it enables transformers to learn contextual links 
between the input data, rather than depending merely on 
their position in the sequence. This mechanism enables 
transformers to capture complex dependencies between 
words or visual features, allowing them to generate more 
accurate and meaningful output. Furthermore, the self-
attention mechanism enables transformers to process 
input sequences of varying lengths, making them more 
flexible and adaptable than traditional sequence models 
that require fixed-length inputs[14]-[16].This flexibility 
is especially important in image captioning, where 
images can have varying sizes and contain different 
numbers of objects. It has been demonstrated that the 
self-attention mechanism is exceptionally efficient in 
tasks associated with natural language processing, such 
as translation of languages and text summarization. In 
addition to this, it has shown encouraging results in 
tasks linked with computer vision, such as the labeling 
of images and the detection of objects. In a general 
sense, the self-attention mechanism is an important 
component of models that are based on transformer 
construction. It makes it possible for these models 
to capture subtle correlations between the features 

that are input and to give results that are state-of-the-
art in a range of applications. In recent years, natural 
language processing tasks have been revolutionized 
by a type of deep learning model known as pre-
trained language models. Examples of these models 
include BERT (Bidirectional Encoder Representations 
from Transformers) and GPT (Generative Pre-trained 
Transformer). It is possible to fine-tune these models on 
specific downstream tasks, such as text categorization, 
sentiment analysis, or question answering, after they 
have been pre-trained on vast amounts of text data [10], 
[31]. During the pre-training phase, the model is trained 
to anticipate missing words in a sentence, which is 
analogous to conducting an exercise in which the blanks 
are filled in. By going through this process, the model is 
able to understand the contextual links between words, 
which results in output that is both more accurate and 
more meaningful. Traditional models such as recurrent 
neural networks (RNNs) and long short-term memory 
(LSTMs) only processed sentences in one direction, 
whereas BERT is a bidirectional model that can capture 
contextual links between words in both directions. (18) 
to (21). It has been demonstrated that natural language 
processing activities, such as question answering and 
named entity recognition, have been greatly improved 
as compared to their previous state as a result of the 
deployment of this bidirectional capacity. A generative 
model, on the other hand, is a model that is able to 
produce text sequences in response to a specific request. 
This model is known as GPT. This methodology has 
proven to be particularly useful for tasks involving the 
synthesis of text, such as the translation of languages 
and the summarizing of information [22]-[25]. 

By taking the image attributes as a prompt and creating 
a caption based on that prompt, pre-trained language 
models like as BERT and GPT have been converted for 
use in picture captioning. This has been accomplished 
on the basis of the image features. The application 
of this strategy has produced encouraging outcomes 
and has resulted in significant enhancements to the 
performance of image captioning efforts. In general, pre-
trained language models such as BERT and GPT have 
shown that pre-training is effective in natural language 
processing tasks. Furthermore, these models have 
demonstrated a tremendous promise for use in other 
fields of machine learning, such as computer vision. This 
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Significant consequences for the future of computer 
vision can be drawn from the model's capacity to 
generate correct and meaningful captions, as well as 
to identify long-range correlations between visual 
components. 32–34. [32–34].Recent years have seen a 
great deal of progress in the field of image captioning 
utilizing transformers, which is a subject of research 
that is undergoing rapid development. A brief summary 
of some of the study that has already been conducted 
on this subject is as follows: Display, Participate, and 
Share: (two) Xu et al. (2015) discovered that neural 
image caption generation can be accomplished with 
visual attention.-Regarding the concept of utilizing 
attention mechanisms in image captioning, this was 
one of the earliest publications that presented the topic. 
They proposed a model that made use of a convolution 
neural network (CNN) in order to extract visual data 
from the image that was provided as input. Not only 
had that, but in order to generate the caption, the model 
made use of an LSTM-based decoder that incorporated 
an attention mechanism. For the purpose of image 
captioning and visual question answering, Anderson 
et al. (2018) state that both bottom-up and top-down 
attention are very necessary. With the help of a mix 
of top-down and bottom-up attention strategies, the 
objective of this article was to design a model that 
would be capable of producing image captions. Object 
detection was utilised by the bottom-up attention 
mechanism in order to identify significant visual aspects 
inside the image. On the other hand, the top-down 
attention mechanism utilised a language model in order 
to construct the caption. Self-critical Sequence Training 
for Image Captioning (Rennie et al., 2017)[7] - This 
paper proposed a training method called self-critical 
sequence training, which involved using reinforcement 
learning to optimize the model parameters based on the 
similarity between the generated caption and the ground 
truth caption. Transformer-Based Image Captioning 
with Dense Object Detection (Li et al., 2020)-[9] For the 
purpose of image captioning, this research developed a 
transformer-based model that made use of dense object 
detection in order to identify items that were present in 
the input image. In order to encode the visual features, 
the model utilized a transformer encoder. In order to 
generate the caption, the model utilized a transformer 
decoder that was equipped with a cross-modal attention 

model, known as the Image Transformer, is an extension 
of the transformer design that allows it to function with 
images [26]-[28]. After receiving an image as input, the 
model will produce a caption that provides a description 
of the contents of the image. Encoder, decoder, and 
cross-attention mechanism are the three primary 
components that make up the architecture of the Image 
Transformer. These components can be split down into 
their respective primary components. The input image 
is transferred to the encoders, which then transform it 
into a series of visual characteristics. Subsequently, 
these visual characteristics are sent through a series of 
encoder layers, each of which applies self-attention and 
feed forward the neural network layers to the sequence 
that is being input [29-30]. The series of encoded visual 
features is what the encoder produces as its output, 
and it is this sequence that is subsequently sent to the 
decoder. The encoded visual cues are used as input by 
the decoder, which then outputs a string of words that 
together constitute the caption. In a manner analogous 
to that of the encoder, the decoder is composed of a stack 
of decoder layers, each of which applies self-attention 
and feed forward neural network layers to the sequence 
that is being input. The decoder develops a probability 
distribution over the lexicon of possible words at each 
time step, and then it samples a word based on this 
distribution. Words are chosen based on the probability 
distribution. The process known as cross-attention is 
utilized in order to capture the relationship that exists 
between the encoded visual elements and the output of 
the decoder [31]. At each time step, the decoder uses the 
self-attention mechanism to pay attention to the encoded 
visual features in order to identify which features are 
most pertinent for the purpose of generating the next 
word in the caption. A series of phrases that together 
constitute the caption is what the model produces as its 
output. Training the model involves a combination of 
supervised learning and reinforcement learning. The 
loss is determined by the negative log-likelihood of 
the target narrative and the BLEU score between the 
produced caption and the ground truth caption. The 
model is trained using a combination of these two types 
of learning. Picture Transformer is a powerful approach 
to picture captioning that has produced state-of-the-
art results on various benchmark datasets. In general, 
the Image Transformer model is a powerful approach. 
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Pre-training

It is possible to pre-train transformer-based models on 
huge quantities of data in order to learn general properties 
of images and text. These models may then be fine-tuned 
on smaller datasets in order to perform specific tasks 
such as image captioning. This preliminary training has 
the potential to dramatically enhance the effectiveness 
of the model, especially when dealing with situations 
where the dataset assigned to the given task is limited. 
[33][36]Traditional CNN-based models typically do 
not use pre-training and rely solely on task-specific 
training data Flexibility: Transformer-based models are 
more flexible than traditional CNN-based models in 
that they can be used for a variety of natural language 
processing tasks in addition to image captioning, such 
as machine translation and text summarization [21]. 
With this flexibility, better cross-task transfer learning is 
possible, which in turn has the potential to increase the 
model's overall performance when applied. It has been 
demonstrated that transformer-based models perform 
better than typical CNN-based models when it comes 
to the generation of correct and coherent captions for 
images. As a result, these models are a viable solution 
for image captioning jobs [20], [33]. In the field of 
picture captioning, the following are some present 
developments in research that are being investigated 
utilizing transformer-based models [24], [25]. 

Multi-modal transformers

The primary focus of the research that is now being 
conducted is on the development of transformer-based 
models that are capable of efficiently incorporating 
many modalities, including audio and video in addition 
to images and text. Through the utilization of data from 
a variety of sources, these models are able to produce 
captions that are both more accurate and more diverse. 

Fine-grained image captioning:

In addition [27], researchers are investigating 
transformer-based models that have the capability of 
producing captions that are more complex and fine-
grained. These captions can represent the relationships 
between items in an image or the emotions that are 
expressed by the image.

mechanism. A global encoder for vision and language 
that is based on cross-modality is known as Unicode-
VL. According to Liu et al. (2021), pre-training [10] [10] 
-! Within the scope of this paper, a pre-training method 
known as Unicode-VL was presented. This method 
involves simultaneously pre-training a transformer 
encoder on both picture and text data. The model 
that was developed as a result was able to produce 
satisfactory results on a wide range of downstream tasks, 
including picture captioning. Generally speaking, these 
and other recent developments in picture captioning 
employing transformers have demonstrated that they 
have the potential to enhance the precision and fluency 
of generated captions. Furthermore, it is anticipated 
that the discipline will continue to undergo significant 
development in the years to come. Compared to the 
conventional models, the transformer-based models 
are as follows: The models based on CNN While 
traditional CNN-based models for image captioning 
have demonstrated substantial gains in terms of creating 
more accurate and coherent captions, transformer-based 
models for image captioning have showed significant 
improvements. 

The key differences between these two types of models 
are listed below: 

Attention mechanism

Transformer-based models use self-attention 
mechanisms to capture the relationships between 
different parts of the input sequence. This allows the 
model to focus on relevant features in the input and 
generate more contextually appropriate captions. In 
contrast, traditional [29] CNN-based models do not have 
this mechanism and often generate generic captions that 
do not capture the fine-grained details of the input. 

Cross-modal attention

Transformer-based models also use cross-modal 
attention mechanisms that allow the model to attend 
to both visual and textual inputs. This is particularly 
useful for image captioning, as the model can use 
information from the image and the corresponding text 
to generate more accurate and relevant captions. In 
contrast, traditional [33] CNN-based models only use 
visual features to generate captions, which may result in 
captions that are not as relevant or informative. 
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Multilingual image captioning:

Another trend that is now being explored in research 
is the creation of transformer-based models that are 
capable of producing captions in a number of different 
languages [26-27]. Applications such as image search 
and retrieval can benefit greatly from the utilization of 
these models, which can be utilized to generate captions 
for images in a variety of languages.

Explainable image captioning

In [18] Some researchers are exploring ways to make 
transformer-based models more interpretable and 
explainable by incorporating mechanisms that provide 
insight into the decision-making process of the model. 
This can help improve the trust and reliability of the 
model in real-world applications. 

Overall, transformer-based models have shown great 
potential in improving the accuracy and quality of 
image captioning. Current research trends are focused 
on improving the performance of these models by 
incorporating multiple modalities, generating fine-
grained captions, and developing models that can 
generate captions in multiple languages. These 
advancements can have a significant impact on a 
wide range of applications, from image search and 
retrieval to assistive technologies for people with visual 
impairments.

METHODOLOGY
Transformers work in image captioning by encoding 
the image into a sequence of visual features and using 
the self-attention mechanism to capture relationships 
between the features and generate a corresponding 
caption. Below is a more detailed explanation of how 
transformers work in image captioning. Fig 1 shows the 
proposed methodology for image captioning. 

Encoding

In order to begin the process, the first thing that needs 
to be done is to encode the input image into a series 
of visual attributes. In most cases, this is accomplished 
through the utilization of a convolution neural network 
(CNN), which is a neural network that extracts 
characteristics from a picture at various spatial scales. 
Upon completion of the CNN, the output is a series of 
visual elements that collectively constitute the image. 

Positional Encoding
To preserve positional information in the sequence of 
visual features, a positional encoding is added to each 
feature. The positional encoding is a set of fixed vectors 
that are added to each visual feature to represent its 
position in the sequence.
Self-Attention
Subsequently, the sequence of visual elements that have 
been encoded with positional information is given to the 
transformer encoder. Through the application of self-
attention to the input sequence, the encoder enables the 
model to recognise the connections that exist between 
each feature and all of the other features that are present 
in the sequence. As a consequence, a series of encoded 
visual features is produced, each of which contains 
information about the image's environment. 
Decoding
After the encoded visual cues have been used as input by 
the decoder, the decoder will ultimately produce a string 
of words that will compose the caption. Every single 
one of the decoder layers uses self-attention and neural 
networks with feed-forward layers to the sequence 
that is being input. The decoder is constructed out of a 
stack of decoder layers. Following the development of 
a probability distribution across the lexicon of possible 
words at each time step, the decoder then selects a word 
to sample based on the distribution that it has developed. 
When selecting words, the probability distribution is 
taken into consideration. 
Cross-Attention
The cross-attention mechanism is utilised by the 
model in order to capture the link that exists between 
the encoded visual components and the output of the 
decoder. This allows the model to accurately represent 
the relationship. At each time step, the decoder uses the 
self-attention mechanism to pay attention to the encoded 
visual features in order to identify which features are 
most pertinent for the purpose of generating the next 
word in the caption. 
Output
A series of phrases that together constitute the caption 
is what the model produces as its output. A combination 
of supervised learning and reinforcement learning is 
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used to train the model. The loss is determined by the 
negative log-likelihood of the target caption as well as 
the BLEU score that is calculated between the generated 
caption and the ground truth caption. Over the course 
of multiple benchmark datasets, Transformers have 
demonstrated that they are highly effective in picture 
captioning and have attained results that are considered 
to be state-of-the-art. The fact that they are able to 
generate captions that are both correct and relevant, as 
well as identify long-range correlations between visual 
elements, has important implications for the future of 
computer vision.

Figure 1: Flow of Proposed Methodology

Loss Function: Learning strategies such as supervised 
learning and reinforcement learning are utilized in 
the process of training the Image Transformer model. 
A negative log-likelihood of the target caption and a 
BLEU score representing the difference between the 
generated narrative and the real-world truth caption are 
the two components that make up the loss function. The 
Image Transformer model is typically pre-trained using 
enormous datasets such as COCO and Flickr30k. This 
is referred to as the pre-training phase. The model is 
able to acquire generic visual cues through pre-training, 
which can then be utilized for a variety of jobs further 
down the line.

It has been demonstrated that the picture Transformer 
model is capable of achieving state-of-the-art outcomes 
in picture captioning tasks, providing superior 
performance over conventional methods such as 
LSTM-based models. The fact that it is able to generate 
captions that are correct and relevant, as well as identify 
long-range correlations between visual characteristics, 
has substantial implications for the developing field of 
computer vision. 

There are a number of processes involved in the 
training process for the Image Transformer model. 

These steps include pre-processing the data, designing 
the architecture of the model, optimizing the model 
parameters, and assessing the model on a validation set. 

An additional, more in-depth summary of the training 
procedure is as follows:

Data Pre-Processing

The captions are tokenized into an ordered collection of 
words, and the input photos are pre-processed to derive 
visual features using a CNN that has already been 
trained. After then, the photos and captions are separated 
into two sets: the training set and the validation set.

Model Architecture

The model architecture is defined, including the number 
of encoder and decoder layers, the dimensionality of 
the hidden layers, the size of the vocabulary, and the 
attention mechanism used. 

Optimization

Adam is an example of a gradient descent algorithm 
that is used to optimize the model. This algorithm 
minimizes the loss function by analyzing the difference 
between the captions that were predicted and those that 
were actually used. 

Hyper parameters

The model hyper parameters are set, including the 
learning rate, batch size, number of epochs, and 
regularization techniques such as dropout. Here are 
some of the key hyper parameters that can be tuned 
during the training process.

Learning Rate

In the process of gradient descent, which is the learning 
rate is the factor that decides the size of the steps that 
are taken. It is possible for the optimization approach 
to converge too quickly when there is a significant 
degree of learning, which can lead to outcomes that are 
not as good as they could be. On the other hand, if the 
learning rate is low, the method may reach a degree of 
convergence that is slow.

Batch Size

When it comes to training, the amount of samples that 
are utilized in each iteration is determined by the batch 
size. While a bigger batch size may be beneficial in 
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lowering the variance of the gradient estimates, it may 
also necessitate a greater amount of memory.

Number of Epochs

There is a clear correlation between the number 
of epochs and the number of times that the model 
processes the information that is used for training that 
it is being trained on. It is possible that increasing the 
number of epochs will result in an improvement in 
the performance of the model; however, this may also 
result in an increase in the likelihood that the model will 
be overfit into the data.

Regularization Techniques

With the addition of noise to the model or the imposition 
of penalties for large weights, regularization techniques 
such as dropout and weight decay can be utilized to 
assist in the prevention of overfitting. 

Evaluation

The trained model is evaluated on the validation set 
using metrics such as BLEU, METEOR, and CIDEr to 
measure the quality of the generated captions. 

Dimensionality of Hidden Layers

According to the dimensionality of the hidden layers, the 
number of neurons that are contained within each layer 
of the model is established. When the dimensionality of 
the hidden layers is increased, the expressive capability 
of the model may also improve; however, this may also 
raise the likelihood that the model may be over-fit. It is 
possible that the optimal values for the hyper parameters 
of the Image Transformer model will change based on 
the dataset and the particular task at hand. In order 
to discover the best values, it may be necessary to do 
significant experimentation.

Let I be an input image, and let D be the desired output 
textual description. The goal is to learn a mapping f(I) 
-> D that generates a textual description of the image I. 

Input representation: Encode the image I using a CNN 
to obtain a feature vector V. Let V=CNN (I).

 Sequence generation: Use a transformer to generate 
a sequence of words that describes the image. The 
transformer takes V and a start token as input and 
generates a sequence of tokens until an end token is 
generated or a maximum sequence length is reached. 

Let S=Transformer (V, start token) Where S is the 
sequence of generated tokens. 

Output representation: Convert the generated sequence 
of tokens into a textual description using a decoding 
function g. Let D' = g(S).

Loss function: Define a loss function L(D, D') that 
measures the difference between the desired output 
description D and the generated output description D'.

Training: Use a dataset of image-description pairs (I, 
D) to train the model parameters. The model is trained 
to minimize the average loss over the dataset using 
an optimization algorithm such as stochastic gradient 
descent. Evaluating a model for text generation using 
the Rouge metric for performance evaluation. Rouge1, 
Rouge2, RougeL, and Rouge sum are all measures of 
the overlap between the generated text and the reference 
text. In terms of the model's performance, it appears to 
be improving over time, as is clear from the validation 
loss, which is decreasing with each epoch. Additionally, 
the Rouge scores are generally improving as well, 
which indicates that the generated text is becoming 
more similar to the reference text. 

RESULTS
The Image Transformer model was trained on the 
MSCOCO dataset, which contains over 328,000 images 
with corresponding captions. The model was fine-tuned 
using a batch size of 4, the learning rate of 0.0001, and 
was trained for a total of 10 epochs with early-stopping 
criteria. 

Following are observations of results:

• It was possible for the Image Transformer model to 
generate captions that were more diversified than 
those generated by the other models. It is because 
of the self-attention process that enables the model 
to concentrate on various aspects of the input image 
and produce captions that are more pertinent to the 
context in which they are displayed. " 

• It was also possible for the model to generate 
captions that were more descriptive and insightful, 
explaining the finer characteristics that were present 
in the image that was uploaded.

• In addition, the findings demonstrated that the 
Image Transformer model was superior to the 
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several earlier models in terms of its capacity to 
deal with out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words. The 
reason for this is that the model was pre-trained on 

a substantial amount of text data, which enables 
the model to acquire representations of words that 
were not included in the dataset that was used for 
training.

Table 1: Results of 10 Epoch on system

Epoch Training 
Loss

Validation 
Loss

Rouge 1 Rouge 2 Rougel Rougelsum Gen Len

1 No log 0.453627 19.8222 1.9228 19.709 19.6653 7
2 No log 0.425643 20.0443 4.5901 18.363 18.4189 16
3 No log 0.423506 21.341 3.2229 20.9369 21.0194 9.0625
4 No log 0.412996 23.8558 4.848 22.2813 22.2972 10.25
5 No log 0.402476 18.8878 1.6652 17.8203 17.8847 11.4375
6 No log 0.394013 19.1894 1.2007 18.1029 18.1058 11.1875
7 No log 0.374624 20.2495 2.585800 19.6205 19.6746 10.3125008
8 No log 0.356026 19.8432 1.2024 18.6139 18.6459 12.8750009
9 No log 0.345646 15.1839 0.6513 14.4774 14.4657 12.625
10 No log 0.331767 15.8219 0.984 14.8443 14.8401 12.3125

When taken as a whole, the findings of the experiments 
show that the Image Transformer model is effective 
in producing captions for images that are both correct 
and diversified. The model surpasses prior models that 
were considered to be state-of-the-art and demonstrates 
promising results in terms of understanding OOV 

words and producing captions that are particular and 
informative. These findings provide insight on the 
potential of transformer-based models for picture 
captioning tasks, demonstrating that these models 
outperform established approaches that depend on 
convolution neural networks (CNNs) and recurrent 
neural networks (RNNs).

Table 2: Comparison with Existing Models

Image O/P with blip 
small

Accuracy O/P with blip 
Big

Accuracy O/P with our 
Model

Accuracy

two people on 
beach with a 

dog

rouge 1': Score 
(precision 

= 0.77, 
recall= 0.58, 
fmeasure= 

0.66)

a woman 
sitting on  the 
beach with her 

dog

rouge 1': Score 
(precision = 
0.75, recall = 
0.5, fmeasure 

= 0.6

a woman 
sitting  on the 
beach with her 

dog

rouge 1': Score 
(precision = 
0.75, recall = 
0.5, fmeasure 

= 0.6)

a man standing 
next to another 
man holding a 

cell phone

rouge 1': Score 
(precision 

= 0.855711, 
recall = 
0.66666, 

fmeasure = 
0.75

two men are 
walking down 

the street

rouge 1': Score 
(precision = 
0.857271, 
recall = 
0.66666, 

fmeasure = 
0.75

a photograph 
of two men 

walking down 
a sidewalk 

with a woman 
holding a bag

rouge 1': Score 
(precision = 

0.46667, recall 
= 0.77778, 
fmeasure = 

0.58334
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a row of boats 
are docked at a 

poer

rouge 1': Score 
(precision = 
0.666666, 

recall = 0.4, 
fmeasure = 0.5

boats are 
parked on a 
dock with a 
boat in the 

water

rouge 1': Score 
(precision = 
0.75, recall = 

0.6, fmeasure = 
0.66655

a photography 
of a boat in the 

water

rouge 1': Score 
(precision 

= 1.0, recall 
= 0.533, 

fmeasure = 
0.696

CONCLUSION 
The primary findings of the research indicate that the 
transformer-based model, more especially the Image 
Transformer model, demonstrates considerable gains 
in comparison to the conventional CNN-based models 
when it comes to the generation of captions for images 
that are informative, diverse, and contextually relevant. 

Transformer-based models have the capacity to capture 
long-range relationships and contextual information in 
the input image, which can sometimes result in captions 
that are more accurate and informative. This is one of 
the most significant advantages of these models. This 
is something that can be very helpful in applications 
that take place in the real world, since there may be a 
broad variety of images with different terminology. The 
capacity of transformer-based models to create captions 
that are more diversified and contextually relevant is yet 
another advantage of these particular models. 

However, despite the fact that transformer-based models 
provide a number of benefits, they also have a few 
drawbacks. When it comes to training these models, one 
of the challenges is the high amount of computational 
resources that are required, which can be a bottleneck 
for certain applications. 

It is also possible that transformer-based models 
have difficulty creating captions for images that are 
difficult to grasp and require a high level of semantic 
comprehension. Generally speaking, transformer-
based models have demonstrated a significant amount 
of potential in terms of enhancing the precision and 
variety of picture captioning tasks. 

They perform better than traditional methods in many 
respects and have a number of advantages, such as the 
capacity to generate captions that are more diversified 
and informative, as well as the ability to handle words 

that are out of context more well. On the other hand, 
additional study is required to solve the difficulties 
and constraints posed by these models, as well as to 
investigate the possibilities that these models present 
for a larger variety of image captioning applications.

There is the potential for further study to be conducted 
on this subject, which may investigate the following 
aspects: Compare the performance of various 
transformer-based models and conduct a more in-depth 
investigation of the advantages and disadvantages of 
each of these model types.  The impacts of pre-training 
on picture captioning should be investigated, and a 
variety of pre-training activities and sources that could 
potentially improve the performance of the model 
should be thoroughly investigated. An investigation 
into the performance of the model should be conducted 
on datasets that are more difficult and diversified, 
such as those that have a particular domain or cultural 
background.  Investigate the possibility of reducing the 
computational complexity of the model by employing 
approaches such as model compression or increasing 
the efficiency of the hardware. In general, the focus of 
future research should be on resolving the constraints 
of transformer-based models in picture captioning and 
researching novel ways to improve their performance 
and practicality in applications that are used in the real 
world.

FINAL REMARK
In conclusion, image captioning is an important task in 
computer vision, and transformer-based models have 
shown great potential for improving its accuracy and 
diversity. The Image Transformer model, in particular, 
is a powerful architecture that can capture long-range 
dependencies and contextual information in the input 
image, generate diverse and informative captions, and 
handle OOV words. However, the model has limitations 
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such as its computational complexity and dependence 
on pre-training. Despite these limitations, the study has 
contributed to the field of computer vision by providing 
a detailed explanation of the working of transformers 
in image captioning, describing the architecture 
of the Image Transformer model, presenting the 
results of experiments comparing the performance of 
transformer-based models with traditional CNN-based 
models, discussing the strengths and weaknesses of 
the Image Transformer model, and providing insights 
into current research trends in image captioning. 
Overall, transformer-based models have the potential 
to revolutionize image captioning and other computer 
vision tasks, and future research should focus on 
addressing their limitations and exploring new ways 
to improve their performance and practicality in real-
world applications.
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Car Damage Image Classification Using Machine
Learning and CNN Algorithm

Rohini Waghole, Sahil Kedar, Hamza Kazi

ABSTRACT
Road accidents are a significant cause of personal injury and property damage worldwide. Quick and accurate 
assessment of the extent of damage to vehicles involved in accidents is crucial for insurance claims processing, 
law enforcement, and repair services. In this context, machine. This research project focuses on the development 
of a machine learning model for car damage classification. The primary objective is to create a system that can 
automatically classify the severity of car damage based on images of the vehicle. The proposed model leverages 
convolutional neural networks (CNNs) to extract relevant features from car images and then employs a classification 
algorithm to categorize the damage into predefined classes, such as minor, moderate, or severe. The methodology 
involves a multi-step process, including data collection, preprocessing, model training, and evaluation. An 
extensive dataset of car damage images is collected from various sources, encompassing a wide range of scenarios 
and damage types. Data preprocessing techniques, including image augmentation and normalization, are applied 
to enhance model performance and robustness.

KEYWORDS : Car detection, Damage classification, Machine learning, Deep learning.

INTRODUCTION

Road accidents are a pervasive and unfortunate part 
of modern life, causing not only personal injury 

but also significant damage to vehicles. In the aftermath 
of an accident, one of the crucial tasks is to assess the 
extent and severity of damage to the involved vehicles. 
This assessment plays a pivotal role in insurance 
claim processing, law enforcement investigations, and 
subsequent repair services. However, this process has 
traditionally relied on manual inspection and expert 
judgment, which can be time-consuming, subjective, 
and error-prone. With the rapid advancements in 
machine learning and computer vision, there is an 
opportunity to revolutionize and automate the car 
damage assessment process. This research project delves 
into the development of a machine learning system for 
car damage classification, which can automatically and 
objectively determine the severity of damage based on 
images of the vehicle.

The motivation for this work stems from the need for 
a more efficient, consistent, and accurate method of 
car damage classification. By harnessing the power of 
machine learning, we aim to provide a solution that not 
only expedites the decision making process but also 
reduces human biases and errors inherent in manual 
assessments.

Car damage classification is a complex problem. It 
involves distinguishing between various types of 
damage, such as dents, scratches, or deformations, and 
assessing their severity, whether it's minor, moderate, 
or severe. This level of granularity is essential for 
insurance companies to determine appropriate coverage 
and for law enforcement to understand the dynamics 
of accidents. Moreover, auto repair services rely on 
accurate damage classification to provide timely and 
effective repairs.

The proposed approach in this research centers around 
the utilization of deep learning techniques, specifically 
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Car Damage Detection and Price Prediction Using 
Deep Learning

1Prof. Reshma Totare, 2Varad Bhalsing, 3Mayur 
Lende Deep learning models can achieve high levels of 
accuracy when properly trained on large datasets. Deep 
learning models are complex and can be challenging to 
understand and interpret. To deal with the compensating 
problem of damaged autos, the model proposed here 
employs, a deep learning-based detection technique for 
vehicle-damage identification.2023

Damaged Car Detection Using Multiple 
Convolutional Neural Networks with Flask Webapp

Mrs. N. Senthamilarasi, M. Tech,2Aldrin Jefferson R 
CNNs are highly effective in image recognition tasks, 
making them well-suited for detecting damage in car 
images. CNNs are not perfect and can produce false 
positives and false negatives The system can assist 
in detecting the severity and extent of damage to a 
vehicle after an accident, aiding insurance assessors, 
auto repair shops, and car buyers in making informed 
decisions2023

Car Damage Detection Using Machine Learning

Girish N1 , Mohammed Aqeel Arshad2 Machine 
learning models can rapidly analyze and assess car 
damage in images, making the process much faster 
than human inspection. Handling images of damaged 
cars may raise privacy concerns, as some images 
may contain personal information or sensitive data. 
The heading of the Acknowledgment section and the 
References section must not be numbered 2022.

A Study of Damage Patterns on Passenger Cars 
Involved in Road Traffic Accidents

Insurance companies can benefit from such studies by 
gaining a better understanding of accident causes and 
damage patterns. Interpreting the complex relationship 
between damage patterns, injury severity, and human 
factors can be challenging. Insurance companies 
can benefit from this research by gaining a better 
understanding of accident causation and damage 
patterns2019.

convolutional neural networks CNNs, to analyze car 
images and classify damage. CNNs have demonstrated 
remarkable capabilities in image recognition tasks, 
making them an ideal choice for our problem. Through 
the training of these neural networks on a diverse 
dataset of car damage images, the model can learn to 
recognize distinctive patterns and features associated 
with different types and severities of damage.

RELATED WORK
This study evaluated the performance of different deep 
learning models for car damage detection. The best 
model achieved an accuracy of 97.5% on a dataset of 
over 1 thousand images of damaged vehicles.

Two-stream CNN model for car damage detection. 
The first stream focused on detecting damaged areas, 
while the second stream focused on classifying the 
damaged areas into different types of damage. The 
model achieved an accuracy of 96.7% on a dataset of 
over 1000 images of damaged vehicles. a hierarchical 
attention network (HAN) for car damage detection. 
The HAN model was able to learn more discriminative 
features for car damage detection by paying attention 
to different parts of the image. The model achieved 
an accuracy of 98.2% on a dataset of over 1 thousand 
images of damaged vehicles.

Proposed a two-model system for car damage detection. 
The first model used a CNN to detect damaged areas 
in the image. The second model used a semantic 
segmentation model to classify the damaged areas into 
different types of damage. The system achieved an 
accuracy of 93.5% on a dataset of over 5,000 images of 
damaged vehicles.

LITERATURE SURVEY
Car Damage Detection and Price Prediction Using 
Deep Learning

Prof. Reshma Totare1, Varad Bhalsing2 Deep learning 
models can automate the process of car damage 
assessment and price prediction, reducing the need 
for manual inspection and estimation. To deal with the 
compensating problem of damaged autos, the model 
proposed here employs, a deep learning-based detection 
technique for vehicle-damage identification2023
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Car Damage Identification and Categorization 
Using Various Transfer Learning Models

Sruthy C M, Sandra Kunjumo, Nandakumar Transfer 
learning models can be easily adapted to handle a wide 
variety of car models, makes, and damage types, making 
them highly scalable for different applications. Like any 
automated system, transfer learning models can make 
mistakes. The use of Convolutional Neural Networks 
(CNNs) to decide the degree of damage using images is 
investigated in this study 2021.

OBJECTIVES
Reducing fraud: Car damage detection can help to 
reduce insurance fraud and other types of fraud related 
to vehicle damage.

Improving safety: Car damage detection can help to 
identify vehicles that are unsafe to drive, which can 
improve road safety.

Developing new products and services: Car damage 
detection can be used to develop new products and 
services, such as self-driving cars and predictive 
maintenance systems.

METHODOLOGY
Image acquisition: Images of the vehicle are taken using 
a smartphone, camera, or other device.

Image preprocessing: The images are preprocessed 
to improve the quality of the image and reduce noise. 
This may involve steps such as resizing, cropping, and 
normalizing the images.

Feature extraction: Features are extracted from the 
preprocessed images. These features represent the 
characteristics of the vehicle and the damage that is 
present.

Model training: A machine learning model is trained on 
a dataset of labeled images. The model learns to identify 
and classify different types of car damage based on the 
extracted features.

Damage detection: The trained model is used to detect 
and classify damage in new images of vehicles.

The Convolutional Neural Networks CNNs are a type of 
deep learning algorithm that are well-suited for image 
classification tasks. CNNs learn to extract features from 

images using a series of convolutional layers. Region 
proposal networks RPNs are used to generate proposals 
for regions of interest (ROIs) in images. ROIs are 
regions of the image that are likely to contain damage.

Object detectors: Object detectors use ROIs to detect 
and classify objects in images. Some common object 
detectors include Faster CNN and Mask CNN. Once 
the damage has been detected and classified, the results 
can be used for a variety of purposes, such as insurance 
claims processing, vehicle repair, and used car sales. 
Here are some specific examples of car damage 
detection methodologies:

Tractable: Tractable uses a deep learning model to 
detect and classify car damage. The model is trained on 
a dataset of over 1 million images of damaged vehicles.

Inspektlabs: Inspektlabs uses a CNN to detect tears and 
dislocations in vehicle bodies, as well as spider cracks in 
glass. The model is trained on a dataset of over 100,000 
images of damaged vehicles.

CONCLUSION
In conclusion, this research has demonstrated the potential 
for machine learning, specifically deep learning with 
CNNs, to significantly advance the field of car damage 
classification. The results and the model's robustness 
underscore its practical applicability in various real-
world scenarios. By providing a reliable, automated, 
and unbiased approach to car damage assessment, this 
technology has the potential to revolutionize processes 
related to insurance claims, law enforcement, and auto 
repair services. While there are challenges to overcome, 
this research lays the foundation for more accurate and 
efficient car damage classification, promising a future 
where road accident assessments are quicker, fairer, and 
more precise.
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ABSTRACT
E-Selecting, otherwise called online selecting is the term that depicts the technique for selecting representatives, 
Online enlistment, or E recruitment, is considerably more than basically posting commercials on a site and hanging 
tight for applications by email the force of a data set incorporated with a web interface, the entire cycle can be 
made significantly more powerful. The review was directed utilizing test size of 39 representatives working in 
pune based IT firm IT Industry. Organized poll was utilized to gather essential information.

KEYWORDS : E Recruitment, Online recruitment, E-Recruitment policies.

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 
1. To understand the current Recruitment Policies 

being followed at IT Industry.

2. To take feedback on the present E-Recruitment 
Policies in IT Industry. 

3. To study the present E-Recruitment Policies in 
Corporate Sector.

LITERATURE REVIEW

E recruitment process affects association, proficiency 
and execution of this process in the association. The 

HR office deals with the labor force variety in culture, 
ability, benefits. The review depended on auxiliary 
information which was gathered from books web and 
academic articles. Nasreem et al. (2016) recognized 
the sources for the most part utilized for e-enlistment 
by Little and Medium Undertakings (SMEs) assessed 
the  e-recruitment results as far as benefits for the 
most part delighted in by IT industry of Pakistan. 
They analyzed the perspectives on gender scouts, the 
investigation discovered that the greater part of the 
associations were presently utilizing both e-recruitment  
and customary enlistment hotspots for their enrollment 
capability in Pakistan and IT based associations are 
as yet hesitant to depend on the electronic enrollment 
completely. Additionally, Sherkar (2015) distinguished 
the different e-assets accessible to help the enlistment 
and determination process in lodgings, the benefits 

of e-assets and really take a look at the viability of 
e-resources in enrollment and choice. Basic irregular 
examining was utilized. The review covered the 
cordiality business for the five stars, four star, three-star 
and spending plan inns. The creator recommended HR 
ought to recognize reasonable e-assets for enlistment 
in the top administration unit, and e-assets ought to be 
utilized transcendently for drawing in ability and for 
working on the enlistment cycle. The use of e-assets in 
enlistment and choice can be expanded to accomplish 
wanted results. Kaur (2015) zeroed in on the models 
for compelling e-recruitment, strategies, patterns 
of E recruitment and advantages and disadvantages 
of the e-enlistment. The examination approach was 
exploratory and subjective. Auxiliary wellsprings of 
information were taken from different diaries, articles, 
and examination papers. The creator proposed customary 
technique ought not be supplanted by the e-enlistment, 
it ought to enhance and cover the conventional strategy 
and enrollment interaction will be quicker and efficient. 
Presumably there has been a change in perspective in 
the enrollment cycle by organizations and the credit 
goes to the worth, viability and simplicity of utilizing 
profession site. Ozuru and Chikwe (2015) researched 
the victories related with embracing electronic enlisting 
system by enterprises in Nigeria. This study takes on 
the narrative and overview strategies, devices took 
on Spearman rank request relationship and Pearson 
item second connection. The investigation discovered 
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There was a positive connection between e-enlistment 
and fascination of the representatives at labor force. 
This examination demonstrated that E recruitment 
decidedly affects recruiting and advancement of 
representatives in telecom area. Tyagi (2012) this study 
widens the exploration on the enrollment rehearses, 
with center around e-enlistment practices and patterns 
in India. The paper recognized erecruitment techniques 
being utilized and the advantages being capable by 
association utilizing these strategies. This investigation 
discovered that robotizing the enrollment processes 
helps organizations in executing the accepted procedures 
of enlistment and recruiting the most ideal ability that 
anyone could hope to find on the lookout. This prompts 
a superior business opportunity through vocation 
sites and furthermore gives more viable enlistment 
instruments to choosing reasonable competitors. 
Conventional techniques for enrollment can't be 
supplanted by the course of E recruitment completely. 
It supplements the conventional techniques, making 
the enrollment cycle quicker. Poorangi et al. (2011) 
broke down the conceivable outcomes and hardships 
of e-enlistment rehearses, effectives of erecruitment 
rehearses, useful and administrative ramifications about 
e-enlistment approaches for SMEs in Malaysia. From 
the writing survey a calculated model was made based 
on the speculation, these theories were created to cover 
the idea of e-enlistment from an e-business and human 
asset the board view. An exact review was done utilizing 
an organized poll with test size of 60 SMEs. The review 
found factual consequence of the Malaysian SMEs 
enrollment arrangements that was made predominantly 
by top administration (business person, Chief, or 
proprietor). The review found absence of data on the 
way of behaving of client towards e-framework utilizing 
innovation acknowledgment model. Scientists were 
prescribed to study and research the way of behaving 
of jobseekers towards E recruitment sites according 
to Cap point of view. Bodea (2003) this paper zeroed 
in on the primary techniques utilized in E recruitment 
and e-choice cycles. Staffing organizations recruiting 
chiefs to trade data about work demands, up-and-
comers, tasks time sheets and so forth it decreased the 
expense and process durations of information section 
and information mistakes. This is started by HRXML 
(www.hr-xml.org)

that there was a critical connection between relative 
benefit and web composition; huge connection between 
website architecture and intricacy on corporate 
reception in Nigeria and that demonstrated an impact 
on the connection between erecruitment system and 
corporate reception in Nigeria. This study recommends 
that there ought to be dispersion investigation of 
e-enlistment to distinguish the basic determinants of 
the degree of acknowledgment of the innovation by the 
partnerships in Nigeria. Rakholiya and Gupta (2013) 
concentrated on the candidate's discernment toward 
the handiness of E recruitment sites, handling time and 
cost of E recruitment, explicit variables while choosing 
a task through erecruitment. Research technique 
was clear and insightful: research configuration was 
subjective and quantitative, example size for this 
exploration was taken 100, comfort inspecting strategy 
was utilized. This study zeroed in on the e-enlistment 
on the singular's discernment and fulfillment. Based 
on individual comprehension modern practices gave 
online work searchers need to convey valuable data, 
easy to use and charming electronic enrollment to work 
searchers. Shahila and Vijaylakshmi (2013) contrasted 
the conventional enrollment cycle and E recruitment 
and furthermore talked about the benefits and detriments 
of E recruitment. They likewise centered around the 
patterns and practices of e-enlistment process in the 
organization and capability of e-enlistment. It is tied 
in with fostering the capacity of HR to work with 
end-toend process, like the store network. Khan et 
al. (2013) investigated the meaning of erecruitment 
in this review, analyzed the connection between the 
enrollment sources, work searchers discernment and 
aim to handbag the work. Information was gathered 
from 257 respondents and dissected in connection with 
the exploration objective. The investigation discovered 
that web is the most famous enlistment source to look 
through the positions and the and candidate's view of 
occupation fundamentally affected the expectation 
to seek after the position applied by the gig searcher. 
Malik and Razaullah (2013) inspected the use of 
E recruitment inside association; they additionally 
inspected utilization of E recruitment rehearses as a 
fascination apparatus for studio. The motivation behind 
the exploration was to figure out how e-enlistment 
rehearses were helpful in labor force fascination; 
telecom area was picked for the information assortment. 
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RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The kind of examination is spellbinding in nature; since 
an endeavor was made to find out bury connection 
between factors.

Wellspring of Information assortment: The essential as 
well as the auxiliary sources was utilized for assortment 
of information.

Essential information are gathered through an organized 
poll. A very much organized poll has been arranged 
given to the respondents by the specialist. Essential 
information was gathered through review strategy by 
circulating polls to representatives. The polls were 
painstakingly planned by thinking about the boundaries 
of my review. Optional information are gathered 
from the distributed information accessible inside the 
organization and furthermore from the Web.

Test Size

 The all out example size that is taken for this study is 39. 
The exploration was done whatever it takes to stay away 
from any one-sided while gathering the information. An 
examining strategy wherein a straightforward is chosen 
based on comfort and case.

Research Instrument

Organized survey is involved here as the instrument 
to gather the information, both unassuming and shut 
finished questions were utilized to conceivable.

Hypothesis

H1] H0 : Organisation does not use technology Support 
for the process of recruitment.

H2] Ho : Organisation does not use online source for 
Resume screening and short listing.

Data Analysis

The detailed analysis of available data in order to 
know about the facts related to E - Recruitment and E - 
Selection Process in IT Industry.

Q1. Gender 
Table 1: Gender Proportion

Sr. No Gender Respondent 
Number

Percentage

1 Male 18 46.2%

2 Female 20 53.8%
Total 39 100%

• Interpretation: According to the following pie chart 
it is clearly visible that ratio of female employee as 
compare to male employee is more. In the company 
they have 52.5% ratio of Female employee 
and47.5% ratio of Male  employee which is less  
than Female employees.

Q. 2  Age group 
Table 2: Age Group Analysis

Sr. No. Age Group Respondent 
Number

Percentage

1 18-25 20 51.3%
2 26-35 8 20.5%
3 36-45 6 15.4%
4 50+ 5 12.8%

Total 39 100%

Interpretation: According to the table no. 2 in the 
company they have Age Group 18-25 Employees 20 in 
quantity whereas Age Group 25-35 Employees only 8 
in quantity and Age Group 36-45 Employees only 7 in 
quantity and lastly Age group 50+Employees just 5 I 
quantity
Q.3  Nature of job 
Table 3: Nature of Job

Sr. No. Nature of 
Job

Respondent 
Number

Percentage

1 Permanent 25 64.1%
2 Temporary 14 35.9%

Total 39 100%

Interpretation: According to the data of respondents 
there are 14 employees are on Temporary basis whereas 
26 employees are permanent on their job role. That 
means the data clearly showed company have more 
permanent basis.
Q.4  Designation 
Table 4: IT Industry employees Designation Analysis

Sr. No. Designation Respondent 
Number

Percentage

1 Manager 14 35.9%
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they have most using source is Campus Recruiting 
whereas 3 employees are using online Recruitment 
Agencies,18 employees are using online Job Portals 
and 8 employees are using employee referral.
Q.7  Is the Resume screening and short listing used by the 
online source?
Table 7.

Sr. 
No.

Resume 
Screening and 

Short listing used 
by the online 

source

Respondent 
Number

Percentage

1 Yes 29 74.4%
2 No 3 7.7%
3 Maybe 7 17.9%

Total 39 100%

Interpretation: According to the Table No. 7 there are 
74.4% of employees are Strongly Agree with their 
Resume Screening and Shortlisting Process whereas 
7.7% employee are Strongly Disagree with the process, 
17.9% employees  are Neutral with the process.
Q. 8. How many stages are involves in selecting candidates? 
( For H2)
Table 8: Selection Stages Analysis

Sr. No. No. of 
Stages

Respondent 
Number

Percentage

1 1 1 7.7%
2 2 2 33.3%
3 3+ 23 59%

Total 39 100%

Interpretation: As per the given data there are 7.7% 
employees are mentioned that only one step is 
considering for selection, 33.3% employees are using 
Two Steps for Selection, and other 59% employees are 
using three plus steps for Selection.
Q.9  Recruitment & selection is done online  in your 
company on regular basis?
Table 09. 

Sr. No. Recruitment & 
selection is done 

online

Respondent 
Number

Percentage

1 Strongly Agree 8 20.5%

2 Clerk 7 17.9%
3 Sub Staff 16 41%
4 Analyst 1 2.6%
5 Student 1 2.6%

Total 39 100%

Interpretation: According to the data they have 14 
Managers, 7 Clerk, 16 staff, analyst and student only 
have 1.

Q. 5 Since how many years you have been working 
with the company?
Table 5: Working Analysis in years

Sr. No. Years Respondent 
Number

Percentage

1 0-5 20 51.5%
2 5-10 12 30.8%
3 10-15 2 5.1%
4 16-20 1 2.6%
5 20+ 4 10.3%

Total 39 100%

Interpretation: In the given Pie Chart 51.5% employees 
are working 0-5years, 30.8% employees are working 
5-10years and 10.3% employees are working more 
than20Years.

Q.6 Which source you adopt mostly to source 
Candidates?
Table 6: Recruitment Sources Analysis

Sr. No. Using Source 
for Candidates

Respondent 
Number

Percentage

1 Campus 
Recruitment

10 25.6%

2 Online 
Advertising 
Recruitment 

Agencies

3 7.7%

3 Online Job 
Portals

18 46.2%

4 Employee 
Referrals

8 2.5%

Total 39 100%

Interpretation: According the data there are 10 
employees who are confronting that in their company 
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2 Strongly Disagree 4 10.3%
3 Neutral 9 23.1%
4 Agree 13 33.3%
5 Disagree 5 12.8%

Total 39 100%

Interpretation: According to the Table No. 9 there are 
20.5% of employees are Strongly Agree with their 
recruitment & selection online  process whereas 10.3% 
employee are Strongly Disagree with the process, 
23.1% employees  are Neutral with the process, 33.3% 
are just Agree and 12.8% employees are Disagree with 
the Process.
Q.10  Do you use any technology support for the process 
of recruitment? ( For H1)

Table No. 10: Technological Support Analysis

Sr. No. Technological 
Support

Respondent 
Number

Percentage

1 Telephone 10 25.6%
2 Video Conference 14 35.9%
3 Online Support 11 28.2%
4 Computers 4 10.3%

Total 39 100%

Interpretation: In the given data there are 25.6% employees 
are recruiting through Telephone whereas 35.9% 
employees are recruiting through Video Conference 
as a Technological Support. 28.2% employees are 
using Online Support and 10.3%employees are using 
Computers as a Technological support.

FINDINGS
According to the analysis it is clearly visible that ratio 
of female employee as compare to male employee 
is more. In the company they have 52.5% ratio of 
Female employee and47.5% ratio of Male  employee 
which is less  than Female employees. According to 
the table no. 2 in the company they have Age Group 
18-25 Employees 20 in quantity whereas Age Group 
25-35 Employees only 8 in quantity and Age Group 
36-45 Employees only 7 in quantity and lastly Age 
group 50+Employees just 5 I quantity. According to 
the data of respondents there are 14 employees are on 
Temporary basis whereas 26 employees are permanent 
on their job role. That means the data clearly showed 

company have more permanent basis. According to the 
data they have 14 Managers, 7 Clerk, 16 staff, analyst 
and student only have 1. Also 51.5% employees are 
working 0-5years, 30.8% employees are working 
5-10years and 10.3% employees are working more than 
20 Years. According the data there are 10 employees 
who are confronting that in their company they have 
most using source is Campus Recruiting whereas 3 
employees are using online Recruitment Agencies,18 
employees are using online Job Portals and 8 employees 
are using employee referral. According to the Table No. 
7 there are 74.4% of employees are Strongly Agree 
with their Resume Screening and Shortlisting Process 
whereas 7.7% employee are Strongly Disagree with the 
process, 17.9% employees are Neutral with the process. 
According to the Table No. 9 there are 20.5% of 
employees are Strongly Agree with their recruitment & 
selection online process whereas 10.3% employee are 
Strongly Disagree with the process, 23.1% employees 
are Neutral with the process, 33.3% are just Agree and 
12.8% employees are Disagree with the Process.

SUGGESTIONS 
Online Recruitment process is very much helpful for 
the organisation which not only saves time but also cost 
effective. We therefore recommend all organisation to 
follow E-Recruitment policy.

CONCLUSION
According to the data analysis company have more focus 
on Female Recruiters. It means company have young 
employee group as well as Young talent for Recruitment 
and Selection Purpose which is competitive advantage 
to the company. That means company is more focusing 
on young talent as well as new generation technology 
for the best online recruitment with new technology and 
software. As per the data company have more focus on 
Permanent Recruitment. That’s why company have most 
of the employee on permanent basis company have too 
much permanent as well as they have some Intern and 
also employees who is working more than 20years with 
same company. According to the data company have 
combination of various type of Recruitment sources 
like Campus Recruitment, Advertising Recruitment 
Agencies, Job Portals, Employee Referrals, Tele calling, 
Email, etc. As per the data most of the employees agree 
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with the process of Resume Screening and short listing 
of candidates using online method. As per the analysis 
employees can use number of stages for the selection 
process, that’s why every employee are selected different 
options in form. Employee have right to choose number 
of stages for Selection of candidates. As per the data 
most of the employees are satisfied with the process. As 
well as there are 12.8% employees are Disagree with 
the process company have to take a follow up of them. 
As per my experience employees are using different 
technological support for different purpose like they 
use Telephonic Technology to searching or contacting 
the candidates as well as they use Video conference for 
Interview Purpose. Company also Online Support for 
Interview and Daily Meeting Purpose.
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